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Author's Note 

This book is based on my University of Edinburgh PhD thesis, submitted in 2002. In that 
same year, I also published a version of Appendix I as the volume on Scottish Gaelic in 
the Lincom Europa Languages of the World/Materials series (Lamb 2002). When it 
emerged that the thesis had been accepted for publication by Clo Ollscoil na Banrfona, 
John Kirk and I recognised that the framework of reference for many of the concepts and 
examples in the main body of the book necessitated the inclusion of Appendix 1 in the 
present volume and, moreover, that with the experience of use over the intervening years, 
numerous corrections and revisions to the grammar had become desirable. Appendix I 
may thus be regarded as a second edition of Lamb 2002. 

Lamb (2005), an article which provided a blueprint for a large corpus of spoken Scottish 
Gaelic, drew on examples and some of the content of pp. 97-100 (§5.4.5: Juxtapositions 
and Subordination). Lamb (2006), which is a distillation of the results relating to noun 
phrase complexity and case marking incorporates, verbatim, paragraphs 1-4 from the 
current introduction (§1), paragraphs from the methodology chapter (mainly §4.1), 
material from §6.2.3, and a large part of Chapter 7. Otherwise, the rest of the present 
work has never been published before. 

Transcription Practice 

In this study, the spoken data have been transcribed primarily in accordance with the 
Gaelic Orthographic Conventions (GOC) of 1981. In some cases, the transcriptions have 
been modified to accord with the Gaelic Orthographic Conventions of 2005. In other 
cases, standard Gaelic has been deviated from to show certain dialect features of North 
Uist or to reflect the Uist speaking voice. One such feature is the shortening of the vowel 
in unstressed positions in direach ('just', 'exact(ly)') and deanamh ('doing', 'making'), 
reflected by the absence of a grave accent. Such departures from standard Gaelic 
orthography are coherent and logical. Where mis-spellings occur in written or printed 
texts, [sic] has been added editorially. 

The presentation of examples 

In the main text, there are many numbered examples comprising the Gaelic text and an 
English translation. The Gaelic is italicised; the English is in roman; any highlighted 
feature and its translation are in bold. 

A great many examples also have a part-of-speech gloss. All three lines - the Gaelic 
text, the POS gloss, and the English translation - are in roman. The particular features in 
Gaelic under discussion are in bold. 

In Tables 107-118, both the Gaelic text and the English translation arc in roman. The 
particular features under discussion are in bold in both the Gaelic text and the English 
translation, and other special features already in bold are italicised. 
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Preface 

Will Lamb found his way to my office one day in 1996. He had come to the Department 
of Celtic at the University of Edinburgh to take the MSc in Celtic. At the time, I was 
attached to the Human Communication Research Centre (HCRC), working on the 
syntax and discourse organisation of spontaneous spoken language. Will had become 
interested in the analysis of spoken Gaelic and wanted to choose a topic for his MSc 
dissertation that he could carry over to his proposed PhD research. 

The MSc was successfully completed and Will began his PhD research. The original 
plan was to analyse the language of Gaelic news broadcasts on BBC Scotland (Radio nan 
Gaidheal), not just describing the language of contemporary broadcasts but also 
investigating who had made decisions about what Gaelic constructions and vocabulary 
could be used. Since news broadcasts in Gaelic were still relatively new and since the 
individuals who had taken part in their development were still alive, we hoped that Will's 
PhD thesis would offer an account of how a special Gaelic genre or text-type had been 
developed, elaborated and codified. 

Will quickly realised that the enterprise required an account of spoken Gaelic but that 
no accounts had been written. It did not take much discussion before we decided that he 
should change the topic of his PhD thesis to the syntax of spontaneous spoken Gaelic. 
Through his former wife Kirsty, Will had access to native speakers of Gaelic who used 
the language in most aspects of their daily lives. He was able to record conversation at 
table, in the kitchen and at work. Not so much 'friends of friends', as in Lesley Milroy's 
Belfast fieldwork, but 'relatives of relatives' and 'friends of the family'. 

Persuading people to converse while a cassette recorder is running is not always easy, 
and ensuring that the recording is of good quality requires skill and experience. But the 
hard slog begins only after the recordings have been made. Transcribing is exhausting and 
mind-numbing. Analysing the transcription brings its own difficulties: how many clauses 
are there in this chunk of speech? is this small phrase inside a clause or independent? what 
construction is this anyway? These are problems that plague native speakers of English 
working on English, but the difficulties are much greater for analysts who are not 
working on their native language and who have no extant grammars of the spoken 
language as landmarks. Will stuck to his task, in spite of the distractions of teaching, and 
produced an excellent PhD thesis. He has pioneered research on the syntax of 
spontaneous spoken Gaelic and, in doing so, contributed to the growing body of general 
work on the grammar and discourse organisation of unplanned speech. 

Will's book has much to offer to all linguists, Celtic specialists or not, concerned with 
the grammar of spoken language. Given Will's intellectual, spiritual and practical 
commitment to the Scots Gaelic language and culture, his book will give especial 
pleasure to scholars of Celtic and of Scots Gaelic in particular. 

Professor Jim Miller 
University of Auckland 
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Introduction 

1.1 Background and rationale 

In many ways, a language's response to the contextual changes experienced by its speakers 
is a good gauge of its overall health. By surveying a large dictionary of a major world 
language, such as French or English, one can appreciate the wide range of words and 
phrases that have arisen in response to shifts in culture, technology and social mores. The 
more entrenched that a context becomes in a society, the more likely it is that it will be 
associated with a rich mode of linguistic expression. When new inventions, practices or 
other culturally important phenomena emerge, speakers quickly develop ways to 

communicate about them. Similarly, many of the obsolete words and expressions of a 
given language have suffered their fate as a result of their associated contexts ceasing to 
exist. 

During the past several decades, a growing body of research {e.g. Ochs 1979; Chafe 
1982; Biber 1988; Miller and Weinert 1998) has set out to delineate and contrast the 
characteristics of linguistic varieties associated with different parameters of context. 
Generally, these studies have com pared two or more varieties of a language (e.g. formal 
prose and conversation) with regard to a number of linguistic features such as word 
length, use of subordination, contractions, construction-type and syntactic complexity. It 
has been found that linguistic responses to situation extend beyond the lexicon, with the 
most robust markers of variation in fact obtaining at the level of morphosyntax. One 
recurring theme in these studies is the major difference in the linguistic make-up of 
unplanned, informal speech versus other language varieties, especially planned, written 
prose. 

It is no coincidence that the majority of these studies have been carried out on English, 
which is in an undeniably healthy linguistic state. There are few contexts or 
communicative purposes extant for which English does not have a well-developed 
vocabulary and idiom. As numerous studies in addition to the aforementioned have 
demonstrated, there are specific and detectable ways that language varieties associated 
with context - or registers - differ in the English language. However, the situation is not 
so well-described for most of the world's minority languages, nor is it universally 
accepted that registers exist in all of these. 

Some researchers, such as Dressler {1988), have asserted that one of the qualities of a 
dying language is monostylism - the lack of register variation. It is reasoned that as 
languages 'die' they tend to be used for fewer and fewer contexts until they retreat to 
either a purely domestic or ritual domain. The process of language extinction is one of 
mass obsolescence; instead of words and idiomatic expressions falling into disuse 
gradually, in tandem with the situations that gave rise to them, entire contexts become 
linked to a higher-status language in lieu of a lower-status one. One might claim that 
Gaelic, for many of its speakers at least, is now in such a state. Because virtually all 
speakers of Gaelic are bilingual and surrounded by English on every front, there are 
almost no situations or functions for which the language is necessary and increasingly 
fewer for which it is reliably chosen as a means of communication. 

It was in this context that I set out to examine the extent of grammatical variation in 
Gaelic. Although Gaelic seemed to me to still possess a relatively high level of variation, 
at least in certain domains, there were no data available for determining how much and 
what types of variation existed. I had conducted an earlier study into the 
linguistic variation of radio news-speak (Lamb 1999), which traced its historical 
development and attempted to associate changes in its context with ones in its linguistic 
form. However, despite the emergence of a number of interesting findings, I was limited 
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in the extent to which I could comment on what lcxico-grammatical features 
distinguished news-speak from, say, conversation, fiction or formal prose. Additionally, as 
the study was primarily qualitative, I could not quantify the changes that had occurred in 
certain features over the ycars,1 nor whether these changes were, in fact, statistically 
significant. The shortcomings of the study highlighted the need to investigate register 
variation in Gaelic at large, using a quantitative, statistical and computerised corpus 
model. 

By using a quantitative model, it is possible to state the differences between groups of 
data in terms of relative proportions. Using the news-speak study as an example, this 
would have enabled a comparison in the occurrence level of different linguistic features at 
different stages of its development. By utilising inferential statistics, such as the Analysis 
of Variance (ANOV A), it becomes possible to state whether or not any apparent 
differences arc significant at a reasonable certainty level, or on the other hand more likely 
to be due to chance. While the above study was corpus based as such (it used a finite body 
of purposely-collected text as its data source), by compiling computerised corpora, 
researchers have the ability to search, tag, and manipulate their data to an extent far 
beyond that feasible with pieces of paper. After the completion of the news-speak study, 
it was clear that the next step in the investigation of Scottish Gaelic register variation 
would be to assume a methodology with these three qualities. 

Biber (1988) is an example of such an investigation on English. As his data, he used two 
large computerised corpora of spoken and written English divided into 23 registers.2 By 
electronically 'tagging' a large number of register-sensitive linguistic features in these 
corpora, Biber was able to achieve a detailed, quantitative comparison of the genres 
involved. Because the corpora that he used were representative of the wide range of 
contextual and functional variation in the English language, he also provided a 
benchmark of its synchronic linguistic variation. His most important findings were: that 
register variation was multi-dimensional - there were no universal distinctions to be 
found linked to any one contextual parameter such as mode (speech vs. writing) - and that 
linguistic features should not be viewed in isolation, but as bundling together into several 
co-varying groups with shared functions or conventions. 

Since this study, other research has indicated that typical speech and writing are more 
divergent from one another than Biber (1988) would suggest. For example, all of the 
variation linked to mode in Greenbaum, Nelson and Weitzman's (1996) study of 
subordinate clauses, was attributed to one register: conversation. Chafe (1992, quoted in 
Chapter 2) emphasises that informal conversation has the potential to tell us more than 
any other register about human language and psychology. Miller and Weinert (1998), a 
wide-ranging survey of spontaneous speech in numerous languages, detected a number of 
literate constructions that did not occur in their corpus of spontaneous speech, and 
colloquial constructions that were never found in their corpus of writing. They suggested 
that Biber failed to uncover large differences between the modes in his study because, as 
he himself acknowledges (1986), his spontaneous spoken samples had been recorded from 
academics: the segment of the population whose speech is most likely to be influenced by 
heavy exposure to and faculty with formal, written prose. Clearly, any study of a 
language's register variation must include a reliable and valid sample of on-line, informal 
speech. As will be discussed later, this is precisely the variety of Scottish Gaelic which 
researchers have the least access to and, consequently, know the least about. 

1 Such as passive forms. Over the course of the past fifty years, there has been an apparent mo\·e away from 
synthetic passives, such as rinneadh e 'it was done', to analytic ones, such aschaidh a dheanamh (same gloss). 
1 These were the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergin Corpus of British English (the LOB corpus) and the London-Lund 
Corpus of Spoken English 
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In developing their approaches and interpreting their results, the aforementioned 
researchers had at their disposal several decades of work on English register variation and 
descriptive, functional syntax. In contrast, there has been scant research devoted to Gaelic 
register variation on either side of the Irish Sea. Of the studies that have appeared3 few 
have offered empirically garnered evidence, and none have drawn from a range of 
different registers. Their conclusions have been either of a general nature and readily 
extrapolated from other minority language situations, or based purely upon informal 
observation. To summarise these:forma/ registers evince less language contact phenomena, 
have a more conservative morphosyntax, and take their cues from the currency of 
institutionalised higher discourses such as religious language and oral literature; informal 
registers, on the other hand, in addition to displaying qualities converse to those above, also 
have a higher frequency of 'colourful language' (e.g. insults and asseverations). These are 
general characteristics and far from specifically pertinent to Scottish or Irish Gaelic. There 
are no discussions of base morphosyntactic features - such as the TAM system (tense
aspect-mode), focus constructions, or case marking - and no reference to categories of 
lexis. Furthermore, formality is the sole axis of variation discussed in these studies.4 There 
is no coverage of the differences of speaking and writing and no finer-grained 
examination of the role of situational context. 

Similar to the situation regarding register research on Scottish and Irish Gaelic, very 
little work has appeared on syntax as opposed to that on phonetics and phonology 
(Macaulay 1979; Ramchand 1995). In Scottish Gaelic, there has been especially little 
interest shown in the morphosyntax of spontaneous speech.5 The effects of this dearth can 
be perceived in available ScG grammars, most of which are outmoded and make only 
passing reference to the spoken language, if at all. Perhaps associated with this, few 
pedagogical materials provide any information on the ways in which Scottish Gaelic 
speech diverges from writing. This prescriptivism has resulted in a large number of Gaelic 
learners who have been given the tools for writing formal Gaelic, but not for 
participating in colloquial speech situations.6 

The formal syntactic work that has appeared on Scottish Gaelic has been almost 
exclusively generative in nature, with its application to questions of function and register 
necessarily limited. Within generative frameworks, Gaelic has more often been employed 
as a theoretical proving ground instead of a system still requiring description for its own 
end. Generative work tends to base analyses on highly planned, decontextualised 
structures more characteristic of writing than speech, and, often, 'magnasyntax' as 
opposed to what one would expect to find within any one individual's linguistic 
competence (Biber 1988: 7; Miller and Weinert 1998: 377).7 Grammatical treatments in 
these studies have been insensitive to questions of mode and register, providing 
categorical rules for morphosyntactic phenomena that become flimsy upon a proper 
consideration of these issues. This is no surprise, as conventional Chomskyan-type 
approaches to grammar do not admit different grammatical systems in the same 
language. 

J Scottish Gaelic: Dorian 1994, 1994b; Macaulay 1982a, 1992; Meck 1990; Irish: Ni Laoirc 1988, 1993; peripherally 6 
Siadhail 1989 
4 Ni Laoirc (1988: 90) defines register as a single, diglossic dimension based upon formality, as in other research of a 
more traditional orientation. 
~Ni Laoirc ( 1993) describes a similar situation for Irish. 
6 Macaulay (1979: 28) says:'. .. pedagogic grammars of Gaelic, and indeed Gaelic pedagogic materials in general, 
have concentrated on the written language ... '. However, in the same article he claims to make use of a corpus of 
spoken texts in his examination of prosody, but later admits that 'I have used a very restricted range of constructed 
sentences to exhibit the tone distinctions, rather than the very heterogroeotu material i11 my act11al data texts, which 
the reader might have found i1110/erably conf11sing' (p. 37) [italics added for emphasis]. 
7 There is also a confound in these studies arising from researchers not being fluent speakers of the language and 
having to rely on translation prompts for their informants. 
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To sum up, in approaching a study of Scottish Gaelic register variation, there are a 
number of obstacles to contend with: 

The research conducted thus far on register variation in Goidelic languages has been 
largely anecdotal and confined to a single axis of variation (formality). 
There are no studies of Gaelic style, genre or register utilising base morphosyntactic 
features. 
There is virtually no morphosyntactic (or discourse analysis8

) work devoted to 
spontaneous spoken Gaelic. 
Of the little work that has been done on Scottish Gaelic syntax, most is generative in 
orientation. 
There is a concomitant lack of resources such as tapes of free conversations or 
grammatical descriptions based upon the spoken language. 

Despite these issues, researchers such as Besnier (1988) and Jang (1998) - working on 
Nukulaelae Tuvaluan and Taiwanese respectively - have managed to conduct corpus
based register studies on languages presenting similar difficulties. And, there is a 
substantial body of work on register variation and the spoken syntax of the larger 
European languages (English, French, and Russian in particular) from which one may, 
assuming a degree of universality (see Biber 1995), begin to extrapolate. Therefore, there 
are precedents for successful register studies on languages with as few resources as Gaelic, 
and established models to follow based upon more researched languages. 

Although empirical work on Gaelic register variation has not yet appeared, it has 
been called for by several authors: 

An approach which would complement the one adopted here [a transformationally
driven examination of Gaelic clause structure] would be to study the relative 
frequency of occurrence of the various construction types discussed. To be useful, 
such a study would of course need to differentiate between texts from ... different 
stylistic varieties, most obviously between the spoken and written language. (Cram 
1984: 47) 

... [I]t is important to note that further categories of linguistic features are available 
[to be researchedJ in Irish [or ScG, mutandis mutatisj for the purpose of stylistic 
variation. Those which involve manipulation of syntactic structure and word order 
may be mentioned in particular. (Ni Laoire 1988: 289) 

Relatively little has been published on ... the Gaelic language in its contemporary 
social context, and for that reason the article [on register variation] will be more 
tentative and more programmatic than the writer would wish. (Macaulay 1982a: 27) 

A good deal of research needs to be undertaken in the area of participant 
relationships and its language reflection in general. (Macaulay 1982a: 40) 

The research programme outlined by these statements would be quantitative: "study the 
relative frequency of occurrences" (Cram 1984); involve various construction types, 
particularly those concerning syntactic and word-order variation (focus, etc.); incorporate 
texts from a number of different registers; examine language in a contemporary social 
context; and investigate the role of participant relationships. Together, these statements 
constitute a nearly perfect abstract of Biber (1988) and also describe the orientation of the 
current investigation. 

9 Dorian (1999) is, to the: author's knowledge:, the: only study on Scottish Gac:lic examining linguistic phenomena 
above: the: lc:vc:I of the: clause:. 
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1.2 Research Questions 
Since there had been little empirical work on Scottish Gaelic register vanat1on, the 
present study was an attempt to move towards a fuller understanding of how linguistic 
form and contextual variation interact in the language. It particularly attempted to 
highlight the characteristics of spontaneous, spoken forms, which have received little 
attention in the syntactic literature. 

A computerised corpus was compiled of 81,677 words total, and distributed over four 
written and four spoken registers. These are as follows: 

Spoken Sub-corpus 
l. Conversation 
2. Radio Interview 
3. Sports Broadcast 
4. Traditional Narrative 

Written Sub-corpus 
5. Academic Prose 
6. Fiction 
7. Popular Writing 
8. Radio News Scripts 

The texts were hand-tagged for around 100 discrete variables to reveal fluctuations in 
morphosyntax, information structure, and lexical class. By providing a thorough 
description of the contextual aspects of each register and investigating the functions of 
the linguistic features, it was possible to analyse the conventional associations holding 
between them. 

The findings are important not only for our knowledge of Gaelic grammar and 
discourse, but can be placed in direct comparison to the findings of research on register 
variation and spontaneous speech generally. However, as it was the first empirical study 
of contextually based linguistic variation in a Goidelic language and the first to examine 
in-depth the grammatical characteristics of spoken Gaelic, it has particular relevance for 
Gaelic studies. It also put Dressler's prediction to test for this particular endangered 
language. 

Such a study must rely upon a functionally aware grammatical description. As 
mentioned previously, available grammars of the language are almost devoid of any 
description of spoken Gaelic. Furthermore, some early publications are parasitic upon 
Latinate paradigms, especially in their description of case and verb inflection. It seemed 
necessary to me to write a new descriptive grammar of the language to inform the study, 
particularly during the tagging process. This effort soon grew in size to the extent that it 
became somewhat independent. I published it with Lincom Europa (Lamb 2002), but 
since it has been available up-to-now only at an exorbitant expense, and since I am under 
no binding contract with the company, I offer it here, in its original context. 

The specific research questions examined in this study are as follows: 

l. What linguistic features are significant markers of Scottish Gaelic register variation? 
2. What contextual features help to condition linguistic form in Scottish Gaelic? 
3. What associations between context and linguistic form are present in the corpus? 
4. What are the main grammatical characteristics of spontaneous spoken Gaelic? 
5. How do the findings relate to relevant research on other languages? 
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1.3 Assumptions and Limitations 

As in Biber (1988 inter alia), Ferguson (1983: 1994) and generally all studies of register 
variation, it is assumed that communicative contexts that recur habitually in society are 
associated with conventionalised linguistic features that diverge from the linguistic 
features of other communicative contexts. Also, it is assumed that linguistic features 
which co-vary across a particular set of contextual parameters share at least one common 
communicative function. Following from this assumption, it is justifiable to interpret 
groups of co-varying features via the communicative functions associated with their 
underlying contexts. 

In terms of limitations, with only eight registers totalling 81,677 words implicated in 
the current study, it is not possible to achieve a complete picture of the Gaelic language. 
However, the registers have been carefully chosen to be characteristic of the different 
kinds of discourse found in the language, as well as to maximise the potential for a wide 
range of linguistic variation. It should be said that dialectal variation has not been 
controlled for, beyond using mainly Uist speakers in the conversational texts, and that this 
is a potential confound. Macaulay (1992: 153) states that the Gaelic dialects are syntactically 
"remarkably homogenous", yet as a study of variation in Gaelic syntax - dialectal, 
diachronic, or otherwise - has still to be done, there are no grounds for assuming that 
there are not differences. Also, authorship and participant age were not controlled for 
beyond only using texts that were written or collected post-1965, and speakers who were 
old enough to be considered fluent in the language. Gender effects have also not been 
controlled for. However, in light of the time constraints imposed upon the study, and the 
difficulty in obtaining spoken Gaelic texts, I hope that the reader will excuse the above 
limitations. 

1.4 Definitions 

(The) corpus: refers to the computerised database consist mg of 81,677 Scottish Gaelic 
words from eight registers compiled for this study 

Features: these are the discrete linguistic variables (e.g. attributive nouns) that were 
counted and com pared across the eight registers (listed in §4.2) 

Mode: speech or writing 
Register: "a general cover term for all language varieties associated with different 

situations and purposes" (Biber 1994: 32); also subsumes the terms genre, style, and 
language/linguistic variety 

Tag Set: the collection of 'codes' representing each of the discrete linguistic variables used 
in the register comparisons (see Appendix 3 for a full list) 
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2 Spoken and Written Registers and Scottish Gaelic 

2.1 Speech and Writing 

Although the emergence of empirical research on the subject occurred properly only in 
the late 20'h Century, the concept of a differentiation between speech and writing has a 
prolonged history. Academics at large have long viewed writing as the purer form, free 
from the disfluencies and fickleness that characterise common speech. This, what we 
could call the aesthetic orientation towards speech and writing, began to wane in 
linguistics in the 19'h century and was largely supplanted by another view. As Biber (1988) 
remarks, with the initiation in the 19'h century of phonetics as a separate discipline, 
spurred on by the work of Jacob Grimm, the German folklorist-linguist, and later, Henry 
Sweet and Daniel Jones, language researchers began to turn their attention more towards 
speech as an object of inquiry. The 'Brothers Grimm' had set out to collect the natural, 
colloquial speech of their informants. Previous collectors had been content with, or even 
idealised, literary versions of stories that had originally come from oral sources. Folklorists 
throughout the world took up the Grimms' example and left us with invaluable 
transcriptions, not only of folklore, but also of the lexis and grammar of many long
disappeared or irrevocably changed language groups. John Francis Campbell, or lain Og 
lie as he is known in Gaelic, was one of these, and he deserves recognition as the first 
spoken language researcher in Scottish Gaelic. In the introduction to his Popular Tales of 
the West Highlands (1994, first published 1861), he states: 

I requested those who wrote for me to take down the words as they were 
spoken, and to write as they would speak themselves; and the Gaelic of the 
tales is the result of such a process ... The Gaelic then is not what is called 
"classical Gaelic". It is generally the Gaelic of the people - pure from the 
source. (p. 80) 

With a growing interest in speech came the view in linguistics and anthropology, 
promulgated in particular by Bloomfield and Sapir, that spoken language should be 
regarded as primary and that written language was but an inferior artefact, particularly in 
terms of its status as a research focus. Bloomfield (1935) advances his position through 
certain facts about language: speech is a human inheritance while writing is a cultural one; 
to understand writing one must understand speech but not the converse; and in earlier 
times, literacy had been common only in a relatively small, privileged section of society. 
Sapir (1974: originally 1933) says the following about speech versus other kinds of human 
communication: 

fTJhe actual history of man and a wealth of anthropological evidence indicate 
with overwhelming certainty that phonetic language [i.e. speech] takes 
precedence over all other kinds of communicative symbolism, all of which 
are, by comparison, either substitutive, like writing, or excessively 
supplementary, like the gesture accompanying speech. (p. 46) 

Later researchers have found other reasons to regard speech, and especially conversation, 
as fundamental. Halliday (1994: xxiii-xxiv) says that speech is unconscious and in flux in a 
way that writing is not; it maps itself onto an ever-changing environment, demanding a 
greater reservoir of semantic and thus grammatical strategies to cope. Miller and Weinert 
(1998: 29) discuss the fact that spontaneous conversation - along with narrative - is the 
language variety that we heard most as children and the one that we use the most as 
adults. Chafe concurs: 
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Speaking is natural to the human organism in ways that writing can never be. 
It is plausible to suppose that humans are "wired up" to speak and listen, that 
the evolution of speech was inextricably interwoven with the physical 
evolution of our species. The same cannot be said of writing ... If speaking 
has a priority in this sense, we can identify conversational language, as 
opposed to various manifestations of oral literature, as constituting the most 
basic kind of speaking ... Conversation can justifiably be taken as the use of 
language to which humans are best adapted and thus the one that can tell us 
most directly about inherent properties of language and the mind. (Chafe 
1992: 88-9) 

These two viewpoints, the aesthetic orientation and the primacy orientation towards speech 
and writing, continue to co-exist today. Outside of linguistics, it is clear that the aesthetic 
orientation still dominates; in business, school, and lay opinion; writing is the mode that 
holds official sway, and that encapsulates what is 'good' and 'proper' - our prescriptive 
views - about language. 

Modern linguists continue to espouse the position that speech should be regarded as 
primary, yet there is a fracture between what many of them declare and what they 
actually do. This is particularly true in generative grammar, but is a general characteristic 
of all theoretical models (Miller and Weinert 1998: 4-5). With its emphasis on locating an 
underlying logical substratum to human language and testing the limits of this universal 
grammar, generative work often uses data that is more representative of the particular 
complexities of writing - refined and explicit - than speech, which we are supposed to be 
taking as prime. The hazard of this paradigm is that it is possible to overlook certain 
regular constructions in spoken language which simply do not appear in the written 
language when one is too ready to consign data to the realm of performance errors. 
Additionally, the use of intuitions as a data source may be a major confound: "!they 
present] only indirect evidence, as they reflect a variety of memory and processing 
constraints, as well as subjects' efforts to conform - consciously or not - to prescriptive 
grammar" (Birner and Ward 1998: 27). The work of Biber, Chafe, Halliday, Miller and 
Weinert and others analysing natural spoken language has demonstrated that there are 
certain constructions that regularly appear in one mode but not the other. However, the 
aesthetic orientation towards speech and writing is still influential in modern linguistics. 

2.1.1 Linguistic Differences between Writing and Speech: Empirical Studies 

For the past 35 years or so, there has been a small but steady stream of research, often by 
linguists with roots in functional grammar or linguistic typology, which has attempted to 
delineate the differences of written and spoken language. As will be shown, researchers 
have often arrived at different conclusions depending on their data and method of 
analysis. This section will summarise earlier investigations on the subject, examine 
contemporary work, and conclude with a consideration of register, moving away from 
the often problematic emphasis on mode. 

Blankenship (1962) conducted one of the first empirical studies on linguistic differences 
due to mode, comparing the spoken lectures and published monographs of four public 
individuals. She found that idiolect accounted for more of the group variation than did 
mode; that there was more similarity than dissimilarity between the spoken and written 
texts. (However, the effects of planning time, as investigated by Ochs (1979), may be 
implicated in this; unlike spontaneous conversation, lectures are at least semi-planned.) 
Her oral texts exhibited more imperfect aspect, less present perfect aspect, and less 
passive constructions. There was no use of inferential statistics and, consequently, it is not 
clear whether the differences obtained were due to chance alone. Blankenship (1974) was 
more complex, comparing six individuals' spoken and written texts across six different 
sub-modes (registers). She examined features such as sentence length, word length, the 
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type-token ratio'1, and the frequencies of different parts of speech, as well as employing 
inferential statistical tests. As in her previous study, she found idiolect to be a more robust 
determiner of linguistic form than mode, but she did obtain significant differences 
between the modes and registers on a number of features. 

O'Donnell (1974) used a sample of spoken and written discourse produced by a single 
public figure. He divided the sample into t-units (an independent clause along with any 
related dependent clauses) and counted a number of features including different kinds of 
clauses, nonfinite verbals, passive constructions, auxiliary verbs, and attributive adjectives. 
Frequencies were subjected to Chi Square tests and his results indicated that writing was 
more syntactically dense (indicated by having shorter t-units) and had more dependent 
clauses, gerunds, participles, passives, attributive adjectives, and modal/perfective 
auxiliaries. The spoken sample had a greater instance of noun clauses, infinitive 
constructions, and progressive aspect. 

Poole and Field (1976) used a structured interview and timed written exercise from 80 
undergraduate students discussing life experiences. The samples were then compared on a 
number of linguistic features such as prevalence of subordination, number of different 
parts of speech, mean sentence length, and passive verbs. Inferential statistics were used 
and significant differences were found between the modes on a number of features: there 
was more adverbial elaboration in speech but more adjectival elaboration in writing; there 
were more passives in writing; there were also more 'preverbal' constituents in writing 
(e.g. preposed subordinate clauses). In contrast to many other researchers (save Halliday), 
they concluded that oral language was more structurally complex than written language. 
However, the results may be queried on the basis of three qualities which might have 
skewed the study. First, the elicitation instrument that was used, a 'structured interview 
schedule', would have conditioned a more formal setting than is typical of most spoken 
language production. Second, they employed a group of participants - tertiary students -
who, through their intense consumption of and proven ability with formal, expository 
writing, would have been more likely than the population at large to use literate features 
in their speech. Third, as the written exercise was timed, it introduced production 
constraints more typical of oral than literate language production. Therefore, the context 
underlying the spoken data in the study was more typically literate while the context for 
the written data was more typically oral. 

Ochs (1979) was interested in ways in which adult spontaneous speech often resembles 
early child discourse. She examined a wide range of language data involving both adults 
and children but, in this article, focused on informal conversations between adults and 
personal narratives from single speakers in two conditions: spontaneous-spoken and 
prepared-written. Spontaneous spoken discourse was characterised by the features in the 
following list, many of which are similar to the properties of early child speech. Planned 
discourse was characterised by the converse of the below and generally exhibits the more 
complex morphosyntax that humans acquire later in life: 

I. Speakers express propositions through involving the immediate context (e.g. by 
pointing, lifting objects, or gazing). 

2. Semantic relations between referents and following predications are not explicit (e.g. 
as in left-detachment constructions). 

3. Conjunction of propositions is found without explicit marking (asyndesis). 
4. Demonstratives are used in lieu of definite articles or relative clauses (e.g. 'this thing 

... '). 
5. Low frequency of passives. 
6. Use of 'historical' present tense. 
7. False starts and word replacement and repair mechanisms. 
8. Phonological/ lexical repetition and elaboration. 

'' The proportion of different words (types) to the overall number of words (tokens) in a text; a measure of lexical 
variety. 
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Using a similar data set, Tannen (1982b) examines the spoken and written versions of 
narratives produced by two individuals. Her findings arc in line with many of Ochs': 

l. Written versions tend to stay in past tense while spoken versions switch to the 
historical present. 

2. Spoken versions tend to use different kinds of determiners. 
3. Written narrative is more concise. 
4. While written narratives use explicit marking of related propositions, spoken 

ones tend to rely on juxtaposition. 
5. Spoken versions tend to convey meaning through syntax and the specific 

'rhythm' that it entails - in writing, meaning is lexicalised. 
6. Cohesion is formed in writing by syndesis, lexicalisation, and 'focus' 

constructions while it is formed in speech through paralinguistic strategies 
(pointing, laughing, yawning, etc.). 

However, Tannen takes the position that register, rather than planning time (as construed 
by Ochs) or mode, is primarily responsible for these kinds of differences. She also points 
out {later argued forcefully by Akinasso 1985) that speech and writing can resemble each 
other in various ways. For example, short stories, while presenting tight, integrated prose, 
can simultaneously enlist involvement strategics (such as direct quotes, and sound/word 
repetition) in an attempt to bring the reader closer to the text. In fact, some imaginative 
prose goes so far as to mimic the typical disfluencies of spontaneous speech. 

Chafe's (1982) influential paper is the most detailed empirical investigation of its time 
on the contribution of mode to linguistic divergence. He summarises the main findings 
from early research on the overall differences between speech and writing as follows: 

Com ared to Writin , S eech has: 
Longer texts 
Shorter words 
Less attributive adjectives 
Less vocabulary range 
More words referring to the speaker 
More quantifiers and hedges 
Less "abstractness" 
Less subordinate clauses 

Author 
Drieman 1962 

Devito 1966, 1967 

Harrell 1957: O'Donnell 1974, Kroll 1977 

Building on the findings of these studies, he investigates a corpus of the language of 
academicians, comprising 9,911 words of informal speech and 12,368 words of formal 
writing. Chafe was careful to emphasise that he was sampling extremes of mode, and 
that some forms of writing were closer to more typical speech and vice versa. He found 
that he could place the differences detected along two dimensions associated with 
different levels of orality and literacy: fragmentation vs. integration and involvement vs. 
detachment. 

Fragmentation, an aspect of spoken language, was distinguished by features such as 
asyndesis and the presence of initial co-ordinators (and, but, or, etc.) while integration -
the tight packing of information in careful writing - was indicated by nominalisations, 
genitive subjects and objects, participles, attributive adjectives, and certain kinds of so
called subordinate structures. Involvement referred to the manifestation of speakers' 
association with their audiences, appearing for instance in higher frequencies of first 
person references, references to speakers' own mental processes, discourse particles, 
emphatic particles and hedges. Detachment, on the other hand, was characterised as 
linguistic distancing from "specific concrete states and events" (p. 45) and was 
characterised by passives and nominalisations. Chafe also made the important 
observation, using ritual texts from the Seneca language, that these dimensions seem to 
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characterise the difference between oral literature and colloquial speech as well. Later, 
Akinnaso (1985) explored this area in more depth, comparing and contrasting Yoruba 
divinatory speech, formal writing, and colloquial discourse. 

Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) are perhaps alone in reporting a "relatively pure 
difference" (p. 91) between speech and writing that is not affected by register. They found 
that speech was characterised by hedges, contractions, disfluencies, reduced lexical range, 
a higher frequency of coordination of intra-clause constituents, and one-word sentences. 
They also found that spoken language more frequently evinced simple strings of 
coordinated clauses, avoiding complex intraclausal relations. 

In a series of papers, researchers Sidney Greenbaum, Gerald Nelson and Michael 
Weitzman have investigated the distribution in the Leverhume CorpusJO of a number of 
linguistic features suspected of being sensitive to modal variation: clausal relationships 
(Greenbaum and Nelson 199Sa); nuclear and peripheral clauses (Greenbaum and Nelson 
1995b); positions of adverbial clauses (Greenbaum and Nelson 1996); complement clauses 
(Greenbaum, Nelson and Weitzman 1996); cleft constructions (Nelson 1997); and elliptical 
clauses (Greenbaum and Nelson 1999). Greenbaum and Nelson (1995a) found that, 
although instances of subordinate and coordinate clause combinations occurred more 
frequently in written samples, there were wide fluctuations of occurrence levels within 
each mode. For instance, while conversation was found to have the lowest proportion of 
coordinate and subordinate clauses, spoken monologue had the highest. They concluded 
that mode, in and of itself, was not a reliable predictor of variation in clause 
combinations. Similarly, in a replication of an earlier study on subordination (Thompson 
1984), Greenbaum and Nelson (199Sb) found that both mode and formality were 
implicated in the distribution of peripheral modifying clauses. While more typically 
written, formal registers had higher levels of peripheral clauses overall, informal spoken 
registers (i.e. conversation and broadcast discussion) evinced the highest proportion of 
finite adverbial clauses. A later study (Greenbaum, Nelson and Weitzman 1996) analysed 
the distribution of all types of subordinate clause in the Leverhume Corpus. It revealed 
that the conversational data accounted for all of the variation attributed to mode. This 
result adds weight to Miller and Weinert's (1998) conclusion that spontaneous speech, and 
in particular conversation, is radically different from other forms of language. However, 
the same study, when examining complement clauses alone, found robust differences 
between the modes: in speech most complement clauses were finite while in writing, 
most were non-finite. Nelson's (1997) study on clefts failed to detect large differences 
between speech and writing and he concluded that they ought to be investigated at a 
more specific discourse level. Greenbaum and Nelson (1999) revealed differences between 
speech and writing in various types of clausal ellipsis, but also found that certain registers 
were aberrant and exacted a heavy influence on the results: " ... our results for unscripted 
monologues, and so for speech generally, have been heavily influenced by the sports 
commentaries ... [which] probably deserve a separate study" (p. 124). 

In summary, most empirical studies have located few strict differences between the 
modes. As mentioned previously, one of the problems in investigating 'mode' involves 
which registers are being taken as representative of speech and writing. If one researcher, 
for example, includes spontaneous commentary in an investigation of spoken and written 
clausal ellipsis while another does not, their results will be unequal. In light of the 
tendency for certain registers to be considerably divergent from other ones within a given 
mode, it seems preferable to appeal to a finer model of linguistic and contextual 
variation. One solution to this issue is presented in §2.3. It is also possible to carry out a 
close examination of the discourse properties of a single language variety. This kind of 
approach has been taken by researchers such as Miller and Weinert (1998) in their analysis 
of spontaneous spoken language (sec §2.1.3 below). Yet, another problem faces researchers 
in this field: to what extent arc the linguistic constructs that they employ actually valid 

10 
,\ mh-corpu• usini: wriuen and spoken texts taken from the British section of the International Corpus of English 

(ICE). 
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and consistently defined? The next section examines the implications of this issue for two 
areas that have received more attention in the literature than any others: subordinate 
clauses and the notion of linguistic 'complexity'. 

2.1.2 Complexity and Subordination in Speech and Writing 

In general, studies have concluded that writing is more complex and more dense than 
speech although some researchers, such as Halliday (see below), have emphasised the 
different kinds of complexity inherent to speech and writing. Chafc's dimensions of 
integration and fragmentation characterise one aspect of complexity, attributed to the 
low time constraints generally found in writing and the potential, therefore, for greater 
cohesion: "the packing of more information into ... [syntactic units] than the rapid pace 
of spoken language would normally allow" (p. 39). Highlighting another contrast between 
the modes, Tannen (1982b) points out that speakers can achieve cohesion through non
verbal strategies and paralinguistics while writers must resort to grammaticalised 
connectives and complex syntax. 

Most of the research on oral-literate differences has focused to some extent on the 
distribution and types of subordinate clauses in spoken and written language. Biber (1988) 
summarises the often confusing discrepancies in the literature associated with this area. 
Most researchers have found writing to contain more subordination (Kroll 1977; Chafe 
1982; Brown and Yule 1983; Thomson 1984). In a like manner to Tannen (l982b), Mithun 
(1985) speculates that writing might place a greater need on subordination due to the lack 
of resources available in speech - such as intonation - for the bonding, backgrounding, 
and foregrounding of clauses. Ochs (1979) explains what she finds to be a greater 
frequency of coordinate and subordinate clause complexes in writing as a consequence of 
planning time. 

On the other hand, researchers such as Poole and Field (1976) and, in particular, 
Halliday (1987; 1994) have claimed opposite findings, that speech is more syntactically rich 
than writing. Halliday maintains that writing and speech have different kinds of 
complexity, speech being more intricate in the way it associates clauses with one another 
and writing being more rich lexically. For instance, what writing accomplishes through a 
dense lexicon, speech accomplishes through coordination, subordination, and the simple 
juxtaposition of related clauses. This is similar to Chafe and Danielewicz's (1987: 92) 
comment that speaking achieves its richness through the steady modification of a limited 
range of choices while writing broadens this range. 

Beaman (1984) sees the disparities in the literature concerning subordination as being 
due to a conflation of mode and register, there defined as formal vs. colloquial discourse. 
She adheres to one register - narrative - and uses spoken and written forms of it to 
explore inter-modal differences in the types and frequencies of subordinate clauses. She 
finds a greater number of finite subordinate structures (such as relative clauses) in speech 
while finding more non-finite subordination in writing (e.g. participles). In addition, she 
finds a higher number of coordinated sentences in writing (38% versus 25% in speech), but 
concurs with Halliday that subordination is, overall, more frequent in speech (18% of 
sentences versus 13% in writing). Greenbaum, Nelson, and Weitzman (1996) received 
similar results in their corpus: they obtained more finite complement clauses in speech 
and more non-finite complement clauses in writing. However, Greenbaum and Nelson 
(1995) criticise Beaman's research as confounded by not representing natural discourse (the 
texts were experimentally elicited) and using only female subjects. 

Another possible source of confusion in the literature about subordination may lie in 
the concept itself. Thomson (1984) - along with Haiman (1985) and Mathieson (1988) -
questions its descriptive validity and advocates for excluding the term from linguistic 
research. She considers its traditional bases, such as evidence of dependency, ability to 

prepose, reducing, and backgrounding as "at best ex post facto rationalisations of our own 
(Western educated) 'intuitions'" (1984: 86) making them necessarily tautological. In 
attempting to hone in on a better definition, she disqualifies clauses which have 
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constituent relations with nouns, verbs, or prepositions {i.e. relative and complement 
clauses: those that 'embed'). This leaves adverbial clauses, participles and non-restrictive 
relative clauses {those that 'combine') and she states that "[these are not] more or less 
determined by the grammar of complementation and the pragmatics of reference" but 
rather "have ... to do with how one decides to convey and relate propositions" (p. 85). 

Instead of abandoning subordination as a working term, Van Valin {1985) et al. (Foley 
and Van Valin 1986; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997) attempt to further refine the notion, 
reallocating and stratifying the range of syntactic relations previously subsumed by it. For 
instance, in Role and Reference Grammar {most fully developed in Van Valin and LaPolla 
1997), restrictive relative clauses are viewed as NP subordination while adverbial clauses 
arc an instance of subordination at the clausal level. {For more information on Role and 
Reference Grammar and clausal relations, please refer to Appendix l: §3.3.) 

So, the disparities between studies on complexity and subordination issues may 
fundamentally involve inconsistencies of definition. Some studies have had different 
understandings of mode and register while others have disagreed on the very basis of 
subordination and linguistic complexity. Perhaps the most reasonable view of complexity 
is that of Halliday, who highlights the different ways in which both typical speech and 
typical writing are complex. The controversy about subordination is still being played out 
and the current study, instead of attempting to resolve this particular theoretical debate, 
concentrates on the functions and distribution of individual constructions which have 
been classed as subordinate. 

2.1.3 Spontaneous Spoken Language (SSL) 

Both linguistic hinting and intuitive notions concerning the fundamental status of 
conversation in human language {see Chafc's quote in §2.l) have lead some researchers to 
further examine the specific features that differentiate SSL from other types of language. 
Using a wide range of data from Scottish English, Russian, and German including natural 
conversations and Map Task data, Miller and Weinert (1998) is the most extensive study 
on the properties of spontaneous speech. They concentrate on informal, colloquial speech 
and, notably, set out to gather data from non-academics. This is in contrast to other 
studies {e.g. Chafe 1982; Biber 1988; any research using the Brown corpus) that, as Miller 
and Weinert point out, might have detected greater differences between SSL and other 
kinds of language had their conversational data not come from one of the sectors of the 
population most accustomed to the consumption and production of formal, expository 
prose. 

They claim, in tandem with past researchers such as Chafe and Tannen, that SSL has 
certain key fundamental traits {list from Miller and Weinert 1998: 22): 

l. Spontaneous speech is produced in real time, impromptu, and with no 
opportunity for editing, whereas written language is generally produced 
with pauses for thought and with much editing. 

2. Spontaneous speech is subject to the limitations of short-term memory in 
both speaker and hearer: it has been said ... that the short-term memory 
can hold 7 +/- 2 bits of information. 

3. Spontaneous speech is typically produced by people talking face-to-face in 
a particular context. 

4. Spontaneous speech, by definition, involves pitch, amplitude, rhythm, and 
voice quality 

5. Spontaneous face-to-face speech is accompanied by gestures, eye-gaze, 
facial expressions, and body postures, all of which signal information. 

These qualities are then linked to several linguistic features such as: the careful staging of 
information in small 'bite sized chunks' such as seen in cases of NP-Clause structures {or 
left-detachment - see Lambrecht 1994); lower incidence of grammatical subordination; 
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fragmented and unintegrated syntax (cf. Chafe 1982); importantly, that the sentence is not 
a useful unit of analysis for informal speech (cf. Halliday 1989); certain patterns of 
constituent structure and head-modifier placement do not agree with those corresponding 
structures recognised by syntactic theory; SSL has less lexical variation; and certain 
constructions that appear in SSL do not appear in written language and vice versa. Their 
study then progresses to examine in detail the syntax and morphology of SSL in terms of 
clause structure, the noun phrase, and focus constructions as well as the means and 
motivations of the discourse organisation found in their corpora. 

At the very heart of the difference between writing and speech is the notion of the 
sentence. In English and most European languages, this is the most basic unit of writing: 
the words between the first capital letter after a full stop and the following full stop. 
Spoken language, on the other hand - especially informal spoken language - usually docs 
not conform well to this division. Although some researchers have continued to use the 
sentence in their work on spoken language, they seldom advance explicit reasons for 
doing so. 11 Many researchers such as Nivct (1989), examining the sociolinguistic markers 
of French natural conversations, have discarded the traditional notion of the sentence as 
not suitable for oral description. Miller and Weinert assemble the following arguments 
against its use in spoken language analysis (1998: 33-71): parsing transcribed speech into 
sentences can be a largely arbitrary business with a significant amount of disagreement 
between transcribers; sentence length can be seen to vary both diachronically and intcr
culturally; some samples of SSL even seem to primarily consist of phrases rather than 
clauses; and there is an incompatibility between many basic structures of speech and those 
structures of writing. Notably, Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) defend the applicability of 
the sentence to speech, appealing to the fact that s pcakers usually produce u ttcrancc-final 
intonation which they consider to be analogous to the use of the full stop in writing. 
However, Miller and Weinert counter that most of the 'sentences' from speech that 
Chafe and Danielewicz evince resemble paragraphs rather more than sentence units as we 
know them today. Miller and Weinert see sentences as "low level discourse units relating 
to the organization of clauses into larger texts" (p. 71). They conclude that we cannot 
argue for the presence of these structures in spoken language except when a spoken 
register is more akin to prototypical writing than speech, as in formal lectures. 

If the sentence is banned from the analysis of spoken language, the issue remains as to 
what could be used in its stead. Ideally, when com paring speech and writing, one would 
employ a unit shared by both. Halliday (1989) maintains that the clause is the unit of 
analysis most basic to speech. Macaulay (1991), studying the spontaneous speech of 
sociolinguistic interviews, used the clause as the basic unit of his syntactic analysis. 
Greenbaum and Nelson (1995), when marking up their corpus of spoken and written 
English, also opted for the clause rather than the orthographical sentence as a unit of 
analysis. Their rationale was that sentences arc often seen to be rhetorical units rather than 
syntactic ones. Like Halliday (1994) and Miller and Weinert (1998), they made reference to 
clause clusters (or complexes) to account for parataxis and hypotaxis. However, although 
agreement and government are sometimes seen to cross clause boundaries, the densest 
clusters of these phenomena are actually found within clauses (Miller 2000). Lyons (1999) 
concurs: 

Despite what I said or implied in such works as Lyons (1968, l977a), I now 
take the view that clauses, rather than sentences, are the basic units of syntax 
(and especially of government and dependency) and that (if one retains the 

11 It is sometimes claimed that straight lexical transcriptions of spoken language: can rc:sc:mblc:, in Hallie.Jay's words (1994: 
xxiv) "a dog's dinner" and be off-putting to readers (cf. footnote: 6). However, analysis and publication are two very 
separate: issues. Any time standard orthographic sensibilities enter into spoken transcription for the purpose of anal)·sis, 
as in the British National Corpus, it stands 10 reason that a potentially confounded layer of intc:rprc1a1ion has been laid 
on top of what is an essentially different type of data. It is as if apples ha\'c: been rnagicallr transformed 10 
pomc:gra na tc:s. 
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traditional concept of the sentence) sentences are best defined m terms of 
clauses, rather than conversely ... (p. 152) 
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In the current study, the clause will be defined as it is in Miller and Weinert (1998: 77): "a 
syntactic structure that relates to one state or event and has a nucleus and core (some 
elements in the core being optional or obligatory depending on the nuclear predicate) and 
an optional pcriphcry". 12 In addition, with the exception of cosubordinatc clauses, all 
clauses in the present research will be finite, defined by the presence of a tense-carrying 

verb. 
To conclude this section, analysts have detected a number of ways in which spoken 

language - particularly natural, informal conversation - differs from written language. 
This account has been a general overview and it has not gone in depth into any particular 
linguistic features that characterise this difference per se. This was deemed more 
appropriate for chapters 4-7: wherein the composition of the tag set will be discussed as 
well as the motivations for including particular individual features, most of which have 
received prior attention in the literature. 

The present study, however, is not limited to examining the linguistic corollaries of 
mode. One of the most important findings from Biber's work is that there are no pure 
differences between speaking and writing per se; in fact he found more variation within 
the modes than between them. The next section will examine research on the correlates 
of contextual and linguistic variation (mode being just one facet of this): the field of 
register analysis. 

2.2 Register: Context-based Linguistic Variation 

As seen above, the tangling of mode and formality has been one major confound in some 
of the work on speech and writing. Mode and formality, however, arc only two of the 
possible axes underlying linguistic variation based upon context. Researchers have 
employed a myriad of terms to refer to this notion; genre, text type, (speech) style, 
rhetorical mode, and register are perhaps the most frequently encountered (see Biber 1994 
for an overview of these terms in the literature). Some researchers such as Ferguson (1994) 
and Biber (1988) have found it useful to distinguish between them on the grounds of 
whether, for example, texts are grouped on the basis of external criteria such as message 
types (genres) or internal properties such as linguistic form (text type). Other researchers 
have used these terms synonymously, referring in an inclusive sense to language varieties 
correlating with specific uses or situations. Atkinson and Biber (l 994) prefer to use the 
term register in this way while Miller and Weinert (1998) prefer genre. Unless there is a need 
to be more specific about the classifying criteria being used, 'register' will be used in the 
current study as aforementioned to refer to a language variety linked with some 
situational context, purpose, or use characteristics. 

Register studies examine naturally occurring language in the form of texts. Intuitions 
will not suffice, nor word lists, nor sentences in isolation of their original texts (Biber and 
Finegan 1994). Register studies are, in essence, empirically motivated, fundamentally 
concerned with real language and the contexts within which different varieties of 
discourse occur. As they involve collecting natural discourse, register studies are also 
perforce corpus studies. McEnery and Wilson (1996: 24) describe a corpus as "a finite-sized 
body of machine-readable text, sampled in order to be maximally representative of the 
language variety under consideration". Although not all register studies have made use of 
computerised corpora, this is a growing tendency. However, there is certainly an onus 
upon all register researchers to collect texts that are maximally representative of the 
registers with which they intend to deal. 

A basic assumption in register analyses is that "a communicative situation that recurs 
regularly in a society ... will tend over ti me to develop identifying markers of language 
structure and language use, different from the language of other communication 

ii Sec §3.3 in Appendix I for an illustration of the parts of the Scottish Gaelic clause. 
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situations" (Ferguson 1994: 20). The first methodological step of a register study is to 
provide a linguistic description of these markers, which can occur at many levels of 
linguistic description, for instance in the lexicon, phonology, morphosyntax, and 
intonation. Biber (1994) recognises two types of linguistic characterisation in register 
analysis: register markers, being features which are only found in certain registers (e.g. the 
umpire 'count' - the number of balls and strikes - in baseball); the different frequencies of 
core linguistic features such as noun phrase density, clause types, discourse devices, tense 
usage, and modification types. Although certain registers will be easily recognised by the 
presence of particular words or phrases such as one ball, one strike, Biber tells us that lexical 
choice alone is not usually very helpful for placing registers. 

Equally as important as the linguistic description is a full consideration of the 
contextual factors of each individual register. Once these two steps have been addressed, 
the analyst then attempts to specify the functional and conventional associations between 
linguistic form and situational context. This should be framed in terms of correlation 
rather than cause; situation should be seen to influence language and language should be 
seen as helping to give rise to the situation. 

In the literature, there are generally two kinds of register studies: those that describe a 
single register - often its genesis and development - and those that focus on register 
variation, using a representative sample of the registers in a given language and showing 
how linguistic features and context co-vary in that language. Single register studies (see 
Atkinson and Biber for a literature review) - such as Ferguson (1983), Ghadessy (1988), 
Romaine (1994), and Lamb (1999) - have tended to describe the linguistic features, 
situational context, and functions detected in a limited language variety and are not 
studies of variation as such.13 In general, they have made little or no use of statistics and 
have focused on media language. On the other hand, by virtue of the fact that register 
variation studies are concerned with many different kinds of text and surveying a 
language's output rather than the constituents of a single contextual domain, they have 
tended to be statistical and data intensive. It is no accident that they have only come of 
age since the advent of quick-access computer corpora and high-speed tagging and 
searching programmes. However, the time required in assembling representative corpora, 
not to mention tagging it for linguistic features, has meant that there have been few 
investigations of this nature to date. Douglas Biber's work on English (1988) is the most 
well known study in this field. His methodology has also been applied to a small, but 
diverse, number of other languages including Nukulaelae Tuvaluan (Besnier 1988), Korean 
(Kim 1990), Somali (Biber 1995), and Taiwanese (Jang 1998). 

2.3 Multi-dimensional (MD) Analysis 

Biber (1988: 52-3) identified a number of methodological problems detracting from most 
previous studies on speech and writing differences. In general, they concern limitations in 
being able to account for the overarching differences of speech and writing: 

l. Giving disproportionate weight to individual texts 
2. Giving disproportionate weight to certain genres, with most studies only examining 

one or two at the most 
3. Involving only a limited number of linguistic features 
4. (in footnote) Involving only a select range of speakers/writers, often middle-class 

academics 
5. Using only English data, but drawing conclusions about 'speech' and 'writing' in 

general 

Jang (1998) adds to this list the lack of multivariate statistics, which give a fuller view of 
the variation when employing several variables. However, the majority of previous work 
does not even include inferential statistics; there are few exceptions in the literature that 
go beyond descriptive statistics such as mean and range. The limitation of these measures 

ll Unless of course they happen to be diachronic studies. 
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is that the researcher cannot comment as to whether or not seemingly notable tendencies 
arc merely due to chance. This fact begs the question whether a meta-analysis of previous 
studies would reveal that some accepted findings - and aberrations, such as the 
disagreement over levels of subordination - are actually statistically non-significant. 

Using multivariate statistics including factor analysis, Biber's (1988) study on English 
attempts to move beyond the limitations of previous studies. He uses a representative 
corpus of spoken and written registers (N =23), from which he extracts a small number of 
fundamental dimensions of functional variation to account for the range of 
communicative situations and purposes available to a language. The dimensions have 
three crucial aspects (Biber 1994): none of them alone is able to account for all of a 
language's linguistic variation; they are scales of variation rather than binary oppositions; 
and they result from a quantitative analysis rather than a preordained functional one. 
Dimensions consist of bundles of linguistic features that co-vary in texts and are 
interpreted as sharing at least one common communicative function. The dimensions are 
used to characterise different registers with each variety of language scoring differently 
upon them, evincing different levels of each dimension's characteristics. Take Biber's 
(1988) Dimension 2 which is made up of positively loading features such as past tense, 
third person pronouns, and public verbs, and negatively loading ones such as present 
tense, attributive adjectives, and word length. Examining the features implicated in it, 
Biber interprets the dimension as being concerned with narrative vs. other types of 
discourse. He then calculates the scores of the different registers upon it. Registers such as 
romantic fiction, mystery, and adventure fiction obtained high positive scores on 
Dimension 2 while official documents, academic prose, and broadcasts scored negatively 
upon it. This distribution of registers, with fiction scoring high and more 'information 
based' registers scoring low, was taken as an indication of its validity; it effectively 
distinguished registers with a high concentration of narrative discourse from those with 
low levels of it. 

Biber mentions two types of relevant but mutually dependent studies that must be 
considered when attempting research of this nature: microscopic analyses and 
macroscopic analyses. A microscopic analysis attempts an in-depth functional analysis of 
specific linguistic features while a macroscopic analysis summarises the overriding 
dimensions of linguistic variation in a language. In other words, microscopic studies 
examine the functions of specific grammatical constructions, such as time adverbials (ex. 
Chafe 1984a), while macroscopic studies provide a means of dealing with the similarities 
and differences between specific texts and registers. In some ways, Biber's MD method is 
a type of quantitative macroscopic study, but microscopic analyses are enlisted to help 
interpret the dimensions resulting from the factor analysis. Only by understanding, for 
example, what past tense verbs, third person pronouns, and public verbs have in common 
can one make a start at interpreting the factor that they help to compose (i.e. Dimension 
2: "Narrative vs. Non-narrative Concerns"). 

Of Biber's findings, perhaps the most important is that there seem to be no clear-cut 
differences between speech and writing in English per se and that, in order to characterise 
the differences between registers, one has to appeal to a multi-dimensional model. Sixty
seven linguistic features are grouped into six dimensions in his analysis: Involved vs. 
Informational Production; Narrative vs. Non-narrative Concerns; Explicit vs. Situation
dependent Reference; Overt Expression of Persuasion; Abstract vs. Non-abstract 
Information; On-line Informational Elaboration. Clearly, some of these concepts hark 
back to earlier research on speech and writing. However, although significant differences 
were obtained between spoken and written registers along dimensions I, 3, and 5, Biber 
states that even in these cases there was still substantial overlap. 

Multi-dimensional research on languages other than English have obtained similar 
dimensions, interpreted based on the linguistic features associated with each factor. Biber 
(1995) speculates about the universal dimensions of register variation. Amongst his 
conclusions arc the following: 
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l. Most languages seem to have an oral/literate dimension involving interactiveness and 
the elaboration of information (Type A). Features loading on the 'oral pole' include: I'' 
and 2"'1 person PNs; questions; imperatives; reduced features (contractions, 
fragmentation); stance marking features (hedges, emphatics, etc.). Features loading on the 
'literate pole' include: nouns, adjectives, and dependent clauses. Conversation typically 
loads positively on the dimension while informational and expository prose load 
negatively. 

2. Most languages have an oral/literate dimension dealing with production circumstances 
(Type B) but the defining features tend to differ for each language. Reportage of events in 
progress typically shows up in this dimension, as it is a register maximally constrained by 
production time. 

3. Most languages have a dimension involving personal stance (Type C). This is not always 
robustly related to mode, but is frequently associated with interactiveness and personal 
involvement. It is marked by features such as hedges, downtoners, emphatics, and 
attitudinal expressions. Posi ti vel y loading registers typically include public speeches, 
professional letters, and editorials. 

4. Languages usually have oral/literate dimensions that are idiosyncratic. In English, for 
example, passivisation is a marker of abstract vs. non-abstract styles. Biber says: "These 
dimensions ... show that in some cases, relatively idiosyncratic communicative functions 
particular to a culture and language are important enough to be reflected in underlying 
linguistic dimensions" (p. 253). 

5. Aside from the oral/literate dimensions, all languages sampled have a dimension 
marking narrative registers. Features loading positively on the dimension include past
tense verbs, 3rd person PNs, temporal adverbs, temporal clauses, and special verb classes. 
Written fiction and folktales are the highest loading registers on this dimension. 

6. Most languages also have dimensions involving the marking of persuasion and/or 
argumentation. 

Jang's dissertation on Taiwanese (1998), completed after Biber's (1995) book, reported the 
following dimensions: Interactional vs. Informational Focus; Personal Expression of 
Emotion; Persuasion; Narrative Concern; Involved Exposition vs. Precise Reportage. 
Here, we can see the relations with the types Biber proposed: 

Table 1: Comparison of text types in Jang (1998) and Biber (1995) 

lnteractional vs. Informational Focus 
Personal Expression of Emotion 
Persuasion 
Narrative Concern 
Involved Exposition vs. Precise Reportage 

Biber 1995 
Type A 
TypeC 
Persuasion/ Argumen ta ti on Dimension 
Jang 1998 
Type B 

Thus, there is a close correspondence between those dimensions reported as universal and 
those that Jang found in Taiwanese. Although the current study is not multi-dimensional 
in nature, the findings above will be salient when examining the differentiation of the 
Scottish Gaelic registers in terms of linguistic form. In particular, it will be seen that it is 
possible to relate many of the pivotal constructions comprising dimensions in other 
languages to functional equivalents in Scottish Gaelic. 
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2.4 Scottish Gaelic: Previous Register and Spoken Language Research 

Although there is a dearth of empirical register work in Scottish Gaelic, it is useful to 
take stock of spoken language research in general in the language, which is more 
thorough although of a fundamentally different nature. The advent of portable audio 
recorders meant that the actual speech of human beings could finally be captured in 
natural settings and preserved for posterity. The first pioneers of this new technology in 
the Scottish Gaidhealtachd were folklorists such as John Lorne Campbell and Calum 
Maclean. The agenda in Gaelic spoken language studies has to a large extent always been 
dictated by urgency, as Ni Laoire (1993) calls it, the 'fire brigade approach'. In the case of 
Gaelic folklore research in the 40s and SOs, the last seanchaidhean - storytellers and 
caretakers of oral tradition - were old and their memories fading. Although waning for 
years, the Second World War saw the context for the transmission of oral culture, the 
house visit or ceilidh, largely supplanted by the wireless. In some cases, these individuals 
were trying to recall songs and stories that they had not performed for decades. 
Fortunately Campbell, Maclean and later field workers associated with the School of 
Scottish Studies in particular, managed to record thousands of hours of tape containing 
many songs, stories, interviews, and general lore that would have otherwise expired. 
Quick on the heels of this effort was the concentrated recording of moribund or 
endangered dialects, particularly those on the mainland and southern periphery. The 
Survey of the Gaelic Dia leas of Scotland was begun effectively in 195 I under the direction of 
Kenneth Jackson at the University of Edinburgh (6 Dochartaigh 1997). Part of the 
fieldwork methodology included collecting less-formal dialogues on tape where the 
discussions would be of a general nature, including talk about the participants' 
background and their recollections from youth. Although the morphological information 
is still being collated, the phonetic material has been published and researchers such as 6 
Maolalaigh (1999) have demonstrated the value and research potential - particularly the 
diachronic implications - of this vast store. 

Research in folklore and phonetics has accounted for most of the published work on 
spoken ScG. In relation to the number of studies in these areas, very little work has been 
done on register variation or examining the differences between Gaelic speech and 
writing. Mackinnon's (1977) sociological study of Gaelic usage contributes much to the 
consideration of register range, but Macaulay's (l982a) paper was the first to explore 
variation as such. He uses three short recollected dialogues to illustrate some lexical and 
code-switching elements in Gaelic buying and selling language. He also sets the scene for 
future work on register in Gaelic, providing a useful overview of the subject, particularly 
in terms of the formal/informal dimension and its implications for the case system, 
address forms and borrowing. He indicates that address forms (thu vs. sibh) vary along 
lines of status and formality, but that there arc other variables such as familiarity 
implicated which do not allow simple characterisation of these as discourse markers. He 
concludes that more formal registers, such as religious speech and oral literature, tend to 
resist English borrowing and contain certain recognisable formulae (register markers). 
The main drawback with this paper is that he docs not use transcriptions of actual speech; 
we cannot be sure whether his recollections arc true to detail. 

Ni Laoirc (1988) examines an existing corpus of Irish conversations made by the 
folklorist Hartman for features of register variation. The conversations were mainly 
between a chairman (Hartman) and two participants who sat around a table with other 
listeners, drinking Guinness and tea and talking about anything they found interesting. 
However, she goes on to say: "None of the items which I shall outline below as variables 
which might be indicators of stages along the formality-intimacy continuum are striking 
features of the transcripts provided by Hartman" (p. 294). She then goes on to provide the 
items but docs not indicate the sources of her observations. Like Macaulay's (l 982a) paper, 
Ni Laoirc sets the scene for future work rather than offering conclusive evidence. The 
main linguistic features of register variation that she highlights are: syntactic reduction, 
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such as loss of genitive case marking; use of older forms, e.g. synthetic verbs, in more 
formal registers; the incidence of more English borrowing in lower registers; interference 
from written forms in speech and vice versa; and possible borrowing of forms from a 
more prestige dialect, such as Munster, into less prestigious dialects. She points out that 
one could look at many more possible correlates of register than she mentions, in 
particular word order and syntactic variables. 

Nancy Dorian has done the most empirical work on synchronic variation in Gaelic, 
but, again, most of it has been within the context of dialectal and language death work -
particularly concerning East Sutherland Gaelic (ESG) - rather than examining register per 
se. In fact, she tells us (l994b) that she never set out to investigate it directly, but found 
some of her narrative data pointing towards certain correlates of stylistic variation along 
the formal and informal axis. She asserts that register variation in ESG interacts with a 
state of limited diglossia, with higher registers such as religious discourse and public 
speaking entailing the adoption of more prestigious, western dialectal forms in preference 
to lower prestige ESG forms. She mentions in another paper (l994a) that obvious loans 
and code switching from English, as well as profanity and strong interjections, arc 
eschewed when speakers navigate registers that are more formal. 

Folklorist John Shaw's (1999) paper is notable in that he attempts to uncover divisions 
within the Gaelic language for different speech styles. He finds that the root beul tends to 

indicate generally sound, time, and space while cainnt refers to "a stream of speech", a 
capacity to speak, the marking of people's origins by their speech, and expressive 
language. He examines some well-established traditional genres in Gaelic, such as 
mocking, satire, and praising and mentions that they have largely disappeared. Shaw also 
considers the special high register greeting language found in oral literature, used for 
effect rather than content's sake when characters are in the presence of royalty and the 
supernatural. 

Finally, some researchers have noted that Biblical language can show up in higher 
register discourse, particularly formal written language (Meck 1990; Macaulay 1992). 
However, as Macaulay remarks, illiterate speakers will not have direct access to it. 
Moreover, although Meck points out that the retreat of the church in Highland 
communities has meant that younger Gaels are no longer getting a chance to absorb 
certain higher register codes, one wonders if this type of discussion is more typical of the 
Protestant rather than the Catholic religion. 

Overall, there has been almost no empirical work on Gaelic register variation. What 
comments there are on the subject have generally been garnered as the result of 
introspection and informal observation, or as a by-product of dialectal research. To 
summarise, researchers have maintained the following about register variation in Scottish 
Gaelic: 

Higher regi.tter.t in Gaelic are 
a.t.toc1'a1ed tuith: 
Less profanity or strong interjections 
Less syntactic reduction 
Recognisable form ulac 
Resisting of borrowing from English 

Some influence from Biblical discourse 
Special greeting language 
Switching to more prestige dialectal forms 
Use of older forms 

Author(.;) 

Dorian l 994a 
Nf Laoire 1988; see also Macaulay 1996 
Macaulay l982a 
Macaulay l982a; NI Laoirc 1988; 
Dorian l 994a 
Meek 1990; Macaulay 1992 
Shaw 1999 
Nf Laoire 1988; Dorian l 994b 
Nf Laoire 1988 

Clearly, the extent of current knowledge concerning Gaelic register variation in Gaelic is 
limited and confined only to the dimension of formality. Dressler (1988) reviews a number 
of morphosyntactic effects of language decline and asserts that one of these is a tendency 
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towards mono-stylism. He says that dying languages tend to be used in gradually more 
casual settings until they arc inappropriate for high status domains. One might ask if the 
reason that researchers have not located any other instances of variation in Gaelic beyond 
formal and informal is that the language has retreated to the point that there are only two 
broad contexts left to determine discourse level. However, Dorian (1994a) argues that 
register differentiation can persist even in languages that arc mono-contextual and that it 
ought to be measured more finely than Dressler seems willing to do. Dorian anticipates 
that register variation can be witnessed to persist, when texts are collected along finer 
characterisations of context, wherever the potential for syntactic variation does. This is 
the thrust of the current study. In fact, when studying register variation in an endangered 
language, one must account for many more variables influencing linguistic form than in 
the case of a monoglot language situation. Internal language change, supcrstratum 
influence, differing proficiency levels amongst speakers (see Dorian 1981) and contextual 
vicissitudes coalesce to present a rich and complex web of linguistic variation. 

2.5 Summary 

Within the discipline of linguistics, echoing academia at large, there has been an 
entrenched habit of bestowing more esteem upon literate forms of language than speech, 
especially speech produced on-line in informal circumstances. In the 201

h century, this 
position was redressed on a conceptual level as linguists generally acknowledged the 
primacy of speech in human language. In practice, however, while espousing this 
position, much syntactic research has continued to concern itself with structures 
characteristic of carefully edited prose rather than attending to the different, but no less 
valid intricacies of spoken language. 

In the past thirty years, some linguists, especially those of a descriptive/functional 
inclination, have begun to empirically probe the ways in which speech and writing 
diverge from one another. This line of inquiry gained vitality from the advent of 
sophisticated computerised corpora in the 1980s, which has enabled researchers to 
compare language samples with unprecedented speed and rigor. Chafc's writings in 
particular have been influential, where he claims that typical speech tends to be involved 
and fragmented while writing is characteristically detached and integrated. In the early 
1980s, empirical work on register variation as such had not yet come to fruition and 
studies were usually limited in both size and scope, often comparing only two language 
varieties with one another. Controversies surfaced, one of the most notable being 
whether speech or writing is more syntactically complex. Some researchers, such as 
Halliday, advocated for speech, while most others, such as Chafe and Thompson, found 
writing to be more syntactically intricate. This debate, along with that relating to the 
distribution and conceptual basis of subordination, highlighted the importance of coming 
to a consensus on definitions and methodological issues. Researchers questioned the 
ramifications of selecting some registers over others as representative of speech or writing 
and a dialogue ensued over the impact of language producers on linguistic form. At this 
point, researchers were still concerned with differences between the modes (speech and 
writing), as opposed to variation between different registers. 

The work of Biber and a small number of others adopting his methodology has 
managed to rectify many of the limitations and aberrations of previous work on the 
linguistic divergence of speech and writing. He included a wide variety of different 
registers in his sample, thus permitting the expansion of his conclusions beyond strictly 
writing or speaking. He also counted a greater number of linguistic features than had 
been done up that point, allowing a finer characterisation of the differences between the 
texts. Finally, by employing multivariate statistics, especially factor analysis, he was able 
to distil a number of global contrasts between the registers from what would otherwise 
have been an overwhelming mass of data. 
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Biber's most important conclusion was that there were few distinct differences 
between speech and writing per se and that it was necessary to appeal to a factorial model 
to account for all of the variation in the data set. Incorporating the results of multi
dimensional studies on other languages, Biber has proposed a number of 'universal' 
dimensions of register variation. Later studies, such as those conducted by Greenbaum, 
Nelson, and Weitzman, have generally confirmed Biber's results, revealing more 
variation within the modes than between them. However, spontaneous spoken language, 
such as informal conversation, has been found in numerous studies to be unique in many 
ways. Miller and Weinert's (1998) in-depth study of SSL builds upon the prior research of 
Biber, Chafe, Halliday, Ochs and others to survey the form and function of a wide range 
of syntactic and discourse-related features characteristic of on-line speech. Unlike most 
previous studies, they incorporate data originating from language producers outwith the 
university population and a wide number of languages in addition to English. They assert 
the importance of their findings not only for register variation research, but also for the 
disciplines of theoretical syntax, language acquisition, language typology, and historical 
linguistics. 

Little empirical work has been done on either register variation in the Goidelic 
languages or the syntax of their spoken forms. The small amount that has been written 
on the subject has been arrived at largely through introspection or as a by-product of 
other lines of investigation such as dialectology and language death. Although Dorian has 
countered Dresser's position that dying languages, such as Scottish Gaelic, do not evince 
register variation on theoretical grounds, the empirical proof needed to settle the question 
has not yet been advanced. One of the aims of the present study, grounded in the work of 
the above authors (especially Biber and Miller and Weinert), is to move towards supplying 
this proof. 
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3 Scottish Gaelic ociolinguistics 
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3.1 Brief History and Dialectology 

Scottish Gaelic, or Gdidh!tg [ga:lij] as it is referred to by its speakers, is a member of the 
Celtic family of Indo-European languages and, furthermore, part of the Goiddic branch 
of that family along with Irish and Manx Gaelic. While there was once a good deal of 
argument concerning ScG's origins in Scotland, the strong evidence for its importation by 
Irish immigrants has all but stamped out an earlier 'nativist' stance. Although it is not 
clear exactly when or where Irish-speaking people originally landed in the territory known 
today as Scotland, it is assumed that this coincided with the decline of Roman power in 
Britain and was part of a larger infiltration of Britain's west coast, about the late 41

h 

century AD (Macaulay 1992). The Gaelic languages of Ireland and Scotland are today not 
mutually intelligible without considerable priming, but there was close cultural, material 
and linguistic exchange between the two countries until the collapse of the old Gaelic 
orders in the I 7'h (Ireland) and 181

h (Scotland) centuries. 
To fully appreciate the proliferation of the Scottish Gaelic dialects, it is best, of course, 

to refer to the greater Goidelic continuum, which at one time would have stretched from 
the southern-most tip of Munster in Ireland up to the Butt of Lewis in Scotland and 
included the Isle of Man in its south-eastern periphery. However, as the language has 
retracted and eventually disappeared from many areas along this geographical spread, the 
linguistic gulf in the remaining regions has been perceived to widen. Although we now 
speak of the 'languages' of Irish, Scottish Gaelic, and Manx, this is due in part to the demise 
of the dialects that once acted as bridges between these areas, e.g. that of Rathlin Island. 

In an oft-cited passage, Jackson (1968) says that the Scottish Gaelic dialects divide, in 
many ways, roughly east-west and north-south but that perhaps the best way to categorise 
them is as a 'central dialect' and a 'peripheral' group of dialects. The central dialect is 
characterised as largely innovating and homogenous. The peripheral group is conceived as 
more heterogeneous and fragmented but it has certain broad features in common, notably 
a tendency to preserve archaic forms of the language: 

... it is possible to say in very broad terms ... the central dialect covers the 
Hebrides as far south as Mull and sometimes further, Ross exclusive of the 
north-east corner, Assynt, Inverness-shire, western Perthshire, and mainland 
Argyll roughly north of Loch Awe ... the peripheral dialects comprise 
Caithness and Sutherland exclusive of Assynt, the north-east corner of Ross, 
Braemar, eastern Perthshire, the rest of mainland Argyll with Kintyre, and 
Arran. Moray and the adjacent lower region of the Spey, the wide valley of 
Strathspey from Rothiemurchus to the Moray border, may go with the 
peripheral dialects, linking up with Braemar and east Perth. (pp. 67-8) 

Thus the Gaelic of the Hebridean region as a whole largely goes with the 'central' dialect 
while that of the mainland and more outlying areas, where it is now generally moribund 
or non-extant, tends towards the characteristics of the 'peripheral' group. Discussions of 
the differences between a 'central' and 'peripheral' prototype have tended to centre 
around the following key features: 

Pre-aspiration before the stops -c, -p, and -t: absent in the peripheral group, of 
different varieties in the central dialect (Gleasure 1994), e.g. cat 'cat' - Uist /kahtJ, 

Arran /ketl 
Svarabhakti: where vocalic epenthesis occurs, it tends to be somewhat stressed and 
'clear' (resounding the previous vowel) in the central dialect, while peripheral dialects 
tend towards the older schwa [~], or [i] (Gleasure 1994), e.g. carbad 'wagon' - Uist 
[karab~t] , vs. Arran (kar~b~t] 
Diphthongisation of some stressed vowels before the sonorants II, nn, and m where they 
are not followed by a vowel: periphery tends towards preserving older non-diphthongiscd 
pronunciation (Gleasure 1994), e.g. mall 'slow' - Uist [maul] vs. Arran [maL1

] 
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Breaking of Old Irish long e: central areas have tended towards diphthong 
pronunciation while peripheral areas have preserved older pronunciation (Jackson 

1968), e.g. beul 'mouth' - Uist [bial] vs. Arran [bd] 

Within the Outer Hebrides, it is possible to make a division between the Gaelic of Lewis 
and all islands south of it (Harris, N. Uist, Benbecula, S. Uist, and Barra) such that 
Borgstr0m (1940: 228) refers to the "'northern dialects' of Lewis" and "the Southern 
Hebridean dialects". There are isoglosses such as burn 'water' in Lewis and uisge 
elsewhere, lexical and as well as significant phonological variation (Borgstr0m 1940: 228). 
Gaelic speakers themselves, on both sides, are acutely aware of these differences. 
Subdivisions can be further specified between the islands themselves (e.g. Catholic vs. 
Protestant Uist) and between bordering villages. With such rich phonological variation 
present in their speech, Hcbridcans arc sensitive even to the slightest shibboleth 14 and are 
often able to place each other with remarkable accuracy. 

Scholars have long lamented the unavailability of dialectal data on the language, and it 
has been customary to proceed with caution when making assertions about the area. The 
publication of the phonetic sections of the Survey of the Gaelic Dialects of Scotland (6 
Dochartaigh ed. 1994-7) has finally made it possible to begin to rectify this situation. 

The grammatical sketch that is presented in Appendix l is meant to be applicable to 
most of the surviving Gaelic dialects although there is a certain bias towards the Gaelic of 
the Outer Hebrides and especially that of North Uist, where most of the fieldwork was 
done for this research. For more information on Scottish Gaelic dialectology, sec 6 
Dochartaigh (ed. 1994-7: vol. l) and the references therein. 

3.2 Demography and Ethography 

At the end of the 11th Century AD, Gaelic was the common language of nearly all parts of 
the Scottish mainland. 15 Today, however, the Gaelic-speaking region or Gaidhealtachd is 
confined generally to the Highlands and the islands off the west coast of the country. The 
last reported Census (2001) revealed that approximately 45% of Gaelic speakers (out of a 
total population of 58,552) now live outside of this area, with concentrations especially in 
the larger cities. Yet the vast majority of these urban Gaels arc emigrants from traditional 
Gaelic speaking areas and there are low rates of second-generation transmission outside 
these areas. (The following statistics are from MacKinnon 1995, which analysed the 1991 
Census data, but the trends are still applicable. 16

) In the Outer Hebrides, 80.7% of families 
(N = 1310) with two Gaelic speaking parents raised children who spoke the language. In the 
Skye and Lochalsh area, this figure was slightly higher, at 87.1% (N=l90 families). For the 
rest of Scotland, 60% of these families (N=730) had children that were Gaelic speaking. The 
most dramatic difference occurred between two parent families where only one was a 
Gaelic speaker. In the Outer Hebrides, 24% (N=610) had Gaelic-speaking children. The 
figure was again higher for Skye and Lochalsh at 40.4%. In the rest of Scotland, out of a 
total of 2460 families of this type (the highest proportion of the population of Gaelic 
speaking families in this area), only 6.8% passed the language on to their children. 

Although Gaelic speakers are still, though decreasingly, to be found throughout the 
Highlands and Islands as a whole, the 2001 Census showed that it is only in the Outer 
Hebrides (i.e., Barra, the Uists, Harris, Lewis) and Northern Skye (Kilmuir) that Gaelic 
speakers constitute a majority of the population: 59% and 57% respectively . 17 The 
population density in the Western Isles region is very low overall with most of the 

1
' For instance, Cairinish, N. Uist, joins with Benbecula and South Uist in havingfoin as its IS reOexive form whereas 

most of N. Uist uses foei11. When teased by their contemporaries about this, Cairinish children used to rhyme in 
defence: cha leig 1h11 leas a bhirh a' gaireachtk1irm - 's arm a rha mifliln t1 Cairims 'you don'1 have to laugh - I myself am 
from Carinish'. 
"For histories of the language see: Durkacz (1983); Macinnes ( 1992); Mac Kinnon (1974); and Wiihers (1984). 
16 The author expresses his appreciation to Dr Wilson McLeod for bringing this pa per to his attention. 
17 Tiree used to be able to claim the same, but the number of Gaelic speakers has fallen from 58% to 49% since 1991. 
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settlements in the form of scattered crofts. What towns there are, Stornoway on Lewis 
and Balivanich in Benbccula, tend to be the most English-dominant areas of the islands. 

3.3 Economy and Community 

Many of the inhabitants of the Outer Hebrides living outside the towns arc involved in 
crofting to some extent but few are full-time crofters. Often, families keep a small number 
of sheep or cattle, supplementing their main income with the proceeds of carcasses or wool. 
In the late 20'" century, however, sheep became a near liability. Their market value is still so 
low that they are now often kept out of loyalty to a way of life rather than economic profit. 
Although prices have come up slightly in the last few years, the BSE scare and foot-and
mouth epidemic have had a severe impact. If the agricultural grants that crofters rely upon 
were to disappear, crofting would cease to be a viable occupation for most. Fishing is the 
other main traditional occupation of the islands. There are more full-time fishermen than 
crofters at this point, but the fishing industry, again, is not as fruitful as it once was. 
Tourism has become increasingly important to the economic health of the Outer Hebrides 
and many people earn a substantial income from house letting or bed and breakfast. 
Telecommunications and computerisation have also been growth areas and arc seen by 
some as solutions to the problems inherent to industrial development in the area, among 
which are its remoteness and lack of pre-existing infrastructure. 

Although the Outer Hebrides are one of the poorest regions in Britain, outright poverty 
is scarce or at least camouflaged by consistently modest housing and a general lack of the 
unsightliness that typifies urban poverty. There is a strong tradition of caring for the older 
members of the community and the less well-off, seen in neighbours fostering individuals 
or families, providing such things as a modicum of fuel and food for them. Although less 
common than in the past, there is still much co-operation within communities, especially at 
certain crucial periods of the year, such as at shearing and lambing. 

Perhaps the most recent major blow to the islands was World War II, which practically 
depopulated some areas of their young male generation. The sadness that ensued from its 
casualties, horrors and losses, and the new, more technological and material world that it 
ushered in, are often cited as major factors in the breakdown of the traditional culture, in 
particular, the practice of house visiting or the ceilidh as it is called in Gaelic (see 
MacDonald 1999). This was the setting for community joining, entertainment and the 
transmission of Gaelic culture in the form of songs, stories, music and dance. In around the 
mid 20th century, the word was semantically extended to accommodate a new form of 
visit - to the community hall - for an evening of group dancing or, with the modifier 
'traditional' attached to it, a concert of Gaelic singing, instrumental music, and Highland or 
step dance. The major difference, however, is that older ceilidhs would have seen many 
more participants doing their own 'party piece'; a clear effect of the passivisation resulting 
from two generations of dependence upon electronic media. 

Compared to the rest of Scotland, the Outer Hebrides, in particular the southern isles 
(Uist and Barra), have far fewer professionals in their workforce (MacDonald 2000). For 
the young adult who graduates from college or university, there is scant opportunity for 
returning to a job commensurate with his or her educational level. The Hebrides are also 
an area with a growing senior population and diminishing youth. This fact has clear 
implications for the Gaelic language as older, Gaelic dominant speakers are replaced by a 
fewer number of young, English-dominant speakers. Depopulation has also been a great 
problem and the tabloids warn of a future crisis if current rates continue. 

Religion, traditionally one of the vanguards of Gaelic usage, is still influential in the 
lives of the people in the Outer Hebrides 18 although, like the rest of Scotland, it is losing 
its sway with the younger generation. The dividing line between Protestantism and 
Catholicism is Benbecula, with most of those north of the island subscribing to the 
former, and those south, the latter. On Benbecula itself, there is a mix of the two 

1
' Sec ihc fcr\'cnl dcbalc CO\'crcd in 1hc Weu High/a,,d Free Prus and the Stornoway Gaulle concerning ferry sailings 

and flighis lo and from Lewis on ihe Sabba1h. 
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religions. Gaelic-medium congregations arc still to be found but, inevitably, their viability 
is tenuous in most areas (MacKinnon I 998). 

One of the main reasons cited by Gaels for the withdrawal of the language is the influx 
of people from outwith the Gaidhealtachd and the concomitant decrease in the likelihood 
that all members of any given conversation will be Gaelic-speaking. Incomers arc 
sometimes resented for their perceived diluting of the language's strength on the islands. 
Dorian's work in Mull (I98I b) reported concomitant feelings of resentment amongst non
Gaelic speakers when Gaelic was used to exclude them from conversations. However, it 
is surprising to many incomers that Gaels do not simply speak Gaelic in their presence 
despite them, especially when they are not actively participating in a conversation. Some 
Gaels respond to this by saying that they have had it instilled in them to always be 
courteous, with this kind of exclusion considered rude. But it also betrays a pervasive and 
deep insecurity regarding the language and the belief that it is not worth learning if it is 
not one's mother tongue. 

3.4 Language Usage 

3.4.1 Age, Occupation, and Gender 
Today, the only Gaelic monoglots are very young children whose parents have made an 
active policy of banning English in the house. However, when one begins to look in 
earnest for these families, one realises how few there are. In I998, as part of a funded 
research project that the author was involved in, a search was made in the Uists for LI 
(not necessarily monoglot) Gaelic-speaking children between the ages of three and five. 
Out of a population of nearly 6,000 only 20 of these children could be located. In N. Uist, 
in 2006, there were about six pre-school children 19 who spoke Gaelic in the home, out of 
approximately 50 in total. To make matters worse, there is currently no full-time Gaelic 
nursery to be found in N. Uist (S. Uist has one), so working parents without Gaelic who 
wish their children to have the language do not have any viable options. 

Even in cases where children are, for all intents and purposes, monoglots, it is only a 
matter of time before their exposure to media, school, and non-Gaelic speaking children 
result in rapid English acquisition. Many Island parents begin child-rearing hoping to have a 
Gaelic household, which does not seem too exotic as it would have been their experience 
when young. However, once their children begin making steady contact with the outside 
world, English almost invariably takes over in a predictable pattern. Increasingly, children 
begin answering back in English until parents give in and Gaelic gets consigned to 
imperatives and choice phrases rather than being a conversational medium. In the I99I 
Census, 49.5% of children aged 3-I5 were Gaelic-speaking (although certainly some of these 
would be 'semi-fluent' speakers, such as Dorian (I98Ia) located in her study of East Sutherland 
Gaelic). Showing the decline that ten years can bring on however, only one fourth of the 
children who entered island schools in 2000 were Gaelic speaking (MacDonald 2000). 

MacKinnon (1998) compared the Gaelic-English usage patterns found in a I994-5 
survey of Gaelic speakers throughout Scotland (Euromosaic Project) and a similar one 
completed in I988 (Language Maintenance and Viability Survey). He reports that Gaelic 
usage was being maintained to a certain extent in the pub and between neighbours but 
that it was falling in shops and in the church. The intergenerational use of Gaelic -
between parents and children - was seen to have contracted from the levels of IO years 
prior: the number of respondents indicating that they 'always' or 'mainly' used Gaelic 
with their children was minimal. As expected, this finding was echoed for the use of 
Gaelic between siblings themselves. The rise in the number of children speaking only 
English with each other is particularly striking, being 10% higher in I995 than 
approximately eight years prior (tables from p. 61): 

19 Two of these arc our own children, aged 4 and 2 ar rhc rime. 
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Table 2: Language-maintenance and viability survey 1986-8 (Western Isles Gaelic 
speakers: N =224) 

Language By subject Between Between By subject Between 
Usage to grand- subject's subject to own subject's 

parents own and children own 
parents spouse20 children 

No. No. No. No. No. 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Gaelic 212 212 117 80 45 
(95.9) (96.4) (72.7) (55.2) (35.5) 

Both equal 3 l 18 37 29 
(l.4) (0.4) (l l.2) (25.5) (22.8) 

English 6 7 26 28 53 
(2.7) (3.2) (l 6.l) (l 9.3) (41.7) 

Total 221 220 161 145 127 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 

NIR or NIA 3 4 63 79 97 

Table 3: Euromosaic survey 1994-5 (Western Isles Gaelic speakers: N = 130) 

Language By subject Between Between By subject Between 
Usage to grand- subject's subject and to own subject's 

parents own parents spouse children own 
children 

No No No No No. 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Gaelic 195 107 45 38 18 
(88.2) (83.6) (59.2) (49.4) (28.6) 

Both equal 12 7 12 15 13 
(5.5) (5.5) (15.8) (19.4) (20.6) 

English 14 14 19 24 32 
(6.3) (10.9) (25.0) (31.2) (50.7) 

Total 221 128 76 77 63 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 

NIR or NIA 39 2 54 53 67 
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If we consider Gaelic-speaking parents in Scotland at large sampled for the 1994-5 study, 
approximately eight percent reported their children as speaking 'only' or 'mainly' Gaelic 
(MacKinnon 1998: 63).21 Clearly, the Outer Hebrides - along with Skye and Lochalsh -
still exhibits higher levels of language transmission than the rest of Scotland, but there is 
no guarantee that this will be the case for much longer. MacKinnon states: "Unless 
tackled promptly and effectively, the prospect of Gaelic continuing as a family and a 
community language is likely to cease with the present generation" (p. 55). 

In an earlier study MacKinnon (1994) found that crofters, after professionals and 
housewives, evinced the highest intergenerational Gaelic usage levels. We can expect the 
decline of crofting to have ramifications on the continuation of the language. He says: 
'There were very distinct and significant differences in Gaelic usage levels in original and 

10 There must have been a typographical error in the original publicaiion where this column duplicates the heading "By 
subjecl lO own children". However, on page 55, MacKinnon says that they surveyed use: " ... from the generations of 
the subjects' grandparents and parents, lo exchanges between spouses/parrots of the present generation, by parents to 
children, and between children themselves (italics added for emphasis]." Clearly the heading was meanl to be 
"Between subject and spouse". 
ll There is a typographical error on this page as well, a duplicated number, but the frequency for children only speaking 
English with each other can be obtained from adding up the rest of the row and subtracting from 100. 
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present-day families, and in intergenerational Gaelic maintenance, between the 
respondents who were members of a crofting family and those who were not' (p. 125). 
Examining the 1981 Census data, Mac Kinnon found there were still com munitics which 
had a proportion of under 25 year-olds reporting Gaelic usage levels as high or higher than 
individuals older than that. He says: 'The main bulwark of their linguistic and cultural 
integrity might seem to lie in their essential character as crofting communities' (p. 126). 

Apparently, there is no empirical research indicating how age correlates with language 
proficiency. However, although schooling in the past century has ensured that virtually all 
adult Gaelic speakers arc capable of communicating in English, many older speakers arc 
still more comfortable speaking Gaelic. At the risk of over-simplification it seems in Uist 
that there is a band of people, generally over 65 years of age, who arc more Gaelic 
dominant. There is another younger band who are equally comfortable in both languages. 
Speakers less than about 45 years old may be functionally fluent in Gaelic but tend to be 
English dominant. In the crofting townships of North Uist, the generation born in the 
late I 960's is reckoned to be the last for whom Gaelic would have been the language of 
the playground. The last school in Uist with children who naturally spoke Gaelic to one 
another was Stoneybridgc primary, in South Uist, where this continued until the 1980's at 
least. The coming of television is the attributed cause of the switch. For Gaelic speakers 
below the age of 30 or so - the 'television generation' - the language which they use with 
their contemporaries is almost exclusively English. One finds, to varying extents, that 
they will only use Gaelic in restricted situations, such as being paid to talk on the radio or 
the television, and/or with only the eldest members of the population. The only situation 
in which the author has heard Gaelic used as a conversational medium within this age 
group is at the pub, and only after a considerable amount of 'tongue-loosening'. 
Whenever we interpret Census data, the figures must be considered in terms of a 
substantial proportion of returns who, regardless of their proficiency in the language, 
contribute a negligible proportion of overall Gaelic output. 

There has been some evidence that young women in Gaelic-speaking communities 
evince less support for the language than men and women of other age groups 
(MacKinnon 1977; 1994; 2000). Although, overall, older women reported the highest usage 
levels in MacKinnon 's 1994 report, young mothers reported the lowest. This has clear 
implications for the transmission of the language. Young women were also reported as 
being more likely to migrate than young men and, as was seen above, Gaelic usage is 
lower overall amongst children on the Scottish mainland. MacKinnon stresses that these 
findings should not be taken as indicating lower loyalty amongst young women towards 
their first language; those who do move away to the mainland are often the most fervent 
Gaelic supporters. 

Constantinidou (1994) explores gender effects in the contraction of East Sutherland 
Gaelic, citing research by MacDonald (1987) et al. indicating that women are more likely 
than men to code switch when in the presence of non-speakers. She also identifies a 
difference in the stories of women and men concerning situations where Gaelic was 
spoken around perceived non-speakers. Women brought up occasions when they were 
'caught out' by people who actually did have the language, and thus were interpreted as 
more sensitive, therefore, to the faux pas they had committed. In contrast, men's stories 
lacked this social self-consciousness; there was no mention of being caught, only of 
cohesion between the speakers. She states: "In the female world Gaelic contexts of 
privacy could be breached, whereas in the male world privacy could be achieved and 
maintained by means of Gaelic" (p. 121). 
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3.4.2 Register Range and Bilingualism 

3.4.2.1 Spoken Registers 
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Although Gaelic was once the dominant tongue in Scotland and used at all levels of 
situational formality/2 it is today most often the medium of a narrow band of registers. 
As virtually all Gaelic speakers are fluent in English, they have a choice as to which 
language, or proportion thereof, they use in a given situation. Macaulay (1992) says that 
there is a 'normal' range of register differentiation in Scottish Gaelic. However, the more 
formal, official, technical, abstruse or field-specific the subject matter, the less likely it is 
that Gaelic will be the language of choice (Macaulay 1982a; Thomson 1994). Exceptions to 
this tendency are to be found in religious discourse or technical discussions involving 
crofting or fishing, but there arc no spoken registers which one can now guarantee will be 
Gaelic-medium as so many other sociolinguistic variables assert themselves in 
determining language choice. 

Macaulay (1982a) mentions that it is easier to imagine contexts where Gaelic is likely to 
be excluded than the converse. Perhaps the most reliable context for primarily Gaelic 
usage would be one where the conversational setting and theme arc informal and non
field-specific, and where the participants are all older, native speakers, familiar with each 
other, and in a domestic setting. As soon as one steps out of the controlled environment 
of one's house, the likelihood increases that some participants will be English-monoglots 
or semi-speakcrs.23 Even in such an idealised situation, however, code switching, or at 
least borrowing, is the rule rather than the exception. This is partly due to the lack of a 
large magnavocabulary in Gaelic, especially for terms associated with the modern world. 2~ 
However, when considering the association of register and language choice in spoken 
Gaelic, perhaps the crucial determining factor is not so much the formality or informality 
of the subject matter, but rather who the participants arc and where they arc. The author's 
experience has been that individuals who normally speak Gaelic with one another tend to 
do so regardless of the topics at hand. Dorian (1986) concurs, saying that her sample of 
ESG speakers used Gaelic for the communicative situations in which individuals spend 
most of their time, as well as for discussing abstruse topics: 

They could narrate, argue, joke, gossip, tease, discuss health, community, and 
national affairs, and business matters; they were fully able to exchange news, 
advice, plans, and opinions on matters grave and trivial ... Because of the case 
with which English loanwords arc taken into ESG ... even the most up-to
date and technical subjects could be discussed in Gaelic, and were. (p. 259) 

There is reason to suspect that Gaelic speakers do not switch to English when discussing 
formal topics because of the theme per se, but rather because there is a correlation 
between certain types of discourse and the presence of non-Gaelic speakers. If the 
conversation between two Gaels who normally speak Gaelic with each other switches to 
discussing the latest cloning experiment, they do not need to change language or 
grammar, but only the vocabulary they arc using, and this is easily taken on loan. 

Macaulay was clearly not only thinking of speech though and, as a case in point, the 
only biology publication - a field-specific domain - available in ScG is a school textbook 
by Ruairidh MacThomais (1976). He says this about his effort: 

... bha mi riamh gu /aidir de'n bheachd gu bheil a' Ghdidhlig gle chomasach air 
rudan ura a thoirt a-steach thuice fhein agus gur h-e eachdraidh thruagh nan tri 
ceud bliadhna chaidh seachad a bha gar bacadh anns an doigh seo ... Mar sin cha 
bu ruith ach leum gu dhol an sds anns an obair seo. 

11 For instance, there were once formal lcrminologics for linguistics, rhetoric, and law (Macaulay 1982a). 
:• h is no! unusual 10 hear con\'crs.~1ions between a fully fluent Gaelic speaker and a so-called 'semi-speaker' (often 
simply an unconfidcnl speaker), with 1hc first speaking entirely in Gaelic and the second, following c,·cry word, but 
speaking only in English. 
1

' Sec McNcir (2001) for one gm·crnmcnt-sponsorcd attempt to rectify the situation. 
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Is di>cha gun deach an ruith gu dabhdail an ceann greise. Chan e obair fourasda a 
tha ann an eadar-theangachadh de'n t-seorsa seo ... Tha deagh foios agam gum bi 
pairt de'n eadar-theangachadh doirbh, is gum bi grunn de na facail ura a dheilbh 
mi trom no mi-foreagarrach an doigh eile. Thig atharrachadh an sud 's an seo mar 
a thig luchd-sgriobhaidh eile chun a' chuspair seo, agus gu cuspairean eile tha an 
dluth-cheangal ris. Ach tha mi'n di>chas gu bheil toiseach Jais againn an seo, agus 
gum Jaic sinn iomadh cuspair eile ris nach robh duil, air a laimhseachadh tre 
Ghaidhlig. 

Translation (by current author): I have always been of the opinion that Gaelic 
is very capable of embracing new things and it is [only] the sad history of the 
last three hundred years which has been hindering us. As such, I rushed at the 
chance to get involved in this work. 

Perhaps my initial rush turned to hesitation after a while. Translation of this 
kind is not easy work. I know well that part of the translation will be difficult 
[to understand], and that many of the new words that I created will be heavy 
or infelicitous in another way. Change will occur as other writers delve into 
the subject and other subjects that are closely related to it. But I hope that we 
have a burgeoning growth here and that we will see many other subjects that 
we never expected dealt with through the medium of Gaelic. 

The issue of magna-vocabulary is a pervasive one. MacThomais's assertion that Gaelic is 
capable of taking on new terms is certainly true, but the litmus test is whether the public 
at large adopts expressions once created and, in general, they do not. If the linguistic 
patrons of world languages such as Russian and French struggle to maintain purity in the 
face of global Anglicisation, Gaelic would seem to have little hope in this regard. A 
dictionary of broadcasting and parliamentary terms has now been published (McNeir 2001) 
- including many new words for modern concepts in general. We can be sure that very 
few of these will enter common parlance, a situation that can be replicated in many other 
languages around the world. However, the Gaelic radio service, Radio nan Gaidheal, is 
listened to by most Gaelic speakers and there is the potential that, over time, some of 
these may be accepted by some. Or at least used by them when speaking on the radio. 

Due to the commitment of Gaelic radio and television personnel towards register 
expansion in the language (see Lamb 1999), there is now a wide range of media output 
found in Gaelic. The Gaelic radio (BBC) broadcasts on 103.7-104.3 FM, for roughly 65 
hours per week, with greater output on weekdays (e.g. 7.30am-l2pm; 2pm-7pm; 9pm
l0.30pm) and reduced output on the weekends (about four hours on Saturday and one and 
a half on Sunday). Television broadcasting is more intermittent, with occasional children's 
programmes in the morning and afternoon, and regular adult broadcasting on Thursday 
evening. Many programmes are scheduled after l2am to fulfil broadcasting quotas, giving 
prime-time slots to more mainstream programming. A glance at one week's schedule of 
Gaelic broadcasting in the Stornoway Gazette (c. 2000) includes these types of programmes: 

Television: 
• News programmes (Telefios, Telefios na Seachdainn) 
• Children's' programming (Gocam Go, Splaoid, Dotaman, Coineanaich Ghorach, etc.) 
• Early teenager variety show (De a-nis?) 
• A travel programme (Air Chuairt) 
• A current affairs debate programme (Cunntas) 
• A church service (Gloraich Ainm) 
• A soap opera (Fa/ach Fead) 
• An adult variety show - looking at famous people (Sin Thu Fhein) 
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Radio: 
Morning news programme (Aithris na Maidne) 
Weekend summary news (Aithris na Seachdainn) 
Morning talk show (Coinneach Maclomhair) 
Music programmes (Caithream Ciuil, Crunluath, CeOI an Nos Ur, Sruth na Maoile, Bard 
nan Oran) 
Chat and music programme (Mire ri Moir) 
Religious and inspirational programmes (Deanamaid Adhradh, Tro Shamhchair an 

Fheasgair) 
Children's programme (Aileag) 
A dedication show (Durachdan) 

Some of these are regular shows, but many come and go throughout the year. For 
example, among the types of televised programmes current to the early 21" Century are 
game shows, teenage variety shows (De a-ms), a current affairs programme (Eorpa), a 
documentary on the Book of Kells, and programmes on the history of Scotland. The 
impression is that one is able to find a similar breadth of media registers in Gaelic 
compared to English broadcasting, but not nearly the same frequency (or quality, some 
would argue). This tendency, for breadth rather than depth, is similar to what one finds in 
the print media and written registers at large. 

3. 4.2.2 Written Registers 
In the 2001 Census, there were 58,652 persons (cf. 65,978 in 1991) who returned as being 
able to speak Gaelic, 65,674 who could read and write the language and 92,396 who 
claimed to be able to understand it. Ability aside, only a minuscule proportion of those 
with Gaelic literacy would ever choose, or have reason, to write the language on a regular 
basis. Indeed, the most informal of written communications are normally in English, 
even between individuals who would normally choose to converse in Gaelic (Macaulay 
1982a).25 Much of this can be attributed to a lack, until the 1980s, of Gaelic-medium 
education and over 100 years of prohibitionist and awkward school policies have done 
great damage to the status of the language overall. Gaelic writers - that is, the small 
number of literati as such and those working in the media - have usually been through a 
university degree in Gaelic or Celtic, and in some cases now teach in these departments. 
This small, highly educated group is responsible for the majority of the prose, poetry, 
children's books, media output, etc., extant in the language. 

In chicken-and-egg fashion, there is a lack of forums for Gaelic writing and a 
concomitant lack of incentive for Gaelic writers. In 1989, Gailm, the only periodical 
dedicated to Gaelic writing solely, had sales of about 1000-1200 per quarter and an 
estimated readership of 4000-5000. The West Highland Free Press, Stornoway Gazette, 
Highland editions of the Press and /oumal, Ohan Times, the Inverness Courier and the 
Scotsman all usually feature weekly Gaelic columns. An Ga1dheal Ur, a monthly Gaelic 
newspaper, is published with the West Highland Free Press. There is also a bilingual 
quarterly periodical, generally for and by learners of the language - Cothrom - published 
by CLI, which features a great variety of writing. Between these publications one can find 
a wide range of genres: reviews; editorials; letters to the editor; short stories; general 
interest stories, cooking columns; news articles; Gaelic learners' lessons; advertisements; 
children's corners; employment notices; and so on. The situation has improved for Gaelic 
writing noticeably in the past 15 years. Whether this has been accompanied by an 
improvement in Gaelic reading is another, unanswered question. 

11 Ronald Black of the University of Edinburgh said once (1998) that 'letter writing in Gaelic today is a deliberate 
antiquarian exercise'. However, as Dr Wilson McLeod later pointed out to the author, this comment may not be so 
valid today in the face of the growth of e-mail correspondence, which benefits from being more informal and 'oral'. It 
would be interesting to know if Gaels who might not ha\'e otherwise corresponded in Gaelic before may sometimes do 
so today using this new option, where orthography and grammar tend to be less important than the communication at 
hand. 
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Imaginative wntmg has been limited mainly to poetry and the short story; longer 
fiction was almost unknown in the language until the early 21" century, save for a few 
novellas by writers such as lain Mac a' Ghobhainn (lain Crichton Smith), Alasdair 
Caimbeul, Tormod Caimbeul, and Tormod Madlleathain (Norman MacLean). The 
publishing house Clar's Ur-sgeul series has meant that we finally have longer, modern 
fiction in print. Aonghas Padraig Caimbeul's An Oidhche mus do Sheol Sinn (383 pages), 
won the Saltire Scottish Book of the Year Award in 2004 and certainly raised the ante in 
terms of what is deemed possible in Gaelic fiction. However, with such a small 
readership, there are meagre returns awaiting even the most well-received of would-be 
Gaelic novelists and one wonders about the long-term viability of these endeavours. The 
themes of Gaelic short stories and poetry tend to be inward looking, often framed by the 
bounds of the Gaidhealtachd itself. To read about Gaelic speakers in outer space or even 
conversing with a Edinburgh bus driver seems to require too much suspension of belief. ir, 

Gaelic drama (see Macinnes 1994 for an overview) has a long history, and some fine 
theatre groups such as 'Tosg' regularly tour Scotland. Due its being an oral art, at least in 
the delivery, it has been able to reach a greater proportion of Gaelic speakers than most 
print media. 

Other types of writing, particularly non-fiction that touches on the wider world, have 
generally not been deemed viable since: Gaelic speakers tend to be more comfortable 
reading in English and they are readily available and perceived to be of a higher quality in 
English. As Thomson remarks (1989; cf. 1976): 'There is only one book on football, very 
little on politics, nothing on conservation, nothing on fish-farming, nuclear policy, space 
exploration, the Royal Family, fast food, feminism' (p. 40). There has been little in the 
way of writing that is expressly academic, but much that has been written by academics. 
Certainly, high-register, expository prose is possible to find in the language, often dealing 
with literature, folklore, and linguistics. But, as previously mentioned, there is a very 
small market or patronage for Gaelic-medium textbooks and academic periodicals. In 
earlier times, particularly pre-World War II (Meek 1990: 16), high-register prose was 
modelled upon the language of the Gaelic Bible. Since then, prose per se has moved 
towards greater colloquialism. (Even the Bible itself has been updated to reflect 
contemporary usage.) Finally, industrial and official documents found in Gaelic are often 
transparently tokenistic, especially when they are based upon more complete and concise 
English versions. When placed alongside original English sources, the extent of the 
inappropriateness of word choice and parasitism is readily observed (Cox 1998, McLeod 
2000). Certainly there are documents of this sort written in idiomatic, edited prose, but it 
is not unusual to read writing issued by explicitly Gaelic organisations that is rife with 
orthographical mistakes, inconsistencies and errors as regards grammar and case marking, 
and 'something based on a dense English set of sub-clauses which just looks contorted in 
Gaelic' (Cox 1998: 81). 

3.5 Summary 

Scottish Gaelic was once spoken throughout much of the Scottish mainland, but is now 
confined mainly to its Western periphery and the Islands off the coast of this region. 
Language transmission in these areas has declined markedly in the past fifty years and 
research such as that conducted as part of the Western Isles Language Plan (2005) indicate 
that Gaelic will cease to be a community language in the next generation or two if 
current trends continue. The economy of most Gaelic speaking areas is based upon 
subsistence farming and fishing with fewer professionals in the workforce relative to 
other areas of the country. Overall, the remaining Gaelic-speaking areas are some of the 
poorest and most isolated regions in Britain. Part of the language's decline has been 
attributed to the increase of English monoglot incomers. As virtually all Gaelic speakers 
are now bilingual, their presence increases the likelihood that any given situation will be 

!
6 Since: writing this, two novels ha\•c: appeared which happily go against this tendency: Gymnippa1 Diciadain by 
Martainn Mac an T-Saoir, 2005, and Shrapnel by Tormod Caimbcul, 2006 
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English rather than Gaelic-medium. However, even in conversations between fully fluent 
Gaelic speakers, code switching and borrowing is currently the rule rather than the 

exception. 
There is a wide range of print and media (i.e. television and radio) registers available in 

the language, but the tendency is for there to be generally few instances, especially in 
printed material, of each specific variety. This gives the overall impression of breadth 
without depth in register range. Athough a greater number of persons returned in the 
2001 census as being literate than conversant in Gaelic, very few find opportunities to 
write or read the language on a regular basis. This small readership is a contributing factor 
to the dearth of prose in all forms in the language, especially long fiction and academic 
writing. In fact, a substantial proportion of Gaelic writing, in particular children's books, 
news reportage, and government documents, are translated from English publications. As 
a result, cross-linguistic effects are readily observed contributing to, on some level, the 
growing departure in the language from Gaelic-based idiom towards a higher instance of 
calquing and decay of native morphosyntax. 
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Data Collection and Composition 

Leech (1991) states that the main difference between a 'corpus' and an 'archive' is that the 
former is a collection of text for some purpose while the latter is simply collection for its 

. own sake. The primary interest of the current study is to investigate linguistic register 
differentiation in Scottish Gaelic. A corpus constructed for this purpose ought to be 
representative of the kinds of variation found in the language at large, a sample of a 
greater population. Due to time and resource constraints it was possible to sample a core 
group of only four spoken and four written registers. However, these were carefully 
selected to be as representative as possible of the broad band of linguistic and contextual 
variation available in Scottish Gaelic. 

The initial set of registers is based upon the results of previous research (especially 
Biber 1988; 1995; Chafe 1982 inter alia; Ferguson 1983; Greenbaum et al. 1995a inter alia; 
Jang 1998; Miller and Weinert 1998; Romaine 1994) as well as a consideration of which 
registers had specific cultural importance to Scottish Gaelic. 

In accordance with the relative ease or difficulty of obtaining the different types of 
text, a final set was chosen consisting of: 

Spoken Sub-corpus 
l. Conversation 
2. Radio Interview 
3. Sports Broadcast 
4. Traditional Narrative 

Written Sub-corpus 

5. Academic Prose 
6. Fiction 
7. Popular Writing 
8. Radio News Scripts 

There was only a limited amount of time to collect and tag the corpus. It was crucial for 
it to be of a manageable size, but one that would not compromise its validity. Biber (1990) 
investigates a number of methodological issues regarding corpus-based studies on 
language variation, in particular the impact of text length, category size (i.e. number of 
texts}, and corpus size on validity. As his independent variables, he takes a small number 
of linguistic features that have been commonly used in language variation research. He 
then assesses their distribution throughout sub-samples (50% and 25%) of the Lancaster
Oslo-Bergen Corpus of British English and the London-Lund Corpus, in comparison to 

their distribution in the full versions of these corpora. His results indicate that categories 
(i.e. register samples} consisting of ten (n= IO) 1000 word texts are sufficiently large to 
investigate these kinds of variables. In other words, despite the fact that these sub-corpora 
were small samples of larger pools of data, they were still representative of the features 
investigated. According to Biber, size is important27

, but more crucial is the corpus being 
representative of the language varieties that it purports to reflect. 

In line with Biber's findings and deeming it a manageable goal, the average length of 
individual texts in the present research was set at 1000 words. These grouped into 10-text 
subcorpora to result in an overall corpus of 81,677 words. This is comparable to the 
Leverhulme Corpus (42 texts of 2000 words, 84k total} used by Greenbaum and Nelson 
(1995) to investigate clause relationships in English. It is many times larger than Nivet's 
(1989) study of the syntax and discourse of conversational French, based upon 600 
'sentences' per speaker. If spontaneous speech is defined as non-scripted spoken language, 
the current data is twice that used in Miller and Weinert's (1998) syntactically-coded 
corpora of Scottish English. On the other hand, it is smaller than Macaulay's (1991) study 
of Scottish English (-1 IOk words). All of these studies have been different in focus, and 
each has produced interesting results. What they have in common is the manual coding of 

17 It is particularly important for lexicological studies. 
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syntactic and discourse-related features, without the use of computerised taggers. 
Although these studies employ much smaller corpora than most multidimensional 
approaches, they achieve a much more in-depth analysis of the phenomena to which they 
attend. 

Originally, the intention of the present research was to do a multi-dimensional study of 
Scottish Gaelic, based upon Biber's methodology. After consideration, it was determined 
that the time it would take to write a programme to carry out the grammatical tagging 
would be better spent doing it by hand. So far, multi-dimensional studies have relied on 
the frequency counts of fairly simple and prevalent morphosyntactic features (cf. Miller 
and Weinert I998: I4). More complex or subtle features, such as those implicated in 
information structure, arc generally ignored because they are not easily detected by 
computerised search routines. In deciding to carry out a manual analysis, a smaller body of 
data is covered than an automatic tagger would have permitted. However, as will be 
clear, many of the most interesting results of this study would have been precluded in an 
automated approach. In addition, it would have been difficult if not impossible to write a 
programme that would have been able to make many of the distinctions that are needed. 

4.1.J Origin and Selection of Texts 

The data is from a number of different sources. The table below and following discussion 
summarise the overall composition of the corpus. For information on specific texts, 
please refer to Appendix 2. 

Table 4: Organisation and Make-up of the Scottish Gaelic Corpus 

Spoken Sub-corpus No.of No.of Sources 
Texts Words 

I. Conversation IO I I,50I b 
2. Radio Interview 8 10,034 b 
3. Sports Broadcast IO I0,278 b 
4. Traditional Narrative IO I0,22I abc 
Written Sub-corpus 
5. Academic Prose 9 I0,089 ac 
6. Fiction 8 9,630 c 
7. Popular Writing II 9,690 ac 
8. Radio News Scripts IO I0,234 a 
Totals 76 81,677 

Sources: a) electronic sources (i.e. web pages, computer files); b) transcriptions of recorded 
material; c) scanned documents converted to texts using optical character recognition 
(OCR) software 

Conversation Texts 

These were recorded on minidisc or digital audio tape using a small stereo microphone. 
They were then dubbed onto audio tape for transcription by the author and Kirsty Mac 
Donald, a native speaker from North Uist. The participants were mostly middle aged, 
except for three children in two related texts, and all had acquired their Gaelic through 
intergenerational transmission. The recordings took place in domestic settings, between 
close familiars and family members, mainly over tea or during supper. The participants 
were aware that they were being recorded but, as indicated by the affect level of some 
recordings and the private nature of many topics (such as sensitive gossip), they did not 
seem inhibited by this fact. For some recordings WL was present but in most the 
recorder was left in the care of the participants. 
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Radio Interviews 

These were all broadcast on Radio nan Gaidheal (RnG) between 1980 and 2000 and were 
taped either by WL or by BBC employees. Five of the eight programmes were from the 
morning show 'Coinneach Madomhair'. In this programme, Mr. Madomhair acts as an 
interviewer-mediator to discussions on a wide range of current-interest topics, with both 
phone-in and studio-based participants. The other three programmes had similar formats. 
All texts were transcribed by WL and KL. 

Sports Broadcasts 

These consisted of on-line coverage of two team Scotland football games (vs. Australia 
and Yugoslavia). There were two presenters, one covering action on-field and the other 
summing up between plays. These were broadcast on RnG and recorded by BBC 
personnel. The transcriptions were made by WL and KL. 

Traditional Narrative 

All of the traditional narrative recordings were from the archives of the School of 
Scottish Studies, collected from Uist-born informants28 during the late l 960's and early 
1970's. An effort was made to include a wide range of different genres such as 
international fairy tales, Gaelic legends, hero talcs, and local history. Many of the narrators 
were elderly when recorded, thus age factors are of consequence to the interpretation of 
these texts. Some of these were transcribed by WL, others were published in books (see 
Appendix 1), while others were in the form of text files, having been transcribed by 
Peggy Clement at the School of Scottish Studies. All texts which were not transcribed by 
WL were checked for accuracy using copies of the original recordings. 

Academic Prose 

Academic prose was defined as expository writing by teachers and researchers involved in 
tertiary education about topics most characteristically appearing in pedagogical contexts: 
poetic analysis, biology, linguistics, Scottish history, and so on. Most of the texts have 
been published in books or as chapters in compilations. One text is the introduction from 
an unpublished PhD thesis. All texts, save the latter, were scanned into electronic form 
and converted to text files using an OCR package. 

Fiction 

These were mostly short stories, except two, which were the first chapters of longer 
novellas. All were published. Several different authors were included, writing on a wide 
range of topics (sec Appendix 2). These were all scanned and converted to text files using 
OCR software. 

Popular Writing 

Popular writing was defined as in Jang (1998: 45): "short expository essays written for the 
general public". All of the texts included were published as general interest articles in 
newspapers such as The Scotsman, and An Gaidheal Ur. They concern a wide range of 
topics from religion, to reviews, to reminiscence. Some were retrieved from web pages 
while others were scanned into the computer and converted to text. 

18 Largdy, in the case of those I used, by Angus John MacDonald. Currently a Gaelic teacher in Portree High School, 
AJ was, some say, the best collector the School of Scottish Studies e\•er had. It is hoped that some day AJ publishes the 
monumental work that he did for his unfinished PhD thesis and receives the credit that he i~ long clue. 
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News Scripts 

The news texts are from RnG workers during the late 1990's. These were sent to WL in 
the form of e-mail file attachments from the BBC. Pieces from most of the news staff 
that were working for the BBC Gaelic Department at the time arc included and they arc 
fairly equally represented in the subcorpus. Spelling errors were corrected by WL before 
inclusion in the corpus. 

4.1.2 Transcription Practices 

With every transcription, one must consider which features of language arc to be 
represented, how it is to be used, and who arc its intended users (Crowdy 1995). For this 
study, only a simple orthographic transcription was needed and anything beyond this 
would have been both superfluous and overly time-intensive. Spoken texts were 
transcribed without punctuation (except question marks to indicate interrogative 
intonation) and no attcm pt was made to indicate pause length. Filled pauses (um, ha, ehm, 
etc.) were not included, but otherwise, the aim was to produce a faithful reproduction of 
the lexical content of the recordings. Orthographic practices were broadly consistent with 
the recommendations of the Scottish Examinations Board (SEB). 

Speaker turns were indicated in the transcriptions by [l], [2],29 
••• etc. Where significant 

cross-talk, low recording level, or other factors conspired to prevent accurate 
transcription of content, a marker'[?]' was used. Code switching was always included in 
the transcribed text and tagged as such. 

4.1.3 Situational Description of the Registers with Examples of Texts 

Registers arc language varieties that correlate with certain contextual parameters. A 
prerequisite to understanding the distributions of linguistic features across the different 
types of registers is to understand the situational factors that help condition this variation. 
Biber (1994; cf. 1988: 29-33) proposes a number of different components of the speech 
situation based upon prior research on the ethnology of communication acts. This 
framework is employed in the following discussion, which describes and makes some 
comparisons between the contextual aspects of each register included in the study. 

4.1.3.1 Conversation 

The number of participants present in the conversations ranged from two to eight. In 
each recording, all were close friends or family members and, in most cases, were roughly 
the same age (45--60 years). As mentioned above, two texts were from a family with 
young children (9-15 yrs.). All participants were of a similar economic background, 
broadly characterised as middle class. The occupations of the adults were mainly crofting, 
education (primary and secondary) and banking. Adult participants varied somewhat in 
the educational level they had attained, from secondary certification to postgraduate 
degrees. Except in the texts including the children, all participants would have had 
roughly equal status. This is a crucial feature distinguishing natural conversation from 
nearly all forms of public or radio conversation. Their shared world knowledge is evident 
in the texts, with frequent references to persons, places and occurrences that arc part of 
their common experience. The topics covered in the texts include the breadth expected 
from spontaneous conversation between familiars: inquiring about each others' days, 
gossiping about neighbours, discussing politics, requesting food or drink, and so on. Some 
were framed by a superordinate activity, such as sitting down for a meal, yet in others the 
activity was limited to conversation. In all cases, the recordings were made in a domestic 
setting. One can suppose that the purposes of intimate conversation have to do with 
group consolidation, entertainment, information exchange, and obtaining assistance. A 

·''These arc presented here, in the transciptions pro\'iclccl, as [a), [b) etc, to a\'oid yet another number set. 
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cynical commentator might suggest that the purpose of conversations that arc being 
taped is to gratify the researcher, but none of the recordings had pervasive or long-lasting 
signs of artificiality. Where initial signs of self-consciousness were present, they dissipated 
within minutes. For some recordings, the verbal consent of those participating was 
gathered before the taping ensued, while for others this was done ex post facto. 

Example of conversation text: 

<a> nach do rinn iad an aon rud oirnne an council a bhith 'gealltainn nach cuireadh iad charge 
air son an sewer a bha siud nuair a bha iad ga thogail 's an ath rud a-nuas a thainig 
NOSW A a-staigh 's bhuail iad air na rates 

<h> na sewer rates 
<a> co-dhiubh tha thu 'join-adh gus nach eil 
<e> de chuir iad air 
<a> och tha e bruideil co-dhiubh 
<h> nach eil e corr 's ceud not 
<a> tha ea' sior-dhol suas 
<d> rud a th' agamsa chan eil coir aca charge-adh air co-dhiubh chan eil ann ach outside tank 

tha coir a'd air aon tankjhaighinn 
<a> 's e tha siud ach an trough ge-tiz 
<d> ach chan eil trough idir againne 
<h> uill chan ei/ coir agads' a phdigheadh idir ann ma-tho cha leig thusa leas a phdigheadh ma-

tha feumaidh tu a chantail riutha 
<a> 'son am beagan a thathar ag use-agadh a dh'uisge 
<d> faodaidh an hose a bhith an oite sam bith 
<a> uillfaodaidh tu aona tap a bhith agad co-dhiubh ma-tho 

Translation: 
<a> didn't they do the same thing to us the council promising that they wouldn't levy a 

charge for that sewer when they were building it and the next thing up comes 
NOSW AS and they slam on the rates 

<b> the sewer rates 
<a> whether you join them or not 
<e> what did they levy 
<a> oh it's brutal anyway 
<b> isn't it more than a hundred pounds 
<a> it's constantly going up 
<d> the thing I've got they don't have a right to charge for it anyway it's only an outside 

tank you've got a right to get one tank 
<a> that's the trough though 
<d> but we don't even have a trough 
<b> well you shouldn't be paying it at all then you don't have to pay then you have to tell 

them 
<a> for the little that people use of water 
<d> the hose can be anywhere 
<a> well you are able to have one tap anyway then 

4.1.3.2 Radio Interview 

In the radio interviews included in the study, there are addressees, generally one addresser 
at a time, and an audience removed physically and, in the case of re-broadcasts, 
temporally from the context of language production. Turns are negotiated by the 
interviewer, who has more status than the interviewees and is responsible for controlling 
and framing the discussion so that it is interesting, provocative, enjoyable, and 
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informative for the audience. The interviewees are occasionally able to steer discussion 
themselves, although their efforts arc in deference to the interviewer and, thereby, 
transient. In some cases, the setting may be solely a studio at the radio station, but it is 
usually multifarious with several participants included in the discussion by phone. Because 
of this, there is often a combination of face-to-face participants and those who, because 
they are on the phone, are unable to either transmit or receive non-verbal 
communication. The interview is usually moderately structured (i.e. some questions arc 
prepared beforehand) and the interviewees often know which questions they will be asked 
to begin with, allowing them time for preparation as well. As a result, there is the 
potential for more literate language forms to enter unseen into the dialogue. The 
acticudinal stance of the participants to the text can vary depending on the topic and the 
level of emotion that it invokes in them. The interviewer is expected to remain neutral 
although s/he may, through leading questions and other rhetorical devices, influence the 
discussion for effect. The purpose of this kind of discourse can vary, but tends towards 
the entertainment and edification of the audience. The flow of conversation is always 
self-consciously geared towards this orientation. The level of discourse is usually of a 
popular nature, readily appreciated by the listeners, but with a wide range of specific 
subjects represented. 

Example of radio interview text (Coinneach Mar's show): 
<a> uell comhla rium tha a's an studio ann a-seo an-drasta tha Murchadh Domhnallach tha cu 

snog aige 'na chois an-sin cu agus h-abair g'eil e doigheil a Mhurchaidh ach tha sgeul co
cheangailte ris a' chain [sic] nach eil 

<b> tha 's ann a Uibhist a thainig an cu agus 'se rescue dog a bh' ann agus cha robh iad cha 
robh iad a' toirt dha biadh no cail 

<a> de thachair de a' suidheach: st01d a's a robh e nuair a fhuair thusa e 
<h> bha cha robh cha mhor gu robh bit feoil air 
<a> seadh seadh 
<h> bha e direach bha an staid a bh' ann uabhasach 's bha a chalg a'falbh is a h-uile cail 
<a> agus de mu dheidh: de mu dheidhinn man a bha e le daoine 's mar sin 
<b> bha e gu math feagalach nuair a thainig e a-seo ach an-diugh tha tha e torr nas faearr na 
bha e 

Translation: 
<a> well along with me in the studio here right now is Murdo MacDonald he has a nice 

dog with him at his heel there a dog and isn't it nice Murdo but there is a story 
attached to the dog isn't there 

<h> yes it's from Uist that the dog came and it was a rescue dog and they weren't giving 
him food or anything 

<a> what happened what state was he in when you found him 
<b> there was almost no flesh on him 
<a> right right 
<b> he was just the state he was in was horrible and his fur was gone and everything 
<a> and what about how was he with people an so on 
<b> he was very fearful when he came here but today he is much better than he was 

4.1.3.3 Sports Broadcast 

In many ways, this register is similar to radio interview: there is an addresser, an 
addressee, and an audience who is removed, physically and possibly tcm porally, from the 
production circumstances. The addresser will always be either the play-by-play presenter, 
who is responsible for action on field, or the inter-play commentator, who sums up, 
opines, and draws associations for the benefit of the listening audience. Turn taking is 
dictated by on-field action. Insofar as action description is deemed more important than 
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commentary, the play-by-play presenter has more status than the inter-play commentator. 
This can be witnessed primarily in interruption behaviour, with the former taking the 
floor if action resumes even before the latter is finished speaking. The immediate setting 
of language production is a small box or studio within view of the playing arena, 
equipped for radio broadcast or recording. There arc extreme but different production 
constraints on the addressers: the play-by-play presenter must describe each action on field 
as it occurs with little time for elaboration. Thus he has a relatively superficial task, but 
one requiring quick and concise words. The inter-play commentator has a more 
cognitively demanding task, and one that must occur in the gaps between on-field action. 
The addressers' stance towards the text can range from neutral to emotionally involved 
(particularly at times of scoring and penalties). The addressers sympathise with and revel 
along with the audience at peak times of play. The main text is based on fact - action 
that is occurring in real-time. Similar to radio interview, the purpose is primarily to 
entertain and inform. Unlike radio interview, the level of discussion is specialised and it 
involves two main subjects: football in general and the particular football game in 
question. 

Although spontaneous football reportage is not a translation-based register, like news 
language there has been a conscious attempt towards establishing a Gaelic-based lexicon 
that would be appropriate for the radio. The following short glossary is from Angus 
Macdonald at Radio nan Gaidheal, in an e-mail to the author dated 20 March 1999. He said 
that the sports announcers "generally made an attempt to use words in existence in a 
different context, plus a few lnewJ phrases ... ": 

brog 
buille bhon oisean 
buille peanasach [sic] 
cluicheadair adhart 
cluicheadair dion r sic] 
cluicheadair meadhan [sic] 
dhan a' mhointich e 
dheth 
fear a' loidhne [sic] 
fear-g/eidhidh 
reitire 
ro-foada suas [sic] 
sadadh a-steach 
tad ha/ 
tilgeadh a-steach 
uinleag 

a good belt of the ball [Lit. 'a shoe'] 
corner kick 
penalty kick 
attacker 
defender 
midfielder 
over the stand clearance [Lit. 'to the moor it'J 
off-side [Lit. 'off] 
linesman [Lit. 'man of the line'] 
goal-keeper 
referee 
off-side lLit. 'too far up'] 
throw-in 
goal 
throw-in 
'ungentlemanly elbow' 

Example of sports broadcast text (Scotland vs. Australia): 
<a> Aitken gu Macavenie Macavenie air ais gu Ma/pas tha i direach [?] a-staigh air leth na h

Astrailianaich [sic] gu Dalgleish a's a' bhucais [sic] agus jhuair Creeno a chas uice a
rithist agus chuir a-mach i air taobh thall na pairce agus 's e sadadh a-steach a bhios ann 
an siud a-rithist do dh'Alba 'se Aitken jhein a tha 'do/ dha gabhail tha e ga feuchainn gu 
Dalgleish ruith Dalgleish a-null Dalgleish a' chiad turas a-null a-null dhan a' bhucas 
agus chaill Greedy i ach bha Macavenie bha e direach slat no dha air dheireadh chaidh 
siud airson buille bhon oisean a Mhurchaidh 

<b> ma chumas seo a' do/ Aonghais chan eil againn ach direach feum 'son tadhail gheibh sinn 
gheibh sinn fear gheibh sinn fear a dh 'aithghearr tha mi a' smaoineachdainn tha am ball 
a' do/ a dh'aite sam bith a-nisd aig ga shadail a-mach no ga bhualadh a-mach a dh'aite 
sam bith air cUI na puisd no a-mach dhan taobh eile na pairce 

<a> Strachan leatha gu Cooper ... 
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Translation: 
<a> Aitken to Macavcnie Macavenie back to Malpas it's exactly I?] in on Australia's side 

to Dalgleish in the box and Crceno got his foot to it !the ballJ again and put it out 
on the far side of the park and it's a throw in that there'll be there again to 
Scotland it's Aitken himself that is going to take it and he is trying it to Dalgleish 
Dalgleish ran over Dalgleish the first time over over to the box and Greedy lost it 
but Macavcnie he is just one or two yards away behind that went for a corner kick 
Murdo 

<b> if this keeps going Angus we only need a goal we'll get we'll get one we'll get one 
soon I am thinking the ball is going anywhere at all now thrown out or kicked out 
to anywhere at all behind the post or out to the other side of the park 

<a> Strachan with her [the ballJ to Cooper ... 

4.1.3. 4 Traditional Narrative 

The tapes used for this project all have a single addresser, and one or more addressees (one 
of whom could be considered the tape recorder itself). They were recorded usually in the 
homes of a raconteur/storyteller by an interviewer, a worker from the School of Scottish 
Studies trained in interview and field-recording techniques. The relationship between 
these two participants can be characterised as mutual respect and, in some cases, 
friendship, however the interview has a dominant influence on the progression of 
discussion topics following or preceding each piece of narrative. The storytellers would 
have been cognisant of the fact that they were being recorded for study and archival 
purposes; that there would eventually be an 'audience' removed in time and space. While 
the language of the storyteller is produced on-line, there is ample anecdotal and textual 
evidence to conclude that much of the language in the stories was crystallised to some 
extent. This occurred through numerous hearings and retellings and, in some cases, the 
stories and their language can be traced back to literary manuscripts that were in 
circulation up until the 181

" and, rarely, the early 191
" century (see Bruford 1969; 

Domhnallach 1989). Many of the storytellers became excited when narrating, to the extent 
that one could say they were emotionally involved in the subject matter. Some professed 
the conviction that the events occurring in the stories, no matter how apparently 
chimerical or fabulous to modern sensibilities, actually took place. By and large, 
recognised narrators of traditional stories value their material greatly; if they did not, they 
would not have been likely to have listened to and remembered the material from other 
narrators. As Akinnaso mentions (1985, 346) the conservative form of such 'ritualised' 
texts is partly due to their repetition over a long period of time, but also a factor of the 
reverence reserved for them in their culture. Although it is difficult to pin down the 
purpose of such a wide range of discourse, traditional narrative certainly functions to 
entertain and transfer information. The level of discussion (e.g. 
specialised/general/popular) varies according to subject matter, which itself can vary 
widely. However, a great deal of shared knowledge usually exists between the storyteller 
and the addressee(s), characteristic of their common social background or, in the case of 
learned interviewers, their academic study of Gaelic folklore. 

Example of traditional narrative (from Moireasdan 1977: 53): 
Tha sgeulachd agam ri innse dhuibh a nochd agus tha mi 'smaoineachadh gun cretd sibh 
gun gabhadh e tachairt, thoradh oite sonraichte bha na bhonn ste1dh air an deach a togail an 
toiseach, tha e ri foaicinn gun a' latha 'n di ugh: ged nach foaic si1111 leis an t-suil e no le glain' -
amhairc tha e ann - c1'eag mh6r ord do cheud mile muigh 'sa' Chuan an Jar o 
thaobh an iar Uibhist ris an cainte o chionn Jada sa Ghaidhlig 'Rocabarraigh' ach sa chiinan 
Bheurla 'n diugh Rockall, 'cial/achadh gur e stall' a th' ann uileag 's nach eil feur 
idir orra. Mar a tha 'n t-seann sgeulachd a' do/, bidh iomadh /inn on a ghabh i oite ach tha lcho 
ilr dhuinne bhith ga h-i1111se '11 diugh, 110 bhith 'g eisdeachd rithe o neach eile ga h-innse, 's nach 
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eil sinn a' faighinn atharrachadh sam bith innte on a chuala sinn an toiseach i. 'S e "Bodach 
Rocabarraigh" is ainm dhan sgeulachd. 

Translation: 
I have a story to tell you tonight and I am thinking that you will believe that it could have 
happened, because of a particular place that was the basis on which it was made, it can 
still be seen to this day: although we can't see it with the eye or with a telescope it exists -
a big high rock two hundred miles out in the Atlantic Ocean from the west side of Uist 
which was called since a long time ago in the Gaelic 'Rocabarraigh' but in the English 
language today 'Rockall', meaning that it is all a sea rock and that there isn't grass at all 
on it. As the old story went, it will be many generations since it took place but it is so 
new to us telling it today, or to be listening to it from another person telling it, that we 
don't find any change in it from when we first heard of it. "The Old Man of Rockall" is 
the name of the story. 

4.1.3.5 Formal Prose 

Written prose is generally characterised by having usually one addresser and an unlimited 
number of addressees. Because the writer has control over the text production, s/he can be 
said to have more status than any addressee. Formal prose, in contrast to most other kinds 
of writing, is associated with the sharing of specialised knowledge; addressers write in a 
way that assumes addressees understand the jargon and conceptual territory of the 
discipline in question. Place and time are not shared by the participants and the record is 
permanently written and usually published in the form of books, chapters in books, or 
articles in academic journals. The use of electronic media (webpages, downloads) is 
growing as a venue for the register, particularly for so-called 'working papers', essentially 
pre-publication versions. Authors are able to revise as much as they wish. Published 
formal prose has usually been rigorously edited and commented upon by peers in the 
writer's own discipline to the extent that, in some ways, the form becomes the product of 
several individuals while the message is the product of one or few. Both addresser and 
addressee generally view the text as important and valuable. The addresser's stance 
toward the text tends to be emotionally removed buts/he will be strongly convinced of 
its veracity. Formal prose can be persuasive to varying degrees but is nearly always 
oriented towards the transfer and exposition of information. The level of discussion 1s 
specialised but the specific subject concerned varies according to discipline. 

Example of academic prose (from Domhnallach 1989: 185): 
A nis, ann an Eirinn agus ann an Albainn faodaidh sinn a radh gun do mhair an saoghal, ann 
an iomadach doigh, 'meadhon-aoiseil' m6ran nas jhaide na rinn e atm an cu1d de aiteachan eile. 
Bha seo mar thoradh air tachartasan eachdrachail agus poilitigeach nach ruig mi a leas a 
rannsachadh an drasda. A bharrachd air a seo, faodaidh sinn a radh gun do dh'jhan Gaidheil 
Eirinn agus Alba nan aona naisean, a thaobh cultuir, suas gus an t-seachdamh ceud deug, agus 
eadhon gus an latha an diugh jhein ann an iomadach doigh; agus tha seo gu h-araidh fior a 
thaobh an cuid sgeu/achdan. Gu dearbha, jhad agus a mhair an ceangal dluth eadar an da 
dhuthaich, suas gus an t-seachdamh ceud deug, bha cuid de Ghaidheil Alba a' coimhead air 
Eirinn mar an 'Duthaich Mhathaireil', agus bha seo gu h-araidh fior a thaobh nan 
seanchaidhean agus nam filidhean ionnsaichte a bha, nan cu id sgriobhaidh, a' cleachdadh an aon 
seorsa de Ghaidhlig ch/asaigeach agus sheann-jhasanta agus a bha na seanchaidhean Eireannach 
a' cleachdadh. · 

Translation: 
Now, in Ireland and in Scotland we may say that the world lasted, in many ways, 
'middle-aged' much longer than it did in some other places. This was a result of 
happenings historical and political that I need not examine right now. On top of this, we 
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may say that the Irish and Scottish Gaels stayed as one nation, in terms of culture, up to 
the seventeenth century, and even until today in many ways; and this is especially true 
concerning stories. Indeed, as long as the close connection between the two countries 
lasted, up to the seventeenth century, some Scottish Gaels looked at Ireland as the 
'Mother Country' and this was especially true with the tradition bearers and educated 
poets that were, in their writings, using the same type of classical, old-fashioned Gaelic 
that the Irish tradition bearers were using. 

4.J.3.6 Fiction 

Like formal prose, fiction most often originates with one addresser, is highly edited, and 
usually published in books, book compilations, or journals. Unlike formal prose, shared 
specialist knowledge is not normally necessary between the addresser and addressee(s). 
The writer may not be perceived as being more socially powerful than the reader in the 
context of the reading activity, but in a wider sense, writers arc often thought to be 
'special', often in proportion to the extent of their fame. Unless the work is biographical, 
the addresser does not usually share personal knowledge, at least not in a transparent way. 
The addresser may personally evaluate the text as important, valuable, personal, or even 
beautiful. Addressees may or may not have strong feelings to the text, but fiction 
perceived as powerful may evoke, by proxy, the whole gamut of emotion and cogitation 
available to human experience. The purpose of fiction centres around entertainment as 
well as expressing and instilling imagination, but may be coloured by degrees of 
persuasion, self-revelation, or transfer of information. Although genre fiction such as sci
fi can have a very specific level of discourse, most fiction is accessible to a popular 
audience. 

Example of fiction text (from MacAonghais 1979: I) 
"Bidh mi air ais mun dorchnaich i," thuirt e mun do dh'fhag e 'sa mhadainn. Thainig i nuas 
cuide ris gu ceann an rathaid. 

"Ma bhitheas, 'se chiad uair dhuit e," ars ise. " 'S neonach leam-sa mura teid thu shuiridhe 
dh'aiteigin air do thi/leadh, mur do dh'atharraich thu. Ach mura nochd thu roimh mheadhon
oidhche, glasa1dh mi'n dorus ort." 

Rinn e gaire. ' Se dh'fhaodadh, is foios aige nach deanadh i dad dhe leithid. 'S iomadh uair, 
nuair a bha e do/ do sgoil an Rubha agus e lo;dseadh aice, a bhiodh e muigh gu uair 'sa 
mhadainn; 's cha robh an dorus glaiste n"amh. 

"Feuch a neisd, 'i/le, nach beir an Ian ort. Ma chailleas tu an foadhail, cuirf6n thugam a Post 
Office an eilein. Bi cinnteach, a neisd, ma chailleas tu do shuim nach toir thu oidhirp air an 
foadhai/, mus bathar thu. B 'fhearr dhuit cus fuireach tha/I gu madainn na thu foein a chur an 
cunnart a' greasad dhachaigh. Cuimhnich a neisd!" 

Translation: 
''I'll be back before it gets dark,'' he said before he left in the morning. She came down 
with him to the end of the road. 

"If you are, it'll be the first time for you," she said. ''I'd find it strange if you didn't go 
off courting somewhere after you return, unless you've changed. But if you don't appear 
before midnight, I'll lock the door on you." 

He laughed. So he would, and him knowing that she would never do the like. Many's 
the time, when he was going to the Point school and lodging with her, that he would be 
out until one in the morning, and the door was never locked. 

"Mind now lad that the tide doesn't catch you. If you lose the ford, give me a call at 
the island post office. Make sure now, if you lose track of time, that you don't attempt 
the ford, in case you drown. It would be better for you to spend too much time over 
there until the morning than to put yourself in danger hurrying home. Remember now!" 
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4.1.3.7 Popular Writing 

There are several ways in which popular writing diverges from fiction and academic 
prose. First, the register is intended for a very general audience: popular writing is found 
mainly in newspapers, which arc available in public shops and thus must cater to a wide 
readership. Second, newspapers arc designed for transience; they arc read in the day or 
two after they arc printed and then discarded. This fact is reflected in the length, subject 
matter, and level of editorial polish found in this kind of writing. Third, popular writing 
is often embedded within a larger surrounding register: news rt'.portage. Fourth, because 
newspapers are published regularly, often daily, the addresser and addressee of popular 
prose arc temporally closer than non-newspaper writing. The addresser of this register 
may value it, but not generally to the same extent as more permanent discourse types. As 
s/hc may write weekly or even daily, any attitudinal stance toward the text is likely to be 
conditioned by its evanescence. The purpose of popular writing can vary widdy: a single 
piece can veer between persuasion, exchange of information, entertainment and sclf
revclation. Almost always, the level of discourse will be 'popular' with a specific subject 
determined in part by the forum's characteristics, current affairs, and the recent pt'.rsonal 
experiences of the writer. 

Example of popular writing text (from NicDhomhnaill 1999): 
Bha Celtic Connections 1999 a' do/ air adhart na bu tniithe air a' mhios seo ann an Talia 
Chonsairt Rioghail Ghlaschu. 

B' e seo an t-siathamh bliadhna dhen taisbeanadh seo de shdr luchd-ciuil agus ealain nan 
duthchannan Ceilteach gu liir, le deagh mheasgachadh de cheol, de sheinn, de dhannsa, de 
sheanchas, de dheasbaireachd agus eile fad naoi latha deug, le c6ig consairtean gach latha. 
Faodaidh sinne, mar Ghaidhil, beachdachadh air ciamar a sheas Gd1dhlig ghrinn na h-Albann 
agus a cu/tar an coimeas ri cultaran nan duthchan11a11 eile. 

Mar eisimpleir, air dhomh suil aithghearr a thoirt thro leabhran Celtic Connections, bha e 
soirbh a dheanamh a-mach nach robh uidhir sin dhe ar cultarfoein air a riochdachadh an taca ri 
cuid de na duthchannan eile. 

Translation: 
Celtic Connections 1999 was going forward earlier this month in the Glasgow Royal 
Concert Hall. 

This was the seventh year of this exhibition of excellent musicians and artists of all the 
Celtic countries, with a good mixture of music, singing, dancing, oral traditions, debate 
and other items for nineteen days, with five concerts every day. We may, as Gaels, 
opinionate on how the lovely Gaelic of Scotland stood, and her culture, in comparison to 
the cultures of other countries. 

As an example, after I had a quick look through the booklet of Celtic Connections, it 
was easy to make out that there was an unequal proportion of our own culture 
represented compared to certain other nations. 

4.1.3.8 Radio News Scripts 

There are several ways in which radio news scripts diverge from the other registers used 
in this study. First, although they are produced in written form, they are transmitted 
orally. In essence, there are two texts: a script which is never seen by the public and the 
on-line speech which, unless it is recorded, has no permanence. Second, the writer works 
under time-pressured production circumstances: each in-coming news item (off the wire) 
must be translated from English to Gaelic with very little time for revision, or editorial 
control.30 Third, the information contained in the news scripts, like other forms of 
journalism, is of transient importance: news must be 'new' and it is valued mainly for its 

io Jang (1998) reports exactly the same circumstances for Taiwanese news scripts, which arc translated from Mandarin 
Chinese and exhibit a heavy influence from the source language. 
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accuracy and promptitude. Comprehension circumstances are on-line: the addressee is 
unable to stop the addresser for clarification. Because of this, there is an onus on the 
addresser to present the information in a manner allowing easy perception and 
comprehension, a goal that is sometimes obviated by production circumstances. The 
addresser may consider the text to be important or of value but, as there is little room for 
creativity, s/he is not likely to evaluate it in an extended aesthetic sense. The addresser's 
attitudinal stance towards the text is likely to be emotionally removed, in balance with 
the purpose of the register - to transfer information - and its overriding concern with 
factual versus imaginative material. The level of discourse is usually general and the 
specific subjects covered will be a function of what is considered newsworthy by the 
agencies supplying the 'wires'. Finally, the news script register shows a steady forward 
motion, with little returning to previous topics or referents. In this way, it diverges from 
more discursive registers. 

Example of radio news script (UNEDITED): 
Tha na polais a tha rannsachadh murt Thomas Marshal, ag radh gu bheil uad [sic] airson 
faighinn a mach an robh cara1d diomhair aig a bhalach, gun fhiosda dha theughlach [sic]. 
Chaidh an c01p aig Tomas, a bha dusan bliadhna dh'aois, a lorgfaisg air baile Thetford ann an 
Sasuinn Di-Haoine 'sa chaidh. Chaidh e air dhith bho dhachaidh ann am Happisburgh air an 
latha roimhne sin. 

Theid coinneamh diomhair a chumail ann am Port Righ le Comhairle na Gd1dhealtachd an 
diugh, son deasbud a dheanamh mu seann phort adhair An Ath Leathainn. Bha'n comhairle [sic] 
air diuilteadh roimhne seo cead a thoirt do chompanaidh a Sasuinn am port adhair a chleachdadh 
son a bhi a ruith [sic] cuairtean helicopteran dhan a Chuilfhion [sic]. Tha'n comhairle [sic] air 
diuilteadh [sic] dad a mu de a th'aca san amharc son a phort adhair. 

Translation: 
The police are investigating the murder of Thomas Marshall, saying that they want to 
find out if the boy had a secret friend, unknown to his family. The body of Thomas, who 
was twelve years old, was found near Thetford in England last Friday. He went missing 
from his home in Happisburgh the day before that. 

A closed meeting will take held in Portree by the Highland Council today, in order to 
discuss the old Broadford airport. The Council has refused before this to give permission 
to a company from England to use the airport to run helicopter trips to the Cullins. The 
Council has refused to say what they have in plan for the airport. 

4.2 Selection of Linguistic Features 

The linguistic properties surveyed in this research originated with a number of sources. 
Because of the dearth of work in relevant areas on the Gaelic language (see Chapter 1), 
possible points of investigation were mainly located in work on other, more surveyed 
languages (especially English). Amongst the most helpful of these were the studies of 
Biber (especially 1988 and 1995) and others adopting his multidimensional framework 
(Besnier 1988; Kim and Biber 1994; Jang 1998) as well as the work of Chafe (1982 inter alia), 
Macaulay (1991), Lambrecht (1994), Greenbaum and Nelson (1995a inter alia), and Miller 
and Weinert (1998). An initial read through of a wide range of different ScG texts also 
provided some possibilities. However, many of the features that were eventually settled 
upon only arose out of the actual tagging process. As a result, there was considerable 
revision of the tag set in the early stages both to incorporate what were perceived as 
important trends in the data set, and to dismiss features that were proving to be less 
salient in the greater context of the study. In general, the aim was to include as many 
features as possible in the initial mark-up, for descriptive comprehensiveness and to have 
the widest possible net for catching potentially important distinctions between the texts. 
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The following tables and discussion detail the features that were settled upon and used 
as the basis for the quantitative analyses. The full tag set contains more features than arc 
included here (sec Appendix 3 for an exhaustive list of all the tags used). Some of these 
will be discussed in later sections but were excluded from the quantitative study due to 
low overall frequencies. Many of the features below were scored by combining various 
discrete tags. Relevant sections in the descriptive grammar have been provided for further 
information. In Chapters 5-7: information is provided on the distinctions of each feature 
and their importance to the study, with references to past research and examples. A list of 
the most important features in the study, along with their contextual/functional 
correlates, is provided in the introduction preceding the results chapters (p. 71). 

Table 5: Corpus tags used for the quantitative analysis 

A. Information Structure and Discourse 

Feature Name 

I. Clefts: 's ami-type 

2. Clefts:se-type 

3. Clefts: deictic 

4. Detachment: left-detached 
clements 

5. Detachment: right-detached 
clements 

6. Placement: fronted adverbials 
and peripheral clements 

7. Placement: postposed 
subordinate clause 

8. Placement: preposed 
subordinate clause 

B. Clause Types 
9. Coordinate clause 

10. Cosubordinate clause with 
agus 'and' 

II. Main/matrix clause 

12. Relative clause 

13. Subordinate clause: cause or 
reason 

14. Subordinate clause: 
complement 

15. Subordinate clause: concessi ve 

16. Subordinate clause: 
conditional 

17. Subordinate clause: temporal 

Example(s) 

's ann an-shin a bha e 
it was there that he was 

's e fhei11 a chaidh ann 
it's he himself who went there 

sin an duine a bha ann 
that's the man who was there 

Seumas dh'fhalbh ~ mar-tha 
James he left already 

tha ~ granda an taigh ud 
it is ugly that house 

a-mach a ghabh iad 
out they went 

cuir an cu a-mach nuaii' a dh'fhalbhas tu 
put the dog out when you leave 

nuair a dh'fhalbhas tu cui r an cu a-mach 
when you leave put the dog out 

... agus tha sibhse a' fuireach 
... and you are staying 

thuit e ceud troigh 'sea' streap air Aonach Dubh 
he fell JOO feet and him climbing on Aonach Dubh 

tha sinn a' falbh ... 
we are leaving ... 

an duine a thig gu Irie 
the man who often comes 

a chionn 's gun robh thu toilichtc 
because you were pleased 

tha mi toi 1 ichte gun ta inig thu 
I am pleased that you came 

ged a thainig e 
although he came 

ma thig thu 
if you come 

m1air a thainig thu 
when you came 

Grammar 
Section 
3.4.2.2 

3.4.2.2 

3.4.2.2 

3.4.2.2 

3.4.2.2 

NIA 

3.3.2.2 

3.3.2.2 

3.3.1 

3.3.3 

3.2; 3.3 

3.3.2.3 

3.3.2.2 

3.3.2.2 

3.3.2.2 

3.3.2.2 

3.3.2.2 
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C. Verbal Morphosyntax 
18. Aspect: perfect tha sinn air sin a dheanamh 2.3.1.2 

we have done that 

19. Aspect: progressive bha mi a' snamh 2.3.1.2 
I was swimming 

20. Aspect: prospective aspect tha e gu tuiteam leis an acras 2.3.1.2 
he is nearly collapsing with hunger 

21. Clausal negation chan eil mi gad thuigsinn 2.3.1.3 
I don't understand you 

22. Copular verb 
, 
s e, gur e, nach e, b' e, as, elc. 3.1 

23. Copular construction: 's e fcar-lagha a th' ann 3.1.1 

identificational clefts he is a lawyer 

24. Mode: direct interrogative a bheil thu a' tighinn? 2.3.1.2 

clause are you coming? 

25. Mode: imperative verb thalla! 2.2.1.2 
leave! 

26. Tense: indefinite I ('Present- bidh sinn ann a h-uile h-oidhche 2.3.1.2 
future') we will be there every night 

27. Tense: indefinite 2 ('Habitual- bhiomaid ann a h-uile h-oidhche 2.3.1.2 
past') we would be there every night 

28. Tense: past definite bha sinn ann rcimhc 2.3.1.2 
we were there before 

29. Tense: present definite tense tha sinn ann a-nis 2.3.1.2 
we are here now 

30. Valence decreasing: passive chaidh a dhcanamh aig Anna 2.3.2.2 
clause with agent ii was done by Anna 

31. Valence decreasing: synthetic thathar a' tuigsinn 2.3.2.2 
impersonals ii is understood 

32. Valence decreasing: total# of NIA NIA 
passive clauses 

D. Nominal Morphology: Case, Adjectives and Appositives 
33. Adjective: attributive duinemor 2.2.4.1; 2.2.4.2 

a bigman 

34. Adjective: demonstrative an taigh seo 2.2.2.2 
this house 

35. Adjective: predicative tha an duine sean 2.2.4.2 
the man is old 

36. Adjective: tha e nasfadirr na misc 2.2.4.4 
superlative/com para ti ve he is better than me 

37. Appositive thuirt Mo Mowlam runaire Eirinn a Tuath 2.2.1.4 
Mo Mow/am, the Northern Ireland Secretary, said 

38. Complex noun phrase - 2 or seann taigh geal le doras uaine NIA 
more modifiers an old white house with a yellow door 

39. Noun: genitive ri taobh na mara(dh); ri taobh a' mhuir (sic.) 2.2.1.4 
beside 1he sea (G.); beside the sea (N.) 

40. Noun: proportion of ri taobh a' mhuir (sic.), an fhear (sic.) 2.2.1.4 
nonconcordant nouns to beside the sea; the man 
nouns overall 

41. Nouns: total #of NIA NIA 

42. Nouns: indefinite marking taigh air chorcigin; rudcigin 2.2.2.5 
some house or another; somelh ing 
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E. Prepositions, Pronouns and Deixis 
43. Possession: with aig an car agam 2.2.1.5 

(periphrastic) my car 

44. Possession: pronominal 
(simple) 

45. Prepositions: total 

46. Pronoun: demonstrative 

47. Pronouns: total 

F. Adverbs and Adverbials 
48. Adverbs (other than those of 

place and time) 

49. Place adverbial 

50. Time adverbial 

51. Adverbial: amplifier 

52. Adverbial: downtoner 

53. Adverbial: emphatic 

54. Adverbial: hedge 

G. Lexical Classes 
55. Numeral 

56. Verb type: private 

57. Verb type: public 

58. Verb type: suasive 

H. English Borrowing 
59. Noun: assimilated 

60. Noun: unassimilated 

61. Words (non-nouns): 
unassimilated 

I. Lexical specificity 
62. Average letters per word 

63. Type-token ratio 

4.3 Corpus Mark-up 

a mhac 2.2.1.5 
his son 

ri; airson; timcheall air 2.2.6 
to;for (complex prep.); around (compound prep.) 

sin; seo 2.2.2.2 
that; this 

NIA 2.2.2 

gu doigheil; gu mall 2.2.5 
fine; slowly 

an-shin; an-seo; shuas 2.2.5.3 
there; here; up 

an-drasta; a-maireach 2.2.5.2 
now; tomon·ow 

gives some indication of degree: e.g. gu mor; 2.2.5.4 
buileach; uamhasach 
big; completely; terribly 

gives some indication of degree of uncertainty: e.g. 2.2.5.4 
gu beagnaich 
slightly 

only presence of certainly. no degree mentioned: gu 2.2.5.4 
dearbh; gu deimhinnc 
indeed 

less-specific indications of diminishing probability 2.2.5.4 
or uncertainly: e.g. cha mhor; mu; 's docha etc. 
almost; about; perhaps . 

aon 'one'; an treas 'third' 2.2.3 

smaoineachadh; beachdachadh; creidsinn NI A 
thinking; considering; believing 

radh; innse; mlneachadh NIA 
saying; telling; explaining 

a' moladh; iarraidh, a' toirt air NIA 
suggesting; wanting; forcing to 

na compiutairean 3.5 
the computers 

na computers 3.5 

duine stupid 3.5 
a stupid man 

NIA NIA 

NIA NIA 

Macaulay's (1991) work suggested that there were benefits to dividing the features into a 
clausal/discourse level group and one that was more concerned with the properties of 
individual lexical items. By making this distinction it was possible to treat clauses as the 
basic unit of syntactic analysis. They were defined as single verb structures having a 
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nucleus (the predicate) core, (the predicate and its arguments), and a periphery (sec 
Appendix I: §3.3 for more information). The first stage of mark-up involved dividing 
each text file into clauses via the insertion of hard returns; each 'paragraph' equaled one 
clause. After this, a two-column table was created and the text from the file was entered 
into the second column; each row equalled one clause. The clause-level tags were then 
inserted into column I. After this was done, the word-level tags were entered into 
column 2 a-midst the text. The following is a small section of a tagged radio interview 

text: 

Table 6: Example of a tagged text 

FFCM <a> comhla rium <R2_PN> tha <VTI> Iain <NN> Caimbeul <NN> 

CQCM Iain <NN> uell <LR> de na <R> do <PPN> bheachdsa <MSDDC_LF> 

FLCR an obair <FSDNC> a tha <VTI> ro <R> phap' <MSIDC> ur <AC> de 

CQCM dh'fheumas <VFI> iad <PN> a bhith' <SP> smaoineachadh <VN_LV> 
air <RP>? 

FFCM <b> uell <LR> a's a' chiad dol-a-mach <LC> a Choinnich <NVC> tha 
<VTI> mi <PN> ga <SP _PPN> fhaighinn <VN> car <LD> ml-
nadarrach <AD> a' <SP> bruidhinn < VN_LP> air <R> cuideigin 
<FSIDC> a chuir <VL> an <R> aite <MSIDC> duine <MSIGC> 

Key to Tags in Table 6 
Clause level tags 

CM Main clause 
CQ Interrogative clause 
CR Relative clause 
FF Fronted adverbials and peripheral elements 
FL Left-detached elements 

Word level tags 
AC Grammatically concordant attributive adjective 
AD Predicative adjective 
FSDNC Noun: feminine, singular, definite, nominative, grammatically concordant 
FSIDC Noun: feminine, singular, indefinite, dative, grammatically concordant 
LC Conjunct: refers to clausal relations 
LD Down toner 
LF Focus clitic 
LR Discourse particle 
MSDDC Noun: masculine, singular, definite, dative, grammatically concordant 
MSIDC Noun: masculine, singular, indefinite, dative, grammatically concordant 
MSIGC Noun: masculine, singular, definite, genitive, grammatically concordant 
NN Proper noun: nominative (grammatically concordant) 
NVC Proper noun: vocative, grammatically concordant 
PN Pronoun 
PPN Possessive pronoun 
R Preposition 
R2 Complex preposition 
RP Prepositional pronoun 
SP Progressive aspect 
VFI Verb: indefinite! ('future tense'), independent form 
VL Verb: infinitival complement 
VN V crb: verbal noun 
VT/ Vt'1·b: definite present tense, independent form 
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At this point, the texts were converted into tab-delimited text files for compatibility to a 
custom-designed tag counting and concordancing programme: LinguaStat. 

4.3.1 Issues and Limitations Posed by Mark-up 

Although it was beneficial overall co be able co use two sets of tags in this way, there 
were cases where the tags were difficult or unwieldy in application. For instance, relative 
clauses in this scheme received the same treatment as subordinate clauses, although the 
former are a type of NP subordination (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 493). Scottish Gaelic 
has a high proliferation of relative clauses due to the commonality of cleft constructions 
and this resulted in parts of some texts looking rather jagged, and artificially few words 
per clause. 

False starts, stutters, and other kinds of disfluencies posed problems for Macaulay 
(1991). In the current study, false starts that did not carry over to the following clause in 
any way (ex. what did you ... did you go home after you left the party?) were consigned to a 
line on their own and labelled with an appropriate clause level tag. Stutters called for a 
different treatment. Here, only one instance of each repeated word was tagged as seen in 
the following: 

CO CN CM agus <LO> cha robh iad cha robh <VPD> iad <PN> a' <SP> toirt <VN> 
dha <RP> biadh <MSIGU> no <LO> cail <PNI_MSIGC> 

Because the clause begins with agus 'and' and is coordinate, this is not a false start. In 
other words, part of the 'disfluency' is carried over to the 'fluent' part of the utterance, so 
it would be infelicitous to consign the first four words to a line labelled Jalre start. Instead, 
the words were transcribed as spoken but only one repetition of them was actually 
tagged. 

Where large parts of a clause were difficult or impossible to transcribe, or where the 
transcriber had been unsure of the transcription, no tags were used aside from one clause
lcvel tag indicating 'incompleteness': 

jINC ja tha sinn a' deanamh [?l gun smid aige 

Of course, there were times when it was not clear how individual lexical items should be 
tagged. This can be illustrated with English loans in ScG. A decision had to be made as to 
which should still be considered 'English' and which had been nativised into the language. 
With a word such as buntata, having a long residence in ScG and having been assimilated 
to its phonology, it would be inappropriate to label it as a loan. However, in a case such 
as program 'programme', the proper path was not as clear. Decisions were made by 
consulting Dwelly's Gaelic-English Dictionary (1901-11) and Cox's Gaelic-Gaelic school 
dictionary (1991). If the item was not in either, it was considered to be a loan. 

4.3.2 Grammatical Decisions: Adverbs and Case 

A similar problem arose in determining the grammatical category of certain words, 
especially those of an 'adverbial' nature. The dictionaries are not always clear or consistent 
about such items and many had to be resolved on-the-spot given the features available in 
the tag-set. 

Decisions concerning the case forms of a particular word were made, in the first 
instance, using the dictionaries mentioned. In Gaelic, there are a number of nouns with 
defective gender, appearing masculine in one condition and feminine in another, or 
subject to dialectal variation. Where a form was incongruent with the dictionaries, it was 
examined whether the speaker/writer was consistent in usage him/herself and whether the 
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form could lw a d1alce1.il variant. In \Om t• case\, llt' lll\ wt· rt· d t·terrn1ned to be non 
swnd.ml hut ult11n<llcl)' concordant. In other cases, the) were t.1ggt·d as nonconcorcl.mt. 

4.4 Tag C oun ting 

,\fter ,111 of tht· file\ were t.1gged completely, they were checked agam m.mu.11ly for 
accur.1q .mcl to upd.w: the t.1go. of the older texts. L111g11aS1a1 then counted all of the t.1gs 
pr<:\t'lll (i.t· .. iny text q ring m colu m n I or any text \Iring hu wc:cn · <' and '>' 111 column 
2), norm.1li\111g the frcqut·nc 1c\ to occurrences per IOOO words (\cc Figure I below). 

Figure I: K WIC-typc Concord ances in Ling uaSwt 
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Figure 2: T ag Coun ting in Li11g 11aSw1 
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B) exploring the frequencies .111d U\lllg the concord.111r1ng cap.1b1l1t1e\ of L111g11t1S1a1 
(illustrated Ill Figures I and 2}. a dcc1~ion wa; m .1de a \ to which fea ture'> would be 
implic.11ed 111 the quantit.1t1ve ana lysis. 

The\c f\:;11urc' were then li; ted 111 :1 text file, in the form of 111div1d u.1I .. carchc> with 
Boole.111 operators ('wild card,'}. As m ent ioned prcvwu\ly, ~omc of the feature' were 
comb1n.1tiom of ind ividual tag ... L111g11aS1a1 in put thi; file to .1 macro which gc11c r.1ted an 
Excel .,prcadshcec. One ~prcad~hcct was generated per rt·gmcr. Thc:~e w.:rc then 
comh1ncd into one master spreadshee t which was import ed mto S PSS 10. I (Window~). 
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4.5 Data Analysis 

Individual statistical rests were performed to establish whether there were significant 
differences between the eight registers in terms of each of the 63 features. An initial 
exploratory analysis determined whether the data met the assumptions of the chosen 
parametric procedure, the General Linear Model (GLM) Analysis of Variance (ANOV A): 
having (I) a normal distribution and (2) an equality of error variance in the dependent 
variable (feature frequency) across the different levels of the between-groups variable (the 
registers). 

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to measure distribution tendencies and was performed 
on each of the 63 individual data sets. Where a significant p value (<.05) obtained for more 
than half of eight registers in any particular set, a non-parametric test, Kruskal-Wallis, 
was used in place of the GLM ANOVA. 11 This excluded a certain amount of data from 
the pairwise comparisons (sec below), but it was still possible to consider the data and the 
trends that seemed to be represented therein. 

Lcvcnc's test was employed to determine the level of heterogeneity in the within
groups variance. This test calculates the absolute difference between the value of each 
case in a group and the cell mean and then performs a one-way ANOV A on those 
differences. An exploratory analysis indicated that many of the individual comparisons 
would suffer from having unequal variance. To minimise the effect of this on the post
hoc analyses, Dunnctt's T3 pairwise comparisons test was chosen, which is robust to 
departures from equal variance. 

11 Overall, the G LM ANOV A is robust to departures from the norm:il distribution but it was considered import:int to 
have a cut-off point. 
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Introduction to the Results Chapters 

The following three chapters present the quantitative and qualitative results of the study. 
As described in Chapter 4, sixty-three discrete linguistic features have been subjected to 
statistical analysis to determine their distribution in eight different registers. By 
understanding the fluctuations in the data in terms of the different contextual 
characteristics of the registers, it is possible to uncover the conventional associations in 
the corpus holding between context and linguistic form. 

This is the first wide-scale, data-intensive study of register variation in Scottish Gaelic, 
or in any Celtic language. It incorporates several features which have been absent from or 
rarely used in past studies of register variation. In addition, this is the first time that many 
of the features appearing here have been investigated for Scottish Gaelic. This is especially 
true for those more characteristic of spoken rather than written language; almost all 
grammatical work on Scottish Gaelic up to the present time has concerned the latter. 

The results arc broken down into three chapters: Chapter 5 concerns features involving 
information structure and clause type, such as 'focus' constructions and subordination; 
Chapter 6 examines a wide range of features basic to Scottish Gaelic morphology and 
lexicon; Chapter 7 is an in-depth, quantitative and qualitative analysis of two features that 
were found to be robust register markers in the statistical analyses: nominal case 
concordance and noun phrase complexity. A profile of each of the individual registers 
based upon the findings of these three chapters can be found in Chapter 8. These profiles 
are important for reducing the data into generalisations, providing a means for examining 
the associations between groups of linguistic features and particular register types. 

At the beginning of each results sub-section is a short introductory paragraph which 
details the characteristics of each feature, highlights its importance to the study, and 
surveys relevant past research. This is followed by a presentation of the data which 
provides means32 in tabular form and, where needed for interpretative purposes, 
additional descriptive statistics. Significant pairwise comparisons are either discussed in 
the text or illustrated with tables. A ball-ended arrow (._..) is used to indicate 
statistically significant comparisons between two specific registers. Shading in the sorted 
data tables has been added to help visualise opposing groups or clusters of registers. The 
level of statistical significance for all tests was set at p < .05. It is important to note that, 
due to the effect of variance, some pairwise comparisons that may seem true based upon 
the means obtained are actually statistically non-significant. Each section contains 
commentary, wherein the significance of each finding is discussed and related to previous 
research and, where applicable, examples from the texts are provided. For more 
information on particular features, please refer to the chart and discussion in Chapter IV 
which lists, with examples, references to relevant pages and sections in the Scottish Gaelic 
grammar in Appendix 1. 

The following is a list of the features most pertinent to ScG register variation, along 
with the contextual correlates to which they pertain. They have been sorted according to 
the order in which they appear in Chapters 5 and 6. The 'Degree' column states whether 
the feature is in positive ('>') or negative ('<') correlation with the contextual feature 
mentioned. To define some of the relevant contextual features that are used, discourse 
freedom is the degree to which a register evinces returning to previous points of reference 
or discursiveness. The feature production constraints concerns whether a register is 
produced on-line or with ample time for editing and consideration to linguistic form. A 
register is informational if it values information more than interaction or some other 
communicative function. 

l! All means arc per 1000 words of text. 
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Feature Section Context/function Correlation 
Direction 

demonstrative clefts 5.l discourse freedom > 
left-detachment 5.2 production constraints > 
fronted adverbials/ 5.3 discourse freedom > 
subordinate clause fronting 5.3 discourse freedom > 
clausal coordination 5.4.l spoken monologue, narrative > 
clausal cosubordination 5.4.2 narrative > 
proportion of main clauses 5.4.3 informationality < 
tern poral subordination 5.4.4.1 narrative > 
relative clauses 5.4.4.2 production constraints < 
present tense 6.1.2 oral non-narrati vc > 
past tense 6.1.2 narrative > 
indefinite 2 ('past-habitual') 6.1.2 narrative > 
total passives 6.1.3 informationality > 
clausal negation 6.1.4 informationality < 
interrogatives 6.l.5 interaction > 
imperatives 6.l.5 interaction > 
attributive adjectives 6.2.l production constraints < 
demonstrative adj.'s 6.2.l discourse freedom > 
complex NPs 6.2.3 informational i ty, > 

production constraints < 
total nouns 6.2.4.l informationality > 
grammatical nonconcordancc 6.2.4.2 production constraints > 
genitives 6.2.4.3 informationality > 
indefinite marking 6.2.4.4 interaction > 
prepositions 6.3.2 informa tionali ty > 
pronouns 6.3.3 narrative > 
private verbs 6.5.2 interaction > 
unassimilated English 6.5.3 production constraints > 
borrowing 
numerals 6.5.4 informationality > 
characters per word 6.6 informationality > 

The main findings that will emerge from Chapters 5 - 7 arc as follows: 

1. Despite being an endangered minority language, Scottish Gaelic exhibits many of the 
same patterns of register variation found in larger languages such as English 

2. Conversational forms of the language diverge from other registers in specific ways 
regarding lexis, morphology, and syntax 

3. There are differences between the registers in terms of English borrowing and 
grammatical conservativeness; some of these differences are related to formality level 
while others are due to production constraints and the attributes of the producers 
themselves 

4. Registers that are more involved and/or interactive diverge significantly from those 
which are more detached and/or informationally oriented 

5. Reportage-based registers differ from ones that are more discursive or imaginative 
6. The use of devices for situating time varies according to whether registers frame 

events as sequential and dynamic (e.g. traditional narrative) or static (e.g. news scripts) 
7. There are robust distinctions between narrative and non-narrative based registers 
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5 Information Structure and Clausal Types 

This chapter investigates the way that prominence is given to certain constituents in 
Scottish Gaelic - referred to as information structure - as well as the distribution of a 
number of different clause types. In the section on information structure arc examinations 
of the following: three types of clefts (i.e. 's e clefts, 's ann clefts, demonstrative clefts); 
left and right-detachment; and the placement of adverbials and subordinate clauses in 
relation to the matrix clause. The clausal section deals with the distributions and 
functions of the three different types of nexus (i.e. coordination, subordination, and 
cosubordination) and measures the proportion of main/matrix clauses in each of the 
registers, which provides a simple measure of clausal complexity. Finally, the chapter ends 
with a look at the use of asyndetic clausal juxtaposition in spontaneous spoken Gaelic, 
proposing that it assumes some of the same functions as subordinate clause combining in 
writing. 

5.1 Clefts 

Three main types of clefts were investigated as part of the quantitative analysis: 's e clefts; 
's ann clefts (abbreviated forms of is e and is ann and closer to their usual pronunciation); 
and demonstrative clefts, being those headed by the definite deictics seo, sin, or siud. As 
discussed in the grammar (Appendix 1), 's e clefts are used to give emphasis to NPs and 
nominalised clements while 's ann clefts are used to highlight other kinds of constituents 
such as PPs, adjectives and adverbs. Both correspond roughly to IT clefts in English. 
Some examples follow, with the highlighted constituent in underlined type: 

'Se cleft 
(I) 's e prls a' fuel a chuirea.s as do dhaoine an-seo co-dhiubh (CONV) 

'it's the price of fuel that will get rid of people here anyway' 

'Sann cleft 
(2) Gu dearbha, b' ann air ~iginn - a bhriogais dheth 's am baidhseagail air a dhruim - a 

fhuair e nail gu Gearraidh a' Bhota, direach mun do dhuin an fhadhail. (FICT) 
'Indeed, it was with difficulty- his trousers off of him and his bicycle on his back 
- that he made it to Gearraidh a' Bhota, just before the ford closed.' 

Reversed WH clefts (abbr. RWH), or demonstrative clefts mutatis mutandis, are described 
by Miller and Weinert (1998) as creating a bridge to preceding discourse or being used to 
pick out referents in the immediate temporal-spatial context. They say "RWH clefts 
regularly gather up previous discourse, clarify the present state of affairs and provide a 
starting point for a following piece of discourse, which often starts with an elaboration of 
the referent of THAT ... " (p. 278). Overall, RWH clefts are characterised as performing 
less of a contrastive role than IT clefts. Example (3) follows of a demonstrative cleft from 
the Gaelic corpus: 

Demonstrative cleft 
(3) chuireadh {sic} ars' esan mo mhuime a-nuas mi a dh'iarraidh ars' esan na Cire Buidhe 

ars' esan fhalbhaibh dha ars' ise siud i air an drea.sair thall is thoir leat i (TRAD) 

'my mother he said sent me down to get he said the Yellow Comb he said go over 
to it she said that's it on the dresser over there and take it with you' 

Miller and Weinert (1998) find that IT clefts are somewhat rare in spontaneous speech, but 
that RWH clefts tend to be more common. Biber et al. (1999) disagree, finding RWH 
clefts to be infrequent in all the registers they surveyed. Collins (1990) found that clefts in 
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general were more common 111 monologue and 'hghtl) more common oH·rall 111 \Hlll11g 
lh.1n 111 ,pccch. Ne"on (I C)Cli) obwr vcd nu '1g111ficalll d1ffrrt·nn· bet ween cll'h\ in 'Penh 
and wnung bu t found, like Coll1m. 1h.11 thtl' were m or<· common 1n monologue, 
C\l">t:nall} in <criptt·d. public text\. In the,c n.:gl\le r,, ht· ,t.llo th.11 th <"y art· u,ed 10 
organise dl\course, .1~ \cen Ill mtrodunng topic'>. ch.1ng111g topu:'> . or \Clllllg 0111 th e 
COIHCX I for the d1\CU\\1on of .1 topic. I k .d,o found th.it the}' occur \\' llh tlw h1ghe,l 
frtquency Ill spontaneous commentaries. \uch "' on horn.: racing or football. where the 
fon of new and often co111ra,11ve 111form.1uon arc comtantly 111 flu x. F111.11ly, Biber er ul. 
(199CJ) found thal IT cle ft'> were f.11rly comm on throughout 1-.ngli '>h n.:g1'>ll'r', hul 1110<1 
abundant in .1cad cmic prose. Demomtrauve cleft<, on the olher h.ind, r.trdy occurred 111 
academic prmc blll were found lo be freq uenl 111 convcr.,auon. 

Dara. T able 7 h\t\ the means for lhese lhrce feaw rcs 111 lhe c1ghl rc:gl\l r.:r~: 

T able 7: Results : clefts 

l?eJ!1ster ·s e 'Sa1111 /)emstr. 

Con vcrs:iuon 2. 14 l.98 2.57 
Rad10 Interview l.73 2.41 2.IO 
Sport ' Rt·portagc: .49 !Jl 
Trad1uonal 1 a rrati ve .63 2.73 2.10 
SPEFCH l.86 l.90 2.02 
Fic11on 1.2'5 2.97 1.15 
Fo rmal Pro'c 1.40 2.88 1.20 
New~ Script'> .50 .79 .0'5 
Popular W r11111g l.98 1.86 .71 -
WRITIN<.. t.28 2.03 .75 
T ota l I.Si l.')7 IJ8 

A signilica n1 overall difference o btai ned fo r 's an n cleft s (F = 3.581, p .()()2). On ;i 

s t.imtica l level. th1., indica tes that the group of registers ~elected exhihned fealurc 
frequencu:s that were more different from one another than one would h;ivc expected 
had they all d e ri ved from a sing le langu.1gc: \' ariely. However. from thi~ result alone, we 
do not know which inclividu:il registers .ire \ tamuca ll)• di fferent from one anmhcr. This 
information i ~ provided by the pairwise compari~on,, which a rr.: ill mlr.necl in T.1blc 8 
below: 

T able 8: oncd da ta : 's ann clefts 

.97 

.88 
2.73 
2.4 1 
1.98 
l. 6 
.79 
.49 

Fiction 
Formai Prose 
Traditional N:ir rauve 
Radi o I nterv1ew 
Convcrsa imn 
Popular W riung 
News Scripts 
Sports Repo n age 

Examinrng the means o n the lcft -~ide of T able 8, one secs th.n fiction and fo rmal prmc 
have th e highest occurrence level s wh ile sport s reportage and news ..cripts havt· the 
lowest. 
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E;ich ;1rrow ind1<:atc\ that a '>1gnificant difference ha' hccn detected between the 
iegi\tcr' .H 1t\ t•ntk Looking at the fir'>t arrow, we see a \lg111f1cant drffcr<"nce between 
ficuon, " ,1t the top of the scale for occurrence of '; 11r111 cleft.,, Jncl '>port'> reportage, 
whidi " at 1 he bot tom. The '>Ccond arrow shows that 'P<lrl'> reportage and formal prose 
differed "gr11ficantl>'· Chcr,111, the d1s1r1hutron of arrow\ 111d1cate'> .1 robust difference 
betwn:n ficuon .ind formal prose on the one hand and new' scripts .111d sports reportage 

011 the other. The p;urw1sc tests also detected a difference bet ween 'Ports reportage and 
popul:ir wri1111g. T lwsc findings wi ll be rntcrprctcd belciw. 

D emonstrati ve cleft s were.: abo found to vary s1gnaflcantl y hetwc.:cn the rcgrstcrs (F = 
4.95,p < .001). T he \1g11 1ficant p:11rwr•c comparison' follow: 

Table 9: Sorted data: demonstrati ve cleft s 

.57 Conversation 

.10 Radio Interview 

.JO Traditional Narrative 
1.32 Sporu Reporta.....,.____, 
1.20 Formal Prose 
1.15 Fic11on 
.71 Popular Writing 
.05 News Scripts 

The d1\lnbutwn of arrow' indicates a strong difference between the modes on this 
feature; all of the spoken regi•ters arc an the top half of the table whale written registers 
arc an the hot tom half. Conversa tion had the highest rc!llrn for demon'>tr:llr\'c clefts while 
news ,cnpt'> had the lowe'>l. Significant contr.1M> were found bet ween news '>Cripb and 
three other regi,ters (all spoken): con versation; tradiuonal narrative; and sport> reportage. 

Wh1k :1 ,ign ific:1111 ovcrnll difference (F = 1006, p = .(l08) obtained between the 
registers fu r 's t: clefts, there we re no significant pa1r wiH· compansom. 13cc:nrsc of th i~ it 
1s imposs1bk to statc which individual contrasts arc '>tatl'tically robu'>t and which arc due 
w 1-h.111cc. Pcrh.1p' th.: ,afrst conclusion one could mak.: i> 1h.1t 1h,11 sport' rcponag.: has 
more cleft '> than average in the corpus wh1k new' .. cript'> conL11n lcs,. Table 10 sons tl1(' 
nmver,,1tron d:u.1 in clc'>cending ord er based upon occurrence level: 

T able I 0: Sorted d ata: 's e cleft s 

? 92 S rts Re rta e 
1. H Conversation 
1.98 Popul.1r Writing 
1.73 R:id10 I nten u.:w 

1.40 Formal Prose 
1.25 F1ctwn 
.63 Traditional Narrati ve 
.50 ews Scrrpts 

Commt•111ary. Fict ion and form al prose had the highest le vel, of 's 111111 clcfo. The 
distribution of signi ficant pai r wise com par isons seem s to indicate a d i,ti nc tion bet ween 
rcgi, ters w ith less ed iting nnd frequent changes o f topic (new, ,cript '> and '>ports 
reportage), and those wi th more editing and les' topic change' (fiction, formal pro>c. and 
popular wri11ng). Pe rhaps even more importantly, the regi,tc.:rs having m ore 's 111111 clefts 
are generally more discursi ve, wh ile tho,c ha"ing le" tend to he, on the whole, more 
reportage-oriented. H owever, it is difficult to offer reasoM for thi, p.trticular cli,tribution 
without additional work on the functiom of 's a1111 ckft\. 
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One observation may be offered regarding the difference between 's ann and 's e clefts: 
there is a semantic distinction between the dcictics that arc used in the two cases: e,33 the 
third person masculine pronoun, simply identifies and points forward to the immediately 
following cleft constituent. This can be seen in example (4) from a conversation text: 

(4) 's e Seonaidh Aileag {a chunnaic 1} 
'it's Johnny Alick that saw her' 

In Miller and Weinert's words (1998: 273), this type of cleft has identifying rather than 
predicating properties. Ann (> is ann/ 's ann), on the other hand - especially when followed 
by a prepositional, adjectival or adverbial constituent - often serves more of a predicating 
function; it indicates that a property is to be assigned to the proposition or entity in the 
cleft clause rather than the converse. An example of this from another conversation text 
is 's ann car cruinn a bha i 'it's somewhat round that she was'. 

In opposition to previous research, neither the 's e nor 's ann cleft daca show clear 
divisions on modal lines. However, the 's e cleft data docs agree well with the findings of 
Nelson (1997: 344-5): in the corpus that he used - the one million word International 
Corpus of English - spontaneous commentaries had the highest level of cleft occurrences 
while news scripts had one of the lowest. Conversation also had a high return for 's e 
clefts. Admittedly, however, additional data is needed to bolster chc statistical power of 
these comparisons. 

Although modal differences were not detected in the other features, the demonstrative 
cleft data showed a robust distinction between speech and writing. The results differ 
somewhat from those reported in Biber et al. (1999): the news script register, rather than 
academic prose, was found to have the lowest occurrence of demonstrative clefts. The 
main contrasts were between conversation, traditional narrative, and sports reportage on 
the one hand, and news scripts on the other. Considering the strong forward motion of 
news scripts, with constant changes of topic, but little returning to previous mentioned 
referents, it is not surprising that there would be a paucity of demonstrative clefts. There 
would be little need for a device that reached up to previous discourse and managed the 
activation of contextually available referents. Conversation, on the other hand, is 
inextricably bound up with such requirements. 

With high levels of both 's e clefts and demonstrative clefts, perhaps conversation, 
radio interview and sports reportage can be said to have more scope than most other 
registers. In this sense, scope is meant as the extent to which there arc points of reference 
in the discourse or temporal-spatial context available for comment. A register with less 
scope, such as news scripts, is more confined in its movement between points of 
reference. Consequently, there is less of a need for constructions which serve to contrast 
points of reference or expand upon previously activated ones. Example (5) illustrates this 
presence of scope in conversation: 

(5) Conversation 
[2} cha do reic e iad [na beathaichean} gus an d'rainig e Carlisle 
[Jj tha fhios gum biodh iad air am fas caol 
[2] uell bha e a' falbh mun bhliadhna 'l jhios agad sin mar a bha iad a 

deanamh bha iad ag obair fhios agad cha robh iad 1dir a' gabhail straight 
dhan an aite 

[2] he didn't sell them [the livestock] until he arrived at Carlisle 
[I] no doubt they would have grown skinny [by then] 
[2] well he travelled throughout the year you know that's how they did [it] 

they worked you know they never went straight to the place 

JJ Conservative usage would have i, the 3"1 person singular feminine pronoun, when the cleft constituent has either 
feminine gender or reference. 
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Speaker 2 is discussing the transport of livestock in the old days and, in line 3 above, says a 
certain man used to travel throughout the year trying to sell his beasts. He then uses a 
demonstrative cleft to return to this statement - sin mar a bha iad a' deanamh 'that's how 
they did [it]' - followed by another statement which serves to sum up what he is trying to 
say. In contrast, a register such as news scripts rarely evinces this kind of returning to 
previous positions or contrasting different points of view. It progresses steadily from one 
topic to another, concentrating on relating facts, events, and the speech of others rather 
than dealing discursively with the subject matter. Example (6) illustrates this steady 
progression of topic, bounded by little except a brief pause. 

(6) News script 
Thuirt Mo Mow/am gun deach an IRA gle foaisg air an foois-fooirneirt a 
bhriseadh leis a' phairt a bh' aca arm am murt draibheir tacsaidh am Beul Feirste, 
ach nach do bhris i. Tha na Libearalaich Dheamocratach a' do/ as aicheadh gu 
bheil iad ann am p0caid a' Phartaidh Labaraich ann an co-bhanntachd 
Riaghaltas na h-Alba. 

Mo Mowlam said that the IRA went very close to breaking the cease fire 
with their part in the murder of a taxi driver in Belfast, but they didn't 
break it. The Liberal Democrats are denying that they are in the pocket of 
the Labour Party in the coalition of the Scottish Executive. 

To sum up the findings on clefts, in contrast to previous research no modal differences 
were found in the levels of 's ann and 's e clefts. However, 's ann clefts seemed to be more 
prominent in registers evincing higher levels of editing and more continuity of topic or 
discursiveness. It was suggested that the difference in the distribution of these two kinds 
of clefts, both of which would be translated as IT clefts in English, could be due to a 
difference in function, related in part to semantic distinctions between the deictics e and 
ann. The results for the demonstrative clefts showed a clear modal difference, with 
spoken registers having many more than written ones. In addition, registers with greater 
scope seemed to place a greater reliance on this construction while those with little scope 
had fewer instances of it. 

5.2 Detachment 

Two typtes of detachment were investigated: left and right. Detachment is a classic 
manifestation of spoken language's tendency towards syntactic fragmentation. One of its 
primary functions is to separate a referent from its role in a proposition, enabling easier 
processing by listeners. Lambrecht (1994: 185) says that there appears to be a general rule 
for spoken language: "do not introduce a referent and talk about it in the same clause". 
Prince (1997) avers that certain clausal positions are preferred over others for the 
introduction of new referents. Left-detachment simplifies the situation by introducing 
the referent outside the clause, so that it can be referred to within it using a pronoun. 
Biber et al. (1999) comment that left-detachment is used most commonly to establish 
topics, while right-detachment is frequently used to clarify or emphasise propositions. 
Miller and Weinert (1998: 238) maintain that left-detachment (or as they term it, an 'NP
clause' construction) is used primarily to highlight referents entering discourse as well as 
to help stage information in small chunks to ease processing. Previous researchers have 
found that left-detachment occurs much more readily in spontaneous spoken language 
(Miller and Weinert 1998; Biber et al. 1999) than other kinds of registers and that it is more 
likely to be found in lower-class than middle-class Scots speech (R. Macaulay 1991). 
Overall, this is an important feature for discerning spontaneous, informal speech from 
more formal, edited forms of discourse. 
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Table 11: Resu lts : detach ment 

Re}!utei· l.e(t R11d1t 
Con,cr'>allon u 
Radio lntc rvu:w 2.97 .00 
Sports Reportage 1.08 .00 
Trad1t1on.1l Narr:iun: 1.45 .28 
SPEF:C'H 2. 10 .34 
Ficlllln .18 35 
Formal Prose .17 .00 
i'ews Scripts .00 .00 
Popul.ir Writing .08 .10 
WRITING .10 .10 
T otal 1.1 0 .22 

There was .1 significa nt difference between the n:g1\ter\ for left-detach ment (F c I l.5Cx'>, p 
< .001). The sorted d ;ita .ind pairwi>c comparisom Jre illuMrated hc:low: 

Table 12: Sorted data: left-detach ment 

.09 

.97 
1.45 
1.08 
.18 
.17 
.08 
.00 

Conversation 
Radio Interview 
Tradiuonal Narrauvc 
Sports Reportage 
Fiction 
Formal Prose 
Popula r W riti ng 

ews Scripcs 

A> the a rrows show 111 Table 12 (each reprnrnung a single pa1rw1'>e compari'>nn), 
conve rsatio n and radio intcn ·icw were signi fic:tntly different fro m all of the "rittcn 
registers. Thc,c rc'>uhs :ire in keeping with previous research. The level of left 
de tach ment in con versation and radio inte rview wa;, ver y close. It w;h lc,s prcvaknt in 
traditional narrative and sports reportage and returned very low levels 111 the wrnten 
registers. 

R ight-d etach m ent occurrences were tt'l.ted m ing the Krmkal Wall1-. test and a 
significan t diffe rence obt:11ned be tween the regi'>ters (X· = 20.6.3i: p = .004). Conver\;ll1on 
pre,ented the highest levch o f this foatu n: , with imtance'> .il so found in tradiuona l 
na rrauve and fiction. Only two instan ces occ:urred in popular w riting while there were 
none recorded in radio interview, ~pons rcponage, for mal pro;c or news '>Cript '>. Overall 
right-det:ichrnent "''" k s> common than lcft-d et.1chmen t (also reported h)' R. :O.-l:ic.1ulay 
1991). 

Commemary. The results for bo th k111ds of" dctachmrnt 111d1cate a much higher prn·:i lcnce 
111 .,pontaneou,, conversauonal register; than any of the others. It is mte res ting to note 
that kft -d e tachment was found a t ,1 rclat1vely high level in a ll of the 'poken rcgi;tc rs but 
that right -d etachment was, in fac t. no t found a t all in 2 or the 4 spoken reglSlcrs. Another 
inte rc;ting re,ult was the presen ce of right-detachment 111 both narra tive reg1;,tc r;. 
Pe rhaps further research would show tha t it has a specialised function in the,c regiqcrs. 
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Miller and Weinert (1998: 238) comment that left-detached (or, as they call them 'NP
clausc') constructions in spoken English are not necessarily the result of planning 
problems, as has sometimes been suggested. In the conversational Gaelic texts especially, 
the construction occurs with such regularity and with such a lack of the clutter associated 
with false starts that their comment seems applicable to this data as well. In addition, 
most of the noun phrases implicated in the construction arc simple, indicating that its 
occurrence is not always motivated by the difficulties associated with heavy NPs. 
Consider the following examples: 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

uell na Domhnal/aich sin bha iad cairdeach rithe (CONV) 

'well those MacDonalds they were related to her' 

an duine aig a' chul chi e na tha a' tachairt reimhe (INTER) 
'the man at the back he can see all that happens before him' 

linneagadh an taighe loisg iadsan loisg iad a h-uile sgath de linneagadh an taighe 
mu dheireadh (CONV) 

'the lining of the house they [EMPH] burnt they burnt every bit of the lining of the 
house finally' 

In examples (7) and (8), a relatively simple extraclausal noun phrase occurs (na 
Domhnallaich sin and an duine aig a' chul respectively) followed by a clause employing a 
pronoun which is corefercnt with this noun phrase. Herc we see the division of role and 
reference: the extraclausal noun phrase serves to establish the reference and the pronoun, 
which is informationally lighter, is used in the predicating or role establishing part of the 
utterance. Example (9) shows that, in Gaelic, the extraclausal NP can also be an emphatic 
pronominal. ladsan is the emphatic form of the 3"1 person masculine pronoun iad. This 
example is also interesting in that a listener might expect the first phrase linneagadh an 
taighe to be the extraclausal NP implicated in the detachment. However, as can be seen, 
this phrase, instead of being represented by a coreferent pronoun in the following clause, 
is repeated again. Example 3 shows the gradual build-up of information characteristic of 
spontaneous spoken language. In all of these examples, we simply have a 'topicalised' NP 
followed by a clause in which it is represented by a coreferent pronoun. 

However, there are cases in the corpus where left-detaching does seem to be the 
product of planning difficulties, such as in example (10) from a conversation text: 

(IO) Conversation example 
's bha ea' radh 
gun robh mtUhair Eachainn; 
gum faodadh 1j 
na thogradh i thoirt dhi; 
nach do dhfoag i; dad riamh gun 
phaigheadh 

and he was saying 
that Hector's mother; was 
that she; could give 
what she; liked to her; 
that she; never left anything 
without paying' 

The noun phrase mathair Eachainn is introduced as the subject of a complement clause 
but, immediately after uttering it, the speaker begins a new complement clause with a 
different verb <faodadh vs. robh). The first pronominal NP is not coreferential with mathair 
Eachainn but instead refers to a different previously mentioned referent. The corefercntial 
pronoun occurs as an indirect object, in the form of a prepositional pronoun, dhi. In 
essence, not only did a left-detached construction occur, but it did so as part of a false 
start, an utterance that was not incorporated in following discourse. 

Left-detachment regularly occurs with heavy noun phrases (sec comments related to 
extraclausal NPs in §7.2). Although part of its motivation may lie in the processing 
difficulties associated with heavy noun phrases, it clearly has an identifying role as well. In 
example (I I), again from a conversation text, the addresser offers a number of possible 
ways of identifying the referent in question, to be certain that the addressee knows whom 
she is talking about. 
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(11) Conversation example 2 
cha chreid mi 
nach cuala mi Domhnall Aileig 
a' ,.Qdh 
gun robh e am fear sin 
dhiubh an t-athair do 
bhean Thormaid an 
Gobha na MacNeil/s sin 
gur e an aon [hear 
a bha ceart a's an teaghlach aca 

'I don't believe 
that I didn't hear Donald Alick 
saying 
that he was that one of them 
the father of the wife of 
Norman the Blacksmith those 
MacNeills 
that he was the only one 
who was trustworthy in their 
family' 

In line four, a complement clause is initiated with only a bare 3rd person masculine 
pronoun e as its subject. However, the addresser then includes, am fear sin dhiubh 'that 
one of them' and then, growing more specific, she offers an t-athair do bhean Thormaid an 
Gobha 'the father of the wife of Norman the Blacksmith'. At this point, it seems that the 
addressee has understood the reference, but just to be sure, she tags on na MacNeill.s sin 
'those MacNeills'. After this phrase, matters of syntactic role are picked up again, and a 
new complement clause begins, but with a different verb - a dependent copular form gur 
rather than the dependent form of the past tense verb 'to be' robh. 

As was mentioned, right-detached elem en ts occur far less often in the corpus than left
detached ones. Their main function seems to be in clarifying or expanding upon the 
referent carried by a pronoun in the clause. In addition, they also share the same 
information spreading characteristic observed in left-detachment. A few examples will 
suffice to illustrate these points: 

(12) och tha e cianail cearbach gnothach nam busaichean (CONV) 

'oh it is awfully clumsy the bus situation' 
(13) "Agus tha coiseachd latha is bliadhna agad man ruig thu e," ars' esan, "do thaigh 

fhein." (TRAD) 

'"And ,r,ou have a day and a year of walking until you reach it," he said, "your own 
house. 

(14) B' iomadach dab a thug e leis, ord a bha ur 0 chionn da bhliadhna. (FICT) 

'It was many a whack he gave it with it, a hammer that was new two years ago.' 

In the first two examples, (12) and (13), the referent conveyed by the pronoun has not been 
explicitly mentioned in previous discourse. In example (12), although previous dialogue 
concerns a person's travails trying to cope with the Uist bus system, the third person 
pronoun could refer to a number of activated referents. The right-detached noun phrase 
establishes that it is the 'bus situation' which is 'awfully clumsy' rather than any of the 
other possible referents. In example (13), the intended referent of the pronoun e has not 
been mentioned anywhere in the previous discourse. In order to anchor this ambiguous 
anaphor, the extraclausal NP do thaigh foein 'your own house' is used. Finally, in example 
(14), although the referent is active and accessible - a 'hammer' was the topic of the 
previous two sentences - a right detached NP is used to expand its description. By 
separating this NP from a syntactic role, the writer can achieve a more concentrated 
focus of the aspect he wishes to highlight. One could say that it is language's equivalent 
of a stage spot light. 

To summarise, left and right-detachment are found most frequently in spontaneous 
conversation. While left-detachment also occurs with regularity in radio interview, it 
showed no instances of right-detachment. Further research is needed to uncover the 
reasons for this discrepancy. Written registers had low occurrence levels of both forms of 
detachment but, notably, both narrative registers had instances of right-detachment 
where it was absent in some of the spoken registers. A number of examples were 
provided illustrating the main functions and the form of left and right-detachment. 
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Although previous research has cha racterised detachm ent a~ being a product of planning 
difficu ltic~ or, 111 Gaelic, as the hreakd<>wn <>f the verbal system (see Appendix I : §3.4.2.2), 
it is suggested that one <>f the pr imary m ot ivations fo r its use is the spreading of 

111 formatio n ou t with in d iscourse. T o supp<>rt this, a number of ex;11nplcs were adva nced 
showing no fabc-srnn clements and the use of rela ti vely simple extraclausal NPs. 

5.3 Placement of adverbials 
T his section covers two features: the fronting of ad verbials and peri pheral elem en ts; the 
placement of subordinate clauses. These feat u res have not been investigated in brge r 
registe r studie' (but see Bibe r el 11/. 1999). The fronting o f an ad verbial or peripheral 
clemen t enables it to act as the theme, providing an entry in to the following d iscourse via 
the information contained wi thin it. It can be used for join ing larger chunks of discourse 
or for navigating transi tio ns. Biber el al. (1999) call these units ' linking adverbials' and says 
that they "can exp ress a w ide variety of rela tionships, including addition and enumera tion , 
summa tion, apposition , rcsulu'in fercnce, cont rasu'conccssio n and transition" (p. 765). 
C hafe (1984a) sa)'S that expressions such as mo reover, however, and likewise, when placed 
at the front of a clause matrix, ha ve very simil ar functions to preposed subordinate 
clauses, serving "as a 'gu idepost ' to information now .. (p. 444). Su1 11 c.: types u f post -poseJ 
subordinate clauses, on the other hand , tend co behave like coordinate qrucwres and have 
more of an afte rthought quality to them than preposed ones. T hese a ttributes will be 
illustrated with examples in the inte rpretati on sub-sectio n below. 

Daw. T able 13 shows the occurrence data for fronted adverbials I pc.:ripheral modifie rs: 

Table 13: Results: fronted adverbials and peripheral modifiers 

Regis1er 

Conversation 

Fro111ed 
adv. 

Radio Interview 
Spons Reportage 
Traditional a rrati vc 
SPEECH 

1.78 
4.91 
1.88 
4.10 
3.07 
7. 16 
9.66 
1.07 
8.63 
6.58 

Fiction 
Formal P rose 

ews Scripts 
Popular Writing 
WRITING 

Total 4.83 

A signifi cant difference was found between the registers in occurrence of adverbia.l and 
peripheral fronting (F = 10.483, p < .001). Sig nificant pai rw ise comparisons a rc illust rated 
in Table 14: 

Table 14: Sorted data: fronted adverbials and peripheral modifiers 

F iction 
Radio Interview 
Traditional Narrative 
Spores Reportage 
Conversation 
News Scripts 
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Tht: t.ibk mdic;llc' that. for .111 of the wrntc.:n rc:g1,tcr' except new' \tr1p1,, front.:d 
.id\erb1ab .md peripherals Jre f,11rly common. Form.ii proM· .md popul.1r wrn111g h.1d ilH.: 
h1ghe\t mean for the fcawrc while new' 'crtpt' .ind convl'fsatwn had the.: )m,·e,t. The 
m.1111 d1,unctio11 rqlre,ented by the: .1rrow' 1s lwtwt·cn form.ii prow .ind popul.1r "nt111g, 
on the one hand, and .ill of the 'pokcn reg1qcr\ - ,l\1dc from radio 111tcrv1cw and new' 
,cnpl\, on the otht:r. Thi\ grouping" po1nt t•d out hy tht ,hadmg .1bovt:. 

In order to t:xammc the placement of subordinate clauses, 1t ., nccc's•U)' to de.ii with 
ratio~ rather than \LrlCt occurrence Jc, eh . Ta hie 15 d"phiy\ tht· r.\llns of pmt post:d ;111d 
prcpo,cd \t1bordin.111on (111 rcla11rrn to tht· m .llri'\ dame) to imt.111cc\ of ,uhord111.1uon 
overall: 

Table 15: Resu lts: placement of subordina te clauses 

Regwer !'reposed Posrposed 
Subord Subord" 

Convcr5auon .B .62 
Radio Interview .-12 .'>7 
Sport' Rcponagc .28 .72 
Trad111on;1) :--.:arrall\ e .'ii 
SPE~.Cll .38 .61 
F1cttnn .26 .72 
Form.ii Prme .27 .7~ 

New' Scripts .'H 
Popular W riung .3-l .66 
WRITING .24 .75 
Total .31 .68 

F.xam1n1ng the proportion of preposed suhord1n:ne clau'e', the re w.1, a ,ignifica111 
difference between the groups (F = 4.758, p < .001). Tht: 1xi1rw.-c cumparisuns , howt:d 
tha t new' scripts deviated from all other group' apart from 'P<>rt' rt:pon.igc, 
convc:r,at1 on, ;1nd fiction yet o thcr d iffe rences wt:rc: not 'tau ,ucally significant. Thert: "''" 
a lso a s1gnifica111 difference between '>pt:cch and wnung (F - 9.851, p = .0()2), yet 11 stands 
to re:l\on that much of tht: variance in this comp.iri,on was taken up hy news scripts 
a lone. 

Overall, these find ings 111clicatc tha t there 1s a preference, in mmt rt:gl\ter,, towards 
postposed ; ubordinatc cl.lll,n rathe r than prcposed one'>. Tradiuonal narrative: and radio 
111terv1cw seem t o he the only registers w11h a more C\'Cn distribution of prepmed and 
postpo,cd 'ubortlinatc clau,cs. 

Commentary. It was seen that adverbial fronting wa<, common for all of the written 
registers except news script\. Thi, implies that it is more a feature of di"u r,ivc ra tht:r 
th;in reportage-based language .. \dd i11onally. 11 was fairly prcvalelll 1n radio 111terview and 
tradition:tl narrative, but n ot in the other 1wo '>pokcn register,. The common funcu on of 
this fcaw re " to manage trans111ons of various k111ds bet ween stretche, of discour~e. or to 

,ituate a following clau'>e m space, time, or manner. The following cx.1mples dcmomtrate 
some of these characteri\ t ics: 

(15) Aig amannan bidh mif111read1du11111 uommm11ch. (f'ICT) 
'At Limes I feel lonely.' 

•• Due lO a (cw case\ of free ~ubordrn:uc cl.n1,c~ (those prncnt indcrcndcm of J m:atro. clJmd in lllO\t ol the rci:a1cn.. 
thr rO\\ w1al\ clo nm :Jlw~)'S add up 10 I 
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(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Gun gh uth ri cheile, sheas Tormod is a bhan-chompanach faein taobh ri taobh. 
(FIC7j 
'Without a word to each other, Norman and his own female companion stood 
side by side' 

's ann learn iad uileag arsa Fear a' Churracain Ghia is agus bidh do cheann agam comhla 
riuth' agus leis a-sin shade 'n ceann dheth (TRAD) 
'they arc all mine said 'The Man of the Grey Cap' and your head with be mine 
along with them and with that, he struck his head off' 

'Sann air bi'irdachd de'n diirna seorsa sin a tha an comh-chruinneachadh sa a-mach. An 
deidh sin cha bu mhisde sinn toiseachadh le suil ghoirid a thoirt air cruth agus ionad na 
biirdachd ghnathasaich (FORM) 

'It is with poetry of the second type that this collection is concerned. Despite that 
it would do us no harm to begin with a quick look at the form and context of 
traditional poetry.' 

agus tha sinn a' coimhead air rud an-sheo a bhiodh maireannach ach air an laimh 
eile chan eil faios agamsa an e sin an doigh a b' faearr air a chur air chois (INTER) 

'and we arc looking at a thing here that would last but on the other hand I don't 
know if that is the best way of establishing it' 

Example (15) above does not manage a transition, but rather situates the following clause 
in a temporal context: aig amannan 'at times'. Example (16) thematises the manner in 
which the participants of the following clause complete the act described. Example (17), 
with leis a-sin 'with that', incorporates both a temporal transition and summarising 
function. The proposition after this fronted element (him striking off his head) is cast as 
occurring right after the speech event of the previous clauses. The demonstrative pronoun 
is used to refer back to this event. The reading of summation or finality is also present -
he struck off his head and 'that was that'. Example (18) has a linking adverb associated 
with concession, an deidh sin 'despite that' [Lit. 'after that'], while example (19) shows a 
transition of contrast: air an laimh eile 'on the other hand'. Both examples make explicit 
references to previous propositions. 

Returning to the results, perhaps the reason that radio interview has such a high level 
of the feature for a spoken register lies in the nature of interview. An onus is upon the 
interviewer to sum-up and recast previous discourse, trying to gain additional angles. on 
the topic of discussion. Both popular writing and formal prose tend to be discursive 
registers, involved with examining different viewpoints and, it appears, having a need to 
explicitly mark links between propositions. Although fiction and traditional narrative do 
not have this same need, they place a heavy requirement on situating time and place as 
the narrative progresses. A large proportion of examples in these two sub-corpora evince 
temporal transition management. Neither sports reportage, conversation, nor news 
scripts appear to need regular, explicit marking of the kinds of relationships in evidence 
between clauses in the other sub-corpora. In news scripts, this may be able to be explained 
by the general absence of references to previous discourse. In conversation, it may be that 
juxtaposition alone suffices (see §5.4.5). Finally, sports reportage does not generally deal in 
discussion and there is an iconic relationship between the temporal progression of the 
game and the language used to describe it; events are reported as they happen and there is 
scant need for explicit temporal linking of propositions. 

The results for subordinate clause placement indicate that most registers had a 
clear preference for these clauses to occur after a matrix clause. News scripts, in 
particular, very rarely had subordinate clauses in a fronted position. Once again, this is 
probably due to the strong forward inertia of the register, with little revisiting of previous 
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discourse in evidence. Traditional narrative and radio interview were the only registers to 
exhibit tendencies in the other direction. The following examples arc typical of these 
three registers: 

(20) nuair a bhiodh e 'cuir a-staigh na cruaicheadh bhiodh e 'cuira' bhein a' 
falach Jona spa,,-an gum biodh e 'deanamh na h-ath-chruach an ath-bhliadhna (TRAD) 

'when he was putting in the haystack he would hide the skin beneath the cross
beams until he did the next haystack the following year' 

(21) can ma thig an ola is ma gheibh iad ola a lorg a-muigh air taobh a-tuath 
shuas cul a Hiort an-shin tha am port-adhair ann am Beinn 11a Faoghla gu math 
nas foaisge air na tha am port-adhair ann an Steornabhagh (INTER) 

'say if the oil comes and if we manage to find oil out on the north side up behind 
St. Kilda there the airport in Benbecula is much closer to it than the airport in 
Stornoway' 

(22) Bha dithis a bhuinneadh do theaghlaichean Hiortach a-measg ma dhd foichead a thdinig 
cruinn airson na tha 'n dan dhan eilean a dheasbad nuair a chaidh parlamaid an 
eilein a ghairm airson an latha 'son a' chiad turas ann an cha mhor tri 
fichead bliadhna 's a deich (NEWS) 

'There were two people from St. Kildan families amongst the about forty who 
gathered round to debate the fate of the island when the Parliament of the Island 
was called for the day for the first time in almost seventy years' 

In traditional narrative (seen in example (20) above), by far the largest percentage of 
fronted subordination comes from adverbial clauses of time. Most of these are initiated 
with the subordinator nuair 'when'. This register places a heavy need on text-internal 
reference of time to situate occurrences and relate them to each other in the narrative. 
Radio interview on the other hand, while having relatively few temporal clauses overall, 
frequently employs fronted conditional clauses. The main function of a conditional clause, 
illustrated in example (21) above, is to state the truth conditions for the proposition 
contained in another clause. By occurring in a fronted position, it establishes relevance to 
previous discourse as well as providing an entry point into following discourse. This type 
of intermediate positioning between previous and following information is largely absent 
in news scripts. Most subordinate clauses in this register occur after the matrix clause, as 
seen in example (22) above. The difference between this use of temporal clauses, and that 
of traditional narrative, can be largely attributed to the discontinuous nature of news 
scripts, which has frequent topic changes and little back movement, therefore less need of 
what Chafe (1987) referred to as 'guideposts'. This is perhaps the most robust difference, 
both functionally and structurally, in evidence in the comparison between the registers on 
this feature. 

5.4 Clause types 

5.4.J Coordinate Clauses 

Spoken registers have been reported as having much higher levels of coordination than 
written ones (Kroll 1977; Chafe and Danielewicz 1987; Miller and Weinert 1998). 
Conversation in particular, and spontaneous speech in general, is characterised as having 
frequent instances of coordination in the form of simple joined strings (Chafe and 
Danielewicz 1987; Greenbaum and Nelson 1995; Miller and Weinert 1998). However, 
Greenbaum and Nelson state that, overall, conversation evinced lower levels of 
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cuord1n;llwn comp.ired w umcnpted monologue and rad io hroadca~t. They interpret 1he 
higher .1111oun1 in hroadc.1s 1 ~. despite hemg 1nter.1cuve like convcr~at1on , as hemg due to 
the presence of .111 1ntcrv1cwc:r and possibly a difference Ill plann mg wnc and formality. 

/)atll. Table 16 presents the means fo r the occurrence of coord1na1c: clauses found in the 

C.1clic corpm: 

Table 16: Results: coordinate clauses 

Re LS/er 

Conversation 
Radio I ntcrv1cw 
Spons Reportage 
Tradiuon;1l arr:1t1ve 
SPEl·.Cll 

Fiction 
Formal Pro'c 
'cw\ Scnpb 

Popular Wriun_g 
WRITING 

Total 

Coord111a11011 
15.05 
22.06 
34.49 
49. 15 
30.61 
19.46 
13.02 
4.75 

15.18 
12.85 
21.73 

A significant difference obtained between the rcg1)tc rs fo r coordination (F = 29.754, p < 
.001). Pa1rw1se comparisons showed a wide range of sign 1fican1 contrasts as illust rated 
below: 

Table 17: Sort ed data : coordinate clauses 

9.15 
.49 

22.06 
19.46 
15.28 
15.05 
1.3.02 
4.75 

Traditional Narrative 
gc 

Radio I nte rvicw 
Fiction 
Popular \V ri1 ing 
Conversation 
Formal Prose 
News Scripts 

In essence, there was a three- tiered di"ision o f the d aca. ·cw' )Cript) were at the bot1om, 
di'linc1 from all o ther registers. In the middle u er were formal prme, conversa tion, radio 
111tcrvicw, fiction and popular writing . Finally sports reportage and tradn1onal narrative 
had .1 sign ificantl y higher occum:nce level of coordination than the other registers. The 
most divergent contrast was between traditional narrative and ne\\'> scripts. 

Commentary. These results diffe r somewhat from thmc of other researchers. Perhaps this 
i ~ due in part lO th e inclusion in this study of certain rcgi;ie rs tha t were ab~ent in others, 
such as 1radi1ional narrative and sports reportage. If one loob clchely at the results, it is 
pos)iblc w sec add itional reasons. In traditiona l narrative , which has the h ighest level by 
far of c<>ordinate clauses in the corpus, communication seems w take the form o f long 
burst) of description and dialogue, iconica lly occurring in te mporal succession. These 
bursts a rc linked together, mainly, using the words for 'and' - 11g11s or 's - as seen in 
example (23), which is typical of this text type, from the narrati ve Garaidh agus na 
Fu111t111chean 'Garaidh and the Fenians': 
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(23) Example from Traditional Narrative illustrating coordinate clauses 

bha taigh aig na boirio1111aich dhaibh pein, agus bha Garaidh {a'] watch-adh 
nam boirion11each agus nuair a chlloradh na Fia11taichea11 air falbh, sgioblaich 
iadsan iad foein agus chaidh iad dhan trdigh. Agus thdinig a h-uile gin aca agus 
sguird dhe mhaorach aca15 agus bhruich iad e ... 

the women had their own house, and Gary was watching the women and 
when the Fcnians cleared off, they tidied themselves up and they went to 
the shore. And every one of them came and a lap-full of shellfish at them 
!'and they had a lap-full of shcllfish'J and they cooked it ... 

As is apparent, agus occurs after every clause save one. Ostensibly, this use of coordination 
is not only for the stringing together of linked clauses, but also for maintaining the pace 
of the story in question, and, therefore the attention of the audience. In addition, like 
certain other fragmentary devices such as left-detachment, it may aid listeners' 
comprehension by carving utterances into small, easily understood chunks. Finally, unlike 
dialogue, which is punctuated by interruptions and turn taking, traditional narrative runs 
its own course and may benefit from a more explicit demarcation of language flow to 
cope with human processing constraints. 

Sports reportage is, in some ways very similar to traditional narrative: it deals in 
descriptions bound to a relatively fixed temporal flow; it requires some way of 
demarcating the course of the language; and it is a largely monologic register. Example 
(24) illustrates dense coordination in a sports reportage text: 

(24) Example of dense coordination 

Gough ga Jeuchainn suas an loidhne gu Nicol aclz choinnich Spasitch i agus 
dh'foeuch esan gu Sretgovitch i agus tha an reitire ag radh gun do rinn Spasitch 
droch chluich an-siud air Nicol thdinig Nicol a-nuas agus 'se buille shaor a th' ann 
dodh'Alba 

Gough trying it up the line to Nichol but Spasitch met it and he tried it to 
Sretgovitch and the referee is saying that Spasitch made a bad play there on 
Nicol Nicol came up and it's a free ball for Scotland. 

Example (24) looks very similar to the traditional narrative one, with a coordinator 
occurring after almost every clause. When dense coordination like this occurs, the 
functions seem very similar to those mentioned above. However, overall, description 
occurs differently in sports reportage. Most plays are reported in the form of asyndetic 
chunks, with often only a very short pause or a name shift to indicate that a new chunk is 
beginning. This is the juxtaposition that Miller and Weinert (1998) report as being basic to 
spontaneous spoken language. Explicit coordination seems to be reserved, in general, for 
more pivotal sequences of action, such as when a ball has been stolen, as above, or when 
players are advancing upon the goal. It seems to say "listen, this is important". Further 
points and examples related to this use of coordination can be found in section 8.3 'Sports 
Reportage'. 

Conversation had the second lowest return for coordination, which contrasts to some 
previous research, but not Greenbaum and Nelson (1995). After looking closer at the 
current data, it was found that the one text with the highest occurrence of coordinated 
clauses (24.02 per 1000 words) was the only 2-person dialogu'e represented in the corpus; all 
other conversations had more than 2 participants present (average -4.5). There may be 
differences in the linguistic form of conversations as the number of participants increases. 

11 This particular clause, being non-finite, is cosubordinate rather than coordinate. 
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\Vuh le'' p.1rt1c1p.in1, , tum' ran be longl·r, allowing nrnn· room for cx11·n1lcd n:irrau ve. 
whi rh 'l"C:lll' 1n tl11' corpu ' 111 co rrelate w nh h 1ghn kvel' of cl;lll\iil coorcl 111.1t1on. 

5.-1.2 Cosubord in:1tc C/.111.ffs 

Cmuhord1n.11e cl.1mt<. 111 Scot11'h Gaelic Me forml·d whtn .1 m.11 n \ d.1u,e. 11~111g 1he 
coniunc11on 11gw, J0111\ \\ nh .1 subsequem nonfinne dame. Example (25) 1llu,trate' th" 
con,trucuon: 

(~5) ', b/111 'm !"111,·111111,u/111 ' 11ghin11 iis11 dliridh 's i 'riJ naich ag iarraidh a' bhein 
(TIW>) 
'and the worn;111 was com 111g after him and her cryi.ng want ing the skin ' 

The 1mport.1nt ch .ir.1ctc ri , t1C of the clau\c: 111 bold " th at ll doc:' not cont.1111 .1 fin11e 'crb. 
Bcc.1use of th l\, It " brought '>em.1nt1c;ill y elmer Ill ns antecedent cl;1Use wh1·11 con1unct1on 
occur'> between them. C:l.1m.1I Co>uhord111at1on of th1~ typ1: is som ewhat unique IO Gaelic 
.ind .1s fa r a' I •llll ,1w,1rt· h.1, 1101 h1:C"n 'llld1ed pre\ wusl)• wnh111 1he C'ontcxt of reg1'>ter 
, ;1r1.tt1<>n. F or more 111fonna1 w n on the con\I ruc11011 and fun her exam pie,. 'c:c A ppend1x 

l :FU. 

/Jt1111. A ~ign i fica n1 d ifference wa> found in the rd ativc prevalence of cl~usal 
, ubord1nauon 111 the reglSlc:f\ (F = 4.266, p < .()(ll), yc1 1hc o nl y m11i,11c:ill y "gnifican1 
po,1 -hoc com pan\on (l>unnctt's T3} was bc.: twc.:c:n r.1dio int.:rvicw and new> scripts. 
1 lowcvcr, th1'> dot'' not 'cem rri tell the whok '>Wry 1f other mcawrc ' ~ re cmhide r<'d. 

Table 18: R esults: cosubordinate clauses 

Re istff J\fran Medwn A I 111 mw m J\laximum Std. Dcvumon 

Coll\ crsation .84 .00 .00 4.27 I. 39 
Radio I ntc rvicw .67 .83 .00 l.H3 .64 
Spnm Rc:porwge 1.26 .% .00 3.96 I. I (i 
Trad1t10nal N .1rrat1 ve 2.6C e .00 5.02 1.69 
SPl'.ECH 1.38 .95 .00 5.02 1.47 
F1ct1on 4.<> 1 18 .% I H l 4.51 
Formal Prose 1.77 .99 .00 Hi> 1.61 
New' Scripts 2. (: MIJ .9ll 5.29 1.52 
Popular Wr11111g .82 .00 .00 4.56 1.36 
W RITING 2.38 1.47 .00 13.44 2.73 
T ota l 1.88 .99 .00 IJ.+I 2.24 

Co111111c·11wry. If reference ' ' m .1ck to the m c:di.111., which St:em to be more: appropnatcl)' 
consulted 111 this darn due to the effec t of mnlit·r, .111d large: amoun1' of \'.mancc prcsc111 
111 some rcg1Hcrs (cspcci.Jlly ficuon and formal pro,c) - it is apparent that the O\ ernding 
d1;,course type d1splay111g the highest level' of cosubordination 1s narrau vc: .. 1lthoug h .1 
very high level olnamc:cl 111 new; scripts a; well. \Vnh more data. perhap' 1hi, d1 nsion 
would become even m ore dea rly dcfim:d. 

One m ight be tc111p1c:d to questi on how th1' cbu'c type is an)' d ifferen t from grncral 
coordination, albe1t prl">Cn ling ellipsis o f the fi111tc vab. F ir>t, although i1 incorpo rate' 
the conjunction 11gu.< 11 clcarl)' cont rast' 111 d1~tnh111 ion to coordmatc cl.1U'>l"'· ·'' covered 111 

§5.4. I: the news script reglSler has one of the hig hest frequencies of ag 11J cosubordinat1on 
but one o f the lowe" of coordination; aho fictio n , while ha' rng ;1 h1µh occurrence lc'd 
nf cmuhorchn:iuon. h.1d :in a\·crage I<'' d of cnord111<ll10n. Second. ;1~ co\'cred 111 §3.3.3 
\ppend1x I. the 111terprc1.1t1<1n of cxpr«\\1<>11' of th1' t)p<" I' often \t.:r) d1ffrrcnt from 

wh.n would ob1.11n w11h \t,111cl.ml coord111at1un ( lnc nJmple will ,ufficc to ilhi..tralc 1h1s 
po111t: 
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(26) /;",/ )7110• ug11d. 111J1r 110 dhtl, 's mi fig hr air a' bhra 1rt sin t hall ... h1111il 1111 It" mbh 
r11g,1111, th11 mh1ir. (fH'T) 

l)'\' ou kn1"'. once or l\\ ice. while 1 I was I knitting on 1ha1 loom over there. I 
though1 1h.11 I l1.1d 11. Jl"I aboul. 

If the rm11hord1n.11c d.1u'e 111 n.unple (2(1) 1111 bold type!" p1ov1dl'tl ''11h .1 111a111 \nh. 
pcrha1h bh11 'w,1''. tht rntcrprctJllon would .iltn "g111fit.1ntl} 

(27) F.ilj711os11w1d, 11111r1111dl11i, 's bha m1fighr air a' bhrairt sin thall,.dwuilm1g11 
mbli r 11g11m, dia m/11}r. (PICT) 
D'you know, onet· or twice, and I was knitting on tha t loo m over there, I thought 
that I had II, .111110'1. 

l n,tcad of 1nd1c.111ng rntcmporalny .ind a rlmt· 'cm.mllc link "1th the following matn\ 
clau\e, a\ 1n tlit· cmuhord111a1c l'xamplc, the coord1n;11e dame 1 ~ 1ntnprt·ted ·" more of a 
p<1renthc11c.il rem.irk. l·.xamplc (:~i) h.1, 1hc ·ead111g of 'h) the w.1y' or"" a m.111cr of f.ict'. 

• lgm co\uhnrd111a11on cm carry ;1 number ol d1ffcre111 111terprct.it1on' apart from 
cotemporalll) (\e(' ,\ ppend1x I ) and more re,c:.irch" needed on II\ 1li'>cour\e funcuon' 1n a 
range of d iffe ren t 1ypn of tt·xt. Thi'> would comtllUlt' a \tutl~ 1n 11' O\\ n nght. howcH·r. 
and a\;11lahlc <,p;1et· and 1111u· preclude ~uch .111 undert.1k111g .11 the1He,cnt t1111c. 

5.4.3 Main/ m atrix Clauses 

The proportwn o f lll<lln or m.11nx clau\c., found 111 a text gl\ e\ \omt· 111d1ca1wn of "' 
kvel of cl.1u ,.il rnmplcx1ty. Tht· h1µhcr the concemr.1 11 on found, tht· mon· proh.1h1li1y 
there" that the tl'Xt tend' wward' simpler clau'e \tructurt'' or. mort· 'Pe"fic1ll>. th :u the 
111.11n cl.1u.,n found in the text tend lO he 'hortt·r. w 11h fewer kx1c;1l 1tt'l11\. 

IJ11r11. There wa\ a "gnificant difference bet ween the rcg1,ter\ 111 111a1n/111atnx c:la11'e' (F -
24.9H.p <.001). 

T able 19: Results: main/ matrix clauses 

Con vcr\ation 
Radio I ntcn it:" 
Sports Rcport.1ge 
Tr.1d111onal , arr;llt\'C 
SPEECll 
F1c11on 
Formal Prme 
News Scripts 
Popular Wrnmg 
W RIT ING 

T otal 

Me1111 
81.17 
5~.50 

64.79 
85.60 
73.26 
73.92 
46.24 
42.12 
52.89 
52.91 
M.08 
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Thcn: were al so a large number o f sign1fi c:111t pa irwise: comparl\ons a\ seen 111 T able 20: 

T able 20: Sorted data : main/matrix clauses 

Traditiona arrativc 
Conversation 
Fictio. ___ _ 
Sporn Repo rtage 
Radi o I mcrv1ew 
Popular Writing 
Formal Prose 
News Scripts 
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The arrows indicate a ma jor contrast be t ween news scripts and rormal prose, on th e 
lower end of th e :.cale. and ficti on, conve r>ation and tr:1ditio nal narrati ve on the high er 
end . As i., clear from the means on the le ft side <1f the ta ble, there was a w ide range of 
variati on bcrwcen th e registe r> for number or m:un clauses, a d 1ffr rcncc of over 43 
occurrences per 1000 words between ne ws scri pt s a nd traditi onal narrati ve. There was ;i lso 
a la rge diffe rence bet ween the modes fo r the fea ture, seen in the means fo r speech <lnd 
writing above. 

CommentfJry. Clearly, traditional narrati ve and con ve rsa tion ha ve the hig hest proporti on 
or mai n or matrix clau>CS in the registe r sampk. This finding indicates that they tend to 
have s malle r. simpler clauses than many o f th e o th er registe rs. At the lo w end of the list 
arc fo rmal prose and news sc ripts which. it seems. havc a tendency for either m o re clause 
combinations and/ or longer ma111 or matri x cbuscs th an the other registe rs. If c lauses had 
not been defined by the prcscnce of a finite vcrh, spo rts repo rtage would have scored 
much hig her o n th is feawrc. As was illustrated in §5.4.1 above. man y of the utt cranccs in 
sports repo rwge arc simply sequences of referem s and prepos itio ns, without a main ve rh 
present a l all. Overa ll, a high incid ence of cbuse combining indic:Hcs m o re.: planned 
lang u:ige production and is one of the cha ractcnstics o f 'integ rated ' lang uage. Gcnerally 
speaking, those registe rs with a hig her number of main clauses also tcnd to h ave otht:r 
·frag mented ' fcawrcs such as morc k rt-detachm ent. fe wer attributi ve :1djccti vc>, and 
fewer complex noun phrases. 

The following examples illustrate: the diffe rence be tween the two mmt o ppos ing 
registers on this feature, traditi onal narra ti ve and news ' cnpts. The examples arc divided 
into JO clauses each. The important thing to note is that the news script exce rpt (cxam plc 
(29)) is considerably m ore d ense than the traditi onal narrative o ne (example (28)); while the 
news , cript has 113 words, the trnditional narrati ve example onl y ha:. 60: 

(28) Traditional arrati ve 

I. blw Mac Jain 'ic Sheuma1s air toll 
2. 11 bh ' air a' blwlla dircad1 mu choinneamh toll 
3. a bh' air a' bhallfJ 
4. agus smghefJd aige 
5. fJgus rhuirt c: 
6. mheall mo liimh mi m·s' e.<an 
7. 11eo cha dea 11 ti/I( sin 
8. fJgu.s dh j lie11ch e SfJighead fJir 1111 d11i11' 
9. agm chuir e direach ""'' '"' ublwl a' sgon}{Jin m'gc i 
10. "gu.s blmlchd crlch fJ -nwch 
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(29) New' Scnp1 

I. The/ gille beag Cl'lthll" blwdhna " dh'am< a' 11gl111111 //II adlw11 '1e111 mradal <1111 N1umh 
Chlumdh t1J dhdh 101t11J01gh a rlum t all' II' ni. 

1 Ch111dh Sr1111111< l.ongndg<' u ghortad1udh mtrn aoda1111 '; mun bhodluug 
J. ChtJ1dh c111 11( - /apc111esc , lkrtu "chur gu b1ls Ir /1ghl(he ;pre1dh . 
./. Tha 111thlig cur a' c/J111J 11 ' do/ J?ll ll(:ach-ca<md 11 ' Clmi111. 
5. Tadhlaidh r11fige<1ra11 Comha1rle 11a11 r:1ft:cm air d1i cho1mhears111u lid""" 1111 .\',, 1111 l..erid/1111 
6. a tha 'g wrra11lh odhe agw taladh a fc•11mt hadh. 
7. C111ndh Comlwirle Cho1111hr11rsn11dul 1Vn <'n11111eumh <Ill' din1:h a1111 "" Sgut! L11mml 1111 a11 

t swthamh !11thc1 deug dhe11 ath m/iio.> 
8. g11.S 1111 d1111111 1ud 
9. na rha dhith a11 11111111r1111a111i1te. 
JO. /?011 a' cho11111eamh d1i uul 1'011 Ni; ... 

5.4.4 Subordin:irc Clauses 
\'anom types of subordinate clau,cs were 'urn·ycd fur thl\ rncarch: rda11ve clau\c~; 
c:111sc/rc:ison cla use\; complement clame'; conccs\l\'e cl:iu'e~: cond111onaJ,; ::ind tempor.11 
(advcrb1:il) clause,, Some returned rd.111 vcly l11g h occurre nce kvd' (temporal 
; ubord1n:mon and relat ive clauses) while others were 'o infreque nt ;i, w he 1nconcl11sl\'c 
(c:iu'e :ind reason claU'('' and cnncesstve ' ubord111.ttion). Jn gc111:ral. prevmu\ re'>earch h.1, 
ind1ca1ed that 'uhord111auon • ~ more common 111 wrn 1ng than ' J>eech hec re ference~ Ill 

C hapter 11). The: current findings 111d1catc that, wh1k th1' see m ; to be: true for th1: corpu'. 
the 111d1v1dual type' of 'ubordinattun \'.t ry 111 their dmribu11on. /\ !t iler and \ \leinert (11.19 ) 
account for some o f the tt·ndency for wr itten langu.1ge w have mor~· 'ubord111.ttc cla u'e' 
by explaining that spontaneom ~poken language ofte n a \ 01d s it through \ t rtng111g ma111 
dames together asyndeti cally. T hi\ to pic 1, t.:xplored ustng Scott ish Gaelic data 111 §5.4.'i 
below, with example~ from the conversatton ~ub-corpm. 

5.4.4. 1 T empora l Subord ination 
A numbe r flf d ifferent ~uburd111ators a rc used 111 ScC fo r te m por.11 .1d verhi,1I cb usc,, tht· 
mo\I common tn the corpu' being: an 11a1rl11ur11r; aon 11111r 's gun ; am fcadh; (bh)o; rho ji1d's; 
gunll{umlgus; m1111/m11mlm11s; and on. Biber (1995) m c:ntt ons 1hat temporal subordinat ion 
occurs more frequently 111 n.irra11 vc, but th is fea ture: has rccel\ eel \C:tnt ,11 tcn11on in oth er 
register ~tud 1es. 

Data. A sig1111ic:int contr;m was found be t ween the rcg1stns (F = 8.869,p < .00 1). 

T able 21: Results: te m pora l s ubordina tion 

l?e2wer Mean Mcdwn 
Con vers:iuon 3. 15 2.7.3 
Rad io Inter view 2.89 2.74 
Sports Reportage l.J 4 .97 
T rad1tiona l 'Hr:lll ve 9.34 9.09 
SP~ECll 4.20 2.99 -
F iction 7.77 6.36 
Formal Prose 2.79 2.71 

1e w s Scripts 2.62 2. 19 
Popular W m ing 4.24 3.93 
WRITI NG 4.21 3.50 
Total 4.21 3.03 

Severa l pai rwise cont ra<ts were sig111ficant as well. as ill ustrated below: 
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T able 22: Sorted data: temporal subordination 

.34 

.77 

.24 
3.15 
2.89 
2.79 
2.62 
1.14 

Traditional Narrative 
Fiction 
Popular Writing 
Conversation 
Radio Inte rview 
Formal Prose 
News Scripts 
Sports Reportage 
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The arrow~ i11d1catc a ~trong contra~! between tniditional narrauvc, which h:1d the 
highc~t O(Currencc of the feature, and all of rhc r>thcr register'> c~cepl popula r wrn111g and 
fiction. There was .1bo a '>1gniflc.11H difference bet ween sport; reponagc, which had rhc 
lowest level of occurrence, and popular wri ti ng. Considt:ring the range of the means, one 
can sec that temporal subordinati on occurs more: th:111 cight times more frequently in 
traditional narrative than it docs in sports reportage. 

Commentary. The data concur wt:ll with Biber's finding: 1radit1onal narrative has the 
highest occurrence of temporal ~ubordinauon. followed hy fiction .rnd then popular 
wriung. Traditional narrative and fiction in particular rely heavily on text -imcrnal 

temporal refcrence for the placing of propo>itiom in relation lO one another. ' arrat ivc 
rcgi~ttrs arc concerned wnh unfolding even ts. Thes<: arc not feature' of news scripts, 
where events arc presented a~ ~tatic, nor or ;ports reportage, where ume reference is 
implicit and bound 10 the present; discussion of other lime frames doe' not usual!)' occur. 
Additionally. a; was di.cussed in §5.4.3, sports reportage and new\ script,, hec:rnse of their 
foci -based nawre and s t rong forwa rd inertia, do not evince frt:qucnt clau~e:: link111g. 

Example (30), from tr:iclnionnl narrative. ~hows the way that events arc presented :l'> 

unfolding in this register: 

(30) Tradition:i l narrauve cx:i m p le 

dh 'fl111/bh an gille a-null 
's a' chir air 1111 dre11.J111r 
's I' t1' do/ a-null dha 1og11i/ 
'.; m11n do rdinig e an dreasair 
Tl1og ise s/11a111 dmoidheachd 
agu.• bl111ail i air 11' ghille e 
t1g11S ri1111 i JiTl1each dubh dhe 
tlgus nuair a bha e a' do/ a-mach 
an doras 
thug e agluudh air 1111 dort/.J 

11g11S nuair a bha ea' do/ a-mach an 
doras 
chuir e bm chd /11/adh a-mach 

the boy wc m over 
and the comb on the: d re,,cr 
and him going over to lift n 
and before he reached the dresser 
,he la witch I raised a magical wand 
and she hit the hoy with it 
and she made a black raven ou t of him 
And when he was going out the door 

he went 10 leave through the door 
and when he was going out the door 

he spat ou t a drop of blood 

ea rly every clause in thi~ sa mple encode> a different event or propo;itional frame, 
progressing in tem pora l ;uccession: the boy goo over; the comb is on the cln' >><.' r; he " 
going to lift it; before he reaches it; th e witch r:uscs a magic w:ind. and so on. In addi ti on, 
the re arc three instances of temporal subord ination (one is rcpcatcd), in bold type, which 
serve to situate one proposition within the time: frame of another. In news scripts, ti me 
references arc w.u:illy presented as static, th rough the use of temporal adverb>. 1\ s detailed 
in §6.-l, the news ,cript register (followed by sports reportage) actua l!)• has the highest 
>igniflcan t occurrence of temporal adverbs. \ Ve can '>CC in example (31) how thC'>C two 
k .11ure ' diffe r func t1un,1lly: 
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(31) News script example 

Tha dui/ 
gun cum ceathrar Bhreatannach 
a chaidh a thoirt am bnlid ann an Liberia 

roinneamh naidheachd aig port-adhair 
Heathrow an ceart-uair 

agus iad air tlr thi//eadh madainn 
an-diugh. 

Thathas ag aithris 
gu bheil iad gu math - ach am feum 

beagan fois. 

It is expected 
that four Britons -
who were taken hostage in Liberia 

- will be keeping a press meeting 
at Heathrow just now 

with them having just returned this 
morning. 

It is reported 
that they arc well - but needing a 

little rest. 

Instead of relating events or propositional frames to each other, news scripts arc 
concerned with expressing the exact time of occurrences. In example (31), time is coded 
by the adverbs an ceart-uair and madainn an-diugh. There are no cases of clause 
combinations to establish temporal reference. While temporal subordination provides 
text-internal context - stabilised through a chain of propositions in relation to one 
another - temporal adverbs make reference to static, text-independent points of reference 
(today, tomorrow, yesterday, right now, etc.) to situate occurrences. 

5.4.4.2 Relative Clauses 

Relative clauses are a type of NP modification capable of both identifying a noun and 
extending its semantic sense. In the current study, they could be either headless 
(incorporating the headless pronouns far or na) or headed, in which case the relative 
pronoun a was usually present. The only time that a relative pronoun would not have 
been present in the Scottish Gaelic data would have been in the case of pied-piped 
prepositional relatives such as tha creag mhor [ris an cainnte} 'there is a big rock f to which 
would be called]'. 

Previous studies have indicated that, in unplanned discourse, referents arc more often 
marked using determiner plus noun constructions (e.g. this man ... ) than full relative 
clauses (Ochs 1979). Additionally, left detachment can appear in unplanned discourse 
where relative clauses would be found in more planned language styles (Ochs 1979; also 
see section 5.4.5 on juxtaposition in spoken language). Chafe (1984) found that restrictive 
relative clauses were twice as common in writing versus speech. For every 1000 words of 
text, he located 15.8 relative clauses in writing as opposed to 9.7 in speech. Miller and 
Weinert (1998) find less variety in the types of relative clauses used in spontaneous spoken 
language as opposed to other language varieties. For other studies sec: Beaman (1984); 
Biber (1988); Fox and Thomson (1990); and Kirk (1997). 

Data. There was a significant main effect for relative clauses (F = 7.61, p < .001) and 
register. The difference between speech and writing was also investigated for this feature 
and found to be significant (F = 15.971,p < .001). 



T able 23: Resu lts: rela tive clauses 

/?t'PIJ(t'r Mmn 

Corwa,auon 15.82 
lbd10 I ntcn 1ew :B.69 

Sport\ Report .1 ge 12.57 
Tr.ul11wn.1I Narrat1n· l'>.I 3 
SPEECH 17.49 

Fiction 22.4.J 
ForrnJl Pro'e 28.l(i 

New' Script' 19.0'i 
Popular W rn mg 24.61 
W RITING 23.53 

T otal 20.51 

Pairw1'c com1xir1,on' .1n: 1llu\tr.ucd below: 

Table 24: Sorted data: re la tive clauses 

8.16 
4.61 

23.69 
12.+l 
19.13 
19.05 
15.82 
12.57 

Formal Prose: 
Porutlar Writin 
R.1dio I nter vicw 
F1Cll(Jll 
Trad111onal 0.'arra11,·e 
New' Script' 
Con versa 11 on 
Spom Repor tage 

Rebuve clau<e' arc mo'l p rc\'alcnt in formal prose :ind popular wnung wh1k they are 
rdatively infrcquen 1 111 cwwcrsauon and 'pons reportage. The 111:1111 contr.t,h, .1s 
indic:11ed by the arrow' :ind ,hading. arc: bc1 ween these two group,. Other \lgnilicant 
contra't' \\'ere 'Port~ repon.1ge vc•r11ts fic11on and new' <cript<. 

Commt'n//Jr\'. Ii ,, not clear 111 other 'tud1c' "heiher or not the relat1\c: cl.111,es th.it were 
tagged mcl~1dcd t how 1 mplicatcd in clefts. In Scot ll'h Gaelic, ckft - t ypc: con't rucuon' .ire 
common due lO the he<I\' )' loading on them for 1dcnufic.1110nal .md h ighlighting 
cu1mructions (";:c i\ppcnd1x I). As<unung that Chafe (19 4) did not mclude clefts in hi< 
rcbtivc clause dJt.I, the: current rt:rnlcs :ire similar to lus own. As .1 gcncr.il trend. more 
cd11ed and litnary regi,1er~ have a greater occurrence of relative clause,. R.1d10 1nt.crvicw 
I\ ,1n <' Xccpuon to th1\ hut, a, 1t did not differ '>1gnifican d)' w11h ;111y other register. we 
cannot be sure of' "' placement 111 relation to them. f\, menuoned pre' 1omly. the 
functions of rclat1\'c clau\es arc sonic:cimes m:1n.1gcd 111 spoken langu,1gt· through allern.1t<: 
me<1m. such as JUXtapm111on. Sec ~ecuon 5.4.5 below for example' from the corpus 
11lmtrat111g ch" occurrence ::ind d1scusswn concerning 1b mot1\at1on. For example' of 
rd.111vc clause' and further d1scu:osion on the topic of noun phra'e complcx11y. \C.:c ~7.2. 

5.4.-1.J Compleme111 Clauses 

Complement clause~ fo llowing verbs and other cons1i1ucncs were grouped wgcthcr as 
one featu re for 1hc , t:11i,tical analys1>. One pre,·iom study ha< found tha t complemt:nt 
clauses arc more frequent in speech tha n wnu ng (Reaman 19 4). Ch.1fr (1982) found 1he 
oppos11e and concluded th:u complcmt·nt dame; provide a me.111s of mtegrating 
informauon into 1r1tona11o na l units. a tendency more common 111 writing th.m 111 ~pccch. 
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S11ntlarly. ( lch' (19i9) ron\ldn, .;omplr111c111 d.1uw' 111 ht .1 k.1111rc: uf pl.1nnt·d 1ad1c:r th.111 
unpl.111ncd l.111g11.1gc. Cn·cnha\1111, '\d"m .11111 \\\·111111.111 (I')'){,) funnel 11101t l11111 c 
complement d.lll\n 111 'IX't'ch hut 1h.1t nun f11111c t11111plc111t·nt' \\c:1<· m111t· c11m1111Jn 111 
\\riling B1lwr (llJ9X 1111e1 11/w) trt'.ll' 10111pknu·n1.1l1011 .1, .1 w.I) uf cl.1b1H,111ng 
111fonn.111<1n, and found tlwm often 1111pl1c.1tt'<I 111 c\prt'"""'' of pc:r,on.tl ,t,111n·. I fl. 
report' th.11 compkmcnt cl.1u'c' 1pp1·.1r 11111\1 frn1111·111li 111 fl'):l'tt r' 1h.1t .1rt 
111for111.11ron.tl but pmduc1·d on l111c. \udi .1, lnlt'f\ inn .ind 'lll:nhc\. 

Datu. There wa' .1 ,1g11ifi('a n1 d1fft·rc11cc hct wcc11 tilt' rcgl\tcr' for ro111pkmt·111 cl.111w' (P 

= 8.1 B,p < .001). The d,11,11, '11111man,nl 111 T.1hk 25. 

Table 25: Results: complement clauses 

Ne 1Jte1 ,\ Jean 

Convcrsatwn 1J.lli 
R.1d10 l nter\'ICW 14.fKl 
Sport~ Report.1ge IO.'J2 
Trad111on.tl Narr.111vc 12.2(1 
SPH.CH 11.64 
Fiction 'J.-11 
Formal Prmc I0.5~ 

=-:cw' Script' 
Popular Wnung 16.80 
WRITING 15.46 
T otal 13.55 

Signiflc:1111 pairwi'c comparison' oht.11ned only hctwe<·n nnv\ 'cnpt,, which had 1ht· 
highest occurrence le' cl. and .ill of the mher rtgt'>tcr' ap.1n from popul.ir \\'riling .ind 
rad io interview: 

Table 26: Sorted da ta: complement clauses 

N Scripts 
Popular Writing 
Radio Interview 
T raditional Narrative 
Sports Reportage 
Formal Prose 
Con versa non 
Ficuon 

Commemary. It ~ecms, m Gaelic, 1ha1 there 1~ only .1 <light difference between the modes 
fo r complement clauses: as Ch;1fe found, thert' were more: complement clau'c~ in writing. 
B1bcr's results .m: marginally relevant l!l th1~ data; nnn >Cript; arc information:tl and 
produced with little chance for cd111ng, but they are not .11 :11l 11wnl\'nl with the marking 
of personal <tann:, except where tht' speech of uthc:r; ha' been reported. The lo\\'l'St 
occurrence level was found in flc11on, which " non-1nformaunn:1l and highly edi ted. It 
may be that having an information onent:rnun is more of a determiner here than plannmg 
lime. J\dditicm;1I data seems necessary to either confirm or refute the findings of prev10us 
rcse:irchcrs a< relevant for Gaelic. Overall, occurrence of complement clau\cS 1s 1101 a 
powerful indic:nor of register differences in the corpus, except 1mobr as n helps to 
disungu1sh news scripts. 
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Biber et ul. (1999) ~tat<: th,Jt that complttnent dames arc: commonly u;,cd to rdate a 
)J<;rsun's ,pecch, bdicfs, opinion\, or feelings. Thi;, kind of reporting feature; prommently 
Jll news 'cnpt;, ·'' the followrng two exam pin illu;,tratt:. The head;, initiating the 
complement clause:'> have been placed 1n hold type while the complements thcm;clvcs arc 
ill brackets: 

(32) Th uirt RtlJ1a1re 1u111 DtithclwJ111an G't'111 - Rob111 Cook - [gun robh e airson a 
dheanamh follaiscach /nach robh e 1d1rflor /gu robh llreatamn coma mu na 
sgirean sin///. 
The Secretary of State for Forcign Affair\ - Robin Cook - said I that he want<:d 
to make it clear I that it wa; not true <ll all I that Britain was unconcerned about 
tho;,c locablJI.' 

(33) Tha duil [gun do chaodwil ri'J,.,. is tri mile 11ead1/ ... 
·11 i;, expected I that mort: than three thou;,and peopk have dit'dl ... · 

Example (32) begins with the pa~t tense of the \'Crb 'say' tl111irt, which 1s the most 
common complement-initiating c.:lt:mcnt in the new, script;,. Within the complement 
clau;e that follows, the verb complex di:anamh follatseach initiates another complement 
claus<:, in which the adjective fior initiates yet another complc.:mt:nl clause. Biber et al. 
(1999) s~1y that ;uch com plc.:mcnt clause scrit:s arc: not unusu,11 in non-fic tion writing. 
Ex;1mplc (33) com ains the most frequent non-verbal clement for initiating complement 
cbuscs in Cadic news ;cript>, the noun d1lil 'expectation'. So, much of the impeiu; for 
using complement clauses in this rt:gistcr is bound up with reporting speech and 
di>CU>>ing probabili ties. 

5. -I . ./. 4 Concessivr Clauses 

Jn ScG, conces>ivc claw,c.:s are introduced by the subordinator ged 'although'. Previom 
research has indicated that conct:ssive clauses are more frequrntly found in written 
registers(>•.:<.: Biber 1988) and that they tt:nd to be associa ted with pt:rsu:i;ivc: discourse. 

Data and commentm)'· The Kruskal-Wallis te;i showed a >ignificant differenct: between 
the rcgiHers for conccssive clauses (X! = 23.688, p = .001). There was also a significant 
diffcrenct: bet ween the modes (X1 = 8.476, p = .004). Overall, it is a rnre feature, as can 
been seen in the generally low occurrence levels bdow. 

Table 27: Results: concessi ve clauses 

Re ister 
Conversation 
Radio Interview 
Sports Reportage 
Traditional arrativc 
SPEECH 
Fiction 
Formal Prose 

lews Seri pts 
Popular Writing 
WRITING 

Total 

Mean 
.34 
.40 
.20 
.47 
.35 

l. i2 
.3 1 
.75 

I. 13 
.74 

The results generally concur with Biber (1988), which indicated a higher prevalence of 
concession in writing versus speech . However, the relationship between persuasive 
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reg1qcrs .ind 1h1' ft.11un: can nut ht l'Xplurnl nn tht b,t\I\ of the nirrl·nt 1L11a. 1\lthoui.:h 
licuon h.1d tht highest lcvd, 11 1' not ,1 p.ullcularly ptr\U:1,1vc rcg1<;1l·1. 1\dd n1on.tl d.11,1 ,, 
nccdl'd to 111rrca'c Llw \t.\l1,t1c1l po\H'r 10 the.: pu1111 th.11 p.11rwl\c cornp.1r1v1n\, not 111 

nwn111m par.1111c1r1c .111.ily"'· would be\ r.1hll' ht'fort: 11uk111g .1dd111on.1l concltr'11>11\. 

5. 4 . ../. 5 Co11iltt10111il Clr11"':' 

Prnwu\ research h.1, 111d1catl'tl du1 condruon.11 \t1bord111J11on ti:nd\ 10 P""'"cl} corrcl.t 1l' 
w11h pcrn1;11,wn orn:llll'd reg1'Lcr' (B1b<:r l<J 8; ) .mg 1998). Baher (l'll!H) ,l,tle' th.11 \l'\'l'r.11 
rcwarchc.:rs (e.g. lk.1111.111 1984; Ford ;ind Thwmun 1')86) have ri lhl' r\•c.:d .1 higher lcvl·l of 
condnron:il cl.u1~cs 111 'Jic.:cch rh.rn wrrt111g hut 1h.11 the funcuonal rea\oll'> for 1h1, wen: 
undeJr. F1ml .111.I ThonNm (1986) rndic:1tc th.11 rn11dit1onal dau,~·, can ha\l' cliffcrcnr 
funcuom when dw)' arc pH·pmcd 11en1(1 pu,rpmc:d. 

Data and rommmtary . . \ s1gntfic.1111 d11Tcrl·ncc w.1~ found for cond111on.1l cL1u'c' 111 the 
rcgi,ter~ (F - 3.+15. p < .003). Thi: only "gnific.rnt p:11rw1\c cump.1mon. hown er, w,1., 
hctwten ficuon (·!.20) and 'J><>rl' rcpori.1gc (.li8). Add111on:ill}. th1:rc wa-; not ;1 largl' 
difference bctwn:n th<: mode,, .1., 111d1catl·d 111 p.1\1 rc,c;1rch (Ht.1111.111 1984; Ford .md 
TlwnNm 1986). 

T able 28: Results: condi tiornil clauses 

l?e utei· ,\lean 
Con ver"111nn 2.29 
R,1cl10 lntcr\lew 3.77 
Sport\ Reportage .61! 
T r;1cli1mn.il N .1rrat1 \'e 2.45 
SPEECH 2..22 
FictHlll 
Formal l'ro'c 1.54 
:-.lcw' SC'npt'> I.OH 
Popular Writing 2.W 
WRITING 2.28 
T ota l 2.25 

It 1~ unclc.ir why fiction would ha"~ the h1ghc,t lc,•d of concf11ional claU'><" 111 tht c1gln 
rcgl\tt:r' when 11 would 'ecm to nm have an ovi:nly perstia\i\'t funnwn. fh,cd upon d11' 
data, condit1<>nal clau'n arc not " rcl1.1blc 111d1c:1tnr of rcgl\tcr \'ana11on and will not lw 
cJi,c:usscd further in any dqnh. 

5.4.4.6 Cause and Neason Clauses 

In ScG, then: arc a largc numhcr of ~u bord111.iwrs avaiL1blc fnr cxprc"111g causc and 
rca<;on (~cc Appcncf1x I .rnd below). J.1ng (1998) found 1h.1t c:w,auvc '>Ubord111.nion wa' a 
char.1ctcn\LIC of more in volved, cxpmi t1on-bastd registers. Bibe r (1 1J88) al,n found that 11 
occurred more often 1n 11wolvcd sty ln. Beam:in (1984) fou nd more c.111>.1tivt· 
suhord1n.1L1on 111 'pcech, pcrhap'> also du<: 10 its grn<:rally higher level of 11wol\'c111cnt. 
Miller and \Vt·1nen (1998) d1,covercd that prcpo>cd rc:ason clau,cs trnd l o have a rnurc 
rigid word ord er th.111 po\tposcd om;s. 

Data 1111d commentary. In tht currcfll data, there was no ~ignific:111t difference for cause and 
rea\On dames when the: grouping varntblc wa~ r<:gist t:r (X· = 2.29!, f' = . IO<J JU.). 'either 
wa., there a ~1gnific;111t difference her ween the: mcx.fe, (X! = U.8Ci9, p = .054 n.,.), Table 21J 
prc,cnl\ the descri ptive \ta ti,tics for thi'> fc•tturc: 



Table 29: Results: cause :ind reason clauses 

Rr 1•u·1 
Cun\ t:r\<ll 1011 
R.1du> l11t<:rn<'\\ 
Spom lkport.1g<· 
Tr.1d1uon.1I N.1rrat1\c 

SPEECH 

F1cuon 
Fornul PnM· 
Ne\\'~ Script' 
Popular \ \I rtl 111g 

WRITI NG 

Total 

.rn 

.•)(, 

.87 
1.50 
1.15 
.70 

1.()2 
1.24 
1.05 

'Ji 

Ah hough th<· higher kn·I of c.au'e .ind rca,011 cl:au'c' 111 radm inter\ IC\\' prnnl' w the: kind 
<>f 1ntc:rpr<·t•ll10ll offen.:d b) Bil){"r .111d Jang .ihm e, .1dd 111011.1I d.11;1, for the purpmn of 

111cre;l\111g \l<lll\t1c,1I )IO\\'<' r. I\ needed hcfurl' W<' c.rn he mor<· condu,1\ e about their 
Jistnlrnuon 111 Scot11\h (;ache reg1>t<·r5, Po>'lhl~. one find, mnre of tl11, ft.awre 111 radio 
ull<'r\' ll'.\\' due "' .1 h1ghc:r level of cxplanat11Hl~ .ind dc,cn1>1wm 111 rc,pon'c to tlH· 
mtc:nu:wcr\ que\llOll\. I lowcver, It i' not .l rohu\t pr<•d1ctor of \Jn.1111>11111 th1' d;JIJ. 

The most common \Uhordmator' usc:d for cxprn\111g cauw and rc.1\on o\'crall were mr 
.rncl 11 d1101111 ('.•). Thne \\'Cr< overly promuwnl 111 the wmtcn rq:1\lc:r'. Other 
,ubnrd111.1tor' found 111 tlw corpu<, mcludcd the fnllow1ng. wh1d1 \\'crt· fairly l'\t·nly 
cbtnbutcd 111 tht· 'pokcn text~: t111' sgrlth; (111r) •tlillmdh: (bh)rm: a thmmu/'11t1rl101t1dh:1111 
dhiJ1gh: 1111so11 (J); In•; 11 /11111 ('.•); .<etuh. 

5.4.5 /11xt.1posirio11 vcrws Subordination in Spoken Scorrish G:1dic 

The rc:\uh, of 1hc prcl'iou' >enion on ,ubordi11.11wn 1nclic<1tt·d .1 gt'n<.:r.tll y gre:Hn 
prevalence of ,uhordmatc clau''' in wrning 1h ~111 in 'pc.:ccl1. Th" "''" t:'pcc1.1lly tht· c:t\l' 
for reL1uvc clau5cs. concc"i'·c clau,c>. and . to .111 cxtt·n 1, to111plt·mt:n1 cl:1m"'· The 
current 'ecuon cxplurt:\ one pmsiblc.: cxpl:tna1wn for 1h1., finding: JllXt:tpw.111011 "' ll\Cd 111 
,pc<:ch c.tn fulfil \Orne of' 1hc 5:tmt function; CU\'c: rt·d h)' ,uhurd111a11011 111 \\'rH1ng. 

Spokcrl language " able w be less lcx1e;11ly explicit 111 how 1t h.indlc' clJLl\:11 rc:l.11io1K 
While 'lx:.1kcr' ha\' <: pitch .. 1mpliwdc and speed 1n their repc.:r11>m; to foreground or 
background damn 111 relation Lo each 0 1hcr, writer' llHl\I rt' \Orl 10 kx1co gr:1m111.1tical 
'tra1c:g1t'' IO .1ccrnnpli,h 1hc '>:llllC func11011,. In ' lmnt;rn<:nu' 'pukcn Sc('• \\'<' 'l'C: C<l\C\ of 
t\\'O 111x1.1pmcd 111dcpt:ndc111 cl.1uses w ith one of tlwm clear!) mor( prominent or 
1hc:m;111c .111d tht· other, funcuo11111g IC> provide b.tckgrou nd 111form.111on. Thrct'. t·"1111plc' 
.m: offered hdow of 1uxtaposcd clause> in 'pcccl1. In each. tli t• ,ccond d.1ll\t would 

prob.1bl) h.1\ <.:been C:hl '" 'ubord111atc had 1h<: u tter.men romc from \\'rtllcn r.1thcr 1h.111 
'pokcn h111gu.1ge. 

(34) .1gu' chi thu n l.lobh .tn t.ugh' ac:t .ir,· l'\.lll .ur .1 111hc.1dh.1ll l.11h.1 
.tlld 'ec 11'\IH· F 2s b1:sidt· Alff housc-G .11 - ll' ,,ud ls . ~ I Oil ,\R'I muldlc d.1 ) I) 

'.ind you c.111 'cc bn1de 1hc1r holl\c he 'aid 111 1hc middle uf thl' cl.1) · 

llo .11r .1 ' rnhc~dh.rn 01dhche 1h:1 .Ill 'n'>hh .ic.1 gc.il 
or 011 \RI 1111cldk· r11gh1 lx:-PRl·.S \RT \[{)\'C- 0: .11-31• while 
or mu Idle of the night thc:ir 'tovc is wlrnc hor I l.11. '"'hncT 

(35) th;1 1111 a crc1d\11111 bha c 11.urc1g111 a1g H.11lc R.1ghru1ll c lhctn 
he Pl<I' 1' PKO<. bd1c\lng- \ ' ' bc- 1•,1s13,_~1 once .11 Tnwn Ronald (; ~S-~l 1<111 
' I .1m lxlinmg ht·\'"' ontc .11 Halr.1n.lld h11n,clr 
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(36) chanainn an duine aig a' chi'.11 tha e cianail important dhan team 
say-INDEF2-ls 1\RT man at 1\RT back be-PRES 3s-M awfully important to-1\RT team 
'I would say the person at the back he is awfully important to the team' 

In example (34), the first clause is perceived as incomplete: in information-processing 
terms the addressee is told to 'open a file' for 'what the addresser could sec beside their 
house .. .'. In the second clause, the information necessary to fill in the file opened in 
clause 1 is provided - 'their stove is white' - but this is expressed as an independent 
clause. In writing, it would have likely been presented as a complement: chi thu ... gu 
bheil an stobh aca geal 'you can sec ... that their stove is white hot'. The verb in the 
written version (bheil) is the dependent form of the verb 'to be'. The subordinate 
relationship is lexicalised through this verb form and the complemcntiser gu{n) which 
precedes it. There is nothing grammatically 'wrong' with using an independent clause 
here; the relation holding between the clauses is less explicit but the addressee has no 
problems in perceiving it. 

Similarly, in example (35), the first clause is also felt to be incomplete. When one hears 
'I am believing', one expects a grammatical object; creid 'believe' is not an intransitive 
verb. The second clause provides this object, but it is not morphologically coded as a 
complement. Again, if it had been a written utterance, it probably would have obtained 
as tha mi a' creidsinn gu robh e aig Baile Raghnaill e fhein 'I believe that he was at 
Balranald himself. Once again, the new independent clause, instead of prompting the 
listener to 'open another file', provides the missing piece as the previous clause is 
interpreted as incomplete. Example (36) begins with the verb (with pronoun suffix) 
chanainn 'I would say', which normally takes a complement clause. However, the speaker 
avoids this construction and instead uses an extraclausal NP for the purposes of reference 
('an duine'), followed by a clause with a pronominal subject that is coreferential to the 
previous NP. This is classic left-detachment. The important aspect here is that the 
speaker does not enlist a complement clause, but instead, a main clause. In effect, this 
clause provides the object of chanainn, but is expressed as morphosyntactically non
integrated. 

In the examples above, spontaneous speech was seen to 'avoid' complement clauses. 
All three provide a clausal object, not in a subordinate form, but rather, as a main clause. 
Juxtaposition of clauses and phrases can also function similar to relative clauses, providing 
additional information about a noun phrase~ Consider example (37), which also illustrates 
the tendency in spontaneous speech for long stretches of syntactic material to sometimes 
intervene between semantically related clauses or other constituents: 

(37) 1chuala mi 1am boireannach 1bha mi ag radh riut an-de 11 coni.Ja chunna mi an 
Griminis an-shiudach 4bha i sa bhunkhouse againn 5tha/I an-shiudach chunnaic mi 
i 6tha an car aice an Griminis fhathast 
11 heard 2the woman 31 was saying to you yesterday (Z cont.Jthat I saw in Griminish 
there 4she was in our bunkhouse 5over there I saw her 6her car is in Griminish still 

This example begins with the words chua/a mi 'I heard' but the grammatical object is not 
offered. Before we learn what the speaker heard - provided in clause 6 (tha an car aice an 
Griminis jhathast) - he first spends four clauses to build up information regarding the 
woman who owns the car. This is a good example of how spontaneous spoken language 
builds up descriptions gradually, in layers. (These two parts, clause I and clause 6, are in 
bold type to indicate their relationship to one another.) There is only one relative clause -
clause 2, beginning with am boireannach - and it is cleaved by the independent clause bha 
mi ag radh riut an-de. The two underlined parts above are obviously related to each other; 
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am boireannach is the NP head and a chunna mi ... is the modifying relative clause. The 
new, important information to which the speaker is ultimately leading - that the 
woman's car is still in Griminish - only occurs in clause 6 once the addresser is certain that 
the addressee knows who he is speaking about. As in examples (34)-(36) above, this clause 
provides the information needed to fill in the file opened by the first clause, but it is in the 
form of an independent clause rather than a complement clause. Moreover, although four 
clauses serve to provide background information about am boireannach 'the woman', only 
one relative clause is used. Despite the fact that few of these clauses evince markers of any 
kind relating them back to this noun phrase, their elaborating function is still clear. 

What juxtaposition loses in explicitness, it gains in flexibility. It would be possible to 
recast the above as more syntactically integrated, incorporating relative clauses, but a 
linearly dependent syntax introduces parsing difficulties in this case. Consider example (38) 

below: 

(38) 
1chuala mi 1gu bheil an car aig a' bhoireannach Ja bha mi ag radh riut an de ~a 
chunnaic mi ann an Griminis ann a-shiudach 5a bha sa bhunkhouse again11 ann an 
Griminish fhathast 
'I heard 2that the car of the woman 3who I was saying to you yesterday \vho I saw 
in Griminish there 5who was in our bunkhouse is in Griminish still 

Most of the syntagms occur in the same order as example (37), but to force syntactic 
completeness, clause 6 of example (37) above (clause 2 here) is integrated as a complement 
of the first clause. (Readers may also notice that clause 5 of the prior exam pie has been 
omitted, for the reason that the information is redundant.) Without using an extraclausal 
NP, to separate role from reference, the resulting object NP of the preposition aig 
becomes very dense, introducing an unacceptable number of intermediary clements 
before the predicating phrase am1 an Griminis jhathast 'in Griminish still'. So, while 
juxtaposition is syntactically inexplicit, it enables the incorporation of more information 
about a referent than is possible with a series of relative clauses. 

In order to recast this utterance in more polished prose, it is necessary to significantly 
alter both its syntax and information structure: 

(39) 1Bha mi ag radh riut an-de 2gum faca mi am boireannach Ja bha sa bhunkhouse againn 
ann an Crimin is. ~Chua/a mi 5gu bheil an car a ice ann an Griminis jhathast. 
'I was saying to you yesterday 2that I saw the woman -\vi10 was in our bunkhouse 
in Griminish. 4I heard 5that her car is Griminish still. 

The most significant features of example (39) are its two-sentence structure and its greater 
number of dependent clauses. In example (37) there is only one dependent clause - a 
relative clause - whereas there are three in example (39): two complement clauses and a 
relative clause. Although these dependent clauses manifest greater semantic explicitness, 
they change the information structure of the original message. Example (39) presents bha 
mi ag radh riut an-de 'I was saying to you yesterday' in the first position, thus giving it 
more prominence than example (37) did, in which it was only a parenthetical comment. 
Where (37) uses a left-detachment construction (am boireannach ... bha i sa bhunkl1011se 
againn), example (39) has integrated the NP as the object of a complement clause (gum 
foca mi am boireannach). Furthermore, while (39) uses a relative clause to express the fact 
that the woman had been in their bunkhouse, example (37) uses an independent clause, 
slotted on to the previous ones. Finally, example (37) presents the new, important 
information, that to which the whole utterance is leading - the woman's car is still in 
Griminish - as an independent clause. This clause stands in bold contrast to the rest of the 
utterance: the listener is waiting for the speaker to provide the complement to chuala mi 
and here it is at last. Example (39) lacks the build up present in example (37), also this 
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information is provided as a complement clause rather than an independent clause, 
diminishing its impact. Overall, the written version is more logically expressed; 
constituents arc clearly marked as relating to one another. However, its information 
structure lacks some of the expressiveness of example (37). 

To conclude, juxtaposed clauses in speech can often fulfil functions usually reserved for 
subordinate constructions in writing. This characteristic of spoken language may, in part, 
explain the lower amount of subordination generally found in spoken registers, as 
indicated in the current study. What are formed normally as morphosyntactically oven 
complement clauses in writing arc often in the form of juxtaposed independent clauses in 
speech. Moreover, juxtaposition is capable of providing additional clause-based 
information about an NP referent, a function usually reserved for relative clauses in 
writing. Both uses of juxtaposition are helpful for the building up of information 
gradually in speech, to assist with human processing limitations. In this way, they can be 
similar to or even implicated in left-detachment constructions, as seen in (36) above. The 
advantage of using juxtaposition is greater syntactic flexibility, but explicitness 1s 
compromised, which would be unacceptable in most forms of written language. 

5.5 Summary of Chapter Five 

This chapter surveyed the distribution of a number of features related to information 
structure and clause type variation in Scottish Gaelic. Beginning with the information 
structure features, no solid findings were obtained for 's e and 's ann clefts, in contrast to 
previous research on IT clauses in English. However, demonstrative clefts were more 
common in speech, especially in conversation, while they were almost absent from news 
scripts. Due to this distribution, it was suggested that demonstrative clefts are a sensitive 
marker of the level of discourse freedom in a register. The proportion of left
detachment in the registers is clearly weighted towards spontaneous speech. In light of 
this result and previous research, it appears that left-detachment constructions arc a 
product of the more stringent production constraints of spontaneous speech. They may 
also be indicative of an attempt to aid addressee comprehension through the separation of 
role and reference. Right-detachment, which was generally less common than lcft
dctachment, was most common in the conversation register, but absent from radio 
interview. However, it appeared with an even greater frequency in fiction than did left
dctachment. More research is needed into the discourse motivations of right-detachment 
in Scottish Gaelic. Adverbial fronting was most common in the written registers, 
especially those which tended to be discursive (e.g. formal prose) rather than rcportage
based (e.g. news scripts). In terms of subordinate clause placement, most registers 
preferred postposed placement of subordinate clauses (after the matrix clause). This was 
particularly marked in the news register, where only 7% of subordinate clauses occurred 
before the matrix clause. It was suggested that this finding reflected news scripts' strong 
forward inertia and discontinuous nature; there was less need for devices that guidepost 
transitions between clauses. 

A number of features associated with clause types were found to indicate robust 
register differences. Clausal coordination was found to be most prominent in spoken 
monologue, such as traditional narrative and sports reporting. In these registers, it was 
suggested that coordination was used to maintain the pace of the narrative and, possibly, 
to aid information processing by dividing up individual clauses and phrases via explicit 
coordinators. Although the discourse functions of clausal cosubordination are unknown at 
present, it was clearly a marker of narrative text, as well as being common in the news 
scripts. Further research is necessary before any claims can be made concerning its 
motivation in such texts. The proportion ·of main/matrix clauses was highest in 
conversation and narrative {especially traditional narrative) and lowest in formal prose and 
news scripts. It was maintained that a higher proportion of this feature was linked with 
smaller, simpler clauses and fewer clause combinations, both of which have been found to 
be associated with more typica\\y ura\ texts. 
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The findings for subordinate clauses found a wide range of variation in the distribution 
of features which arc sometimes lumped together in other studies. Temporal 
subordination was most prominent in narrative, where time is dynamic and relative, built 
up and stabi~iscd thr?ugh chains of clauses occurrin~ in r~l?tion to o~e another. As found 
in prior studies, relative clauses were most frequent m wrnmg, cspcc1ally formal prose and 
popular writing, and less common in the spontaneous spoken registers. This distribution 
indicates that relative clauses arc one of the features sensitive to production constraints. 
Complement clauses were generally more frequent in writing than speech, and especially 
common in news scripts. Although this feature is not a particularly robust marker of 
Scottish Gaelic register differences, it seems to indicate, as found in other studies (e.g. 
Biber 1998), an informational orientation. 

Finally, asyndetic clausal juxtaposition was surveyed. It was concluded that this type of 
construction in speech can fulfil some of the same functions reserved for clausal 
subordination in writing. Importantly, it is also able to provide syntactic flexibility in the 
face of the greater processing limits of spontaneous speech. 
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6 Morphosyntax and the Lexicon 

\, uppmcd w tht prt' 1ou' chaptn, which t x.11ninnl difft:rt·m d.IU\t t) pn .ind "'f>t'CI\ of 
111format1on \tflll'tUrt". dw current chaptn c1111cc:ntrate' upon fi..1turc:' "1111111 tht dall\c: 
The fc.1111rn rq1rcwntcd h<.·rc: an .m ,l\'>ortc:d group, hut ;ill h.1\l' hccn t.1 rg<.ted 111 pa\t 
re\earch 1m otha l.111gu;1ge' ,I\ being rclC\ .ant to n:gl\ter '.ir1.111on, or included .1, .1 re,uh 
of oh,en.1l1oll\ th.11 were m.1dc during .in 1n111.1I \Uf\C.:) of tht Scuttl\h (1.1d1c te'\l\. ,\, 111 
the prenou' chapter, each fc;11ure will be 1n1rnduced "uh rlftrenn· to pru 11111' re,earch, 
follownl hy the d.H.1, e'l.ampft-, where rein.int, and 1nterpret.1twn. 

6.1 Verba l Morphosyntax 

Thi'> '>eCtlOll conccntr.lle\ on the tcmc-a'>pect mudafll\ ')'t<.'tll ;rnd \,tlencc ;111d how the} 
vary throughout the rcg1'tt·f'. The feature\ 'ur veyt'd pnm.m ly involve the way that t11nt, 
' J>eakn onentat1011 to propmlliom, and the pre,ent.llton of argument\ arc encoded 111 the 
morpho') nt.1x of the l.111gu.1gc. The '>clecuon of thne f<.".llllr<.'' h,I\ .1 gn:;H 1mp;1ct on tht 
\ t1rfoce ordnmg of clement\ Ill the Scottl\h Gaelic clall\L ror n .. 11npk' of thne effect\, 
refer to ,\ §2.U.2 (t<.·n,<. ·"J>CCt rnodaltt} '}'tem) .ind ,\§2.3.2.2 (\,dencc dccrc.1 .. 111g 
cxpre'>\1011\) 111 the gr.1rnmar. 

6. 1.J Aspect 

Gaelic ;1'1>CClllal m;irkmg fall, llllO three mam tYJ>e': pafcct, progrn'>l\t, and prmpnt1' e. 
The fir\t two arc: cle.irl) prevalent Ill the dat.1 but prmp<.0c t1H markmg 1\ \omcwhat rare 
T.1hlt· IO pre,cnt\ the mcam for the\c three fraturc:\: 

Table 30: Resu lts: aspec t 

l?e21Jter l'eifea Pro2re.wve Pro.1peau•e 
Con vcr'>at 11111 1.27 24.92 .52 
Radio I nt<.•rv1cw 3.17 32.13 JiCJ 
Sport\ Reportag<.· 165 42.46 .10 
Trad111onal Narr.iuvc l .6(1 19.63 .47 

-
SPEH H 2.40 29.66 .43 
Fiction 3.81 n.10 .(ii 
Formal Prmc 4.97 16.46 .81 

'cws Scnpt\ 8.13 25.14 .56 
Popular Wntmg 6.32 n.01 .CJ ! -
WRJTl~G 5.95 22.04 .73 
Total 4.17 25.85 .58 

Perfect aspect cxpre\~e~ a Hate 111 the 'present' that ha' come ;1bout from an earlier 
\ltuatwn, U\Ually an acuvity, a~ coded by the verb. In other word\, perfrct a~pcct reaches 
hack to ~ometh1ng th.11 happened Ill the pa\t which 1 ~ m il releva nt wnh111 the temporal 
frame of a given propo~ition. Scot ti~h Gael ic codes perfect ;t\pect u\ually hr u~mj! the 
prcpmtt1on/:l'•pt:Ct marker au 'after ' before a ve rbal noun , a~ 111 (40): 

(40) lfd1 d11111 et! m(m111 earb.w air a bl11tlt agam bl/O clt101m 1011111dlt /11tl111111111 1111 11/ 11 
tlte11 pot!eaweans. (POP) 
But I haven ' t h;id much trU\l since m:rny .1 day 1n a thing th.it th e poliuciam 
' ·'YI L11. 'Not much tnm ha' been after being at me: .. .'I 
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Perfect ,1,pcct h,1, hc.·c.·n rc.·\c:.1rchcd br Biber (198!!) .111d J.111g (1998) 1n tt·rms o f register 
,·ar1.1t1on. B1hc:r found th.11 1t w,1\ m ore prc:\'alent 111 11.1rr.ll1\•c.: rcgmc.:r' wh1k )Jng found 
th.It 1nttr.1cuon.1I rc.·g1'> tc.·r\ h.1d the: highest mc1dencc:. 

[).if.i. , \ , 1g111llcant difference obtamc.:d between the reµi\ll'r\ for pcrCc.·ct ·"tx·ct (F - 7.542, 
p..: .001). There were four \1µn1fican1 pairw1'e compari\on' .is 1llu'>tratcc.I hc:low: 

Table 31: Sort ed data: perfect aspect 

.13 
~J2 
4.97 
3.8 1 
5.65 
U7 
1.66 
1.27 

News Scripts 
Popular Writing __ ___. 
Formal l'ro\c: 
F1ct1on 
Sport\ Rc:po rt.1ge 
Rae.Im lntcrv1cw 
Tradu1onal 'arrau,·e 
Con vcr.,auon 

The .a rrows 1nd1catc contr.1\ t\ between new, script\ .tnd popular wrn111g on the upptr end 
of the d.ua and trachuonal narrauvc and convc.:r'>at11>n on the lo wer one. There wa~ a wide 
ranµc enncc.:d, wnh news scripts ha \•mg nearly sn•cn time' the amount of perfect aspect 
J\ con,crsauon . 

Comme11111r,1. This result 1s su rpmmg com1<lcring the low IC\els c:nnced fo r tradu1onal 
narr;J11\ e .111d convc.:rsau on, which a rc the most O\ c:rt l} n.1rra11onal and 111terac11onal of the 
reg i ster~ re'>11Cct I\ cly. In effect, the findings ;ire d1ametr1call y oppo,cd to thO\e of Jang 
;tnd Biber. It 1 ~ po,,1hlc th.11 news scripts may n •incc ,1 high le' c l of perfect •bpc:ct due to 
the 1nOucncc of Engli .. h . In traml:nion from Englis h, wh ich t:ncocln :1 m o re distinct 
con tra~l bet ween perfect aspect and the simple.: past, it \cem ' w occur wi1h g reater 
frequency than i1 would naturally: Pe rfec t aspect c.111 he con\'cycd in Gae lic \Imply by the 
use of the past-delln11c tc.·n ~e. On the o the r hand. new' scrip1s may ha' e the highest 
return fo r perfect .1spect hc.:c.m sc they commonly <k.11 with occurrences th.11 hcg.111 in chc 
past but arc still rcle\'ant 111 the presen t. 0\°Cr.11l , the .lb<l\ C findings 111d1catc that perfect 
aspect 1 ~ m o re common 111 written registers. Pe rhaps, the re 1' a im a connccu o n, a) Payne 
(1997: 173} mcnuom for other languages. be twc1:n perfect a'>pcct and pa-..1\c ,·01ce in 
Scowsh Gaelic (for an example 'cc (231)). 

Progressive aspect 111d1ca tes a mutable, on -gomg proCC\\. In ScG, 11 1s Cl><k•d by the 
presence of ag 'a t' before: a verba l noun. Prev10u; rc.:>carch (B1b1:r ,·1 a/. 1999) ha' found 
prngress1\C aspect to be mmt common in con,crsau on and leaq com m on 1n .1cadcmic 
wriung. 

Datu and commentary. There wa' a sig mficant diffe rence between the rcg1Hcr' (F = 10.01. 
p ..: .001). The mmt robust pa1rw1se compamom obt:11ned be tween sport' rqmrtage and 
radio 1ntcrv1cw on the higher end of the scale .111d fo rmal pro~c and 1r:idu1ona l na rrauve 
on 1hc lower end. The l:1rgc range indica tes robust cliffcrcncc~ be t ween the outlying 
registers. 
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Table 32: Sorted data: progressive aspect 

2.46 
13 

25.14 
24.92 
23.10 
23.01 
19.63 
16.'16 

Sports Reportage 
Radio Interview 
l ews Seri pl~ 
Con vers::1tion 
Fiction 
Popular Writing 
Trad1uonal Narrative 
Formal Prose 

This rc,ult point'> to high kvds of prngrC'>\IVe ;1spcct being characteristic of rcgi'>tcrs that 
arc concerned wnh on-going events. Sport'> reportage 1s perhaps the best ch:iractcnsauon 
of this kind of register 1n the corpus, being an on-line description of ,pont.ineou'I)' 
occurring C\'C:nts. The lowest lc\'elS .ire found 111 formal prose, which 1s perhaps the mmt 
abstract of the rcg1'>tcrs, and not at all bound up with cum.:nt reference. A comparison of 
the'e two registers shows the difference in .1spcctual assignmen t: 

Example: 
Cough a ' seal/ta inn co th' a1gesa11 Cough a ' feucha inn te 1il'(/ suas gu fad 's 11 bheil Jolmso11 
uch tha Yositch 111m tlll s111d dnnhla ns agus choi11nich Johnson 1 's clunr l' a-mac·h 1 11g11.S 's e 
sadadh 11 -steach a bluos a1111 do dh'. l/ba direac/1 lethach slighe 11-steach air taobh leth Y11gos/1ww 
Alba a' cluich bhon 11' Mmh chli chun 11' !t11111h dheis 111111' t1 tl111 m111 a' coimhead t1ir t1gm 's 
e Nicol foem 11 tha 'do/ d/111 g11bhail Nicol leat/111 /name/ a ' ruith tur t1 shon tho Joh11son 
Johnson t!irearh air oir a' blwcais ga cur air ais gu Nicol (SPOWfS: I 01 words) 

Translation: 
Gough looking who he has Gough trying a high one up lO where Jo hnson "hut Yo,nch 
is there wi th him and Joh nson met it !the ball! and he plll 11 ou t and it 's a throw in that 
will be there for Scotland ex:icdy half way in on Yugo<lav1a's half Scotland playing from 
chc lefr hand to the right hand as we arc looking on it and it's Nicholl himself who i, 
going to take it Nicholl with 1c lnamel running up for it hut Johnson Johnson Jll't at the 
corner of the box putting it hack to 1icholl 

Example: 
Tha 110 sgoilearan t!hen bharail gur h-01111 man tritheamh ceud deug 11 thowc/1 1111 ca111111 
E1ret1nm1ch air do/ m1 dlwllld1a11111tell11 agu.s g11 fret1gradh sin 111r Cti1dhlig rllbll rnideachd. Arh 
gu b' e gu tie theirear mu l?1rin11 1s g111111 a ghabl111s e chreul.si1111 nach robl1 ttim111clwdh rn111111e 
cinneachadh Jada ro1111/11• sm <111 corm chcama de Albll t1m measg m11111111ir 11t1 llllltha - ga 
11ach b1odh no adhbhar air sin ac/1 gur h-t· co1gric/1 dlwn Chaidhlig air t/11/,· a bh' 111111 t1m 
moran t!hiubh. Bhiodh smachd fogh/01111 air fi!tdhet111agus 111r pears11chc111 et1glais gan cumail 
san air 1111 0011 ramh. ach 1s c11111teacli gum biodh saorsa aig a' d11)rr dl1e11 t-sl11agl1 mar a 
glu·ibhet1r t1irfet1dh t111 domhai11. Co-d/111/, so bhliadhna 1258, mlllir a bhm1dhi1111 Do111/111all Og 
'tna san nCao1dhilcc nAlbanaigh', tha e soilleir gu robh roi1111 eadar cm1111t ti/ha agus ca111111 
£1ri1111 da -riribh. l lch chan eil iommt!h Slim bith 111111 gu robh e t!mrbh t!l111ibh a chhle 
thu1gsi11n. (FORM: 155 words) 

Translation: 
The scholars arc of the opinio n that it is about the thirteenth ccnwry that the I ri\h 
language began co break up into dialects and that that is appropriate a\ well for the Gaelic 
of Scotland. But wh:neva is said about I rcland, it c:in h:irdly be believed that dialect 
di vision~ were no t growing fo r before th:it in the odd Scutttsh loca le amongst the 
com m on fo lk even if there were no other reason for thi s than the fact that many of 
them were strangers 10 the Gaelic. The effects of cclucat10n on the educJted eli te .ind the 
heads of the church would he keeping them along the 'amc lling111\t1cl path, but 11 1< 
certain that the rest of the populous would hJ\•e had freedom, "' " found u111\ er\ally. 
Anyway, in the year 1258, when Young Donald spoke 'through the Scotti .. h Gaelic'. 11 1s 
clear that there was a division between the speech of Scotland .ind the speech of I rcland 
indeed. Bur there is no indicauon that 11 was difficult for chem to unclcmand each otha. 
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In the example, from 'pons reportage, there arc 'even in~ta nccs of progressive aspect , all 
but one of which ('do/ dh11 gabhail 'going to take it ', which is ::rn in\tancc of the 
prospective) refer to ' pontaneou\ly occurring actiom in linear prog res,ion. Events on -fie ld 
arc conunuous, each discre te even t roll ing into the nex t one. Progrcs~1ve aspect is 
necessary w accurately describe such a situation. In contrast, in the formal prose example, 
there are onl)' two cases of progressive aspect despu c there being l.5 times the number of 
words. This mdicale' that th i, rcglSlcr is not concerned wuh on-going events, but rather, 
with much more static subicct maucr. 

Prospect ive aspect 1s used to ind1ca re an event 1hat 1s about to happen. Ii can he coded 
through various means in ScG, usually by employing a' do/ 'going' + 111 finit1ve, gus 'to' + 
infiniti ve o r an imp1s 'almost' o r 'about to' + vcrhal noun. This feature has apparently not 
been implicated in previous register variation studies. 

Data and commentary. Differences 111 levels of prospective aspect were tested with the 
Kruskal -W all1s sta usuc and found to be non-s1gr11ficant (X ! = 7.6, p = J69 n.s.). 
Differences in m od e were abo n on-significant (X· = 3.076, p = .079 n.s.). C learly, 
addiuonal data 1s need ed lO 111crease the s taus ucal power of this comparison and n will 
not be d iscussed aga111 in th is study. 

6.1.2 Tense 

Table 33 displays the means for the four vanau ons of ' tense' in Scoui~h Gaelic (see 
comments in §2.3. 1.2, Appendix !): present defi ni te; past definite; indefinite I ('prcscnt
futu rc"); 111definite 1 ('past-habnual'): 

Table 33: Results: tense 

Re1tuter Present Past lnde(l lndef2 
Conversation 56.69 49.84 13.-18 11 .53 
Radio l nrerview 66.54 30.39 16.96 10.86 
Sports Reportage 48.47 39.25 6.9.3 l.83 
Traditional Narra tive 25.24 82.71 14.07 15.68 _,_ 
SPEECH 

- 1 ~ 
48.32 51.6! 12.64 9.93 

Fiction 2-l.8 68.22 I l.49 21.74 
Form:1l Prose 35.86 46.0-l 7.5-l 10.26 
News Scripts 39.07 3-1 .64 1-1 .22 5.87 
Popular Writing 45.70 39.46 11.55 13.3-l 
WRITING 37.24 45.81 1 l.29 12.42 
Total 42.78 48.7! 11.97 11. l 7 

Biber (1988) maintains that present tense most often occurs as a fea ture of in vol\'ed 
registe rs as it d eals with current reference. H o wever. he says that it can also be .. used in 
academic styles lO focus on the information being presented and remove focu~ from any 
temporal sequencing" (p. 228). Biber er al. (1999) found that present tense occurred m ost 
frequently in con versation, w ith much lower levels in fiction . They sta le that presen t 
tense in con vers;nio n indicates a concentratio n on immediate context and ca n a lso be used 
to denote cu rren t habi tual beh:wiour. Although the latter func tio n was historically carried 
by the first indefini te ('present -futu re') in Gaelic, contemporary usage fa vours the present, 
.1pp.1rcntl} through 1nnuence from Engli~h. GJelic ha~ only one verb capable o f 
t•xprcmng u11.1mb1guou~ prc~enr tense: the verb 'to be' tha, which often acts as an 
.1m.1l1Jr. 111 combinauon wnh a Ycrbal noun. 
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Dato and commt'fllmy. A s1gn1flcant overall cl1ffcrt:ncc ob1.11nccl for pre,cnl tcme (F ; 8.'J4, 
p < .001). A numbt·r of 1.1gn1flcanc p:urw1\C were al,o found: 

T able 34: Sorted da ta: present ten se 

16654 
.(/} 

'48.47 
45.70 
39.07 
35.86 
25.24 
24.88 

Radio Interview 
Conversation 
S r ta e 
Popular Writi ng 
News Scn pls 
Formal P rose 
Tradiuo n:il 1a rrau vc 
Ficu on 

Radio interview clearly has the greatest instance of present tense fo llowed by conve rsation 
and sport> reportage, w hile fiction and trad11ional narrall\'e have lhc lowc\t occurrence 
lc \•ds. T he arrows 111d ica tc \ign1 flcant differences bel ween these t wo main group\, 
highlighted by 1hc shading 111 T.1ble H. T here 1s a unequ1rncal d iv1'10n bet ween n:g1~ t l"f\ 
concerned wilh immediate con text ;ind those of a more abstract or narrative natu re on 
th is fea ture. Notably, th ree of the four 'pokcn registers as~umc the h ighes t pm11ions for 
occurrence of pre!>enl tense. 

Past tense is the clas\IC super fic ial ma rker of nar rati ve registe r\ (sec Bibe r 1988; 1995). 
Biber et al. (1999) find past tense most pre\alent 111 fict io n. with modera te amou nt s in 
news. Tannen (1980) repom on e major d ifference between speech and writi ng in past 
reference: w n ucn narra tive tend~ to ma1nta1n pa't lcnsc mark111g throug ho ut while 
spoken narra ti ve often begins wilh pasl tense markmg and then sh ifo to the 'l11ston cal 
presen t'. 

Doto (111d commentary. T here was a sign ifican t d ifference bclwccn 1he rcg1'1ers fo r pai>l 
tense verbs (F = 8.964, p < .001). T here we re a lso a nu mber of sig ni fican t pairwise 
com parisons, as presented 1n Table .35: 

Table 35: Sorted d a ta: past tense 

Traditional Narrative 
p· rion,.._ __ 
Con versatio n 
Formal Prose 
Popular Writing 
Sports Reportaj?e 
N ews Scri pts36 

Radi o Interview 

Trndn ional narrative and fiction together have, by fo r, the highest occu rrence level of past 
tense. Rad io inte rview on the o ther hand, w hich was fou nd to have the hig hc't level of 
present tense, has a very low level of past tense. l ntcre;ting ly, con versation had the third 
hig hest level of past lensc out o f the registe rs, wh ile it a im had a high level of presen t 
tense, as seen :ibovc. T his seems to indicate that it is a very 'verba l" register and that th ere 

.. One would cxpcc~. perhaps, new) script' w ha\'C C\lnccd morc pa\t tcn\c. Two cxpl.rn:uaon! m.ly he offcrc<l for th1\ 

finding; chcrc I\ general cc:ndcnq• for cl.A uses in nc.,.,., \cr1pn w be lonJ.tcr ('-CC re\ uh tor m.un, m.unx cl.H1\C\ ~4;.4 1), .,., uh 
le~< finuc .,·crb< O\trJll t'omp.ued w "'unc oth<"r 1cs;1ucr,, tcn\t ,., not .l\ fix('d 10 nc\\\ ~01pl\ a\ "' other kuuf, of 
narrau.,-c ba'§cd rcg1stcr~thc new\ toda., 1s :I\ much conccrncc:J \\Uh C\COt\ 1h.H .uc '5 t1ll 10 h.lprcn or in prt')trcu ··"It ,, 
wuh C\COU thJil h.nc h:app<ncd 
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1, a bal.ince het wee n paM (narr;H1 ve) and current reference.: in the: rc.:g1,tcr. The arrow~ 
indicate th.n trad1t1on.1I narrauve I\ signi ficantl y d1fkrent from all of the reg1qcrs .ipart 
from f'icuon. As tt ha' the highest leve l of pa't temc.: m.irk1ng, 1t 1s important to not e 
that, 111 Gael ic. there t '> little ev1drnce for the U\e of the 'historical pre\ent ' in '>poken 
narrative, ;JS Tannen (1980) found for English. Fictmn mclf differs s1gmf'icand y from news 
sertpl\ and sports reportage. In all, the emergent picture indicate~ a sepJrat1on between 
registers that arc primarily n.irrati\e ba.,ccl trad1uonal narrat1\e and f'icuon from all 

others. 

The indefinite 2 (or 'past habi tual') denote~ hypo thcu ca l reference and habitua lly 
occurring t•vents ex tending 1nl0 the pasi. Thi~ fea ture has apparently not been studied 
before in the context of regiM<:r variation . 

Da/O und rommt:lllOr)'. There was a sig nificant d1ffcrenn: between the registers (F - 8.542, 
p < .001). The following s1gn1ficant pairwise contr.l~ts obt:uned: 

Table 36: Sorted data: indefinite 2 

Fiction 
Tradition rrativc 
Popular Writing 
Conversation 
Radio 1 nterview 
Form:i l Prose 

ews Scri pts 
Spons Reportage 

Fiction had the highest level of the indefinite 2 b)' for, ~cconded b y trad1t1onal narrative. 
Sports reportage had very lo w returns for the feature and, as seen 111 the .irrows, wa, 
~ignif'ica n tl y different from all of the registe rs save new~ 'cripts and formal pro,c. New' 
script' a lso differed significantly from fic tion and t rad itional narrative. Like the defi nite 
pa;t, it seem; tha t the: indefin ite.: 2 correlates st rongly w nh more narrat1vc reg1,ter1,. For a 
regmcr conrernecl w11h fac tual. current!} relevant occurrences like new' scripts. the 
111ddin1te Z has l11111ted applicabilny. T he same can be said for sports report.1ge, which is 
primarily con cerned with spontaneous occurring c\'cnts. In thi; regi;ter, umc reference 
onl y extends into the past in the contexr of between -play commentary. 

The indefinite I (or the 'pre,ent-future') i, u;ed in Gaelic to refer primaril y to fu ture 
reference and habitually occu rring event> exten di ng into the future. o ~ ign ifi cant 
difference obtained bet ween the registers for thi ; fc:tturc.• (F = 1.76. p = . I I 1u.) and it will 
not be discussed further in this stud y. 

6.1.3 Valence D ecre.<1sing Expressions 

Chafe (1982) found that passives occu r more often in writing and ind1ca1c: a detached 
orientnti on to the text. Biber (198 ) repo rts that both .lgent- full ('by' pas1,1vc:s) and ;1gent
le1,s passi,•es occur more often , in Engli,h, in abstract regi;ters. However. he states in a 
late r study (1995) that passives arc n ot a universal register marker and that 1hey ma)' 
opern tc differently in diffe rent language;. T he current study examined the di~tribution of 
three sepa rate passive voice features in Scottish Gaelic: passive clauses wi th an agent (le or 
Olf! pa\si\'CS); synthetic impcrsonals/passive;; and the to tal number Of p;1; ;1VC clauses. 
These constructions demote the Sl:ltu< of the \C,F"'T and promote the PASSIVE, 

L 'IH RC.Ol·R, or Rl.C l·.J\'J K, t"tc., wh ich 1s d eemC"d 111format1onally more important to the 
mc<.\,1ge .H h:ind. In 111vohc:d registers, \(,FYrs tend w he more important than other 
sem.1nt1c roles. 
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PaS\l\'C voice 1n C.acl1( can 1ake ,·anous form,. Thc\t .m: dl\cu"cd, w11h cx.11nplc:,, i11 
sec11on 2 .. 3.2.2 of Appendix I. The main d1v1s1on mu.1 lh cnrnun1necl 111 ihe l11era1urc 1\ 
be1wccn so c.11lcd pcnphras11c (or 'analy11c') paS\l\'C' .ind 1110ec1ed (or \yn1hcuc') one\. In 
pcnphra;uc pa\SI\ cs. meaning is .,prca<l o u1 over a numhc:r of '' ortk An c:x.tmple of a 
pcnphra\llC 1x1\\l\e form in Gc1chc 1s ch111dh 11 thogt11I '11 w,l\ r•mcd' I L11. 'ns ra1>111g wcn1'J. 
In the inflected countcrpan for th1, utterance:, me.1ning I\ con,eyed 1hrough a \111glc main 
verb w ith ,uffix, .rnd .1 pronoun: thogadh e '11 wa' ral\c:d'. Limb ( 1999) d1sc0\ creel th.11 the 
use of mnccted 1mpcrsonals dcclmcd Ill Scoll1;h C.1cl1c llC\\'\ SCrlJll' between the 1950; 
and l<J<Xh and that there wa; a concomnant increase during thl\ tune 111 murphosyntacuc 
irrcgulamy .ind progrcss1vcncss, seen espec1.ill y 111 c;ise marking. Whereas a 1965 ;cnpt ha\ 
Dh'rnnseadh gum b' 111d 1111 d1this t1 cht11/leadh a scnpl from tod.1y would mmt likely have 
cha1dh 11111Je gur wd 1111 d11h1s a chllldh a clwll. The change' .ire: dh'11111seadh (in flecuona() ~ 
ch111dh mwe (pcnphrasuc); gum b' wd (p•m copul.1) ~ gur 111d (present copula); and 
cht11lleudh (inOectional) ~ cha1dh a cha/I (pcnphr:l\l1c). 

Agenis arc specified 111 passive constructions using, mainly, the prepo'>iiiuns le 'wnh ·or 
a1g 'at'. Trad111onal1). le wa' used wnh l;>.:STRU~ll· "TS and 111g, wnh A(.J ':'\TS. The 
following examples arc passives with an 1'-'STRL ~l~.=-:T .rnd A< .1 '\!T 'lxc1ficd: 

(4 1) cho1dh a mharbhadh le gunna 'he was murdered w11h a gun' 
(42) lh111dh a mharbhadh 01g Tetirlach 'he was murdered by Ch.ules' 

Data and comme111t1r}'. The means fro m the 1x1ssn·e data arc prc\cnicd 111 Table 3i: 

Table 37: Results: valence decreasing construc tions 

l?t: IS/l'I +A enr S 11rhet1c Total 
Convcr\at1on .00 .2 1 1.12 
Radio I ntcrv1cw .00 1.92 ·1.42 
Sports Reportage .00 .20 2.13 
Traditional arralivc .29 3. 17 4.14 
SPEl'.Cll .08 1.35 2.87 
F1c11on .24 .57 2.70 
Formal Pro~e .61 6.60 11 .37 

cws Script\ 2.13 .66 16.84 
Popular Wri11ng .51 u 6.60 
WRITI NG .90 2.26 9.60 
Total .49 1.80 6.24 

A s1g111ficant difference in the rcg1s1ers ob1::11ned for passive clauses with agents (P = 9.164, 
p <.001) although few pairwise comparisons were ~1g111fic.111t: 

Table 38: Sorted data: passive clauses with agents 

.61 

.5 1 

.29 

.24 

.00 

.00 

.00 

Formal Prose 
Popular W riting 
Traditional Narrative 
Fiction 
Conversation 
Radio Interview 
pons Reportage 
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Passives w ith agents specified arc rare overall but, a~ indic,1tcd b)' the arrows, new\ scripts 
diverge from the rc~t of the corpu~. The higher occurrence of the pas~ive in th1> regis ter 
~ccms w be indica tive of 1 t ~ generally more d etached , foc t-bascd o nent:uion . 

The fo llowing three examples from the new~ scripts illustra te the passive with agent 
con~.irucuon. Examples (43) and (44) arc of periphrastic passives, wh ile example: (45) i> 
1110ectcd: 

(H) Theid innse do Chaledo1111111 Macu' Bhmrham le nochda1rea11 Chomha1rlem111 
Eilea11. lsicl 
' It will be told lC> Caledonian MacBrayne by the represent:itivcs of the Western 
Isles Council' 

(44) C haidh an er/ - Japanese Aketa - a ch ur gu bas le lighiche-spreid/1. 
'The dog - a Jap.1nesc Aketa - was put to death by a veterinarian. 

(45) Tho eolmchea11 a dh 'fasdadh leis £111 riaghalras ... 
'Experts who were e mployed by the government .. .' 

There wa~ also a ~ 1gn1ficant difference bet ween the registers in term~ of total passive 
clauses (F = 25.55, p < .001). Post-hoc analyses revealed the followi ng s1gnific:1nt pairw ise 
comparisons: 

Table 39: Sorted data: total passive clauses 

News Scripts 
F.MA-"!!l!!A.~-.. 
Popular W ricing 
Radio fn tcrview 
Traditional arra ti ve 
Fiction 
Spons Reportage 
Conversation 

Once aga in , the news scripts have the hig hest level of the feature, fo llowed by formal 
prose, while con versation has the lowest occurrence level. I t is notable 1hat thrc<:: of the 
top fou r rcgist<:: r are w ritten ones: news scripts; formal prose; :ind popular wrning. Fiction 
qands in contrast to these three regis ters. 

The arrows indica te that news scripts and formal p rose as a group arc significan tl y 
differcnt from most o f the 01 hcr registers. A h igher occurrence of pas~ives in Gadic 
apparently disti ng uishes more in fo rmational and detached texts such as news scripts and 
formal prose from more involved ones. This result is similar to rhat obtained by Ribcr 
(1988) and C hafe (1982). 

Biber er al. (1999) sta le that the occurrence of passives in news scripts i~ part ly 
(Onditioned by the subject mau er: AGENTS in news scrip1s arc often able to be recovered 
through cultural frameworks - knowledge to do with courts o f la w or hospuals, for 
example. They arc also often recoverable from surrounding discourse (:h in exa mple I 
bc:low). In academic registers. on the o ther hand, the suppression of t\W·.NTS is clue 
primarily to the fact that the register is detached, being more concerned with providing 
gcneralisaiions rhan naming the specific person effecring an action . Examples illuslratc 
these fac tors in the Gaelic tex ts. Passive/impersonal verbs have been put into bold ty pe 
and /\GENTS recoverable from the text have been underlined. 

(46) ;-;cws scrip! I 
C haidh leudachadh " nrhur a dheanamh air u' ch11sg atr 1asgach chreacham air 
raobh swr na h .'!Iba air sgiuh 's a' puumsea111IS P. Tha riaghaltas na h - Alba air an 
w.sg a sgaoiler1dh 11 much gu detzs air D11mudh agus lie. 
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'.\n cxp.11Non has been done: .1w11n on .1 h.111 on 'hc:llf1 ,h 11'hrng on llll" \IC\l coa't 
of Scotland hccau'e of . \ ~)> p1moning. The Scottish government h.I' widened tht· 
b.1110111 to the \OUlh of Jur.1 and hl.1y." 

{47) 'inn 'rnpl 2 
Chaidh rn.ratd m11111 a chur an Buford Furrow an d11111e a h/111 ga d1eas11ad1adh 
m111onm111gh c11r ionad /ubhach 111m a11 Los . lngele>. Chaidh fet11 a' pl11mr a mhurt 
go111tl "' tlhtlh 11t1 h 1011nsa1gh a's a11 dea<h dng11ea1 t1 fty}fl. 
',\ murder cha rge has been put on Buford Furrow .1 m.1n who wa~ q11t:'>lloned 
.1hmn an .mark on a Jnv1sh centre 1n Lm .\ngc:le,. , \ pmt nun had been murdered 
,honly aft er the .lllack 111 which five people were wounded.' 

(48) rormal pro'« I 
Tha rn1dad art! tk 11a Slmch 01g t1 bheil a11 <l'<ir<a ji1/11 U. st'litStJ nach fhaighear a 
mecl<g 11a11 ln11.re1111cuh 1111 Cea1111-11 rtulfh 's 1111 Ce111111 ti det1.r tlme11et1gaulh. 
'There I\ a high percentage of Chme\e who h,1\'e the blood l )'JX: B, .1 l ) pc which is 
not found among,t thc Indians Ill North .ind South J\ mcrit.1.' 

{49) Formal prose. 2 
. I 1111 rolrms, chaidh an sgeufachd sm a dhealbh an tQtm1ch an f:'m1111 anm ant 
uarhamh ceud tleug. 
·App.trend y, th1\ 'wry was created fir\t 111 I rclaml 111 the \IX teen th century.' 

In example (46) ;1bmc, from the new~ scripts, the: Jrgumen l left out of the fir, l (pa'>'>l\C) 
clau\e 1\ able to be reCO\crcd 111 the second cl.1u\e: rwgh11/rm 1111 IJ .• (/b,1. In example (47). 
the fiM cl.1mc \Imply '·1)·' that Buford Furrow bas been ch.irged with murder, hut doc' 
not Sa)' who made the cha rge. This 1s bcc.1t1\C thl\ 111forrn.111on " \llperOuous: near!) 
cn·r)'one know' th.11 charge' .ire mack h)• iudgc' and. unit·.,, the p.1nicular 1udge hernmn 
important Ill \omc W•I)', or the c1~e becomes .1s infamom :t \ th.11 of O.J. S1111 pson , ihc 
public due\ not ca re who ll i.,. The second cl.1u\e in (47) s.I)''> th.II a po\ tman ha~ been 
murclc red; the implicauon 1s that n is Furrow who wa' the agent of h1\ murdering. 

Exam pk (48), from a h1olog)' tex tbook, present\ .1 gcnerah,,1tion: the re 1~ a blood type 
which cannot bl· found amongs1 a certam popul.11ion. For the purpme'> hcrem, there 1; no 
rea\on to '>upply tht· pcr<,on(\) who made dm finding; 11 would Ix: d1grl'\\l\ C and proh;1bly 
lead into .1 di \CU\\mn of blood typing m cihodnlogy, etc. f·.xample (49) agam prewnts •l 

gcnerali\ation, but d11\ 11mc, n 1s not possible to know who the actual 111d111du;1I wa<, who 
c reated the \tor) only th<ll n probably happened 111 I rcl.rnd. 

All of these exa mple'> focus on 1nfo rmat1on first: that an n pall\1on has been done; 1ha1 
a man \\ ,1\ charged with murder; that .1 blood type cannot he fou nd; .111d th.11 .1 \tor)' wa~ 
created. I n formal prow and news '>cripts. m formauon get'> primary place. In o thl.'r 
registe rs, ,\(,f·' JS ;ire m ore 11npon ant .rnd given priorll)' o\'er their .1cu om . 

For synthetic passives and impersonals, .1 ;1gnific;111t difference wa\ al'o found ex' 
30.+!9, p < .00 1). I IOWC\'er, 1111 s ignificant d1ffcrencc obta111cd between the m odes ex- -
1.31 1, p = .252 n.\.). Because the cont ra~! wa\ tested w11h ;1 non-paramcm c m easure 
(Kruskal- W alll'>), 1x11rwl\e comparisons were not pm~i hlc. I lowcvcr, there \cem s to be a 
111d1sputahlc: contrast between the outl ie rs. ;i<, sccn rn Table 40: 

T able 40: Sorted data: synthe tic passives and impersona ls 

Formal Prose 
7 Traditional N VC 

1.92 Radw I nterv1cw 
us Po pular Wriung 
.66 cws Scripts 
.57 Ficu on 
.21 Conversation 
.20 Spons Reportage 
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lntcresungl)'. fo rmal prow .rnd tradnion;1) narrative havt: the h1ghe~t occurrence levels of 
th•~ feature. Tim findmg, along wnh tho~e concernmg ca<e mark mg {sec §7. I), g ives the 
impression th.tt these reg1\tt·rs :ire the most morpholog1call>• con\crva u \'e 111 the corpu\. 
Con vcr,;mon .1nd ' P"rt' rcpon,1ge again h:wc the lowest occurrence here. Tht\ 1s not 
surprising rn1mclering their in formality and their greater overa ll 'i n volved' o rientatio n . 
Interestingly, w hen this rnult is placed beside the two other\ in this sect ion , It appears 
that news \Cripts have a prcfrrcncc wwards more analyuc means o f expressing pass1\e 
, .0 ice. a\ d etec ted 111 Lamb (J<)99). In fact, while i7o/c of pa<<i\•e construcu ons 111 formal 
prose arc S)'nthet1c, th1, 1s true for only 6'h of those 111 t he news scripts. See Appendix I 
for examples of the different IM'><I\<: and im personal construct1om 111 ScG. 

6. 1.4 Cl:rns:1/ Negation 

Clausal (or 'analyuc') negauon funcuom to re1ect a propos111on . Biber (1988) finds tha t 
clausal m:gauon tends to he a'>\ocia ted with more involved, primarily ora l regi,tcrs as 
opposed to m<>re mformauonal ones (his 'D1menswn I '). I le mtcrprets it a\ a fragmented 
feature, cl1;iracteristic of ' pontancous speech. Biber et al. (1999) find th:u clausal negation 
occurs rno~t frequently in co1wersau on, a fac tor of the overall grea te r number of verbs in 
this register ;t~ opposed to mmt ot hers. 

Data and t-ornme11tary. A '>1g ni ficant difference was fou nd for clau~al negation (F = 12.337: 
p < .001) and the means arc de ta iled in T 3blc .\I below: 

Table 41: Results: clausal nega ti on 

Revisrci· /lletm 
Conversation 19.65 
Radio lnten ·1ew IO.!l6 
Sports Reportage 6.93 
Traditional l;ura ti ve 13.88 
SPEECH 12.76 
Fiction 18.27 
Formal Prose 11.72 
i'\ews Scripts 4.60 
Popula r Writing 16.94 
WRITI NG 12.73 
Total 12.75 

Se\'er:il pairwise comparisons were a lso sig nific.1m: 

Table 42: Sorted data: clausal negation 

9.65 
8.27 

16.94 
13.88 
11.72 
10.06 
6.93 
4.60 

Conversation 
Fiction 
P<'pular W ritin 
Trad111ona l :'-Jarrau vc 
Fo rmal Prose 
lbdio Interview 
Sports Reportage 
News Scripts 

Coll\ cr~.Hwn h.1d the grc.11e't occurrence le,cl of clamal ncgauon followed clo~dy b)' 
fictmn On the other h;tnd, ~port\ reportage and news script\ had rdati \ cly few (4.6 per 
!000) 1mt.111cc., of the feature There were ; 1gmfica nt pairw1>e contrasts between a num ber 
of the regr\tcr~. wnh p.irucuLtrly robu)t difference\ between sports reportage wi th news 
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\Crt(lt' .ind nc;HI) .111 of the others. The .. h.1d111i.: illll\tr.11e' that the two mmt oppmcd 
group\ .ire con1 t·rs.11ion. fact ion , and pupul.1r wrn1ni.: t'('IJW 'Port\ rtport.1ge and nc:ws 

sen pl\. 
\Vh1le tht·\e re .. uh~ do not completely .1grct· w11h Bilxr (l<J l!), the1 .ire alnHl\t 111 

par.1lld w1d1 B1hcr rt 11/. (1999). Con1ersat1on n111cc~ the h1ght0 \l Ind' of rbmal ncgatmn 
.ind 11 '' clmdy followed by fact10n. Ficuon cannot ht· ch.1ractemed •1\ pnmaril) oral or 
fragmented. hut 11·a, found in B1her (1999) lO aho h.11e .1 high mc1dcncc of clau,al 
ncgat10n. At the: o ther end nf the d1strtbut1on arc new\ \t"fl(ll\ .111d ' P"rt ' reportage. 
Pcrh.1ps tht\c t wo h;11 e low rclllrn\ bcc:iust· tht·y art· m.11nly concerned w11h affirm111g 
th.11 '011H·th111g did happen or tJ h<1ppe111ng rather than tht• con1•cr\c. The mmt co1hi\tcnt 
func ti onal grouping of reg1~tcr\ on d11' fc:irnrc concerm the oppo,111011 be tween more 
f.tctuall) orn:nted rcg1~tcr' :ind more im<1g111a1i1e or 1nl'olvt·d oi1c\. 

6. 1.5 Mode: Interrogative clauses and lmperntive Verbs 

Both 111tcrroga111•e clause' and 1mperativt' 1·c rbs arc 'upcrfac1.1l \lg11' of <,pokcn, 111tcrac11ve 
regl\tcr\ (Biber 1988; l'.195; Jang 1998). In Scolll'•h c;.1d1t, 1ntcrrog.1111e clau\CS .i re 
ind icated hy the prcvcrhal paruclcs u(n/m), for pm1111•c que .. uom. or 1111t·h, for ncg:it11c 
quc\11011,, followed by dependent 1•erhal morphology. lmpcra11 1·e 1erbs .ire formed 
through the use of the 1crbal root , plus pronom111al \t1ffax for some c.11cgorie' of pcr"1n. 
Sec §2. U 111 i\ppcnd1~ I for more 111formauon on tl1e'e two topic... 

IJ11111 1111d rnmmentwy. There was J significant difference\ hetwet·n the reg1~tcr~ for 
1ntc:rroga111c: clau'e' (F - 22.704,p = < .001) and for 11nperau1e verbs U: - H.008,p < .!XII). 
The means .ire dct.11lcd 111 T.1hlc 4 3: 

T able 43: Results: interroga tives and imperatives 

Regwei· /111errog1111ve Imperative 
clause; Verbs 

Con vern111on 19.36 uo 
Radio I mcrv1cw 7.29 .58 
Sports Re portage . 38 .00 
Tr;1dn 1onal arrauve 2 .. 33 4.49 
SPFF.CH 7.34 1.65 
Fic tion 4.34 2.39 
Formal Pro\C .86 .22 
:--:cws Scripts .00 .00 
Popular Wrnmg 2.72 .54 
WRITll'<C 1.90 .71 
Total 4.62 1.1 8 

P.urw1\C comparisons o f int errogati ve clauses showed severa l sig111 facan1 d1ffc rcnces: 

Table 44: Sorted data: interrogative clauses 

Fic11 on 
Popular Writing 
Traditional 1arrat11e 
Formal Prose 
Sports Reporragc 
News Scripts 
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Conversation has the highest instance of interrogative clauses by far in the corpus, 
followed by radio interview. At the other end of the spectrum, news scripts returned no 
cases of the feature. The results indicate clearly that more interactive registers have a 
much higher occurrence level of questions. The main contrasts between the registers, 
illustrated by the arrows and shading, were between conversation and radio interview and 
all other registers. In conversation and radio interview, most of the interrogative clauses 
were in the form of direct questions, from one participant to another. In popular writing, 
there was a relatively high number of interrogative clauses for a written register. Despite 
being non-interactional, popular writing is more involved and informal than registers like 
formal prose and news scripts. Most of the instances of interrogative clauses in this 
register were in the form of rhetorical questions, posed by the author to make a specific 
point, or to be directly answered by him or her, as examples (50) through (52) illustrate: 

(50) De Jon ghrein a thachair don ghealltanas a fhuair sinn ann an 194B nuair a chaidh a 
ghealltainn dhuinn nach biodh dith no deireas oirnn bho bhreith gu bas? 
'What beneath the sun happened to the promise that we received in 1948 when it 
was promised to us that we would not have no lack or loss from birth to death?' 

(SI) De ged a chanadh Richards no duine eile gur e fior dheagh dhuine a bh' ann an Sellar 's 
gun fheuchadh iad ri sin a dhearbhadh? 
'What if Richards or anyone else said that Sellar was a truly good man and they 
tried to prove that?' 

(52) Mar eisimpleir, cia mheud duine c/oinne a chuala sib'fhein a' bruidhinn an deagh 
Ghaidhlig bho chionn ghoirid 's nach do ghabh sibh iongnadh dheth? 
'For example, how many children have you heard speaking in good Gaelic 
recently without you being amazed at it?' 

In contrast, examples (53)-(55) from conversation, are far more mundane: 

(53) 1> ciamar a chaidh dhuibh an-diubh? 
2> o cha robh i ach gu math rapach gu dearbh fhein 
I> how did it go for you today? 
2> oh it [the weather] was just nasty indeed 

(54) 1 > 's co an latha a chunnaic sibh a' falbh i? 
2> och direach an-de fhein feasgar an-de 
I> and which day did you see her leave? 
2> oh just yesterday itself yesterday afternoon 

(55) 2> Dadaidh a bhei/ thu a' deanamh cofaidh? 
1> chan ei/ ach trobhad faein a-nuas ni thu fhein cupa deis 
2> Daddy are you making coffee? 
l > no but come down here you'll make a cup ready 

For imperative clauses, there were significant pairwise comparisons between traditional 
narrative and all of the other registers, save fiction, as indicated in the arrows below: 
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Table 45: orted d a ta: imperative clau'c' 

Traditional Narrative 
F1cuon 
Conversation 
Radio Interview 
Popular Wmmg 
Formal Prose 
Sports Reportage 
News Scripb 

This re .. ult is out of line wnh 1he ex pectation 1h;i1 con \'crsa1 ion would ha\t: the l11ghe,1 
occurrence Incl of 1m1wr.H1\ e\. 11.u l other '>llu.nwm bt:en reprewnied 111 tlit 
con ve rsauonal sub-corpus. ' uch a'> meal prepa ri ng or '>tnctl y dinner t.1ble con\'t' r,at1w1s 
where rcque't' or dem.m(h .ire frequent - o ne could 1111.1g111e much higher le, d\ 111 the: 
con ve rsauon text'>. I lowever, 1mperal1\'n arc not ihc only way of requc.,ting .1ct1on on 
1he part of .in add rc>'>ec and. 111 man} Cil\C\ . would bc frh to be: merl y direct or 1111pol 11e. 
In co1wcr .. a t1on , i1 i.. often d1t· caw 1h.11 1ntcrniga11'e clau'e' .tr<: U\c:d 111 the ir \le.id: 

2> Dad an getirr r/111 t/111 pie tJgtJm? 
I> Carson 11ud1 gahh 1h11getirr1h11 am pie agtJd /Mm? 
2> Dad will you cut 111)' pie:~ 
I > \Vhy don't you ... cut your own pi e ~ 

In trad1 11onal narra!l\ C, dialogue I\ often be tween figurt·s o f h igh and low \La lli \, \ u ch a' .1 

king and a mn. with speech reOecung the vc:ruca l nalll re of the rt·latiomhip. Mort·m·er. 
like the re.ii world pcrhap,, king-. and 1he1r like .trc: portrayed a\ doing mon· 1111portan1 
wlkmg than low '1:11u~ figures. There 1' a lot of d irection giv111g in thest· taln, connec ted 
w search Jnd rescue themes. Aho, the scvt:rny of the s1tua11ons war, cncoun1er' with 
the ,11pcrna1ural, and so on along wuh tht' prev1ou\ I)' l11 t'n11 on t'd ch .1racttr1'!1cs. lt:n<1' 
usdf to language that I\ ro ug h and ready. p ro1ec11 ng a more exc11111g and dynamic picture 
of events ;md dl\coursc. The following example ' d ep1 c1 th ese .!'peel\ of traditional 
narrative: 

('56) "C6 tJJ/' a dhioltts m1 btis 111 'urhur?" t1rs' rsun. "F halbh," ttritl Fu)lln, "ttg11s diol an a' 
mh11tr-ft111 11d shios e," ars' esa11. 
"On whom wi ll I rncngc the death of m y father?" he s:ud. "Away," said F111n, 
"and revenge 1t on 1hc high tide down 1he re," he " .tid. 

(57) "1ht11rungwd1t'tlll im." ttrs' esan. "agus 1m11gu1dea11 tUrgul tJgt1111 -stJ ann 111111t1111!1a a's 
tJ, ghlm1111 11d sl11ws agtt.s lt:ig rur mo clum 1111 ttgw b1dh wt! 1ulmg fea t sa." 
" I have trunks of gold ," he S;J1d, "and trunks of s1h er ma cave in 1he glen up then· 
and let mr gel up and they'll be a ll yours." 

(58) "Cumaibh (}(rbh a dh'ioma/111' cheo, "tJS es1111, '"s na biodh eagtJ! mrbh." 
"K eep goi ng to the edge of the mist," he 'a id, "and don' t be afra1<l." 

6. 1.6 Copular Verbs 

The copular verb, in Gaelic, is found 111 a number of ronstruct1on, , the m ost frn1uen1 
being clefts. Jang (1998) report'> that a highe r prcv.1lcncc of cnpular \'Crbs 111 TaiwanC\e 
tend~ l<> occur in more logical and persuasive rcgiqcr~. 

Data and commentary. A s1gn1ficani d ifference obta111cd for 1hc reg1..it•r\ 111 Je,cJ, of 
copulnr verbs (F = 6.427: p < .00 1 ). 
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Table 46: Result s: copular verhs 

/?t'f!/\/t'I 

('on,n\at1011 
lt1d10 lnu:n •1cw 
Sporl' lkportage 
Tr.1d1uo11.tl N arrau H : 

·ru.cH 
Ftetton 
Form.ii Pn>5C.: 

' cw' Script' 
l'o~l.1 r Wr11in.1:1. 
WRITf:-;G 

Total 

-

Ml'lln 

16.67 
16.67 
IUO 
11.78 
14.45 
13.7-1 
12.44 
4.()8 

13.24 
I0.90 
12.67 

11 5 

"'the arrnws 111d1ca tc.:, "gnificant pa1rw1se compan,on' wc.:n: found between news script~ 
(4.68) .md all other rc.:g1\lc r\ bc,1dcs formal prmc:: 

Table 47: Sorted da ta: copular verbs 

16.67 
16.67 
13.74 
13.24 
13.10 
IH I 
11.78 
4.68 

Conversation 
Radio Interview 
Fiction 
Popular W ritin~ 
Sports Re r=ta-~c----~ 
Form.ii Prmc 
Traditional rarrative 
News Scripts 

To .1 certain ex tent, it \c.:c nu that J.111g\ rcsuli- a rc.: applicable.: to thi , d.1t.1. The.: nc.:w' script 
rcg1,tcr. being prirn;1nly concerned w11h fo ctual 111forrn.llwn rather than pc:r\U,l\Hlll, ha~ 
the.: lowe-.t occurrence. Cunvcr\.llion .rnd radio 1ntcn·1l·w. h,l\ing the.: h1ghc:'t lnc.:I,, could 
be.: con,trucd ;15 thl· most pcr\uasi'c of the rcg1\tCr\ 111 the corpu5, or .tt k .tH the most 
concerned with cxprn'>ing view-point' and inOuencing other\. H owcvcr, a large quc.:~u on 
remam-. whether copula' 111 ScG are similar to tho\c 111 Tai wane5e, Clear!}- further 
rc.:sc.1rch " necded on the di,course functiom of the copula in Gaelic. 

6. 1.7 /dcn1jfica1ion:il Cle/is 

Tim construcuon i~ used for proper 111clu\lon, to link .1 rcfrn:nt \\'1t h .1 cl.is' to which tt 

belong ' (sec Appendix I ). Example (59) illu~trat ('> t h1, property: 

(59) 's e C1'oirear a th' t11111 an (J,sdean 
' I I ugh is a crofter' 

ldcnuficational cleft, have not been investiga ted 111 prc,•1om register ~t11d1c'. 

/)Illa and comment(//)'. A signific3nt overall difference.: was found bc.:t ween the rq:i,1<.:r~ for 
1dcn11flcational cleft, (F = 27.2%, p < .CXll ) but no pairwise compa n,ons reached a 
' 1p11fic.1nt In cl The me.111, .ire prcscnH:d 111 T.1blc 49: 
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Table 48: Results: idcntificational cleft> 

f?.e IS(el 

Conver,,111011 
Rad io I mcn•1cw 
Sports Reportage 
Tr,1cliuonal 1:irr:itive 

PEECH 
Fiction 
Formal Pro'c .29 
News Script' .25 
Po )Ular W nt111_A 1.2 1 
WRITING 68 
Total 1.56 

\Vithout significan t pa1rwi\e compan.,on, ha' ing obtained, ll I'> 11npossiblc to ' tale which 
registers art clearly different from one another on this featun:. In <I larger ,tudy, pt·rhap' 
differences would be found, but as the current findings .ire 111concl11'1,·c, thi, feature will 
not be cl1snMed again 111 the context of this \tt1dy. 

6.2 Nom inal Morphosynt:ix 

6.2.J Adjwivcs 

A number of different adjective types were surveyed in thi' rc,earch: attributi\'e 
ad1ecti,·e,; dcm<Hhtra1ivc adjecti\'c\; prcdicali\'C adiectivcs; .ind 'upcrl:itivc: and 
com para1ivc fornh. 

Some rc,carchen report that attributi ve adjecti ves. or acl1ectivc' in general, arc more 
frequently found in writing than spct·ch (Driem.tn 1962: Chafe 1982: Hiher 1995). Biber 
(1988) <.ccs adjec1ivcs a, one of the means of exp.111di ng :rnd cl.1horating 1ext11al 
infor111.11ion. Miller and \Vc111cn (1998) demonstr.llc how, 111 spo111aneous '>pok.:n register,, 
>peakc:r<. normally avoid complex noun phrases :ind \tretch d ncriptiom out over ,evcr.11 
clauses and phra\cs. An cxamplc of th1., tendency is 1hc lower lc,cl of attnhull\C 
adjective:'> in more ora l regi,tcr:.. Biber (1988). Jang (1998). Jnd Hibcr et al. (1999) st.ite that 
anrihut1ve adjecti' cs are charnctcnst1c of more mformallonal regmers, \uch :l' ac:1demic 
prmc. 

Demonstrative adjectives \en•c to ;,pecify a 1unic11lar referent and disungu1sh i1 from 
other \1milar one\ in ,1 1cmporal-;,pa ti.il field. They arc import.1111 for m'ufllaming 1cxtu.1l 
cohc<ion ( H ,1lliday 1994). Oclh (1979) finds th:ll, where planned tC:Xl'> would 11,c defini1e 
arucles. demons1raci,•c, arc often preferred 1n unplanncd ones (e.g. tlm lady jun planned I 11s. 

the lady who lpl:inncdl). Biber c t :ii. (1999) find de111omtr:1uvc adjectives to be mo,t 
frequent 111 formal prose, but proportionatcly so 111 con\'ersation where they :ire the mmt 
frequcn1 type of d efinite determiner. 

In B1her (1988). predicati ve adjecti ves were found to bc weakly corrcl,1tcd with more 
ahs1ract rcgi,1cr,. Hibcr et 11/. (1999) find them slightly more common in fiction, where 
they mo'>t commonly 111dic.1tc ps)•cholog1ca l state> ' uch as afm1d, happy, or tired. Ch.1fc 
(1982) and Biber (1988) ,late that attributive adjective< arc integrauve, whilst prcdicati\'e 
adjectives arc more fragmented. 

Superlatives and comparati ves are used tO place the level of .1 certa in quality po%es'>cd 
by a rcfercn1 1n relation IO the levels pos•e<st"d by other spt·cified referent' or .1 population. 
If their distribution is ,imilar to attnbut1\'e .1d1ect1\'cs. we would cxpcc1 them IO be 
indicauvc of more i111cgrat1ve, more l1tcrar>' rcg1,tcr,, 
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/)aftJ. The mean'> for reg1\lcrs on the .idject1val featurl·\ arc li\tcd below: 

Table 49: Results: ad jectives 

/?1· IS/el .-lunbwwe Demom1 . Pred1m11ve Su 1er/rom 

Con' c r,,11 wn 14 .04 5.05 12.25 1.55 
R.1dw I ntcrv1cw 15.49 4.50 IU6 3.08 
Sport\ Reportage 15.15 1.1 5 4.98 1.54 
T radi11on.il '.1rratl\'C 13.38 2.58 5.99 3.87 
'PF.F.C:H 14.46 .~ .26 8.92 2.48 
r iuion 28.03 2. 31 12.60 1.63 
Formal Prmc 26.87 9.20 14. 36 • New~ Script~ 25.41 1.U 4.33 1.78 
Po rnlar \\/ rit i1"!.!l. 25.40 4.93 14.43 1.99 

RITINli 26.31 4.39 I 1.37 2.71 
T otal 20.39 3.82 JO.IS 2.59 

There was a \lg nificant ddTcrcncc bet ween the registe r'> for a ttributi ve adjectives (F 
8.i5,p < .001). 1\ number of significant pa1rw1se contra,ts al,o obt:ii ncd: 

Table 50: Sorted d a ta: attributive adjectives 

28.03 
26.87 
~5.41 
25.40 
15.49 
15.15 
14.04 
13.38 

Fiction 
Formal Prn'e -------.,-News Scripts 
Popular Writing 
Radio fnte rview 
Sporrs Reponage 
Con ve rsation 
Traditional arrati vc 

A' seen 1n the mean~ at the left of Table 50, the written rcg1'>tcr' had. by for, a higher 
occurrence level of attnbuuvc adjectives than the >poken register>. There 1s a 1ump in ten 
occurrences per JO()() words between radio 1ntcrvu:w, a t the top end of the spoken 
rcgi, ter,, and popul.1r wr11ing, at the bouom end of the wnuen register\. Traditional 
1urrat1\ e had the lowest lc vd o f occurn:nces 1n the corpus. Signifirant ron tra>t ' obt;1 ined 
between each of the '>poken registers and each of the wrlllcn reg1'>ter,, except fo r forma l 
prose - which did nm evin ce an y sigmficant compari sons. 

There w:h also a significant diffe rence in the rcgi,tcr'> for demonstrative adject ives (F 
= H. 13.p < .001). 

Table 51: Sorted data: d em onstrati ve adjectives 

2.31 
l.15 
t.t 3 

Formal Prose 
Conversation 

Radio l ntc rvic w 
Traditional arrativc 
Fiction 
Sports Reportage 
News Scri pts 
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Formal pr°'e ha' the h1ghe1t occurrence: Ind for th1' fc:alllre. fo ll tJ\\'l'd. ah a .1 "gn1llca11t 
gap. hr conn·r.,.1L1on .rnd pop11l.1r \\riling. ,\t thl· other end ol the ,c;1k .i re '>port1 

rcponage and lll'W' ,cnpt•., h:I\ 1ng roughly l/'J the: occurn:nle' found 111 formal prmc 
Stgmficant contr.1,t \ occurrt·d bt•t Wl' t'll form.ii prO\l' and mmt of the other reg1qer\, ;11 

well a1 bet ween con' c:r,auon and popular wnung on the one h.ind, and 'Jlorl\ rl·portagl' 
.rnd new'> ,cnpt' on the other. Thm, there: w;1\ a rough!)' thrc:c: ucred d1,tnb11t1011 of 
contra'>I\, ilJ11,t rated hy the ,hading 111 Table: 51 ahn\e. 

W11h predicative adjectives. thc:re wa' aJ,o .1 \1gntflcant cltfTcrc:nce between the: 
regt'>ter'> (F - 8.492.p < .001). S1g111flcant pairw1w compamun' follow: 

Table 52: Sorted data: predicati ve adjectives 

14.43 
14.36 

.36 
12.60 
12.25 
5.99 
4.98 
4.B 

Popular Writing 
Formal Prose 
Radio Interview __ _ 
Fict ion 
Con ver'>.llton 
T r.idiuonal :'\' arrau,·e 
Spores Reportage 
News Scripts 

I !e re , popuL1r wri11ng had tht: h1gh1:;t o ccurrence kvcl of prc:d1call\' t: ad 1ecuve, followed 
by form;tl pro\c and rad10 inte rview. At the othe r cnd or the >Ca le: a rc ' port \ rcponage 
and new\ 1cript'>. ha v111g the lcrn'C't re turm for the fea ture. Signillc:1111 co1ll nht1. 
represented b)• the arrows, obtained between these two reg1st1:rs, along with trad1uonal 
narrati ve 11c1·;11S popular wrning , formal JHO>e, and radio intc:rview. There \\'C.' rc: al"> 
significant dtfft:rencc:\ 1n conversation aga1mt sport' reportage and n~·ws >Cn ph. 
Exami11111g thc: m ea ns, om: notices a la rge d rop betwct:n conver,ation and tradt11onal 
narrnt1 vc. 

F inall y, then: was a sign ificant difference bet wc:cn the rcgiqt·r' for prnaknce of 
superla ti ve and comparative adjectives (F = 3.67.3, p - .002) but there were: no >ign1 fican t 
pa1rwi,e compari,on,. \Vithout addi ti onal dat.1, 11 1, unclear to what ex ten t the reg1,ter' 
diffe r from one another on thi., \'<triable. I lowtvcr. ti is 1ntcrc'>ting to note that formal 
prose, w hich has the second highc't retu rn fo r prt:dicativc .1d jecti,•n . al'o ha'> the h1ghnt 
fo r supe rlati\•es and com par:111 ves. 

Commt·111ary. In the att ri bu ti ve adicc u vc result ,, the Slalll1 of form .ti pr<»e wa' 1lightly 
ambiguous a' no '1gn1flcant contrast> obta 111ed bc t wcl·n ti :ind the other rcg1'>lers: 1n pa'>t 
research ti ha> consistently had a high occurrence lc.:n :I. However , th1' m ay be due.: to the 
high levcl of variance found: with a la rger sample, it" rca'<m ablc IO n pc.:ct 1ha t st.tt1 st1 cal 
power would increase and a '>1gnificant difference would obtain. 

The m ain diffc.: rencc: in the data for auribmivc adjccti \' l'' is betwee n 1hc wmtcn 
registc.:rs, having .1 hig h occurrence of the feature , .md the spoken regi,tns. with lower 
occurrence lc:vek As will be: '>l·en 111 secti on 7.2 on complex noun phrases. the re arl' 
substantial qualita tive differences in the kinds and complexity of adicctivcs med 111 

spontancou; speech and writing. \Vhile long stre tches of allrtbuti ve adjectivc.:s o ccur with 
som e regularity in w rit mg, 't pcech gene rally prefers to sprc.:.1d desc rip1 iom out over \Cver.11 
clau;cs. The: reader is rcfc.:rrcd to th <: c.:xamplcs in section 7.2 fo r ill ustrat ions of thi\ 
tendency. 

For dem onstrati ve acljecti vc1. formal prose had lhe hig hest occurrence Incl. 1r~ill·d . 
aftc.:r a '1gn1ficant gap, by co1wc.:r\au on and radio 1ntc rv1cw. Sport\ rc.:pon.1gt· and nn\'' 
;cripts had the lowest rcturm fo r the fc.:awre. This I \ undcr,t.111d.1hle g1H·n the ir 'trnng 
forward m o tio n; the re is ltttlc re turning 1n 1hc.:w reg1.,te r\ to prcv10u s prnnts of rcferc11n· 
and a quick o verturn of pre cnt o nes. 
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In thnr rok ,I\ .1 pro' 1dn of tl'xtual cnhe.,1on. it i., not .,11rpn\11tg that dc:momtratnc 
adJ<:Cll\n .irt· mmt frn1111:ntl) found 111 formal prme. Th" rl"gl\tcr " hound up wllh the 
.m.ill'" .ind 111tcgr.11w11 of \eparatc <1r.1mh of 1nfurm.1tmn .111d dH·rt· .., con\tam 
,1.,..111111aunn of prnnling tt'\l. .\lthough cml\cr ... 11111n h.I\ tlw \enmd h1ghe\l 1.,,.d of 
dcmon,tr.1t1H .1d1n11H''> .1ftcr formal pro'>e. IL doc\ not \l"C:lll likd~ th:it ll would U'>C 

them 111 '"mlar '"'Y'· ll1her n al. (1999) found that tlw pm>.1m.d form\ of the 
d1:momtrallH .1d1ntl\l (rhr._ rl1e,t') are more lrl"quc:nt 111 <·xpo'>ltory pro'<" th.111 the dl'>t:tl 
form' (rhut, 1'11111'). ( )n the other hand, thq found th.11 cnnvcr ... 1111111 had ;1 greater 
proportwn of d1,t.il for1m. Th.- 1\ al'>o the c:l\c 111 Scotll\h C.1d1c, "' c,111 be: 'c:cn 111 Table 

5l: 

T able 53: Proportion of demonstrative adjectives in formal prose and con ve rsation 

Fm mo/ Prose Co11t,e1.w11011 

/)rmmr.11u111•<· J!!J. Co11111 Frei 11e11cy Co11111 F!.!:!JIJ!.!!D •w \Co (prox11n.il) 39 4 O.IO 
1113 ,Ill {near dl\t.il) 16 0..37 H 

{\l)Ud {f.ir dl\t ,1J) 6 0.0~ 5 0. 1 ~ 

Tora! 71 1.00 40 1.0 I 

Form.ti prmt· ha., a m.irked preference for the me of..eo 'du,· wh1k, 111 con\"cf\;1t1<>n. there 

1, an nen more m.1rked preference for usmg .1111 'that'. The U\l' of (.<1)11d 'yon· I' of a 
)1m1l.1rl) lei\\ orcurrt·nce 1n both registers, but '>lightly nwr<· frcqll<'nl m comers.1t1on. 
Tlus d1fkrt·nn· 111 dl\tnbuuon correlates wuh the d ifference\ m functmn enclent hetwccn 
the 1wo r<'gl\tl'r ... Authors of formal proo;c teml to uw <k·mumtr.JllH' .1d1enncs 
cnclophoric.1lly. rcfrmng b.1ckwards or forw.1rd' to refcrt·nt\ w11h111 the te\t 11,clf. The 
follow111g «x.1mpk' dlmtratc this tendency: 

(60) Tha m111 t111 d111gh g11 fl1111ci1111 1u1s iomd1111dhe 's 1111; b11t1111111t hdatlt· h1irdad1tl 11a 
(,'iiulhl1g a rannsachadh 's a mheas 11-ri:ll" 011 d1111ld1t1H dlwm h11111 1 '.; 11111 d1011111eaml1 
1111r.i1t1tlhe11dwulh11 tha ga roirr gu b11h. Agt<J anns an rannsachadh seo, 1111 co1meas 
1"/J gt/( h >e<irsa eile btirdochd a 1'111 aga11111, n1111eudh 10111/w.r mdr dr dl1e111 mad all" a' 
b/11ird1uhd Sf1J<J1t1tf111/. (FOR~!) 
'\\le tml.l)' \l'e 1t more appropriate :ind fruitful to resea rch .ind 111dgc: Gaelic poetry 
aaordmg to tht· trad11ion to which It belong\ .ind the \llu.llmn th.u gives rise lO 

ll. In thi s research . compared to every other kind of pnc:tn we haH·, a great 
01111\\IOn \\,Is made of work on sp1rnual poetry.' 

(61) /Jhu ec1lc1111 a' bhti1rd u' to/ff cothrom do'11 luchd iudeud1d u dhol 1w comport 
cultarach , 11g11.1 bho an comport sin a' da111g11ec1C"ht1dh 011 Jil'i'm1 "" c111101111d 
ch11/1ttrtl( h. {FOR ~I) 

'Th« b.ird\ .irt gJ\C a chance to 1h1: listcnn\ to 1mn 111 rnhur.11 partici paiion : and 
tha t participation galvamsed 1hc1r hold on the cuhur.1l 1n.,11t11t1on.' 

(61) 'S < a11 dci1gh 01111s a bhetl 011 r-arharrachodh .<eo a' 11gh11111 gu bheil b111mrhd .d1ochtl go 
fluiguil Im an fht:adhainn sin a tha comasach air iad fh!i n a dheanamh 
suas ris a' choimht:ar.rnachd, ... (FOR~!) 
' I t I\ the w.1y 111 which this change com<·~ th;ll a great«r linc;tgi: 1' left by those 
ones wh o manage to succeed with th e environment, ... ' 

In example (60), .reo 'thi,' acts ;1~ an anaphor . modif)•ing it' h«•lcl noun 1w111radwdh 
' research' 111 \llch a way that it becomes co- refere nt with a prev1ou .. u ... 1gc of the word. In 
C\,Hnplc ((11). tht· ,,1mt· pr<KC\\ occurs, but th« .111.1phor 111 thl\ C<l\C ".ill/ 'those'. In 
cnntr.l'l to tht·'t' c\.11npln, ex:11nplc (61) U\<:\ tht• ckmon\lr;lll\ e pronoun fl/I as a 
c.H.1phor, pmntmg .1111:.ul to the refcrcm defined b~ tht: followmg re">trtCll\C rdat1\"e 
d.111,t .\, mc:nllonl"d prn wu.,ly these are 1n\t.1nce\ of cext internal reference. In 
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conversational texts, on the other hand, there are many more cases of demonstrative 
adjectives being used for the purposes of situational or text-external reference, and time 
reference: 

(63) 4> rinn mi cupa eile an-shin 
3> 'g iarraidhfeadhainn dhiuhh siud? 
1 > feuch dhomh aonan 
4> I made another cup over there 
3> wanting some of those ones? 
l> give me one 

(64) 4> dean garradh? 
2> shios air chul an taighe an-sheo na h-aiteachan sin uileag 
4> what wall? 
2> down behind the house here all those places 

(65) och bha i cho garbh 's thainig an droch mheall a bha siudach oirnn rinn sinn suas ar n
inntinn an uair sin gur e gun rachadh sinn gu cleibh a bh' againn air fasgadh 
'oh it was so rough and that bad shower that was there came down on us we 
made up our minds [at] that time that it was that we would go to creels that we 
had in shelter' 

In example (63), the referent of the NP feadhainn dhiubh siud is in the immediate physical 
context - a bunch of biscuits; siud is being used situationally, to point to this referent. In 
example (64), there is no text-internal point of reference for sin - the listeners are expected 
to know exactly where speaker 2 is indicating from their common knowledge of the area. 
Example (65) is a case of time reference, which, although not completely text-external -
it is interpreted as indicating a time coreferential with the inception of the event in the 
second clause - is an unusual usage in the formal prose texts. 

To summarise the findings on demonstrative adjectives, a difference was found 
between the two registers exhibiting the highest occurrence level of them: formal prose 
and conversation. In formal prose, most references were text-internal and utilised the 
proximal form seo. In conversation, there were more text-external or situational 
references than in formal prose and a greater use of the distal demonstrative adjectives sin 
and (sz)ud. The reason offered for the low levels found in news scripts and sports reportage 
is their strong forward motion. In fact, when looking at the instances of demonstrative 
adjectives in sports reportage, one finds that over half of them (7 out of 12 instances) are 
at lapses in the game, the points at which commentary occurs. 

The results for predicative adjectives are interesting but difficult to interpret. Popular 
writing had the highest level of the feature followed closely by formal prose and radio 
interview. Fiction and conversation were next and there was only a difference of roughly 
2 occurrences per 1000 words between conversation and popular writing. Between 
conversation and traditional narrative - the next register in descending occurrence level -
there was a drop of over 6 occurrences per 1000 words. This grouping of registers, with a 
mixture of writing and speech, is not immediately forthcoming as to potential functional 
underpinnings and is somewhat contrary to the findings of other investigators. However, 
the fact that news scripts and sports reportage have the lowest return for predicative 
adjectives gives support to Biber's (1988) finding that they are more correlated with 
abstract registers; these two registers are the least abstract in the corpus. 

6.2.2 Appositives 

Appositives are defined by Trask (1993) as "[a] noun phrase which immediately follows 
another noun phrase of identical reference, the whole sequence behaving like a single 
noun phrase with respect to the rest of the sentence ... [It] serves only to provide 
additional information" (p. 19). Biber et al. (1999) found that appositive noun phrases were 
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common tn new\ .111d .1c.1dem1c prose register\. or those found Ill new\, ()\er 90% 
m()dificd .1 proper noun, the m.1Jomy of which h;1d human reference. 1 n ,1c.1dcm1c prose, 

011 the other lund. while a large proportion of apposlll\'e\ 1nvol\'cd a propa noun, \'cry 
few lud hum<1n reference. 

/)attJ. ,\ \t)?ntficant d1ffert·nce was found in the regt\ters on level\ of appo\tll\'C\ (X = 
-18.183.p < .001). Thcrt wa\ Jlso a s1gnificant d1fferc:ncc between the mode' (K 33.222.p 
< .001). 'cw\ \Crtpu. had the h1gh<!!>t pre\'alencc, fo llowed by popubr \\nunµ and formal 
prmc, w11h ;111 5poken rt'gl\1t·rs \a\'c sports reportage \how1ng vny lutlc. Looking •ll the 

1rn111mum and maximum for news script> , 1t I\ ckar how de\'rnlll thl\ register 1'> 
comp:1rcd to the otlwr~. T he d:na are presented in Table 54 below: 

Table 54: Results: appositives 

J<e ISll'I' Mean Median M1111mum • \ ftix111111 m 

Convc:r~att0n .00 .00 .00 .00 
R.1d10 Interview .13 .00 .00 I. ~ 

Spom Reportage .87 .-15 .00 2.9. 
Tradmonal .N.1rra11ve .10 .00 .00 1.01 

l'F.ECH .33 .00 .00 2.98 
Frcuon .83 .43 .00 1.90 
Formal Prci\e 2.64 1.97 .00 7.72 
:-.:cw\ Scripts 6.9 1.54 20.26 
Po )ular W nun 3.-11 2. .00 6.37 
WRITING 3.70 2.80 .00 20.26 
Total 1.01 .-13 .00 20.26 

Commrn1t1ry. As in Bilxr el al. (1999) 1here was a high concentrauon of.1ppm1uve'> m news 
"npts and formal prme. Popular wrning also figured \trongly. In light of the modal 
diffrrcnce' found , 1t ,el· rn ' 1h:J1 this is a feature of gcner.illy wrntcn language production, 
and probably :i manifc\tation of che fewer production comtrain1s and the higher 
rnfornutional cmph:l\1s pbccd in writing. 

In nt:w' \Crtpts, appos1ll\'C' arc U\ually linked w11h human referent propa nouns. Their 
presentatu>n 1s u;ually n.tme + appos111on phrase. hu1 tht:) can obta in 1n die oppomc order 
as well: 

(66) Ghea/I Priomh ,\lh1111>1e1r nu h-Alba, Domhnall Dewar, ... ('>:FWS) 

'The r1rst Mtn1\ter of Scotland. Donald Dewar, promised ... ' 

(67) Timm l:dd1eS11ve11, eO/aiche air sabhailteachd mara , ... (:-:FWS) 
'Eddie Suvcn, an expert on marine safety, .,,ud .. .' 

In add1uon to bcmg used wnh personal names, .1ppo,111ves m new., scripts are also 
1;mc1atcd wnh the names uf groups: 

(6 ) Th11 a' b/11i1dhetJ1111 gli:1dhteacha1.r - Friends of the Earth an 111m11dli 
... (:-:FWS) 
'The: comcrvauon group - Friends of the: Earth ha> demanded ... ' 

Fmally, tbcy a rc U>Cd to int roduce terms that would be unknown without glo_,ing: 

(h'I) 1/h 'jhtJodadh bmw "'" h an agha1dh a' ghalmr bhradain I SA ... (-..;1. WS) 
· \ '.iccm.1t111n .1i:.11nst the ,almon d1,ea'c I A m.1) .. .' 
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In the pop11l.1r wnt1ng tl'Xt\. all of the prenou' u"1ge' were found .. \ nntht:r u'agl' found . 
which I\ 'nmet1me' .tl\o 1ue,em Ill new, '>Crtpts hut w,1\ not loc.11ed Ill the new' text\ of 
thl\ corpu' - I\ 111 glm,ang ;in unfom1ltar Gaelic word o r neolog1\m. 

(iO) 'S 01111 don L11111e Dubh Black/Joo/ ... (POP) 
' It I\ to the Linne Dhubh - Blackpool .. .' 

In the form.ii prn\l' texts of the corpus. 1hac were no t l.irge difference\ to be seen an 
.1ppo,tt1\·e U\,1ge from the o ther reg1'tcrs, but there were .1 few 1mtanccs of g lmsang 
ent111e\: 

(71) Thu alirdeas u11 t -srorsa eile - a' b hdrdachd nuadh asach ns 1111 1md1sea11 
1/{IJ ca11ne, ... (FO RM) 
'The rel.niomhip of the o ther kind - the mod ern poetry to the tradition is 
more ind irect .. .' 

Perhap'> 1f the formal prose ancluded in the corpm had heen of .1 more tech111cal nalllre, 
there would ha\'l' been a greater \'a netr an the kind'> of g lm\1ng ~een. Unfortunately. there 
arc \'ery few rcpre~entat1ons of this kind of d1~courn: to be had 1n Scutt1,h Gaelic. 

6.2.J Complex Noun Phrases 

Maller and Wernert ( )<)'). ) 1s possibl)' the fu llc\t treatmen t of the different degree\ of noun 
phrase rnmplcxtty 111 '>p<mtancous speech. Their resea rch h.I\ 111d1cated th.11 noun phrases 
wnh more th.111 one ad1ec11 ve arc unusual 111 spontaneous '>pokcn English and German. 
Al\!>, a\ mt•nuoncd previously. they found that speaker~ tend w stre tch out descnpt10m 
over many cl.1usc\ o r phrases rather than lumpmg together \ets of modifiers. They ach1c\c 
a high level of clc5cnpt1on 1n their data , ~coring complex 11y differently depend ing on 
dl\crcte comb111a11on5 of feature;, but it wa> fe lt that replica ting thl\ p.1n o f their work 
for the p re\ent re\ca rch would ha ve been overly time comummg. oun phrases were, 
instead, tagged a5 'complex· when they had two or more mod ifiers of the following 
kind,: a11 rih11 ti ve .1d ject ives, participles (rare in G:idic clat:i}. prepo; ition:il phrase>, other 

Ps as pan of .1 gcnniva l relation , and relative clau'>e,. A com plex P could be as 
unadorned a \ a noun followed by two attribu tive adjecti ve; o r :t \ involved a> having 
v:'lnnm number\ of a ll of 1he above modifier;. 

Data und w mmr111ary. A ; 1gn1ficant difference obtained between the regi,tcrs for complex 
Ps (F 7.085,p < .001). The means are listed 111 Tab le 55: 

T able 55: Resul ts: complex noun phrases 

Re wn ,\.1ea11 
Con' er>at1on 

Total 

There were also ;1 number of significant pairw1~e cc>1n p.ir1som: 
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Table 56: ortcd d ata: complex noun phrases 

S.86 
UJ 
I.~ 

9.49 
i.00 
5JO 
5.09 
2.36 

Formal Prose 
News Scripts 
p Wnt1.__. __ 
F1C11on 
Sports Reportage 
lt1cl10 Interview 
Trad1uon.1l Narrauve 
Convcr,ation 
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Formal pro'<" h,1\ the highest mean for the fraLUrc, followt·d by 1ww' sci 1pb :ind popular 
wnung. On tht• ot her encl of the spectrum i> convcrsauon, with roughly one ,evcnth the 
occurrcnn· level of the top two n:gi~t cr\. As 1nd1cated h)' t ht· arrows, there were 
significant contra,!\ bet ween, mamly, formal prose and Ill"\\'\ script' on the one h.md, and 
con\ers.H1on on the other. Add111onal contrasts oht:uncd het\n•en trad111onal narrau,·c 
and new' \cnpts, .md het ween conn:rsauon and popular writing. 

<hcr.111, the re\uh\ 111d1c.ue that complex NPs arc much mort common 111 the more 

111formauonal, written register\. All of the spoken rq(l\tcrs had fewer c.1ses of complex 
:'\P' with the lowe\l found 111 con,ersa11on. Thi' resuh agrees well with the findmg> of 
.\-filler .ind Wemerl. Seclwn 7.2 expands on these findmgs .md prc't'lll\ a number of 
rdC\.mt t·x;imples LU illustrate the differences between formal prmc and the spontaneous 
spoken rq:l\ters. The rc;tdt•r 1s referred to this section for .1dd1uonal 1nform.111cm. 

6.1..I Nouns: Tow/ Nouns, Nonconcordant Nouns, Genitives and Indefinite /l-f:1rki11g 

Four features were: considered 111 th1< section: the total number of noun~; 1he r:iuo of 
nonconcordanl noun' to concordant ones; the number of gt•n1111•t· nouM; and 1he 
frequency of mdcfinite 111arking. 

6.2.4. I T otal No1111s 

Biber (1')88; 11.195; et al. 1999) nnd Jang (1998) have linhd high 1101111 mum < to written, 
111for111ational rq:1'>ters <uch as academic pro~e and new\. Conva,auun, on the other 
hand , h'" bcc:n found 10 ha\e :1 low proportion of full noun,, hut .1 high concentration of 
pronoun,. 

D.it11 und wmmmtmy. There was a s1gmficant difference Ill the wt.11 number of noun' of 
the rcg1m:r~ (F - 39.6~9. p < .001). The means arc prc\cntcd 111 Table 57: 

Table 57: Result~: total nouns 

Re mei· s: 101111 

Convcr<allon 11 7.26 
Radio l11tcn 1cw 138.39 
Sport\ Reportage: 203.40 
Traditional Narrauvc 143.62 
~H 15JJ 
Fiction 195.34 
Formal Pro~e 210.28 
'\e\\' "cr1ph .!51.55 
1'1~p11l.1r \Vrnm • 212.H 
WRmSG 218. 
Total 184 ')i 
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The s1gnifican1 pairwl'>c contra\lS follow: 

Table 58: Sorted dala: tolal n ouns 

NcwsScnprs 
Popular \Vrnmg 
Fonn;tl Prmc 
Sport' Rcport;1gc 
F1cuon 
Tradi11onal arra11 vc 
Radio l mer view 
Convcrsau on 

If noun count\ .ire com1dcred :in 111dcx of inform.111onal nchnc''· 1hc news register i~ br 
for the mml 111forma11onal of rhe reg"tcr'> followt·d by, af1er a \lg111f1c.1111 g.1p. popular 
wnung and formal prmc. On the other end of the 'JkCtrum. conHr,,111011 ha, a low noun 
occurrence; lc's 1h;in half that of news scripts. ,\ s 1nd1cated 1n 1ht .1rrow' .111d \hading, the 
ma111 contrast dl\tmgu1shed m Table 5 Jbove 1s between convcrsauon, r.1d10 mtcn1cw. 
and trad1uonal n.1rratl\ c on 1hc one hand, and new'> '>Cnpl\ on the other. There "another 
group of rcgl\ters. which arc m a medial pm1uon hetwcen new\ 'Cnp1s .md thmc JU\! 
mentioned. The<,c .ire more noun nch dun mml of 1he '>poken n:g1,1cr' ('>port; reportage 
is 1n the medial group), hut less so than news '>Cnpt'>. 

To dlmtrale tht· way 111 which conversation ;md new' \Cnpt' differ 111 terms of how 
they encode meaning, the fo llowing excerpts h.ne had all of their full noun' rcmo,ed. ,\, 
can be seen, thl'> ha'> a detrimental effect on 1he comprehcns1b1l11y of both samples, but 11 

is far more pronounced 1n 1he news script: 

Example: 
I> namar a cl11J1dh d'1111b/1 a11-d1ugh 
2> o c/llJ robh 1 11d1 g11 11111tl1 rapnc/1 gu dearblr flie111 o j711u11r 111111 rCidh 111r // 11111rlr d/1111blr 11d1 
b' j71e11dar d/1/lillll llm fag111/ bh11ai1111 mll d/re1rendh tfllJI/ OCh b/111 I d10 ftill'bfl 'J t/u}i111g 011 
droch /J a bh111111dad1 0111111 n1111111m sum ar 11 // 1111 11am111 gm e gun rail111dh 111111 gu /j a b/1' 
11ga11111 air/Jach bha 1111 / J cho iosal cha d' fo11a11 mm 1111 rogarl 111111 's de /J/111 11 · dol agad fhem? 
I> o bha 11111h11as 01111 am / J 01g 110 / J 's rhadhal m1 1111 /j rho m' / J gmrr '11/111 1111 11' cull mo /j 
0111eo-ach 
2> o cha11 e droch f J rha 1111 1d1r ghe1bh smn fl a nochd ro-dh111bh 
1> cha bh1 thu cho bragarl ma dh' focumas tu a bl11rh dea1111mh uh urle / / u .•t111gh mu bhros 
m/Jt: bochd ge-ra 

Translation: 
I > how did you gel on wday > 
2> oh 11 was JU\t n,my rndeed o h we got ~culcd on a good II of them lllll we had to lea\'c 
them from us finally och 11 was r(iugh and 1hat b.1d II came on U\ and we made up our II 
then that ll was tha1 we would go to II that we had on II bu1 the II w;t~ \O low we didn't 
manage to lift 1hcm 1hcrc .ind what was doing w11h you> 
I> oh I was up 111 II at the II and I "isitcd II my I I • ~ \Ore and I .1m lming my 11 here 
2> o h 1ha1's not ,1 bad 11 <ll .111 we'll get I I tonight anyway 
I> you won'l be M> cheek y if you have 10 do every II inside if l am ill however 
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Example: 
Thu IJ lwg mthir II u dh'{/ u' 11gh11111 air ad hart ',un I/ um I JI/ 11J tlr1dh I/ a thnm air le f /. 
(hcJitlh I/ fl cJ ghortt1<ht1dh m1111 fl 's m1111 f/. Cha1dh an I/ I/ a th11r g11 //Ir//. Tha I/ 01rt1' /j 
11' t!ol g11 f If I 
T11dhlt11dh f / fl I/ u11 da II ann f / I/ a thu 'g 1arr111dh /I ag11S /111 /e,1.«U hudh. Cumdh I/ // /]air 
doigh aim 11111/ I/ a11011 t s1t1th11mh-/j-deug dhm 11th f / gus an c/1111111111d11a tha dh1th air /11111 
I/. Ron 11' f J chi 111d f I I/ far am hhrll a' f / fl ag 11111111dh 1111 t Jru1m I/ a lra.<iu hudh amon f / 
11g11s / J bhruga. Thhd 111tl cwdrachd u fl far am bheil f J // t111 1i1 cl/I 1t1r1111dh. 

Translation: 
A II fm11 II of 111., coming along in the II in after an II 011 h11n hy .1 II. Tht· 11 wa' mjurc:d 
about the 11.md the II. The II W;JS put to 11 by a 11. A 11 on the 11 " gmng to 1111. 
11 will Vl\I t two I I 111 111 1 who arc wanting 10 expand a 11 and a 11. Tht· 11 of 11 is go111g co 
run the 11111 1111 on the seventeenth 11 of the nex t 11 so that they can hc;1 r what the 11 of the 
II arc lack mg. lkfurc the II they wi ll see 1111 where the 11 f I " wan11ng lO develop the old IJ 
for 11 Jnd .. mall I I. The)' will also go to II where a com plctcly nt•w II ha, hem requested. 

6.2.-1.2 Gr.unm.1ucal 'onconcordance 

;\onconcord.1ncc w.is defined as the prcsentac1on of a word form 0111 of lme with the 
comliuon., prl'\Cnhcd 111 the reference gr.imm.1r (Appcnd1x I ). Dccl\1011\ about 
concordance or nonconcordancc were based upon .1 ~ct of prnlctt•rm111ed par.1d1gms .1~ 
well a\ the lexical form'> offered 111 those dicuon:mes comulted {\<:e *4. t I and §4.3.2) fo r 
111form.1t1on on procedures). An example of \uch .1 form. 11t1li'>mg the pre\ IOU\ example. 
would be 11uho11 an tt11gh, which presents the nommaun· form of 'hou,l'' where one 
would expect the gcn111ve tt11ghe. t onconcordant noun form~ h.1vc hccn regularly c11ed in 
G.1cl1c lingul\!IC l11cra1urc a\ 111d1cativc of low formal11y {\cc reference\ m §2.4). 

Duta and <0111111t•11t111 y. There wa~ :i significant. d1ffc rcncl' bctwl'cn th<: rcg1\ter' for cht: 
proporuon of nonconcordant nouns co concordmn noum (F 12.70. p <.!Xll). The means 
arc prc\cnti:d 111 Tahi r 59: 

Table 59: Results: gramm;Jtical nonconcordance 

Regwe1 Cone 
Ratio 

Conn~rsauon .03 
Radm I nterncw .06 
Spons Rqmrt.1gc . I 0 
T rad111on.il ' arrauve .02 

F1c11on 
Formal Prmc 

The significant pa1rw1sc comparisons follow: 
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Table 60: ortcd data: grammatical nonconcordancc 

R.1d10 I ntcn 1cw 
News ts 
Con\·cr,ation 
Popular \Vnting 
Tradmonal "iarraun: 
Ficuon 
Form;il Prose 

Sports reponagt· had the highe~t proporuon of noun nunconcorcLince or all of lhe 
registers, followed by radio interview (nons1g111ficant pairwi\c comp.1mom) .ind then 
news script\. On the other end of the ~c<1lc arc formal prmc, fiction, .rnd traditional 
narrattve, which had the lea~t nonconcordancc of any \p<>ken rt·g1,ter. It I\ wrpnsmg th;ll 
new~ 'cnpt,, which one could reasonably take to be among\! the more comcrvat1ve 
register\ m modern Scoltlsh Cache, would ha\'c \UCh a high prnporuon of nonconcordant 
form~. On the otha h.rnd, ll 1s not surpmmg thal formal prmt· and fictwn c\'ince 
conservau ve noun form.1t1on. a' they arc th<: most ed ited reg1\lcrs 111 lhe corpm. 
Add1t1onal information on concordance can be found in *i. I below, which clmcl) 
examines the rcg1slcrs for their treatment of noun and ad1cct1\ c c.1\c mark mg in the 
nommauve, d;1t1vc, and ge111t1vc, and pro,1des numcrom example,. 

6.2.4.3 Gem11ve; 
Chafe (1982) indtcatcs lhat gcntlt\'CS occur more often m wnung .rnd .m: ch.iractcmuc nf 
mtcgrat1\'e styles. In ScG, gcn1t1 vcs are 111d1cated through word order and. 111 more 
conscrvauvc u~agt, c:1sc marking. For inst;mce, 111 the Gaelic tramlat1on of 'the key of the 
house', 'the key' 1\ 111 nommativc case while 'the house' follm\'S 11 .rnd receives gcmme 
ca~e marking: 

(72) iuchair .tn ta1ghc 
key-N /\RT houw-G (cf. taigh, nominative) 
' the key of the house' 

For more m form.111on on case marking 111 ScG, refer to §2.2. 1.4 111 Appendix I. 

Data and rommc111a1y. A s1g111ficrnt difference obtamcd for the prn.ilencc of gcn1t1\c 
noum (i.e. in gc111t1val pomions - not necessarily morpholog1c.1ll) gct11t1\e) between the 
regi5tcrs (F 2 14.714, p < .001). The means arc .1~ follows: 

Table 61: Resu lts: gen itive n ouns 

Re wer 
Conversatio n 
Radio lntervu:w 
Sports Repo rtage 
Trad111onal Narrative 

Fiction 
Formal Prose 

T otal 

Ge11111vt: Ns 
13.84 
21.39 
20.99 
24.29 

31..:!8 

Post-hoc procedures re,ealed the followmg s1g111ficant contrast\: 
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Table 62: Sorted data: genitive nouns 

14.29 
21.W 
l!l.99 
13.84 

News Scripts 
Formal Prose 
Popular Wnrin« 
Fie ti, .... __ _ 
Trad1uonal 'arrauvc 
Radio 1 ntcrvicw 
Sports Reportage 
Con ' 'ersauon 
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Clearly. new~ \Cripts h,1,•e the most geniti ve nouns and :111 wrn tcn rcglSlcr' h;l\e more 
than .,poken one\. Conver .. :ilion has the lowest 1nrnlcnce of the fearnre, wnh traditional 
narrauvc h:1v1ng the highest for a spoken register. There arc four tnrn:' the amoum of 
gc111ll\'C n<mn\ in news \cnpts than there arc 111 cmwer\,tllon. The arrows md1catc 
significant comr,t\I\ between, m:1111ly, all of the wrmcn rcgl\1cr-;, .md conver~auon and 
' POrl\ repon,1gc. The occurrence of geniti,·c nouns seems to ht· strongly rel;Hcd LO mode. 
For e\Jmples of geniuve construcuons and further dl\cuss1on, plc.1sc rcfrr to §7.1.3 and 
§7.2.3. 

6.1. -1 . .; Indefinite Ma1k111g 

Jnclcfin1tc m.irkmg of nouns 111 ScG 1s managed by the phrases"" cl101e1g111 'or :mother' 
(shonenccl to e1g111 .1s 111 du111eig111 ·some man or .mother') .ind >am b11h ':it all' (ht. ·111 
eX1\tence') ,1s 111 dume .<am b11h 'any person al all/anronc'. Although 1hc1r connotations arc 
sep.1r;11e, tht·ir both serve lO reduce the spcc1ficny of a referent .ind m.1y he 111d1c:1t1vc of a 
mon: fragmented style. Tannen (19 0) indicates that speech charactemuc.1lly uses phrases 
such :ts \ome young gu} ... ' while wmtcn registers prefer 111dcfin11e arucks, t'.g. 'a young 
1x:r~on .. . ·. 

Daw and ro111111t.'11tt1ry. T:ible 63 summarises the me:111s for 111clc:flni1c 111:1rk ing: 

Table 63: Results: indefinite marking 

Regurer 

Con\'cf\,H1on 
Radm I ntcn 1cw 
Spom Rcport:ige 
Trad1uonal N arratl\'e 
SPEECH 
Ficuon 
Formal Pro\c 

Total 

lndefimre 
Alarm 

4.99 
4.01 
2.33 

T hc:rt• wa~ a ~ig n ificant difference between rhc regi ster~ for 1his fe:11t1re (F = 3.781, p 
.!Kl2). S1g111f1t.111t p.tirwl\c com1"m'om follow: 
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T able 64: Sorted d a ta: indefinite marking 

'!JlJ Collvenaaon 
4.01 RJd10 l mernew 
3.50 Ficuon 
3.11 Popular Wrnang 
2.64 T rad111onal 1 ar rau\C 
2. B Spom Rcpnrtagc 
150 N e w' Scripts 
1.17 Formal Prose 

Conver~Jlaon ha\ 1hc haghe\l occurrence of andcfinlll· pronoun markang and ts fo llowed 
b)' radio 1n1crv1cw and fic1ion. Al the lower end arc news \Crl )>t\ and fo rm.ii prn\c. As 
and1c:1ted by 1hc arrows, 1here arc '>1gnifican l d1ffrrcnccs bcl ween cmwersauon and these 
two reg1qe r\. There seem\ to be a dcfinue trend for more 1nfor m.111on-oracntcd reg isters 
to have fewer imt<rnce\ of this featu re. O n 1he other hand, involved rcgl\lcr' - such as 
con\'er\allon and r:tdm m1en1ew - rend lO have more. The m e of 111defi111t<: marking 
~erves to decrea\c the exac111uclc of a reference. \ Vhere ' )"lCCl ficuy is required, .1s an 
mformatwn ha,cd reg1uer\, this k ind of v:1gucnc\' I\ norm.illy com1dered 111fcl1c1tou' o r 
sloppy. Some ex.1mplcs from the rcg1,ters follow below as 1llus1r:111om: 

(7~) a bhetl 011 rnatan air duine sam bi th etle thall 1111-s111 t1 Ohomh11a1//? (c'O'I\') 

'doc\ anyone else h,1,e the cold O\er 1herc Donald>' 
(74) ch11alt11111 F.acha11n a' radii uaireigin gun robh uaireigin a bl11od/1 11thwr o ch101111 

fi1da a' reu· hrg 1111111 cuam fo10.r agad (llf a' chladach 011-s/1111 (CO:-<\") 
' I heard I lector S<1yang one time or ano ther 1hat 1here wa\ one time or another 
1h.ll Im f.uher was long ago 'clling fish :iround you know on the shore 1hcre· 

(75) .. . d1c111e1d1rsean n b hrogan sa m bi th a rlia 'n seo. l.r e 11th' 111111 adi brogan 
Cho111111ch, agus br<)g1111 Cho111mch a mha111. (l'IC'T) 

' ... 11 1sn'1 :l l :ill JU\t nny old shoes here. What 11 1\ I\ Kenneth\ ,hon, nnd 
Ke nneth\ ' hoes on ly.' 

(76) tha cuideig in og 110 dha etle a thig 11-sta1gh (1//11 's " chwlllli 11' do/ t1' gl1110tl111ch is1c! 
(l'\iHR) 
"1hcre 1s n you ng person or another or 1wo o ther' wh o comt· in and keep 1h111gs 
gmng · 

6.3 P ossession, p rcposilions, and pronouns 

63. I Possession 

Two type' of possc~s1\'c comtruc11ons wcrc survC)•cd: thme using po~scssl\c pronouns 
(.ample po\\C\\IOn) .ind 1hcM: cnltsung the p repos1 11on /Jig 'a1' (pcriph ramc po~~csswn). In 
ScG, thcrc " an old, 1conac d1M1nct1on between malacnablc nou n\, which arc pos\esscd 
U\ang pos,C\SI\ c pronouns, and alienable one\. which arc pos,csscd u'mg. gencr:tll), 111g. 
B1l"lCr er al. (199!1) find thal possCSSl\'C pronouns .ire more frcqucm 111 convcrs:mon and 
ficu o n 1han in new' and ;1cndcmic p rose. 
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Table 65: Result\: possession 

Re uter A1• .>iffltOll Srm le .<<roron 

Con' cr,.ll IOll 17.56 8.81 

Radio ln1crv1t·w 13.18 9.92 

Sport'> Rcport.1gc 11.24 25.25 
Trad111onal •. 1rratl\c 9.93 18.97 

Pt:ECH 12.97 15.52 
F1c11on 9.98 30.61 

Formal Pn>'>C .09 14.68 
Ncw'>Scnpt'> 3.70 9.47 

P1\1_1ular W rn 11\\~. 9.02 16.62 

IU11NG 7.ffJ 17.2 
T omi 10.28 16. ~7 

Da111 and amu11e11wry. J\ ~ 1gnificant difference obtained bet ween the rt·gl\tcrs for aig 
possession (F 6.741,p < .001). Tbc pa1rwm: compan;om follow: 

Table 66: Sorted data: ;11gpossession 

9.91 
9.02 
8.()9 

3.iO 

Con\ersauon 
Radio Interview 
Sports Reportage 
Fiction 
Traclnwn.11 i\:arral1\c 
Popular Wri1ing 
Form;1 I Pro~e 

·cw> ScnpLs 

Table: 66 mdicates that the convc r'>a1ional rcgi>ter.. have: tht· h ighc,t ocrurrencc of the 
fc.1lllrc while: formal pro>e and news ocnpt '> havt· the lownt. Significant contr:ms 
obtamcd between conversation ,111d radio 1ntcrv1cw, on the one hand .. 111d che'>c two 
w11ucn rcg1\ICf\. There \ecm .. to he a dist111ct1on bet ween more 1111'01 vcd reg1,tcr,, which 
have more 111g posscssmn, and more informauon-b.1scd one\, which e\•mcc le:,;, At fi r>t 
glann·, 1h1s could be related to the greater number of pronoum, 111 general, 111 the 
convcr .. •llJOnal registers. 

There wa'> also a <1gnilicant overall difference between the reg1\ tc r> for simple 
possession (F 15.596,p < .001) . .\(any pairwise contra<t' were ;i),o sigmfic;rnt: 

Table 67: Sorted data: simple possession 

~.61 
,23.25 
18.97 
16.61 
14.68 
9.92 
9.47 
11.!ll 

Fiction 
Sports Reportuc 
Tradiuonal Narrall\'C 
Popular \Vriung 
f ormal Prose 
Radio Interview 
News Scripts 
ConHn.ll1on 

T.1hl1· <>i dnu1hn ,1 much d1fft•rt'lll d1,1nb1111on 1x11 1ern th.111 T.1blc: 68. F1cuon h.1, the 
gre,1tn1 frct1uu1c\ of '11nplc pm'e'smn folio" cd hy '>JX>rt~ rc:portagc. On the other end of 
the 'r.1lc .1 rl' ~ un \ cf\.1tt0n, new' 'cr1pt~. and rJtlio mtl'n 1c\\. S1gmlicant contrasts 
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obtamcd between, in.univ. thc'c: rcg1\tcr\ mcnuonc:d. as mdicatnl hy 1hc .arrow' ,111d 1hc 
shadmg .1hmc. 

Thcst· rcsuh ' :m· parttcubrly mtcrcsung 111 that, although to l ~ngl"h 'pcakmg minds 
pos>cs~mn 1s a rd.ll1vcl)' cl1·;1r mt i>sllt\ the two forms m StG ll\c:d to commun1catt· 1t ,are 
wulc:ly dl\•crgcn1 111 their dl\tnhuuon . ConH·r~.mon rank' the: h1ghc:sl for me of 
pcnphra\llC po\\CS\1011 hut thC' lowcsl for s11nplt! po,,c,s1<m. R.1dw 1111crv1cw al'o sct·m, 
to switch at~ place 1n the two 1.1hlcs. F1c1111n, which is ranked m the m1ddlt: in 1nm' of 
penphrasuc pos>csswn. h"' 1ht highest onum:nce of simple posscs\wn. There seems to 
be a complex interplay of soC1olingul\t1c and grammatical influences al work here and 
more re,carch mto 1hc dl\cmir>c •lltribmcs of 1he two construcuons " nc1·dcd to 

dctcrmmc the reasom for 1he \anatmn. One p11ss1blc train of lll\Cst1g.1uon would be 10 
com1der the lexical differences 111~01\'ed m gm ernmg the chrncc of cons1rucuon. Thi> 
would dcterm111e whc1hcr current u~agc mamtams the old ahcnahlc l'.f. 111;1henablc 
comrast. ,\nothcr would he 10 cx.11111nc 1he poss1h1hty that 1hc 111g construcuon has 
become the q,indard way of md1caung posscsswn 111 modern Gac:hc and that Simple 
pmscsswn is mainly prescncd 111 more lonservam c registers \UCh .I\ ficuon. Ah hough 
~ports rcpnnage ha \ 1he second h1ghe~l return for simple pmsession above, .1 clo\cr 
com1derauon of the d.H.1 111d1cates dut most of the 'hlls· were from ;I \Cr)' small number 
nf lcx1cal items, almmt ;111 being body pans. Rcmovmg thi\ register from 1hc last aho\'C 
would Jc;1ve onl)• the wnucn rcgmers 111 the top half of T•tble 67. Th" gl\"l'S credence 10 
1hc possibili ty tha1 \lrnplc pt"sc~\1on t \ a gramm'1llcally con,crv:nive con,1ruc1ion, and I> 
bcmg d1Splaced by a penphra,t1c form. There sc:ems to be a general movcmcn1 towards 
periphrasis 111 1hc modern langu.1ge, '" 'ccn 111 the marking of passive voiu: (§6.1.3) .md 
cena1n other features (sec §.3.5 111 Appendix I). 

Some examples follow from the vanom rcg1\tcr~: 

Aig possession 
(77) mil dh'111thmd1 1111 1 ch1111 t:il un t -11111111 a ice agam 1d1r (CON\') 

'well I rccogni>ccl her I don't ha\'e her name .11 all' I Lit. "the namt at her 1~ not at 
me at all'! 

(78) mil thu m1 uubhasath tmluhteu lhl1111111t111n gu bhe1l 11a sg10ba1dhean agaibh cho 
la1dir (l~Tl·R) 
'well I am very plc.1sed to hear tha1 your teams arc so strong· 

(79) Tha 1111 gme .<011 ser)rs11fain. 12 n fhaott111111 mar t1s tnce tums an R.ou111-Horpa 11 mlui111, 
agus chan eil 1 aig un t .rluagh /llho11gol11ch. (FOR.\1) 

' the gene for the blood-type A2 1s found nH>st often 111 Europe only, ,111d the 
Mongolian people don 't ha ve it" I L11 . 'it is not at the Mongolian people'! 

(80) tho am ball aig Y11go1lt1v1a 111r taobh thall na pa1rce (SPORTS) 

' the ball is at Yugo,J:l\ 1a on the 01her ~1dc of the p11ch ' 

Simple Possession 
(81) 'S mu dhe1readh 1/111ll.fl111111r 1 a h wrrtaJ, ... (FICT) 

'And fin:illy , , he: got her wish ... .' 
(82) bha uachdumm 11g11s an l11chd gnoth111ch 11' ghlleudh dhan bheac/1d ... (FORM) 

'landowner\ .md their bu~mC\\ people were yielding 10 1hc op1111on ... ' 
(83) flwa11 A/ilia a chus rh11ue an rmseuch (SPORT) 

'Miller go1 his fom 10 her the ball I first' 
(8") uch bh10dh 111d 011 an to11famsftadha111n dh111bh (CO"') 

'but they would ht· exhamtc:d sonH· of 1hcm I Lit. ' ... would he ,1f1cr their t.1krng 
past"}' 

As can be: seen from the cx.1mpJe,, one difference between pcnphra,uc and s1111ple 
possession is that the pcnphra~uc form c.111 be used both prcd1c:rnvclr. a~ u1 exJmplc\ (i9) 
and (80), and aunbuuvcly, JS 1n ex.1mplc (7 ). Example (77) ,Jiow\ huth u,c,. S11npk 
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po"c<.\lnn, 111 contra\!, f,111 only Ix- U\Cd aunhull\'CI)'. Hoth form' of po<.\t:\\IOll arc U\t·d m 
a numhcr of cxprc\\IOll\ th.11 would not tran,l.nc a<. pm<.C<.\1on m I· ngh<.h. 1\11 cx;1mplc of 
th!\ 1, 1he1d agam au a dheunumh 'I can manage n', literally 'will go at mt on m doing'. 
Both lorm<. arc prnent Ill thl\ 1clmm rug in 11gam .incl the !''1 person ma\culmc pronoun 
a. ror more 111furmatwn on po'><.e<.smn in Scottl\h G;id1c, refer to *2.2.1.5 111 Appendix I 

6.3.l Prepositions 

Simple. complex. and compound prepositions were co111b111cd tn compo<.c 1h1<. rcaturc. 
Al<.o 111cludcd were prc:po\lllons integrated w11hm noun phra,t· comtllUUH\. Jang (1998) 
find<. 1hat prcpm1t1om occur most frequently m more 111form.111onal rcg1<.tcrs. Ch.1fc (1982) 
dc\CflOC\ prcpmllional phra<,C\ :IS <1 way or COmprC\\ll)g mformallC)fl 1nto .1n 1de;1 Ullll 
while Chafe and Daniclcw1cz (1986) mention that prcpmition\ arc more likely to nccur 
linked with \'crb<. 111 con\n<.ati on. 81ber (1988) find' that prcpo\lllom correlate wnh noun 
count<., word length\, ;Jltrtbumc :1d1cct1vc,, :ind lcx1c;1I \'artcty and tend w he mo~t 

common 1n typically lncratc, 111formational text\. ;\111lcr .rnd Wc1m·n (1998) d1,cuss 
prcp<>\lt1onal phra\c<. m term\ of noun phr;1se complcxny. and find them to be rare m 

sp<lllt.lllCOU\ <.pokcn tCXl\. 

Datu und durn.s.;1011. i\ \t<lll\llCall) '> 1g111ficant difference oht•Hncd .1crms thl· Srntt1\h Gad1c 
rcg1\tcr\ for prcpmmom (F - 37.43 . p < .001). 

Table 68: Results: prepositions 

Com cr\atwn 
Radio Interview 
Sport\ Rcport.1gc 
Trad1uonal Narrauvc 

, PEECH 
F1cuon 
Pormal Pro'c 
News Sc ript ' 
Po Jular W nun • 
WRITING 

Total 

"' can be <.ccn in Table 69. there were many ~tall\t1calh \1g111ficant contra'b 111 1hc 
pa1rw1'e compan,ons: 

Table 69: Sorted data: prepositions 

105.81 

~ 
Formal Prose 

102.58 NcwsSc · 
90.97 Popular Writing 

86.58 Sporr~ Rcport•tgc 
77.57 Fi cu on 

60.41 Radio lntc r vit·w 
52.f" Tradmonal :'\.1rra11ve 

!Hl.2) Con\'cr\atwn 
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form.ii pro'c ;md nc:w' \Cnpt\ had the h1ghe'>t occurrcnte Incl\ for tlw feature w1th 
convt·r,.tnon, trad111011;i) narr.Hl\e. and raclm 1111cn 1t•w Lning the lea\t. There were 
\1gnificant contr'1\t\ m.1111ly between the'c groups, which \cemecl LO 111d1cate :l strong 
modal factor. \)'l<:Clficall) .i difference between inform.lllon-nch, wrmen rcg1\ter~ and 
more t) p1call) or.ii ont'\ Th1\ rc'>ult 1~ 111 line w11h pre\lnll\ re,carch. 

Sport\ report;1ge, which ha\ the highest occurrence of prcpom1ons 111 the spoken text~. 
may be :i manilc'lauon uf the ''"oc1a11on bctwct·n prepo,111on'> and \'Crb,, a\ reported br 
Chafe ;tnd D.1111clew1cz. If we rnn,1der th<.- occurrence of nrbal noum per IOOO words 111 

the reg1\tCr\, we find the followmg: 

Table 70: Resu lts: verbal nouns per !()()() words 

Con\'cr\.HH:ln 
Radw I ntcn·1cw 
Sport\ Re port.I gc 
Tracliuon.11 N.1rra11vc 
SPEECH 
F1cuon 
Form.ii Prose 

Total 

Met111 
30.78 
36.24 

2·1.1 1 
35.12 
26.8~ 

20.96 
31.71 
27.63 
26.78 
30.95 

Sport\ rqwrtage clearly h.i, the highest occurrence of \•c rh.il noun' Ill the ct1rpus. A quick 
cxam111a11on of the rnncorcbnccs from the vcrhal noun t.1gs ,how\ th.IL ;1round 1/3 of 
thc\e returns .ire :l5'>0Clated with a preposition. It seem'> rea\onablc to suggc'>t that 
rcg1stt:r\ 1nvoh mg dc,cripuon of <1ct1ve movement have a higher perccnrnge of verb + 
prepo'>ition con,tructiom than other reg1\lers. 

6.3.3 Pronouns 

Two type' of pronoum were tn\e~ugaled: per~onal pronoum and dcmonqrative 
pronoum. Pcr\onal pronouns pro' 1de anaphoric reference to prevmu~ly mcnuoncd actl\'C 
or rctncvahlc Ps, or, 1n the case of 1 ~ and 2"1 person pronoum, they refer lO comcxt
retnc\ablc addres\ers and addre\sees. B1hcr er t1!. (1999) found that pronoun\ 111 general are 
most frequently encoumered 111 convers,111on. The tag scheme of the current research did 
nm d1ffcrcnt1at~ between the different person-type' of the pronouns. On demonstrative 
pronouns, Biber (1988) wrnes: 

IThcyl can refer lO an em1ty oulSldc lhe text. an cxophonc referent. or lO a 
prcv10u' refcrcm Ill the text it~elf. In the laner case, lthcyl can refer w a 
s1-icc1fic nomrnal enmy or w an mcxplic11, often .1b~tract, concept (e.g .. rim 
.<ho111s ... ) (p. 226). 

R1be r\ result, 111d1cated that demonstrative pronoun~ tend to occur 111 Ill\ oh•cd, generall} 
o ral texts (Im D11nens1on I) as well as being weakly corrcl:ned wHh on-line, 111formational 
registers 'uch ·' ' prcpart'd 'peechc' :ind interview' (Dnnt'n,ion 6) 

Dara e111d comme111ary. T.1blc 71 h' t' the me;lll~ for the v,1nou\ rt•g1\tcr' on clcmoll\tr.lll'c 
pronouns and tot.ii pronouns: 
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Table 71: Resuhs: pronouns 

Re wn 
Conn·r,,n 1on 
R.1d10 lntc:rnc:w 
Sporl' Reportage 
Tr.1d11wnal ~arr au \'C 

PF.F.CH 
r1C1wn 
Funn.ii Prose 
New\ Scripts 
p1~ul.1r Wruing_ 
WRITING 

To111/ 

/)emnn.rtratwe PN 

9.52 
16.35 
6.84 

10.56 
I0.53 
5.71 
5.70 
2.50 
5.14 
4.70 
7.61 

P/lls total 
67.69 
51.39 
5U7 

108.52 
71.34 
61.SJ 
2~.50 
18.27 
B.93 
3H 
52.J9 

There w.1, ;1 s1gnific.1n1 difference bet ween the regmers for both feature': 

Demon~t ra1 1 n• P 's 
P 's total 

F - 11.016 
F - 55.871 

p < .001 
p < .001 

Demonstrative pronouns , howed the following s1gn1ficant pa1rw1se comparisons: 

Table 72: Soned data: demonstrative pronouns 

16.35 
JO. 56 
9.'i2 
6.84 
'i.71 
5.70 
HI 
2.50 

Radio Interview 
Trad1t wnal 0!arratl\ e 
Con H' r\allon 
Spons Repo rtage 
Fit ti on 
Formal Prmc 
Popul.1r Writing 
New~ Scripts 

133 

R.1d10 1111en 1cw cle.1rlr h.1s the greate~t prevalence of dcmonqratl\·c pronoum. fo llowed 
ll\ tr.1d1111mal narrall\ C .ind com ers:uion. :"\ews, JI the o ther end of the \Calt-, e \inced .1 

'~r) low le\cl of the fe;Hure. The strongest contrasts, as 111d1cat1:d hy the arrows, were 
bet ween radio interview ;ind ;tit of the written regl'tcrs. There were .11,o sta tl\Ucall r 
\lgn1ficant contra\t~ between news scripts, o n the o ne hand, and trad 111ona l narrat1\'C and 
convcr'>allon o n the other. 

In general, the o ral mode seems to correlate pO~lll\ cly wnh a greater frequenC) of 
dl'l1rnmtrall\CS. This d1;tnbu11011 agrees to a large extent wnh Biber'; findmg,. Perhaps 
the: rc.:.1'lm tha t new\ ' cnpt\ ha\'c the lowc;t occu rrence. " due, once :igain, w the fact 
that they seldom mm-up or refer LO previous referent' hut, 111,tc.1d , man.1gc a \Leady 
change of topic. 

The total number of pronouns found contrasted significan tl y 111 the rcgl\ters :is 
follow\: 
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Table 73: Sorted darn: total pronouns 

108.52 
67.69 
61.8.~ 

53.7i 
51.39 
B.9J 
24.50 
18.27 

Tradiuonal Narrative 
Conversation 
F1ct1on 
Sports Rcpon,1ge 
lt1cl10 I men 1cw 
Popular Wming 
Formal Pro~c 
'lcws Scripts 

This cl1Stribu11on 1s s11nilar to the prenou' one. Wllh trad1t1onal narrauve .ind 
convers,1tion cxhiblling 'ome of the highest occurrences of pronouns while formal pni.e 
and new, script!. have some of the lowc\t. The means indicate :1 wide range of occurrence 
lc,el. wtth news scnpl\ ha\'mg roughl) 116"' the frequency of 1rad111onal n;trrntl\'c for 
pronoum. There were "gmficant difference' bet ween m:111y of the regl\ter\, wnh the 
mmt prominent differences being betwtcen new' script\ and formal prme, on the one 
hand, and trad111onal narr:lll\e on the other. 

Overall, thn\e registe rs with a greater need to track paruc1pants h:n e a greater 
occu rrence of pronouns Ill their texts. It 1s not surpming that tr:tditional narrative. being 
monologue and an extended account of U\ually muluple referents, would have, by for, the 
highest occurrence of prnnoum. In addiuon. there seems to be an general tendency for 
more narrative- based texts to have a greater level of pronouns: ficuon 1s wmtc::n narrauve 
and conver\allon, as ha' already been discussed, often frawrc::s c::mbcddecl narrative 
discourse. 

By cxam1n1ng a trad1110nal narrauve cxcapt, 1t becomes clc:tr how important 
pronoum arc for managing reference 10 this rcg1Her: 

Example Traditional narrati ve excerp t: 
Well 's tum mar seo-11d1 a bh1/, dh' faalbh 1111 Eachllllr Ur/air. Agus lama mllllire11d1 a S<'O bha 
an ngh bhwdh e 11' falbh a's 11' bhei1111-sheilg dt101111a11 agus nuair a dh 'jhalbh e dhan bhemn
sheilg co-dl1111bh rh11in i n am fi•ar 11 b' i>rge dhe 1111 gille1111 rhum i ris, "a' ghraidhe111," 11rs' 
esan ars' ise, "nach rachadh tusa Stt//S," ors' ise, "agus, 1/111, cho11 011 !::11d1llllr Orl111r," urs' ise, 
"a dh' 111rra1dh na Cire 8111dhe." ars' ise. "Ag us d111 bhr a gad ri radh ri the, "ars' ise, "ad1 gun 
rti111ig tu nuas, g1111 do ch111r do mhuime 11 nutu," ars' ise, "a dh'111rra1dh 110 Cir Buidhe thu ." 
Dh'faalbh e, an gille bochd glwbh e s1111S 11)11a1g e raigh 1111 Eachl111r Ur/arr. 

Translation: 
\Vdl, 1h1\" the way it was, the f:.lChla1r Uri air kft. And th1' next day the king. he would go ofT to the 
hun11ng~mounta1n always and when he left to the hun11ng mountain anyw:1} she said to the 
youngc;1 ont· of the hoys she said to him, "ah love." he <aid she ~.11d, "wouldn't you go up." she \a1d, 
"and - up - tn the Eachl:ur Urlair," she said, "to get the Yellow Comh," she >aid. "And there will Ix: 
nothing for you tu \ay 10 her," she said, "but that you came up, that your 'l<'pmo1hc:r ,cnt you up." she 
<aHl, "to )iCI the Yellow Comb." He left. the poor lad he went up and he reached the hou\c of the 
Eachlair Url.ur. 

In this short piece of Ont· hundred and three words, there are 21 pronouns, referring to the 
king. the queen, chc youngest son, and the E ,1chla1r Url:.ur; the)' comprise nearly 1/6 of the 
wwl lexical items ( = 122). Not onlr do they indiC'atc which referent 1' awvatccl, but they 
,1rc :ibo importan t for rcmforcing cues about which perspective 1s being taken. between 
narrative and <lire.ct qu1>1cs.1' For m'tance, when the quc:cn " spe.1k1ng 1<> thl' 'on, he I\ 
referred to U)ing a 2"'1 person form, but when the narration rc\UITIC\, 11< I\ referred to "11h 
a 3'J pcr,on ma,culinc form. 

'Spoken l.anj;Udgc dc~s nm h.1vc quut;lUClll m.nl' .rnd hearers mun rrly on uthtr 1vpc' of C'Ut"\ 10 clctcrnune the t~pc
of J1\COUr\c bclOJ: U\cJ rhc)C' fC)l:h ColmC frnm U.ln,CrlplltlO\ rnaJc by nlhC't\, 111\.1\ punctU.H1on W,l\ Jdt 111, 
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Prono1111n.1l form\ .m: .11,o 11nportanL tn tradnmnal narr.111vt, ,1\ 111 other register\ 
fc,itunng mttract111n. for thl· cod111g of staLU~. ,\, 111<:111wned in *2.2.2 111 :\ppcndtx I, Gaelic 
h.1, ,1 l11n11ecl honounfic \)'\tl'lll, roughly parallel to that of F rc-nch and German. The 
following ex.11npl<:\ clemomtrat<: honorific shift m a n;irrall\'e t,lll· ('Conal (;u/bun'). In 
cx,11nplc (!15), K111g ( :on;1I " \)lCJkmg to a supernatural lx:1ng, who Jdclrcs\c\ him 11\ing the 
fom1J1.ir form 1/111. In (116), he ., hcing addrc..sed by ht\ 'ub1ccl\, who 11,t the polnc form 

S1bh: 

(85) '; b/111 am bodadi a' 11ghmn as a dheoghmdh 's a bho111e1d '11a dh</111. "() 111/, ttll, "ar/ 
e;a11, "a l?igh 1::m1111. Chan anti mar si11 a tho rhu 'dol 11 dh'fluilbh," t11'.(' est111, "t1g11s 
p11ml' <11g a' 11t{(l1t1111 nu11dh 111r 11 bhreuh dh ut " ars' emu. 
'and the o ld man wa\ coming after him clutching h1, bonnet. "Oh come back , 
come hack," he ~:11d, "King of I reland. It 's not like th.it tha t you lfomili.1rl arc 
gu111g to )e;1vc," 'aid he, "wnh a baby h:w1ng been born to you lfam1liarl b)' the 
red maiden," he 'aid. 

(!16) , lgm 11 ch111/e d111111: t1 cho11uu:t1chadh a' Righ rucht1dh e t111 c1 gM1i111 dhc1 's dh' 
fomgl111ec1«ht"Odh e dheth, "O ca robh sibh a Rlgh f-.'11ru1111, o rh101111 1111ti11hru11?" 
'Anti every J>Cr~on who met the King , he would go down on h1~ knee to him and 
he would a\k h11n, '"Oh where were: you lpoltt<:I King of lrd;md, for three 
\l"J\()11\~ ... 

6.4 Adverbs 

Three d1ff<:rt·nt fe.uurc' were considered m this section: plaet· .idn·rb,; time ad' crbs: 
Jch crh' 111 g<:neral (1101 um<: or place). Jang (1998) fountl th;u counts of gcncr;1) adverbs 
were higher IO narratl\'e, whil<: Biber (1988) discovenxl th.n they tended to be, ,1long wnh 
place ;md 11mc adn·rb\, most prevalen t in register\ \11ch a\ brn.1clca\t .md conversation, 
which, he 'ays. arc on-l10<: :incl featu re prominent u~c of l"Xophorn rcfi.rcncc. Narrauve 
was found hy Biber (1988) to have the highe~t instance of pl.ice :idvcrh,, and by J:ing 
(1991!), to hav<: till' h ighest o ccurrence of time adverb~ 

D11111 t111d commm1111)'· The mean diffrrencc~ arc reported in T:1bl<- 74: 

Table 74: Resu lts: adverbs 

Re wer Place Time 01he1 • ldv'; 
Conver-.111on I .60 13.97 15.64 
Radto l merv1<:w 9.11 13.15 11.77 
. ports Reportage: 50. 0 13.55 13.12 
Trad111onal Narram·c 22. H 11.65 9.92 
SPEEaf 12.66 
F1won 9.51 11.68 11.20 
Formal Prme 3.99 6.31 I UO 
New\ Script' 1.97 13.71 12.01 
Po£ul.1r \\I nun • 4.05 11.1 0 11.1 2 

IU11NG f.64 16.?7 11.4 
Total 15.32 11 .92 12.04 

There "''"a "gnifk1nt d1ffor<:ncc bet ween the rcgi'>tCr\ for place adverbs (F 79.329, p < 
.001) P.urwt'( rnmpamons obt.11ned a~ follows: 
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Table 75: Sorted data: place adverbs 

9.51 
9.11 
4.05 
3.99 
1.97 

rts Rcporta . .,,.,c __ ~ 
Tr:idmon;1( i'\Jrrathc 
Con versauon 
Fiction 
R,1dio lnten1ew 
P opular W riting 
Formal Pro,c 
• ew~ Script\ 

Sports reportage h;1d the most place adverb' hy far, with the next h1ghe\t rcgi'>lcr -
tr;ulitional nMr.111ve having le\' th;in one half 11'> ucn1rrencc level. Conn•r\atmn al\o had 
a rel:111vcly high return for the feature. On the other hand, new' \Cript., had .1 \'cry low 
return -l'k th.n of ,ports reportage. Formal prose and popular writing aho had low 
le\'eh of pl.ice ,1dvcrh\. The mmt prominent contrast wa' bl·tween \)>Ort\ reportage .ind 
all otht·r n·g1,ter\. There were adcln1onal significant contr:l\l., between. generally, the 
bouom three regl\ter\ (new\ scripts, formal pro~e .• incl popul.1r wmmµ) and the top three 
(~port' reponagt', tradn1unal narratl\e, and con\er\allon). 

I !ere. ll 1\ dear that regl\ter' pl,1cing a high demand on extr.1- textual reference for 
estahl ... h111g context ha \'e higher COUlll\ of pl.ice ad ,crh\. t\ t the 'l·ry top " sport 
reportagt-, Ill "hich addre\<crs must con"C) to the aud1enn: ,1 w1dt· ';u1ety of 'Palla! 
111form.1t1on .1<. player' interact with each other and the b.111. B1lx-r (ICJ ) and Jang (1998) 
found that narrall\ c rich rcg1,ters had the highest occurrence' of place :11herhs in their 
corpora. Th" would ha\C been the ca'e here ,1s well. had sports rcport.1ge not been 
included. At thl· lowcr t·nd of the spec trum arc the more ab,tract rcgl\ter,, which do not 
have as great a need for 1h" kind of refercnet-. Place ad,crb, 1n such text•., c'pcc1a lly tho,c 
111tc.:11ded for r(ader,h1p (e.g. formal prose) rather than a ll\te11111g .1ud1c.:ncc.: (e.g. news 
;cript,). some I 1me\ \ how 111\tances of 111tra-tex1ual reference. coded 1n \t;llemenl\ 'uch as 
'.1> we menunm:d above '. Some examples follow il )u.,1r;111ng the d1ffcrenrt· bl·1wcen the 
ext ra-u.:xtual U\c of place adverb\ 111 sport\ reportage and tr;1d111onal n;irram·e, and the 
mtra -tcxtu.11 U\C of them m form:i l prose: 

Extra-textual 
(87) Tl11i1111g Gough a -steach tltr t111 taobh t/11111 ann an -siud g1111 dume to/If .Httl >llm btth 

tJtr (Sl'Olff) 

'Gough <.1me in on the other side O\er there w11hout anyhody g" ing .1 gl.111ce at 
.all ,11 him ' 

(88) • lch 'seam p/1111' a rum P101111 g11 fagadh c• 'staigh feat an 11 robh G1m11dh 111111 am 
Jiilad1 a' watt·h-adh 1111111 b0tre1111nad1 (TR \l>) 

'But 11 " the plan tha1 Finn came up w11h that he would lea' c .1 man named Gary 
hidden inside watch mg the women' 

Intra-textual 
(81)) • l11m 1111 am 11d, t/111 1111 Gotll - na h -eachdra1chea11 sh uas mar eis1mple11 ... (FOR~!) 

' In that 11mc. 1he Lowlander\ - the historian.. above for ex.11nple ... · 
(90) , 111111""111tth thams 11 rh' agam an seo 1111· p11111g 110 dlta, ... (FORM) 

' In the quick run through I've done here on a point or two, .. .' 

In example, (87) .md (88), the ex ternal reference" clear, rd:11111µ to .1 pl.ice 111 the phy,1cal 
world dcp1ctcd hy 1hc bnguagc 1n tht• text. In ex.1mplcs (89) .ind ('Xl) huwn er. the 
reference I'> to a place m the text. In ( 9), 1t concerns .1 prior po1111 111 the 1cxt while, 1n ('>0). 
1t concerns the text ;1; a whole. 
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\ \lj.tlllfic.ml d1fferenn between the reg1\lcrs .1lw uhta111e<l for time adverbs (F 
2.7</5,p .013). Tht \1gn1fican1 pJ1rw1\e conlra\ t\ follow: 

Table 76: orted data: time adverbs 

13.97 
J.71 

13.55 
U.15 
11.68 
11 .65 
11.10 
(>.31 

Con,crsallon 
News Scripts 
S,pons R.ewAraa 
RJdlO I nterv1ew 
Fiction 
T radiuonal arrau ve 
Popular W riling 
Formal Pro'lc 

Ahhough convcr\<H1on retu rned the highest occurrence for ume ad,crh,, the new' scripts 
rcg1m:r wa' the h1ghe\t \t,1u-i1cally significant one for th" feature. followed clmdy by 
\pom reportage. Form.ii prose dc\'lated the m<Ht from the o ther reg"tcrs, with :in 
occum:nce level that wa\ le\\ than half that of new\ scripts. $1g111ficant cont ra\l\ occurred 
between formal pro\e .rnd three other register\: new' script \: sport\ repon.1ge; .ind fict ion. 

The clc.ireq cont r.1\l for 11me ad,erbs was between formal prose, .rnd secm 111gly, all of 
the other reg.-ters, wh ich h;1d meam that were very clme to o ne another. Com1denng the 
prc\ IOU\ re\ult for place .1d,erbs, fo rmal prose seem\ to be less grounded to the php1cal 
world than the o ther rcg1Hers; n I \ more abst ract. In rnn tra,t , although news scnpts had 
the lowe .. 1 mean for place ad~l'rbs, it had the 'ec<>nd h1ghe .. t mean for t1ml' adverbs. 
Sim1L1r to formal prose, the concerns of news scnpt\ are general!) unin,ohcd wnh 
phy.,.ca l sp.1Cc, but they a re, m contrast, with temporal Oow. In news \cripts, there 1s a 
prnm111cnce of ume adverb\ such as a11-d111gh 'today', <1 -mti11e11ch 'tomorrow', 1111 111ridh 
');1\t )'Ca r', 11 mxhd ' tonight', an oth-sheachdamn ' next week·. /1 mon 'l•l'>l nig ht ' .ind so on, 
md1ca ting an anchoring o f cvcm s to the future and pa\l. Sports reportage a1'o had a high 
return for ti me ad ve rbs, bu t their reference d iffer, som ewhat. In th i, register , there is a 
greater imtance of one' \UCh a, 11 -n is ·now (contraMive)', /1 rtthlSf 'aga1n' .jJ1111/11w 'yetAtill', 
m11r rho '.1lrcad)''. '_w b/uu/ ' imtantly', and mu dheire(ldh 'fi nall)•'. giv111g the 1mpre\\Hll1 chat 
tcmpor;1I reference 1' much more focused on the current Stace of aff.11rs. This i' not 
surpm111g g l\en the different communicati\e funcuons of the two registers: news scripts 
concern a wide va riety of pa't .md present C\ ent~. and possible future e\'cnts; sports 
repon.1ge 1\ ma111ly concerned wuh the here and now, making o nl) occa~1onal references 
to past or future games. 

There was no significant d ifference bet ween the n:gi\ters for other adverbs (F - 1.136, 
p - . ~5 1 n.s.). Judging by the d.-tribution of the me.rn' (sec Table 74 abo,·c). 1t 1s po,,iblc 
dial adcli11onal data would confi rm the tendency located by Biber (198 ). fo r general 
acl\'erbs to be p revalent m con, crsacion and broadca't. It also seems to ;1grec wnh Jang 
(1998). as narrative clearly has the lowest le\'cl of general ad,crbs. Dcspuc these potenual 
111d1ca11ons, ll 1s not possible to be certain abou t the data, preclud111g further comments 
on this result. 

6.5 Lexical Classes 

This scwon involves a numher o f miscellaneous lexic:il categories bet ween different 
adve rb types, numerals. and verb types. 

6.5. J Adverb of tflnce and Degree: Amplifiers, Down toners, Emphntics. nnd Hedges 

Amplifier> arc U\cd w incrc.i'e a \peakers connc11on of a proposmon. In ScG, words like 
gu /err 'completely'. dire11th 'ex.1ctly'. gl~ ·,el')·. and 10 'extremely' scr\'C th1' purpose. 
Thnc differ from cmph.1t1C\ (\cc below) 111 that amplifier~ g1\C an 111dc:x of 1he lnc:I of 
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cert.Hill) cxpn:\<ed Amplifier' C<ln .1bo convey .. I\ I lolme\ {19lH, (ltl·d 111 81bcr 19 ) 
pmnt' out, Jgrcemem "11h a li\tcncr. D owntoncrs \Crvc the oppo\llc purpo,es of 
,11npl1ficr,, rcclucing con\ 1Ct10n •lnd convq·ing cll\,tgrccment ''uh .1 11'tcncr. One example 
in C.1d1c "K" ire 'w .111 exll'nt

0

• 

Emphatics. \Uch ;I\ gu derJrbh 'indeed'. gu dnmh11111r '" llh n·rt;11n1y', .111d gun terJgamh 
'wuhout a d1111ht ', e'Cprc'' con\'ICllon toward, J propm1t10n '' llhout );"mg Jn 10d1cauon 
of the degree of con\ 1ct11m. H ed ges differ from down toncn 111 the sa nll' way that 
cmph.1l1C\ d1fkr from ,1mplifier': they expre's .1 lowering of con\'ICllon tow:irth a 
propm1uon w11hout an 10d1call<m of degree. Example' in (;;1clic arc <ha mhor 'a lmost '. 's 
dlxha 'perhap,· and moth dh 'jl1t1odte ' p erhaps'. 

Sever;1l re\carchcr\ ha' c correlated the prc\ence of thew feature' "ith in\olved strle~ 
or the cx prcs5mn of personal , t,m cc (amplrfiers Bilx-r 1988; do11111m11ers Biber l <J95; emphat1cs 
Chait 11782; Biber 1995; Jang 1998; hedgCJ Biber 1988, 1995). Emphat1C\ and hedge• have 
also been linked wuh regl\tc r' that are more typicall y or.11 than luer;He (c:mpha11a Biber 
IW'S; hedge< De\llo 1966, 1967; C hafe and Da111dew1cz 1987; Biber 19'J5). 

Da111. The mt.Ill\ for thc'e fc:a ture' .ire summed up 111 Tabk 77: 

T able 77: Results: ad verbs o f stan ce and degree 

Re i;ter . Im /, ll?'S Dow111011erJ £m h1111u f /ed I'S 

Con' cr\:1l1on 5. 12 .H .% 1.26 
Rad io I ntcn 1ew 6.80 .24 Ml 3.01 
Sports Rq>onagc 7.74 .63 .95 1.98 
Traclu1onal Nnrrntl\C 3.94 .85 .88 
SPEF.<:H 5.85 1.43 1.72 
F1ct1on 5.36 1.16 1.91 
Form:il Prose 5. 1 1.46 1.76 

1.82 .00 .5 1 
5.2 1 .80 1.29 
1.34 .82 IJ.~ 
5. 10 I. I 3 1.52 

There wa\ a significant difference between the reg1\lcrs for amplifiers (F - 4.065, p 
.001). The \ign1ficam pa1 rw1\c cornpari ons were as follow': 

T able 78: ort cd da ta: ampli fiers 

.74 
6. 
5.36 
5.21 
5. 18 
5.12 
3.94 
l.ll2 

Sports Reportage 
Radio Interview,~---' 
F 1cuon 
Pupul,1r Wrumg 
ForrnJI Prose 
Con ver\allon 
TrJd1t10nal 1arraci' c 
N ews Scripts 

I !ere, we ~cc thJ I 'port\ rcport;1ge and radio inte rview ha"e the j!reatc\l proporuon of 
.1rnpl1fic:r' while new\ '<"npt\ h'"e the lca>L S1gn1ficant p.11rw1,e n11npar1'on,, 1ndicatt·d 
by the a rrows. obt.11ncd between thc~e two group~ .1s \\ell·" hc t\\'ecn new' \Cnpts, on the 
one hand, .tnd popular wriung and convcr~auon on the other. 

A sign1fic.mt difference also obtained for h edges (F 3.229, p - .(X)5). The -.oncd d.na 
with significant p:urw1se comparisom follow: 
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1.76 
1.29 
1.16 
.88 
.'i i 

Radiolntcrv~•c~w"-~~~ 
Sport\ Rc:port.tgc: 
J'JCtlOn 
Fornul Pro\c: 
Popul.tr \Vnttng 
(:on vl·rut mn 
Trad11111nal Na rrative 
Nc:w\ Scripts 
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R:ul10 1ntcrv1cw h.1d the grcate~t occurrence of hedge' while new' \Cnpt; and traditional 
n;1rra11vc h;uf fi:w cump.1rt·d 10 the rest of the register;,. There wa, .1 \1g111flcan1 difference 
bc."twccn radio 111tcr\'icw .ind thc;c two regi\tcr;. In term' uf range, the mean occurrence 
for ncw' ..cnpt' W;t\ ,1hou1 one \txth that of radto intcn•1cw. 

The occurrence lc\'cls of emphati cs did differ '1gn1flcantl>• between the rcg1Hers (F = 
3.953, f' - .!)(JI), hut there were no significant pa1rn 1st• comp.irl\Oll\. I lowevc:r, when 
com1dcnng the mc;tn\ (\ce Table 77), radio 1ntcr\'IC:W has ,1 com1dernbly higher amount 
than must other rq~t)tcrs, while news >cripts C:\ meed nom-. Although post hoc test~ arc 
u~cful for \orllng compansom, 111 a case like this where .1 tcndcnc) \ccms w be 
consonant w11h rca\oncd expcctauons de~p11e :.i lack of st.111,11c.1I \l)::lllfic.111cc it is 
1mpon;111l w com1dcr the poss1b1lity of a ·1ruc:' flndmg. This .1w1nmenl of data 1s 
consl\tent wtth the charac1c:ns;111on of two d1fferelll poles of tn\Ol\'cment, the: ax1' upon 
"h1ch much of the: data d 1ffc:rc:d m the work of Biber. Chafe, .111d ).1ng. 

For downtoncrs, ,1 \lg111flcant difference between the rcg1'>ll'r' did not obtam (F = 
2.illl,f' .tJO'i n.,.), Due to the l:.ick of interpretable comp.1mom, 1h" li:atun: will no1 be 
discussed .1g.11n. 

Co111me111111y. While the \lausuc:il power w:is low 1n tht'\l' comp:in,on,, 1hcy ,how a dear 
1cnclrncy for '>l)()rl\ rcport;1gc and radio interview LO be diffcrl'nllatcd from new' scripts 
<Ind, 111 1nms of hedge~, tracliuonal narrali,•c. Radio imerv1cw ,howcd hig h level~ of 
amplifier,, t·mphallC\ and hedges, while sport\ r<:port.tgc l1.1d the h1ghc\t mc:in for 
amplifier' .ind one of the highest for hedges. Th1\ re\ult I\ gt·nnall) cum1~tcn 1 with 
prn1om rc,c,1rch; r.1d10 mlen 1cw is a da\sically tn\·olvcd rt•g1stc:r bound up with 
1111cr.1ct1on and op1nmg while the news script rcg1stt.'r 1s prun.1nly f.1cll1al and detached. 

One of the: ch.iractcn,lln that makes radio 1ntc:rv1ew compcllmg to ll' aud ience: 1s 11~ 
sub1ecuvc, pc:rson.11 element, where different posn1om art· l'XIHl'\\t'd b)'· ;tnd contrasted 
between, d1ffcrcm paruc1pants. In radio mtc:ntew, amplifiers .ire tl\c:d 111 \.Ht0us wap. 
but 1hey often func11on LO c:mph:m~e ;,omc quality central LO .1 pmlllon: LO gl\c 11 more 
commun1c;t11\ <: wc:1ght so that 11 will be pcrcc:l\·ccl as 1mpon.1111. I kdgc' .uc: 'een to: 
111cl1c:nc: 1n<:x;1cu1uclc:; suggest alternatives o r hypothc:sc:\; .ind downpl.1) an as\cruon. 
EmphauC\ .ire: U\c:d LO con,·ey a general sen~e of con\'tCllon LO\\ .irds .1 proposmon or 
111d1catc agrc:cmc:nl wnh a pnor uncrance, such as from .mothl·r paruc1pant. All of these 
funct10m arc charactc:nsuc of mvolved discourse, where the t'X IHCS\IOn of personal 
opm1un' ;md 1mer:.ic11on bc1 wc:cn parttc1panu. has a more central role 1h.m the exchange 
of mformauon. 

In sport' reportage. :impliflcrs are used as mcnuoncd above, bu1 even more: often to 

mdica te the ph)''1cal pmitions of referents on field (pl:1yer,, the b.111 , etc.). I ledge' :ire used 
mainly 111 the: flr~ l way mentioned above - to mdica te 1ha1 reference' 10 ttme or 
phy,1C.1lt1) (nw,1·nH·n1. loc.llum) arc mexact or ;1pprox11n.11c. Cmhcquc:ntly, the use of 
tht•\c rc.uurc\ I\ not pnm.trtl) for the c:xprernon of per\on.11 \l.tncc: and 01her functtons 
rd.t1l'<l tu 11!ln.1't1on • hu1, mstc.1d, for cxtra-1cx1ual rcferc:ncn to ,p;icc: .ind tune. 
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Some ex;impl e~ fo llow 1llu~1ra1ing 1hc\e fe.1LUres: 

Amplifier 
(9 1) rl1t1thar a' rnmatl a-mach gu blit·tl t1' pfu)pa (nc.) t1 th' aga11111 an drdsta gu blu:il e gu 

math teann gu math crna1dh mar t1chanas1t1d ro nght-um1g (INTER) 

'ii is being maintained that the pope we have righ1 now 1hat he 1s very rc\lrictive 
very hard as they say too right -wing' 

(92) N1chof air taobh a-sta1gh let/1 )'ugoslavur ga feucha111 n mas"" lo1dh11e och bho s111d ro 
jht1d 01r falbh bho Joh11so11 agus d1t11dli e t1 -mach (SPORT) 

H edge 

'0:1chol inside Yugmlav1a 's \Ide irymg lio putl 11up1hc line but that w:1s 100 far 
away from Johnson and 11 went out' 

(93) mar a bha c111de1g111 tha m1 a' smao111eadwdh a's an rwghaftrrs aga11111 fain a' radii gu 
bheil a cheart 1t1mh1r a chead neo a choir 111g /Jreatamn 's doc ha am homb 11 t /11/get! 11ir 

New York ri /11111 's gu bheil ceannaircil"h bhon I RJl a' fimeac/1 011 -sm (1:-.:TF R) 

':is somebody I 1hink in our own government was say ing rhat Britain ha, just as 
much justification perhaps LO drop the homb on New York bccau'e tcrrorms 
from the IRA arc living there' 

(94) fe11ch11idh rad b111fle 's doc ha bho dii jh1chead slat no mar s111 (SPO RTS) 

'they will try a kick from perhaps twenty yards or about that' 

Emphatic 
(95) <a> a Dhoml111r11ll ma thC1d m1 11ga1bh /Min an toiseac/1 ma tha a bhetl s1bhse draghail 

man a bhet! a' tacha1rt? 
<b> tht1 draghail dha -rlribh tha seo a' bualadh mr doo111e neo-cl11ofltach soot!1dh m1se 
(INTF.R) 

<3> Donald if I may go to you first 1hcn arc you bothered about wha1's 
happening? 
<b> yes bothered indeed this 1s affecting innocent people I think 

In example (91), the speaker uses the amplifiers to emphasise cerrain characteristics about 
the pope, as well as saying th:n he posses'>es an excesswe level of a certain quality - bcmg 
'right-wing'. While the use of amplifiers in this case related to a particular arg umentative 
posi tion, the use of 1he amplifier in example (92) simply relates to the physical pos11ions of 
a ball and player in a footba ll game. F.xample (93) uses a hedge, :igain in the contex t of an 
argumentative po~ition. The logic of this example goes that, if America can bomb a 
country because it is harbouring terrorists, wh:it would be wrong with Britain bombing 
New York , since tcrrori\tS fro m the I RA arc known to be in re~idcnce there. The hedge is 
used to downplay convictio n to this incendiary sta tement, effectively saying that maybe it 
follo ws as a logical a rgument, but not necessa rily. On the other hand , the hedge 111 
exa mple (94) only serves to md 1catc that the measurement prov ided in the uttera nce is 
mexact. Finally, in example (95), speaker I a'ks a question of speaker 2 w which he 
responds wi1h an affirmative response along with an emphatic. The emphatic operates to 

convey an incrca~cd convie1ion in the tatcmcnt; not only is he bothered, he 1s very 
bothered about what is happening. 

6.5.2 Verb Types 

Three ve rb classes were inveq1gated in th.- secuon: private; puhlic; and 'uaSl\'C. Biber 
(1988) defines these as fo llo ws: private verbs involve mental states (creuls11111 'bdicvmg') or 
"nonobservable intellectual acts" (p. 242) ~uch 3!> motha1ch 'notice ' ; public verbs denote 
actions which can be publicly witncs~ed, such as riidh 'say' o r 111me 'tell'; 
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suasivt verb .1rt thml· 1hat "imply mtenuon~ LO bring .1bout \Omt ch.ingt m the future" 
(p. 242) .. uch ,1\ 111rr "" 'a\k for' or wnnsachadh 'teach' (can .il\o mean 'k,1rn'). Ch;1fr (1982) 
and Biber (1988) found that private verbs signify IO\Ohcmcnt wh1k Jang (1998) rcpom 
ihcm .J\ 1nd1c.11mg pcr\onal cxpre~s1on of emouon. Public vcrh\ \\l'rc found by Biber 
{IQ ) to bt· frequent 1n narratl\'e and Jang (1998) found them common 1n 1ntcraCU\'C 
register\. St1.l\IH \'Crb' were found by Biber (1988) to ht· une uf 1hc maul features of 
pcr\u,101,·e rt'gl\ll'r\, .. uch a\ ed1wrials. 

/)atc1and10111mmt111y. The mcam of the different type~ arc prc\cnicd below: 

Table 80: Resu lts: verb types 

Rt' 11stn Pr·ivate Public SuaJwe 
~;.::::.:.;__~~~~-(---"--'-':"::::---"~::r-_;: 

Conver\,H1nn 5.9 ~---·2_,l 
Radio I ntcrv11.•w 6.34 .34 
Sport\ Reportage 3.03 .30 
Tra<.huon;il '.1rrauvc: 7.30 1.41 

CH 5 .58 
F1c11on 10.Q<J .72 
Formal Prme ·135 .32 
New' Script\ 4.77 15.5~s••IJFll 
Po ular Wnun .26 9.5-1 I 

TING 6.6'5 10.02 l 1 
Total 7.77 i. 2 .85 

For private verbs, there wa; a significant overall d1ffcrc:ncc: bet ween the registers 
(f=5.059,p < .001). Significant pairwise comparisons were .1s follows: 

Table 81: Sorted data: private verbs 

3.43 
0.83 

8.89 
8.52 

.26 
5.63 
4.i7 
3.04 

Radio Interview 
Fic:tioo 
Coo venation 
Traditional ..--~ 
Popular Writing 
Sports Reporcage 

ews cnpts 
Fo rmal Prose 

Radin 1nterv1ew had the: highest mean fo r the feature, followed by fic11on . Formal prose, 
in rnntr;1\l, had the lowest mean, being less than one quJrtcr th.it found in radio 
inicrview. There were ~1gnificant pairwise companson\ between formal prose and the 
four h1ghe\t scoring registers, of which three arc spoken. This rc~uh 1nd1catcs that private 
verbs .ire generally more common in spoken, mvohed registers uch as radio interview 
and conver\ation , bu1 also prescni in high levels in narrauvc:. Forn1.1l prmc 1\ the epitome 
of a detached reg!Slcr and 11 is not su rprising that it had a vcr)' low return for 1hc feature. 
Ahhough 11 did not differ significantly from any other rcgiMcr, ll is no1ablc 1ha1 news 
scri pts had 1hc second lowest return for private verbs. Some exam ples fo llow from the 
four h1ghnt \Wring reg1,tcrs: 

(96) /11' br u1dhtrm t11r duomr 01111 an tug of t1Ja1/ uell nus mo" tha 11Jd nas bniukil a tha 1ad 
th11111111' cre1dsinn <111 as foetlrr gun tetJgamh (1-.:T~ R) 
bpeaking .1b<n1t partte1pants in tug of warl 'well the bigger the:) are the tougher 
thq arc I bdicvc' 
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(97) . lgw on" thti1111g 1/fl dm-/1 m1/lc:<1n nor b•cl gu 1elebh1<e1111 G.mlhl1J! bhwdh 111 1i; do 
ch1<1// 11110-t1 dnsmaoinich thtt 11ir ,;111. (J ICT) 

'.\ncl \tncc 1hc 1en m1ll1on pound\ came IO Cacli<' telnl\ton you would ha\t: to ht: 
out of your mind unlc\'> you thou ght of dia1 ' 

(%) uell 11t1 /)omh11all111ch ,;111 bha wd coirdet1ch do Shmnaidh 1ht1 m1 t1' smao1ntinn math 
dh 'fhmxiu (c m;\) 

'wcll 1hme MacDon.1kh the) were related w johnrl)' I :1111 thinking p<:rlJJps' 
(99) fmma11/h 1111 foem falbh dhc1 h -1arra1dh c1gw "" g1lle dm1h/11 1111111 1horc1dh chan carb 

mm ri dume <tJm bah 1 (TRAD) 

·1 mu~l go to get ll and the boy wnh me hccau\l' we won't trust 11 \\'1th any other 
per.,on' 

Public verbs ,1J.,o differed ~1gntficand)' between 1he n:g1\l l'r~ (F - 5.'Jl4. p < .00 1). The 
follow10g "gnificant pa1rWl\l' compa rison\ emerged: 

Table 82: Sorted data: public verbs 

5.58 
10.09 
9.54 
7.30 
6.H 
5.97 

·US 
UH 

News Scripts 
f ICU On 

Popular W rmng 
Trad1t1onal ~.1rrat1vc 
Radio Interview 
Con ,·cr\a t1on 
formal Prose 
Sporn Rcporragc 

1cw., .. cnp1~ clc.1rly had the highes1 mean and W<I\ ~ 1g111 ficandy different from 1110~1 of 
the o ther reg1~ter\, .h 1nd1cated by the .1rrow~ and ilJu.,trated by tht· .. h .1d111g. P11pular 
w riting a lso d1ffcn:d '>1gnific:indy from sports rcporrage, which had 1he lowc\l mean for 
public verb\, 't:ronded by formal prme. 

W11h ns emphasis on report111g public events and the \ pccch of public figure\, 11 is 
con\l\tent th.11 m·w., ..cripts would pre\cnt the h1ghl·\t count of publi~ verbs. Sport~ 
reportage. on the oth er hand, I' v1rrually dev01d of 1nt e ract1on, except in the short 
commcntar1C\ b1:1ween plar .. Tbc results d1ffrr somcwha1 from B1lx:r (1988) who found 
th:ll narrau ve h.1d the h1ghe\t rt:lllrn for pnva1e 'crbs. I lowevcr , a\ can he \l't:n from the 
Table 82 abO\<:, ficuon had the ~ccond h1ghc~t level ovcr~1ll while trad111onal n.1rrat1vc had 
the hag heM for a ' lm kl·n reg1Her. On the other hand. the ri:;ult., art: '>tnkangl)' d1ffer1:nt 
from Jang (1998) who \t.ncd that public verb\ were prunanl)' a.,..oc1atcd wnh intc racuvc 
reg1H1:rs. 

Examples 11110) and (IOI) a re from news scripts of public verb\: 

(100) Thu d;l111Che1111 ag radh g11r e droch 1og11/aichea11Isic I1111d1 ,ec1<11dh n cnth tl1t1/mha11111 
as wireach g1111 do bh1isc11cl1 111dh1r. 
'Sc1ent1\tS arc saying 1ha1 bad houses w hich could not \land up to an t:arthquakc 
are thl· rearnn 1hat \o m any d ied.' 

(101) Tht1b111dhe1111111111 Sla1111e is S1lbhailu:achd dol t1 dh 'fhoil/seachadh tllfh1sg a 
dui111c11dh H11i/1r1uk a 1/111obh s11111 lo1dhmchet111 iam11111 Jlhre1111111111 . 
'Th<' I leahh and S.1fety D~·partmcnt " gomg w publish .1 report 1ha1 would 
cnucl';e Railtrack concernmg the state of Britain'< r;11lway'.' 

For suasive verbs, the Krmkal-W al11 .. test shownl a \1gmficant merall cltfferencc (X = 
2 .442, p < .001). 'cws scnp1s evinced the most .• 1s can be sel·n tn the tabl e of me.in~ 
above (Table 80). wh ile conversation ennced the lca<t. If .10 i:xamplc of a pcrH1aSl\'C, 
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cdiwnal register had been 111cluckd, we would have expected to find u ranked higher than 
news \Crtpl\. Whtie the news scnpl register IS not, ll\clr, an example or this kind or 
register, many of the quotes coma111cd w1th111 the ~cnpts arc from 1ncltncluals who arc 
trymg to mnucncc the op1n1ons of others or cause ~omc change m the lmener. In this 
sense, one may s.1y that there 1s .1 sub-reg ister present within ll. Some example!. follow 
from new\ ,cnpts: 

(102) Co111111ch1dh 1mg111rca11 chle1bh a' Chost t111 fllr 11 -nul11((1ch, 11g11s 111d ag iarraidh ""a' 
1?111ghaltt1s a nt/11st casg 11 chur air trtilairean bho "" loc/11111 mara. 
' West coast creel fi sherman wil l m eet tomorrow, wanting the government again 
lO put a ban on trawler\ from the sea lochs.' 

(103) Clundh a mho/adh le l11chd-sgr1idaitlh 1111 naglwlta1s gumfi1od11dh sg11t!al 11111das11ch 1111 
h-, llbt1 aig ire iosal a storadh aig io11t1tl D/11(11rath. 
' It wa!. suggested b)' government researchers that nuclear waHe could be stored to 
~ome extent at the Dounreay centre· 

( )(}!) Tha polt1u Alba all" 1omam ilr a chur air choiJ, son fe11d1a11111 r1 b/wh a' toir t air 
dra1bhct1rall llll CYIOJll fl sobhal111d/i (/C(I ch/eachdat//i. 
'Scowsh police officer!. have begun a new campaign . trymg to m ake dnvers use 
their s:ifcty belt;,.' 

6.5.3 J:."11glish Borro wing 

Pre'>1lcnce of English bo rrowing has been taken by several researcher-; (,cc Chapter 11) as 
indicattng lowered formalny. The borrowing data were split into two groups: nouns and 
non-noum. \\11thin the nouns. two featu res were counted: nouns :ts!.im tla ted to Gaelic 
onhograph)•/phonology and nouns that were left unass1mtla ted. An example of the first 1s 
ropadh for 'roping '. I lcrc, the \ !Cm or the English word ("cop(e)- ') h::is hccn imported with 
the addiuon of the Gael ic suffix u>ed with verbal noum. Una,>im tlated words were left in 
their normal English fo rm. For non-nouns, on ly unass1mil::1 tcd totals were counted . ::is 
assimilated tota ls d id not reach h igh lc"els. 

Data. Table 83 presents the O\'era ll means for these three features: 

Table 83: R esults: English borro wing 

Re 1.S1e1 Assmularcd 1101111 
Con vers:1t1on 
Radio Interview 
Sports Reportage 
Trad1uona l Narrat ive 
SPEECH 
fiction 
Formal P rose 

2.95 
1.4 1 
.4 
.60 

1.36 
1.57 
3.36 
3.1 4 
1.89 
2.50 
1.93 

Unass11111lared 1101111 U11assin11l11red 11011 -no1111 
14.76 5.46 
6.27 I. I 
.49 .CJ\/ 
.22 .00 

5.39 I. 
2. 17 .12 
.88 .12 

2.66 .15 
2.09 .55 
1.97 .2~ 
.3.68 1.05 

Thr occurrenn· nf assi m ila ted no uns wa~ examined with the Kru,kal- Wall1s lest and 
found to dtffrr -.gn1f1c.1ntl) 111 the registers (X' = 14.274, p = .047). Formal pro>e had the 
mo\l, ;t\ sct·n hclow, and the register with the lc:ast was sports n:port:igc. The ~ortcd data 
folio" for cump.1ratt\ c purposes w11h examples from the texts pro' 1dcd: 
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Table 84: Assimilated English nouns 

J'6 Feanal p,_ 
l+ .,_ Scripu 

2.9S C.OOYenabOR 
l.~9 Popular Writing 
1.57 rinaon 
1.41 R.1d10 I men ac'' 
.60 Trad111onal ~arrative 
.48 Spom Reportage 

Examples: 
CON\' 'sfl hhunkho11<.e: bra11ue11rlia11 '(hank) branche,·; resradh ' rc\t1ng' 
ll\'TUt 11eamrdh 't raaning' (repeat\ 4 umes) 
SPORT 111ra' pho,t; 1ur11' churner 
TR,\I> 111111{.W('hean 'trunk-' 
HC"r s111mra111 'cement';glosmdh 'glossy (magazine)': '111 d10n1rac1 
FORM na GypJ1dhea11 "the Cyp<.ae.,': mleala11 'alleles' 
'f ws <tJtdhran; '\caencc': poileasa1dh 'policy'; democrw111dh 'democr.1cy'; helicoptam111 
POP an l~adu1dh 'the l.1ch';s10.<ta111 'system': u11 TBh 'the T \ " 

,\\ can he \Cen, the extent of ass1m11'111on range' from \ample .application of lenataon tu 

fully gael1cl\cd \tnactures ,uch as brau1<eucha11, wuh phonological modtficauon (Engl ish 

f tJl~ Scotmh Caelac lJ] ) and added morphemes (plu ral -each1111). 
ror unassimilatcd nouns, a >agnaficant difference also obtained (X - ~8.652, p < .001). 

There was a clc.1r cont rast an the spoken registers between convcr\at1nn. ;H 14 .76 imtances 
per 1000 word,, and tradatwnal narrative, .11 .22 111<,tance\ (cf. fo rma l prc»c, at . 8 
anmrnccs). The sorted d;tta and examples fo llow: 

Examples: 
CON\' forec;ast; turkey hurgcr; gym; lemon sole; horse hox 
INTl·.R "m m cd1ca11on; coach, exercise, elephant 
'iPORT (//go' pole; dhen " ' g.1me;g11 corner11 ' bhoau ' to the corner of the box' 
TR.\l> chief; lid (occur' a'> .1 gloss of romh/a) 
l'IC.1 concert; con trast; deal; bullshit 
H>RM tm Arctic; epic; S.an-;krn ; 1ntr0<.lu([ion 
'F.WS tribunal: hepauus C; e-mail : ce rvical cancer 
POP grant; wireless; family 

T able 85: U nassimila tcd English nouns 

14.76 
6.27 
2.66 
2. 17 
2.09 
.88 
.49 
.22 

CenvllllbGQ 
Radio I ntervu:w 

ews Script\ 
Ficuon 
Popular Wming 
Formal Prose 
Sports Reportage 
Traditional Narrative 

Most of the'>e .ire <.elf explanatory. The first 1 wo 111 the '>pOrt\ rcgl\ter row an· an contrast 
to the ones cued abo\'e, which evince len111on as they arc dcfin 11 e .rnd 111 the cLtt1 ve ca'>e. 
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Fmall). for una)similated non-nouns, there \\"ii\ ;tl\o a s1g1111icant conir:m between the 
register' (K 27.072. p < .001). Agam, 1hc mmt extreme rnntra't ''a' hctwccn 
con,·crsauon .• 11 5 46 1mtanCC), and tradmonal narra11vc, which did not C\ mcc .1 \mglc 

111\lancc 1n .111 of the tex". The \Orted data and examples follow hduw· 

Table 86: Unassimilatcd English non-nouns 

S.46 Convcrsabon. 
1.81 ltidm I ntcrv1ew 
.55 Popul.1r Wnung 
.15 cw' Scripts 
.11 Fiction 
.11 Formal Prose 
.O'l Sport' Reportage 
.00 Trad111onal Narrau vc 

Examples: 
co:-;\' fifty f'ive; rnll 01111 ·,ull there'; supposed: brainy 
l'"TFR import.int; really; eighteen twenty; right wing; alright 
\PORT amon \ ('!Cl! 'for a ~pell !of t11nc1' 
TR.\D ~/,\ 
ncT gabh \lr:ught a-neach 'go straight 10 · 
FORM record (' h.) 
\'I· w~ alum1111um (adj.): C hinook (adJ .• modifying 'hd1copter) 
POP ftMy; knackered; extended 

Comme111ary. In order to understand borrowing 111 each of thc reg1\1ers, 11 is necessary 10 
build a p1c111rc incorporating the three different features. If form.ii prose 1s cons1den:d, it 
1s ,ccn w have the highest level of ass1mila1cd 1:.nglish noun>, but \Cry IC)w levels of 
unassim ila ted noum and non-nouns. This pattern indicate\ tha t authors of fo rmal prose 
eschew conspicuous English loan,, preferring to present them 111 g.1elic1.,ed form. On the 
other hand, 111 con\'crsauon, there 1s a high lcvd of .issimil.ned English nouns, but an e\•en 
higher level of unass1m1latcd one' and unass1m1latcd non- nouns. Con\equcntly, II appears 
that coll\er\;lllon contains man)• loans regardlc\s of form. This f'indmg agree\ w11h the 
obscrvauon of other researchers - ~uch as Macaulay (1982a), i L.101rc (198 ) .md L>on .111 
(199-la) - th.ll colloquial usage correlates with greater occurrence of borrowing. When 
comparing co1wcr\at ion to rad10 interview, howc\'er, one secs less borrowmg altogether. 
This 1s ostcns1bly md1cauve of the greater sdf-con,c10usness cmergmg m md1\1dual' who 
speak on the radio: they arc less mclined 10 present .10 Engli'h form. For s1x>rt' rcporugc, 
there were .iho 'cry fe\\ loans, due to the effort on the part of the HBC G.u:lic 
department lC> establish terminology for football coverage 111 tht· language (sec §4.1.3.3 fo r 
examples). Moreover, the !united semantic range of the rcg1,1er en.1blcs thi'> effort 10 be 
cornprehem1vc. In contrast to all of these cases 1s tradiuonal narratl\c. The results show 
that th is reg1\tCr has low levels of loans altogether. Thi~ 1s a product of at kast l wo 
factors: trad111onal narra11ve 1s :i formal register. with most <ea11rh01dhea11 ' tr<lcliuon 
bearers' mvcsung their )torics wnh inherent cul tural wonh; .ind the: context of such 
\t0rics is that of ,1 world pre-dating pervasive Engli~h inOucncc there arc few loan) 
because there is little need for them. 

65.4 Numer.il 

ll1c .1u1hor could find no references for the rcg1,ter 'ariaucm of numerals 111 the lncra1ure 
(\,l\C for th( I nglish gr.1mm.ir of Biber et al. 1999). In Chafr"s tcrmmology. use of 
numeral\ " .111 cx.11n pie of 111tcgrat1on - the packag111g of 111form.n1011 111 a clause - similar 
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to other k1mh of non11n.1l mo<l1fic.1t111n. In the prt:,cnt \tud), no d1,11nu1on wa' made 
between card1n,1l and nrdmal number,, nor 1hw.c: U\cd pronom1n.1lly L't'litt.i tho't: u~cd 
aunbuun-h (1.c. 'the three mer there' ts. "1hc three pcoplt mt:r thert "). In B1lx:r er al. 
(1999), nc\\\ Wa\ found to haH the greatest Int:! or numt·r·•" ()\Crall followed b\ 
.1cadcm1c prmc. 

Data 1md romme11tun. There wa\ a \I gm fl cant difference: hct ween lhc regl\tcr' for 
numer.1h (F ').()59,p < .001). The meam obtained .ire'" follm''': 

Table: 87: Results: numerals 

Re wt·r 
Con\' t:r\,1 ll on 

Radio lntc:n1cw 
Sport\ Report.1gt: 
Trndiuonal ~arratl\'C 
SPEECH 
F1cuun 
Form:1I Pro\c 

'cw\ Scnpt' 
Po n1l.1r \Vrnm • 

RITING 

Total 

,\feu11 

6.77 
I 5.77 
7.32 
6. 56 
8.28 
6.80 

18.(,S 
22.38 
I0.61 
14.8 
11.55 

,\ number nf \lgmficant 1>:11rw1)C compa n,on5 al\o emerged: 

Table 88: Sorted data: numerals 

238 
18.68 
U.77 
10.61 
7.32 
6.80 
6.77 
6.36 

News ScriP,ts 
Formal Prose 
Radio Interview 
Popular Writing 
Sports Reportage: 
Ficunn 
Convc:rsa11on 
Trad111onal Narrative 

The rc,ult\ arc n•ry clo5c to tho\c found by Biber et ul. ( 1999). :-.:cw\ crl)m had the 
h1ghe,t occurrence level for numerals and. a' indicated by the arrow\, differed 
s1g111fic.111tly from fi\t: of lhe reg15lc:r\ in the corpus: 1radn1onal n.1m111ve; con\'ersatton: 
ficuon; sports reportage; and popular wnling. Formal prme h.1d the second highest mean 
for numeral\, hut cl1cl not differ 'lgnifieantly from any of the other reg1su:r\ 1n the corpus. 
I I owner, b.l\cd upon the po~1uon of these l wo rcgmer'>, n " rca,onablc lO 'uggcst that 
the occurrt·nce of numt·rab correlales posittvely w11h 111form.111onalll)'· 

6.6 Lcxic:il Specificity 

Two measure~ of lcxic:il spec1fic11y were used: the average number of leuer' per word 
and the C)•pc/token ratio, which mearnrcs the number of cl1fferc:11t wonh 111 .1 lexl. Biber 
(1988) found greater mean word length corrclaled pos111vcly w11h 111form.11ional11y 111 

registers. In term'> of the type/token ratto, stud1n ha\e found th.\l ll " higher 111 wrning 
(Driem:in 1962: Chafe and Da111clew1cz 1987) :ind that ll 1s al'>o 1nd1cat1\ e of an 
111formation,1l orientation (Biber 19 : Jang 1998), and p.1mc11l,1rly m.1rkcd tn nt'W\ (B1lx:r et 
al. 1999). 
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Table 89: Resu lts: lcxkal )pccificity 

Con\'crutwn 
R.1dw I nrcn 1cw 
Sport' Rcpurtagc 
T rad11w11.1 I :\'arrall\'C 

PHCH 

Chariutn; per 
word 
~.8 1 

4.12 
4.48 
4.10 
4.13 
4.27 
4.69 
4.91 
4.62 
4.64 
4.38 

Typeltokm 
/"(J( /() 

48.45 
46.53 
40.73 
4-3.72 
44. 
53.56 
50. 14 
56.25 
52. 18 
'H. 
4 .91 

147 

Dara and wmmt:11tary. There \\,JS a s1g111ficant <l1ffcn:ncc bctwccn thc group' for average 
characters per word CF - 44.454. p < .001). S1g111fic.111t pa1rw1\c compamon'> ubtame<l 
hctwec:n mmt of the reg1'>tcn: 

Table 90: Sorted data: average characters per word 

.91 

.69 
4.62 
-1.4 
4.27 
4.12 
4.10 
3.81 

News Scripu 
Fo ose 
Popul.lr Wnttng 
Sports Rcpor1.1ge 
Fictmn 
Radio lnter\'lcw 
Traditional Narrauvc 
Convcrs.ition 

It wc:m '> th.11 all of the wrincn registers save fiction returned relatl\'el> high counts for 
a\cr;1gt· characters per word. News scripts had the highest count b> far, fo llowed clmely 
b) formal pro\c and popul.tr wriung. At the other end of the 'pectrum, cun\ersa11on was 
m.1rl..edl) different from mu't of the o ther reg1,ter\. The rt·turn for '>port'> reportage mar 
be J Im mflatccl due to the length of som e of the \1trn.1me' encountered, which occur 
\Vlth .1 high frequency. This finding i, consistent \\'llh Biber (19 ), 111d1cat1ng that more 
111form;111on.1l, l11eratc rcg1 .. tcr\ 1n Scow sh Gaelic tend to h.nc longer words. 

A " gntfica nt difference .11 .. o o htamed for the type/token ratio ( F - 24. 99, p < .001). The 
s1gn1ficant p:11rw1se compa risons were as follows: 

Table 91: Sorted data: type/token ratio 

"' 5 ~ 
'l~.i2 

I0.7l 

News Scripts 
Fiction 

Formal Prose 
Con\•en:1tion 
R.1d10 lnten1cw 
Traci111onal Narramc 
5pons Reportage 
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Herc, news scripts again has the highest return, followed by fiction and popular writing. 
At the other end of the scale arc sports reportage and traditional narrative. A statistically 
significant contrast occurred between sports reportage and every other register save 
traditional narrative. News scripts also differed significantly from five out of the 7 other 
registers. 

In view of these two results, we see that news scripts both have the most extensive 
lexicon and use the longest words. This reflects the great variety of referents in the 
register as well as its high concentration of nouns. Fiction has a varied lexicon, but tends 
to use shorter words than one half of the other registers. Formal prose, on the other hand, 
tends to use longer words, but does not have a particularly varied lexicon. This may be 
due - as Biber et al. (1999) mention about academic prose - to the greater repetition of 
especially technical terms in this register. Conversation tends to use the smallest words, 
but has the most varied lexicon of the spoken registers. Sports reportage has the 
narrowest lexical range of the corpus. This is likely to be a factor of the very constrained 
production circumstances of this register. Overall, as has been found in studies on other 
languages, written registers in Scottish Gaelic have a more varied vocabulary than spoken 
registers and also tend to use longer words. 

6.7 Summary of Chapter Six 

This chapter surveyed a wide range of morphosyntactic features that were suspected, 
based upon prior research and observation, to be relevant to register variation in Scottish 
Gaelic. A number of these features marked strong differences between the registers. The 
following discussion summarises these differences in terms of the most apparent 
functional or contextual correlates associated with the features. 

The largest functional class of features is involved in differentiating registers that are 
primarily informational from those which are not. Passives, total nouns, complex nouns, 
genitives, prepositions, numerals, and long words all occurred with greater frequency in 
the more informational registers, i.e. news scripts and formal prose. These features 
function to: emphasise actions and objects whilst de-emphasising actors 
(passives/impersonals); pack information into the clause (nouns, genitives, prepositions, 
and numerals); and increase specificity of reference (long words). Additionally, clausal 
negation, which is linked to more imaginative or involved discourse, had a low 
occurrence level in these texts. 

Other features were associated with a contrast between narrative and non-narrative 
discourse: present tense; past tense; indefinite 2; and pronouns. The first of these - present 
tense - was found to be relatively scarce in narrative while the following three were much 
more common in narrative than other types of registers. Past tense is the classic marker of 
narrative discourse, but the indefinite 2 can also refer to past time frames. Finally, 
pronouns seem to be more common in narrative due to the heavy need for referent 
tracking. 

Interactive discourse was distinguished by several features: interrogatives; imperatives; 
indefinite marking; and private verbs. The first two of these are superficial correlates of 
dialogue. Although interrogatives were clearly more common in conversation and radio 
interview, imperatives were most prominent in traditional narrative. This was explained 
as being due to the setting in which the conversations took place; had there been more 
procedural discourse - such as that surrounding communal work - or had all the 
conversations taken place over the dinner table, perhaps there would have been more 
imperatives found. Also, the 'rough and ready' nature of traditional narrative may select 
more impolite strategics for giving orders, while these arc somewhat proscribed by social 
conventions in most conversational contexts. Indefinite marking increases the vagueness 
of a reference and tends to indicate a more fragmented style. This kind of construction is 
interactive insofar as it places an onus upon the addressce(s) to provide a reference for 
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themselves. Private verbs communicate the opinions, perceptions, and feelings of 
participants and were most common as a whole in the two interactive registers, 
conversation and radio interview. 

Differences in production constraints were associated with the distribution of a 
number of features: attributive adjectives; complex noun phrases; grammatical 
concordance; and unassimilated English loans. In general, registers with production time 
restrictions (i.e. conversation and radio interview) tend to have a simpler syntax and 
morphology than those permitting time for editing (i.e. all written registers except for 
news scripts). However, self-consciousness - even in spontaneous spoken registers - can 
have an impact on linguistic form, as was found in the difference between conversation 
and radio interview regarding unassimilated English loans: conversation had more. 

Finally, the distribution of demonstrative adjectives - most frequent in formal prose 
and conversation and least frequent in news scripts and sports reportage - indicated a 
sensitivity to discourse freedom. While news scripts and sports reportage are bound to 
maintain a continuous flow of information, formal prose and conversation are free to 
pick up previous points of reference. Demonstrative adjectives arc one of the devices 
whereby referents can be reactivated. 
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7 Noun Phrase Grammar and Complexity 

This chapter investigates in more depth two features covered in Chapter 6 which were 
found to robustly diverge across the different registers: concordance of case marking and 
noun phrase complexity. A frequently encountered position concerning Scottish Gaelic 
register variation is that formal uses of the language tend to correlate with the appearance 
of more conservative nominal forms. The Goidelic languages arc notable for the complex 
ways in which case, gender, and number interact in their nominal morphology. (A sketch 
of the system is presented in §2.2 of Appendix 1.) As in many other languages, this S)'Stcm 
has been in a process of gradual simplification for as long as the written record is extant. 
Today, it is clear that there is a wide range of variation in the use of nominal forms, but 
there has been no attempt, thus far, to quantify those most subject to variation, nor to 
determine which registers evince the most conservative usage. The first sub-chapter 
examines these topics, breaking the data down into three cases - nominative, dative, and 
genitive - as well as adjectival usage. Furthermore, by collapsing the corpus data together 
as a whole, it investigates which combinations of case, gender, and number tend to 
produce the most cases of nonconcordance overall. 

In the second sub-chapter, the differences in noun phrase complexity arc investigated 
between two different discourse types: spontaneous conversation and formal prose. 
Previous work, such as Chafe (1982), Biber (1988), and Miller and Weinert (1998), has 
indicated that speech and writing differ in the amount of information that they pack into 
clauses and phrases. Writing tends to be more informationally compressed, as seen in its 
greater proportion of modified noun phrases. This result was replicated in the present 
study in §6.2.3, where there was a solid difference between formal prose and conversation 
in their concentrations of complex noun phrase. Formal prose was found to have 15.83 
complex NPs per 1000 words while conversation had only 2.36. This chapter investigates 
in finer detail the ways in which these two registers differ. It examines the differences in 
the syntactic functions of complex NPs in the two registers (e.g. as subject or object of 
the clause) as well as the differences in the frequency of the constituents used in their 
respective complex noun phrases (i.e. attributive adjectives, relative clauses, prepositional 
phrases, and genitives). The results indicate that the complex NPs of formal prose tend to 
show greater lexical range, have a greater number of modifying NPs which arc 
themselves modified, and show more 'upmarket' modifiers. In addition, a greater 
proportion of complex NPs in formal prose occur as syntactically integrated constituents 
(e.g. the subject of a transitive clause) while more occur in extraclausal positions in 
conversation. 

7.1 Case Marking in Scottish Gaelic Registers: Concordance and Nonconcordance 

The statistical analysis in §6.2.4.2 revealed some interesting differences in case marking 
between the registers. To recapitulate, sports reportage and news scripts were seen to 
have had the highest proportion of nonconcordant marking while fiction, traditional 
narrative and formal prose had the lowest. Before carrying on from this finding, it seemed 
important to establish whether there was an interaction between the number of nouns 
that a text exhibits and its level of grammatical nonconcordancc; in other words, whether 
a register that is very noun rich (e.g. news scripts) has more of a tendency towards 
nonconcordance than one that is relatively noun poor (e.g. conversation). To investigate 
this possibility, Kendall's tau-b nonparametric test of correlation was used to measure the 
relationship between two variables: the overall count of nouns; and the ratio of 
nonconcordant items to concordant items. The test revealed that there was not a 
significant relationship between the two features (r = .126, p = .155 n.s.). Therefore, in this 
corpus, there is not a tendency for texts to evince higher levels of noun nonconcordance 
the more noun rich that they are. 
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u,rng f.111g11t1Stt1t, .ill 1n\l,mcn of noun nonconcord~1ncc 111 1he nirpu' were luc.1ted, w1th 
""" ,cp.H;Hccl for each rt·gi,1cr. S11nilarly, another \carch wa\ clonc for .111 111\lancc\ of 
noun concord.111n'. Tht· rnul 11ng darn arc cl"pla)'Cd 111 1he t.1blc' 1h.11 follow, organised 
per caw ca1cgory: nom111.1t1vc; dati ve: and gen111ve. Broad colun11l\ .m: urg.1111\cd per 
numher1dcfin11cnc\\ and d1udcd into 'C' concord.met and ':"' noncnncordancc The 
nonconcordancc colu11111' ha' t' lwcn 'haded for ca\c of reference. 

J.1.1 Nominative C:1H' 

1\\ ,ccn hdow, there were very few case~ of nonconcord;111cc 111 the nom111at1\'C. In the 
spoken texts, there .trt· exam pie' \uch as ti/I jl11thrad1 (-am Jitht•11t h 111.; trnd11wnal 
n;irr.11ive), 1111 1/mdwdh ( 1111 t 1lmch11dh m.; ;port \ reportage); blw an cmd d111d1 01g 
McClmr (- a' ch111d f.; sport\ reportage), and a' phtljkJ 11 th' aga11111 (-am papa m.; radio 
interview). In the wnttt•n tcxt~ we find an comha1rle ( a' c·homha1rle f.; llt'W' \Crlflt\), an 

1011,id ( ·/Ill t 1011ad m.; formal pro,c). 'seam f a1uuchdu11111 u bhu mm ... ( "" fou1reaC"hdt111111 
f.; popular wm111g). In nt\1rly all cases, the nonconcordancc 1s duc to die lcnH1on of 
masculine noum or tht· non lcn1t1on of fem111111c nouns. Follow111g from this, most 
example~ .ire definite. One 1ntcrcs11ng case of an nonconcorcbnt 111dcfin11c noun 1s a 
h)pcrcorrecuon 111 a new~ \trtpt: eadur bh t11dhea1111a11 (-b111dh11ean). Th<" prc:pmn1on eadur 
1 ~ muall) 1;1ken to govern nmn111at1\e case rather dun the: gc:nu 1ve, "' 1l doe\ hne. 

Table 92: oun concordance data: nominative case, feminine 

oJDefiniteness Pl. Ind. Sing. Def. Sing. Ind. 
Concordance c N c N c N 
Col1\ c rs:u um I. I I -1. 2 10.51 
Radio ln1erv1cw 1.80 5.8 10.34 
Spom Reportage 1.35 3.37 0.10 12.03 
Tr.id ;1rr:H1 vc 0.29 9.57 10.05 
l71n ion 2. H 11 .36 19. 15 
Form.ti Prose 1.57 6.59 15.45 
New\ Scripts 2.61! 0.IO 6.64 0.30 27. 5 0. 10 
Popubr Wrning 2.46 9.65 0.10 20.23 
1lur11g_e 1.70 0.10 7.U 0.17 15.70 0. 10 

Over.ill, there a rc fewer mstancc' of nonconcord.1nt fem111111e nouns th.m m,1\Culmc 
noun\. Th ts may be partly due to the fact that fcm111111c nouns arc not a\ pre' ,1lcnt as 
111J\Culinc nouns 111 general. which can be seen by comparing the column .1,·cr.1ge' al the 
honom of each table. 

Table 93: Noun concordance data: nominative case, masculine 

NoJ Dcfiniteness Pl. Def. Sing. Def. Sing. Ind. 
Concordance c N c N c N 
Conver~auon 1.42 11.30 24.26 
Radio I nterv1cw 4.55 9.70 0. 19 28.65 
Spom Reportage 2. 12 0.10 11 .35 0.19 16.07 
Trad arr:ui vc t51 21.77 O.IO 26.45 
I 1cl1n11 I 7'l 17. 9 n.n 
I mm.11 Prose 4 ').! 13.3 31.N 0.10 
'-c-v.' l.,rript' 3 50 0. 10 10.01 0.69 ~s. 5 0.50 
Popul.1r \\' riung tcxi 11.30 0. Ill 34.92 
JlttTtl {' J.21 0. 10 13.3-1 0.25 19.16 I O.lO 
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The h1ghnt concen1rat1on of nunconconl.mcc: o\'n.111 " ck.1rl) 111 dw Ill'\\'' \Crll't'- To 
mc.1,ur< II'> d1'p<mt~ "11h thl othc:r rc:gl\ter,, one c.111 comp.in· the: k"c:I' of conu1rdam 
noun' m 1hc Ill'\'' 'cnph w11h th< other' anJ then compare thc'l' figurt·\ w11h the lc:vcls 
of nonconcord.tnn:. I )omg thl\, onl finch 1ha1 new' \Crl(lt~ c:\ met I 0.01 concordam 
\t11gul.1r, definite:, 111.1\culim· noum per IOOO worJ, with 0.h'J that .ire nonconc mlanc 
\ Vhilc: ll' lc:\'d of nonrnncorclann: 1n thi' categon 1\ tht h1ghc:\I of th< rc:gmcr\, 11' lc\'d 
of connml.111n· " till' 'l'Cond lowc:st (cf. the lnc:I\ of(' and i'..: for t radnwn.tl narr;H1\t). 
Tim 1c:IJ, U\ 1h.1t nc:w' \Cnpt~ did nut ha\'c .i prl·ponclerancc of thc\e t) pc:' of nouns 
cnmp.1rcd w till· o th l'r reg1\ttr'>, but more often prnen tc:d a nonconcord.rnt fo rm . 

7.1.Z D.11ivc C:1se 

The: da11 vc (or prc:po\l!lonal c;l\c) " the: name given to th e: ca\c: a~'> 1gned b) moH 
prcpm11t0m in Srnt tt\h Gaelic. Ccner,11ly 'peakmg, 1101rnn:1t1\c: form' arc: med a'> the: ba"~ 
for the: cb t1 ve. hut wppleu un doc:\ occur wnh a l11n11c:d \Cl of 1rrt·gul.1r nouns. e.g. biJ 
nom. -7 cm a' hho111 dat . Dc:lm11c: ma;culme noun' 111 the dall' c: .ire c11hcr lenned 1f they 
begin wtth .1 lcnuahlc noun (e.g. a'.r a' char) - o r rcccl\ e the prdi' t 1f they beg in w11h J 

or J + \t>noranl II. n, rl. e.g. lea an t -mamh . Defin11e fem1nmc nollll\ rccc1\c: tht same 
treatment as m.1scul111<- unts, but they ;1(so md1c.He the d,lll\ c b)' pala1.d1.,.llwn o f 1erm111al 
consonant\ and/or \'owe! change\ whc:n pos\lhle. Dependmg on the prcpos11111n 
11npltc.1tc:d, mckfi111te noum m;1y or may nm be lc111tcd . H owe\er, 111 comcn •lll\'C us.1gc. 
all mdcfinitc d.111vc frm1111nc noun~ arc: p;dat.iltscd, "1th \'owd ch,1ngc.,, 11 their 
morpholog} permit\ 11. D1.1gra1w; ilhl\traung 1hc\c fc.nurn .ire ,I\ .11 labk in §2.2.1 .4 <>f 
Appc:nd1x I . 

t\ t1u1ck look at the t.1ble., below mdicatcs many more nonconcord.1111 forms dun the 
nom111.1uvt· did. Beg1n11111g wtth tht spoken reg1,ter,, wt· find the fo lio" 1ng: an dii 
c·ha11/each'' (-<hc11/luh f.; convcrsauon);gann ded1/a1h (-rhlouh f.; ccm,er\<ll1on );comh/a m 
a' ch/111111 (-th/0111// f.; r.1dio 1meniew); le a ch11s (-choa f.; ~port' reportage); a'.< 11' bhuctl/J 
(blwwJ m.; 5pons reportage). Some example'> from the wnn cn rcg1 .. 1t·rs follow: n a 
111glie1111 (-111gh111n f.; ficuon); bhon a' hhu1dhea1111 (-bh111dh11111 f.; new' scnp1,); thug <111 an 
cr111blw w1 n/m1 11ai 111lwrr11dwdh (-a11 a' dmublw m .; news \Cnp!S). A., 1s clear, most of 
the nonconcordant forms stem from the Lick of pa lalil ltsauon 111 d.1t1 vc fc- m1n111e noum. 
In the no nconcord;llll ma\culinc nouns, which .ire le,~ frequent, nonconcordance i~ clue to 
fcm1111sed hypercorrec twn (appl) mg palaialtsa uon when it \ hould not occur); fai lu re lO 
k11i1c; and m"plact·menl of 't · (e.g. atg an aon t -sagan atg an <1011 s(h)11g11r1, rf. a1g an t 
sag<1rt; popular wnung). 

Table 94: Noun concordance data: dative case, feminine 

N oJDefinitcness Sing. Def. ing. Ind. 
Concordance c N c N 
Conver\at1on 3.71 0.24 2.45 0.16 
Radio I nten 1cw 5.79 0.38 4.93 0.38 
Sport\ Reportage 6.16 0.67 l.i3 0.48 
Tr.id Narrat1\e 8.69 4.98 0.20 
r1ctinn 10.94 0.21 11 .05 0.32 
Formal Pro~c 13. 18 14.27 0.10 

cw' Script~ 12.98 0.50 14.47 0.89 
Popular Wnung 14.28 0.21 I0.68 (l.10 
A11C1·age 9.47 0.37 8.07 0.33 

.,Tcchnic.1lly, tht\ ".rn untancc of du.11 number. but ll) forrn.!U•nl rn lcnHntnc noun' 1\ 1drn111. .. 1I Ut th.u ut the d.1 11\c 
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The highnl llvt:I of ncmrnn,ordancc for d.1l1Vt' fcmmmc noUll\ th.u a rc: \mgulJr and 
dl"fin1tc: appe.!r' 1n 'll<>rt' reportage, \ccondcd by new\ \Crl)lt\. For mddinuc: form,, these 
iwo rcg1,tcr' .ire rt•\·er\ed. Form:il prose .ippcar' w be 1hc mo\l cun,cn.HI\ c rt·gl\ttr for 
frmimm· d.u1H lorlll\ ,., ll h.1\ the h1ghes1 111c1Jc:ncc of concordant forms and the lowc\l 

mc1dcnce of nonconcordant forms. 

Table 95: oun con cordan ce data: dative case, masculine 

NoJDdiniteness Pl. Ind. Sing. D ef. Sing. Ind. 

Concordan ce c N c N c N 
Con vc:r>.tllnn 0.55 5.53 0.08 5.85 
R.1d10 lntcrv1t·w 1.n 7. 30 0.38 9.)9 

Sport\ Rt·1wrtag'' 0.67 14.5! 0. 10 10.10 

Trad :--:arr;1t1n 0.39 0.10 16.69 0. 10 i.')I 
F1n10n 1.52 15.89 IC1.8 l 
Forn1'1 l P ro\t' 4.82 16.43 1'>.48 
:'\c\\'' Script' 4.(xi 0.10 8.91 0.40 15.86 0.20 
Popular \V r11111g 4.41 1438 0.10 17.4(> 
lu,.agr 2.66 0.10 12.46 0.19 12.86 0.2() 

For m.1\Cuhm d.1t1\t' form \, tl1c g rc:ncst fn.:c1ut·nc> of nonconcordancc occurrnl wnh 
nouns th al were \ mgubr and d efinite. Ag:i111, nc ws \Cnpl '> had t hc h1ghe,t ll'\c:l of 
nonconcord,111ce o\ er.111. 

7.1.J Genitive C:1se 

1\ s 1s e.1s1 l) gr,1'1x·d from 1hc t.1hlc' below, the ge111ll\ e prc\cnl' d1c gre;HC\l O\er;ill IC\ t:I, 
of nonconcord.111cc, while the ;ictu:tl k vcl' of me arc much lower than the· o the r c:1>e' 
(bc\ldcs the voe.Ill\ e, which wa' very rare in the co rpm). Plur.11 gcn1t1vcs arc c h.1r;1c tc: n sed 
by lcnition when 111dc fin n e and the article 1/(/111/nan whe n de fini t t·. In addition. t·~pcci.1 1ly 
w11h T ype I m.1\cul111e noun' (\cc §2.2. 1 111 the Gramma r), 1hert' can he .1 rcver\toll b.1ck 
to the num111.111vc <,111gul.ir form 111 the plural gc111tl\'e. Exam pin of nonconcord.1ncc Ill 

the .,pokcn regl\tcr., for gen Ill\ c plural noum fo lio \\: ;gar/, g10111tJ1C''1 ( g'11om11d1 m.: 
con\t'r\<UIOn); he11gt111 ch11orc11ch (-chaoracli f. 1rrcg.: con,c r\.tl1nn); ,, .•reud a lrth na h
, L.miil111111m'1 ( 111111, lstrtiil1t1111u·h m.: 'pons reportage): a11 feadh 1111 h t'llt•tm ( 11011 t'llrt111 m.; 
r;1cl10 mtcrnew); CllJ( t·ea1111 ni1<et111 (-ch1i1seu11 f.: rad10 mtcrv1cw). Fur the wmten regl\tCr>, 
\\ C fi nd: 11' lfJgail derilbhu11 (-dhealbhun m l f.: popular wnt111g): 111mm nu d1irhtha1111a11 
( ·nan: l1C\\\ \cnpt,);a' co1111head h111/geanan (-bh11ilgetJ1111n m.: fin1on). 

The nonconcord.1nt ~111gubr gcnit1\'CS arc much more frcqut'nt than tht· plur.11 ont' ... In 
thc <,pokc:n reg1\tcr\, one h1c.Hc\ the follow111g e\amplc': mu dhe1dh11111 jetJr no re (-ji1 m.: 
con\ er'<Hton); a' deanamh ni<xh (-criche f.: tr.1d 111onal narr;u 1 \ c:); a' r111gs1m1 u11 of>,111 (-11a 
h-obmch f.; radio 1nt en •1ew); amon a' bhall (-11' bh111ll m .; \)lOrt '> reportage). The 
nonconcordanct' 1\ due to lack of genitive definite a rucle~ and l.1Ck or the ~pee.fi e i::e111 11 vc 
form\, man) of wh1Ch arc irrcgul:tr, for both masculmt and frm111 111e noum. In the 
wmtcn rcgl\tt'r\, the "1me kind\ or nonconcord;rncc occur: 11111 mcarg b111dhctJnn 
( h111dh11111 f.; Ill.'\\\ script \); ag 1111m1dh dearbhadh (-derubh111dh m .; fnrm;1l prme); a' ('Ill an 
dreach faem ( d1'f'tlch11 m.; po pul.ir wn11 ng):/ai 11' b'1e111g (- 1111 /)('/llge r.: r1 ct 1011). 

In one or two regist e r~ , nonconcordant 1tc m., :ire dl\t n butcd ac ros' :1 vcr)' ,111.111 
numhi:r of 11·\lc.il Hem.,, homting the k\'cl of nonconcord.mcc out of proporuon. For 
c:x.unplt·, 111 lii::ht of th~ high '<ore of 'Jlort\ rqmrtJgt· for nonconcordant \lllj?Ular. 
dtfi111tt· nourh hdow, the m.1111 word' cncnuntc·n·d .ire onn th.ll .ire frcqucnth repeated 
111 th.I! rt'gl\t<' r, .1!11111,t to l11<· prnn1 of being 'rcgl\tt:r marker,'· bro[; '<,hoc', lmdhne 'line·. 
duuh 'pl.1~ ' . I !rm t·\er. 111 other rcg1'1c:r,. \Uch ,1, new' \Ul)lt ' the llt'l11' Jrt· more 
dl\p.ir.lll', 
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To c::isc compar1,on makrng 1n Lh,· 1.ihlc, th.it follow, column maximum< .ire: ind1c:necl 
in black colour. 

Table 96: Noun concordance data: genitive case, fe minine 

----
Sing~ N oJDcfini tenc:ss PL Def. Pl. lndef. Sing. Def. 

Concordance c N c N c N c N 
Con,c:rsat1on 0.24 0.08 0.55 0.08 2.29 0.16 1.26 0.40 
R:idw I nterv1cw 0. ~8 0.28 0.66 0.38 2.66 0.76 2.85 0.95 
Sports Rcpon:igc 0.19 0.IO 0.29 0.10 4.62 - 3.46 OAS 
Trad Narrative: 0.88 0.49 0.10 1.93 0.20 2. 15 0.39 
F1ct1on 0.95 0.84 4.63 0.21 4.52 O.i4 
Formal Pro~c 0.89 0.59 6.~o 039 6.40 0.30 
1 ews Scripts 0.89 I iii ifij ••-v~ 8.52 0.59 M' 'I Ill o. rn llJI Popular Wriung 0.92 0.31 7.70 1.13 
Average 0. 7 I 0.19 0.68 0.23 5.15 0.54 ./.fiO 0.83 

For feminine noun' in the genitive, there 'ecm~ ro be a tendency for new> sc ripts to h:i\•c 
the: highest level of nonconcorclancc, w1th the ncxL highest level in 2 out of 4 c:1sc, - in 
radio interview. This 1s not surprising "' both arc affccLcd by production constraints. 
F'ormal prose 1s consistently :imong the m<>st conserv;nive register<, along w1th l'ictmn. 
Although conversa tion has very few nonconcordant feminine gennivcs which .ire s1ngul.1r 
and definite, it abo has\ cry few concordant ones, ::I> seen above. 

Table 97: Noun concordance data: genitive case, masculine 

No./Definiteness 
Concordance 
Conversation 
Radio I ntcrview 

Pl. Def. Pl. Ind. Sing. Def. Sing. Ind. 

pons Reportage 
Trad NarraLivc 
ricunn 
Formal Prose 

c 
0.71 

N 

0.85 llllll 
0.10 

1.14 

Ml 
1.85 
1.68 

--'•"'ill'• 0.10 

c 
0.47 
0.76 
0. 19 
1.17 
1.58 
3.05 

N 
0.40 
0.57 
0.19 

0.11 

c N c 
4.27 0.40 1.90 O.Si 
3.32 0.28 .3.41 l.W 
2.89 1.25 1.40 2.21 
6.93 0.10 5.0 2.05 
8.3 1 0.32 6.2 1 1.79 
.07 0.39 7.28 1.08 

N cw~ Seri pr; 
Popular Writing 
Average 

3.27 0.30 -!. It. 1.0'I 8.'12 1.'18 11.UI 157 
3.59 0.21 
2.20 0.72 

I.().! 

1.65 
0.82 
0.53 

4.52 
5.90 

0.62 
0.67 

5.24 
5.28 

Once again, the news script register seem~ LO be the most nonconcordant in Lcrm< of the 
genitive marking of masculine n<>uns. However, It als<> ha~ the highest lc\•d uf 
ro11co1da11ce for all buL ma~culinc plural dcfin11e geniuvcs. By makmg reference to the r:iuo 
of concordant 10 nonconcordant items per 1000 words, it should be possible to 
d1samb1guaLc these findings: 

Table 98: Noun concordance data: feminine, singular, definite , genitive 

Sport,, Reportage 2.67 
Radio Interview 3.50 
Conversation 14.31 (') 

0 

News ScnpLS 14.44 ::> ,., 
Trad Narrative 14.65 0 ..., 

c. 
rormal Prose 16.15 "' :;;; 

F1cuon 22.05 
..., ,., 

Popular Writing 29.81 

2.05 
1.95 
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Table 99: Noun concordance data: feminine, singular, indefinite, genitive 

R.1dw I n1c:n1c:\\ UXl 

Ccmvc:r,,11mn us 
G 

;'\rw\ s,ript' t(,<J :; 
Tr.id '\,1rratl\ c 5.51 i Fiwon <i.11 :... 
PnpuLir \\' rt11ng (1.81 :> 

" 
Sport' Rcpon.1gl' 7.2 1 " 
Formal Pru'c 21..H 

Table 100: Noun concordance data: mascu line, singular, d efinite, geni tive 

Sport' Rl•portage 2J I 

New' Script' 4.51 
D Popul.1r \Vritmg 7.29 5 

Conn·r,,111on 10.(il! " :: 
lt1din Intern<.'\\ 11.86 2.. 

:.. 
Formal Pro'<.' 20.69 :> 

" 
Ficuon 25.97 " 
Tr.tel :-.:arr.Ill\<.' c,•no 

Table IOI : Noun concordance data: masculjnc, singular, indefinite, geni tive 

Sport' R, port;tge O.M 
Radio lntCf\((\\' 1.71 
Cmn c:r,.111011 2.18 D 

:; 
Tr.tel ;"\:arr.ttt\'C: J...48 " 
Popular \Vri11ng 2.56 ~ 

0-

cw' Script\ U7 
:.> 

I :> 

" F1c11on ~.47 "' 
Formal P rmc 6.74 

The trl.'ncl that emerge\ from the\C tables i~ that ' IXlrh rq1nn;1gc tend\ to he am nng\t the 
mo~t nonconcordant reg1\ll:f\ in terms of the gent11\c followed by radw 1111cn1cw. 
while the more concordant (i.e. con,c.·n·a11vc) rcg1<;1cr' arc forma l prme .111d lic11on. w11h 
trad1t111nal n.trra11vt the mmt concordant of the 'pokcn reg1,tcr~. 1\verag111g .111 of thc\e 
\Corn together in to om· mam 1:1blc of gcn1t1val concordance (T.1ble 102). w, find the 
fo llow mg: 

Table 102: A vcrage C: N ratio for genitive nouns 

Spum Reportage L21 
R.1d1u I nterncw 5.02 

Q :"cw' Script ' 6.48 :> 
Conver\;llton 7.58 8 
PopuLir \\I mmg 11 .62 2.. 

'-
Fictmn HAO :> 

" Formal Prmc 16.23 "' 
Trad arr:iuvc 22.')Q 

lntl·rt·,1111gl). 1radu111n.1l n.1rr.111vc h;1' leapt tu the lllll\l concordant pmttton. Thi' I \ 

h"'.111'c of thc cmtlil·r in till' rn.1,cuhn< \lllj!Ul.1r <k·ftnlll t.1hk (Tahk 100) .1hm l', \\here It 
hacl .1 rattu nf h1UO. ,\ loo!,; .11 thl· ac1u.1I lcx1c.1I 11<"111' in 1h1' '1tbcoq1u' rc\ cal' th.it one 
'1xth ol the llc:nn .m· rqxo,1t,, For 1mtancc, the phra'c Fear a' Ch11raram (;him.• . . 1 perfectly 
formed ;:cnlll\C. j, repcatnl 11 tlllll:'· Howe\ er, llw dt\lrtbuuon of th~ other rcgi't"'r' ., 
a' one would expect them m·n.111. 
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7. 1.4 Frequency of Nonconcordanet: per T:1g Type 

Although \laghth d1gre,,1n· w the thru't of the .rn:il)'I\, 11 wt e,,11n111c. 1n till· corpu' '"a 
whole, thl· nonconcord.int dat.1 only 1n dcscc:nd1ng ordc:r of oaurrc:ncc:, we: lind the: 
folio\\ mg: 

Table 103: Nonconcordance per tag type 

·1.1:..: \, t r.1gc. pt. r 
llH Hl\\onh 

MSIG 1.95 
FSIC; 0.8{ 
MPDG 0.72 
MSDC 0.67 
FSDG 054 
MPIG 0.47 
FSDD 0 .. 36 
FSID 0.3<\ 
MSI 0.24 
MSD 0.23 
FPIG 0.23 
MSID 0.20 
MSDD 0. 19 
FPDC 0.19 
FSDN 0.17 

K ey 
(:-.l)a,culmc 
(F)cm 1111nc 

(S)ingu lar 
(P)lural 

(l)nddinite 
(l))c:lin1tc 

c:--:)om111atl\ c 
(O)atl\'C 
(G)cn111 \ c 

T;1g Syruax: 
Gender :--:umhc:r- Dcfin1tcnc\s Ca\c 

Confirmmg c:xpc:ct.ltloll\ h.1rbourc<l by man)' G.u:lic U\Cr\. 1ndefin1tl' \lngubr noun' 111 thl· 
gcn111 vc have the h1ghl·\t frequency of nonconcord.1ncc (inddin11c plur.11 gcn1t1\'cs .ire 
further clown, hut .ire sull 111 the top h:ilf uf the li\t). Second , .in: ddin1te nouns 111 the 
geni u vc ca.,e (except for fcm1111ne plural,). Third. fcm111111c noun\ 111 the d .11 1vc arc 
grouped together, followed by, fourth. m:isculme "ngular noum 111 the nomin:itl\e. 
Finally, '>mg ul:ir m.1\ctil111e nou n' 111 the dative, plur;1I feminine: 1101111\ 111 1hc: gen itive, and 
singula r. defin11e. femmine noum in the nom111;H1ve an· thl· least freqm·n t of the 
nnnconcord:int forms fou nd. Of coun,c:, as ment1oncd abo,e, the'>e lc\'cb arc at lca'>t 111 

pan due to O\'Cr<lll occurrence of the forms. reg;irdlc.,., of whether they a rc gr.unmaucally 
concordant. 1 lowc,er. the cons1stenc)' I\ qnking nc\·erthdc''· 

7.1.5 Adjectival Case Marking 

To mve,11g:1te the level\ of :1d1cc11v:il concordance 111 the corpus, first an nvcr:ill 
mcawrcmcnt of concorcLmt and nonconcordant :1<.l1ect1 \'CS wa~ t.1kcn. ,\ ra110 \\;is then 
calculat ed upon thc\c ~cores. The: rc~ults of this analy"~ .arc in Tahlc 1()4: 

Table 1()4: Adjectival grammatical concordance 

Rf wer Ra110 Cone U11ro11r 
Sport\ Repurta~e 5.04 12.60 2.50 
News Scripts 5.86 21.50 3.67 n c 
Radio Interview 8.01 12.90 1.61 

:::> 
n 

Pupul:ir Wntmg 15.47 23.83 1.5-1 
g 
(l.. 

Fiction 19.66 26.93 U7 
... 
:::> 

Cunver~auon 19.69 13.9 0.71 " n 

ad Narrative 26.10 12.79 0.49 
Ormal Pro1e 38.49 26.56 0.69 
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The rows have been sorted in ascending order based upon the ratio of concordance and 
nonconcordancc as above. In many ways, Table 104 is similar to those dealing with the 
nominal data. Sports reportage is again the least concordant register, while formal prose 
and traditional narrative are amongst the most concordant registers. The news scripts arc 
clearly amongst the most nonconcordant registers while fiction has taken a place in the 
middle, rdativc to where it was in the genitive noun data. The overall picture still 
describes a general correlation between concordance and production circumstances. It is 
possible that additional data would reallocate Table 104 slightly more in the direction of 
those above. 

7.1.6 Summary of Noun Phrase Grammar 

Jn summary, this section peered closely at noun phrase grammar, breaking down the 
results of §6.2.4.2 concerning the distribution of nonconcordance in the corpus. The 
findings indicated that most of the cases of nonconcordancc were accounted for by the 
genitive case, in particular when the noun was indefinite. Formal prose and traditional 
narrative were consistently the most concordant registers while sports reportage, which 
has the most constrained production circumstance in the corpus, was the most 
nonconcordant. As a general rule, it appears that registers with more editing and fewer 
time constraints tend to be more grammatically concordant while those that arc more 
spontaneous tend to be more nonconcordant. However, traditional narrative is a spoken, 
albeit rehearsed, register and has one of the lowest rates of nonconcordancc while news 
scripts are written, and afford some time, if only minutes or seconds, for editing. The 
discrepancy between these two register types is interesting and, as is claimed in the 
conclusions (Chapter 9), probably due to the difference between their producers, along 
with effects related to translation in the case of news scripts. 

7.2 Noun Phrase Complexity and Function 

One of the major differences found in the statistical results was that features involved 
with incorporating information within the noun phrase were less frequent in spontaneous 
speech than other language varieties: complex nouns; prepositional phrases; attributive 
adjectives; genitive nouns; and - for conversation but not radio interview - relative 
clauses. Chafe (1982), Biber (1988), and Miller and Weinert (1998) have all obtained similar 
findings and it seems that these rest with both the less informational orientation of most 
spontaneous speech and the impact of unplanned production on the capacity for 
integration. Jucker (1992) found that the level of complexity in subject noun phrases was a 
good estimate of upmarketness in British newspapers. Thompson (1988) found that both 
English and Mandarin Chinese speakers in general tend to avoid heavy NPs in subject 
position. Miller and Weinert (1998: 139) pose the hypothesis that such a tendency is the 
result of processing constraints. 

In this section, the feature 'complex noun' is broken down further. As mentioned in 
§6.2.3, for tagging purposes a complex noun was defined by the presence of more than 
one kind of nominal modification, between genitives, attributive adjectives, prepositional 
phrases, and relative clauses. In the coding for the current section, comparatives (e.g. 
duine nas motha 'a bigger man') and modifying numerals were classified with attributive 
adjectives while superlatives (e.g. a' chlach as truime 'the heaviest stone') were grouped 
with relative clauses. Here, we will examine the frequency of the different constituents 
and consider the syntactic function of the complex NPs in the data set. 

7.2.1 Dara Coding 

LinguaStat was used to retrieve all instances of the tag 'complex noun' for the two 
spontaneous spoken registers and for formal prose, which has been commonly used in the 
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literature to contrast informal speech. These hits were then separated into several 
different constituent categories. Miller and Weinert (1998), enlisting past research on the 
frequency of noun phrase constituents (Coulthard and Robinson 1968; Hawkins 1969), 
posit a ranked scale for dealing with their nominal data from English, Russian and 
German. This scale, from lowest rank to highest rank, runs as follows (pp. 144-145): I) 
personal pronoun; 2) bare noun; 3) determiner + noun; 4) (determiner) adjective (adjective) 
noun; 5) (determiner) noun prepositional phrase; 6) X noun relative clause; 7) (determiner) 
noun participial phrase. In their work, these categories arc mutually exclusive from one 
another; a noun phrase modified by both an adjective and a prepositional phrase would be 
counted only as having a prepositional phrase. Because the Gaelic data had already passed 
through one filter - having already been grouped as 'complex' - this approach needed to 
be tailored slightly. It was decided that the same general ranked scale would be used, but 
that it would be both attenuated and slightly extended. Because all of the data was already 
'complex' the first three categories above (personal pronoun, bare noun, determiner + 

noun) were not applicable. Also, since there were always two or more modifiers for each 
noun phrase in the data set, one type of modifier would have to be chosen in preference 
to the other - that is, unless there were two of the same kind (e.g. two adjectives), where 
it seemed important to declare this. A further difference was that N-N genitives were 
included as one of the constituent categories in the current research. 

The rank system decided upon resembled a game of poker with each deal having two 
or more 'cards' (i.e. features). If a complex noun tag showed a noun modified by both a 
prepositional phrase and an adjective, the prepositional phrase was counted only. 
However, as in poker, sets of the same features were given more weight; if there was a 
relative clause but also two adjectives, the adjectives were counted as important but not 
the relative clause. Although genitives were included, a quick scan of the frequencies 
indicated that they were more common than attributive adjectives, so they were given 
the lowest weight. Therefore, the ranked scale was ordered as follows, from lowest rank 
to highest: I) one attributive adjective; 2) one prepositional phrase; 3) one relative clause; 
4) two genitives; 5) two attributive adjectives; 5) two prepositional phrases; 6) two relative 
clauses. Necessarily, whenever one attributive adjective is counted, it is with a genitive as 
well, which has the lowest rank and cannot be counted on its own. 

In addition to examining constituent frequencies, this data was used to investigate the 
syntactic functions of the complex noun phrases in the two language varieties. Six 
different positions were considered: subject of a transitive verb; subject of an intransitive 
verb; transitive object or subject of a passive/impersonal verb; object of preposition; 
genitive noun; and extraclausal. Noun phrases were considered extraclausal when they 
occurred in a detachment construction, in appositional phrases, or in parenthetical 
phrases. 

7.2.2 Tabular Data 
There were notable tendencies and differences in constituent structure for NPs in 

spontaneous spoken registers and formal prose, as seen Table 105 below: 

Table 105: Constituent frequencies for complex NPs 

Formal Prose Spont. Speech 
Constituent Count Frequencv Count Frequencv 
I Adj. 23 20.35 8 12.12 
I pp 29 25.66 23 34.85 
I Rel Clause 19 16.81 7 I0.61 
>I Genitive 4 3.51 I 1.52 
>I Adj 29 25.66 24 36.36 
>!PP 7 6.19 1 1.52 
>I Rel Clause 2 1.77 2 3.03 
Total JI3 JOO 66 JOO 
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Most apparent in this Table 105 is the tendency in both categories for adjectives to co
occur rather than to be associated with another kind of modifier. This was stronger in 
spontaneou~ speech than in formal prose. Then: were no enorn:ous differences between 
the two register types, but there were notable divergences: relative clauses, overall, made 
up a lower proportion of com~lex NPs in spontaneous speech than in formal prose; there 
was a slightly greater proport10n of complex noun phrases with more than one PP in 
formal prose; and finally there were more cases of I adjective (plus I genitive} in formal 
prose but, a higher proportion of cases having >I adjectives in spontaneous speech. The 
latter finding is notable as it diverges from the data of Miller and Weinert (1998). It is 
important to note, however, that this is not to say that there were more two adjective 
NPs in the spontaneous spoken registers, but only that they occurred more often than 
other types of complex nouns. Overall, although most of these statistics are not 
remarkable in and of themselves, when the examples drawn from the texts below arc 
considered, the qualitative differences between the two conditions of texts will become 
very clear. 

The data concerning syntactic function show more striking differences. In particular, 
as mentioned above, previous research has indicated that spontaneous speech tends to 
avoid heavy noun phrases in subject position, especially in transitive clauses. As seen in the 
following Table 106, there are instances evinced in formal prose, but none in spontaneous 
speech: 

Table 106: Syntactic functions of complex NPs 

Formal Prose Spont. Speech 
F1111ctio11 Count Frequency Count Frequency 

SubjcctT.,~s 4 3.48 0 0.00 
Subject 1~T 20 17.39 II 18.03 
Objectn,~s 13 11.30 7 11.48 
Objectp,., 61 53.04 25 40.98 
Genitive 6 5.28 I 1.64 
Extraclausal II 9.57 17 27.87 
Total 115 JOO 61 JOO 

Interestingly, there seems to be little difference between the vanet1es for intransitive 
subjects and transitive objects, but a difference did occur in the proportion of complex 
NPs in genitive positions and as objects of prepositions, with both more frequent in 
formal prose. The clearest difference, however, obtains in the proportion of extraclausal 
complex NPs. For spontaneous speech, this is the second most favoured position for 
complex NPs. This involves the tendency in speech for the separation of role and 
reference (Lambrecht 1994): heavy NPs arc generated outside of the clause to which they 
pertain, while inside the clause they are referred to with a pronoun. This is seen in the 
examples to come and is most apparent as the number of NP modifiers increase in 
speech. 

7.2.3 Examples from the Text 

7.2.3.J Single Adjective Complex NPs 

Table 107 lists all of the instances of single adjective complex noun phrases in the 
spontaneous spoken sample. As we sec, there is a very narrow range of vocabulary items: 
the word m(h)or(a) 'big' occurs twice, math 'good' is common, and one phrase ceann shios 
an taighe 'the for end of the house' is repeated three times. In addition, none of 
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thc'e t·xampln funcuon a' the gr:1mmauc.1l wh1ecl. ThL wrmc:n n.unplcs 111 Table: 108 
'>hO\\ ,1 much "1dt·r worcJ range: and .1 greater lnc:l of noun phra'c 11ut•gr.111un overall. 
T\\ o of the .1d1crnvc,, decJJg fhmlf'ot·h ' reel blooded' .111d JO<li 111/iu/011rmd1 'market;1ble(l)' 
would very r.ireh, 1f ever, occur in 'p<>ntJm:ou' convcr\Jtmn . .t. lon:oH:r, \Omc of the 
example.:' cont:tin other nouns which arc: thcm\chcs mod1fit·d . l·. xamplt· ~ has two 
complex '!P, in the \,1mc clame: ostar moth rliro1ghe,111 s1m '.1 grnxl d1\t.mcc of fret down' 
.md dt11ha11 go1bha 11' ch/11d1J1rh 'the rough swnes of tht: ,horc.:'. In cx.1mplc 5, mor romn 
'pronncc', whu:h I\ 111 gen111v.1l rc:lauon w11h the.: noun m11111 'pan'," 111 turn the hc.:acJ uf 
,mother gt·n1tl\'t: noun !.AX·h/011111 'j\'orw;1y'. Example'> 14 prc.:,c.:nts .m .1d1c.:ctl\'c.: · mcxlificd 
noun with a gcn111H' modifier which itself takes .111 <1d1c.:c11vc:: b1111111tc•t111 1im 11 ' dnc•1dm1h 
<liouge11ft11r:h 'tht: new foundauom of the E' angel ical rd 1g 1on '. Th i, 1s a l'>o 1hc ca~c.: in 

example' 16, .d1t:a1111gli1111tli11>11t1m 11111rbhmn11 gt11sgetl ' the nld cu,tom\ of the herrnc degy', 
and 20, dem ltlimli 011 a11111 Slie11mast11di 'the right h.md of the Jacnlme .irmy'. 

Table 107: Single adjective noun phrases from spontaneous speech 

I. m'e de tha sinn ;i ' fcumachadh airson sgioba math tug-of-war 
'a good tug-of-war team' 

2. Jch fcuma1dh lU a h-uilt: seorsa duine fhaighmn 
'every kind of person' 

3. thug ml\c luchd mhor feoir g u lamm) 
'a big load of grass' 

4. ach 's c taighean mora nan daoine Sasannaich j\1cJ na Toff\ 
'the big houses of the English people' 

5. ach h1dh rum a1g ceann shios an taighe 
'far end of the house' 

6. b1dh \lltmg room ac;-1 a1g ceann shios an taighe 
'far end of tht: house' 

7. b1cJh 1ad a' ~u1dhe a1g ceannshios an tajghe 
'far end of the house' 

8. tha da thaobh a' rathaid mhoir ann 
'two sides of tht: big road' 

Table 108: Single adjective noun phrases from formal prose 

I. an aon scorsa stoircannan agus sgculachdan mt·a~ail a1g an t , (uagh a ir fad 
'the same kind of stories and tales' 

2. grunnan de thighcaman mora fearajnn \'1 chcann Siil 

'big lords of land' 
3. a bha a' slncadh gu cas astar math throighean ,10~ gu clachangarbha a' chladaicb 

'good distance of ft:t:t ... the rough stones of the short:' 
4. gu math cohach n sluagh t:ilt: na duthcha 

'other people of the country' 
5. na l,.;ippa1ch, :1 roinn a tuath mor-roinn Lochlamn 

'north part of the province' 
6. Tha mac-an-<lu111c ag au cachadh iomadach seo~ aitc: 

'many types of place' 
i. gu~ .1 \hlii.:he a dh<!a namh cJhachaigh gu taobh siar LeOdhajs 

'west side of Lewis' 
8. gu robh mccacl nan seorsachan fala sin eadar-<lhca la1chtc ;inns n:a trcubhan fo leth 

'those blood types' 
9. Domhnall M.icFh1011gh.11n. ceud Oll:unh nan C~n:m Ccihcach an 01lth1gh Dht'.111 

E1dcann. air lurcach:as nan Ga1dheal 
'the fint Professor of the Celtic Languages' 
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10. tha c J' JC:;inamh 1omra1dh Jlt bardachdchrr:lbhach na G-:iidhlig 
'rdigiou~ poetry of Gaelic' 
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11. j!Ull d ' rinne:idh 'grudadh ~am b1th as fh1ach ammcachadh .11r bardachd clirr:lbhach 
na Gaidhlig 
'rcligiou~ poetry of Gaelic' 

12. nach robh bu.udh mhor a1g an t-seorsa bardachd uo 
'this type of poetry' 

13. \ 1ha 'Inn .1' famnn an dain mholaidhseo gu lrc mho1r a' call a li1ith, 
'this praise poetry' 

H. Aj!U' 'cu .in dcarbh am :mm a bhe1I bunaitcan ura a' chreidimh shm,gculaich 
'new foundations of the religion' 

15. mur.1 robh mcadhon brosnachaidh eile ann a thu1lkadh air seo 
'another medium of encouragement' 

16. Bha Rob clonn ai r ccum, h<1rrachd is ccum, a thmrt air fa lbh bho sheann ghnathas 
r~1cl nam marbhrann gaisgeil 
'the old customs of the heroic elegy' 

17. Gabh,udh ccalJan dearg-fhuileach mhic-an-duine an dc;1lachadh bho chc1lc: a rc1r 
n;idur n.m stuathan a tha iad a· giulain air an uach<l;ur 
'red blood cells of man' 

I . mar a thij! .11lc.1lan ura am folla1s aig an locus ghinrachan seo 
'this locus of genes' 

19. j!US lca,ach;1cJh a dhcanamh air frithfhiadh 3
1 mhorair 

'the deer forest of the lord' 
20. agus bha 1ad ;ur deas laimh an airm Shcumasaich 

'right hand of the Jacobite army' 
21. gur e taobh -a n 1<1r na duthcha - cearna1dhean seann Rioghachd nan Eilcan - as 

fh:ude learn 
'the old Kingdom of the Islands' 

22. nach ug latha m<}r a' bhreitheanais orra fr,athast 
'the great day of judgement' 

7.2.J.2 Smgle Preposrrio1111/ Phmses 

In Table 109, we h .tvc noun phrn~es modifi ed by a s111glc prcpm111on:il phrase in the 
spokm text,. Among't the not<thlc fea tures here arc the number of complex noun phrases 
occurring 111 cx trnclau\<tl pomwns. Examples 3 and 4 arc 111 ,1 detached cnn'>trucuon .incl 5 
and 16 occur a'> rcpc1111o n-claho rat1o ns. Example 6 1s 111tcrcmng. exh1b111ng the kmd of 
frJgmcntauon that commonl) occur;, m spontancom ' 1-iecch: rim dhe nu h tirreuch1111 111111 

;m iomallach "manr of the places like that - remote". H erc, the prcp1m11onal phra\c 
actu.1llr occu r;, between the head noun and its ad1cc11, e mod 1fit•r. It is :t' 1f the .11l1cc11n: 
1omallach ' remote" 1s an aftertho ug ht, hut it 1s clearl)' meant to moclif) rim 'many·. 

:'1.1anr of the prcpmnwnal phrases 111 the spoken exa mple, conm1 of on ly .1 '>mglc 
prcpos1uon:il pronoun (7: 8, 13. 15, 21. 22) or a dcmonstr.1t1\ c (19, 10). Looking a l the 
fo rmal prose cx;1mple'> 111 Table 11 0, we see that no ne of the pp, .arc as ' "nplc as this; .ill 
arc associated wnh full ;-.:P~. Furthermore. whale ;,lightl y u \cr one h:i lf cont:i111 NPs 
which :ire: thcm sclvC\ modified (exx. I , 3. 5, 6, ' 9, 11. 15, 17: 19, 21, n. 25, 28, 29), this IS 

true for only one third of the spontaneous spoken exa mple' (cxx. 2, 10, 11 , 14 , 16, 17: 23). 
One imprcs,1vc ex:implc from T able 110 has a prepo~itional phra'e with two P heads, 
the ;,c;cond of which is modified by two adjecti ves and a further prcpmiuonal ph rnsc (ex. 
17): bJHiuchd eibh11111 11111 dheidhi1111 treanachan uilbheisteach agus baothalas 
C01mheach, cu/-s/i/eamhnach mar 0/ tea ' humotoU' poctr)' ,1hout lll()ll\lfOUS trams 
and '1r.1ngc 'h.1d• ,lappmg' fnvoltt1e' such as tea d rinking·. 
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Another ck.tr d iffe rence bet ween the ~poken .ind wrnten c:,.1mplc' ag.1111 1molvcs 
(ex1c.1( r;ingc. The \IXlO l.lnt'O\IS \pOkcn example\ U\l' only r l\'C \lmple prepO\lllOn\ (111g 'at', 
de 'of. do 'rn', lrtr 'w1th', .ind mar ' like:') while: the formal prO\e C\amplc\ me c1gh1 ~1mple 
prcpmitHln\ (J 'out uf. atg 'at', Ulr 'on', Ullll ' 111 ', dr 'of', rt1dur 'be tween', .md/o 'beneath ') 
and two complex one\ (u thc1obh ' reg.1 rdmg', mu dhridh11111 '.1hout'). One final oh\enauon 
I\ th.u there I\ .1 r.1,e of a hc.1\y NP a\ a tran\lll \C ' uh1ect kx. 24) m the forma l pro)c 
nample\. 

Table 109: Noun phrases modified by a prepositi onal phrase in spontaneous speech 

I. rh.m ~ ach fc.ir a ghahh am factaraidh mhor l,1c)aig Kintorran 
'the big factory at Kintorran' 

2. bh1odh Eachann t ' fhcin .1' faighinn an ceathramh cuid dhen tractor mhor 
'the fourth part of the big tractor' 

3. ach fcum.11dh tu ah u1le 'eorsa duine fha1ghmn na daoine morn aig an deireadh 
'the big people at the end' 

4. ach fcum.udh cu a h u1le seor~a clurnc fha1ghmn na daomc nu)ra a1g an de1readh na 
daoine beaga a1g an aghaidh 
'the little people at the front' 

5. chan c:il ad1 clirc;1ch horcl mar''" square morde bhord ann 
'a big square of table' 

6. ch.111 c:1I agad ach cmmhcad air Seallcun ai r an Ninbh1dh PEI thall ann an Canada 
torr dhc na h-aitc:achan mar sin iomallach 
'many of the places like that remote' 

7. ach \ c t.11ghcan mora nan daomc Sa)ann.uch l~1cl n.1 Toff~ na Toff, tha \111-ach na 
taighcan mora aca 
'their big houses' [Lit . 'the big houses at them' ) 

8. co an coach .11g an aon taobh agaibhse 
')lour one side' [Lit. 'the one side at you (emphatic)'] 

9. a hhcil ciall ,am hi1h a'~ a' leithid seo a bheachd a Shconag 
'this type of opinion' 

lO. bh.1 ceithir acraichean fichead againn de thalamh dubh 
'we [had] twenty four acres of black land' 

11 . air barr nan cruachan no rudeigin luidcach dhen t -seorsa sin 
'something silly of that sort' 

I Z. gum fcumar si11I a thoirt air seorsa eile de dhaoi ne 
'another type of men' 

13. \ tha \mn ga 1arra1dh son oa Parlamaid Naiscaota again n fhin 
'our own the National Parliament' [Lit. 'the National Parliament at us 
ourselves' J 

14. sc crlochan gu math \Onra1chtc a bha sa h-uile gin dhe na ceathramhan sin 
'every one of those quarters' 

15. chan c1I ann ach plos beagdhe gun ceagamh 
'a small piece of it' 

16. ct11nc .1 hha a lc1th1cl sco a' tachairt lei th.id seo de lathaichean 1 ~1c] ro 
Bhealltainn no an deidh Bhealltainn 
'these Jc.ind of days before Beltane or after Bcltanc' 

17. agus tha 1ad a' dol an luib a chcilc agu' m:u gum b1udh f'Cilltean no cr'iochan 
sonraichte dhen bhliadhna againn 
'festivals or particular borders of our year' [Lit. ' ... of the year at us' ) 
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p;, , 1n ., crnrt·.1eh ri' .111 c.1J01r-dhcalacha<lh c:a<lar a' bhliadhna i.lr mar a tha 1 againn 
an -diugh .1gu' .11\ t \l·.ina·hhl1.1<lhn' ur 
'the New Year a\ we have it today' 

19. th.1 ma thin .111 .1gh.mlh rud sam bith mar seo .1' tach;url 
'anything at ul/ like this' 

~O. -.un f.10J smn .1 bhtth 'lc.1g.ul k armachd cumhachdacb mar seo :i1r tcrromt~ 
'powerful armamenlJ like this' 

21. gu bht·il .1obh.11n·•111 "•cl .11g na h-Araba1ch a hl111h .1g 1.irr.11clh aite ti\ibh dhaibh 
fh~in 
'a living place of their own' 

22. cl OlUatr Sll111 rctdh atr deannan math dhiubh 
'a good group of them 

23. an c ""an ~cann bhoircannach leis am /alt [sic J gheal 
'the old woman with the fair hair' 

24. gun rohh c am fear sin dhiubh an t-athair do bhcan Thor111a1d an Gohha na 
~lacDnn;1l<h sm 
'that one of them' 

Table 110: Noun phrases modified by a prepositional phrase in formal prose 

t. fb,ul Jgu' .1 mha1r an ceangal dluth eadar an da dhu1ha1ch 
'the close tie between the two countries' 

1 :\ gu' ,co :111 dc:irhh oim anm a bhe1I bunaucan urn .1· chrc1d1mh 'hoisgcul.1ich gan 
su1dht·achadh air Chi11dhcaltachd agus seorsa ur de mharbhrann a' nochdaclh 
'this new type of elegy' 

3. Cha do chu1r latn MacComnich ach seachd rannan de 'Ghaoir nam Ban 
Mui/each' an n an Silr Ohair 
'seven verses of 'The Cry of the Mull Women" 

4. gus an tugadh bho mhutnntir a' Bhraighc cead feuraich air Beinn Lf 
'permission of grazing on Ben Li 

5. Ach ga bha1dh n:i slu:igh:tn a bhuincas do'n di\ thrcubh ~in clcalachadh a thaobh 
triccad iomadh gineanns an da shluagh 
'frequency of many genes in the two populations' 

6. Tha hu:mlh atg .1' cho1mhcarsnachd air na sluaghan fa-leth de gach seorsa 
'the separate populations of each type' 

7. an agh,udh achdan an t s1arnarlam an 1874 a chc:ud :ion dht na comhstrithcan sin a 
thaobh fearainn 
'those uprisings pertaining to land' 
tha bardachd Ghaidhligde dha bhun -sheorsa 'ga dcanarnh :in diugh 
'Gaelic poetry of two fundamental types' 

9. a tha ann an aon dualde 'n nua -bhardachd 
'in one dimension of new poetry' 

10. rtnncadh tomhas mor de dhearmad ai r a' bha rclach<l \ptor.1dail 
'a great measure of omission' 

11. tha romharn 'a phi11pcar sco suil nas dlt11the a 1hotrt air aon scorsa de dhan 
spioradail 
'one type of spiritual verse' 

12. bho rinn an t · 011. l:itn MacAongha1s rn1ncachadh lt:1rM1111cach .11r gnath
hhriathracha~. no rcatoraic, an dain mholaidh sa Ghaidhlig 
'speech -mode, or rhetoric, of the eulogy in Gaelic' 

I~ . .1gu' b' c: \tn na marbhrannan moralta aig Rob Donn 
'the moral elegies of Rob Donn' 

14. ch.1 rnhh .iu" .1n11\ an lcithid sin de shu1dheachadh do dhrcuchd an 
lc1rmhc."aidw 
'that type of \itu:.ition' 
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15. gu h ;1r.11Jh .um .1m bardachd nan t'ilthireachanns na bailtean mora 
'tlu poetry of the emigrants in tht' big towns' 

16. ann an cus t'3rbsa d comhriaghail 
'in too much reliance of formulae' 

17. do1ghean mar rnhc1r-amh.1ras air n1che:111 ura (bardachd eibhinn mu dheidhinn 
tr~anachan u1/bheweach agus baothalas coimheach, cul-shleamhnach mar 
Ol ti:a 
'humorous poetry about monstrous trains and strange, 'back-slipping' frivolities 
such as tea drinking' 

18. tha ;m c cilcan roinnce eadar a' chuid sin de a shaoghal 
'that type of its world' 

19. C ha1dh na bun chnmharraidhean a1g an riaghailt sin de sheorsachan fa/a ris an 
can \In 
'that rule of blood types' 

20. Tha ciadad ard de na Sinich aig ::i bhc1l 
'a high percentage of the Chinest'' 

21. Coltach n ,fuagh Innis Tile, agus sluaghan eilc air crlochan na Roinn -Eorpa 
'other populations on the border of Europe' 

22. ;1ch air an latha ud, an naodhamh latha deug de 'n Ghiblinn 
'the nineteenth day of April' 

23. a fhuara' .m iomall duilleigann an leabnar air choreigin 
'border of a page in one book or anotht'r' 

24. Ach tha leithid sco de thuaraisgeul a' mealladh dhamnc 
'this type of description' 

25. gu bhe1l fcum air stul e1lc a tho1rr air ainmeannan-aite an ceann an deas na 
rioghachd 
'place names in the southern reach of the kingdom' 

26. tha c d11;1lach dhan ,1 h-uile clnanfon ghr~in 
'every language under the sun' 

27. a' c1nncachadh facb ro1mhe .,in an corra chcarna de Alba 
'the odd district of Scotland' 

28. :inm a' cheud leth de'n ochdamh Linn deug 
'the first half of tht' t'ighteenth century' 

19. dh'cug am fear mu dhcircadh de na seanchaidhean foghlumaichte seo 
'the last one of these educated tradition bearers' 

7.2.J.J Smgle Relalll't' Clame.; 

Turning tc> the rdauvc cl.w sc\, one again finds a snuatwn o f g rca tt:r complex ll} (}\ crall in 
the fo rmal pro,e. T o begin w11h , most of the llCm \ 111 1he .,po ken example., 1n T able 111 
may even be qucm o nable 1ncluswns. There 1s an c' tahli '>hcd tendency in ScG fo r 
demomtra11 ves ICl be arnlCl:Hed wnh tense and , 111 m ost o f the example\ - I , -l, 5, and 6 -
we find thl\ kind o f con~trucuon . Example 7 can also he indudecl; 11 m e., 1111n 1n a 
demomtra11ve \tnse, mtan111g there or here. Sem antically, there I\ l11tle difference between 
\.1ying 1111 na d1ofi1r sg10ba1dhea11 seo 'on these d ifferent 1eams' and 1nser11ng a tense marker 
a\ in example I. In pan, th i' usage may serve to breJk up the u11erancc 111 the wa> so 
charactcrisuc of speech, to ea'e processmg on 1he pan of the rec1p1cnt. If we cxam111e the 
example., in Tahk 112, we \CC 1hat no ne of them e vince this k ind of comtruction. 

E xample three 1n Table 11 1 approaches th<" kmd of complexity observed in written 
language, with a long rcl.111ve clause containing three vcrh.11 1wun' .md an o h1t·c1. T his 
example come., from a p;m cl d"cu~swn o n Middle E,1\ t pol111n .ind 11 " p<Mi hle 1h:11 the 
g reater formal11 ~ of the context m.1kcs ~uch example., more l1kcl~. Lonkmg .11 Table 11 2. 
ho wever, one 'Ices a µreater ovc.-ra ll complcx11y than 111 the 'IJlOnt.meom .,pokcn cx.1mplc\. 
First o f all , one finds 1wo prt'pm 111on-headcd (' p1ecl -p1pcd ') rdatl\ c d ames m ex.11nplt\ 7 
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and 15. ,\ (,o, 1hcrt " .1 ' Uf>erl.111vc m example 3 and a cop11l.1r rt·l:iuvc an example 11. 
Exampk 10 1' par11cul.1rly complex. C\'t'n for wmmg. hcrt·, the ,uh1cct of the rdati\'c 
clau'e (/)1Jmh11all .\/ac-Fh"mghain 'Donald ,'vLtcKmnon') 1\ funher 111od1f1cd hy a long 
appo,1uvc , the he.id noun of which •~ itself mo<l1fied by an ad1cc1t\'C, .1 gcnllt\c, and a 
prcpmitmn.11 phr<l\C 'iuch t·xamplcs arc fac1lc enough m wntmg hut would be mtolcr;tbly 
hc<l\ I' for the rapid fm: pace of mo~t \pontancou~ ~pccch. 

Table 111 : NPs modified by a relative clause in spontaneous speech 

I. nua1r a bha \llln .1 ' bru1dhmn air na cliofar sgiobaidhean a tha seo an d r?t~1.1 
'these different teams that are here' 

2. ~ 111 an aon airgcad a bha tighinn a-staigh dhan an dachaigh fad na blaadhna 
'the on ly money that was coming into the household' 

3. agu' 1ba Reagan a nt' ;1' ftuchamn ri cron a <lhl:an:unh air na daoine sin a tha 
'cuideachadh agus ag ullachadh agus a' teagasg na terrorists 
'those people who are helping and readying and teaching the terrorists' 

4. gotrtd .11r a hhnh 'lmgadh orra 'san doigh eagaJach a th ' ann an seo 
'in the frightful way that is here' 

5. nach bwdh tu cho m.uh LOii a dhcanamh leis an d1ggt·r ., fear dhc na windmiUs 
bheag tha siud a chutr air 
'the little windmills that are there' 

6. nan ,(aod.1clh c lc.1r dh1: na trailing ploughs mhor a tha siud 
'the big trailing ploughs that are there' 

7. nach cal c;i 1l a chu pa1rt ac' a's an obairuabhasacha th' ann 
'the horrible work that is there' 

Table 112: Ps modified by a relative clause in formal prose 

I. sgculaiche barraichte a bha a' fuireach :mm an Ami l\ lhoir 
'an exceptional storyteller who was living' 

2. :111 uaar a hh.1 cuid de na h-uaislean Eireannach a tha air an ainmeachadh mnte 
beo fh.nha\l 
'the Irish gentry who were named' 

3. \ c 'cu nam bheachd -~a an leabharas luachmhoire mu litreachas na Gaidhlige 
'the most valuable book about Gaelic literature' 

4. agu' cu1dcach<l mu dhol-sio\ a· cboluadair ghaisgeil a bha mar bhonnsteidh 
'the heroic company that was as a foundation' 

5. air cltl nan atharrachaidhean soch-mbalaineacb a bha a' sior sgapadh 
'the Socio-economic changes that were continually spreading' 

6. gu bhcal cruth air a' Ghaidhlig an Alba a bheir cruth na Cuimrig l~•c] an 
cu1mhne dumt ~am bnh 
'shape on the Gaelic in Scotland that brings the shape of Cumbric 

7. .in cu1mhne duine sam bith aig a bheil eO/as air na dh3 
'any person at all who has acquaintance' 

8. nach d'fhag an luchd-lcanmhamn cu mama Gaidbealacb lorg domhainn no larach a 
tha furasda aithneachadh 
'a deep trace or remain that is easy to recognise' 

9. dh 'i:irradh air a' bhalach og a bha ri faire 
'the young boy that was at watch' 

IO. .mm n.1 h-aisteachan liomhte a sgr"iobh DtJmhnall MacFhionghain. ceud 
Olbmh n.in ( .\nan ( '.e1heach .Ill 01lrb1gh Dht'm E1dc;mn, .ur la1rcachas nan 
C.a1dhe.1l 
'the poluhed essays that Donald MacKinnon wrote' 
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gun d'rinncadh sgritdadh sam bith as fhiach ainmeachadh 
'a ny research at all worth mentioning' 
hha an tomhais soirbhcachais a bha gu bhith le bardachd an crochadh, anm a' 
cheuJ lute:, air 
'the measure of success that was to be with poetry' 
gu bhc:tl barrachd ; liorhd ga 01;)g-a1l lc:I\ an fheadhainn sin a tha comasach 
'those ones who were able' 
ch:11Jh moran de rannsachadh a rlheanMnh air tricc:aJ gincachan nan seorsach:m fala 
a tha aig mac-an-duin 
'the blood types that belong to mankind' 
Chaidh n;1 bun-chomharr:udhcan a1g an naghaih sin de sheorsachan fala ris an can 
Sinn 
'blood types which we call' 
Ach ma choamca>ar na seorsachan fala ABO a tha acasan 
'the blood types ABO that they have' 
C ha do ghabhadb moran ~u1mc: de an cuid <1<lbhairt":Jn na 1d1r de gach casaid a rinn 
iad 
'every case that they made' 
tha an canan cho bcairtcach fhatha\l ·~ gu bhcil iomadh cuil is ccal dhi a tha ri an 
rannsachadh 
'many a nook and secret of it that has yet to be researched' 
gu bhci l na facl:m a· nochdadh dualchainnt shonraichtc a tha Albannach seach 
Eireannach 
'a particular dialect that is Scottish as opposed to Irish' 

7.2. ?.-/ Two or More Ge1111wes 

There 1> only one example of a double gcn1u vc 1n speech: le cloinn T hedr/aich 
Dhomhnaill a' chidhe shios. Per~onal names and place names arc often a\ complex as 
this, buL they arc fmsi liscd to a large extent and canno t be considered productive imtance' 
of noun phra5c construcuon. In contrast, the wrmen examples below ~how a ,imilM IC\cl 
of complexity, hut all evmce conjunction of the other gcnuive nouns. For mstancc, m 
example I , »dmadtun j, the.: head noun followed by the geniti ve fo rm of /111/ 'blood' - fa /a 
- which tt>clf 1s mod1ticd by A/JO, a blood t)•pc. The phrase seorsacht111 fulu rl/10 form~ a 
conqitucnt wh1eh 1~ then modified by no lc::~s than three gcn1t1 ves: 11t111 lnnseanuch; 111111 
H1111gamanuch; and na Gypsidheun llu11gair11111alh. lntere<.tmgly, chc first 
two genm,•es show the plum!, non-labia l definite article 11011 while the Lm reverts to the 
nomina t1vc/daCt ve form nll. There \Ccm~ to be a tendency in the J;tnguage fo r m ore d1~tal 
genttives not to be marked a\ such. 

Table 113: Multiple genitives in formal prose 

I. co-dhiu, ma rannsaicht·ar seorsachan fala ABO nan lnnseanach, nan 
Hungairianach agus na Gypsidhean Hungairianach 
'blood types ABO of the Indians, the Hungarians and the Hungarian Gypsies' 

2. ann an do1ghean araidh leithid cruth nan suilean, no dath fuilt is dath shui/ean 
'such as {ta/f..es genitive] the shape of ryes, or the colour of hair and colour of 
eyes' 

3. thi\1111g sgn os cu1dcachd air saoghal nam filidhean agus nan seanchaidhean 
foghlumaichte a bha a' cosnadh am bciJ-,hlamte 
'the world of the educated class and the educated tradition bearers' 

4. ann am bcul-aithris Ghaidheal Alba agus Eirinn 
'the oral tradition of the Gaels of Scotland and of Ireland' 
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7.l.J.5 Two or \/nrc ld;«flWJ 

r\' mcnuonnl .1h11n, there I\ a tendency for ad1ec11ve\ tu co·occur r.uhcr than IO be 
a"oe1•11ed w11h otlwr typ<.·, of modifiers. This explain\ the largn number of return\ in the 
tablts bclO\\, \how111g more > I ad1cc11vc complex l'P, th.in Ill tlm\e dealing \\'1th only 
one JUJl'Ct1ve Soim of the 'poken example\ arc rem.irkahll· fur their level of 
modifacauun. The fir,t n .. 11nplc Ill Table I 14, for 1mt.mct, ha, ,1 head noun modified by 
four •1d1cc11 vt·\: mom, rapa1dh, la1d1r and fiadha1d1. l~xamplc 2, 111 .uld111on w two 
JdJt:Cll\c\, h,I\ .1 rcl .u1ve cl.1usc and a preposn1onal phra~e. Fx.nnple 17 .11,0 ha, two 
adiee11vcs and .1 prcpm111onal phrase. I lowcvcr, 111 the\c thrcl' example,, a' well as 
example:' 5, 6, 7: 8, 9, 14, .ind 22, the noun phra~c occur\ cxtr;1clau~ally. ThcSl' ten ca,es 
amount tu 42% o f the \pon1o1ncou~ ~pokcn exa mples altoge ther. Look ing at fo rmal pro~c:, 

1n Tablr I 15 only example:' 3, 13, 29, and 30 a rc cxtraclausal, amo11111 1ng 10 only 13 of the 
occurrc11C'e\. In add iuon , the fo rm:il prose cases .ire more complex uvc:r,111 : examples IO, 
J9, n, and 26 CVlllCe p , modified by lWO adjeCll \'CS 111 ,1dd11ton lO a relall\e clause while 
cx;1mple 30 h;I\ two .1d1ec11vcs and a prepositional phr,l\c. !Iurthermorc, the complex 
noun phr.l\e 111 ~·xamplc 6 1s H\elf a geniuve modifier of .lllmhcr noun phr.1\c. Thc'c 
instances of 1ntegra11nn arc 111 contra\t to the fragmentation found 111 the spoken 
example,, The ext r;1cl.1u\al nature of many of th<: occurrencn ha, already been 
menuoned. The ht-.1d noun 111 example 22, Table I 14 looks ·'' 1f 11 " the ,ub1ect of a '-' e 
deft w11h .111 elided copul.ar \'erb. This i' followed b) the phra,c. beagdn d;uorlluh, whach, 
while not ')ntacucally lmkcd to an) of the preccd111g con\tatucnt\. l\ a further comment 
on th.: noun rrolfecm. Final!), the adject1\•es used 111 the \f>Ontancnu' 'l>cech examples arc, 
for the mo\l part, \er) commonplace; mor alone occu" t wcl \'e t1111e\. The: only unumal 
occurrence' arl· the cmn p.1rat1\'e' 11as frollsdnna1ch and 11as fhoghla11m11chre, whach occurred 
111 the r,1dw d1\CU\\H>ll on Middle E:ist pohucs mentioned earl ier. Thl· .1d1cct1\·e, m the 
formal cx.1mple\ 'how a greater \'ariety and \pccificll )'. Some, 'uch .1s d11.;a1ge11ch, 
rachdrc1cht11I . .<ouhealmh, and crll->hleamhnach, not l<> mcnuon foghla1maulue, would be 
\'Cf)' uncommon 1n everyday parl:mcc. 

Table 114: NPs modified hy two or m ore adj ectives in spontaneous speech 

I. an sgioha ab' fh e<'l rr a ghlao<lh :in sglrc ri chcile daoine mora tapaidh laidir agus 
fiadliaich cuidcach<l 
'big capable strong and fierce men' 

2. ·~ ann <Hg a' ehoinncamhsin eile a bha ann an Loch nam ~l.1dadh .ur povt·rty ;ur 
an mdhchc \ Ill 

'that other meeting' 
~. 1ha da bhllu m hdr ac;i flicin 

'two big boats' 
4. ach dh'flicumadh tu trailear mdr uamhasach air a ~hon 

'a big horrible trailer' 
S. liobagan mdra mdra an flicadhamn ud 

'big big flounder' 
6. 's ;lfln car cn11nn a bha 1 spotan mora dearga 

'big red spots' 
7. an rathad mor cianail seo a tha iad a' togail an Sg:1 lpa1gh an dr.ht:i 1h.1 

co1nneamh .1g.1m a- maare::ich mu dheidhmn 
'this big awful road' 

8. factaraidh mhdr mhdr chianail a' dol sua~ 
'a big big awful factory' 

IJ, an c d<1oinc mdra bruideil no di: 
'big brut1sli men' 

10 ~un t1:1d \In .ur .1dh.1rt .ur,on ceud bliadhna eile 
'onother one hundred y~rs' 
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1 L b1dh duilgheasdan teicneageach agu1 eile ann 
'technical and other difficulties' 

12. a fhua1r m1 ann an 3.ite 1am bi th eile 
'any other place' 

13. far a robh daoine og ;, sean ·~ dhcn ,, h-u1lc clach ann 
'young and old people' 

H. o ch1onn dc1ch bli:idhna \corr agus mi ann an lie an uann duine 1in ag innsc mu 
mhanadh 
'that old man' 

15. b1dh fca ll.1-dha agus horo ghcalla1dh ci le Jgainn ann am bliadhna ur eile 
'another new year' 

16. ·, cfior shean rud a bh · ann 
'a truly (adj.) old thing' 

17. sailleadh an t-seann bhliadhna ur a's an t-scann chunnca1s cuin' a bha c :i' 
to1scachadh 
'the old New Y car' 

18. chan cil an da bhliadhnuin a· cighinn a rcir a-chC'ilc 
'those two years' 

19. agu~ fcumaidh sinn saoilidh m1se doighean torr na1 fealhdanaich agus na1 
fhoghlaimichte obrachadh a- mach 
'ways much more philosophical and educated' 

20. a bhc1l :in cnatan air duine1am bith eile rhall an-sin 
'any other person' 

21. su1dh chall treiscag bheag eile 
'another wee bit' 

22. de cha du111e sam b1th a' dcanamh o r ra croitean beaga luideach a tha thall an-sin 
co-dhiubh bcagan chaoraich 
'small ragged crofts' 

23. ch;\inig an t-uisgc mor sin -ach 
'that big rain' 

24. 's cha balla mor leathann ann 
'a big wide wall' 

Table 115: NPs modified by two or more adjectives in formal prose 

1. ·s ann air bardachd d e'n darna seorsa sin 
'of that second kind' 

2. on sgeulaiche ainmeil nach maireann ° Donnchadh Dombnallach 
'the famous sto.ryteller not living' 

3. ·-agus cu1d dhe na sgeulachdan mora eadar-ndiseanta 
'the big international stories' 

4. dh'eug am fear mu dhcircadh de na scanchaidhcanfoghlumaichte seo 
'these educated tradition bearers' 

5. chaidh na bha air fhagail de naseann sgoileircanseo as an t-~ealladh 
'these old scholars' 

6. a bha a' cosnadh am bco-shlaint ann an cu1rtean nan uaislean mora Gaidhealach 
anns an da dhuchaich 
'big Gaelic gentry' 

7. An uair a ch:11dh an seann saoghal Gaidhealach am mutha 
'old Gaelic world' 

• The phr.1~c nuch ma1rcann 'nor llv1n~· 1~ properly a ncg.u1\c rcl:lU\'C cl.lu<c wnh .tn t>b~lcte ~ample prcscn1 vcrh form, 
but It has been so cr)'$(;a:llti,cd Ill Gaelic th.u u seem' i3ipprc:•prtJ.lC U> C(>n\1Jcr 1t .ld1cct1\.ll 
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8. 

9. 

IO. 

11. 

12. 

LI. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Ii. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

13. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

J thaobh nan \eanchaidhcan agus nam filidhc.111 wnma1chtc: .1 bha, nan cuid 
'Wiobh.11dh, a' clcachdaclh <in aon m'>rsa de Ghilidhlig clilasaigeacli agus slieann
fliasanta 
'classical and old-fasliioned Gadic' 
gu bhc1l an tdchdas \co mar dhomaig hliig eile :ur a' cham 
'anotlier wee handfuU' 
hha \co mar Lhoradh air tachartasan eac lidracliail agus politigeacli nach ru1g mi a 
lea~ a ranmach,1dh an dr.hd.1 
'/i u torical and political occurrences' 
.1 hha n a lha1g lunn .inn an iomadacb cultur Eorpac/i agus Asianacli .inn na 
Linntcan Mcadhonach 
'many European and Asian cultures' 
iomrad h :t thoi rt ai r an sgoi leir ainmeil sin Cuinncach Jackw n 
'that famou s scholar' 
tha Oilth1gh Dhun E1deann, clca:. iomadach acadamh eile ·~an lath:i an d1ugh 
'many other universities' 
n.1ch d'fhilg an luchd-leanmhainn cumanta Gaidhealac/i lorg domh;imn nu larach 
a tha furJsda .l1lhneach.1dh 
'the common Gaelic contingent' 
.1gus tha da oran ann .ur an amme:ichadh :ur Mam:.1rad; 'Gaotr n:im Ban Mu1lcach'. 
agu:. duan heag eile 
'another small poem' 
bha .in slaugh cu manta an sin dhen t-seann stoc Bhreatannacli 
'the old British stock' 
gu bhe1I a' Gha11Jhlig na cananfoglilaimte, sgrlohlite fad an rc1s 
'an educated, written language' 
tha da shluagh eile :inn~ an Eorpa an 1ar nach c1l cmnt a1g daoine co ;., a tha1111g iad 
'two other populations' 
a' ughmn bho'n t-seann chanain lnnseanach 
'the old Indian language' 
·~ 1ad fo ,machd da aileal eadar-dhealaichte 
'two different allc:les' 
thilm1g g runn de threubhan daonna eadar-dhealaichte am bath 
'different human tribes' 
.1 thaobh fearamn a dh'lhas llonmhar anns na h cileanan feadh an 11th dhusan 
bliadhna 
'the next twelve yC'ars' 
an illcc anns nach soirbh1cheadh le caoraich no le ainmbidh hhuannachdail s11m 
hith eile 
'11ny other profitable animals' 
agu~ mar sin 's e ealantas rannaigheachd agus gcoire camnte :ur ;111 nochdachadh 
~urns an fhacalglileusd11, dliruidhte11ch air an robh an t-unncas 
the crafty, impressive word' 
Bha d luth-chcangal eadar :rn lra1disean agus comhdhC'ilbb soicheal11cli ar11idh 
'a particul11r h11ppy configuration' 
mar a ch um an comhdhC'ilbh soichealach seo as a ch~ile 
'this happy configuration' 
's fo r an robh an c-slde gu math (laoich agus banaraich air fonn 11odharach, 
gri11n11ch ) 
'11 h11ppy, su nny mood' 
do1ghean ma r mhor-amh.-ras air nithean lira (bilrdachd eibhinn mu dhe1dhmn 
trc;m,1ch.11111ilbhc:l\(C:ach .1gus baotbalascoimlieach, cul-sli/eamhnacli mar o l tea 
'str11nge, 1h11ck -slipping' frivolitiC's' 
Ach gahha1dh na ,1u.1ghan a bhumeas do'n da thrC'ubh sin dcalchadh a thaobh 
tncc.1d 1omadh gmc ann\ an da shluagh 
'tliose two tribes' 



7.l.J.6 Two 01 Mmr 1'1rpomwm1/ Phmses 

Thcr( wa~ only one example of an 0.'P mo<l1f1c<l by more than one prepm1t1ona) 
phr.1\e tn the 'fl<UH.1neou\ \pcech te,i-: a' chlann 111ghean '.; no boloich leis le eich air 
feodh no h -eileon b1dh wd a' w11111eat·hadh ;h1o; 01w llf/ ... Once ag,1m, thl\ "extraclau~I • 
• 1 ca\c nf lefl-detachmt·n1. One of the form.ti prme cx.11nplcs 111 Table 116 •~ .1lso 
extraclam.11 (c,..il!nplc but the rest .ire well 1111cgrated. th before, there 1~ a var1ct)' of 
J1fferc111 prcpm1ttom rq1re,cnt(<l, p:irucularly for \Uch a \m;1 ll number of example~: de, 
Jo. or 001111, ann, le .tnd "· i-:'inally, man)' of the •p., w1th111 the prepm1Lwn.1l phrases are 
thcm,clvcs muddied: exa mple I ha~ an ad1ccuvc de l11retll'ht1< sgrlobhto ; ex;1mplc ) has 
,Ill 0.'P me><ltficd by ,1 gcn1t1vc With adJCCl1vc fo bhonn bruthoich aird; exam ple 4 has :t 
geniu ve w 1th ad1ccllH' de gl111111hast111 l"cl non seann morbhronn - .111d '' noun 
modified hy .m ;1djcccivc rlt gn111h11sar1 uro ; fi nally• cx.1mplc 6 h:t't an acl1ccti,•e modifying 
ot11ct:t11111 dorch and'' gen 111 ve modifyi ng 1111111111//r Chea11n" Tuurh Afrt1ca. 

Table 116: N Ps modified by l wo or m ore prepositio nal phrases in formal prose 

I. blu da shruth toirteil - de litreochais [sic I sgrlobhto ogus de bheul aithris a' 
.. 1or bheathachadh ... a chctle 
'two fertile strands - of written literature and of oral tradition' 

l. cha nug sinn .1 lea' a dhol nas fha1de n:i an treubh ainmeil sin de bhaird agus de 
sheancha1dluan , Clann 'ic Mhumch 
'that famous clan of bards and of tradition bearers' 

J. ch.1 rnhh .1nn Jch ceum glc mhl-shocair/o bhonn bruthoich aird agus os cionn 
bearraidh 
'an unsteady step beneath a high brae and above a s teep decline' 

4. a tha a' comharrach;idh n:im marbhracinan so1sgculach gu l ~1 r, measgachadh de 
ghnathasan nan seann marbhrann 's de ghnathasan uro 
'a mi:c of the ways of the old elegies and of the new ways' 

5. ·s ann ac;1 a th.1 an tricead as lugha anns an Roinn Eorpa de sheorsa fa la B 
'the lowest frequency in Europe of the B blood type' 

6. bh1oclh c du1ltch Arabach le craiceann dorch, a mhuinntir Cheann -a - tuath 
Afr a ca 
'Arab with dark skin, of the people of North Africa' 

7. 'Sl· cur an .1gha1dh a' chrionaidh sa ann an cultur agus ea lain 
'this withering in culture and arts' 

7.2.J.7 Two nr ,\ fore Helatwt' C/11usr1 

O nly two 11Ht;incc\ c.1ch of :"Ps modified by m ore than one rclau vc clause were 
found in the spoken and wrmcn sample. In cxamp)( I ofT.1ble I Ii .incl hoth example\ of 
T:iblc 111!. there t\ J s11pcrlat1 \•e (e.g. a b' flm1") followed by a rel:Hl\C clause (e.g. a 
ghlt1odh 1111 sgi1e 11 chblr). Example 2 111 spontaneous speech show\ a dcmomtratt\C with 
teme mark111g (a 1h11 su1d) followed by a fu ller relatt ve cl:iuse (11 tho1g forran). Obv1011sly. 
th!\ " a rare feature and a larger corpus would he needed to sh<l\\ .1 g rc:nc r range of 
d1vermy and a clearer md1ca tt on of what to expect in the two l:inguagc '.mette't. 

Table 11 7: NPs modified by two or more relative clauses in spontaneous speech 

I. an sgioba a b' fhearr a ghlaodh an sglre ri chcilc 
'the- best team that the district called' 

2. ·, '11111 aca a 1h,1 an t-llite mor ur a tha siud a chosg fortan 
'the- hig new place that is there that cost a fortune' 
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Table 118: N Ps modified by t wo or more rela ti ve clause~ in formal prose 

I. ,ur ruid dhcn Ghaidhlig as sine a lorgadli riamli ann an Alba 
'the oldest Gaelic that was ever found in Scotland' 

' ghe1hhc.1r 1, k 1., an tricead as mot Ila a tli' a ice air an ta lam II . • 1111 mea~g nan 
L.1pp.tch 
'tlie biggest frequency that it has on ~rth' 

7.2.4 S11111111111) of!\' 11 Complex1t}' and Function 

Th1\ \CCllOn \UrVt·yed tlll' noun phrase complexny or the form.ii prti\l' .ind '>ponwncous 
.,1x:ech (i.e. convcr,,nwn and radw 11uerv1ew) subcorpor;l. Although thl·rc were few ma1or 
d1ffrrcn<'C\ I ll frequency for c:ich t}'pC or complcx11y, the: runrnon\ of 1hr complex NPs 
were seen w contra\! ~1gn i ficantl)'. MoM notably, \pontaneom '>pel·ch ~howed a marked 
tendency IO h;1ve cumpkx noun phrases in an cx tracl:im.il posn 1011. Abo, there were 
fewer C3\C\ Ill '>pOlll;tnCOUS \peech or complex P\ 111 the .. uh1ect pl>\111011 or a transitive 
clause. The example\ from the texts highlighted the qu;1l11.111\e d1ffcrcncC\ between the 
iwo rcg1\tcr 1ypl'S, w11h formal prose showing a greater lexical range, more 'upmarket' 
vocabulary 11c1m (e.g. \Cholarly adjectives), more example\ or NP, 111 mcxltfymg 
COl1\lllUCl11'> which are thCm\chcs modified, and a greater \'Jfll:t) or COll\tfllCllOn types. 
The 'l)(>ntaneou\ <,pokcn registers, 111 general, had s11nplcr, more fragmented examples 
1han 1he formal pru\e, although there were cxccpuonal ca\C\ where mod1ficd 0.'Ps 
reached the complcx11y \ten 111 formal pro>e. 
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8 Profiles of the Individual Registers 

This section reviews the findings of chapter 5-7 in terms of the eight individual registers, 
each of which presents a different weighting on the linguistic features surveyed. By 
delineating the most characteristic of these features for each register and relating them to 
one another it is possible to begin to assess the conventional associations between context 
and linguistic form. This occurs through an interpretation of bundles of features 
correlating with one another, which arc understood as sharing similar functions and 
indicative of certain contextual variables. Although the current research does not 
formalise the concept 'feature bundles' - or dimensions - in the way that Biber does 
through factor analysis, it is possible to inductively generate similar interpretations, which 
could be followed up empirically in future research. 

After each feature mentioned in the text below, reference is made to where the 
register in question ranked upon it, given as a number between I and 8. A '{I}' indicates 
that the register had the greatest return for that feature in the corpus, while '{8}' indicates 
that it had the lowest. If the register's score was tied with others in the corpus, this is 
indictated by a range, e.g. {l-2}. However, this is only a rough guide to distribution and it 
is important to consult the actual means and pairwise comparisons for concise 
interpretation. In general, reference will only be made to features that stand out as robust 
register markers, yet other features may be discussed from time to time for comparative 
purposes. 

8.1 Conversation 

Information structure and di.scourse-level features. Conversation displayed a high level of both 
's e clefts {2} and demonstrative clefts {I}. As mentioned in §5.1, perhaps a good way of 
capturing the quality of a register like conversation, relevant to these kinds of features, is 
to say that it has more discourse freedom than other registers - more points of reference 
in the discourse or temporal-spatial context available for further comment. 'Se clefts are 
often used in conversation for contrastive effect, such as in the second cleft (underlined) 
of example (105): 

(I 05) <a> 's e leabhar gu math doirbh a tha sin a {ainm] tha mise a' smaointinn gu bheil e 
doirbh fhios agad an leabhar aig {ainm] an oidhche roimhe 
<C> 's e leabhar gle mhath a th' aig {ainm] an-drasta ... 
<a> it's a very difficult book that that is [name-vocJ I am thinking that it is 
difficult you know the book [name] had the other night 
<C> it's a very good book that [name] has right now ... 

Here the first, identificational cleft reaches back to previous discourse to comment on a 
particular referent, a book. The second cleft introduces a different, but related referent 
and states a contrast with the previous referent - that it is a good book, not a difficult 
one. If an unmarked construction was used - tha leabhar gle mhath aig {ainm] an-drasta -
there would not be the same contrastive effect; it might be interpreted as more of a 
'beside'. 

The most common discourse function of demonstrative clefts in conversation seems 
to be in 'wrapping up' a piece of discourse, such as in summarising a previous strain of 
discourse before moving forward, agreeing with something that a person has said, or 
stating that no more needs to be said on the matter. These qualities are reflected in some 
of the phrases that are common in this sub-corpus: sin an rud 'that's the thing'; 's e sin a th' 
ann 'that's what it is'; sin mar a tha e 'that's the way it is'; shin agad e 'there you have it'. 

Interestingly, while sin- or siud-headed demonstrative clefts nearly always refer to 
previous discourse in one way or another, seo-headed demonstrative clefts, which are 
much rarer, seem to introduce a new topic or point forward in some way. This quality is 
seen in example (106), which is only one of two instances in the conversation texts in toto: 



Conversation 

(106) 
[4} seo ant-am a bhite a' cuir dhan Eilean Cao/ [sic] airson nan liobagan 

[21 aidh 
[3} uill tha fear an-seo a bha mi a' feuchainn ri bhith 'smaoineachadh air 's tha t
eile ga chuir a-mach as mo chlaigeann 
[5} chan eil ach tha mi ag radh 's foad o chuala mi mu dheidhinn cha do thachair 
dad foathast 
[2} chan foaigh thu iad co-dhiubh 
[4} chan eil each nonsense tha mise 'do/ dha foeuchainn co-dhiubh 
[5} feuch e ma-tha 
[2} dh'foeuch mise e uaireigin ma-tha nuair a bha {ainm} ris mifoein dh'foeuch mi 
shios man Bhaile Shear an-shin is cha d'fouair mi dad 
[4} bhithinn-sa ga foaighinn thall air chul an Eilean [sic] Dubh [sic] ann an shiud
ach gu leor dhiubh uaireigin 
[4] this is the time that they would set to the Slender Island for the flounder 
[2] aye 
[3] well there's this man that I'm trying to think of and another one is putting 
him out of my skull 
[5] no but I am saying it's a long time I've heard about it and nothing has 
happened yet 
[2] you won't find them anyway 
[4] it's only nonsense I'm going to try it anyway 
[5] try it then 
[2] I tried once then when [name] was doing it me myself I tried down around 
Baleshare there and I didn't get anything 
[4] I would be finding it over at the back of the Black Island over there lots of 
them once 
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Speaker 4 uses a sea-headed demonstrative cleft to introduce a topic change - fishing for 
flounder. The conversation has been previously about local fish merchants and the 
varieties of fish that they have on offer. After this topic shift, even after [3] interrupts, the 
conversation stays on the new topic for 18 turns. 

Conversation, like most of the other registers, exhibits a overwhelming preference for 
postposing (.63) rather than preposing (.32) its subordinate clauses. Moreover, it had few 
returns for fronted adverbials and peripheral elements {7} which, like clefts, were 
characterised as bridges to previous discourse. However, there must be a distinction 
between this kind of emphasis and that found in 's e and demonstrative clefts. A good 
indication of this is that fronted adverbials and peripherals occur with the greatest levels 
in written texts. 

Conversation had the greatest frequency of both left {I} and right {l}detachment. These 
features have been interpreted as indicating fragmentation, and serve to spread bits of 
information out over several clauses to aid in the comprehension of listeners. 

Clause types. The clausal features showed that conversation tends to have few coordinated 
clauses {6} although this may increase with fewer participants, in proportion to the 
amount of narrative in evidence. In addition, clauses in conversation tend to be 
smaller, as indicated by the greater frequency of main clauses {2} in the register. There are 
few relative clauses {7}, as found in other 'on-line' registers such as sports reporting. Also, 
there were few complement clauses {7}, perhaps an indication of a lower informational 
component. Finally, there were relatively few concessive clauses {6}, which seems to be 
true of spoken registers in general. 
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Verbal morphosyntax. Conversation evinced the lowest occurrence of perfect aspect /8} in 
the registers. The reasons for this are unclear, but perfect aspect tends to be more 
prevalent in written registers. Copular verbs /I} were very common in conversation 
although the reasons for this arc also unclear. Clausal negation /I} obtained most 
frequently in conversation, perhaps an indication of greater involvement in the register, 
manifested in more contention. It contrasts on this feature to registers with a more 
'factual' orientation such as sports reportage and news scripts. Interrogatives /I} were also 
found with the greatest frequency in conversation, clearly a sign of its high 
interactiveness. On the other hand, conversation had only the third highest level of 
imperative verbs /3}, behind traditional narrative and fiction. This may have had to do 
with the production domain; if the recordings had all been made in the kitchen, for 
example, whilst people were cooking food, perhaps a greater level would have been 
detected. 

Tense on it its own was not overly marked in conversation. The level of past tense /3} 
is a reflection of the amount of narrative found; high for a 'non-narrative' register. 
Present tense /2} seems to co-occur with high frequency in more involved registers and 
those which emphasise current reference. 

In terms of valence reducing constructions, conversation evinced some of the lowest 
means for all three features: valence decreasing with agent present /6-8}; synthetic 
impcrsonals/passives /71; and total number of passive clauses /8}. This finding indicates 
that conversation tends to prefer active voice and places a greater emphasis on actors -
generally humans and animate referents - rather than happenings. In this, it is clearly 
distinct from more detached registers such as news scripts and formal prose. 

Nominal morphology. Conversation had few occurrences of attributive adjectives /7} 
compared to more literary registers, but one of the highest levels of demonstrative 
adjectives /2}. Attributive adjectives are a means of integrating more information into the 
clause. Their lower occurrence level in conversation can be explained, as mentioned 
before, by the tendency of spontaneous spoken language to spread information out over 
multiple clauses and phrases. Demonstrative adjectives serve to refer back to a previous 
referent and bring it up within the context of a current utterance. They can also serve to 
distinguish between two or more similar referents in a discourse or temporal-spatial field. 
In a register with a greater scope, demonstratives are an important device. 

In terms of its noun phrase complexity, conversation has a very small amount of NPs 
with more than 2 modifiers {8}. Once again, this finding is explained by the propensity of 
spontaneous spoken language to stage information in small chunks over a number of 
phrases or clauses. Noun phrase complexity was explored in depth in section 7.2. Here, it 
was seen that the conversational registers often employs extraclausal positions for 
complex noun phrases and has less of them in the subject position of transitive clauses. 
Conversation also has a small number of genitives relative {8} to other registers. This 
seems to be indicative of its less informational orientation. This interpretation is bolstered 
by the small number of total nouns in conversation {81; the lowest of all of the registers. 
Finally, conversation had the highest grammatical concordance level of the spoken 
registers {4). This is somewhat surprising, but might be seen to decrease with additional 
data. With a more varied sub-corpus, it would be possible to establish whether the 
particular sample of speakers used in this study were particularly conservative. 

Prepositions, pronouns, and deixis. Related to the findings of the previous section is the small 
number of prepositions in conversation {8}, showing, once again, a tendency towards 
fragmentation and a less informational emphasis. Conversation has one of the highest 
levels of pronouns {2}, an indication of its need for referent tracking, yet it is perplexing 
that there is the large difference in the register between periphrastic possession with 
aig {I} and simple, pronominal possession {8}. At present, the way in which the 
discourse functions of the two constructions diverge is unknown and this is an area that 
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would clearly profit from additional research. Finally, conversation had the highest level 
of indefinite marking {l}, signifying a greater amount of vagueness and a reduced 
informational orientation. 

Adverbs. Temporal adverbs are very common in conversation {I}. Amplifiers {6} and 
hedges {6} were not prevalent, which is out of line with previous research (Biber 1988) 
which found them to be characteristic of involved, oral discourse. 

Lexical classes. Numerals were rare in the register {7}, indicating a low emphasis on 
information. Private verbs {3} were fairly common, a sign of involvement, while public 
verbs {6} and suasive verbs {8} were not. This indicates that the conversational texts in the 
corpus tended not to report the verbal actions of others nor indicate evidence of 
persuasive language. 

English borrowing. There were a large number of unassimilated nouns {l} and non-nouns 
/l} indicating low formality. While there were a moderately high number of assimilated 
nouns {3}, there were less than registers that borrowed more self-consciously, adopting 
English words into Gaelic through phonological/orthographical change (i.e. formal prose, 
news scripts). 

Lexical specificity. While the average letters per word in the texts were low {8}, 
conversation had the highest type token ratio of the spoken registers {5}. 

8.2 Radio Interview 

Information structure and discourse-lroel features. Radio interview was similar to conversation 
in its level of demonstrative clefts {2} and left-detachment {2}. There were no instances of 
right-detachment, but this may simply reflect the rarity of the feature rather than any 
register difference. Radio interview had a moderate level of fronted adverbials and 
peripherals {4} but there was not a statistically significant difference between it and 
conversation. However, if we consider the fact that it had a higher proportion of 
preposed subordination (.42) than conversation did (.33), the latter result becomes more 
salient. 

Clause types. There were a relatively higher number of coordinate clauses {3} but a 
statistically significant smaller number of matrix/main clauses {S} than conversation. This 
difference may be due to the presence of an interviewer as well as the fact that turns are 
longer in radio interview. With more clauses, there are more opportunities for 
coordination. Radio interview evinced a moderately high level of relative clauses {3}; the 
highest for the spoken registers. It also had the highest incidence of cause/reason 
subordination {I}. This could a reflection of the interview process, with questions 
begetting explanations. Conditional subordinate clauses were also frequent in the register 
/2}, perhaps an indication of greater hypothetical discourse. 

Verbal morphosyntax. Progressive aspect showed up frequently in the register {2}, indicating 
a concentration on events that are on going within a particular tense orientation. Clausal 
negation was low {6} and significantly less than conversation {l}. Possibly, there is less 
overt disagreement in radio interview due to the workings of social mores, or perhaps it is 
reflective of a more informational orientation. There were high levels of copular verbs {2} 
and identificational clefts {2} but these results are difficult to interpret without additional 
research on their discourse functions. Direct interrogative clauses were frequently found 
{2} and imperative verbs were common as well {4} indicating a high level of 
interactiveness. Radio interview had the lowest return for past tense {8} pointing to very 
little evidence of narrative. On the other hand, it has the highest 
level of present tense {I}, demonstrating that it is concerned mainly with current 
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reference. As in most of the other spoken registers, there were no passive clauses with 
agents (0 occurrences) and few passive clauses overall {4}. 

Nominal morphology. There were few cases of complex noun phrases {6} and a high 
amount of grammatical nonconcordancc {2}, characteristics of spontaneous spoken 
language in general. The total number of nouns was low {7; cf. conversation at 8} 
indicating a low cm phasis on information. 

Possession, prepositions, and pronouns. Like conversation, radio interview had a high level of 
indefinite marking {2}, showing a tendency for vagueness. In addition, like conversation, it 
had a high level of periphrastic aig possession {2} whilst having a low level of pronominal 
possession {6}. As mentioned previously, it is difficult to interpret these results without 
further investigation. A relatively low level of prepositions obtained {6}, again a 
characteristic of less informative registers. However, there was a very high level of 
demonstrative pronouns {I}, suggestive of increased scope - reference to previous 
discourse and the pointing out of referents. 

Adverbs. There was a high level of amplifiers {2}, emphatics {I}, and hedges {I} found, 
which are indicative of greater involvement and typically oral styles. 

Lexical classes. Radio interview showed the highest amount of private verbs {l}in the 
corpus, denotative of greater involvement. 

English borrowing. It had a high level of both unassimilated nouns {2} and unassimilated 
non-nouns {2}, both characteristic of informal, oral registers. 

Lexical specificity. Overall, its average letters per word was low {6}, indicating fewer long 
words. Its type-token ratio was similarly low {61, indicating a more narrow lexical range. 
These are both characteristic of spontaneous spoken language. 

8.3 Sports Reportage 

Information structure and discourse-level features. As a robust indication of the difference 
between the various clefts, sports reportage had the highest level of 's e clefts {I} whilst 
returning the lowest for 's ann clefts {8}. The 's e clefts in this register often have 
contrastive effect, such as in example (107): 

(107) Nichol a' ruith ach 's e McStay a tha 'do/ dha gabhail [sic] 
'Nichol running but it is McStay who is going to take it [the ballj' 

Here, we are told that "Nichol [is] running" and we expect that he may get the ball. The 
pragmatic presupposition of the cleft is that someone will get the ball (probably Nichol), 
but we are told, in fact, that it is McStay who is going to get it. 

Other clefts simply provide new information: 

(108) 's tha e a-staigh tadhal ann an siud do Yugoslavia agus 's e Katernetch a fhuair an tadhal 
'and it is in a goal there for Yugoslavia and it is Katernetch who got the goal' 

We are told that there has been a goal for Yugoslavia, which becomes the pragmatic 
presupposition of the following 's e cleft. The cleft constituent of that construction 
provides the new information, that it is Katernetch who got the goal. Quite of ten, clefts 
are em ployed in this way in the register: a particular thing is happening but we do not 
know who is associated with it, and then the cleft answers this question. 
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Sports reportage did not have a high level of demonstrative clefts {4} but they are still 
integral to the register, both in referring to previous discourse, as in 

(109) agus sin leasan a dh'ionnsaich iad bhon a' gheam an aghaidh na Cuimrich [sic] an-seo 
'and that is a lesson that they learnt from the game against the Welsh here' 

or for pointing out referents in the temporal-spatial context: 

(110) siud i tha i a-staigh tadhal do dh'Alba 
'chat's ic it's in a goal for Scotland' 

Unlike ocher spoken registers, spores reporting did not have a high level of lefc
decachmenc {4} and showed no evidence of righc-decachmenc. However, in chis register, 
there is a dearth of finite verbs. The kind of role and reference strategies are much simpler 
chan detachment; che most regular paccern is for a referent co be named as che 
RECEIVER or POSSESSOR of che ball in a prepositional phrase and subsequencly, che subject 
of what looks co be a verbless clause in which we hear what action he cakes. Ostensibly, 
the action is coo rapid co use verbs in every clause and/or the ellipsis serves co make the 
message more urgent and excicing42

, as illustrated by the following excerpt: 

Sports reporting excerpt illustrating ellipsis: 
am ball ma-tha aig Bett Bett le Johnson air an loidhne air an taobh a-muigh Beu fhein a' ruith 
suas gus an deach Johnson a-steach dhan a' mheadha11 gu McClair chai// McClair i tha i aig 
Hatsibegitch Hatsibegitch 'ga cur gu Bostardivitch Bostardivitch leatha a-mach gu Stanoykavitch 
Stanoykavitch air an loidhne air taobh tha// 11a pairc a-nu// dha11 an taobh-sa ge-ta gu Spasitch 
Spasitch agus Nichol a' tighinn a-mach ma choinneamh 

Translation: 
che ball chen ac Becc Bett with Johnson on the line on che outside Beet himself running up 
until Johnson went in to the middle co McClair McClair lost ic it's at Hacsibegitch 
Hatsibegicch puccing it to Bostardivitch Bostardivitch with ic ouc to Scanoykavicch 
Stanoykavicch on che line on the other side of the park over away co chis side however co 
Spasicch Spasicch and Nichol coming out to face him 

There were few fronted adverbials or peripheral elements {6} and a general preference of 
poscposing subordinate clauses (.72 vs . . 28 preposing) like most of che other registers. 

Clause types. There was a high incidence of coordinate clauses {2}, which seems co be 
characteristic of monologic, spoken registers. As shown in §5.4.1, there was a tendency 
for coordination co be reserved for pivotal action sequences, such as ball stealing or 
advancing on a goal. There were a moderate number of main/matrix clauses {4}, but in 
interpreting chis result, one muse be aware that there was a high level of main verb 
ellipsis, as mentioned above; clauses were defined in the current research by the presence 
of a finite verb. There were very few instances of relative clauses {8}, cause or reason 
subordination {8}, concessive subordination {8}, conditional subordination {8}, and 
temporal subordination {8}. The overall impression is of a register chat works in small 
chunks of information, with very little use of any kind of clause based modification. 

Verbal morphosyntax. In terms of aspect, che one distinguishing feature in spores 
reportage was its high use of the progressive {l}, indicating its strong tie co on-going 
events. As seen above, many uccerances in chis register simply consist of a subject, a 
preposition or verbal noun - usually associated with progressive aspect - and an object. 

"Greenbaum and Nelson (1999) in\'estigate various types of ellipsis in a number of different registers and find them 
replete in sports commentaries. 
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There was little clausal negation in the register 17}, characteristic of a more reportage 
based orientation. Sports reportage had the highest count of identificational clefts {I}, due 
to its need to specify referents but also due to the high number of clauses stating that 'it 
is' a throw-in, a bad play, an offsides, a corner kick, or goal, etc. that is 'in it': e.g. 's e 
sadadh a-steach a bhios ann do dh'Alba 'it is a throw-in that will be in it for Scotland'. There 
were very few interrogative clauses {7}, used exclusively between the commentators 
themselves. Similarly, there were no imperative verbs 18}. Both of these findings indicate 
very little interaction in this register. In terms of tense marking, there was a low return 
for the indefinite 2 18} and a moderately low return for the past definite {6}. Both of these 
are associated with narrative based registers. On the other hand, there was quite a high 
occurrence of present tense 13}, which would have been higher if there had been more 
finite verbs used. It is possible in sports reportage to omit most finite auxiliaries (generally 
tha) because tense expression is superfluous - it is understood that all predicates, unless 
expressly marked as otherwise, refer to current time. Very few synthetic 
impersonals/passives occurred 18} and, indeed, very few passives overall {7}. 

Nominal morphology. There were few demonstrative adjectives 17}, indicating a lowered 
demand on textual cohesion for distinguishing similar referents from one another. This 
may be an manifestation of the low scope in the register: the field of available referents is 
limited and well defined compared to a register like conversation. Sports reportage also 
had a low level of predicative adjectives 17}, which tends to be higher in more abstract or 
discursive registers. However, it had the highest level of appositives {4} and complex noun 
phrases 14} for the spoken registers. The genitive occurred with a low frequency 17} and 
the proportion of nonconcordant nouns to concordant ones was the highest of the register 
{l}. These are perhaps signs of the increased time pressure of its production circumstances. 

Possession, prepositions and pronouns. Interestingly, this register had high levels of both 
periphrastic 12} and simple possession 12}. Many of the simple possession constructions 
were due to object incorporation in the aspectual particle ag (e.g. McStay ga cur gu 
McClair literally 'McStay at its putting to McClair') and the common reference to body 
parts, which are inalienable and usually take simple rather than periphrastic possession 
constructions. There were a large number of prepositions {3} and these were often 
associated with verbal nouns (see §6.3.2). 

Adverbs. Sports reportage had the highest occurrence of place adverbs {l}, a sign of its high 
use of situation-dependent, exophoric reference. Time adverbs were also frequent 13}, 
denotative of a need for the placing of events in a temporal context. Amplifiers {I} and 
hedges 12} were both very common. This result shows the distinction in the corpus 
between reportage that is detached, i.e. news scripts, and that which is involved: 
spontaneous sports commentary. 

Lexical classes. The only noteworthy finding from these features was that sports reportage 
had a very low number of public verbs {l} compared to the other registers. This clearly has 
to do with its emphasis on reporting action, not language. 

English borrowing. Like many other kinds of broadcast registers, sports reportage had few 
unassimilated nouns 17} and non-nouns 17}. It also had few assimilated nouns {8}, but 
perhaps this had to do with the conscious attempt to use constructed phrases and 
neologism more than borrowing strategies (see §4.1.3.3). 

Lexical specificity. It had the highest mean letters per word of the spoken registers 14}, due 
in part to the long surnames encountered in the texts. However, it had the lowest type
token ratio of the sub-corpora 18}, which may be related to its narrower scope. 
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8.4 Traditional Narrative 

Information structure and discourse-level features. Traditional narrative had a moderately high 
occurrence of 's ann clefts {3} and demonstrative clefts {3} but few 's e clefts {7}. 
Demonstrative clefts have been characterised as helping to collect previous discourse, 
elucidate present concerns, and offer an entry into following discourse (Miller and 
Weinert 1998). It is not clear at this time what discourse function is conveyed by 's ann 
clefts. Traditional narrative also had a moderately high level of left-detachment {3}, a 
characteristic of spontaneous speech. Of all the registers, it had the greatest preference for 
preposed subordinate clauses (.48 vs . .51 postposed). This is partly attributable to the 
frequent appearance of temporal transitions between clauses. 

Clause types. The level of coordination was very high {l} and it was suggested that this was 
to maintain the pace of the narrative and contain utterances into small, easily 
comprehensible chunks, providing an explicit demarcation of language flow. The level of 
cosubordinate clauses was also high {rank of 3 on mean; 2 on median}, which seems to be 
a trait of narrative registers, but also of news scripts. A very high number of main/matrix 
clauses obtained {I}, indicating a preference for clauses with a small number of 
constituents. In general, there seemed to be a low level of subordination, but traditional 
narrative had the highest number of tern poral subordinate clauses {l}, which seem to be 
used to place different episodes in relation with one another. 

Verbal morphosyntax. Both incidence of perfect {7} and progressive aspect {7} were low. On 
the first count, it could be that there was a preference for perfective aspect, which is 
coded when the semantically main verb is in the first position (as opposed to being the 
verbal noun) and in the definite past (see 'Aspect' in Appendix 1). On the second, it may 
be that traditional narrative has a lower concern with on-going activities than completed 
ones. There were a large number of imperative verbs {l}, indicative of the amount of 
dialogue nested in the register. Past definite tense {l} occurred more frequently than in any 
other register, followed closely by the indefinite 2 or 'habitual-past'{2}. In contrast to this, 
there was a low return for present tense {7}. In terms of passives and impersonals, 
traditional narrative had one of the highest counts of synthetic constructions {2} but was 
not particularly marked as having a proclivity towards passive voice. 

Nominal m01phology. The low incidence of attributive adjectives {8} coupled with the few 
complex noun phrases {7} is characteristic of spontaneous spoken language in general, 
which paces descriptions out over multiple phrases and clauses. Traditional narrative had 
a very low instance of nonconcordant nouns {6}, and seems to be the most conservative, in 
this regard, of the spoken registers. The low number of nouns overall {6} is indicative of a 
less informational orientation. 

Possession, prepositions and pronouns. There was a high return for pronominal possession {3}, 
but this result is difficult to interpret. The low number of total prepositions {7} is 
characteristic of a less informational orientation and a more fragmented structure, as 
prepositions are one of the ways of incorporating more information into the clause. There 
was a high count of demonstrative pronouns {2} which has correlated in previous research 
(Biber 1988) with greater involvement and orality. In addition, there was a very high 
return for pronouns in general {l}, showing a possibly greater demand on referent tracking 
over longer stretches of text. 

Adverbs. A high count for place adverbs {2} obtained, a characteristic of spontaneous sports 
commentary and narrative, both of which place a high demand on them for situating 
purposes. There were low levels of amplifiers {7} and hedges {7}, showing a more detached 
orientation to the text. 
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Lexical classes. Traditional narrative had the lowest number of numerals /8} in the corpus, a 
sign of low informational orientation. However, it had the highest count of public verbs 
for the spoken registers /4}, a sign of greater speech reporting. 

English borrowing. There were few instances of any lexical borrowing from English: 
assimilated nouns 17}; unassimilated nouns {8}; and unassimilated non-nouns /8}. §In view 
of this, the high rate of noun concordance, and the relatively frequent appearance of 
synthetic impresonals/passive, traditional narrative is one of the most linguistically 
conservative of the Gaelic registers. 

Lexical specificity. The average letters per word 17} was low and the type token ratio {7} 
indicated a narrow range of vocabulary compared to most of the other registers. 

8.5 Fiction 

Information structure and discourse-level features. Fiction had the highest number of 's ann 
clefts /l} in the corpus. These are used to give emphasis to mainly prepositional phrases, 
but also relative clauses (marked sentence focus; see l: §3.4.2.2), adjectives, and other non
nominal elements. However, as mentioned before, the ways in which its discourse 
functions contrast with the other kinds of clefts is not clear. There were a moderately 
high number of fronted adverbials and peripheral elements {3}, indicating that this kind of 
guideposting is important for the register, especially for establishing time, place, and 
manner (see examples in §5.3). 

Clause types. The highest level of cosubordination was encountered in fiction {lj. 
Main/matrix clauses occurred with high frequency {3}, indicating that clauses tended to be 
small. There were few complement clauses {8}, indicating greater editing and a less 
informational orientation. Both concessive {I} and conditional clauses {I} occurred with 
high frequency, being more characteristic of imaginative or less reportage-based registers. 
Temporal clauses {2} also returned with a high frequency; there was need to place 
predicates in temporal relation with one another. 

Verbal morphosyntax. Clausal negation was high in this register {2}, a feature which seems 
to correlate with less fact-based registers. The high return for imperative verbs {2} and 
direct interrogative clauses {3} is denotative of the amount of dialogue represented in the 
register. There was a high incidence of both the indefinite 2 ('habitual-past') {I} and past 
tense {2}, both symptomatic of narrative. In contrast, the level of present tense {8} was the 
lowest in the corpus. Passive clauses obtained with the lowest frequency for the written 
texts {6}, suggestive of a greater emphasis on actors rather than events, recipients, 
undergoers, etc. 

Nominal morphology. Fiction had the highest level of attributive adjectives {I}, which 
occur with greater frequency in more edited texts. The level of complex noun phrases 
however {4} was not overly marked. Although a small number of genitives obtained 
relative to other written registers {4}, fiction had one of the highest indices of noun 
concordance {7}. 

Possession, prepositions and pronouns. Pronominal possession occurred with the greatest 
frequency in this register {l} but this is difficult to interpret without further research. 
Pronoun counts were moderately high {3}, indicative of the need to track multiple 
referents over extended discourse. 

Adverbs. No marked features. 
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Lexical classes. Numerals {6} were not frequent in fiction, evidence of its low emphasis on 
information. Private verbs counts were high {2}, but also public verbs {2}, reflecting the 
presence of speech reportage wherein speakers talked about themselves and opinionated. 

English borrowing. Fiction tended to have a moderate amount of borrowing: assimilated 
nouns {5}; unassimilated nouns {4}; unassimilated non-nouns {5}. 

Lexical specificity. Although the words in fiction were of middle length {5}, relative to the 
other registers in the corpus, there was a high type-token ratio {2}, indicating a varied 
lexicon. 

8.6 Formal Prose 

Information structure and discourse-level features. Like fiction, formal prose had a high 
number of 's ann clefts {2}, but the discourse function of this feature remains unclear. 
There were very few occurrences of left-detachment {6} and none of right-detachment, 
denotative of formal, edited prose. Guideposting in the form of fronted adverbials and 
peripheral clements was more common than in any other register {1}. 

Clause types. There were few coordinate clauses {7}, showing a higher degree of 
integration. Also, there were few main/matrix clauses {7}, suggestive of longer and fewer 
clauses overall. Relative clauses occurred with the greatest frequency in formal prose {I}, 
again suggesting a greater amount of editing and integration. Concessive clauses also 
occurred at a relatively high level {2}, seemingly a sign of more abstract or non-reportage 
based registers. 

Verbal morphosyntax. Progressive aspect obtained the most infrequently in formal prose 
{8}. This may be related to a greater emphasis on abstractions rather than current matters. 
Both interrogative clauses {6} and imperative verbs {6}, were rare, an indication of a low 
interaction level. Present tense obtained less than most other registers {6}, again 
symptomatic of a focus on non-immediate context. In terms of valence decreasing 
expressions, formal prose had the highest level of synthetic impersonals/passives {I} and a 
high level overall of total passive clauses {2}. These are signs of a more detached, more 
formal orientation. 

Nominal morphology. Formal prose had the second highest level of attributive adjectives 
{2}, a clear sign of integration in the regiser. Both demonstrative adjectives {1} and 
predicative adjectives {2} also obtained frequently. Demonstrative adjectives are involved 
in textual cohesion and in distinguishing referents from one another. Predicative 
adjectives have been weakly correlated with more abstract registers (Biber 1988). 

The occurrence of complex noun phrases {l} is higher in formal prose than the other 
registers, again indicating greater integration and editing. The examples in §7.2 showed 
the variety and complexity of NP modification in the register. A major difference 
between formal prose and the conversational registers was its less frequent use of 
extraclausal positions with complex NPs. Genitive nouns {2} occur with a high frequency 
along with nouns in general {3}, both signs of a higher information emphasis. Bolstering 
this impression, there are very few instances of indefinite marking {8}. Finally, formal 
prose exhibits the most conservative nominal morphology, as measured by its low 
incidence of nonconcordant nouns {8}. 

Possession, prepositions and pronouns. There was a low level of periphrastic possession {7} in 
the register but the discourse motivations of the construction need further clarification 
before it can be interpreted. The high frequency of prepositions {l} supports the view of 
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formal prose as having a high information emphasis. The low level of pronouns {7}, on 
the other hand, could be reflective of a more detached, less narrational perspective. 

Adverbs. Both instances of place adverbs {7} and time adverbs {8} arc very low in this 
register. This suggests that it is more abstract and less situation-dependent. 

Lexical classes. Formal prose had one of the highest occurrences of numerals {2}, again 
denoting a more information-based register. The incidence of both private {8} and public 
{7} verbs was low, indicative of greater abstractness. 

English borrowing. Formal prose had the highest level of assimilated nouns {I}, which 
shows a conscious attempt to dress most English words in Gaelic orthography. It had a 
moderately low level of unassimilated nouns {6} and unassimilated non-nouns, indicative 
of greater formality and editing. 

Lexical specificity. The high average letters per word {2}indicates a greater number of long 
words. However, formal prose had the lowest type-token ratio of the written registers {4}, 
which is somewhat surprising, but it could be due to the greater repetion of terms in the 
register, as found by Biber et al. (1999) in academic prose. 

8.7 News Scripts 

Information structure and discourse-level features. News scripts had the lowest returns for two 
kinds of clefts - 's e {8} and demonstrative clefts {8} - as well as having a very low 
frequency of 's ann clefts {8}. The lack of these features seems to indicate low scope in the 
regiser, for instance, in returning to previous discourse, summing up, or contrasting 
points of reference. The absence of left- {8} or right-detachment {8} is denotative of a 
formal, written register and a high level of integration. Perhaps another indication of the 
straight discourse movement of news scripts is the low occurrence of fronted adverbials 
or peripherals {8} and its overriding preference for postposed (.93) rather than preposed 
(.07) subordinate clauses. Overall, there is little adverbial guideposting of the kind to 
which Chafe (1982) referred. 

Clause types. The low amount of coordinate clauses {8} obtained in this register, again 
indicates little continuation of topic as well as higher integration. However, there was a 
high level of cosubordinate clauses {2}, shared with the narrative-based registers. More 
research needs to be on the discourse properties of this construction. News scripts had the 
lowest number of main/matrix clauses {8}, which indicates longer clauses and perhaps 
more clause combinations. Relative clauses {6} were less frequent than other kinds of 
written registers, in addition to subordinate clauses of cause and reason. Complement 
clauses {I} returned with a high frequency indicating a high informational orientation. 
Temporal subordination {7} was infrequently found relative to the other registers, 
indicating that news scripts did not have a need for placing different propositions in 
temporal relation with each other. 

Verbal morphosyntax. Perfect aspect {I} was most common in news scripts. This could be a 
product, as previously mentioned, of translation from English, or be indicative of 
reportage styles which deal with events that occurred in the past but are still relevant in 
the current time frame. Progressive aspect {3} also occurred with a moderately high 
frequency, indicating a concern with on-going events. News scripts had the lowest count 
of clausal negation {8}, which denotes a more factual, report based orientation. The 
number of copular verbs {8} and identificational clefts {8} was similarly low, but more 
research needs to be done on their discourse properties before these results can be 
interpreted. Consistent with its more detached orientation, low levels of interrogative 
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clauses {81 and imperative verbs {71 were found. There was a low occurrence level of both 
past tense {71 and the indefinite 2, indicating a style that places emphasis on current, on
going events and that is less concerned with hypotheses or habitual occurrences. Both 
agent-specified passive clauses {11 and passive clauses overall {II occurred with the highest 
level in news scripts, again characteristic of a more detached orientation. However, there 
was a lower level of synthetic impersonals and passives {SI, suggestive of a less 
conservative morphology. 

Nominal morphology. Attributive adjectives {31 occurred moderately frequently in this 
register, a characteristic of more informational and integrated text. In contrast, there 
were few demonstrative {81 or predicative adjectives {81. Demonstrative adjectives act as 
textual cohesion devices and appear to occur with greater frequency in more discursive 
registers such as formal prose and conversation. They would not be as heavily indicated in 
texts with quick topic changes and little back discourse movement. The low incidence of 
predicative adjectives seems to indicate a style that is more factual and less abstract. 
Appositives {II occurred with a much greater frequency than in the other registers and 
seems to be the tool of preference in news scripts for specifying referents. Complex NPs 
{21 and genitive nouns {II were frequently encountered, correlates of the register's more 
informational and integrated style. However, news scripts had one of the highest rates of 
nonconcordant nouns {31 and nonconcordant adjectives {21, perhaps a sign of its stringent 
production circumstances. The high overall noun count {II is a token of their high 
informational orientation. 

Possession, prepositions and pronouns. The few cases of indefinite marking {71 specify a less 
vague, more informational style. Perhaps denoting greater detachment overall, there were 
low returns for both periphrastic {81 and pronominal possession {71, but more research 
needs to be done on the discourse functions of these features. The high total number of 
prepositions {21 indicates an informational style, like several of the other features 
mentioned above. There were few demonstrative pronouns {81, indicating less back 
discourse movement and symptomatic of the frequent changes of subject in the scripts. 
Finally, there were few pronouns in the scripts {81, showing the scant need in this register 
for managing multiple referents. 

Adverbs. The low count for place adverbs {81 is indicative of a low concern with the 
explicit establishment of location in news scripts. On the other hand, it had one of the 
highest occurrences of time adverbs {21. Both amplifiers {81 and hedges {81 were 
infrequent, suggesting a more detached orientation. 

Lexical classes. Numerals {II were common, again a sign of the informational style of news 
scripts. While private verbs {71 were rare, public verbs {II were common and indicatory of 
the amount of reported speech found within the texts. Suasive verbs {II were also 
common and it was suggested that there is a by-product of the large amount of 
persuasive speech, from individuals such as politicians, that is reported in the news scripts. 

English borrowing. Assimilated English nouns {21 were frequent. Previous research (Lamb 
1999) has found that news script translation has become more lexically oriented than it 
was in the past and this feature seems to bolster this interpretation. Unassimilated nouns 
{31 and unassimilated non-nouns {41 were both moderately frequent in the register as well. 

Lexical specificity. News scripts were observed to have the highest average letters per word 
{II and highest type token ratio {II, thus it uses the longest words and has the greatest 
vocabulary range of the corpus. 
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8.8 Popular Writing 

There were very few features on their own that distinguished popular writing from the 
other registers. The results indicate that it occupies a middle position between the kinds 
of axes or dimensions used to characterise the differences between speech and writing, 
formality and casualness, involvement and detachment, and so. 

Information structure and discourse-level features. Demonstrative clefts {7} were infrequently 
found in popular writing, perhaps a sign of little returning to previous discourse. Both 
left- {7} and right-detachment (l occurrence in l0,000 words) were rare, indicating a 
register with less oral characteristics and more editing. Signifying greater guideposting 
and transitions with previous discourse, there was a high return for fronted adverbials and 
peripheral clements {2}. 

Clause types. Indicated by the lower number of main/matrix clauses {6}, clauses in popular 
writing tend to be longer than in spoken registers, but shorter than in other kinds of 
writing besides fiction. Relative clauses {2) were common, and indicate a greater level of 
editing and integration. The level of complement clauses {2} seems to reflect a tendency 
towards a more informational orientation in this register. 

Verbal m01phosyntax. Perfect aspect {2} occurred with a high frequency, a tendency of 
more literary registers. The results indicated that popular writing differed significantly 
from more reportage-based registers in terms of clausal negation {3}. A moderately high 
level of total passive clauses {3) obtained, with statistical tests indicating that popular 
writing was more akin to the detached registers such as news scripts and formal prose in 
this regard. 

Nominal morphology. The high level of predicative adjectives {l) may indicate a more 
abstract than factually orientated register. Appositives {2)occur with a high frequency in 
this register and tend to be used to supply additional information about, or name referents 
as in example (l l l): 

(I l l) fauair na beachdan seo taic bho faear labhairt Gaidhlig nan Naisea11tach, Micheal 
Ruiseal, ... 
'these opinions received support from the Nationalist Gaelic spokesman, Michael 
Russell, .. .' 

Complex NPs {3}, gemt1ve nouns !3}, and nouns overall {2) are frequent in popular 
writing, and indicate a more informational orientation and greater level of integration. 
There was a fairly low proportion of nonconcordant to concordant nouns {5), indicating 
greater editing and morphological conservativeness. 

Possession, prepositions and pronouns. The high level of prepositions {3}indicated more clausal 
integration and a more informational orientation than the spoken registers. There was a 
low occurrence level for demonstrative pronouns {7), suggestive of less discourse motion 
than in most other registers. 

Adverbs. The low incidence of place adverbs {6) and time adverbs {71 is a sign of the 
register's lower reliance on time and physical space for the grounding of discourse. That 
is, in this regard it seems co have a more abstract orientation, similar to formal prose. 

Lexical classes. No marked features. 
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English borrowing. Popular writing was not particularly marked in its use of English
origin lexemes. In general, it used fewer unassimilated items than spoken registers, but 
more than the more lexically conservative written registers such as news scripts and 

formal prose. 

Lexical specificity. The average letters per word {3} in popular writing tended to be longer 
than most other registers, as did its breadth of vocabulary, measured by the type-token 

ratio {3}. 
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9 Conclusions 

9.1 Summary 

The purpose of this study is to examine the way in which grammar and context interact 
in a sample of eight different textual varieties of Scottish Gaelic. These varieties of text 
were selected to be representative of a wide range of both linguistic and contextual 
variation. The primary theoretical assumption underlying this work is that linguistic 
behaviour in repetitive contexts tends to become crystallised to a detectable extent. In 
other words, the linguistic forms produced by humans reflect, in part, the situational 
parameters and message types inherent to the context in which they arc produced. The 
pairing of language and context is formalised in the term 'register'; this is stated thus, 
because it is also undeniable that language itself contributes to context. Another basic 
assumption of the research is that co-occurring linguistic features in a given context can 
be interpreted as sharing one or more communicative functions. In order to determine 
these functions, it is necessary to examine the different contextual parameters present in 
the corpus, and consider the ways in which associations between these and linguistic form 
arc conventionalised. Also, as has been clear from past research, it is necessary to consider 
how planning time and the limits of human cognition - especially short-term memory -
interact to produce certain largely non-volitional aspects of spontaneous spoken language. 

From an original tag set of nearly one hundred discrete linguistic features, 63 were 
selected for inclusion in the study based upon frequency and salience. The distribution of 
these features, which were compared statistically across the 8 registers, uncovered a wide 
range of linguistic variation in the corpus. A profile of each register was compiled based 
upon its particular feature distribution (see Chapter 8). These profiles were consulted for 
evidence of feature groupings that appeared to have similar functional attributes. In 
addition, the feature distributions themselves, across the 8 registers, were examined in the 
likelihood that adjacent, outlying registers would use a feature for similar purposes. 
Finally, a thorough quantitative and qualitative study was made of nominal concordance 
and complex nouns, two features that evinced robust differences between the registers in 
the statistical analysis. As a result of these investigations, a number of observations were 
made, as follow below. For the moment, these will be framed mainly in terms of register 
contrasts rather than in terms of underlying contextual influences, which will be 
addressed in the following section. 

I. Scottish Gaelic conversation (represented in this corpus by C and RI) is significantly 
different from other types of registers in its lexis, morphology, and syntax. Lexically, 
there tends to be more English borrowing, more indefinite marking, fewer complex 
noun phrases, fewer nouns in general, fewer genitives, fewer attributive adjectives, 
and smaller words. Morphologically, one finds generally more nonconcordant nominal 
forms. Syntactically, structures are simpler and evince the gradual build-up of 
information across many clauses discussed by Miller and Weinert (1998) and Chafe 
(l 982; and Danielewicz 1987). This characteristic is manifested in more (hence smaller) 
main clauses, fewer cases of certain subordinate clauses, and more fragmented 
structures, such as detachment and the asyndetic juxtaposition of clauses and phrases. 
Also in evidence are features linked to interaction: conversation has the most 
interrogative clauses and the third most imperative verbs in the corpus (behind 
traditional narrative and fiction). 

2. Almost diametrically opposed to conversation is formal prose. In addition to the 
opposite degrees of the above characteristics, one also finds a greater proportion of 
passives and impersonals - especially inflected ones - which is characteristic of a more 
'detached' style. In general, syntactic relations in formal prose arc more explicit and 
meaning is built up through a greater specificity of nominal forms than in 
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conversation. This is reflected m the high noun counts and higher average word 
length in formal prose. 

3. There were robust differences between narrative and other register types in the 
corpus. Narrative showed more past tense, more of the indefinite 2 ('past-habitual'}, 
more pronouns and less present tense. There were also more coordinate and 
cosubordinate clauses. Finally, time reference in these registers was more endophoric, 
indicated by the high concentration of temporal clauses. As opposed to news scripts, 
in which time reference is presented as static, time in narrative unfolds, built up and 
stabilised through chains of propositions and the explicit relations which arc coded in 
temporal subordinators. 

4. Interactive registers, such as conversation and radio interview, tended to differ from 
those with a more informational orientation, such as formal prose and news scripts. In 
general, interactive registers show more private verbs, more amplifiers and hedges, 
more clausal negation and generally more present tense, indicating a greater salience 
of current time frames. Informational, detached texts were characterised by an 
absence of these features as well as the presence of others such as passives, numerals, 
higher type-token ratios, longer words, more attributive adjectives, and prepositions. 
These indicate that these registers place a greater emphasis on the conveying of 
information than the actions of human subjects and their beliefs, opinions, 
perceptions, etc. 

5. Fact-based, reportage registers (news scripts and sports reportage) differed in specific 
ways from most of the other registers in the study. The main distinction was a 
lowered proportion of features serving to relate back to, or make reference to, 
aforementioned clauses and constituents: demonstratives; temporal subordination; 
preposed subordinate clauses; and fronted adverbials or peripheral clements. It was 
suggested that this was due to the strong forward inertia present in these registers, 
with frequent topic changes and little discursiveness in evidence. 

6. There were major differences in grammatical conservativeness evinced between the 
registers. In general, the more typically oral, more spontaneous registers had more 
grammatical nonconcordance while more literal, more edited registers had less. 
However, news scripts, which are written, had one of the .highest rates of 
nonconcordance while traditional narrative, which is spoken, had amongst the lowest. 
There was also a difference between the types of passive forms found in the more 
'formal' registers: while traditional narrative and formal prose had a high proportion 
of inflected passives, news scripts tended to prefer pcriphrastically-formed ones. These 
findings are somewhat paradoxical and will resurface below where the contributing 
factors of context arc explored further. 

7. As mentioned above in terms of news scripts and traditional narrative, the registers 
differed in the ways that they made reference to time. There were two main 
contrasts: a) registers had a high proportion of markers of current reference (i.e. 
present tense and progressive aspect) or did not; and b) registers preferred either 
endophoric or exophoric temporal reference, with the former manifested in more 
temporal subordination and the latter in more temporal adverbs. The non-narrative 
spoken registers (i.e. conversation, radio interview, and sports reportage) had the 
highest occurrence of current reference while the narrative registers had the lowest. 
Enduphoric temporal reference was most characteristic of the narrative registers 
while.: exophoric reference was more common in news scripts. 

In the following section, conclusions will be made on the conventional assoc1at1ons 
between context and linguistic form in the corpus. After this point, it will be appropriate 
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to consider the findings of past register research in light of the current study. Its 
methodology differs from that devised by Biber, but it is worth examining whether the 
same kinds of contrasts that he detected through factor analysis arc indicated here. 
Following this discussion, concluding remarks will be made about the grammar of 
spontaneous spoken Gaelic. In anticipation, it will be maintained that conversational 
Gaelic, in particular, differs linguistically in a number of basic ways from other registers. 
In addition, there are variations between the different forms of Gaelic conversation - e.g. 
public interview and private conversation - that were examined in this study. The 
findings of this research, especially the aforementioned, have implications for future 
studies on Scottish Gaelic grammar and register, as well as for pedagogy and resource 
development. In the final section, these will be highlighted and suggestions for further 
work will be made. 

9.2 Associations Between Context and Linguistic Form 

Context was defined broadly, encompassing the aspects of situation detailed in Chapter 
IV. Of these, the results indicate the involvement of five main contextual fcatures 43 in the 
variation of the eight Scottish Gaelic registers studied here: production constraints; 
discourse freedom; information orientation; interaction; and producer characteristics. The 
following discussion describes the associations between these contextual features and the 
various linguistic forms surveyed in the corpus. Following this section, the results as a 
whole will be considered in light of past register studies to consider how well they reflect 
the conclusions made by authors working in languages other than Gaelic. 

Factors related to production constraints exert the most powerful influences on the 
linguistic forms of the registers surveyed for the study. The most constrained of the 
registers is sports reportage, where the addresser attempts to convey every significant 
movement of the players and ball in real time. There is almost no preparation time 
possible as events must be conveyed in immediate succession to their occurrence. 
Consequently, utterances appear stripped of any features not crucial to the message at 
hand. The clearest manifestation of this is the high rate of main verb ellipsis in the 
register (see discussion of Sports Reporting features, beginning on page 176). Conversation 
and radio interview are less constrained than sports reportage, but more so than all of the 
written registers surveyed here. As a result, language in conversation is fragmented in 
form, with information distributed gradually across multiple clauses and phrases, as seen 
in the greater number of clauses overall and constructions such as detachment (§5.2) and 
clausal juxtapositi~n (§5.4.5). Also attributable to lower planning time, complex noun 
phrases are less frequent in conversation, as covered in sections 6.2.3 and 7.2, and there is 
less lexical variety (§6.6), generally fewer relative clauses (§5.4.4.2) and more grammatical 
nonconcordance present (§s 6.2.4.2 and 7.1) than in the written registers. At least partly 
due to production constraints is the greater proportion of English loans in Gaelic 
conversation. However, there was a difference between radio interview and private 
conversation in this regard (see §6.5.3), which was attributed to the emergence of self
consciousness in the face of greater accountability in the public register. Like the 
conversational registers, traditional narrative also shares certain morphosyntactic features 
related to plannedness, such as left-detachment, a high number of main clauses, and few 
instances of complex NPs, but it differs significantly from the other spoken registers in 
terms of its grammatical concordance and level of English borrowing. Contextually, 
traditional narrative is less typically oral than the other spoken registers in that it is 

4J To these, narrative could be added, but al the risk of tauwlogy: narrative, in and of i1sdf-as Biber (1994) poinls 
out-is not a si1uationally wdl·spccificd register. Although it is clear that narrative discourse differs linguistically from 
other kinds of discourse, as detailed in the previous section, to say that narrative diverges from other register types 
because it is narrative is to succumb to circular reasoning. Probably, the contextual features contrihu1ing to chis 
difference arc narrative's orientation to past C\'cnts, its low informationality, its relaxed produc1ion cons1rain1s in the 
case of fiction-pcrmi1ting copious cdi1ing and opportunities for syntactic integration, lexical diversity. cic.-its 
concern with primarily sequential, dynamic events rather than static ones, and the significance given 10 the hehaviour, 
cognition, and linguistic exchanges of specific human (or anthropomorphic) participants. 
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rehearsed and the product of many speakers over time. These factors, and the influence of 
producer characteristics.(see belo.w), co~tribute t? its lower ungrammaticali~y and English 
borrowing. Of the written registers included m the corpus, only news 1s affected by 
production constraints. Although in many ways, it is a typically literate register (e.g. more 
complex NPs, genitives, numerals, a high type token ratio, fewer 'fragmented' features, 
etc.), it evinced a high return for nonconcordant nouns, which is partly a sign of the 
lowered planning time available and the reduced amount of editing compared to the 
other written registers surveyed. 

Discourse freedom concerns the degree to which the navigation of earlier points of 
reference is inhibited in a register. In the two reportage registers included - news scripts 
and sports reportage - addressers are bound to continually advance the discussion, with 
little returning to the content of previous utterances. Correlating with such an 
orientation, described as 'strong forward inertia', is the paucity of certain linguistic 
features functioning to associate blocks of language with one another and re-activate 
earlier points of reference. So-called guideposting constructions, such as preposed 
subordinate clauses and fronted adverbials/peripheral modifiers (sec §5.3), arc less frequent 
in these registers. These manage transitions and explicitly mark relations between 
different clauses. Demonstrative adjectives are also rare (§6.2.l), serving to refer 
anaphorically to previously mentioned referents. In sports reportage, over half of the 
demonstrative adjectives in evidence occurred at lapses in the game - during commentary 
_bolstering the impression that they arc more often found in discursive language. 

The degree of each register's informationality is reflected in particular linguistic 
characteristics. Formal prose and news scripts are the most overtly informational of the 
registers. These contrast to registers such as conversation, traditional narrative, and 
fiction, which are more oriented towards the interactions of human participants and 
describing their mental states and speech. In formal prose and news scripts, there were 
many features that have been linked in past research with the conveyance of information. 
Informational text tends to be nominally rich 3.nd specific, denoted in the registers by a 
high occurrence of nouns (§6.2.4.l), genitives (§6.2.4.3), complex NPs (§6.2.3) and long 
words (§6.6), and fewer cases of indefinite marking (§6.2.4.4). Prepositions (§6.3.2), which 
Chafe (1982; and Danielewicz 1987) describes as serving to integrate information within 
idea units, are encountered with the highest frequency in these registers, as are 
passive/impersonal constructions (§6. l.3). The latter give prominence to actions and 
objects while de-emphasising usually human agents. Informationally speaking, reference 
to agents in such texts is often superfluous and/or can be retrieved from context. 

Interactional discourse, such as in conversation and radio interview (but also nested 
within fiction and traditional narrative), tends to differ in several ways from monologue 
and single-addresser writing. Superficially, there are more interrogative clauses and 
imperative verbs (see §6. l.5), as one would expect. There is also a greater number of 
private verbs (§6.5.2), which communicate the mental states and processes of participants. 
Finally, the instance of clausal coordination (§5.4. I) seems to decrease in spoken text as 
the number of participants increases. Spoken monologue (i.e. traditional narrative, 
followed by sports reportage) had the greatest amount of coordination, and the 
conversation text with the highest proportion of coordination also had the lowest number 
of participants. 

Finally, the influence of producer characteristics has the most tangible effects on the 
differences between traditional narrative and news scripts. Although these registers are 
from different modes, their production characteristics gravitate them towards one other. 
Traditional narrative is a less typically oral register than the others in the study due to the 
fact that it is rehearsed and the product of many authors over time. Similarly, the news 
script register is less typically literate due to the time constraints built into its context. It 
was seen that traditional narrative significantly differs from news in the distribution of 
certain features which have been linked to grammatical conservativeness: 
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the proportion of nominal concordance; English loans; and synthetic passive/impersonal 
forms {see references in §2.4). One would expect, given its mode and arguably greater 
formality, that news language would be the more conservative, but this is not the case. In 
explaining this discrepancy, it is useful to examine the producers themselves. The clearest 
difference between the two sets of producers is age. The reciters of the narratives used in 
the corpus were at least a generation, if not two or three, older than those who were 
working in the BBC Gaelic department 11 years ago, when the texts were collected. As 
Gaelic is a dying language, it follows that those born earlier will have had access to a 
richer, less English-dominant linguistic experience. These earlier-born speakers, although 
usually bilingual, were often Gaelic dominant. Furthermore, as caretakers of what they 
viewed as important, cultural material, they were taking an interest in and preserving 
older forms of the language. In sum, these speakers had an exposure to, facility with, and 
interest in more 'conservative' Gaelic. In contrast, the writers and deliverers of Gaelic 
news today are younger, generally less Gaelic dominant44

, in contact with more English 
speakers, and living at a time when Gaelic is not necessary for most the world outwith 
their jobs. Consequently, they have access to a more restricted reserve of lexicon and 
idiom than the producers of traditional narrative, as well as less facility with certain 
aspects of the language's morphology. Coupled with the influence of translation effects, 
this explains the fewer synthetic impersonals present in news scripts versus traditional 
narrative, and the greater number of nonconcordant forms and English loans. 

9.3 A Review of the Findings in Terms of Past Register Research 

As detailed in Chapter II, the earliest register studies as such expressly set out to explore 
the differences between the modes (e.g. Blankenship 1962; O'Donnell 1974; Poole and 
Field 1976). It was pointed out that these were problematic because of issues relating to 
the elevation of certain registers over others as representative of speech or writing. 
Modern studies have moved away from an emphasis on modal differences towards a 
more fine-grained approach based upon register, generally accepting Biber's (1988) 
conclusion that there are no definitive differences between spoken and written English. 
He found that there are no linguistic features whose distribution divides all spoken 
registers from all written registers. In the current study, which used far fewer registers 
than were included in Biber's study, the following features were found to have apparently 
modal distributions: 

SPEECH 
demonstrative clefts 
left detachment 

WRITING 

perfect aspect 
attributive adjectives 
complex noun phrases 
genitives 
lexical variety 

However, for all of these features apart from demonstrative clefts and perfect aspect, the 
difference can be ascribed to production constraints (i.e. planning time), as covered in the 
previous section. The higher occurrence of demonstrative clefts in speech is probably due 
to its generally greater discourse freedom, and the higher occurrence of perfect aspect in 
writing may be due, in part, to translation effects (see §6. l.l). Considering the fact that, of 
the 63 features that this study investigated, only 7 were distributed modally, Biber's 
statement is supported for this data overall. 

Relating to plannedness, many of Ochs' (1979) main findings were replicated here. Her 
finding that semantic relations between referents and following predications were not 
explicitly marked (i.e. in detachment constructions) in unplanned texts, is also a 
characteristic of the Scottish Gaelic data. This feature was linked to the general tendency 

44 Since rhe 1990s, there have been more cases of semi-fluent speakers delivering 1hc Gaelic news, echoing the siiuation 
in Ireland. 
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of spontaneous speech to distribute information gradually across many clauses and 
phrases, a manifestation of low planning time, the limits of human short-term memory, 
and perhaps an awareness on the part of addressers of their listeners' comprehension 
limits. Ochs indicated that more planned, literate texts evinced more explicit marking of 
joined propositi.o~s than more charactcr.isti.cally 'oral' texts, which evinced asyndetic 
clausal juxtapos1t1on. The current study s1m1larly found that there were generally fewer 
subordinate clauses in the spoken registers - particularly relative clauses - and that 
juxtaposition was an important strategy for relating propositions in speech, providing 
greater syntactic flexibility than subordination. Ochs' finding that meaning in planned 
texts tended to be more lexicalised was also detected in the current study. In general, 
more planned and edited Gaelic registers tended to have a greater concentration of 
nominal features, greater word length, and greater lexical variety. However, one finding 
that was not replicated in the current study, detected by both Ochs and Tannen (l982b), 
was the tendency for spoken narrative to evince the 'historical present'. In fact, traditional 
narrative had virtually the same occurrence level of present tense as written fiction (25.24 
vs. 24.88 occurrences/1000 words). This highlights a basic stylistic difference between 
Scottish Gaelic and English. 

The two dimensions that Chafe (1982) posed as basic to the difference of speech and 
writing - integration vs. fragmentation and detachment vs. involvement - are borne out 
by the Scottish Gaelic data. Most of the properties mentioned in results l and 2 above, at 
the beginning of section 9.1, concern the former distinction. There was also a tendency 
for Gaelic speech to have more interactional/involved features than writing, such as 
private verbs, interrogatives, indefinite marking~5, as well as fewer passives. Overall, 
Chafe's dimensions fit the data, but they do not account for all of the variation found 
here. Some of the factors important to this study but not covered by these dimensions are 
discourse freedom, informationality, narrative discourse, and temporal orientation. 

The results of Biber (1988) and others working within the multidimensional framework 
take account of a much greater range of variation than previous investigations. Although 
the current study is not multidimensional, it is possible to compare the underlying bases 
of variation detected here with the factors presented in these studies. Biber (l 988) found 
six main dimensions of variation, the first three of which are salient to the present data: 
Informational vs. Involved Production; Narrative vs. Non-narrative concerns; and 
Explicit vs. Situation Dependent Reference. He avers that his first factor powerfully 
summarises a basic aspect of language variation, between an informational, nominal style 
and one that is involved and verbal. In effect, this dimension condenses both of Chafe's 
(1982) into one. The main linguistic features loading on the dimension that were also 
employed in the present research are as follows: 

Table 119: Biber's (1988) Dimension One: Informational vs. Involved Production 

Positive: verbal style 
private verbs 
present tense verbs 
clausal (analytic) negation 
demonstrative pronouns 
causative subordination 
indefinite marking 
hedges 
amplifiers 
(WH) questions 

Negative: nominal style 
nouns 
word length 
prepositions 
type-token ratio 
attributive adjectives 

''This is an intC"racrional fC"alurC" as i1 calls upon 1hC" addrC"sscC' 10 fill in 1hC" gap posC"d by 1hC" indC"finilC' markc-r. 
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Biber mentions that some of the most positively loading registers on Dimension I are 
conversation and interview while some of the most negatively loading ones are academic 
prose and press. For the Gaelic data, this dimension almost parallels the differences that 
were found between conversation and formal prose. The linguistic features in evidence 
and the way that the registers loaded upon it are also very similar to the first dimensions 
of both Kim (1990) and Jang (1998). Other linguistic features in Scottish Gaelic that 
correlate with more 'nominal' styles are relative clauses, assimilated borrowing, complex 
noun phrases, genitives, and passives. Features correlating with a 'verbal' style in Gaelic 
include detaching constructions, demonstrative clefts, nonconcordant nominal forms, a 
greater number of main clauses, and interrogative clauses. In sum, the basis of Biber's 
Dimension I seems well substantiated in the Gaelic data. 

Biber's Dimension 2 relates specifically to narrative vs. non-narrative discourse. The 
linguistic features related to this contrast which were also employed in the present study 
arc as follows: 

Table 120: Biber's (1988) Dimension Two: Narrative vs. Non-narrative Concerns 

Positive 

past tense verbs 
3"1 person pronouns 
perfect aspect 
public verbs 

Negative (all weak 
correlations) 
present tense 
attribu ti vc adjccti vcs 
word length 

Again, this contrast is reflected in the Gaelic data as well, as pointed out in finding 3 of 
§9.1. Narrative in Gaelic also tends to evince a greater proportion of the indefinite 2 
{'past-habitual'), more coordinate clauses, and more cosubordinate clause. Time reference 
seems to be marked in Gaelic narrative as well, as there is a higher level of temporal 
clauses than in other register types. Jang and Kim also found a contrast between narrative 
and non-narrative discourse, although the linguistic features loading on the factor in these 
cases were different. Interestingly, for both Taiwanese and Korean, time adverbs were a 
significant feature of narrative, which is not reflected in the Gaelic data. However, the 
fact that all four languages have found significant differences in narrative versus non
narrative discourse indicates that it may be a basic dimension of human language register 
variation, as claimed by Biber {1995). 

Biber's Dimension 3 is only partly reflected in the Gaelic data. He interprets this 
dimension as signifying "highly explicit and elaborated, endophoric reference from 
situation-dependent, exophoric reference" {p. 142). Some of the linguistic features 
comprising the factor in Biber (1988) are below: 

Table 121: Biber's (1988) Dimension Three: Explicit vs. Situation Dependent Reference 

Positive 
relative clauses 
pied piping 
phrasal coordination 

Negative (all weak correlations) 
time ad verbs 
place ad verbs 
adverbs 

If this had been a multi-dimensional study, perhaps it would have located a similar 
dimension, but the only evidence that can be advanced for it given the present results, is 
the distinction between the primarily endophoric temporal reference of traditional 
narrative, and the primarily exophoric temporal reference of news scripts. Biber's results 
indicate that sports reportage loads lower on this dimension than any other register, being 
overwhelmingly situation dependent. Kim's (1990) dimension 5 ('On-line Reportage of 
Events') was also typified, at one pole, by sports broadcasts. In the Gaelic data, there were 
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a few robust markers of sports reportage: progressive aspect; place adverbs; few cases of 
temporal subordination; and few cases of the indefinite 2. However, it does not seem that 
the dimensions found by Biber and Kim agree in total with the tendencies in the Gaelic 

data. 
The rest of Biber's (1988) dimensions, as follows, are not transparently applicable to the 

Gaelic data: Overt Expression of Persuasion; Abstract vs. Non-abstract Information; On
line Informational Elaboration. However, if we view the results in terms of Biber's (1995) 
'universal' dimensions of register variation, summing up the findings of previous multi
dimensional studies on a small number of unrelated languages, some of them seem 
substantiated in the present study. The first 'universal' dimension - Type A - concerns a 
range between interactive and information-oriented discourse. This is similar to the 
Dimension ls of Biber (1988), Kim (1990), and Jang (1998) and the 'involved versus 
detached' contrast mentioned by Chafe (1982). The second universal dimension - Type B 
_ deals with production circumstances, typically characteristic of registers such as 
conversation and sports reportage, where production time is maximally constrained. This 
dimension type seems conflated with universal Type A in Biber's (1988) Dimension l, but 
also shows up in his Dimension 3. Kim's (1990) Dimension 5 ('On-line Reportage of 
Events'), essentially marks this contrast and it recalls the 'fragmented versus integrated' 
distinction made by Chafe (1982). Production circumstances clearly have a pervasive 
impact on linguistic form in Scottish Gaelic, as was discussed in §9.2. Universal Type C -
a dimension related to personal stance - is only somewhat substantiated in the Scottish 
Gaelic. The linguistic features that Biber (1995) mentions as being characteristic of this 
dimensions are hedges, downtoners, emphatics, and attitudinal expressions (such as 
private verbs). Radio interview had the highest proportion of these features while news 
scripts, perhaps the most 'detached' register in the corpus, consistently had amongst the 
lowest. 

The other dimensions that Biber (1995) lists as 'universal' are as follows: an oral/literate 
dimension that is specific to each language; one marking narrative registers; one involving 
the marking of persuasion or argumentation. Without having done a multidimensional 
register study on Scottish Gaelic, it is impossible to comment on any dimensions that are 
specific to the language. However, it is clearly the case that there is a distinction in this 
corpus between narrative and non-narrative discourse, as covered in finding 3 at the 
beginning of the chapter. In terms of the last 'universal' dimension mentioned by Biber, 
there were no traces of a persuasive or argumentative dimension in this data set. This is 
probably due to the absence of registers here that are marked by such a dimension, such as 
editorial prose, televised debate, or sermons. In future studies, perhaps the inclusion of 
such registers would lead to the detection of such a dimension in Scottish Gaelic. 
However, for any such study - and, for that matter, any attempt to assemble a 
representative corpus of written and spoken Scottish Gaelic - it is important to ask 
whether or not such registers are an important part of this particular language's register 
variation. 

To conclude this section, many of the findings of past work on register variation were 
replicated in the present work. In particular, Biber's (1988) observation that the linguistic 
differences of speech and writing ought not to be discussed in terms of a dichotomy, but 
as a multidimensional range of variation, is borne out by this study. The few cases of clear 
opposition between the modes in terms of linguistic features was reduced mainly to 
production constraints, which differ in 'typical' speech and writing, but not categorically 
so. This point was raised in §9.2 regarding the differences and similarities of traditional 
narrative, which is a rehearsed, spoken register, and news scripts, a written register with 
constrained production time. Many of Ochs' (1979) findings for unplanned language were 
duplicated here. The main ones were: the lack of explicit marking of semantic relations 
between referents and following predications; the presence of asyndetic juxtaposition; the 
lower number of relative clauses; and the lower use of lexical strategies for encoding 
meaning. However, one major discrepancy between English and Gaelic was the lack of 
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evidence for the 'historical present' in spoken narrative. Chafe's (1982) dimensions -
integration vs. fragmentation and detachment vs. involvement - were found to be 
relevant for Scottish Gaelic, particularly between the most opposed registers, 
conversation and formal prose. Finally, some of the dimensions of variation located in the 
multidimensional register studies of Biber and others were clearly substantiated for this 
corpus of Scottish Gaelic. In particular, those dimensions mirroring Chafe's were relevant 
(e.g. informational vs. involved production and ones related to production constraints), as 
were differences between narrative and non-narrative discourse, and, to some extent, 
situated vs. explicit reference. A future multidimensional study of Scottish Gaelic register 
variation may detect further dimensions, but it is likely to find the aforementioned one, 
based upon the present results. 

9.4 Concluding Remarks on Spontaneous Spoken Gaelic 

In the present study, four spoken registers were included: conversation; radio interview; 
sports reportage; and traditional narrative. Of these, conversation is the most contextually 
typical of spontaneous spoken language as described by Miller and Weinert (1998) (see 
§2.l .3). Traditional narrative, by definition, has been passed down and fine-tuned through 
many re-tellings and cannot be considered impromptu in the way that the other spoken 
registers can. As we have seen, sports reportage, although produced on-line, deviates 
substantially from the other spoken registers both contextually and linguistically; severe 
production constraints and less discourse freedom are two pervading differences. Radio 
interview is contextually distinct from conversation by the presence of an interviewer and 
an audience, as well as the fact that most participants are unable to see each other. These 
differences may contribute to its greater occurrence level of relative clauses, coordinate 
clauses, and fronted adverbials and its lower proportion of 's e clefts and clausal negation. 
Moreover, a greater self-consciousness arising from its public nature is probably 
responsible for the lower level of English borrowing evinced than in conversation. In 
light of these differences and certainly many more than this particular study was capable 
of detecting, it is important to be aware that media language is not an adequate substitute 
for genuine private conversation. However, there arc a number of linguistic properties 
shared by the two registers: 

high levels of demonstrative clefts 
presence of detachment constructions 
smaller clauses, as measured by the higher levels for main/matrix clauses 
less complex noun phrase structures 
fewer attributive adjectives (shared by the spoken registers in general) 
lower proportion of nouns 
less conservative grammar 
greater involvement, as evinced by the higher level of interrogative clauses 
lower number of prepositions, indicating a lower informational orientation 
a greater proportion of unassimilated English borrowing than other registers 
fewer long words 

Many of these differences relate to those found by Miller and Weinert (1998) in their 
survey of the spontaneous speech of a number of different languages. In particular, both 
studies have detected the following properties: 

I. Information in spontaneous spoken language is staged, built up over multiple clauses 
and phrases in 'bite-sized chunks' 

2. Syntax tends to be more fragmented, seen in the greater frequency of asyndetic clausal 
juxtaposition, detachment (or NP-Clause, etc.) constructions, and small main clauses 

3. In light of these properties and other facts about spoken language (see Chapter II), the 
sentence is not an appropriate structure of analysis for register analysis or studies of 
spontaneous speech 
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4. Subordinate constructions are generally less frequent in spontaneous speech than in 
writing; in the current study, this was the case with relative clauses, and to some 
extent complement clauses, and concessive clauses, but not with temporal or cause 
and reason clauses 

5. Noun phrases tend to be simpler in spontaneous speech, with fewer modifiers such as 
attributive adjectives and prepositions 

6. The structure of modified NPs in spontaneous speech tends to be simpler than in 
writing 

7. Complex noun phrases tend to be avoided in subject position with transitive clauses 
but are sometimes found in extraclausal positions (Miller and Weinert 1998: 141) 

8. Lexical variation is narrower in spontaneous speech than in writing 

In sum, there was an overwhelming amount of similarity between Miller and Weinert's 
(1998) results and those of the current study. This bolsters the impression that there are 
certain features of spontaneous speech which are universal in human language. However, 
one interesting difference between the studies concerns NP modification. It was found 
that N-adjective-adjective combinations (ex. cu mor dubh 'a big, black dog') were more 
frequent than combinations of N-adjective + other type of modifier. In fact, they were 
more frequent than any other complex noun type in the spontaneous spoken registers. 
This diverges from the data of Miller and Weinert (1998) and further research would be 
useful on the subject. 

One area which Miller and Weinert examine comprehensively is the tendency for 
spoken language to evince constructions missing from written language, and vice versa. 
Beyond the use of juxtaposition, and, to a certain extent, left-detachment, the current 
study did not find evidence for such clear-cut differences in Scottish Gaelic. However, as 
this investigation was primarily concerned with linguistic features having occurrence 
levels above I per 1000 words, it did not attempt to catalogue such constructions, which 
are generally less frequent and more difficult to attend to. Moreover, it is not as clear with 
Scottish Gaelic where one should begin to look for such differences. 

There is a major gap between the level of prescriptivism inculcated in English schools 
and that present in Gaelic education, which is newer and has fewer resources and literary 
models for representing the principles of 'educated usage'. Most Gaelic speaking adults, in 
fact, received almost all of their education in English, and rarely or never write the 
language. However, because writing generally permits a greater range of syntax and lexis 
than speech, it seems likely that even inexperienced Gaelic writers will produce linguistic 
forms reflecting this difference. Some of these will be analogues of English style, others 
may hark back to older forms of the language, while others will simply be a product of 
low production constraints. The current study provides a wide net for detecting 
differences between spoken and written Gaelic. There remains a need for angling of a 
deeper nature, however, which would uncover those less frequent register 'markers' 
which immediately declare "this is formal prose" or "this is colloquial conversation". This 
is one suggestion for future work. Others will follow in the next, and final section. 

9.5 Implications and Suggestions for Future Study 

Previous investigations on Scottish Gaelic have mentioned ways in which certain registers 
seem to differ from one another, but these have been based upon largely introspective or 
anecdotal evidence. As a result, it has remained unclear whether Gaelic, a dying, minority 
language, evinces the kind of contextually-driven morphosyntactic variation found by 
researchers on other languages, or suffers from the attenuated or even nonexistent stylistic 
variation predicted by Dressler (1988). The results of this study provide, for the first time, 
hard and empirically garnered evidence that Gaelic, despite the contraction of its speakers 
and geographical base, still displays a range of register variation comparable to that found 
in English and other larger languages. 
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Employing features that have been absent from or rarely used in past register research
such as cosubordination, nominal case grammar, lexical borrowing from a higher status 
language, detachment, and different kinds of highlighting expressions - this study 
advances current knowledge about the ways in which linguistic form correlates with 
context. In a general sense, as so many of the findings are similar to those obtained by 
other researchers working on an array of different languages, they bolster the impression 
that there are certain 'universal' parameters of register variation. This is especially notable 
as few of these studies have been on minority languages, and far fewer on ones that are 
threatened to the point that Gaelic is. 

For the Gaelic linguist or grammarian, the investigation provides information on 
usage and distribution which is almost absent from available descriptions of the language. 
Furthermore, as the field of Gaelic syntax has been almost entirely concerned with 
written Gaelic, there is the potential that the results will foster an increase in awareness of 
structures that are more typical of speech. The study offers a helpful reference point for 
scholars planning additional research on Gaelic register development and variation. Both 
studies interested in charting the development of a single register (ex. Lamb 1999) and in 
more global differences, as in a multidimensional approach, will be aided by the results. 
Particularly useful will be the tag set developed here, which could be either expanded or 
compressed as needed. Along with LinguaStat, it provides the building blocks of an 
automatic part of speech tagger and concordance programme, which are two essential 
tools of corpus linguistics. Finally, far from being the last word on the linguistic features 
surveyed, the study highlights the need for additional work on the discourse functions, 
not to mention other syntactic variants (e.g. Gaelic clefts), of a wide range of 
constructions. 

There is an almost limitless range of possibilities for further research on the grammar 
and discourse of colloquial, spoken Scottish Gaelic. As the language rapidly declines, a 
rapid response to research in these areas becomes more and more crucial. It is ironic that 
the type of Gaelic most heard by native speakers themselves as they grew up and most 
used in the community is the one that linguists and language learners have the least access 
to and, consequently, understand the least. Currently, the only recordings known to this 
author of natural, conversational Gaelic are the ones that were completed for this study. 
There is a dire need for archiving this, in many ways, most important variety of Scottish 
Gaelic before it is irretrievably lost or unstable. I have articulated one proposal for such an 
attempt in the past (Lamb 2005), the development of a large corpus of spontaneous, 
spoken Gaelic. Without a resource of this nature, there is no guarantee that research on 
natural, colloquial Scottish Gaelic will not, in time, be as extinct as the language itself 
seems destined to be. 

Independent of such an effort, or in coordination with it, one could assemble a 
representative corpus of the language, including a far wider range of spoken and written 
registers than was possible here. If these resources were available, they would open up 
entirely new routes for Scottish Gaelic studies. Biber's work has demonstrated the 
powerful applicability of corpora to register variation (1988 inter alia) and grammatical 
description (et al. 1999). Corpora have been put to good use in machine assisted 
lexicography, such as in the development of dictionaries and thesauri (see McEnery and 
Wilson 1996 for a review). With the creation of an automated part of speech tagger for 
Scottish Gaelic, these possibilities would be greatly facilitated, as would others such as 
syntactic parsers, speech recognition, and, with a parallel corpus of English language, 
automatic translation programmes. Such developments would raise the profile of Scottish 
Gaelic research and offer scholars a wide range of new tools for examining and working 
with the language. But, perhaps most importantly, they would have broad and lasting 
benefits for Scottish Gaelic teachers, students, and users in general. In contrast to work of 
a purely theoretical nature, developments such as these have the potential to benefit a 
large sector of the Gaelic writing, speaking, and learning public. 
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Appendix I: 

A Descriptive Grammar of Scottish Gaelic 
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I Phonology: A Brief Summary 

In contrast to the many phonetic, mainly dialectal, studies that have been undertaken on 
ScG, there are very few full phonological analyses in the literature (but sec Oftcdal 1956; 
Ternes 1973; Dorian 1978; 6 Murchu 1989). However, as Ternes (1994) points out, there 
are several phonetic studies which, due to their consistent approach, are capable of being 
phonologically reinterpreted (i.e. Dicckhoff 1932; Borgstr0m 1937; 1940; 1941; Mac Gill
Fhinncin 1966). 

I.I Vowels 

The vowel system has three classes - front-unroundcd, back-rounded, back-unrounded -
and four grades of opening (Ternes 1994): 

Simple Vowels 

e 

E 

WU 

y 0 

J 

a 
[+/-long] 

I 

Nasal Vowels 

a 

tfr. u 
0 

[ +/- long except W] 

Vowel length is a major feature in the language, with minimal pairs such as a car lkar/ 'a 
turn or twist' and car /ka:rl 'car' readily found. In a broad sense (sec Ternes 1973 for more 
information), vowels undergo nasalisation when in contact with nasal consonants (i.e. m, 
mh, n, ng). It seems that nasalisation affects a word in toto rather than just the vowel 
segment (Ternes 1994). Ternes says the following: 

The vowels enumerated above function as the centres of nasalisation. Every 
word with distinctive nasalisation contains one such centre, always located in 
the stressed syllable. From this centre nasalisation usually spreads over several 
segments to the left and right, but not beyond word boundaries. The precise 
extension of these nasalized stretches is strictly rule-governed. (p. l 02) 

An example of this 'spreading' can be seen in a word such as mathair 'mother' 
/ma:har'/ [ma:fifu]. True minimal pairs are rare, but do occur: tamh /ta:v/ 'rest' and tabh /ta:v/ 
'fishing net'. 

The Gaelic vowels are assigned to two groups: the so-called 'broad' or back vowels (a, o, 
u) and the 'slender' or front vowels (e, i). In the orthography46

, this distinction is mapped 
onto the consonants (and many consonant clusters) each of which, save the labials47

, has a 
'broad' (non-palatal) or a 'slender' (palatal) form. For instance, the phonological dental in 
the word 'cats' is palatal - cait /ket'h/ [kehtSJ - while it is non-palatal in the singular form of 

the word: cat lkaN lkah5]. One might be lead, based upon such an example, to claim 
palatalisation in consonants is a case of assimilation to the vocalic environment, with 
front vowels assigning palatal allophones and back vowels, non-palatal allophones. 
However, as is represented in the following two examples, this does not seem to be 
entirely accurate: cf. ur NOM 'new' [u:r] vs. uir GEN 'new' [u:.i]. Although the terminal 
vowel is phonetically the same in the two word forms, the first realises an unpalatal /r/ 
while second realises a palatal one. 

46 There is an orthographic convention that a consonant of one 1ypc must always he flanked b)· rnwds of the same l)'pe, 
known as the slroder ro slroder, broad ro broad rule. 
'

7 But see Macaulay (1966). 
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1.2 Consonants 

The phonological consonant inventory varies from dialect to dialect, but the following 
are widely attested (palatalisation indicated by '''): 

Table 122: Consonant inventory 

Labial Dental Dental' Velar' Velar Glottal 
Plosives \'oiccd b d d' g g 

\'OicdcH p t' k' k 
Fricatives rniml v 

\'Oicclns f s ~ x h 

Nasals m n n N 
Vibrants r R 
Laterals I' L 

Most of the Hebridean dialects (e.g. North Uist} present a 3-way contrast in the sonorants 
but the Gaelic of other areas, particular in the periphery, may range from a one-way 
contrast (as in the r phonemes of East Sutherland Gaelic: see Dorian 1978) up to a 5-way 
contrast, as with the laterals and nasals of the Islay dialect (Hamp 1970, cited in Ternes 
1994). In general, the number of r phonemes tends to be fewer than the others, with most 
dialects evincing between 3 and 2, usually preserving a contrast between palatalised and 
non-palatalised forms (e.g. the Gaelic of Applecross, Rosshire: see Ternes 1973). 

1.3 Diphthongs 

Due to the interaction of the features of short vs. long vowel length and oral vs. nasal 
articulation, there is a considerable proliferation of distinct diphthongs and triphthongs in 
Scottish Gaelic. Dialect studies report, on average, between 20-80 diphthongs (Ternes 
1994). MacPherson (1940) gives the following base forms for the North Uist dialect: 

1) 'Rising' ai, Ei, ~i, ui, Yi, au 
2) 'Falling' is, ia, iu, e~, eo, ua, us, UY 

Common triphthongs include -eoi-, -iui-, and -uai- as in the words eoin 'birds', ciuil GEN 

'music', and luaithe 'faster'. 

1.4 Word Stress 

Very little has been published on ScG prosody and suprasegmentals. Sound beginnings 
have been made, however, by Macaulay (1979) and 6 Murchu (1989) and the interested 
reader should consult these accounts. 

Stress variation is of little importance to word formation in Scottish Gaelic. Full stress 
is nearly always on the first syllable (e.g. tamailteachadh /m;_mal't'~x~y/ 'shaming'). Deviations 
from this are almost always either loans - ex. buntdta /bun~t~/ 'potato') - or compounds: 
cho-dhuin /x-::>w_:n'/ 'concluded'. 

1.5 Consonant Mutation 

The Celtic languages are famous for the various ways in which their consonants regularly 
change in certain conditions. Lenition, sometimes referred to as aspiration or initial 
mutation, is the most ubiquitous of these changes in Scottish Gaelic. Synchronically, it is 
part of the language's morphophonology and used to mark various aspects of the verbal 
and nominal system including tense, definiteness, possession, and case agreement, for 
instance: 
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Tense 
(112) snamh 

swim-IMP 
'swim you!' 

Definiteness 

thusa 
2S-EMPH 

(113) craobh 'a tree'; a' chraobh 'the tree' 

Possession 
(114) a cas 'her foot'; a ch as 'his foot' 

Case agreement 

shnamh 
swim-PAST 
'you swam!' 

thusa 
2S-EMPH 

(115) taobh cearr 'wrong side'; air an taobh chearr 'on the wrong side' 

Lenition originated as a phonetic phenomenon early on in the history of the Celtic 
languages, the product of the weakening of intervocalic consonants both word-medially 
and at word boundaries. Orthographically, lenition is represented by an h after so-called 
'lenitable' consonants. However, this is misleading as all consonants48, as well as some 
consonant clusters, change articulation when lenition is applied. Table 123 below, based 
upon the basic IPA symbols used in 6 Dochartaigh (ed. 1994-7: 123) provides an 
simplified overview of these changes at a phonetic level, with some of the allophones 
encountered. This is not an exhaustive list, but rather an illustration of some of the 
phonetic changes. 

Table 123: Lenition oflnitial Consonants 

Unlenited Lenited 

Spelled Non- Palatal Spelled Non- Palatal 
alatal alatal 

b b b bh v, 13 v, 13 
c k c ch x \: 
d cj d3 dh y j 

f f, <P f, <P fh -, h -, h 

g g j gh y j 
I 1 f.. I I, 1 I 
m m m mh v v 
n !;! J1 n n, !;! n 
p p p ph f, <P f, <P 

r R l, 0 r r n/a49 

s s s sh h h 

! tJ th h h 

Palatalisation is another common morphophonemic process, whereby a normally 
unpalatal consonant or cluster becomes palatalised. Palatalisation is a common feature of 
case and number marking (see A§2.2.l.2} but also appears in adjectival declension 

48 Ex cc: pt for the: sonorants /, n, and r which may or may not dc:pc:nding, largdy, on the: age: and dialect of the: speaker. 
49 ln most dialects, there: arc: no nouns or otherwise: lc:nitablc: words beginning with a palatal r. 
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(A§2.2.4) and the verbal system. The exam pie using cait in A§ l.l above, is one instance of 
ic being used to mark number. The following examples show it being used to mark case: 

(116) 

(117) 

mo chas dheas 
IS-POSS foot-FEM-N right 
'my right foot' 

air mo chois dheis 
on IS-POSS foot-FEM-D right-D 
'on my right foot' 

In che orthography, palatalisation is signalled by vowel changes, normally the addition of i 
at che end of a 'broad' vowel. However, more extensive changes sometimes occur as seen 
in (117) and delineated in Table 124 below. 

Table 124: Vowel Changes in Palatalisation (based in part on 6 Maolalaigh 1996) 

a> 01 ia > ei grian, grein 
a> m ia > eoi nial, neoil 
ea> 1 ceann, cinn ia > l sian, sine 
ea> ei eag, eige lo> l crioch, crich 
eo > iui ceOI, ciuil iu > i fliuch, fliche 
eu > ei geur, geire 0 > UI roe, ruic 
eu > eoi deur, deoir 

1.6 Preaspiration 

Preaspiration is uncommon in the world's languages but found in some Scandinavian 
languages (e.g. Icelandic) and Scottish Gaelic. It is a short breath-like sound occurring 
generally before post-vocalic voiceless stops, such as /pl, /kl, and /ti. Preaspiration is not a 
feature of some of the peripheral ScG dialects such as Arran, parts of Kintyre, and E. 
Perthshire (seen in the transcriptions of 6 Murchu 1989). In other dialects, there is a range 
of variation which can be organised into four main types (table from 6 Maolalaigh 1997}: 

Table 125: Preaspiration after back vowels 

T e Phoneticall Phonemicall Illustrative Dialects 

A [hp],[ ht], [hk] /pl, It!, /k/0 Lewis; parts of Sutherland 
B [hp], [ht], [hk] /hp/, /ht/, /hk/ Aultbea in Ross-shire 
c fhp], [ht], f xk] /hp/, /ht/, /xk/ Outer Hebrides other than Lewis; Isle of 

Skye; central Highlands 
D [xp], [xt], [xk] /xp/, /xt/, /xk/ Western Perth; eastern Highlands; parts 

of Ar ll 

'°In these dialects, preaspiration is phonetic rather than phonemic. Also, it tends to be weaker and more breathy. 
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2 Morphology 

Although Scottish Gaelic syntax, particular its variation, has not been well covered in the 
literature, its morphology has been documented in a number of grammar books and 
articles. Calder (1923; see also Nicholson 1936) is the most complete of the grammars, but 
is conservative, both in terms of its application and the forms of language it evinces, by 
today's standards. 

2.1 Overview of morphological characteristics 

2.1.1 Symhesis and Fusion 
Scottish Gaelic is a largely fusional language as seen, for example, in its large proliferation 
of pronominal forms (see also A§2.2.2, and A§2.2.6): 

(118) air 'on'; orm 'on me'; ormsa 'on me [emphatic]' 
(119) ann 'in'; annad 'in you; annadsa 'in you [emphatic]'; 'nad 'in your' 

Its verbal system is less fusional than French or Spanish but approximates that level in 
some cases: 

(120) bhithinn 
be-INDEF2-ls 
'I would be' 

(121) seallamaid 
show/look-IMP-2P 
'Let us show/look' 

(122) rinneadh e 
do-PAST-IMPERS 3s 
'it was done' 

The 2nd indefinite (also known as the 'conditional/habitual'), certain passive forms, and the 
subjunctive/imperative are the only verb forms currently exhibiting synthesis in Modern 
ScG. However, there is a growing tendency in the language for these forms to be 
replaced by periphrastic versions (see A§3.5). First person marking also infrequently 
appears associated with a vestigial 'present' (see the TENSE-ASPECT-MODALITY 
system in A§2.3.l.2) in some psychological verbs, almost exclusively in high-register 
writing and religious discourse: 

(123) chlthim cluinneam saoilim 
see-PRES- IS hear-PRES-IS think-PRES-IS 
'I see' 'I hear' 'methinks' 

These correspond to the more common usages: 

(124) chi mi 
see-INDEFI ls 
'I see' 

cluinnidh mi 
hear-INDEFI Is 
'I hear' 

2.1.2 Morphological Processes 

saoilidh m1 
think-INDEFI ls 
'I think' 

There are a number of ways in which ScG stems can be altered: prefixation; suffixation; 
stem modification; and suppletion. Although infixation was a feature of Old Irish (see 
Thurneysen 1993), it is not currently evinced in the language. Neither is reduplication a 
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productive pro~ess at the level of root forms.' yet ~djectiv_es an~ inte_rjective_s (A§~.4.3) a~e 
sometimes, as m other languages, repeated m series for mtens1ficat1on: dume mor mor a 

big, big man'. 

2.1.2.1 Prefixation 
Prefixation and suffixation occur in three combinations (Macaulay 1992; see also Gillies 
1993): prefix + stem; stem + derivational suffix; and prefix + stem + derivational suffix. 
There are a large number of productive prefixes in Gaelic, but some have become so 
inextricably associated with certain stems that they can be considered fused (Calder 1923: 
§100-101, § 146). Stress on the initial syllable indicates that this is the case, such as in 
c0mh'la, adv. 'together' (co 'with' + lamh 'hand'). Prefix status is indicated where stress 
occurs on another syllable or is shared between the first element and another. The 
following is a list of some of the more common prefixes: 

Adjectives 
neo- 'un'; mi- 'un'; so- denoting goodness, easiness; do- denoting badness, difficulty; 
ioma(dh)- 'many' 

Examples: neo-jhreagarrach 'inappropriate' (<Jreagarrach 'appropriate'); mi-churamach 
'careless' (<.curamach 'careful'); so-dheanamh 'easily done' ; do-dheanamh 'impossible'; 
(<.deanadh VN., 'doing'); ioma-dhathach 'multicoloured' (<dathach 'coloured') 

Nouns 
mor- 'big';flor- 'true'; ard- 'high'; mi- (as above} 

Examples: mor-chuid 'majority' ( <.cuid 'part'};flor-uisge 'spring water' ( <uisge 'water'); ard
sgoil 'high-school' ( <.sgoil 'school'); mi-run 'disregard' (<.run 'regard') 

Verbs 
ath- 'again';sior- 'continually'; mi- as above; co- 'with' 

Examples: ath-athris 'repeat' ( <.athris 'relate/narrate'}; sior-jhas 'ever-grow' (<fas 'grow'}; 
mi-thoilich 'displease' ( <.toilich 'pleasing'); co-dhuin/codhuin 'conclude' ( <.duin 'close') 

2.1.2.2 Suffixes 
There are a number of common suffixes used in inflectional operations, usually involving 
marking of tense, person, number. See A§2.3.2 on verbal morphology. Derivational 
suffixes include: 

Verbal Noun Endings 
-ail; -adh; -amh; -ail; -inn 
Examples: cumail 'keeping' (cum 'keep'); moladh 'praising' (mo/ 'praise'); deanamh 'doing' 
(dean 'do'); leantainn 'following' (lean 'follow'}; saoil.sinn 'thinking' (saoil 'think') 

Noun Endings 
agentive: -airl-eir m., piobair 'piper' 
diminutive: -agl-aig f., amaideag 'female fool' 
abstractive: -achd f., siorraidheachd 'eternity' 

Adjectival Endings 
The most common is -(e)ach but other ones include -dal-tal-te, -aill-eil, -mhor 
Examples: sunndach 'happy' (<.sunnd 'joy' + -ach); dearbhte 'certain' (<.dearbh 'proof' + -te); 
beothail 'lively' (<beo 'alive' + -ail); atmhor 'swelling' (at 'swell'+ mor 'big') 
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2.1.2.3 Stem Modification 
This is generally isolated to: person, gender, and case marking of certain nouns (see 
A§2.2.l.2); agreement of the same on attributive adjectives; and the comparative and 
superlative forms of some adjectives. In all these cases, stem modification takes the form 
of generally predictable vowel change along with palatalisation. These are not simply 
cases of suppletion and, due to its prevalence, this kind of stem modification could be said 
to be fairly productive in the language. For instance: 

Plural 
fear fir 

Dat. fear fir 
Gen. fir fhear 
Voe. fhir fhearaibh 

(b) geal 'white': comparative and superlative: gile 

2.1.2.4 Suppletion 
Suppletion is characteristic in the paradigms of certain irregular a) verbs (see Appendix I 
for a chart of these), b) nouns, and c) adjectives: 

(a) rach 'go' 
Past-dependent.: 
Past-independent.: 
Indefl-dependen t.: 
Indefl-independent.: 
Verbal noun: 

bean 
Dat. mnaoi 
Gen. mna 
Voe. a bhean 

deach 
chaidh 
teid 
theid 
do/ 

Plural 
mnathan 
mnathan 
ban 
a mhnathan 

(c) math 'good'; comparative and superlative:fearr 

2.1.3 Head/Dependent Marking 
Gaelic is a dependent-marking language, seen in the way it treats case marking: 

(125) buth Dhomhnaill 
shop Donald-G. 
head dependent 
'Donald's shop' 

(126) le a cheann 
with 3S-POSS head-D 
head dependent 
'with his head' 
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As is clearly seen, in ScG, it is not the heads of these dependent relations which exhibit 
morphological marking, but rather the dependent element. This is signified by lenition 
and palatalisation in the first example and lenition only, in the second. 

2.2 Nominal Morphology 

The Scottish Gaelic nominal system declines for case, definiteness, number, gender, and 
person as well as displaying morphosyntactic contrasts for alienability and count. Lenition 
and palatalisation take a heavy loading for marking case, gender and definiteness. A 
levelling of morphological contrasts is occurring in the language due both to internal 
trends towards simplification and the pervasive influence of English. The effects can 
appear erratic at times. Use of conservative morphology correlates positively with written 
and formal registers as well as speaker/writer age. See Gillies (1980), and Macaulay (1982b, 
1986) for more information. 

2.2.1 Nouns 
The nominal grammatical types evinced in ScG are as follows: common nouns; proper 
nouns; pronouns (including possessive pronouns and prepositional pronouns}; anaphoric 
nouns; mass vs. count nouns; alienable vs. inalienable nouns; and verbal nouns. A set of 
derivational suffixes provides the means for coding diminution (e.g. -an, -ag}, abstraction 
(-ad, -achd}, and indefiniteness (e.g., cuideigin f., 'somebody'; -eigin 'or another' < air 
choreigin). 

I) Common noun stems can be simple or compound (cf. Macaulay 1992: 207). Compound 
stems are most often formed by noun-noun combinations, adjective-noun ones51

, and/or 
by adding prefixes and suffixes: 

buth-obrach (buth 'shop' + obrach gen. of obair 'work') 
mor-shluagh (mor adj., 'big' + sluagh 'people') 
ro-shealladh (ro prep., 'before' + sealladh 'view') 
bodachan (bodach 'old man' + -an diminutive suffix) 

The stem, or final suffix if present, indicates case and number. Nouns that are headed by 
another noun, even in compounds, take the genitive case although this is not always heard 
in informal speech. 

2) Proper nouns in Gaelic take the whole range of case marking and can be adjectivally 
and appositionally modified. Surnames, while growing in frequency due to English 
influence, are still not the most common way of referring to a member of the community 
when speaking in Gaelic. Individuals are more likely to be referred to by nicknames, 
descriptive epithets (such as occupation) and patronymics, which may have been 
maintained over generations, rather than a fixed family name (Gillies and Matheson 1994). 

(127) Domhnall Ruadh Choruna 
Donald red Coruna-G 
'Red Donald of Coruna' 

(128) Grain Dhomhnaill Ruaidh Choruna 
Songs Donald-G red-G Coruna-G 
'The songs of Red Donald of Coruna' 

3) Pronouns (see A§2.2.2) 

11 There is a closed class of adjec1ives 1ha1 only occurs pre-nominally such as tkagh, droch, andfior (see A§2.l.4). Here, 
we are referring 10 1hose 1ha1 normally come af1er 1he noun. This kind of compounding is usually a marker of more 
li1cra1e, especially poe1ic, regis1ers. 
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4) Amongst the class of nouns that can act as anaphors (taking their meaning from 
surrounding discourse) arc: feadhainn 'some'; cuid 'some'; fear 'one'; te 'one'; sion 
'anything'; sgath 'anything'; dad 'anything'; rud 'thing'; coil 'anything'. 

5) Nouns that cannot be counted arc most often either mass nouns, such as bainne 'milk' 
and min 'meal', or collective ones such as crodh 'cattle' (Macaulay 1992: 207). 

6) An alienable versus inalienable opposition obtains in the way that ScG deals with 
possession (sec A§2.2.l .5). 

7) Gillies (1993: 204) considers the 'verbal noun' in ScG to be 'in the first instance a noun'. 
Evidence that can be adduced for this includes the following: a) it can function as a 
subject or object; b) it can take modifiers; c) it can take determiners; d) it can receive case 
marking; e) it is assigned for gender. However, it clearly functions in ways that 
prototypical nouns do not: a) it can receive objects; b) it can link with a closed set of 
prepositions for the encoding of aspect; c) it can take certain modifiers - particularly 
adverbs - that prototypical nouns cannot; d) it is clearly not time-stable in the way that 
most nouns are; e) many cannot form plurals. For more information about the status of 
the verbal noun see A§2.3 on verbal morphology and Payne (1997: 34-38). 

2.2.1.1 Number 
Although a vestigial system of dual number marking exists there is now only a obligatory 
contrast in the nominal system between the singular and plural. Plural number in the 
nominative is coded most often through palatalisation and suffixation but number 
marking interacts with case and gender (see A§2.2. l.3 below). The most common plural 
suffix is -(e)an. 

Dual number marking occurs with some short feminine nouns and is identically to their 
dative forms (for examples of the dative see A§2.2. l.4)52

: 

(129) mo dha laimh53 

IS-POSS two hands 
'my two hands' 

2.2.1.2 Gender/Class 
Nouns can be either masculine or feminine. It is sometimes possible to ascertain a noun's 
gender by examining its suffix morphology (see below) or the way it receives case 
marking, but assignment is largely arbitrary. For exam pie, there is little correlation 
between grammatical gender and physical one (ex. boireannach m. 'woman'). There are a 
small number of nouns with defective gender marking which may be either masculine or 
feminine (depending on dialect), or treated differently depending on case. An example of 
the latter is muir 'sea' which is often masculine when nominative and feminine when 
genitive (mara G.). Some of these nouns have roots in an older neuter gender which is no 
longer attested in the language. 

Calder (1923: 76-77) provides useful information about certain stereotypical endings and 
classes associated with grammatically masculine and feminine nouns. Nouns ending in 
-adh (verbal noun), -anl-ean (diminutive), -as, -ach , -aiche, and -air are typically 
masculine. In addition, words denoting '(t)he names of the elements, seasons of the year, 
days of the week, metals, colours, grains, vegetables, liquors, and timber' (Calder 1923: 76) 
are usually masculine. Those nouns ending in -ag (diminutive), -achdl-eachd (abstract), -adl
ead (abstract), -e (abstract), or -ir (polysyllables only) arc generally feminine. Feminine 
gender is usually associated with the names of nations, celestial objects, musical 

~1 The article in dual marking can be either /an/ or /na/ depending on the dialect. 
51 Cf. an /dmh na /dmhan 

ART hand-N ART hands-N 
'the hand' 'the hands' 
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instruments, afflictions, and corpses as well. In addition to these road markers, it is very 
often the case that feminine nouns end in palatalised, or 'slender', consonants (e.g. a' choir 
'the right') whilst masculine nouns arc associated with non-palatal, or 'broad', terminal 
consonants (e.g. an cor 'the condition'). 

Grammarians have traditionally grouped Gaelic nouns into different classes depending on 
the relative forms of their nominative and genitive singular. The following classification 
is based on Konstantopoulous (1998), which largely uses Oftedal's (1956) scheme. 

Class I: Masculine Nouns Only 

ex. 

Nominative singular ends in non-palatal consonant (e.g.fear 'man') 
Genitive singular formed by palatalisation (e.g. fir 'of a man') 
Plurals formed either by palatalisation (making it homophonous with the G sing.) or 
suffixation: -ean or -an 
Nearly all monosyllables form the plural by palatalisation 
Some nouns have a genitive plural form homophonous with the nominative singular 

boireannach 'woman' m., boireannaich G, PL 

sagart 'priest' m ., sagairt G, sagartan PL 

Class II: Feminine Nouns Only 
Nominative singular ends in non-palatal consonant (e.g. craobh 'tree') 
Genitive singular formed through palatalisation and sometimes the suffix -e in mono
and disyllabic words (e.g. craoibhe 'of a tree') 
The suffix -e tends to be elided in contact with other vowels: e.g. air mullach na 
craoibh' airde 'on top of the high tree' 
Plural formed by suffixation: -(e)an 
Some nouns have a genitive plural form homophonous with the nominative singular 

ex. /amh 'hand' f., laimhe G, lamhan PL 

tunnag 'duck' f., tunnaig(e) G, tunnagan PL 

Class Illa: Masculine and Feminine Nouns 
Nominative singular of masculine nouns may end in any consonant 
Nominative singular of feminine nouns ends in palatal consonant 
Genitive singular marked by -e and palatalisation on masculine noun endings which 
are not already palatal 
Plural formed by suffixation: -(e)an 

ex. tuil 'flood' f., tuile G, tuil(t)ean PL 

bruid 'brute' m., bruide G, bruidean PL 

Class lllb: Identical to Illa but genitive singular ending -a and depalatalisation occurs 
with palatal terminal consonants 

ex. loch 'lake' m., locha G, lochan PL 

Jui/ 'blood' f.,fa/a 54 G 

Class IV: Feminine Nouns Only 
Nominative singular ends in palatal consonant 
Genitive singular formed by depalatalisation, syncope, and the suffix -ach 
Nominative plural formed by suffix -achanl-ichean, -nnan or -(e)an 

\<In !>Orne: dialc:crs, including Uis1, many feminine: nouns in the: genitive: singular arc: marked by the: suffix -adh; cg. ceOI 
na piobadh 'music of rhc: pipes'. The: darivc: of cc:nain feminine: nouns may be also be marked by -(a)idh; cg. aig a' 
bhuthaidh 'at the: shop' (sec: ex. (177)). 
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ex. litir 'letter' f., litreach G, litrichean 
duthaich 'country' f., d1~thcha G, d1~thchannan 
bathaich 'byre' f., bathcha G, bathaichean 

Class V: lndeclinable Nouns 
Only marked, if at all, in the plural (i.e. the genitive singular is identical to the 
nominative singular) 
Plural is formed irregularly or by suffixing: either-(e')an or -achanl-ichean 
Loans often fall into this class and usually form the plural by -ichean 
Nouns ending in /el and using -ichean to form the plural drop the /el if it occurs 
between two homo-organic consonants, e.g. coille 'forest' > coilltean 'forests' 

Examples:. duine 'man' m. (NOM AND GEN), daoine PL 

lighiche 'healer' m. (NOM AND GEN), lighichean PL 

compiutair 'computer' m. (NOM AND GEN), compiutairean PL 

2. 2.1.3 Definiteness/ Referentiality 
Gaelic uses only a definite article; indefiniteness is coded by its absence. The marking of 
definiteness is conditioned by gender, case and number in a system of some complexity. 
The article always directly precedes the noun and is proclitic to it. It may cause lenition or 
nasalisation but, unlike Irish Gaelic, nasalisation is not reflected in the orthography. There 
are different forms of the article depending on whether the first phoneme of the noun is: 
a) lenitable; b) a vowel; c) a labial consonant; or d) an 's' cluster. No article is used with 
the vocative. 

Table 126-Table 131 below show the permutations of this system. An •L• marks those 
cases where lenition occurs. As mentioned previously (see A§ 1.2), dentals are 'protected' 
from article-imposed lenition due to homorganic blocking. When the article ends in a 
nasal consonant (as in the masculine nominative singular and all genitive plurals) it is 
assimilated to /ml before labial consonants. In addition, some dialects (e.g. Uist) feature 
the assimilation of voiceless consonants to the voicing inherent to nasal environments. 
Following nasal consonants, as in certain inflections of the definite article (i.e. an, am, 
nan, nam), voiceless consonants in these dialects often become voiced, especially in 

informal discourse; e.g. an cu 'the dog' [~n ku: > ~gu:]. 55 Where a noun begins with Isl 
followed by either a vowel or one of the sonorants {I, n, r}, the article takes the form of an 

t- in certain cases (e.g. an I-slat[~ dlaht]) as seen below: 

Table 126: The article: masculine noun, consonant-initial 

Singular Plural 
Case Indefinite Definite Indefinite 
Nominative 0 an/am 0 
Dative 0 a' Lian t-(s-) 0 
Genitive 0 a' 1./an t-(s-) I. 

Definite 
na 
na 
nan/nam 

11 See Borgstrom (1940) for more information on nasalation in the dialects of the Outer Hebrides. 
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Table 127: The article: masculine noun, vowel-initial 

Singular Plural 

Case Indefinite Definite Indefinite 

Nominative 0 ant- 0 

Dative 0 an 0 

Genitive 0 an 0 

Table 128: The article: masculine noun, /fl-initial 

Singular Plural 

Case Indefinite Definite Indefinite 
Nominative 0 am 0 

Dative 0 an L 0 

Genitive 0 an L I. 

Table 129: The article: feminine noun, consonant-initial 

Singular Plural 

Case Indefinite Definite Indefinite 
Nominative 0 a' Lian t-(s-) 0 

Dative 0 a' Lian t-(s-) 0 
Genitive 0 na L 

Table 130: The article: feminine noun, vowel-initial 

Singular Plural 
Case Indefinite Definite Indefinite 
Nominative 0 an 0 
Dative 0 an 0 
Genitive 0 na h- 0 

Table 131: The article: feminine noun, /fl-initial 

Case Indefinite Definite Indefinite 
Nominative 0 anL 

Dative 0 anL 

Genitive 0 na 

Definite 
na h-
na h-
nan 

Definite 
na 
na 
nam 

Definite 
na 
na 
nan/nam 

Definite 
na h-
na h-
nan 

Definite 
na 
na 
nam 

209 

As mentioned above, the language is in the process of morphological simplification. The 
genitive case in particular is inconsistently marked and the nominative (or dative) system 
is often used in the place of it. Amongst the effects are the use of na h- instead of 
nan/nam for definite plural genitives and the absence of lenition in indefinite genitive 
plurals. 

2.2.1.4 Case 
There are 4 cases extant in modern ScG: nominative-accusative 56

; dative; gemttve; 
vocative. Nouns in subject and object position take nominative case. Nouns following 
most simple pre-positions take dative case. Genitive case marking occurs on nouns 

"'Called thus because there is no contrast between nominative and accusati\•e case marking. 
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following a small set of simple prepos1t1ons (A§2.2.6.l), most complex prepositions 
(A§2.2.6.3), verbal nouns, and other nouns with which they arc in a dependent relation. 
Vocative case is used most typically to address others and in asseveration (see A§3.4.3). 
Some examples of genitive case assignment follow: 

Genitive marking after the verbal noun: 
(130) tha mi a' sireadh an leabhair bhig ghuirm 

be-PRES-IND ls PROG searching-VN ART book-G small-G blue-G 
'I am looking for the small blue book' 
cf. an leabhar beag gorm (NOM) 'the little blue book' 

Genitive marking after another noun: 

(131) doras na sgoile(adh) 
door-N ART school-G 
'the door of the school' 
cf. an sgoil NOM 'the school' 

When two or more nouns are governed by a preceding noun, only the last is normally 
marked as genitive: 

(132) doras oifis ceannard na sgoile(adh) 
door-N office-N head-N ART school-G 
'the office door of the head of the school' 

Similarly, when a noun is preceded by a preposition (air) and that noun (cas NOM; cois DAT) 
governs another noun (bean NOM; mno GEN) in the genitive, the former is usually57 

marked as nominative rather than dative: 

(133) thuit a chlach air cas mo mhna 
fall-PAST ART stone on foot IS-POSS wife-G 
'the stone fell on my wife's foot' 
cf. air a cois 'on her foot' 

Case levelling also occurs when a noun governed in the genitive is the object of a 
following non-finite verb, with which it forms a small clause (cf. structures in (272) and 
A§3.2.2): 

(134) tha m1 ag iarraidh an litir sin a chur thugad 
is-PRES ls PROG wanting-VN ART letter-N that AGR put-VN to-2s 
'I want to send that letter to you' 
cf. tha mi ag iarraidh na litreach (GEN) sin 'I am (at the) wanting (of) that letter' 

Appositives are always formed in the nominative case rather than the genitive: 

(135) tha Domhnall an gobha ag obair sa cheardaich an-drasta 
is-PRES Donald-N ARTsmith-N PROG work-VN in-ART forge-D right now 
'Donald the smith is working in the forge right now' 

The forms of case marking associated with a particular noun depend largely on its 
declensional category (see A§2.2. l.2 above). In general, the dative uses the nominative 
form as its base, the first phoneme(s} of which may be altered following the rules of 
lenition and affixation as presented above. The endings of feminine nouns in the dative 
undergo palatalisation where possible (some dialectal variation occurs on this point), 

17 However, older and very formal texts (e.g. the: Bible:) preserve: dative: marking in this situation. 
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although younger and/or less conservative speakers may not evince this. Most nouns have 
genitive forms that differ from their nominative forms to greater or lesser extents. Stem 
modifications - through fairly predictable vowel changes and palatalisation - are 
frequently all that characterise the genitive forms, but there are a number of nouns which 
behave irregularly or feature suppletion (see A§2.l.2.4). 

Adjectives mark case in a similar fashion to their head noun, through lenition and a 
certain degree of vowel harmony. Adjectives modifying plural nouns have the suffix /a/ 
appended to them if their form permits it. See A§2.2.4 for more information about 
adjectives. 

The paradigms presented below are based upon a conservative morphology. Register, 
proficiency level, and speaker age may be associated with deviations from this standard. 
Examples in italics offer common reduced forms. Bold text is used to highlight the main 
features of the system. Where it is said below that certain conditions of case, gender, 
number, or definiteness indicate lenition, palatalisation, or suffixation, this is to be 
understood as only being realised in words that have the potential to show these contrasts. 
For example, words that are vowel initial are unable to evince lenition, words that end in 
a palatal consonant in the nominative will be unable to evince palatalisation in the 
genitive58

, and words already ending in a vowel will not take suffixation to indicate the 
plural adjectival form. 

I. Masculine Noun + Ad"ective: ear 'man'; mor 'bi ';le/leis 'with'; taigh 'house' 

Case Indefinite Definite 
Nominative 
Dative 
Genitive 

Vocative 

fear mor 
le fear mor 
taigh fir mhoir 
taigh fear mor 
fhir mhoir 

am fear mor 
leis an fhear mhor 
taigh an fhir mhoir 
taigh an faear mho(i)r 
NIA 

The base form is the indefinite, nominative fear mor '(a) big man'. In masculine nouns, 
definiteness in the nominative does not indicate lenition, either in the head noun or the 
attributive adjective (as it does with female nouns) so we obtain am fear mor (cf. below 
FEM a' chaileag mhor). The dative form when definite does indicate lenition, on both the 
noun and the adjective: leis an faear mhor. Much of ScG's nominal morphology, although 
complex on the surface, is redundant, and parallels obtain between different permutations 
of number, definiteness and case. An example of this is found in the previous two 
examples. Mnemonically, one can pair up the morphology of singular masculine nouns 
that are definite and dative, and singular feminine nouns that are definite and nominative. 

The genitive in singular masculine nouns is often characterised by palatalisation (see 
A§2.2.l.2). Adjectives following masculine nouns in the genitive are lenited and 
palatalised. When definite, these nouns are also lenitied, with an identical form in the 
vocative, save for the absence of the article. 

'' Ahhough some: of 1hc:sc: nouns arc: de: palatalised 10 show 1hc: con1ras1 (sc:c: A§2.2.l.2): c.g.,fi1il "blood' F, NOM;fala(dh) 
GEN. 
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II. Plural masculine noun+ Ad"ective: tr 'men' 

Case Indefinite Definite 
Nominative fir mhora na fir mhora 
Dative le fir mhora leis na fir mhora 
Genitive taigh fhear mora taigh nam fear mora 

taigh fir mhora taigh na fir mhora 
Vocative fhearaibh mora NI A 

Type I masculine nouns form their plural by palatalisation and adjectives following these 
nouns are always lenited. Most adjectives agree with plural nouns by the addition of a 
vocalic suffix. When indefinite and genitive, all plural nouns are lenited. Type I masculine 
nouns often revert back to their singular form when genitive. In other masculine nouns, 
the plural form does not change as a result of case. In the vocative, all nouns are lenited 
but many Type I nouns additionally evince the suffix -(a)ibh, as above. 

III. Feminine noun+ Ad"ective: cailea 

Case Indefinite 
Nominative 
Dative 

Genitive 

Vocative 

caileag mhor 
le caileig mhoir 
le caileag mhor 
taigh caileig(e) moir(e) 
taigh caileag mho(i)r 

a chailea mhor 

' irl' 
Definite 
a' chaileag mhor 
leis a' chaileig mhoir 
leis a' chaileag mhor 
taigh na caileig(e) moir(e) 
taigh na caileag mho(1)r 
taigh a' chaileag mho(1}r 
NIA 

Singular feminine nouns in the nominative always indicate lenition, where possible, in 
attributive adjectives. When definite, singular feminine nouns are also always lenited, 
except in the genitive. In the dative case, both the noun and adjectives are palatalised. 
The genitive case, while neutralising lenition, evinces palatalisation. A vocalic suffix is 
also added to genitive nouns and adjectives if they are 2 syllables or less in length. With 
those over 3 syllables, these are generally omitted. The vocative is lenited, but not 
palatalised as in masculine nouns. 

IV. Plural feminine noun+ Ad"ective: cailea an' iris' 
Case Indefinite Definite 
Nominative 
Dative 
Genitive 

Vocative 

caileagan mora 
le caileagan mora 
taigh chaileagan mora 
taigh caileagan mora 
a chailea an mora 

na caileagan mora 
leis na caileagan mora 
taigh nan caileagan mora 
taigh na caileagan mora 
NIA 

The marking of feminine plurals and dependent adjectives is identical to the masculine in 
every respect except one: no feminine plural forms indicate lenition with following 
adjectives as some Type I masculine nouns do (due to palatalisation, e.g. fir mhora 'big 
men'; see above). 

2.2.1.5 Possession 
An alienable/inalienable contrast obtains in the way that Gaelic treats possessions. 
Presenting a type of iconicity found in many other natural languages, inalienablcs take a 
shorter form while alienables take a longer, periphrastic one. This contrast is not so 
marked in contemporary ScG, but certain regularities are still to be found. In general, 
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referents which are felt to be 'closer' to the possessor employ the possessive pronouns: e.g. 
family, pets, one's house, one's clothes, one's wife (but, interestingly, not one's husband in 
some dialects). The possessive pronoun directly precedes the word it modifies. 

Table 132: Possession 

Person/Gender 
I 
2 
3M 
3F 

Consonants 

Sinr,ular 
mo 
dot 
at 

a 

(136) mo cheann 
lsG-POSS head 
'my head' 

Plural 
ar 
ur 
an/am 
an/am 

Vowels 
Singular Plural , 
m ar n-
d' urn-
a an 
ah- an 

m'obair 
ISG-POSS-work 
'my work' 

Vagueness can result, especially in orthography, in the 3sG-POSS if the modified noun 
begins with a non-lenitable consonant or cluster. Older speakers will often preserve a 
spoken contrast between lenited and unlenited forms of the sonorants (see A§ 1.5), but 
with most younger speakers the following would be homophonic: a /dmh his/her hand. 

In cases where the possessor of an inalienable is fully specified, a genitival construction is 
sometimes used: 

(137) taigh Thearlaich 
house Charles-G 
'Charles' house' 

(138) cota mor Mairi 59 

coat big Mary-G 
'Mary's big coat' 

Alienables most frequently are used with a locative construction to express possession: 
DEF ART+ N + aig ('at') + POSSESSOR. For instance, Mary's boyfriend would be an gille 
aig Mairi, literally 'the boy at Mary'. If the POSSESSOR is pronominal, one of the forms of 
the prepositional pronoun derived from aig is used (see §2.1.6.1). For instance, 'our 
television' would be an telebhisean againn, while 'my husband' would be an duine agam. 
There is a tendency amongst younger and more progressive speakers to use the 
periphrastic construction solely. 

There is no verb TO HAVE in Gaelic. To express this notion, one uses a locative 
construction, as above with the verb 'to be'. 

(139) tha car 
be-PRES car 

againn 
at-IP 

'we have a car' [Lit. there is a car at us] 

(140) bha an iuchair agam 
be-PAST ART key at-IS 
'I had the key' [Lit. there was a key at mel 

11 
Noic: 1ha1 some dialc:cis c:\·incc: lc:nition of feminine: proper nouns, so in this case the form obtained would be cota mar 

Mluiiri. 
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2.2.2 Pronouns 
As was seen in the previous section, pronouns have combined with other elements in ScG 
to form hybrids: prepositional pronouns and prepositional possessive pronouns. These arc 
part-and-parcel of many idiomatic expressions. Also, like French and German, Gaelic has 
a limited system of honorifics in the 2"" person. Although there is considerable idiolcctal 
and dialectal variation (sec Macaulay I 982a), the general pattern is that thu forms are used 
with familiars and/or contemporaries while sibh forms are used with unfamiliar persons 
and/or elders. 

2.2.2.J Personal Pronouns 
Pronominals can be given emphasis by using a number of suffixes. The emphatic suffix is 
often used for providing contrast or for highlighting purposes, as in 'that's my money' (sec 
A§3.4.2.I). Here is a chart of the free pronouns in ScG with their emphatic suffixes in 
parentheses: 

Table 133: Personal PN and emphatic suffix 

Person/Gender Sin ular Plural 
I mi(se) sinn(e) 
2 thu(sa) sibh(se) 
3M e(san) iad(san) 
3F I SC iad san) 

Depending on the semantic role of a pronominal referent and how it is coded by the 
morphosyntax of a particular expression, there are cases when one of the following will 
be used instead of a simple pronoun: a) a possessive pronoun; b) a prepositional pronoun; 
or c) a prepositional possessive pronoun. The most frequent occurrence of this is with 
pronominal objects to a verbal noun, as demonstrated in the following examples: 

(141) feumaidh tu 
must-INDEFI 2s 

a 
3M-POSS 

'you must tame/control him' 

cheannsachadh 
taming-VN 

Here, the modal verbfeumaidh 'must', a one-argument predicate, takes a transitive verbal 
complement ceannsachadh. The subject of the complement is omitted through 
complement argument omission (it is understood as being the same as the subject of 
feumaidh). The object, however, is incorporated in the form of a possessive pronoun. 
Literally, this clause could be stated as 'you must his taming'. See (272) and A§3.2.2 for 
more information on these kinds of constructions. 

(142) chaidh an ceannsachadh agad 
go-PAST 3PL taming-VN at-2SG 
'they were tamed by you' [Lit. 'went their taming at you'] 

Similar to example (142), ceannsachadh is the complement of another verb, chaidh 'went'. 
The verb 'to go', when taking a verbal argument in this way, has the connotation of 
passivisation. To express the ACTOR in these constructions, a locative (aig) is used or, 
increasingly in modern usage, the preposition le 'with/by'. 

(143) cha iad gad iarraidh 
be-PRES 3PL PROG-2POSS wanting 
'They are wanting you' [Lit. 'they are at your wanting'] 
(cf. •Tha iad ag iarraidh thu) 
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In this clause, the subject is expressed as a personal pronoun but the object of the verbal 
noun must be expressed as a possessive prepositional pronoun. The progressive particle in 
ScG is ag 'at', which has its roots in the cognate preposition aig. The form gad is a fusion 
of this particle and the 2"" person possessive pronoun do 'your'. 

2.2.2.2 Demonstratives 
ScG demonstratives encode three degrees of proximity or specificity: 

Table 134: Demonstratives 

on/ onder 

PNIADJ 

seo 
sm 
siudlud 

an-seo 
an-sm 
an-siud 

an-sheo I ann a' sheo 
an-shin I ann a' shin 
an-shiud I ann a' shiud 

Demonstrative pronouns have a similar distribution to common nouns; they never 
combine with prepositions the way that pronouns do. Demonstrative adjectives, like 
other adjectives, follow the noun they modify (e.g. an duine ud 'yon man'). The 
demonstrative pronoun is the same as the demonstrative adjective in the first two degrees 
of proximity, but deviates in the third: chi mi an duine ud 'l see yon man' vs. chi mi siud 'l 
see that'. As can be seen in Table 134 above and in the following example, demonstrative 
adverbs in some dialects mark a contrast between location and movement: the location 
forms are lenited. Consider the following: 

(144) chaidh sinn an-sin 
go-PAST IPL there 
'we went there' 

bha smn an-shin 
be-PAST IPL there 
'we were there' 

Although degrees 2 and 3 are sometimes used interchangeably, when a difference is 
maintained between the two, it seems to be mostly down to visibility or accessibility. 
Whereas an cnoc ud 'yon hill' would refer to a hill that is either obscured from view or just 
visible, an cnoc sin would refer to one that is much more discernible and able to be 
specifically pointed out. If one were to say an latha ud 'yon day', the day would probably 
not be specifically fixed in the mind of the addresser whereas an latha sin 'that day' would 
imply that it is accessible. 

A very natural occurrence in Gaelic is the pairing of tense and demonstratives, which 
sometimes has the function of introducing referents that are to play a major role in 
following discourse (see A§3.4.2): 

(145) bha sinn ann air an latha a bha seo 
be-PAST I PL EXIST on ART day-D REL was here 
'we were there on this day' [Lit. 'we were in it on the day that was here'] 

2.2.2.3 Reflexives and Reciprocal.s 
Reflexives 
There are few lexical reflexives in the language akin to the sort 'I shaved' or 'I washed' 
where the AGENT and PATIENT roles refer to the same entity. Most reflexive operations 
involve the use of foeinlfoin, a fairly prototypical analytic reflexive equivalent to English 
'self: 
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(146) chunnaic mi mi fhein 60 

see-PAST ISG ISG REFL 
'I saw myself 

Fheinljhin can also be used as a prefix (e.g.ftin-eachdraidh 'self + 'history' > 'biography') 
and to intensify or provide contrast: 

(147) tha mt fhein sg'ith 
be-PRES lSG REFL tired 
'I myself am tired' (although you are not) or 'I am tired also' (although it seemed 
as if I wasn't) 

(148) dheanadh amadan fhein sin (from Macaulay 1992: 197) 
do-INDEF2 fool REFL that 
'even a fool could do that' 

Finally, it can be used to show co-reference between the possessor of an NP and a verbal 
argument: 

(149) Chua/a m1 mo bhrathair foein 
near- PAST ISG ISG-POSS brother REFL 
'I heard my own brother' 

There is a morphological reflexive construction employing the verbal noun where the 
SUBJECT and the SUFFERER - which is encoded on the pre-VN aspect marker - are the 
same: 

(150) tha smn; 
be-PRES IPL 

gar; 
PROG-IPL 

'we are being burnt' 

losgadh 
burning-VN 

Macaulay calls this Scottish Gaelic's only 'genuine passive' (see A§2.3.2.2). 

Reciprocals 
There are lexical reciprocals such as 'they kissed' (phog iad) where reciprocity ts 
semantically encoded, but, like lexical reflexives, they seem to be more rare than m 
English. Often the strategy is for the analytic reciprocal a cheile to be used, such as in: 

(151) marbhaidh sibh a cheile 
kill-INDEFI 2PL RECIP 
'you will kill each other' 

(152) bhruidhinn iad n 
speaker- PAST 3PL to 
'they spoke to one another' 

cheile 
RECIP 

As seen in the second example, prepositions can be inserted directly before the reciprocal, 
eliding the a. 

2.2.2.4 Interrogative Pronouns 
There is a small set of question words for requesting information more elaborate than 
simple affirmation or disaffirmation. These occur utterance initial and directly before the 
verb. One (caite 'where') takes the 'dependent' form of the verb while the others take the 

w Most dialects use fain with I w person pronouns, eg. chtmnuic mi mi fain or ch1mnu sinn sinn fain. 
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'independent' form (sec A§2.3.l). In those taking independent forms, the relative pronoun 
a is present, but may be elided in speech before the verb if there is vowel contact. This 
happens throughout the spoken language; whenever two vowels are in contact, the first 
usually elides the second. 

Unlike English, most of the interrogative forms are different from equivalent relative 
forms (see 0 Maolalaigh 1996 for more information): 

Question Gloss Relative Form 

Word 
caite where (cia 'what' + aite 'place') far 

cO who cO 

de,gu de what (ciod 'what' + e 'it') na 

carson why (cia 'what' + a(i)r son 'for') airson ('s), et al. 

cuine when (cia 'what' + uine 'time') nua1r 
ciamar how (cia 'what' + mar 'as' mar 

Some examples of each follow: 

Question Form 

(153) caite an d'rinn thu sin? 
'where did you do that?' 

(154) co (a) rinn sin? 
'who did that?' 

(155) de (a} rinn thu? 
'what did you do?' 

(156) carson a rinn thu sin? 
'why did you do that' 

(157) cuine a rinn thu sin? 
'when did you do that?' 

(158) ciamar a rinn thu sin? 
'how did you do that?' 

2.2.2.5 Indefinite Pronouns 

Relative Form 

chunnaic mi far an d'rinn thu sin 
'I saw where you did that' 

chunnaic mi co (a} rinn sin 
'I saw who did that' 

is toil learn na (a} rinn thu 
'I like what you did' 

rinn thu sin airson 's gum faiceamaid e 
'you did that so that we would see it' 

rinn thu sin nuair a bha sinne air falbh 
'you did that when we [EMPH] were away' 

chi mi mar a nl thu e 
'I see how you do it' 

There are several ways to encode non-specificity or indefiniteness. With nouns, the usual 
way is to use the modifier air choreigin: 

(159) cu air choreigin 
dog 'or another' 
'some dog or another' 

There is also a small number of words that can be translated as 'something' or 'nothing 
(at all}': cail, sgath, sion, dad. The phrase sam bith (- 'in the world'), translatable as 'at all', 
can modify NPs to convey indefiniteness: e.g. rud sam bith 'anything at all'. The generic 
forms of the masculine and feminine nouns, fear and te respectively, can be used 
anaphorically to indicate 'one'. Other constructions are as follows, generally splitting into 
those that prcposc the pronominal element (air bith) and those that postpose it (.ge be air 
bith etc.}: 
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dJI cditel cuine + air bith 'who(m)ever' I 'wherever' I 'whenever' 

ge (be air} bith + col cditel cuine/ ciamar 
ge brith + (as previous example) ... 

'whoever'/ 'wherever'/ 'whenever' I 'however' 

as bith co + etc ... 
ge b' e co + etc. 

2.2.3 Numerals 
The area of ScG number is very interesting but available space allows only a cursory 
treatment. Gaelic is one of the few reported languages with a vigesimal system (base 20). 
It has native terms for numbers l through 999,999 (Old Irish mfle '1000' probably being an 
early borrowing from Latin). 

2.2.3.1 Cardinal Numeral.s 
There are discrete words for numbers l through IO, and for 20, 100, and 1000; other 
numbers are built through compounding. For the purposes of reciting numbers, as in 
counting or giving telephone numbers (only really done on the radio, where presenters try 
to adopt an all-Gaelic style), a particle is used: a h- before vowels and a before all others. 
Also, in this case the number two is lenited, becoming a dhd. The following chart 
provides the cardinal numbers from l to 20 with an accompanying noun: 

aon(a)'- (chu) one dog ll aon (chu) deug 
2 daL (chu) two dog 12 da (chu) dheug 
3 tdL> (coin) three dogs l3 trl (coin) deug 

4 ceithir<L> (coin) 14 ceithir (coin) deug 
5 coig(l.) (coin) 15 coig (coin) deug 
6 sia (coin) 16 sia (coin) deug 
7 seachd (coin) 17 seachd (coin) deug 
8 ochd (coin) 18 ochd (coin) deug 
9 naoi (coin) 19 naoi (coin) deug 
IO deich (coin) 20 fichead (cu) twenty dog 

As can be seen, some numbers cause lenition. Some also take the singular forms of a 
noun, notably l, 2, and 20 and multiples of 20 and 100. When constructing numbers 
between 20 and 40, there are two strategies: a) using the preposition air 'on' or thar 'past; 
b) adding agus or's 'and' and then the secondary number. Above 40, the latter is used: 

21 

22 
23 
39 
40 
50 
51 
99 
100 
200 
1000 
lOOOk 

aon(a) (chu) air/thar fhichead 

da (chu) air/thar fhichead 
trl (coin) air/thar fhichead 
naoi (coin) deug air/thar fhichead 
da fhichead (cu) 
leth-cheud cu 
leth-cheud cu 's a h-aon 
ceithir fichead (cu) 's a naoi deug 
ceud cu 
da cheud cu 
mlle cu 
millean cu 

fichead (cu) agus a h-aon 
fichead (cu) agus a dha 
fichead (cu) agus a trl 
fichead (cu) agus a naoi deug 
identical at this point 
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This system of counting is felt by native Gaels to be cumbersome for larger numbers 
although the fact that all adult Gaelic speakers received their mathematical education 
through English has much to do with this.61 Six thousand six hundred and ninety three 
(6693) is rendered as sia mile sia ceud ceithir fichead 's a tri deug 'six thousand six hundred 
four score and thirteen'. This is only slightly longer than the English version, but native 
Gaelic speakers generally revert to English numbers for those greater than twenty that fall 
between the scores. For instance, they may say 'naoifichead caora' for 180 sheep, but if they 
needed to be more specific, say, 187 of them, they would probably say 'one hundred eighty 
seven dhiubh '. Dates and phone numbers are usually given in English unless a speaker is 
trying to avoid code switching. See Macaulay (1982a) for more information on the 
sociolinguistic aspects of Gaelic numerals. 

2.2.3.2 Ordinal Numerals 
Gaelic has native terms for the ordinal numbers although their use is quite restricted. 
Ordinal numbers above I 0 are often given in English. Here are the first IO, including 20 

and 21: 

I" a' chiad (chu) 
2"" an darna/dara (cu) 
3'd an treas(amh)/tritheamh (cu) 
4•h an ceathramh (cu) 
5•h an coigeamh (cu) 
6'h an siathamh (cu) 
7h an seachdamh (cu) 
g•h an t-ochdamh (cu) 
9•h an naoidheamh (cu) 
IO'h an deicheamh (cu) 
20'h am ficheadamh (cu) 
21" an t-aona (chu) fichead 

2.2.3.3 Numerical Pronouns 
These are used for referring to an individual or to groups and are declined for gender: 

I. aonan/aonar m. 
2. dithis(t) f. 
3. triuir f. 
4. ceathrar m. 
5. coignear m. 
6. sianar m. 
7. seachdnar/seachdar m. 
8. ochdnar/ochdar m. 
9. naoinear m. 
IO. deichnear/deineir m. 

When used to modify a noun, those above aonan govern the genitive case: e.g. dithis faear 
two men. 

2.2.4 Adjectives 
Adjectives in Gaelic cover a wide range of properties ranging from age and value 
judgements to physicality and shape. Adjectives can be both attributive and predicative. 
Postnominal attributive adjectives, but not predicative ones, agree with their nominal 
heads in number, case, and gender. Their distribution indicates that they arc 

'·
1 A decimal system has been introduced in the schools, based upon the Irish system. 
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morphosyntactically distinct from verbs and nouns but there are some which can be 
nominalised such as na mairbh 'the dead' (adj. marbh 'dead') or na big 'the meek' (adj. beag 
'small). 

2.2.4.1 Prenominal Attributive Adjectives 
As mentioned there is a set of adjectives that usually or always occur before the noun. 
These are all mono- or di-syllabic and communicate basic semantic properties. Although 
there are other adjectives that sometimes occur pre-nominally (particularly colours), their 
use in this way is confined largely to poetic language.62 Prenominal adjectives always 
lenite a following noun except where there is homorganic blocking: 

ath next an ath dhuine 'the next man' 
corr a odd an corra nighean 'the odd girl' (as in 'one here 

and there') 
deagh good deagh latha 'a good day' 
dearbh same an dearbh bheachd 'the same opinion' 
droch bad droch naidheachd 'bad news' 
fior true fior cha raid 'a good friend' 
sar excellent sar obair 'excellent work' 
seann old seann taigh 'old house' 

When definite, these occur after the article and, as they seem to nearly compound with 
the following noun, they are subject to the initial mutation and affixation that occur with 
nouns in general. For instance, 'the end of the next month' is usually rendered as deireadh 
na h-ath mhios (mios f. 'month') while 'the end of the next day' would be rendered 
deireadh an ath latha (latha m. 'day'). However, their presence sometimes neutralises case 
and gender marking, as in an ath dhuine (duine m. 'man'). Here, one would have expected 
an t-ath dhuine but this is rare. 

2.2. 4.2 Postnominal Attributive and Predicative Adjectives 
These occur directly after the head of the noun phrase. Macaulay (1992: 201) tells us that 
they form different subclasses and usually occur in the following order: 

size - quality - colour 
(160) bata beag snog geal 

boat-MASC small nice white 
'a small nice white boat' 

As is apparent here, all attributive adjectives must agree with the head noun for gender, 
number, and case. If the noun is in the plural the adjectives change accordingly: 

(161) bataichean beaga snoga geala 
boats small-PL nice-PL white-PL 
'nice small white boats' (notice that in English, quality precedes size) 

Predicative adjectives do not agree with their head nouns: 

(162) tha na bataichean 
be-PRES ART boats 

beag snog 
small nice 

'the boats are small, nice and white' 

agus 
and 

geal 
white 

See the tables in A§2.2.l.4 for the declension of adjectives with nouns of various case, 
number, and gender. 

61 Macaulay (1992, 191) says that the cla~s of pre-nominal adjectives is 'virtually confined' !O deagh, droch,fior, and seann. 
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2.2.4.3 Quamitative Adjectives 
The wordsgach and a h-ui/e are used to convey the notions of 'every' and 'all' respectively: 

(163) 

(164) 

bha a h-uilc fear riamh ann 
be-PAST every man ever 'in it' 
'every single man was there' 

gach te a bh' ann 
every one-F REL be-PAST 'in it' 
'every female that was there' 

As can be seen, these act like prepositivc adjectives but do not lenitc. They require the 
singular forms of the nouns they modify. Ui/e(ag) can also be used postpositively with a 
slightly different connotation: 

(165) bha na fir uile(ag) ann 
be-PAST the men all EXIST 
'the men were all there' 

2.2.4.4 Comparison of Adjectives 
Most adjectives have a comparative form which: a) is derived from the base form through 
stem modification (namely palatalisation and vowel changes) and lcnition; b) is identical 
to the base form; or c) features suppletion. For regularly-formed adjectives, the 
morphological alterations arc similar to those occurring in Type 2 (female) nouns in the 
genitive singular, i.e. palatalisation and suffixation of /el to the final consonant, if present. 
For instance, the adjective ard 'high' becomes airde 'higher/highest'. However, in 
polysyllabic adjectives, syncope occurs: mi/is 'sweet' > milse; boidheach 'beautiful' > 

boidhche. 

Payne (1997: 88-89) tells us that grammaticalised comparative constructions have three 
crucial elements: "(l) the known standard against which the subject of the clause is 
compared; (2) the marker that signals that the clause is a comparative construction; and (3) 
the quality by which the subject is compared with the standard." Consider the following 
ScG example (adapted from an Irish example in Payne 1997: 8963

): 

(166) tha an cu nas motha na an cat 
COP ART dog MKR bigger-QUAL than ART cat-STD 
'the dog is bigger than the cat'(= 'dogs are bigger than cats') 

The marker is nas which contains the copula is and is therefore sensitive to qualities of 
tense (see A§2.4.l). This word is followed by the comparative form of the adjective. The 
quality which is compared here is LARGENESS and motha is the comparative form of the 
irregular adjective mor 'big'. The standard, reflecting trends in the language for predicates 
to postpose, occurs last in the construction. 

The previous example uses the tha form of the verb 'to be'. If the copula is used, the form 
changes slightly: 

(167) 1s m1se as fhearr 
COP ISC-EMPH MKR better-QUAL 
'It is me who is better than you' 

na 
than 

thusa 
2SG-EMPH 

•• Paync"s label~ for the Irish example arc misplaced; they ought to parallel the ones here. 
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This example would be rare in spontaneous speech today, which would prefer the 
following: tha mise nasfoearr na thusa (similar to (166)). 

The superlative is coded syntactically and is very similar to example (167): 

(168) 1s misc as fl1carr 
COP ]SG-EMPH MKR-COP-REL better-QUAL 
'I am the best' 

With conservative contexts and speakers, the markers tend to agree m tense (being 
composed of a copular relative) with the main verb: 

(169) bha misc 
be-PAST ]SG-EMPH 

na b' llicarr na thusa 
2SG-EMPH MKR COP-PAST-REL better than 

'I was better than you' 

However, in younger and more progressive speakers particularly - and more often m 
spontaneous speech than writing - this distinction is not usually upheld: 

(170) bha mise nas lliearr na thusa 

The syntax for these expressions can be very flexible, particularly as displayed in poetry 
and proverbs. Utterances like the following oral proverb, showing a comparative 
complement, are characteristic of carefully edited written language (example from Calder 
1923: I I I): 

(171) Is a' bho lliein as luaithe a mhothaicheas d' a laogh 
COP 3F the cow REFL quickest who notices to her calf 

'the cow herself is the first to notice her (own) calf 

There are two equative constructions depending on whether the standard is nominal or 
verbal. Both use the word cho meaning 'as': 

a) Nominal Standards 
(172) tha Mairi cho bradach n 

as be-PRES Mary as thievish 
'Mary is as thievish as James' 

b) Verbal Standards 
(173) chan eil Mairi cho 

NEG be-PRES-DEP Mary as 
'Mary isn't as thievish as James is' 

2.2.5 Adverbs 

bradach agus 
thievish and 

Seumas 
James 

a tha Seumas 
REL be-PRES James 

The definition of a grammatical category 'adverb' in Gaelic as in other languages is 
slightly problematic and it can end up as a dustbin denomination. There is no one distinct 
derivational process associated with adverbs. They are either take the form of: non
inflecting words and fixed phrases; or an adjective modified by the particle gu, which 
prefixes h- to vowels. They are the most syntactically free clements in the clause and can 
take various levels of its logical structure in their scope. Probably the easiest way to sort 
adverbs in Gaelic is by function. The types include adverbs of manner, time, 
direction/location, and degree. 
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2.2.5.1 Manner Adverbs 
This is the largest of group of adjectives as most adjectives can form a manner adverb by 
the preposing of gu, e.g. trom 'heavy' > gu trom 'heavily'. 

gumor 
gu h-aineolach 
gu coibhneil 
gufuar 

greatly 
ignorantly 
kindly 
coldly 

Like adverbs in general, they have a good deal of syntactic freedom: 

(174) thuirt 
say-PAST she 
'she said kindly' 

ris gu 
to him ADV 

coibhneil 
kind 

cf.: gu coibhneil thuirt iris; thuirt i gu coibhneil ris 

All adverbs of this type can be modified using g/I- 'very', roL 'extremely' and other 
intensifying adjectives: e.g. gu g/e choibhnei/ 'very kindly'. There is also a large number of 
manner adjectives formed by a preposition(L> + noun. Some examples: 

air eiginn 
fa sgaoil 
an /athair 
air cha// 
air seo/ 
air itea/ 

with difficulty 
in dispersed fashion 
present 
lost 
sailing 
flying 

Calder (1923: 309-313) lists many more of these. 

2.2.5.2 Time Adverbs 
These are a well-defined class, dealing with present, past, future, and indefinite tense. 
Some examples: 

an ceart-uair 
an-drasta 
a-nis(d) 
an-di ugh 
a-nochd 
am bliadhna 

an eara{i)r 
a-mdireach 
gu siorraidh 
an ath-oidhch' 
an ath-bh/iadhna 
tuilleadh 

PRESENT 
just now 
now (non-contrastive) 
now (contrastive) 
today 
tonight 
this year 

FUTURE 
day after tomorrow 
tomorrow 
for eternity 
tomorrow night 
next year 
for ever 

an-de 
a' bhon-de 
an-uindh 
an-raotr 
a-bhon-raoir 
mar-tho; 
mu-thrdth 

PAST 
yesterday 
day before yesterday 
last year 
last night 
two nights ago 
already 

INDEFINITE 
an comhnaidh always 
greis for a while 
ua1reannan sometimes 
ua1re1gzn sometime 
pulla (N. Uist) for a while 

athast still, et 
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2.2.5.3 Direction and Location 
As mentioned in A§2.2.2.2, a contrast is often made in Gaelic between the marking of 
location and movement: 

En fish ScG Movement ScG Location 

up suas shuas 
down sios shios 
over here a-nail a-bhos 
over there a-null thall 

There is also an adverb for expressing movement away from up or down, either a-nuas or 
a-nios (neutralising an older, now rarely maintained distinction between the two) 
depending on the dialed'': e.g. thig a-nuas 'come down' (e.g. from upstairs). 

The directions of the compass are as follows: tuath 'north'; deas 'south'; ear 'east'; iar 
'west'. There is some variation in these forms depending on whether location, 
movement, or adjectival force is communicated. Sec Calder (1923) for more information 
on this subject and for a list of the large number of prepositions used to communicate 
direction and location. 

2.2.5.4 Degree 
There are a number of adverbs for the purposes of amplification, emphasising, 
downtoning, and hedging: 

a) ampl_ifiers: e.g., gu leir 'com pletcly'; gu mor 'greatly'; direach 'exactly'; gle 'very'; ro 
extremely 

b) downtoners: e.g. gu ire 'to an extent'; gu Ire bheag 'to some extent'; an ire mhath 'to a 
large extent' 

c) emphatics: e.g.gu dearbh 'indeed';gu deimhinne 'with certainty'; gun teagamh 'without a 
doubt' 

d) hedges: e.g. cha mhor 'almost'; 's dacha 'perhaps'; math dh'faaodte 'perhaps' 

Gaelic has no epistemic adverbs as such, which code the reported source of a clause's 
information (e.g. hearsay versus first hand observation). However, it does have a few 
evidential adverbs, such as those emphatics and hedges found above. 

2.2.6 Prepositions 
Gaelic has three classes of prepositions: 

simple prepositions, most of which can incorporate pronominal clements (then called 
'prepositional pronouns') 
compound prepositions, consisting of an adjective, adverb, or noun + a simple 
preposition 
complex prepositions, which consist of a simple preposition + noun. 

2.2.6.1 Simple Prepositions 
Most simple prepositions are mono-syllabic and take the dative case (D) although a few 
take nominative/accusative (N) or genitive (G) case. Some cause lenition (L) of the 
following noun: 

61 In Irish, this distinction is not neutralised: anuas means 'from above' while anios means 'from hclow'. 
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Pr osition 
al 

a,as 
aig 
air 

an, a1111 an 
(bh)ol 
del 
dol 

eadar 
far 
fol 

gu l 

gun 
le 

l mar 
l mu 

re 
rt 

1'0(imh) l 
tarsainn 
thar 
tro(imh) l 

Gloss 
'to' (reduced form of do) 
'out of 
'at' 
'on' 
'in' 
'from' 
'of (partitive) 
'to'/'for' 
'between' 
'off 
'under' 
'to (the point oO' 
'without' 
'with' 
'as'flike' 
'about' 
'during' 
'to'/'against'/'with' 
'before' 
'across' 
'over' 
'throu h' 

Case it Traditional/ Governs 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
N 
G 
D 
D (G if definite) 
N 
D 
D65 

D 
G 
D 
D 
G 
G 
D 

Of these, some can incorporate the definite article in one of two ways: 

I) With a nasal /n/ 
bhon 
gun/ chun < gu 
d(h)en 
don/ dhan <do 
Jon 
mun 
ron 
tron 

2) With a voiceless alveolar Isl or postalveolar fricative !fl 
anns 
leis 
rt.S 
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The definite article may be optionally (group I above) or obligatorily reduplicated (group 
2):fon taigh/ Jon an taigh 'beneath the house'; a's an taigh Lit. 'in the the house'. 

·~Assigns nominative: case: when de: finite:. 
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Prepositional Pronouns 
Most of the simple prepositions can be inflected for person, gender, and number. 

Table 135: Prepositional pronouns 

Singular Plural 

Preposition Is 2s 3s-M 3s-F Ip 2p 3p 

aigat agam a gad aigc a ice againn agaibh aca 

air on orm ort air oirrc: oirnn oirbh orra 

annin annam annad ann inntc: annainn annaibh annta 

as out of asam asad as aisdc asainn asaibh asda 

(bh)ofrom (bh)uam (bh)uat (bh)uaithc: (bh)uaipc: (bh)uainn (bh)uaibh (bh)uapa 

de: off dhiom dhiot dhc:th dhith dhinn dhibh dhiubh 

do for, to dhomh dhut dha dhi dhuinn dhuibh dhiubh 

c:adar -- -- -- -- c:adarainn eadaraibh eatorra 
between 
founder fodham fodhad fodha foidhpc: fodhainn fodhaibh fodhpa 

gu to (th)ugam (th)ugad (th)uigc (th)uice (th)ugainn (th)ugaibh (th)uca 

le with learn lc:at leis leatha le: inn lcibh leotha 

mu about urn am urn ad uimc: uimpc: umainn umaibh urn pa 

ri to, with, rium riut ris rithe rinn ribh riutha 
against 
ro(imh) romham romhad roimhc: roimhpc romhainn romhaibh romhpa 
before 
tro(imh) tromham tromhad troimhe troimhpc: tromhainn tromhaibh tromhpa 
through 
tharover tharam tharad thairis thairtc tharainn tharaibh tharta 

Emphatic -sa -sa -san -SC -e -SC: -san 
suffixes 

Emphatic suffixes can be added to each of these forms, e.g. agamsa, agadsa, aigesan, aicese, 
againne, agaibhse, acasan. 

Possessive Prepositional Pronouns 
A small number of prepositions have fused with the possessive pronouns: aig, ann, do, and 
ri.66 Instead of using •ann mo ldimh 'in my hand' for instance, 'nam ldimh or 'na mo ldimh 
is employed. These are presented in Table 136: 

66 In the Uist dialect at least, air do 'on your' may become orra. 
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Table 136: Possessive prepositional PNs 

- Singular Pronouns Plural Pronouns 

Preposition ls: moL 2s: doL 3s-M: aL 3s-F: a Ip: ar 2p:ur 3p: an/am 

aigat gaml. gad1. gal. ga gar gur gan/gam 
gamo1. ga dol. 

ann in 'nam1. 'nad1. , I. 
na nanfnam na nar nur 

'na mo1. 'na do1. 

do to/for dham1. dhad1. dha1. dha dhar dhur dhan/dham 
dha mo1. dha dol. 

ri to 
. I. nm rid1. ri 1

• n ri ar ri ur rin/rim 
ri mo1. ri do1. 

As the possessive pronoun is integral to these expressions, their use with vowels parallels 
that covered in A§2.2.1.5, for example: gar n-eiridh 'at our arising'. 

2.2.6.2 Compound Prepositions: ADV, N, or ADJ+ PREP 
These always take dative case and may incorporate pronominal elements as above: 

barrachd air 
ceangailte ri 
an coimeas ri 
coltach ri 
dJmhfa ri/ CUIOe ri 
faisg air 
goirid air 
lamh ri 
maille ri 
seachad air 
suas rt 

an taca ri 
taobh ri 
thairisl fairis air 
timcheall air 

'in addition to', 'more than' 
'tied to' 
'compared to' 
'similar to' 
'along with' 
'close to' 
'close to' 
'next to', 'compared to' 
'along with' 
'past' 
'up to' 
'next to', 'compared to' 

'side to' 
'over' 
'about' 

2.2.6.3 Complex Prepositions: PREP+ N 
As a noun is the terminal element in these expressions, they govern the genitive 
(except gu ruige): 

a dh'ionnsaigh 'towards' amfianais 'in sight of 
a reir 'according to' am measg 'in the midst of 
athaobh 'about', 'regarding ' an aite 'in place of 
air bheulaibh 67 'in front of an deidh 'after' 
air chul(aibh) 'behind' as aonazs 'deprived of 
airfeadh 'through', 'amongst' gu ruige ( + N) 'to' 
air mum 'on the back of mu choinneimh ' opposite' 
air sgath 'for the sake of mu dheidhinn ' regarding ' 
air son 'for the sake of mu thimcheall 'about' 
air toir 'in pursuit of os c1onn 'above ' 
an COIS 'near', 'with' ri /inn 'because of, 'during' 

., -(a)ibh isthe old dative plural ending 
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Complex prepos1t1ons are an obvious case of fusion in the language (see Hopper and 
Traugott 1993: 32-49) where two once separate forms - a preposition and a noun in the 
dative - have been reanalysed into a new compound: 

[[air] chulaibh an taighe] >[[air chulaibh] an taighe] 
cf. [[back] of the house] > [back of [the house]] 

However, there can still be 'opacity', ambiguity which in some contexts allows the 
compound to be analysed as before, e.g. the way that complex prepositions infix 
possessive pronouns: 

air mo chulaibh 
on my back NB: 'behind me', not 'on my back' which is air mo dhruim 

2.2.7 Nominal Categorisors: Nominalisation and Diminutives 
With the hybrid status of verbal nouns, ScG has no need for morphological operations to 
deal with action nominalisations such as 'swimming is good for you': 

(175) tha snamh 
be-PRES swimming 
'swimming is good for you' 

Compare the following: 
(176) tha th u a' 

be-PRES 2s PROG 

'you are swimming well' 

math dhut 
good for you 

snamh gu 
swimming-VN ADV 

math 
good 

However, there are several productive suffixes for denoting participant nominalisation. 
These include-ar (-air(e)/-eir), -aiche, -adair: e.g.,Jastaidhear 'employer' (<fastadh 'employ'); 
sndmhaiche 'swimmer' ( < snamh 'swim'); riaghladair 'ruler' ( < riaghladh 'ruling'). 

While there are no productive augmentative suffixes in ScG, there are a few semi
productive diminutive ones. These occur especially in personal names and names of 
physical objects. Many nouns occurring with these suffixes are now fixed forms; some of 
the non-diminutive forms are non-extant: 

Masculine names and nouns: -anlean; -agan 
Exaples: fearan 'wee man' ifear 'man'); cnocan 'hillock' (cnoc 'hill'); Domhnallan 'Donny' 
(Domhna/l 'Donald'); Uilleagan 'Willie' (Uilleam 'William'); cuilean 'puppy' 

Feminine names and nouns: -ag 
Examples: duanag 'ditty' (duan 'poem'); Morag 'Sarah' (<Mor); Curstag 'Kirsty' 
(<Curstaidh);piseag 'kitten' 

2.3 Verbal Morphology 

While Gaelic is basically a VSO language, the initial verb is not always the predicating 
element. Depending on tense-aspect-modality parameters, it is sometimes the verbal 
noun which establishes lexical meaning while the initial verb, a sort of pro-verb or 
auxiliary, serves mainly to code tense, mood, and the absence or presence of negation. 
This can be seen in the following example, demonstrating the difference between the 
'simple past' and 'progressive past': 
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(177} 

(178) 

bha m1 a dol dhan bhuth(aidh) 
be-PAST Is PROG go-VN to-ART shop-DAT 
'I was going to the shop' 

chaidh mi dhan bhuth(aidh) 
go-PAST IS to-ART shop-DAT 
'I went to the shop' 
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The grammatical categories central to the ScG verbal system include tense, aspect, 
modality, voice, person and number. There are contrasts to be seen, as above, between 
inflected and periphrastic forms and, as a whole, periphrasis is more productive. 

2.3.1 Verbs 
The ScG verbal system is somewhat complex and only the main points can be covered 
here. For fuller accounts, the grammars in the bibliography should be consulted. 

a) Distribution of the Verb 
The finite verb always comes first in an utterance, unless it is preceded by particles (or 
'sentence class markers' (Macaulay 1992)) marking negation, illocutionary force and 
interclausal relations. In transitive, non-periphrastic clauses, the verb is followed 
immediately by its two arguments (SUBJECT, OBJECT) as in the following: 

v s 
chunnaic Ealasaid 
see-PAST Elizabeth-N 
'Elizabeth saw Dugald' 

0 
Dug hall 
Dugald-N 

In periphrastic cases, the order of the first two elements remains the same, but the 
position of the second argument in relation to the verbal noun can vary depending on 
which aspectual/modal prepositions are employed: 

v s VN 
tha Ealasaid a' faicinn 
be-PRES Elizabeth-N PROG see-VN 
'Elizabeth is seeing/sees Dugald' 

0 
Dhughaill 
Dugald-G 

V S 0 VN 
chan eil Ealasaid azr Dughall foaicinn 
NEG be-PRES-DEP Elizabeth-N PERF Dugald-N seeing-VN 
'Elizabeth is not after Dugald seeing': i.e., 'Elizabeth has not seen Dugald' 

If one takes the semantic element to be the 'verb' (i.e. the verbal noun) rather than the 
finite one (see arguments in Cram 198), it is possible to interpret these two examples as 
instances of SVO and SOV order respectively. However, as there is always an obligatory 
verbal element in the first position in Scottish Gaelic, it is misleading to construe the 
basic syntax as anything other than VSO. 

b) Structure of the Verb 
The structure of the verb form depends on whether the verb in question is regular or 
irregular. For regular or 'weak' verbs, the same root - essentially the form of the 2"d 
person imperative - is present in all conditions. However, the ten irregular or 'strong' 
verbs feature supplction and their stems are anomalously differentiated according to tense 
and the presence or absence of certain pre-verbs and sentence class markers. The 
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independent form of a verb is used in the absence of these pre-verbs and class markers. 
The dependent form is used when they are present. As will been seen in the following 
sections, there are various suffixes used for marking the tense-aspect-modality system and 
also a small number of person/number suffixes which interact with it. 

The structure of regular, finite verbs can be represented as follows: 

TENSE/ ASPECT 

(NEG/QP) (AG R)-(PREFIX)-ROOT-(DERIV) 
{ 

PERSON/NUMBER 

I .---ST_E_M__,, 
MODE I 

Regular verb: a/ 'drink' 
INDEPENDENT 
dh'OI e68 'he drank' 
olaidh e 'he will drink' 
dh'Oladh e 'he would drink' 

Irregular verb: rach 'go' 
INDEPENDENT 

chaidh e 
theid e 
rachadh e 

'he went' 
'he will go' 
'he would go' 

DEPENDENT 

an do dh'OI e 'did he drink' 
chan OI e 'he will not drink' 
nan Oladh e 'if he would drink' 

DEPENDENT 

an deach e 'did he go' 
cha teid e 'he will not go' 
nan rachadh e 'if he would go' 

Amongst the pre-verbal particles/sentence class markers - affecting whether it 
assumes independent or dependent form - are the following: 

Table 137: Pre-verbal particles 

Ind endent 
a 
ma 
na 

relativiser 
introduces conditional clause 
introduces headless relative 
clauses 

De endent 
an/am 
cha(n) 
gun/gum 
nachneg. 
neg. 
nanlnam 

inter. clause marker 
clausal negation 
com plemen tiser 
relativiser, neg. inter., 
complementiser 
conditional clause (with DEF 

PAST and INDEF2 

Some of these cause lenition in the following verb: cha always lenites lenitable consonants 
while nach,an/am, and gun/gum (depending on dialect) only lenite 'f. 

c} The Verbal Noun: Structure and Distribution 
The verbal noun is generally comprised either by the root form itself or the root and a 
small number of suffixes such as -ail, -aich, -amh, -inn, and the most productive of them: 
-adh. Its structure can be represented as: (PREFIX)-ROOT-(SUFFIX). As mentioned before, 
the VN can function both as a noun and as a lexical verb. Its distribution, rather than 
morphology, is the only clue to its function: 

u Dh is an affix used with vowel-initial verbs in lieu of lcnition for certain tenses. Sec A§2.3. l.2. 
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(179) 

(180) 

tha e ag ol fiona 
be-PRES 3S-M PROG drinking-VN wine-G 
'he is drinking wine' 

tha ol fiona ga mharbhadh 
be-PRES drinking-N wine-G PROG-3s-M-POSS killing-VN 
'wine drinking is killing him' 

(181) tha e 'dol a dh'ol fiona a-nochd 
wine-G tonight be-PRES 3S-M PROG-going-VN drinking-INF 

'he is going to drink wine tonight' 
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As is seen, there is no morphological difference between the three examples. Perhaps the 
best way to conceptualise the verbal noun, in essence, is as a noun which is: not time
stable in the way other nouns are; which can serve as a complement to another VN as in 
(181) above; and also be dominated by a small set of prepositions which convey aspectual 
meaning (179). Al though the verbal nouns have been glossed and labelled here according 
to their functions, this is not meant to imply that the same form, as in ol above, requires 
specification three different times in the lexicon. 

d) Verb classes 
Macaulay (1992) states that Gaelic verbs are inherently either dynamic or stative but does 
not provide evidence for this breakdown. It is clear, however, that this distinction is 
morphosyntactically maintained with certain verbs that can assume either a static or 
dynamic interpretation. For instance, consider the way that Gaelic expresses 'stretched 
[out]' (state) versus 'stretching' (movement): 

(182) tha mi nam shineadh 
be-PRES I in my stretching 
'I am stretched out' (state) [as in lying down] 

(183) tha mi a' slneadh 
be-PRES I at stretching 
'I am stretching' (movement) 

In English, the grammatical (usually human/animate) subject plays a large syntactic role 
but in ScG, as in the older stages of some other Indo-European languages, greater 
emphasis is placed on whether a participant is an AGENT or NON-AGENT.69 Emotional 
expression is one of the areas in which this can be seen. In ScG, the EXPERIENCER of an 
emotion usually is said to have it 'on' or 'at' him/her. For instance, to say 'I am angry', the 
normal way is thafeargorm, Lit. 'anger is on me'. To express 'she angered me', one would 
say chuir ifearg orm, Lit. 'she put anger on me'. Jealousy is expressed similarly: thafarmad 
agam ort 'there is jealousy at me on you' - 'I am jealous of you'. 

Bodily functioning is managed similarly. Usually, the function itself is a noun and the verb 
activating it is of a general sort such as 'doing', 'letting', 'putting' or simply 'being'. For 
example: 

'I am bleeding' tha mt 
be-PRES Is 

""Thanks 10 Professor Jim Miller for this point. 

a' 

at 
sileadh 
dripping-VN 

fala(dh) 
blood-G 
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'he sneezed' rmn e sreothart 
do-PAST 3s-M a sneeze 

'she hiccuped' rmn aileag 
do-PAST 3s-F hiccup 

'she had the hiccups ' hha an aileag 01rre 
be-PAST ART hiccup on her 

'you vomited' chuir thu a-mach 
put-PAST 2s out 

'they laughed' rmn iad gaire 
do-PAST 3P laugh 

Weather, sensation/perception, cognition and manipulation are other verb classes that we 
could highlight in this regard. Available space, however, precludes further examination of 
this interesting area. 

2.3.1.1 Personal Affixes 
In Finite Verbs 
Only in the 2nd indefinite ('conditional/habitual') and imperative are person and number 
normally marked on finite verbs in ScG. This occurs as a suffix attached directly to the 
verbal root. In the 2nd indefinite, only the ls is now regularly marked in this way although 
some dialects preserve the IP form. Using the regular verb cuir 'put' we can illustrate the 
pattern: 

2nd indefinite: chuirinn 'I would put'; chuireamaid 'we would put' (conservative use) -
chuireadh sinn 'we would put' (progressive use); cf. chuireadh elilsihhliad 

The full paradigm for the imperative is as follows although most younger speakers would 
only use the 2s form, and possibly the 2P one: 

CUll'lm 

cuir (thusa) 
cuireadh (esanlise) 
cuireamaid 
cuiribh 
cuireadh (iadsan} 

let me put 
you put 
let him put 
let us put 
let you (pl.) put 
let them put 

Very rarely, 'present' tense forms occur for the 1st person singular, particularly with 
psychological verbs. See A§2.l.l for examples. 

In Non-finite Verbs 
When a verbal noun takes a pronominal object, it is incorporated in the form of a 
possessive prepositional pronoun, functionally a pronominalised aspect marker: 

(184) tha m1 ga (aig 'at' +a 'his/its') thuigsinn 
be-PRES IS PROG-3S-POSS understanding-VN 

'I understand him/ it' [Lit. 'I am at his/ its understanding'] 

Using the same verb and progressive aspect, here is a chart of all of these object 
pronouns: 
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gam thuigsinn 
gad thuigsinn 
ga thuigsinn 
ga tuigsinn 
gar tuigsinn 
gur tuigsinn 
gan tuigsinn 

understanding me 
you {sing.) 
him 
her 
us 
you (pllpolite) 
them 

Objects are incorporated into infinitives in a similar way but they are spelled and 
pronounced slightly differently. In essence, the progressive of the verbal noun is 
constructed by ag 'at' (< aig prep.) while the infinitive is marked by a ILJ which is a 
short form of the preposition do <LJ 'to/for': 

(185) tha m1 'dol dha thuigsinn 
be-PRES Is PROG-doing-VN to its understanding-INF 
'I am going to understand it' 

Impersonal Affixes 
Scottish Gaelic has a set of impersonal suffixes which can be attached to the verbal 
root. These are differentiated by tense and whether a verb is strong or weak 
(irregular or regular). The suffix -ar7° is used with the present tense {which only 
occurs with bi 'to be') and with all I" indefinite forms (the 'future' tense). It may 
also be used with the past tense of the verb 'to be': bhathar. The ending-adh is used 
with the past forms of weak verbs while -as is used with strong verbs. Finally, -tel
tal-ist(e) is used with all 2"d indefinite forms (the conditional/habitual). See 
Appendix I for a chart of all of the strong verb forms. The following illustrates 
these endings with the strong verb bi {other strong verbs are formed similarly), and 
the weak verb cuir: 

INDEPENDENT GLOSS DEPENDENT GLOSS 
thathar ga it is being done a bheilear ga is it being done 
dheanamh dheanamh 
bithear ... it will be done am bithear ... will it be done 
bhathas ... it was being done a robhas ... was it being done 
bhite ... it would be done am bite ... would it be done 

INDEPENDENT GLOSS DEPENDENT GLOSS 
cmrear e it will be put an cuireare will it be put 
chuireadh e it was put an cuireadh e was it put 
chuirte e it would be put an cuirtee would it be put 

2.3.1.2 Tense, Aspect and Mode 
As in many other languages, tense, aspect and mode are not always clearly 
differentiated in Gaelic. Temporal interpretation can be quite flexible, especially 
when an utterance is strongly irrealis in mode. 

Tense 
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As Macaulay71 (1996) points out, many grammarians working on Scottish Gaelic have been 
too ready to impose the tense systems of Classical languages, Classical Gaelic and even 

:o The ending -as is sometimes used as well in present and past tenses, e.g. chunnacas ea' righinn 'he was seen 
coming' or rharhas ga dheanamh 'it is being done'. There is a distinction in some dialects between events 
implicating human presence or action (-ar) and those without this quality (-as): an 'impersonal' impersonal. 
71 One of the few native ScG-speaking linguists working on the language. 
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Modern English upon ScG without addressing its own inherent contrasts. He proposes a 
paradigm based upon oppositions between tensed and non-tensed on the one hand, and 
definite and indefinite 'mode' on the other. He maintains (1992) that there are only two 
tenses: present ('non-past' in Macaulay 1996) and past, which are both definite in modality. 
The untensed, indefinite mode is broken down into the 'first indefinite' - a kind of flimsy 
future - and the 'second indefinite' which is similarly flexible and deals generally with 
conditional and habitual frames of reference. This leads to a more sympathetic account of 
the facts. In particular it addresses the tendency in the language to rely on context and 
extraclausal periphrastic devices (e.g. adverbials) as opposed to inflection for the placing 
of events in relation to the time of speaking. 

Scottish Gaelic Tense 

DEFINITE MODE (Tensed) 

past ~non-past 
INDEFINITE MODE (Untensed) 

Indef l 
Indef 2 

The verb bi 'to be', often used as an auxiliary in conjunction with a verbal noun (see (181)), 
is the only verb with a 'definite non-past' ('present tense') form. It is inflected in 
Macaulay's paradigm as follows (adapted from 1992;1996): 

Root: bi 
DEFINITE 

INDEFINITE 

{ 

INDEPtha 
PRES 

DEP bhei/ 

{ 

INDEPbha 
PAST 

DEP robh 

lST 
{ 

INDEPbidh/bithidh 
REL bhios 
DEP b(h)i 

'is' 

'was' 

{ 

INDEPbhitheadh/bhiodh 
2ND 

DEP bitheadhlbiodh 

'is/will be' 

'would be/ used to be' 

The strong verbs (such asfaic 'to see') are inflected as above except, as mentioned, they do 
not have a definite-non past (see Appendix l). They also do not have a distinct relative 
form (often called the 'future-relative') in INDEFI. Weak verbs differ from strong verbs in 
not having distinct dependent forms. They do however have a distinct relative form in 
INDEFI. Inflectional morphemes and affixes mark the different reflexes of the tense 
system, summarised in Table 138: 

Table 138: Weak verb inflection 

PAST ___ PASTvnw INDEFL. INDEFL ... INDEF2rnn IND EFL ... 
INDEP Lstem dh' + stem+ stem+ I.stem+ dh' + stem 

stem -(a}idh -(a}idh suffix + suffix 
(see A§2.3.l.l) 

DEP do+ dodh' <Llstem stem <Llstem + stem+ 
Lstem +stem suffix suffix 
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Here, 'con, refers to consonant-initial verbs and 'vow' refers to vowel-initial verbs. Verbs 
beginning with 'f receive the dh' affix as vowel-initial verbs but lenite as consonants in 
those situations mentioned in A§2.3. lb above. When a verb begins with a 'non-lenitable' 
consonant in a lenitable situation, no orthographic change is signified although there may 
be changes in pronunciation (i.e. with the sonorants: l; n; r). Orthographically, suffixes are 
assimilated to the stem according to the broad-broad and slender-slender rules and 
whether or not a dependent form lenites is determined by the particle preceding it. 

An illustration of the paradigm for a consonant-initial verb and a vowel-initial verb 
follows: 

Root: coisich 'walk' 
DEFINITE 

{ 

INDEPchoisich 
PAST 'walked' 

DEP do choisich 

INDEFINITE 
}5T 

{ 

INDEPcoisichidh 
REL choisicheas 
DEP coisich 

'will walk' 

Root: o/ 'drink' 
DEFINITE 

INDEFINITE 

{ 

INDEPchoisicheadh, etc. 
2Nll 

DEP coisicheadh, etc. 

{ 

INDEPdh'O/ 
PAST 

DEP do dh'o/ 
'drank' 

{ 

INDEPO/aidh 
REL dh'o/as 'will drink' 
DEP Of 

{ INDEPdh'O/adh, etc. 

DEP Oladh, etc. 

'would walk/used to walk' 

'would drink/used to drink' 

Macaulay's labels for the indefinite mode (I" and 2"d) are deliberately opaque; he is 
attempting to side-step the traditional names, which he considers inappropriate. In 
traditional grammars, the l" indefinite is called the 'present-future' while the 2"d 
indefinite is usually called the 'past-habitual'. A closer look at the indefinite mode reveals 
that is actually more ambiguous than these labels would suggest (adapted from Macaulay 
1992: 219): 

1 ST INDEFINITE 
(186) bidh e sa char a-neisd72 

be-INDEFl 3s-M in-ART car-D now-CONTR 
'he'll be/is in the car now' (i.e. he wasn't before) 

(187) bidh e ann a-maireach 
be-INDEFl 3s-M 'in it' tomorrow 
'he'll be there/here tomorrow' 

"A-nei1d is a clialcctal form of a-ni1, as used in North Uist. 
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(188) bidh e ann a h-uile h-oidhche 
be-JNDEFl 3s-M 'in it' every night 
'he is/will be there/here every night' 

(189) bidh e bochd is dacha 
be-JNDEFl 3s-M ill perhaps 
'he will be/is ill perhaps' 

The first example (186) is the kind of clause that is often used to support calling this the 
'present-future' as it crosses into both tenses. However, it clearly lacks the conviction of 
tha e sa char a-neisd 'he is in the car now' which is a definite, declarative statement 
referring to the 'true present'. The second (187) has future reference, yet (188) is iterative 
and (189) is speculative. It is clear that bidh differs from tha in having a less defined sense 
of 'realis', a common characteristic of future tense, which by definition has yet to occur. 
This characteristic is part of what Macaulay is trying to convey by his label 'first 
indefinite'. 

The first indefinite is often used to establish ability: 

(190) ni mi sin gun trioblaid sam bith 
do-INDEFl ls that without trouble at all 
'I can do/will do that with no trouble at all' 

Also, the first indefinite is commonly used with verbs of perception to refer to the 'true 
present': 

(191) an cluinn thu an ceol sin 
INT hear-INDEFl-DEP 2s ART music that 
'do you hear that music?' 

Finally, the verbal noun do/ 'going' used in conjunction with an infinitive can be used to 
convey future time: 

(192) tha mi 'do! a choiseachd dhachaigh a-maireach 
be-PRES ls PROG-going-VN to walking-INF home tomorrow 
'I am going to walk home tomorrow' 

The second indefinite is ambiguous in a similar fashion. For example, one can construe 
the following as meaning 'he would always be there' both in the 'habitual-past' (every 
Thursday) and 'conditional-future' (if he received steady remuneration)': 

(193) bhiodh e ann an-comhnaidh 
be-INDEF2 he m 1t always 
'he would always be there/here' 

In essence, it is possible to demonstrate that these verb forms do not grammaticalise tense 
in the way tha and bha do; they open to a wide range of interpretations depending on 
context and peripheral modifiers. The interested reader is referred to the references above 
for more information. Macaulay himself says that his suggestions are not meant to be 
conclusive and much more could be said about this area. 
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Aspect 
There arc three main categories of aspect in ScG: progressive, signifying a continuing, 

. c n . . h , ,74 I . f 1· dynamic process; penect , expressing a state m t e present resu tmg rom an ear 1er 
situation (usually an activity) as denoted by the verb; and prospective, indicating that 
something is going to occur. These arc constructed periphrastically using aspectual 
particles75 in coordination with an auxiliary verb (all the forms of bi are possible) and 
verbal noun. They can also combine to create compound aspect. 

Progressive aspect is marked by the particle ag or a' meaning 'at': 

(194) tha iad a' togail na cloiche(adh) 
be-PRES 3P PROG building-VN ART rock-G 
'they are lifting the rock' (Lit.: 'they are at the lifting of the rock') 

Perfect aspect is expressed by the particle air 'after': 

(195) tha iad air a' chlach a thogail 
be-PRES 3p PERF ART rock lifting-VN 
'they have lifted the rock' (Lit.: 'they are after lifting the rock') 

cf. tha iad air a' chloich (Oat.) 'they are on the rock' 

Perfective aspect on the other hand would be expressed through the definite past form: 
e.g. thog iad an taigh seo 'they built (raised) this house'. While one could quite felicitously 
utter this clause in combination with ... agus thog iad fear eile as a dheidh sin '. .. and they 
built another one after that', it seems pragmatically strange if combined with one having 
perfect aspect: ?tha iad air an taigh seo a thogail agus thog iad fear eile as a dheidh sin 'they 
have built this house and they built another one after that'. 

Prospective aspect is expressed in a similar manner to the perfect, usinggu(s): 

(196) tha iad gus a' chlach a thogail 'they are about to lift the rock' 

These are commonly combined to form compound aspect, often using the infinitive form 
a bhith 'being': 

(197) tha iad air a bhith a' togail na cloiche(adh) (perfect + progressive) 
'they have been lifting the rock' 

(198) tha iad air a bhith gus a' chlach a thogail (perfect + prospective) 
'they have been about to lift the rock' 

(199) tha iad gu bhith a' togail na cloich(eadh) (prospective + progressive) 
'they are about to be lifting the rock' 

Perfect aspect and past tense combine to form the pluperfect: : 

(200) bha iad air a' chlach a thogail 
be-DEF-PAST 3P PERF ART rock-N AGR lifting-VN 
'they had lifted the rock' 

;i Macaulay calls this 'pc:rfc:ctivc:' but the: pc:rfc:cti\'c:-bc:ing a "situation vic:wc:d in its c:ntirc:ty" (Payne: 1997, 239)-is 
incompatible: with progressive: aspect, a combination which occurs in ScG. 
74 By 'prc:sc:nt' is meant being co-temporal with the: internal temporal structure: of the: situation c:xprc:ssc:d by a clause:. 
71 These: arc: clearly cognate: with prepositions of similar form (i.c:. aig, air, ri,gu) but they do not govern dative: case: and 
have: acquired special aspc:ctual connotations. 
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Other aspectual distinctions are realised periphrastically and often rely, as with the 
habitual, on peripheral modifiers to convey the particular interpretation desired: 

(201) chi mi an duine sin a h-uile latha 'I see that man every day' 
(cf. chi mi an duine sin a-neisd 'I (can) see that man now') 

Mode 
Because of the potential confusion created by the terms mode and mood, we will 
deconstruct the notion and refer to three different types: a) deontic modality; b) epistemic 
modality; and c) illocutionary force (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). We will take mode to 
mean, in general, the way a speaker frames an utterance in terms of its degree and/or kind 
of reality. In ScG there are two modal verbs - Jeum (must, oblige) andfaod (can, may) -
both of which are inflected as weak verbs but they only have forms in the INDEFI and 
INDEF2. 

The distinction between realis and irrealis seems to be grammaticalised to some extent in 
ScG strong verbs with realis broadly realised by independent forms and irrealis by 
dependent forms. Along with interrogatives and imperatives, negation seems to be 
treated as irrealis as well. However, the dependent verbal form is also used in the 
complement clause (see A§3.3.2), which is immaterial to the issue, therefore the 
distinction is not fully delineated. 

IRREALIS 
Imperatives (root form): dean sin 'do that';Jaigh sin 'get that';Jaic 'look' 
Interrogatives and Negatives: cha dean thu sin 'you won't do that'; am faigh thu sin 'will 

you get that'; amfaic mi e 'will I see it?' 

REA LIS 
Declarative: ni mi sin 'I'll do that'; gheibh thu sin 'you'll get that'; chi iad e 'they see/will 
see/can see it' 

a) Deontic Modality 
Deontic modality refers to cases of obligation, ability and permission: essentially a relation 
between the subject NP and an action. In Scottish Gaelic, there are several ways to 
express obligation: 

(eum + NPSUB + (NPOBJ) + INF 
Jeumaidh mi dhol dhan bhuth(aidh) 'I must go to the shop' 

bi+ qjg_ + (NPOBL) + ri 'to'+ (NPOBJ) +INF/ 
bi + (NPSUB) + qjg_ + (NP) + ri 'to' + INF 

tha agam ri litir a sgriobhadh 'I have to write a letter' 
tha aig Seumas ri litir a sgriobhadh 'James has to write a letter' 
tha litir agam ri sgriobhadh 'I have a letter to write' 
tha litir aig Seumas ri sgriobhadh 'James has a letter to write' 

is/bu [the copula] + c(h)oir +do + (NP) + (NPOBJ) + INF 
bu choir dhut suidhe 'you ought to sit' 
bu choir do Bheathaig an obair a dheanamh 'Betty should do the 
work' 

is/b' + f(h)eudar + (as previous example) 
isfaeudardhomhfalbh 'I ought to leave' 
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Ability is conveyed generally using one of the following: 

rach 'go'+ qjg + (NP)+ air+ (NPOBJ) + INF 
chaidh againn air a bhuannachadh 'we managed to win it' 

is/b' + urrainn + do
76 + (NP) + (NPOBJ) + INF 

is urrainn dhuibh sin a dheanamh 'you (pl.) can do that' 

bi + comasach + e + do + (NP) + (NPOBJ) + INF 
- a bheil e comasach dhut bruidhinn 'is it possible for you to speak' 

amais 'aim, find' + NP + air + (NPOBJ) + INF 
-- cha do dh'amais e air a dheanamh 'he did not manage to do it' 

Permission is e{(pressed using the verbfaod: 
amfaodmisndmh? 'may I swim?' 
faodaidh tu sndmh 'you may swim' 
thuirt i gum faodainn falbh 'she said that I was permitted to go' 

b) Epistemic modality: necessity and possibility 
As with similar verbs in English, there is some crossover in the way that one can interpret 
feum andfaod. For instance,feumaidh tu an car a ghluasad far an rathaid can mean both 'you 
are obliged to move the car off the road' (dcontic reading: ' ... by order of the policeman') 
or 'it is necessary for you to ... ' (epistemic reading: ' ... in order for the other cars to get 
past'). Similarly faodaidh iad buannachadh could be construed as both 'they are able to win' 
(dcontic reading) and 'it is possible they will win' (epistemic reading). 

Hedges, such as is d0cha, (math} dh'fhaodte, and is mathaid arc also used for expressing 
possibility with clausal complements (see also A§ 2.2.5.4 above}: 

(202) dh'fhaodte gum faod sinn sndmh 'it's possible that we might swim' (if the 
tide is out) 

(203) is d0cha gun tachair e Jhathast 'perhaps it will happen yet' 

c) Illocutionary force is signalled in Gaelic primarily through morphology (e.g. lcnition, 
suffixation, clitics, independent versus dependent verbal forms} and the presence of verbal 
particles. These particles (sec A§2.3.lb), denoting interrogative utterances, negation, and 
intcrclausal dependency, present themscl ves before the finite verb. 

Declaratives arc denoted by the independent verb form and zero marking: 
Strong verb: bidh mi air n-ais 'I'll be back' 
W cak verb: ithidh iad gu luath 'they cat quickly' 

Polar questions arc expressed by using an interrogative particle in conjunction with the 
dependent form of the verb: 

(204) an teid th u 
QP go-INDEFl-DEP 2s 
'will you go with me Mary?' 

learn 
with-Is 

a Mhairi 
Mary-V 

16 
In some dialecis, 1he subjecl of this construction can be a straight pronominal for some person/number categories: is 

urrainn mi 'I can' 
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Polar questions are also called 'yes/no' questions in the literature but affirmation and 
negation are not lexically grammaticalised in ScG. The closest word to a positive response 
is seadh meaning 'right/aye/go on', built from the copula and the old neuter pronoun eadh 
(cognate with Latin id). Affirmation is expressed by repeating the independent form of 
the focal verb from the question while negation is done by using cha{11) in conjunction 
with the dependent form of the verb: 

thezd 
cha teid 

'yes' [Lit. 'will go'] 
'no' [Lit. 'will not go'] 

Content questions are formed using one of the so called wh-question words (sec 
A§2.2.2.4). When question words have oblique roles, usually adpositions are fronted (pied
piped) but they sometimes remain with the 'gap', especially in less formal registers and in 
spontaneous spoken language: 

(205) co ris a bha thu a 
, 

bruidhinn 
who to REL be-PAST 2s PROG speaking-VN 
'to whom were you speaking?' 

(206) co a bha thu a 
, 

bruidhinn ris 
'who were you speaking to?' 

Tag questions come in three types: one with similar polarity77 and two with opposite 
polarity. These take the form of elided interrogative clauses: 

(207) tha thu a' falbh a 
be-PRES 2s PROG depart-VN QP 
'you are leaving, are you?' 

bheil 
be-PRES-DEP 

[same polarity] 

(208) tha thu a' falbh 11ach eil [different polarity: leading question] 
'you are leaving, aren't you?' 

(209) chan eil thu a' falbh a bheil 
'you are not leaving, are you?' 

[different polarity: leading question] 

Direct imperatives are formed using the verb stem and any personal suffixes required (see 
A§2.3.l.I). As mentioned before, only the 2"d person imperatives are very productive 
today: 

(210) dui11 do bheul 
(21 l) deanamaid umaigh 

'shut up' [Lit. 'shut your mouth'] 
'let us pray' 

The positive and negative interrogative forms of the first indefinite can be used to 
communicate indirect imperatives: 

(212) am bi thu samhach 
(213) 11ach tig thu 

'will you be quiet' 
'won't you come' 

n Macaulay (1992) also mentions the following, although I have never heard it in spoken language nor seen it in writing: 

chan eil thu a' falbh nach eil (same polarity) 
NEG be-PRES-DEP 2s PROO depart-VN QP-NEG be-PRES DEP 
'you are not leaving, you're not?' 
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There are a few verbs with special imperative forms such as the verb 'to go': thallal foalbh 
'go'; thugainnltiugainn 'come'; trobhad 'come'; theirig 'go'. 

2.3.1.3 Negation 
Different parts of the clause can be negated in ScG. The pre-verbal particles cha(n) and 
nach serve as analytic clausal negatives: 

(214) ch an eil iad gu math 
NEG be-PRES-DEP 3P well 
'they are not well' 

(215) nach eil iad gu math 
'are they not well?' 

'Double negative' constructions are common in ScG, effectively cancelling each other 
out: 

(216) cha chreid mi nach eil iad gu math 
NEG believe-JNDEFI IS NEG-COMP be-PRES 3P well 
'I believe they are well' [Lit. I don't believe that they are not well] 

Negative imperatives are expressed by placing the particle na before the verb: 

(217) na ithibh sin 
'don't (polite form) eat that' 

Constituent negation is accomplished by the prepositions gun ( + NPN0M) and as aonais ( + 
NPc:E:J: duine gun chia/I 'a man without sense'; as ur n-aonais 'without you (2P)'; as aonais 
nan each 'without the horses'. Gun can also be used to negate non-finite complements 
('small clauses'): 

(218) bha i ag iarraidh orm gun na h-uighean ithe 
be-PAST she at want-VN on-Is neg ART eggs eat-INF 
'she wanted me not to eat the eggs' 

(219) cf. bha i ag iarraidh orm na h-uighean ithe 
be-PAST she at want-VN on-ls ART eggs eat-INF 
'she wanted me to eat the eggs' 

Finally, there are various derivational negative prefixes such as ml-, neo-, do- and the 
generally unproductive a(1)n-, ao-, and eu-: ml-nadarrach 'unnatural; neo-bhlasta 
'unpalatable'; do-sheachanta 'unavoidable'; an-jhoiseil 'restless'; aotrom 'light' [Lit. 
'unheavy']; eu-choltach 'dissimilar'. 

2.3.2 Verbal Categorisors 
2.3.2.1 Valence Increasing Constructions: Causatives 
As with most languages, there are lexical causatives in ScG, verbs where the notion of 
CAUSE is inherent, such as bris(t) 'break': bhrist Seumas an uinneag 'James broke the 
window' [CAUSE(Seumas, BREAK(Seumas, window))]. There are also at least two pairs of 
semantically related verbs where one has a causal meaning and the other a non-causal 
meaning: 
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(220) bhasaich Mairi 'Mary died' (non-causative) 
(221) mharbh Seumas e 'Seumas killed him 

, 
(causative) 

(222) dh'ith a' bho 'The cow ate' (non-causative) 
(223) bhiathaich mi a' bho 'I fed the cow 

, 
(causative) 

There are no morphological causatives. Most causative utterances make use of an analytic 
construction employing the irregularly formed transactional verb thoir 'give, get, take'. 
The causee is marked by the preposition air 'on' and the predicate of effect is the typical 
Gaelic 'small-clause' 

Intransitive Caused Event 
(224) thug Main' air [Seumas itheJ 

I 2 

Transitive Caused Event 

'Mary made Seumas eat' 

(225) thug Mairi [air a' bho a mharbhadh] 'Mary made him kill the cow' 
I 2 3 

There is also a construction, using a form of thig 'come' in lieu of thoir, which omits the 
causer: 

(226) Thainig air [Seumas sin a dheanamh] 'Seumas was made to do that' 
2 3 

2.3.2.2 Valence Decreasing Constructions: Passives and Impersonals 
Payne (1997: 204) offers a prototype for the definition of passives based upon a set of 
semantic, morphosyntactic, and discourse attributes: 

they are semantically transitive (criterion I) 
the participant that is best characterised as AGENT ('A') is either omitted or assumes 
an oblique role (criterion 2) 
the PASSIVE ('P') participant is in subject position (criterion 3) 
the verb has any and all of the characteristics of intransitive verbs in the given 
language (criterion 4) 
the discourse function of prototypical passive utterances 1s to highlight P m cases 
where it has more topicality than A (criterion 5) 

Furthermore, personal passives imply a specific agent (whether or not it is expressed) 
while impersonal passives, which can be formed from both intransitive and transitive 
verbs, are used when identifying participants is inconsequential to the speaker's 
communicative intent. 

There are four main constructions in ScG that function to highlight P over A. Each 
differs in terms of how it satisfies the other criteria above and there is no construction 
that is categorically 'passive' per se. We will take them in turn beginning with the one 
most like the prototype and ending with the one most unlike it. 

a) Passive Participle 
Apparently, Gaelic has no lexical or morphological passives. However, like English, it has 
a periphrastic passive in the form of a 'past participle'. Their distribution is, as expected, 
similar to the predicative adjective (A§2.2.4) but they are not so productive. 
Morphologically, they are characterised by the ending-te/ta: 
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(227) tha an sgeul sgrlobhte 
be-PRES ART story-N write-PART 
'the story is written in the book' 

anns an leabhar 
in the ART book-D 
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Perhaps a good way to construe the past-participle is as an adjectivised verb. Agents can 
be incorporated using the preposition aig 'at' or, patterned on the English, le 'with/by' 
which was traditionally reserved for instrumental rather than agentive uses (Macaulay 
1993: 177): 

(228) bha an t-iomradh deasaichte aig!le Eairdsidh 
be-PAST ART report-N prepare-PART at/by Archie-OBL 
'the report was prepared by Archie' 

(229) bha an t-iomradh deasaichte le compiutair 
'the report was prepared with a computer' 

As seen, the lexical verb in these examples is semantically transitive (crit. I above), A has 
been demoted or omitted (crit. 2), P is in subject position (crit. 3), and the verb is 
morphosyntactically intransitive (crit. 4). This is an example of a personal passive in ScG. 

b. Passives in bi+ NP+ ASP+ (PNPOSS) + 11.JVN 

When an argument in subject position is co-referential with the pronominal object of an 
aspect-marker (air, ag, ri) the utterance takes on a passive interpretation: 

(230) tha an rlgh; ga; mharbhadh aig na searbhantan 
be-PRES ART king at-his killing-VN at ART servants 
'the king is being killed by the servants' 

(231) bidh an rlgh; air a; mharbhadh78 

'the king will be killed' 
Lit. 'the king will be after his killing' 

This expression fulfils criteria I, 2, 3 and 5. However, as the verbal noun has an object, it 
cannot be construed as intransitive (crit. 4). Also, as ScG employs the same morphosyntax 
for the expression of aspect with pronominal objects in general, one cannot say that this 
construction is passive in form per se: 

(232) tha an rlgh; gai mharbhadh 
'the king is killing him' 

c. Passives in rach + NP/PN~ + <L)VN 
These are characterised as 'non-agentive' expressions in Macaulay (1993: 177) where rach 
'to go' is as an 'auxiliary' with the meaning of 'effect/come to pass'. Usually, this 
construction is used with semantically transitive lexical verbs: 

(233) theid am ball a phutadh a-steach 
go-INDEFIART ball AGR kicking-VN in-DIR 
'the ball will be kicked in' 

(234) theid a phutadh a-steach 
'it will be kicked in' 

;i Payne (1997, 173) mentions the synchronic and diachronic relationship between passi\'c \'oice and perfect aspect, 
seen clearly in this comtruction. 
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However, it can also be used felicitously with some semantically intransitive verbs 
(example and translation from Macaulay 1993: 177): 

(235) chaidh falbh 
go-PAST departing-VN 
'a departing was effected (?)' 

When used with semantically transitive verbs, as it most frequently is, this construction 
fulfils all of our criteria for being an analytic impersonal passive. However, when it is 
used with intransitive verbs, it fails on criteria 1, 3, and 5. 

d. Impersonal Endings 
Touched on in A§2.3.l.l, ScG has a set of impersonal suffixes which can attach to the end 
of a finite verb. These are differentiated according to tense and whether a verb is weak or 
strong (see Appendix lB for a full list). Clauses featuring them are often translated into 
English using its passive construction, but the French use of on is a more accurate parallel. 
In terms of morphosyntax, they are in complementary distribution to overt subjects 
occurring directly after the verb: 

(236) ch reachadh am baile 
destroy-IMPERS ART town-N 
'the town was destroyed' - '(x) destroyed the town' 

(237) cf. ch reach iad a' bhaile 'they destroyed the town' 
(238) chreachadh iad a' bhaile 'they would destroy the town' 

The suffix is not a marker of the passive: an AGENT is marked, it is simply unspecified. As 
in the case of the imperative personal endings or those with INDEF2, it is a synthetic 
pronominal: 

chreachamaid am baile 
creachamaid am baile 

'we would destroy the town' 
'let us destroy the town' 

Therefore, this construction is a case of active voice although, semantically, A is demoted 
and P is topicalised. 

2.3.3 Verbal Modifiers: Participles and Gerunds 
Strictly speaking, Scottish Gaelic does not have participles (Gillies 1993: 205), save the 
past-participle as mentioned. Neither does it have a clearly defined class of gerunds. The 
verbal noun is found where English and other languages would use participles and 
gerunds. Some examples will suffice: 

(239) chunnaic mi ag obair air stamh 
see-PAST ls PROG work-VN on sea-tangle-D 3s-F 
'I saw her working on sea-tangle' 

(240) tha a bhith I g ol beagan fiona math dhut 
be-PRES be-INF PROG drinking-VN little wine-G good for-2s 
'drinking a little wine is good for you' 

Because the verbal noun already has nominal status in most conditions, there is no need 
for additional morphology: 
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(241) 's e flor dhroch dhraibheadh 
COP-PRES 3s true bad driving-N 
'that was truly bad driving' 

3 Syntax 

3.1 Predicate Nominals and Similar Constructions 

a bha 
REL be-PAST 

an-sm 
there 
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There arc two verbs 'to be' in Gaelic, tha (A§2.3.l.2) - once called the 'substantive' - and 
the defective copula is. The copula has only two inflections, the so-called 'present-future' 
and the 'past-conditional', each with an independent, a dependent, and a relative form: 

Tense 
'Present-future' 
'Past-conditional' 

Ind endent De endent Relative 
gur/gun 

um bu<Ll/b' 

Essentially, both the definite non-past and indefinite I are collapsed in the 'present-future' 
form as are the definite past and indefinite 2 in the 'past-conditional'. The old opposition 
between the copula denoting long-lasting and/or inherent characteristics and THA, 
transient and/or superficial ones is largely defunct (Gillies 1993: 209-1 I) but its influence 
can still be detected in a limited number of ways as seen below. 

3.1.J Predicate Nominals: Proper Inclusion and Equation 
a. COP+ NP juxtaposition 
Inalienable class membership was once formally denoted by the construction COP+ NPPRw 
+ NPun but it is now antiquated or poetic seeming: 

(242) 1s croitear Uisdean 
COP-PRES crofter Hugh 
'Hugh is a crofter' 

(243) bu chroitcar e 'he was/would be a crofter' 

An equative construction obtains from the order COP ( + e) + NPu11 + DEF NPm:0
• If the 

subject NP is pronominal, its emphatic form is used (A§2.2.2. I). If the subject NP is a 
proper noun, is e is always used. The predicate is always definite: 

(244) 
(245) 
(246) 

is (e) mise Raibeart 
is (e) ise mo mhathair 
is e Jain am bodach sin 

'I am Robert' 
'she is my mother' 
'Ian is that old man' 

b. COP+ 'e' + NPrRF.D +THA +ANN(+ NP5
u

8
) 

The 'identificational cleft' is the most common way of expressing proper inclusion. The 
third person singular pronoun 'e' is frequently associated with the copular verb when used 
predicati vely: 

(247) is79 e croi tear a th' ann an 
COP-PRES 3s crofter REL be-PRES In 

'Hugh is a crofter' 

Uisdean 
Hugh 

ANN is a prepositional pronoun, thus able to incorporate pronominal NPs: 

"'The copular \'erb is ofien omitted in speech in these kinds of expressions:croitt'11r11 rh' ann 'he is a crofler' 
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(248) is e croitear a th' annam 'I am a crofter' 

The use of the 'past-conditional' form of the copula in cleft-type utterances has declined 
and, although it is still felt to be 'correct' to use it, tense marking is usually consigned to 
the relative verb, as in exam pie (250) below: 

(249) b' e croitear a bh' ann 
(250) 's e croitear a bh' ann 

C. THA + NPSUH + ANNross +NPl'RE!l 

'he was a crofter' [Lit. 'it was a crofter that he was'J 
'he was a crofter' [Lit. 'it is a crofter that he was'] 

In some dialects, there still may be a contrast between this construction and the prior one 
in terms of perceived transience and inherence; tha may convey a certain measure of 
evanescence in relation to is, which is generally associated with permanence. However 
one of my older North Uist informants said they were synonymous to him. 

Statement form 
(251) tha e 

Is 
'na chroitear 

be-PRES 'in his' crofter 
'he is a crofter' 

Question form 
(252) a bheil thu 'nad chroitear 'are you a crofter?' 

Gillies (1993: 211) uses the following to highlight the potential difference in meaning that 
b and c can convey: tha e 'na oileanach ach chan e oi/eanach a th' an11 'he is (registered as} a 
student but he is not a student (by disposition}'. 

3.1.2 Predicate Adjectives 
These arc distinct in form from fredicatc nominals in that they generally must use THA 
and not the copula (THA + NPsu 1 + ADJ}: 

(253) tha Tomas ard 'Thomas is tall' 
•is Tomas ard 

The form COP + ADJ + NP5u8 is found in older texts and poetic usage primarily, similarly 
to COP+ NPrRw + NPsue (see above}. However it is occurs in certain set phrases such as is 
math sin 'that is good', where 'that' is properly included in a set of good things whereas in 
tha sin math, 'that' is simply characterised in a transient sense as being 'good' (Gillies 1993). 
Another example: 

(254) bu bhreagha a gnu1s 
COP-PAST beautiful 3s-F visage 
'beautiful was her visage' 

(255) bha a gnuis breagha 
'her visage was beautiful' 

3.1.3 Locatives and Possessive Predication 
Generic locatives are formed similarly to predicative adjectives: THA + NPsue + LOC. The 
location can take the form of a prepositional phrase or demonstrative: 
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(256) bha sinn shlos aig a chladach 
be-PAST Ip down-LOC at ART shore 
'we were down at the shore' 

(257) tha an car a-muigh 
be-PRES ART car out-LOC 
'the car is outside' 

247 

There is no verb 'to have' in ScG. Similarly to Russian and Estonian, possessives are 
formed as locatives using one of the prepositions marking location, usually AIG: 

(258) tha leabhar agam 
be-PRES book at-ls 
'I have a book' 

(259) tha an leabhar aig Mairead 
be-PRES ART book at Margaret 
'Margaret has the book' 

In general, if the locative-phrase NP is higher on a scale of animacy than the subject NP, 
the relation is one of possession. Otherwise, it is understood as location (Macaulay 1992: 
182). If they are equally animate, either reading can obtain: 

(260) bidh Domhnall aig Sile 'Donald will be at Sheila's/Sheila will have Donald' 

3.1.4 Existentials 
There is no presentative construction in Gaelic as such. Deixis determines whether a 
clause is read as introducing a participant into discourse as can be seen in the difference 
between the translation of the following two clauses: 

(261) tha eun aig an uinneig 
be-PRES bird at ART window-D 
'there is a bird at the window' 

(262) tha an t-eun aig an uinneig 'the bird is at the window' 

So-called 'pure existentials', performing a substantive function, are formed using the 
preposition ann 'in it': 

(263) a bheil Dia ann 
QP be-PRES-DEP God EXIST 
'is there a God' 

(264) bidh an sneachd ann 'there will be snow' 
(265) nach bi sibh ann 'won't you be there' 

Ann is a ubiquitous word in the language, taking its function largely from context and 
pragmatics. One of its specialised uses is in emphasising negation, possibly linked with its 
existential function: 

(266) cha bhi mi ag ol ann 
NEG be-INDEFl-DEP Is PROG drink-VN EXIST(?} 
'I won't be drinking at all' 
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(267) chan eil mi eolach air an duine ann 
NEG be-PRES-DEP Is knowledgeable on ART man EXIST(?) 
'I don't know the person at all' (eolach adj. 'having knowledge of) 

3.2 Constituent Order and Grammatical Relations 

It is useful to posit a three-way division between the basic semantico-syntactic roles S, A, 
and P as follows: 'S' is the single nominal argument of a one-argument clause 
('intransitive' clause); 'A' is the most-agentive argument of a many-argument clause 
('transitive' clause); and 'P' is the most PATIENT-like argument of a many-argument 
clause. Scottish Gaelic, like other nominative-accusative languages, groups A and S 
together morphosyntactically while distinguishing these from P. The pragmatically 
neutral constituent order is VSN AP (traditionally VSO) as can been seen in the following: 

v s 
(268) ghluais an cat 

move-PAST ARTcat-N 
'the cat moved' 

v A p 

(269) ghluais an cat am ball 
move-PAST ARTcat-N ART ball-N 
'the cat moved the ball' 

If the initial verb is an auxiliary, the order becomes AUX-S-VN or AUX-A-VN-P: 

AUX S VN 
(270) tha an cat a' gluasad 

be-PRES ARTcat-N PROG moving-VN 
'the cat is moving' 

AUX A VN P 
(271) tha an cat a' gluasad a' bhuill 

be-PRES ARTcat-N PROG moving-VN ARTball-G 
'the cat is moving the ball' 

A morphologically clear division of P from A and S is seen in the last example. In 
transitive clauses with an auxiliary and verbal noun, the nominal argument P is 
traditionally marked by genitive case (see discussion in A§2.2.l .4) or, if pronominal, 
incorporated into the aspectual particle of the verbal noun (see A§2.3.l.I). Although case 
marking does not always distinguish A from P in Gaelic clauses, syntax or pragmatics 
always does. Thus it is appropriate to posit the grammatical relations 'subject' and 'object' 
in Scottish Gaelic, 'subject' being a combination of A and Sand 'object' being Palone. 

More evidence of nominative/accusative marking can be seen in the way that ScG handles 
complement argument omission (adaptation of examples in Payne 1997: 162-3): 

(272) a. tha Ceiti airson i posadh 
S omission 

b. tha Ceit; airson ; Pol a phosadh 
A omission 

'Kate wants to marry' 

'Kate wants to marry Paul' 
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c. tha Ceit airson Pol posadh80 'Kate wants Paul to marry' none 

d. tha Ceit; airson Pol a; posadh 'Kate wants Paul to marry her' none 

The word airson 'for' is a complex preposition that is interpreted in an optative sense 
when associated with an AGENT. It can take either an NP, or a non-finite verbal 
complement as in example (272) above. In (a) we see that the S argument of an 
intransitive complement such as MARRY(x) can be omitted when it is understood to be co
referential with the subject of airson. The A of the transitive complement clause 
MARRY(Kate, Paul) in (b) can be similarly omitted when co-referential with the subject of 
the matrix clause. In (d) however, this cannot happen since the subject of the complement 
clause is not co-referential with that of the matrix clause. The object of the complement 
clause must be made explicit, as it is here by a 3S-FEM possessive pronoun. This is a case 
of a syntactic process which groups S and A together while treating P separately. 
Incidentally, the a in (b) is not a possessive pronoun but an agreement particle (al) which 
indicates that the non-finite verb has a full NP object associated with it. We will return 
to these examples and non-finite complements generally in A§3.2.2 below. 

Indirect objects in ScG, as in ditransitive clauses of transaction, are headed by directional 
prepositions which govern the dative case and indicate either sources or destinations: 

(273) bheir Brlghde an t-airgead do 
give-INDEFl Bridget ART money (0) to 
'Bridget will give the money to Colin' 

Chai lean 
Colin [IO] 

(274) bheir Brlghde an t-airgead bho Chailean 
give-INDEFl Bridget ART money from Colin 
'Bridget will take the money from Colin' 

As can be seen from these examples, while English lexicalises transactional direction on 
the verb, ScG only does so according to the preposition employed. 

3.2.1 Postposition of Weak Pronominal Objects 
It is normal for non-contrastive pronominal objects in Scottish Gaelic to occur last in 

clauses, after adjuncts and prepositional phrases. Consider the following examples: 

(275) a. chunnaic mi an duine sin san eaglais an-diugh 
'I saw that man in church today' 

b. chunnaic mi esan san eaglais an-diugh 
'I saw him in the church today' 
(cf. •chunnaic mi san eaglais an-diugh esan) 

c. chunnaic mi san eaglais an-diugh e 
•'I saw in the church today him' 

Full object NPs must occur immediately after the subject in clauses where the lexical 
verb occurs first (i.e. those that are not aspectually marked). Likewise, the same 
obligatory order must occur with emphatic pronominal objects. Yet, as seen in the last 
example, non-stressed pronominal objects can and usually do occur in a clause-final 
position. Adger (1997; see also Ramchand 1997) indicates that this is a prosodically
rnotivated phenomenon common to the Goidelic languages in general and not, as 
previous researchers have claimed, syntactically-motivated. The tendency, however, is 
lcmpercd by the length of intermediating elements: 

"'For mos! speakers today, ihc normal way of saying this would be tha Ct:it airson 's gum pin POI or tho Ceit ag iarraidh 
gum pin POI. which arc 2 clause structures. 
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(276) chunnaic mi [el san eaglais uir [el ri taobh na h-aibhneadh lel as dcidh na 
coinncimh aig tri uairean feasgar an-def ?e] 
'I saw him in the new church [himJ beside the river [himJ after the meeting at 3 
o'clock in the afternoon yesterday [?him]' 

Here it would be more intelligible for the pronoun to occur either immediately after the 
subject NP or between the place adjuncts and the time adjuncts. 

3.2.2 Small Clauses 
Small clauses, also called reduced clauses, are syntagms that resemble full clauses in 
certain ways but lack a finite verb. In Gaelic, some predicating elements, especially finite 
verbs and verbal nouns, but also some prepositions and aspect markers, are able to take 
non-finite complements. The simplest form of this is as in (272)a above which, 
semantically, consists of a reduced verbal core having an implicit argument that is co
referential with the subject of the matrix clause. However, as was seen in the other 
examples, subtle differences in morphosyntax can result in large differences in 
interpretation. Intransitive reduced cores, as seen in (272)a,c arc not marked by lenition. 
Their single argument is either unstated or, if different from the subject of the matrix 
clause, marked as a full NP, as in (272)b, or as a possessive pronoun: 

(277) tha Ceit airson a phosadh 'Kate wants to marry him' 
S PRED 0 VN 

The syntax of a transitive non-finite complement, as seen here, is essentially (object-) 
subject (-a(L~-verbal noun. This structure in this example is sometimes called an 'inverted 
nominal' in Gaelic grammars due to the object coming before the verb, in contrast to 
more basic transitive clauses such as (271) above. 

There is a potential for vagueness when the subject NP is masculine as the agreement 
particle mentioned above is homophonous with the 3s-M possessive pronoun: 

(278) tha Pol airson Ceit a mharbhadh 

This clause can be interpreted as either 'Paul wants to kill Kate' or 'Paul wants Kate to 
kill him'. 81 When discussing marriage, who wants the other 'for to' marry may be 
inconsequential, but with other verbs this is not necessarily so. 

Small clauses are, by definition, unspecified for tense but this does not preclude them 
from taking aspect. In fact, transitive clauses marked for perfect aspect are characterised 
by their 'inverted nominal' form: 

(279) tha Ceit air Eoin a phosadh 
be-PRES Kate 'after' John AGR marry-\'N 
'Kate has married John' 

Small clauses in progressive aspect are frequently associated with a type of clause 
combination known as cosubordination, which in simple terms shares some features with 
subordination and others with coordination. Although the clause linkage marker is a 
conjunction, the interpretation is temporal and the semantic bond between the two 
clauses is tighter that it would be in a case of coordination (see A§3.3.3 for more 
information about these issues): 

81 This is one of two cases where Gaelic groups A and P. The other is in relative clauses (see A§J.J.2.2). 
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(280) chunnaic mi Ceit agus i a pogadh Phoil 
see-PAST ls Kate and 3S-FEM PROG kiss-VN Paul-G 
'I saw Kate while she was kissing Paul' [Lit. I saw Kate and she at the kissing of 
Paul'] 

3.2.3 'Composite Verbs' 
There are dative subject (or 'affective') constructions in ScG where the subject NP is 
obliquely marked while the 'object', if present, is in the nominative/accusative case. Many 
of these are modal-type expressions, involving obligation, necessity, ability and so-on 
while others function in the way that psychological verbs do in other languages: 

(281) is toil learn an duine sin 
COP-PRES like with-ls ART man-N that 
'I like that man' 

(282) b' aithne dha d' athair Seonaidh Ban 
COP-PAST acquaintance for/to 2S-POSS father-D Johnny-N 'White' 
'Your father knew faired-haired Johnny' 

(283) 1s beag orm marag 
COP-PRES little on-ls blood-pudding 
'I dislike blood pudding' 

The predicate is formed by a copular verb which 'joins' with either a nominal or 
adjectival element. These are often idiomatic in nature, as in (283) above. These 
'composite' verbs can take non-finite complements such as a small clause in (284) and an 
infinitive construction in (285): 

(284) bu toil learn marag a thoirmeasg 'I would like to ban blood-pudding' 

(285) is beag oirre a bhith 'na cabhaig 'She dislikes to be in a hurry' [Lit. 'in her hurry'] 

Others generally only take verbal complements: 

(286) bu choir do Sheonaig 
COP ought for/to Jane-D 
'Joan ought to buy that coat' 

3.3 Clause Combinations 

an cota sin a cheannach 
ART coat that AGR buy-VN 

There has been considerable debate on how best to categorise clause combinations in 
natural language, challenging the traditional definitions of notions such as subordination 
(Beaman 1984; Foley and Van Valin 1986; Haiman and Thomson 1988; Lakoff 1984; 
Mathieson and Thomson 1988; Thomson 1984; Van Valin 1985; Van Valin and LaPolla 
1997). It has been suggested that part of the problem may rest in an underlying bias in 
linguistics towards the Indo-European languages which often have oven, lexical 
realisation of clausal relations. Role and Reference Grammar (RRG: Van Valin and 
LaPolla 1997 inter alia) developed out of an attempt to account for, in the first instance, a 
wide range of non-IE languages and it has been particularly useful in clarifying this area. 
The following is a brief introduction to the way that RRG views clause combinations and 
it will inform the discussion in the next few sub-sections. 
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In RRG, the clause is construed as having three levels: the nucleus, essentially the 
predicate; the core, being the predicate and its arguments; and the clause, which is the 
predicate, its arguments, and associated adjuncts: 

The Layered Structure of the Scottish Gaelic Clause 

CORE PERIPHERY 

a's an leabhar-lann 

Predicate Arguments 

(287) dh'ith Iain an t-aran a's an leabhar-lann 
eat-PAST Ian ART bread-N in-ART library-N 
'Ian ate the bread in the library' 

This example can also be represented as a tree diagram: 

SENTENCE 

I 
CLAUSE 

I 
CORE +--- PERIPHERY 

=I 
NUC ARG ARG 
I 

I I PRED 
I 
v NP NP PP 
I I I ---------Dh' ith lain an t-aran a's an leabhar-lann 

Figure 3: Tree Diagram of the Scottish Gaelic Clause 

Juncture is the linking of two or more of these elements: e.g., a nuclear juncture results 
from the linking of two or more nuclei. Juncture is distinguished from nexus, which is 
the type of relation that obtains between a given juncture. Three different kinds of nexus 
are posited: coordination, subordination and cosubordination. Theoretically, there are nine 
different combinations of nexus and juncture, such as nuclear coordination (i.e. nuclear 
juncture + coordinate nexus), core subordination, clausal cosubordination, and so. As this 
section is mainly dealing with clause combinations, a discussion of nuclear and core 
juncture would be digressive. However, the following examples are provided to illustrate, 
on a general level, what these would be like {for more information about nuclear and core 
juncture see Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 442-484): 

Nuclear juncture: "single cores containing more than one nucleus ... the multiple nuclei 
function as a single complex predicate taking a single set of core arguments" (Van Valin 
and LaPolla 1997: 448): 

(288) thalla 1s faigh an t-ord 
away-IMP CONJ get-IMP ART hammer-N 
'go and get me that hammer' 

tha an-sin 
be-PRES there 
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Core juncture: "single clauses containing more than one core. Each core may have its own 
core argument{s) not shared with the other core{s)" (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 448) 

(289) tha mi ag iarraidh am pa1pear sin a leughadh 
be-PRES IS PROG wanting-VN ART paper-N that AGR reading-VN 
'I want to read that paper' fLit. 'I am at wanting that paper to read'] 

Clausal juncture: "whole clauses are joined, and each clause may be fully independent of 
the others" (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 448) 

(290) sgioblaich an seomar agad agus nigh d' aodach cuideachd 
tidy-IMP ART room at-2S CONJ wash-IMP 2S-POSS clothes also 
'tidy your room and wash your clothes too' 

One problem with many accounts of clausal relations is that they fail to discriminate 
between structural and operational dependency. If a clause is structurally dependent, it is 
unable to 'stand on its own' as an independent utterance. If it is operationally dependent, 
on the other hand, it is parasitic on the matrix clause for certain grammatical categories 
such as mood, tense, aspect, or illocutionary force. These are fundamentally different 
from predicates and their arguments and are referred to as operators in RRG. They are 
grouped according to the specific level of juncture to which they pertain. For instance, 
aspect operates at the level of the nucleus while tense and illocutionary force operate at 
the level of the clause, hence they are called nuclear and clausal operators respectively. 

Subordinate clauses can manifest themselves as either being embedded (e.g. functioning 
as a core argument) or modifying the periphery of a matrix clause. In both cases, the 
defining feature is structural - rather than operational - dependence. Consider the 
following three utterances: 

(291) cuiridh [eadhon a bhith ag eisteachd ris] dragh orm 
put-FUT even be-INF PROG listen-VN to-3s-M annoyance on me 
'even listening to him annoys me' [Lit. 'even listening to him puts annoyance on 
me'] 

(292) bha dragh orm [nuair a chuala mi a ghuth] 
be-PAST vex on-ls when REL hear-PAST Is his voice 
'it vexed me when I heard his voice' 

(293) thachair iad rithe [agus i 'dol dhachaighJ 
happen-PAST 3P 'to her' and she PROG-go-VN home 
'they happened upon her while she was going home' 

In (291), a non-finite core (eadhon a bhith ag eisteachd m 'even listening to him') is 
embedded as a subject within a clause. Because it functions as an argument of the 
predicate (cuiridh 'will put'), this is core, not clausal, subordination {although these are 
often classified together in grammars). Example (292) is a case of clausal subordination: 
there is a relation between two clauses where an adverbial modifying clause (nuair a 
chuala mi a ghuth 'when I heard his voice') is structurally dependent on and peripherally 
modifies a matrix clause (bha dragh orm 'a vex (bother) was on me'). Example (293) is 
fundamentally different than the others although Boyle (1973) and 6 Siadhail (1984) would 
classify it as a type as subordination. The difference is down to the presence of obligatory 
operator dependence; the non-finite clause relies on the matrix clause for tense and 
illocutionary force. In RRG terms, this is cosubordinate clausal nexus. This type of non
matrix clause also behaves differently to subordinate ones in certain syntactic tests such as 
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preposing, which is ungrammatical with ScG cosubordinate clauses but possible with 
subordinate ones: 

(294) nuair a bha i 'dol dhachaigh, thachair iad rithe 
'when she was going home, they happened upon her' 

(295) •agus i 'dol dhachaigh, thachair iad rithe 

The concept of finiteness relates primarily to full morphological marking of tense and 
other clausal operators. In the literature, one frequently encounters discussion of non
finite clauses in relation to verbal nouns, gerunds, participles and such. It seems more 
accurate to refer to these as cores instead. Clauses will be taken to be syntagms with the 
structural characteristics mentioned above (A§3.3) for which the status of clausal 
operators, such as tense and illocutionary, is relevant, even when not specified. The use of 
'non-finite clauses' will be limited to instances where a reduced clause is in a relation of 
operational dependence with a fully finite matrix clause, i.e. cosubordinate clauses. Only 
they have the requirements for clausal status despite the fact that their clausal operators 
are parasitically engendered. 

To sum up, clausal relations, indeed nexus in general, can be conceived as a three-way 
division (from Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 454): 

NEXUS 

~ 
Dependent Independent 

-------- COORDINATION 
Structural Operator 
dependence dependence 
SUBORDINATION COSUBORDINATION 

3.3.J Coordination 
There are three main ways of linking constituents of equal syntactic status: conjunction; 
disjunction; and exclusion. In ScG, these are expressed lexically by a small set of 
conjunctions. Because many of the conjunctions used in Gaelic are the same for clausal 
and phrasal constituents, both are included in this section. Conjunctions always occur 
medially, between the constituents to which they pertain. 

3.3.J.1 Conjunction 
Conjunction of the type 'a and b' is grammaticalised in Gaelic by the word agus and its 
shortened forms 's, a's, and is. Zero marking or juxtaposition is not a frequent strategy in 
speech although in poetry, adjectives are sometimes strung together one after another. 
Lists also sometimes show zero marking, but agus (or more usually 's) is ubiquitous and it 
is often found tagged on, almost like an affix, any time there is conjunction. 

(296) ith do shuipear 's bi samhach 
eat-IMP IS-POSS supper and be-IMP quiet 
'eat your supper and be quiet' 

(297) fhuair mi an aithris agus bheir mi suil a-nochd oirre 
get-PAST IS ART report CONJ give-INDEFI IS eye tonight on it-F 
'I got the report and I will take a look at it tonight' 
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Here are two examples of its use as a phrasal conjunction: e.g. iasg is feoi/ 'fish and meat'; 
tha e mor is ard 'he is big and tall'. Agus also acts - for lack of a better term - as a 
'generalised clause linkage marker' in a variety of constructions: cho Jada agus as aithne 
dhomh 'as far as I know'; air sai//ibh 's gu bheil iad a' fa/bh 'because they are leaving'; mas e 
's gum bi iad ann 'if {it is that) they are to be there' (see (173) for an interlinear translation 
of a similar example). 

The word na is used with phrasal constituents to convey 'not a nor b': 

(298) chan ith e feoil na iasg 
NEG eat-IINDEF-DEP 3s-M meat nor fish 
'he'll not eat meat nor fish' 

3.3.1.2 Disjunction 
To express phrasal or clausal 'alternatives' (a orb), no/neo 'or' is used: 

(299) dean f eoil no iasg dhe 
make-IMP meat or fish of-3s-M 
'take it or leave it' (Lit. 'make meat or fish of it') 

(300) te bheag no te mhor 
'a big one or a little one' 

A distinction is sometimes made between the meaning conveyed by no and disjunction of 
the kind 'a or else b' which can be expressed by air neo: 

(301) dean an obair air fad air neo chan fhaigh thu sgillinn ruadh 
do-IMP ART work on length otherwise NEG get-INDEFI 2s penny ruddy 
'do all of the work or else you'll not get a single penny' 

The word gus has a specialised use as a disjunctive coordinator between an indirect 
question and negative tag: 

(302) chan eil fhios am bi i ann gus nach bi 
NEG be-PRES of knowledge QP be-INDEFl-DEP 3s-F there or NEG be-INDEFl
DEP 
'it's not known whether she'll be there or not' 

3.3.1.3 Exclusion 
One of the functions of the conjunction ach, much like 'but' in English, is to express the 
conditions 'a and not b' as in the following clausal and phrasal utterance: 

(303) gheibhear deoch an-shin ach chan fhaighear 
get-INDEFl-INDEP-IMPER drink there-LOC but NEG get-INDEFl-DEP-IMPERS 

biadh 
food 
'one can get drink there but one cannot get food' 

(304) chan cil mi ag iarraidh deoch ach biadh 
'I don't want drink but food' 
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Ach also functions as a 'focus' particle in a type of pseudo-cleft (A§3.4.2.2) and can also 
indicate concession in constructions such as the following (adapted from Macaulay 1992: 164): 

(305) thigeadh e ach ise falbh 82 

come-INDEF2 3s-M but 3s-F-EMPH go-VN 
'he would come provided she left' [Lit. 'he would come but she leaving'] 

3.3.2 Subordination 

3.3.2.1 Complement Clauses 
Complement clauses are of a syntactically different status to adverbial clauses. The former 
serve as logical arguments of a predicate; they can act as 'subjects' or 'objects'. Adverbial 
clauses, on the other hand, are adjunctive modifiers of a matrix clause, situated in that 
clause's periphery. In ScG, complement clauses can be headed by verbs, nouns, adjectives 
and prepositions. They are generally marked by using the dependent verbal complementiser 
gu( nlm)lgur and, if negative, nach rather than cha( n). Examine the following: 

Verb-headed complement clause 
(306) chan eil mi a' creidsinn gun teid e ann 

NEG be-PRES-DEP Is PROG believe-VN COMP go-INDEFI 3s-M 'there' 
'I don't believe that he will go there' 

In (306), what the subject 'does not believe' is 'that he will go'; the complement clause 
acts as a core argument, an 'object'. 

Noun-headed complement clause 
(307) chan eil rian nach fhaic thu sin 

NEG be-PRES-DEP way NEG see-INDEFl-DEP 2s that 
'there's no way that you don't/can't see that' 

Here, the predicate is formed by the noun rian 'way' which heads a negative complement 
clause. 

Adjective-headed complement clause 
(308) tha e f'ior gun tuirt e seo 

be-PRES 3s-M true COMP say-PAST-DEP 3s-M this 
'it is true that he said this' 

In this example, there is an empty subject - e, the third person masculine pronoun. 
Complement clauses cannot begin statements in Scottish Gaelic the way they can in 
English; they cannot act as syntactic subjects. In English, it is acceptable, although rare 
and mostly confined to planned writing, to find utterances such as 'that he said this is 
true'. It is more common to postpose the complement clause in English using an empty 
subject, and this is the only option in Gaelic: 'it is true that he said this'. 

Preposition-headed complement clause 
(309) tha iad airson 's gun deanadh tu an ceart-uair e 

be-PRES-INDEP 3P for CLM COMP do-INDEF2-DEP 2s right now 3s 
'they want you to do it right now' [Lit. 'they are for that you would do it right 
now'] 

01 The most common way of expressing this utterance would be with a conditional clause however: rhigeadh e nom 
folbholih ise 'he would come if she would leave'. 
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The complement clause in (309) again functions as an argument of the predicate (airson 
'for'), specifically its object. 

Non-finite complements have a similar distribution but, unlike finite complements, some 
can also occur in first position, as for instance in (291), repeated here: 

(310) cuiridh [eadhon a bhith ag eisteachd ris] dragh orm 
put-FUT even be-INF PROG listen-VN to-3s-M annoyance on-2s 
'even listening to him annoys me' fLit. 'even listening to him puts an annoyance 
on me'] 

The non-finite complement eadhon a bhith ag eisteachd ris functions as the syntactic subject 
and occurs in the place normally reserved for subjects in the language. Often, however, 
these are postposed with empty subjects as in the following example: 

(311) chordadh e glan rium an car sin a dhraibheadh 
enjoy-INDEF2 3s-M clean-ADV to-ls ART car that AGR driving-VN 
'I would really enjoy driving that car' [Lit. 'it would be clean enjoyable to me to 
drive that car'] 

In (312), the past participle toilichte heads a non-finite complement with a pronominal 
argument. Literally, this could be construed as 'we are pleased your seeing'. The 
following example is identical except that the predicate is formed by the complex 
preposition airson and there is a temporal adverb modifying the non-finite complement. 

(312) tha sinn toilichte ur faicinn 
be-PRES IP pleased 2P-POSS seeing-VN 
'we are pleased to see you' 

(313) tha sinn airson ur faicinn a-rithist 
'we want to see you again' 

3.3.2.1.1 Indirect Questions 
Indirect questions have the same syntax as interrogative clauses (see A§2.3.l.2 Mode): 

(314) a bheil fhios aca caite an deach e 
QP be-PRES-DEP of knowledge at-3P where go-PAST-DEP 3s-M 
'do they know where he went' 

(315) chan eil iad cinnteach an do dh'fhalbh i mar-tha 
NEG be-PRES-DEP 3P sure QP went-PAST-DEP 3s-F already 
'they are not sure if she left already' 

3.3.2.2 Adverbial Clauses 
Adverbial clauses in Scottish Gaelic cover a wide range of semantic relations. Adverbial 
clauses are subordinate in the senses mentioned in §3.3 and are generally able to be 
preposed, clefted, and, to some extent, nested within the constituents of the matrix 
clause. 
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The morphosyntax of subordination in Scottish Gaelic is of four different types, relating 
to the type of verbal complement taken by a particular subordinator: 

Type/: subordinator + inde_pendent verb fonn 
In Type I, the subordinate clause is only so semantically; if the subordinator were to be 
removed, the clause could stand on its own. Some of these subordinators have a variant 
form in Type II or IV, but not necessarily vice versa. There may be functional 
motivations for this variation, which are explored in the following section. 

(316) tha fuios a'm gle mhath oir bha m1 a1g ceann an ropa 
be-PRES knowledge at-ls very well for be-PAST-INDEP ls at end ART rope-G 
'I know very well for I was at the end of the rope' 

Type II: subordinator + agus + dependent verb form 

(317) a chionn 's gur ann aig a Chumhang a thugadh na buillean 
since and COP-DEP FOC at ART Strait REL give-PAST-IMPERS ART hit-P 
'since it was [Lit. 'is'] at the Strait that the blows were exchanged' 

cf.: a chionn, is ann aig a' Chumhang ... [Type l: independent copula used] 

Type Ill: subordinator+ relativiser + relative verb fonn 83 

(318) on a tha thu 'dol a dh'fualbh 
since REL be-PRES 2s PROG-going to depart-INF 
'since you are going to depart. .. ' 

Type IV: subordinator + dependent verb fonn 

(319) cha d'fuuair e a chroit seach gu robh sublet aige 
NEG get-PAST-DEP 3s-M ART croft since COMP is-PAST-DEP sublet at-3s-M 
'he didn't get the croft since he had a sublet' 

Reason 
Scottish Gaelic has several different 'reason' subordinators. Some of these are as follows: 

a chionn84 

air saillibh 
air sgath 
azrson 
air taillibh 
(bh)o 
do bhrigh 
leis 
oir(eadh) 
ri /inn 
seach 
thoradh 

I, II, IV 
I, II, IV 
II 
I, II, IV 
(variant of air saillibh) 
I 
IV 
IV 
I 
II, IV 
IV 
I, IV 

u There is a distinct \'erbal form used with weak verbs in the lu Indefinite ('present-future'); otherwise:, the \'erb is 
identical to the independent form. Consider the following: ma dh'j}uigos tu e 'if you (will) leave it'; ma dh'foag 1h11 e 'if 
you left it'; c.f.fagaidh mi e 'I will leave it' and dh'fluig mi e 'I left it'. 
114 Many speakers today use a chionn 's itself as a Type I subordinator: e.g . ... a chionn 's, is ann aig a' Chumhang a 1h11gadh 
na builkan (as above). 
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There is dialectal variation in the types of complement available to each subordinator, and 
there are certainly fine distinctions in meaning between these words. Type I usage is 
much closer to coordinate nexus and, as expected, cannot be prcposed (or clefted}: 

(320) rinn mi sin a chionn bha fearg orm 
do-PAST ls that because is-PAST anger 'on me' 
'I did that because I was angry' 

(321) •a chionn bha fearg orm rinn mi sin 
'because I was angry, I did that' 

If, however, a type II or IV form is used, the utterance is acceptable: 

(322) a chionn 's gun robh fearg orm rinn mi sin 

Part of the distinction between these forms and their acceptability in different positions 
may involve what Chafe calls 'bound' and 'free' adverbial clauses (Chafe 1984). Bound 
adverbial clauses are those that occur, within spoken language, in the same intonation 
unit as the matrix clause and, in writing, within the same punctuation unit. What this 
means is that, in both speaking and writing, bound adverbial clauses are joined to the 
main clause in one combined chunk; there is no pause or break between the two clauses. 

Free adverbials clauses on the other hand are those that are separated from the matrix 
clause in speech, by a pause, and in writing, by a punctuation mark (usually a comma). In 
other words, with a free adverbial clause there is a marked break between it and the 
matrix clause. The following examples in English are from Chafe (1984: 439): 

(a} Preposed and bound: 
(b) Postposed and bound: 
(c} Preposed and free: 
(d) Postposed and free: 

Because it has such a big memory I decided to buy it 
I decided to buy it because it has such a big memory 
Because it has such a big memory, I decided to buy it 
I decided to buy it, because it has such a big memory 

Chafe says that when a free adverbial clause is postposed, it is like an afterthought with its 
relationship to the matrix clause closer to coordination than subordination. Returning to 
the Scottish Gaelic examples above, there seems to be a tendency to assign free adverbial 
clauses to Type I structures and bound adverbial clauses to Types II, III and IV. The more 
'coordinate' status of Type I subordinators explains their inability to prepose or cleft. This 
is a case of iconicity: the closer the semantic link between two clauses, the more 
integrated is the morphosyntax making the link explicit. 

NB: Some of the above subordinators can be used with phrasal constituents to convey the 
sense 'because or, 'due to' or 'for the sake or: 

(323) dh'fhalbh Mairi gu cliobhar air sgath na sabaid 
leave-PAST Mary ADV clever due to ART fighting-G 
'Mary left quickly due to the fighting' 

Conccssivc Clauses 
These are realised by the Type I subordinator ged 'although/even' as in: 

(324) [ged a tha sinn sglth] cumaidh sinn oirnn 
'although we are tired, we will keep going' [Lit. ' ... we will keep on us'] 
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Conditionals 
In all but INDEF2 and the copula, simple positive conditionals are initiated by the Type III 
subordinator ma 'if: 

(325) [ma dh'fhag thu an-shin eJ bidh e air a ghoid a-nis 
if leave-PAST 2P there-LOC 3s-M bi-INDEFl 3s-M after 3S-POSS steal-VN now 
'if you left it there it will be stolen (by) now' 

The copula takes the form mas (ma 'if + (a)s - the relative form of the copula) as in the 
following: 

(326) ni mi e [mas urrainn mi85
) 

do-INDEFl ls 3s-M if-COP able ls 
'I'll do it if I can'. 

In hypothetical conditionals, the second indefinite is used m conjunction with the 
subordinator nan/nam (Type IV): 

(327) dheanainn e [nam b' urrainn mi] 
do-INDEF2-ls 3s if COP-INDEF2 able ls 
'I would do it if I were able' 

A special use of nanlnam is with the past definite or second indefinite to convey an 
optative sense: 

(328) nan robh bata agam bheirinn sgriob a dh'Uibhist 
if is-PAST-DEP boat at-ls take-INDEF2-ls trip to Uist 
'if (only) I had a boat I would take a trip to Uist'. 

In counterfactuals there is an interesting intermingling of the tense, aspect and mode 
system. The clause of condition begins with the subordinator nanlnam and a verb in the 
2"d indefinite or the past definite, as in the previous example. The clause of result is in the 
past definite. Gaelic grammarians referred to this as the 'modal preterit' although it is not 
to be found in any of the grammars.86 In essence, there is a clause expressing an irrcalis 
condition juxtaposed with one expressing a realis result: 

(329) nan robh thu air an doras a dhunadh 
if be-PAST-DEP 2s PERF ART door AGR closing-VN 
'if (only) you had closed the door' 

cha robh a chaora air faighinn a-steach 
NEG be-PAST-DEPART sheep PERF getting-VN in-DIR 
the sheep would not have got in' 
[Lit. if you were after the door closing the sheep was not after getting in] 

"'Although the "standard" usage is COP urrainn dhomh, etc., in Uist at least, it is possible to use the straight pronouns mi, 
cli,sinn, and iad at least (i.e. I have heard or read these usages). 
86 My thanks to Professor William Gillies for this information. 
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(330) nam bithinnsa air falbh an uair sin bha thusa glacte 
if be-INDEF2-1S-EMPH PERF leaving-VN ART time that is-PAST 2S-EMPH locked 

a-muigh 
out-LOC 
'if I had been away lbyJ then, you would have been locked out' 

The previous example could also be expressed in the following way, but with less vivid 
impact, perhaps because the result clause is irrealis rather than realis: 

(331) nam b' e 's gun robh m1 air falbh an uair 
if COP-INDEF2 3s CLM COMP be-PAST-DEP ls PERF going-VN ART time 
'if it had been that I had been gone then 

sm bhiodh tusa air do ghlacadh a-muigh 
then be-INDEF2 2S-EMPH PERF 2S-POSS locking-VN out-LOC 
'you would have been locked out' 
lLit. if it had been that I was after going (at) that time you would have been after 
your locking out] 

Negative conditionals are formed by mura (Type IV) corresponding to 'if not' or 'unless': 

(332) mura bi iadsan ann cha tig mi fhein nas motha 
if not be-INDEFl 3P-EMPH there NEG come-INDEFl-DEP ls REFL either 
'if they will not be there I myself won't come either' 

The two comparatives of size 'bigger' and 'smaller' (A§2.2.4.4) can be used idiomatically 
as well: nas motha can mean 'either' as in (332) and nas lugha 'smaller/less' can be used to 
express 'unless': 

(333) nas lugha na tha e shuas an staidhre 
unless that is-PAST 3s-M LOC-up ART stair 
'unless he is upstairs' [Lit. 'less (lest?} than he is upstairs'] 

Manner 
These clauses usually involve mar 'as/as if, which can be Type III or IV with a 
corresponding difference in meaning: 

(334) bha i ga giulain [mar a sheall mi dhut] 
is-PAST 3s-F PROG-3S-F-POSS carrying-VN as REL show-PAST ls 'to you' 
'she was carrying herself the way that I showed you' 

(335) bha i ga giulain [mar gun robh i bochd] 
is-past 3s-F PROG-3S-F-POSS carrying-VN as COMP be-PAST 3s-F ill 
'she was carrying herself as if she were ill' 

Location 
The subordinator far 'where' is used in dependent structures87 such as the following: 

(336) chunnaic mi [far an do chuir thu e] 
sec-PAST ls where put-PAST-DEP 2s 3s-M 
'I saw where you put it' 

'
7 Technically, these are headless relative clauses. 
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However, cdite 'where' is used in indirect questions, such as withfios 'knowing': 

(337) tha fhios a'm [caite an do chuir thu 
be-PRES knowledge at-IS where put-PAST-DEP 2s 
'I know where you put it' 

Temporal Subordinators 

e] 
3s-M 

The following are the most common, glossed along with their types: 

(bh)o(n) 'since ' Type I, IV 
aon uair ' once ' Type II 
jhad 's 'while' Type III 
gun 'until' Type IV 
gusam/an 'until' Type IV 
mun/mus 'before' Type IV 
nuazr 'when 

, 
Type III 

Clauses headed by these subordinators are able to be preposed and clefted: 

(338) [mus tainig Alasdair a-nuas] ghabh i norrag bheag 
before come-PAST-DEP Alasdair down take-PAST 3s-F nap small 
'before Alasdair came over she took a wee nap' 

cf. [ghabh i norrag bheag] mus tainig Alasdair a-nuas 

(339) 's ann [mus tainig Alasdair a-nuas] a ghabh i norrag bheag 
'it's before Alasdair came over that she took a small nap' 

Simultaneity can be expressed using fhad 's or a cosubordinate expression with agus 
(A§3.3.3): 

(340) bha i na cadal [fhad 's a bha Alasdair a' feitheamh ritheJ 
is-PAST 3s-F 'in her' sleep 'while' REL is-PAST Alastair PROG waiting-VN to-3s-F 
'she was asleep the whole time Alastair was waiting for her' 

3.3.2.3 Relative Clauses 
Relative clauses are a case of noun phrase subordination; they function as nominal 
modifiers and do not constitute clausal nexus as such. In other words, relative clauses 
serve to expand or modify the meaning of noun phrases rather than clauses. This can be 
seen in an exam pie such as the man [who stole your parasol] is leaving the train, where the 
relative clause (in brackets) modifies the NP 'the man' and, together, they form a 
constituent. This contrasts to examples of clausal nexus such as the man left the train {when 
he saw us] where the subordinate clause serves to modify the main clause as a whole, not 
just a single part of it. 

In ScG, relative clauses always occur post-nominally and are headed by the relativiser a: 

IHEADI ~ESTRICTIVE CLAUSE I 
(34 l) an trusdar a [ghoid 0 an laraidh aig Aonghas lain] 

ART vagrant REL stole NP Ku.ART lorry at Angus John 
'the vagrant who stole Angus John's lorry' 
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As can be seen, the case recovery strategy is to simply leave a gap (0) in the restrictive 
clause. Because of ScG's VSO order, this can result in problems recovering grammatical 
relations (A and P) if the restrictive clause is headed by a transitive verb. Of course, 
discourse pragmatics almost always disambiguate such cases: 

(342) sin an duine a chunnaic mi 
that-(COP) ART man REL see-PAST ls 
'that's the man who saw me' or 'that's the man whom I saw' 

All positions on Keenan and Comrie's relativisation hierarchy can be relativised using the 
relativiser-gap strategy except possessors, which use a resumptive possessive pronoun. In 
obliques, the tendency is towards pied-piping + 0, but the relativiser-gap strategy is 
sometimes used in coordination with a resumptive prepositional pronoun: 

Table 139: Relativisation strategies 

EXAMPLE GLOSS POSITION STRATEGY 

sin an J!i//e a tha bochd that's the boy who is ill subject REL+ 0 

sin an gi//e a chunnaic that's the boy who Kate saw object REL+ 0 

Ce it (also 'that's the boy who saw 
Kate') 

sin an gille a thug an litir that's the boy who gave the indirect REL+ 0 

do Cheit letter to Kate object 
sin an gi/le air an do that's the boy on whom oblique PREP+ 0 

shuidh Ceit Kate sat 
sin an gi//e a shuidh Ceit that's the boy who Kate sat oblique REL+ 0 + 
air on PREPPN ... 

sin an gi//e a tha a that's the boy whose mother possessor REL+ 
mhathair bochd is ill POSSPNRES 

[Lit. 'that's the boy who his 
mother is ill'] 

3.3.3 Cosubordination 
There are constructions in ScG that have more than a passing resemblance to both 
coordination and subordination. They share with the former the overt expression of a 
conjunction (agus) although semantically, they can resemble a relative clause or an 
adverbial adjunct. Compare the following, in which each first example is a case of 
cosubordination and each second one, either subordination or coordination. 

'Participle Type' 
(343) dh'fhalbh Alasdair 's an t-acras a' tighinn air 

leave-PAST Alastair CONJ ARTanger PROG coming-VN 'on him' 
'Alasdair left with hunger coming on him' 

(344) dh'fhalbh Alasdair's bha an t-acras a' tighinn air 
'Alasdair left and hunger was coming on him' 

'Reason Type' 
(345) dh'fhalbh Alasdair agus i na suain 

leave-PAST Alastair CONJ she in-3s-F slumber 
'Alasdair left because she was fast asleep' [Lit. ' ... and she in her slumber'] 

(346) dh'fhalbh ea chionn 's gun robh i 'na suain 
'he left because she was fast asleep' 
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'Relative Clause Type' 
(347) bha duine ann s Aogh mar ainm dha 

is-PAST man EXIST and Hugh as name 'for him' 
'there was a man who was called Hugh'[Lit. ' ... and Hugh as a name for him'] 

(348) bha duine ann agus bha Aogh mar ainm dha 
'there was a man and Aogh was his name' 

'Temporal Type' 
(349) chaidh a chall a's a' cheo s e ag iasgach aig an am 

go-PAST 3s-M-ross lose-VN in the mist-D and he PROG fishing at ART time 
'he got lost in the mist when he was fishing' [Lit. ' ... and he at fishing at the 
time'] 

(350) chaidh a chall a's a' cheo agus bha e ag iasgach aig an am 
'he got lost in the mist and he was fishing at the time' 

The problem with analysing the first clause in each case as coordinate is that they are non
finite, yet like coordinate clauses they cannot be clefted or fronted. They cannot be 
regarded as subordinate because of these facts in addition to other syntactic evidence. 
Structurally, they are reduced clauses with agus in utterance-initial position - the place 
usually reserved for the finite verb. They neatly fit the definition of cosubordination in 
RRG as they are operationally dependent on a matrix clause for the categories of tense 
and illocutionary force (which are 'clausal operators'). It is not appropriate to call agus a 
subordinator, as Boyle (1973) and 0 Siadhail (1984) do. Formally, it is simply a conjunction, 
which has the effect of being "a virtual red flag, signalling to the hearer, 'these ideas are 
related somehow, guess how"' (Lack off 1984: 487). Because an explicit relation is not 
specified, only that there is a relation, a wide variety of semantic functions can be, and 
have been, ascribed to constructions of this type. However, the semantic interpretation of 
any particular case is simply a product of human logic which, given the pairing of two 
propositions, tries to make sense of the association. So, what we have is not logical 
conjunction, but clausal cosubordination. This is a clear example of the need to keep 
formal and functional categories distinct. 

3.4 Discourse Phenomena 

There is hardly any mention in the literature of the way that Scottish Gaelic treats the 
morphosyntactic coding of discourse phenomena. It is certain that the researcher who sets 
out in earnest to investigate this area will be amply rewarded by new insights into the 
language. As this grammar is a sketch, and this is a complex area, it is only possible to 
give it cursory treatment here. 

3.4.1 Referential Devices 
There is no specific construction as such for introducing new referents into discourse 
equivalent to there + COP in English, but indefinite deixis typically indicates that the 
referent of an NP is unidentifiable. Normally, brand-new referents are anchored in some 
way, such as to a possessive pronoun in the following construction: 

(351) tha piseag ur againn 
be-PRES kitten new at-IP 
'we have a new kitten' 

If there is not some other kind of predicate present for anchoring purposes of NP 
referents that are unidentifiable, ann occurs as a sort of generic 'existence' particle 
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(A§3.I.4). This is the common fare of 'world creation' genres such as storytelling, also 
used to state that something simply exists (see A§3. l.4): 

(352) bha fuamhaire ann is ceithir lamhan air 
is-PAST giant EXIST CONJ four arms on-3s-M 
'there was a giant with four arms' lLit. 'there was a giant and four arms on him'] 

There is a construction, particularly encountered in narrative, for introducing referents 
which are to figure significantly in following discourse (taken from text in §4): 

(353) o bha ant-each mor geal a bha an-seo a tighinn aca 
oh is-PAST ART horse-N big white REL be-PAST here PROG come-VN at-3P 
'oh here was this big white horse coming after them' 

For referents which are new to discourse but accessible, a left-detachment construction 
may be used, especially in speech. This often occurs with the phrase a bheil fhios agad 'do 
you know ... ', prompting the addressee to check for an 'old file' dealing with the 
information to follow: 

(354) la bhei]I fhios a'd an taigh mor a tha siud 
QP be-DEP knowledge at-2S ART house big REL be-PRES there 
'you know that big house (that is) there 

san Aird chaidh a reic an-de 
in-ART 'Aird' go-PAST 3S-POSS selling-VN yesterday 
in Aird it got sold yesterday' 

Active, identifiable referents are usually coded as pronominals with referent switching 
(and contrast in general) indicated by emphatic affixes: 

(355) agus cha robh na daoine; a' tuigsinn o'n t- saoghal 
and NEG is-PAST-DEPART men PROG understand-VN from-ART world 
'and the men didn't understand what in the world 

gu de an aon rud a bha na boireannaich; a' faighinn 
what ART one thing REL is-PAST-DEPART women PROG get-VN 
(was) the one thing that the women were getting 

a bharrachd air a' bheagan a b' urrainn dhaibh-san; 
more on ART little REL COP-INDEF2 able 'to them' -EMPH 
on top of the little that they were able 

a thoirt dhaibh; 
AGRgive-VN 'to them' 
to give to them' 

Here, there are two referents (na daoine 'the men'; na boireannaich 'the women') and two 
anaphors - prepositional pronouns - referring to them (dhaibh-san 'to them [emphatic]'; 
dhaibh 'to them'). There is no differentiation for gender in the third person pronoun and 
in order to make it explicit that the first occurrence of the anaphor refers to 11a daoine 
rather than the immediately preceding referent na boireannaich, the emphatic suffix -san 
is used. Functionally, in this kind of example, it seems to operate as a form of switch 
reference. Continuing reference is I-emphatic] while switch reference is l + emphatic]. 
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3.4.2 Highlighting of Constituents 
'Highlighting' will be understood here as the means by which a language enables certain 
constituents to stand out from others in a clause, sentence, or piece of discourse. 88 In 
Scottish Gaelic this is accomplished primarily by word order and/or an emphatic suffix. 

3.4.2.1 The Emphatic Suffix-sal-se 
Dorian (1999) says that this suffix is used to 'highlight contrasts, to place emphasis, and 
generally to mark the speaker's focus [as well as indicating] changes of focus as the 
speaker takes conversational turns or moves along in a narrative' (p. 7). In some dialects, it 
is also used as, or synonymously with, the proximal deictic seo (A§2.2.2.2): 

(356) am fear sea 
ART man-N this 
'this one' 

am fear-sa 
ART man-N-EMPH 
'this one' 

But most commonly, it is used to highlight and track pronominal constituents, as in (355) 
above. Intonation does not seem to be implicated in pronominal emphasis, making ScG 
very different from English in this regard. Interestingly, as Dorian (1999) demonstrates, it 
is possible to have a long stretch of narrative with frequent use of emphatic suffixes for 
the purposes of maintaining intensity and interest. In comparison, a comparable amount 
of suprasegmental emphasis in English would be disruptive for the listener.89 One of the 
most frequent uses of this is with the defective verb arsa90 'quoth', which always takes the 
emphatic form of a pronominal subject: e.g. arsa mise;ars' esan. 

Two examples: 
(357) 's e leabhar gu math doirbh a tha an-sin Iain tha mise a' smaointinn sin 

it's a book very difficult that is there Ian is I at thinking that 

co-dhiubh 
anyway 
'that's a very difficult book John I think that anyway' 

(358) a bheil na caoraich aig Aonghas an luib nan caoraich (sic] agadsa 
are the sheep at Angus in fold the sheep at you 
'are Angus' sheep together with your sheep?' 

It is difficult to translate the exact sense of the suffix as the emphasis is often of a 
different quality and not always as pronounced as intonational emphasis is in English. For 
instance, in (358) above, the gloss seems to indicate an expression of disbelief on the part 
of the speaker, but this is not the case. Rather, because of the presentative nature of the 
utterance, the emphatic suffix is needed to activate the referent coded by agadsa, clearly 
identifiable but previously inactive. 

3.4.2.2 Highlighting and Word Order 
Syntactic highlighting in Scottish Gaelic is represented by clefts of various forms and the 
occurrence of constituents in non-canonical (preposed and postposed) position. 

&11 Sec Miller (2000) for a typology of focus in the languages of Europe, including ScG examples-supplied by the 
current author-and Irish. 
89 It is also possible in writing to indicate this kind of suffix based emphasis, without having to resort to italics as in 
English. 
90 Arsa occurs so frequently in narrative, fragmenting clauses into 'bite-sized chunks', that it must serve to aid 
comprehension on the part of the addressee. 
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Clefts 
~ are four basic kinds of clefting constructions in Gaelic, all employing the copula: 
Nominal-type Clefts (is e); Non-nominal Clefts (is ann); Deictic Clefts; and WH- clefts. 
Here we will make reference to the structure of each type of cleft, the types of 
constituents that can serve as cleft heads, and some mention each cleft-type's basic 
discourse functions. 

J) Nominal-type clefts serve to give prominence to NPs and nominalised elements. Like 
the others, they are bi-clausal and have the form COP + 3s-M + CLEFT HEAD [REL + 
CLEFT CLAUSE] as can be seen in the following: 

CLEFT HEAD CLEFT CLAUSE 
(359) 1s e Uibhisteach fa chaidh ann] 

COP 3s-M Uist person REL go-PAST 'in it' 
'it was a Uist person who went there' 

CLEFT HEAD CLEFT CLAUSE 
(360) is e gun do dh'ith mi am biadh sin [a thug orm a bhith 

COP-3S-M CMPL eat-PAST-DEP Is ART food that REL give 'on me' be-INF 

cho bochdJ 
so ill 
'it is that I ate that food which caused mi to be so ill' 

This type of cleft can closely resemble the proper inclusion/identificational construction, 
(covered in A§3.J.1) when the cleft clause contains ann 'there/in it' as in (359) above, but it 
should be distinguished from it. This is easily accomplished as most nominal-type clefts 
have a related, non-marked allosentence whereas most identificational constructions do 
not: 

Identificational Construction: 
(361) 's e Uibhisteach a th' ann 

him'] 
•tha Uibhisteach ann91 

Cleft Construction 

'he is a Uist man' [Lit. 'it is a Uist man that is in 

'a Uist man is in him' 

(362) 's e Uibhisteach a chaidh ann 'it is a Uist man who went there' 
chaidh Uibhisteach ann 'a Uist-man went there' 

One of the functions of this kind of cleft is in marking contrastive focus. In the dialogue 
below, the negative copula chan e serves to contest the proposition that James left with 
the car and speaker 2 asserts, with 'marked narrow focus' (Lambrecht 1994), that it was 
actually Ian who left with it: 

(363) I> mhothaich mi gun do dh'fhalbh Seumas leis a' char 
'I noticed that James left with the car' 

2 > ch an e s e Iain a dh 'fhalbh leis 
NEG-COP-3S-M COP-3s-M Ian REL go-PAST with-3s-M 
'it isn't ('no') - it is Ian who left with it' 

Is e (or 's e) can never be used with non-nominal elements and should not be confused 
with the copular constructions in A§3.J .2. For instance, the following is ungrammatical: 

'
1 This is acceptable if the reading is 'a Uist-man is there". 
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(364) •'s e breagha a bha am boireannach 
COP beautiful REL be-PAST ART woman-N 

'it is lovely that the women was' 

In order to front adjectives and other non-nominals, the construction covered next must 
be used. 

2) Non-nominal type clefts serve to highlight constituents such as PPs, adverbials 
adjectives, and adjuncts but never nominals. They have the form COP + ann ( + CLEF; 
HEAD) [REL+ CLEFT CLAUSE]: 

CLEFT HEAD CLEFT CLAUSE 
(365) is ann [an-de] [a dh'fhalbh lain leis a' char] 

'it is yesterday that Ian left with the car' 

This construction can be used to assert contrastive focus as with nominal-type clefts. It 
can be also used to highlight whole clauses, with a kind of marked sentence focus difficult 
to render in English: 

(366) s ann a bha e a toirt bh uaithe 
COP FOC REL is-PAST 3s-M PROG take-VN from-3s-M 

a' chuid a b' fhearr dhen bhith-beo chaol a bh' 
ART part REL COP-INDEF2 good-COMP of-ART livelihood thin REL is-PAST 

a1ge 
at-3s-M 
?'it was that he was taking from him the greater part of the meagre livelihood 
that he had' 

This kind of construction serves to sum-up and highlight. The speaker is not simply 
saying that the ACTOR mentioned took the other man's livelihood, but that what he did 
was take from him his livelihood. However, the construction is intrinsically different to the 
WH-cleft used here, and much more facile than the translation provided above would 
indicate. 

Between the two cleft types covered up to this point, almost any constituent can be given 
prominence. Using the simple clause 'Mary will give the money to Neil tomorrow' we 
can see how this plays out (the following examples adapted from Macaulay 1993: 189-90): 

(367) bheir Mairi an t-airgead do Niall a-maireach 
give-INDEFl Mary ART money to Neil tomorrow 
'Mary will give the money to Neil tomorrow' 

a. is e Mairi [a bheir an t-airgead do Niall a-maireach] 
'it is Mary who will give the money to Neil tomorrow' (subject NP) 

b. is e an t-airgead [a bheir Mairi do Niall a-maireach] 
'it is the money that Mary will give ... '(object NP) 

c. is e Niall [dhan toir Mairi an t-airgead a-maireach] 
COP-3S-M Neil to-ART give-INDEFI Mary ART money tomorrow 
'it is Neil to whom Mary will give the money tomorrow' (NP of PP) 
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d. 's ann do Niall a bheir Mairi an t-airgead a-maireach 
'it is to Neil that Mary will give the money tomorrow' (PP) 

e. 's ann a-maireach a bheir Mairi an t-airgead do Niall 
'it is tomorrow that Mary will give the money to Niall' (adjunct} 

Verbal cores can also be given prominence in this way: 

(368) s ann a' toirt an airgid do Niall a bhios Mairi 
COP-FOC PROG give-VN ART money-G to Neil REL be-FUT-REL Mary 

a-maireach 
tomorrow 
?'it is giving the money to Neil that Mary will be tomorrow' 

Or even full clauses: 
(369) 's ann a bhitheas Mairi a' toirt an airgid do Niall a-maireach 

'it is that Mary will will be giving the money to Neill tomorrow' 
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3) Deictic clefts are essentially equative copular constructions with a demonstrative in 
subject position followed by the predicate and a relative clause: (COP+ Is-M +} DEM 5u" + 
NPrRw + (REL+ CLEFT CLAUSE]. Some examples: 

(370) sin am boireannach a bheir an t-airgead do Niall 
that ART woman REL give-INDEFI ART money to Neil 
'that's the woman who will give the money to Neil' 

(371) s e siud an seorsa rud a tha thu ag iarraidh 
COP-3s-M that ART kind (of) thing REL be-PRES 2s PROG want-VN 
'that's the kind of thing that you want' 

This construction seems to grammaticalise a function similar to reverse WH clefts in 
English, which either direct the addressee to some earlier point of discourse - as for 
summing up - or highlight some item from the physical context. It is also possible to 
have simple deictic equative constructions without a relative clause: 

(372) seo am brathair aige 
this-( COP) ART brother 'at him' 
'this (is} his brother' 

4) WH clefts (sometimes called pseudo-clefts) present a reversal of the focus position92 

inherent to the other cleft types above: in nominal-type clefts it occurs immediately after 
e; in non-nominal type clefts it follows ann; in deictic clefts, it occurs after the 
demonstrative. WH clefts, on the other hand, prepose 'old' or 'predictable' material while 
postposing the focus. 

PRESUPPOSED • FOCUS • 
(373) is e a th' ann ach brogan Choinnich 

COP-3S-M REL be-PRES 'in it' but shoes Kenneth-G 
?'what it is is Kenneth's shoes' 

·~The 'focus position' serves to mark the unpredictable part of the assertion and is not retrievable from context or 
previous knowledge (Lambrecht 1994). 
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In this example, the presupposition is that 'there is something "in it" (there)'. The bit that 
is added to make a new assertion is that the 'something that is in it' is Kenneth's shoes. 
The word ach is optional - and subject to dialectal variation93 

- but serves to explicitly set 
off the 'old/presupposed' from the 'new/unpredictable' material. The use of ach in this 
way is parallel to the exhaustive listing construction: 

(374) cha robh ann ach brogan Choinnich 
NEG is-PAST-DEP 'in it' but shoes Kenneth-G 
'it was only Kenneth's shoes' [Lit. 'it wasn't but Kenneth's shoes'J 

Semantically, but not pragmatically, equivalent WH-cleft allosentences can obtain 
depending on where the copula is placed: 

(375) an aon rud a bhiodh math aice s e meter fhaighinn 
ARTone thing REL be-INDEF2 good at-3s-F cor-3s-M meter get-VN 
'the one thing that would be good for her (to have) it's getting a meter' 

(376) 's e an aon rud a bhiodh math aice (ach) meter fhaighinn 
'it's the one thing that would be good for her (to have) - getting a meter' 

If this is revamped as a nominal-type cleft, it is easy to perceive the difference in focus: 

(377) 's e meter fhaighinn an aon rud a bhiodh math aice 
'getting a meter is the one thing that would be good for her' 

Non-Canonical Word Order 
Preposed nominals are either pre-core ('topicalised'/ 'fronted') or extraclausal, being in a 
left-detached position (also called 'left-dislocation' or 'NC-Clause': Miller and Weinert 
1998): 

(378) Canonical: 

Pre-core: 

Left-detachment: 

cha ghabhadh Seumas am biadh 
NEG take-JNDEF2 James ART food 
'James wouldn't eat the food' 

am biadhi cha ghabhadh Seumas 0i 
'the food James wouldn't eat' 

am biadhi cha ghabhadh Seumas ei 
'the food James wouldn't eat it' 

Lambrecht (1994) explores the differences between these in some depth and Van Valin 
and LaPolla (1997) postulate universal syntactic positions to accommodate the fact that 
constructions of these types are common in the world's languages. One of the functions 
of left-detachment is to separate role and reference, which are normally kept apart in 
speech (Chafe 1992). It can also be used to introduce new referents which, in canonical 
position, would be too heavy or complex (Prince 1997: 124). Lambrecht (1994) also states 
that left-detachment can be used to shift between 2 or 3 active referents in discourse and, 
in this way, can be considered to have a contrastive function. 

The phrase a thaobh 'as for' is sometimes used in writing where simple left
detachment is felt to be inappropriate for the register at hand, as in English: 

91 Howc:vc:r, the: same: clc:fc type: occurs in Irish, also usingach as a kind of focus markc:r. Sec: 6 Siad hail 1989, 336. 
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(379) a thaobh an orain; a rinneadh an 1702 chan urrainn 
as for ARTsong-G REL make-PAST-IMPERS in 1702 NEG-COP able 

nach e 
NEG-COP-DEP it 
'as for the song that was made in 1702 it can't be that it wasn't. . .' 
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Right- and centre-detachment also occur in ScG, especially in unplanned, spoken 
discourse: 

(380) Right-detachment: cha ghabhadh Seumas e; am biadh; 
'James wouldn't eat it the food' 

Centre-detachment: cha ghabhadh e; Seumas; am biadh 
'he James wouldn't eat the food' 

At a basic level, these seem to work to further specify a referent that, although active, 
might not be immediately identifiable from context if presented only as an anaphor. 
Gillies (1993: 208) interprets right-detachment in ScG as due to the decaying of the copula 
or the disappearance of synthetic verbal forms. Evidence in Watson (1927) points to 
another interpretation: '[the] use of the pronoun with forward reference to a noun which 
is added as a sort of afterthought or explanation is an old and characteristic Gaelic idiom' 
(p. 318). He substantiates this with an example from Middle Irish: often an infixed third 
person singular pronoun is followed by its reference, a full NP, as in ro-sfoglaim na 
gnfmu 'he has learned them the deeds'. In light of this, it seems better to construe right
detachment in ScG as the manifestation of an information structure strategy available to 
human language rather than a decaying of some sort. 

3.4.3 Discourse Particles, Parenthetical Statements, and Interjections 
Schiffrin (1987: 37) defines discourse particles as 'sequentially dependent elements which 
bracket units of talk'. They are characterised as: having low syntactic relevance (they can 
be deleted from an utterance without impinging on its well-formedness); frequently 
occurring at the beginning of an utterance; having a range of prosodic contours; and 
being able to have a variety of meanings depending on discourse characteristics. Scottish 
Gaelic has several regularly occurring lexical items fitting this criteria. These deserve a 
proper study in context and it would be premature to comment on their specific 
functions here. 

Discourse particles that have been derived from English are frequent and obvious, 
especially to the non Gaelic-speaker: o 'oh'; uell 'well'; so 'so'; okay. These seem to have 
been imported wholesale into the language along with the conventional functions 
attached to them. Other discourse particles are clearly Goidelic in origin: seadh 'right'; ma
tha 'then'; och; a-nis(d) 'now'; an-dd 'well'91

; co-dhiubh 'anyway'. These feature 
prominently in almost any spoken register (except an-da), especially those that are 
interactional. It would be interesting to see if there are any robust collocations between 
these and other specific phrases. 

There are many fixed clausal expressions in Gaelic which can be used 'parenthetically' 
to modify the force of a proposition (also see the hedges and emphatics in A§2.2.5.4). 
Here is a sampling, some of which clearly have an epistemic function: 

cha chreid mi 'I bclieve'9'i 
channainnsa 'I (EMPH) would say' 

"'Uncommon in modern spc:c:ch, but often sc:c:n in folk talc: transcriptions. 
91 This comes from the: double: nc:gativc:-<lta cit.rid mi + a negative: complement clause-but the: complement clause: is 
didc:d. 
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feumaidh 'it must be' 
foios agad 'you know' 

. is d0cha 'perhaps' 
tha cuimhne agam 'I remember' 
tha mi 'creidsinn 'I believe' 
tha mi cinnteach 'I am sure' 

Gaelic interjections, exclamations and imprecations, caricatured in 'Highland literature' 
such as Whisl(y Galore, arc numerous and colourful. One of the better collections of these 
is Campbell (1996). Some interjections arc seemingly idcophonic, consisting of mono- or 
di-syllabic words which can reduplicate (and usually do) for greater effect. One 
remarkable Gaelic characteristic is ingrcssivc speech. This is particularly pronounced, and 
most frequently heard with interjections, particularly 'aye', which can sound like the 
speaker, whilst agreeing with his or her addrcsscc(s), is simultaneously inhaling. But multi
syllabic words, phrases, and even entire monologues - in particularly skilled 'circular 
breathers' - can be performed ingrcssively. Although this tendency is easily lampooned in 
imitations of the 'Highlanders', it is not restricted to the Scottish Gaidhealtachd. The first 
time the author heard ingrcssivc affirmation was in Cape Breton. He then noticed it 
throughout Maritime Canada (settled by Gaelic-speakers in large numbers) and in Ireland. 
If it were not also a feature of some Scandinavian speech (possibly a indication of its 
origins), it could be appropriately called the 'Gaelic Gasp'. It is one of the special 
characteristics of Gaelic orality, with as yet unasccrtaincd discourse functions. 

Herc arc some of the more common interjections to be heard in Uist: 

a1dh aidh 
isd 

'aye aye' [can be either 'right/yes' or 'yeah right/as if] 
'be quiet' [from eisd 'listen'] 

obh obh 
och och 
th a Ila 
udud 
uell uell 

'oh no'; expression of mild disapproval 
pity, concern 
'away with you'; disbelief 
'tut tut' 
'well well' (should be performed ingrcssively for full effect) 

Exclamations arc usually in the form of short phrases, often vocatives which call up a 
religious personage or make reference to an abstract feeling or concept: 

(a) Dhia Dhia 
(a) Dhia nan grasan 
(a) Mhoire Mhathair 
(a) Mhoire Mhoire 
(a) Shiorra1dh 
(a) Thi nam buadh 
(a) thiacais foein 
(a) Thighearna 's a Dhia 
an diabhal mise 
Dia dham bheannachadh 
Dia dham chuideachadh 
Dia dham shabhaladh 
m'eudail 
masfhlor 
ma thogair 
mo chreach 
mo naire 

'oh God oh God' 
'oh God of the graces' 
'oh Mother Mary' (S. Uist) 
'oh Mary Mary' (S. Uist) 
'oh eternity' 
'oh Lord of the virtues' 
'for goodness sake' 
'oh Lord and God' 
'the devil me' ['damn'] 
'God bless me' 
'God help me' 
'God save me' 
'my dear' 
'yeah right; as if 
'it doesn't matter; who cares' 
'my destruction' 
'my shame' 

It is often said that Gaelic has no obscene curse words. However, the crux of the 
difference between Gaelic and English, in this respect, may be that lexical obscenity is 
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relative in Gaelic whereas it tends be categorical in English. Certainly, part of this has to 
do with prohibitions concerning the written language, which arc not very relevant for a 
primarily oral language such as Gaelic. A taboo word like 'fuck' is semantically empty 
(except when having explicit sexual reference); it is offensive because it is understood as 
being so. In Gaelic, there seem to be few such taboo words. As in many other cultures, 
children arc scolded for blasphemy (many of the above expressions would secure a slap) 
and for mentioning taboo body parts, but words like cac 'excrement' or gal/a 'bitch' do 
not seem to be vulgar by nature, only by application. Imprecations arc more semantically 
rich and perhaps more varied than they are in English. However, like other spoken 
genres, it seems that Gaelic imprecation is a dying art and that English curses are quickly 
supplanting ones like the following (most from MacPhcrson 1945): 

droch bhds ort 
gonadh ort 
guma h-anmoch dhut 
gun bhuaidh ort 
mhican deamhain 
mhica11fhir 11ach can mi 
mo mhallachd ort 
Taigh Iain Ghrota ort 
taigh na galla(dh) ort 
thalla is cac 
thoir an droch dire ort 

3.5 Influence of English 

'a bad death on you' 
'wounding to ~ou' 
'may it be late~6 for you' 
'without success to you' 
'oh son of the demon' 
'son of the one I won't say' 
'my cursing on you' 
'House of John O' Groats on you' 
'house of the bitch on you' 
'away and shitc' (often used in jest) 
'take the bad place on you' ['go to hell'] 

A sketch of the Gaelic language could hardly be said to be complete without mentioning 
English. The influence of English on Gaelic has been pervasive and deep, with 
consequences to every linguistic front from phonetics to discourse and register. W c can 
only touch on some of the general morphosyntactic trends here and much more research 
is needed on this area, but interested readers should consult Gillies (1980) and Macaulay 
(l982b; 1986) for more information. 

Generally, effects are most pronounced, as expected, in those speakers most immersed 
in English mass culture. There is certainly a great deal of idiolectal variance in this area 
with some speakers exhibiting a firm division between Gaelic and English production and 
others constantly mixing and flowing between the two. Most speakers borrow freely 
from the English lexicon and use calqued expressions side-by-side native idioms - a 
natural state of affairs in this type of language contact situation. Whereas in late l 9'h 
century or early 20'h century Uist, one who spoke mostly English would have been 
thought to be 'putting on airs', nowadays those Gaelic speakers who do not switch and 
borrow are similarly marked. 

Borrowed lexical items can be either assimilated to Gaelic phonology to various degrees, 
presented unassimilated, or morphologically calqued (rare and generally contrived for 
specific purposes): 

Assimilated: buntdta 'potato' 
Partly Assimilated: a' train-adh air a shon 'training for it' [ 'train' + -adh most 
productive of the verbal noun suffixes] 
Unassimilated: na sandwiches agad 'your sandwiches' 
Calquc<l: crios-sabha/aidh 'safcty-belt'lLit. crios 'belt' + sabha/aidh 'saving' (genitive 
casc)J 

.. Refers to the belief that dead spirits, fairies, and generally had things were afoot at night and could catch one 
unawares. 
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Grammatical and high-frequency words such as prepos1t1ons are rarely borrowed, but 
almost any content word (e.g. nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbal nouns) can be 
adopted without alteration. Nouns and adjectives may or may not inflect for case 
depending generally on the speaker/writer's perceived formality of the situation and 
whether or not the word form is capable of such mutation (see A§2.2.l.4). Calqued 
phrases are also ubiquitous, with some being particularly tenacious and often preferred 
over native idioms: 

Calque English Origin Gaelic Alternative Gloss 
a' deanamh suas making up a' cruthachadh 'shaping' 

(creating) 
a' deanamh suas making up your a' cur romhad 'putting before 

d'inntinn mind you ' 
a' gabhai/ aite taking place a' tachairt 'happening' 
ga imaigeadh using it ga chur gufeum 'putting it to use' 
gabh thairis take over gabh os /aimh 'take in hand' 
supposed a bhith supposed to be tha dili/ gum bi/ 'it is expected to 

tha coir gum bi be'/ 'it should be' 
tha mi a' coimhead I'm looking tha fiughair agam ris 'I have hope of it' 
air adhart ris forward to it tha fadachd orm ris 

a' coimhead airson looking for a' sireadh searching 

Although language-internal processes have levelled many of ScG's indigenous 
morphological contrasts over the past centuries, the move towards simplification of the 
verbal and case systems has no doubt intensified through contact with English. With each 
successive generation of English-speaking bilinguals, a greater amount of these kinds of 
effects have occurred. Generally, there is a trend towards the preference of periphrasis 
over inflection. Some examples of these trends: 

the decay of person-marking or impersonal inflection on the verb (A§2.1.l) 
levelling of case and gender distinctions, particularly in genitive constructions 
(A§2.2.I.4) 
the growing tendency for first-place verbs to be auxiliaries rather than main verbs 
the use in younger speakers of tha and chan ei/ as generalised responses for polar 
questions, corresponding to 'yes' and 'no' respectively (see the discussion of polar 
questions in 'Mode') 
use of the INDEF2 copular form only in very limited contexts, such as with 'composite 
verbs' (A§3.2.3) 
lack of tense agreement on the marker of comparatives and superlatives (A§2.2.4.4) 
substitution of VO order for OV (inverted nominals: see A§3.2.2) as in "'feuchainn ri 
stad a' bhui// 'trying to stop the ball' calqued on English; this would normally be 
feuchainn ris a' bha// a stad 'trying to the ball stop' 
blanket use of periphrastic possession with aig where semantic distinctions would 
have formerly been made, for example with inalienables (see A§2.2.l.5 and Macaulay 
1982) 

Code-switching is the rule in nearly all natural Gaelic conversations. No empirical study 
has been done on the sociolinguistic conditioning factors and syntactic consequences of 
code-switching in ScG (but see Cram 1981; 1986; Macaulay 1982) and it docs not seem wise 
to offer an unsatisfying entry into this enormously complex topic at present. There is 
much that could be done, however, and it would be particularly interesting to view the 
age differences in this area. It seems reasonable that one of the first steps to researching 
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code-switching in ScG would be the collection of new data, particularly that garnered 
through naturalistic recording of informal conversations as opposed to experimental 
means. Although I have offered a beginning in this area, there is a clearly a need for large 
language corpora97 of this kind to offer a sufficiently extensive and varied data base. 

4 Sample Text: Oral Folk Tale98 

bha am fear seo a Beinn na Faoghla shuas co-dhiubh agus 's e 
be-PAST Alff man-N this from mountain-N Alff ford-G up-LOC anyway and COP 3s 

'this man from Benbccula was up anyway and it is a man 

fear ris an cainnte Mac a' Phl a bh' ann 
man-N to COMP say-INDEF2-IMl'ER-DEP MacPhu REL be-PAST 'in it' 

who was called MacPhcc who was in it 

chan eil fhios a'm di: a' chiad ainm a bh' aige co-dhiubh 
be-PRES-DEi' knowledge at-ls what( COP) ART first name-N REL be-PAST 'at him' anyway 

I don't know what his first name was anyway 

ach tha e coltach gu robh cu mor aige agus ha cha robh 
but be-PRES 3s-M sum COMP be-PAST-DEi' dog-N big at-3s-M and um NEG is-PAST-IJEI' 

but it seems that he had a big dog and um there was 

sian a dh'fheum sa chu 's bhiodh a h-uile duine riamh a' radh ris 
any of use in-ART dog-D and be-INDEF2 every man ever PROG say-VN to-3s-M 

no use in the dog and every single person would say to him 

o cuir as dhan chu nach robh feum ann 's fhreagairteadhe 
oh put-IMP out to-ART dog-D NEG be-PAST-DEi' use in-3s-M and answer-INDEF2 3s-M 

oh put the dog down there no use in him and he would answer 

an comhnaidh 's e gun robh leigeadh aige fhein aig cu Mhic a' Phi 
always COP-3s-M COMP be-PAST-DEi' ability at-3s-M REFL at dog-D MacPhu-G 

always it's that MacPhee's dog would prove himself someday 

agus co-dhiubh bliadhna a bha an-seo chaidh e fhein 
and anyway year REL be-PAST here go-PAST 3s-M Rl!FL 

and anyway this lone] year he himself 

agus seachdar ghillean eile as a' bhaile chaidh iad a-mach 
and seven-PN boys-G other out of ART town go-PAST 3P out-DIR 

and seven other lads from out of town they went out 

a chuir air doigh nan airidhean a-muigh a rubh' Eubhal agus an oidhche seo 
to put-INF on order ART sheilings out-LOC to point Eaval and ART night this 

to put the shilings in order out at Eaval point and this one night 

co-dhiubh nuair a bha iad deiseil dhen obair 's shuidh iad a-staigh 
anyway when REL be-PAST 3P ready of-ART work-D and sit-PAST 3P in-LOC 

anyway when they were done with the work and they had sat down inside 

aig an teine 's thuirt na gillean o ars' esan nach bochd a-neisd 
at ART fire-D and say-PAST ART boys oh quoth 3s-M-EMPH NEG-COP poor now 

at the foe and the lads [sic] said oh he said isn't it too bad now 

nach tigeadh seachd nighnean a-staigh 's o ars' am bodach 
Sf:"<; come-IN/Jr:F2-m;p seven girls-N in-1.0C and oh quoth /JET old man 

that seven girls wouldn't come in and oh said the old man 

.-: Around a million words would be: a reasonable goal at this time:. 
"' Local lc:gcnd known as C1i D11bh Mhic-o-Phi ('MacPhec"s Black Dog"), narratc:d by Alaistair MacDonald of 
Croismoraig. North Uist in 1998. 
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is sibh a thubhain an droch rud agus ha co-dhiubh thainig gnogadh dhan doras 
COP lP REI. say-P.-IST .·IRT bad thing and um a11y1Vay come-l'AST knocking to-,1RT door 

isn't it you who said the bad thing and anyway there came a knocking to the door 

's a-staigh a thainig a' chailleach a bha an-seo 's seachd nlghnean 
a11d i11-LOC R1-:1_ come-J'AST ART old 1Voma11-N REI- be-PAST here and seven girls-N 

and in came this old woman and seven girls 

's co-dhiubh 's chaidh na gillean 's na h-lghnean slos a cheann 
a11d amvay and go-PAST ART boys-N and ART girls do1V11-1_oc to end 

and anyway and the lads and girls went down down to the for end 

shlos na h-airidhe co-dhiubh agus ha bha am bodach 
dow11-1.oc ART shieling-G a11y1Vay a11d um be-l'AST .iRT old ma11-N 

of the shicling anyway and the old man was 

cha robh e uabhasach toilichte 's bha 'cumail suil 
NEG PAST Js-M terrible pleased a11d be-1~-IST Js-M l'ROG-keep-VN eye-N 

he wasn't terribly pleased and he was keeping an eye 

's seo a chunnaic e foil a' tighinn a-nuas fon doras 
and here REL see-l~iST 3s-M blood-N !'ROG come-VN do1V11 u11der-ART door-D 

and here he secs blood coming down from under the door 

as a' cheann eile 's thuin e ris a' chaillich co-dhiubh ars' esan 
out ART end other and say-PAST 3s-M to ART old 1voma11-D any1Vay quoth Js-M-EMl'fl 

out of the other end and he said to old woman anyway he said 

tha fasan agamsa a h-uile h-oidhche a bhith a' dol a-mach a choimhead 
be-PR1;sfashio11 at-IS-EMl'H every night to be-INF !'ROG go-VN out-DIR to look-INF 

I have the habit of going out every night to look 

gu faic mi di: an t-side airson an larna-mhaireach 
lo see-/NDEFl-Dl:'P Is 1Vhat-COI' ART weather-N for ART morrOIV-G 

in order that I (might) sec what the weather is for the morrow 

toir sitil air an aimsir o ars' ise mun ti:id thu a-mach ma-tha 
give-l'N eye-N 011 ART weather oh quoth ls-F-EMPH before go-IN/JEFl-DEI' ls out-LOC then 

have a look on the weather oh she said before you go out then 

thoir leat ceann eile dhen t-slomain tha an-siud 
take-IMP lVith-ls end other of-ART t1Visted-rope REL-be-l'Rt;s there 

take with you the other end of that rope there 

'ar a bhiodh iad a-staigh air an oidhche bhiodh iad 
whe11 REL be-INDEF-l Jp in-LOC Oil DAT 11igh1-D be-/NDEF-l 31' 

when they used to be inside at night they would be 

a' di:anamh siomain fraoich aig an teine gus a bhith aca 
!'ROG do-VN twisted-rope heather-G at ART fire in order to be-INF at-3P 

making a twisted heather rope at the fire so that would have it 

airson an tughadh a chumail air an airigh is gnothaichean bheir leat 
for ART thatch-N AGR keep-VN on ART sheiling-D a11d things take-IMP with-ls 

for to keep the thatching on the shicling and things take with you 

ceann an t-slamain 's cum teann e gum bi fios agamsa 
end ART twisted-rope and keep-IMP tight 3s-M so be-INIJffl-m:t' k1101Vledge at-/S-HMl'H 

the end of the rope and keep it tight so that I'll know 
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gum bi thu aig ceann an t-slomain 's nach teich thu air falbh 
COMP be-INIJEFl ls at end ART twisted-rope and NEG flu-INDf:Fl-DEP ls away 

that you arc at the other end of the rope and that you won't run away 

agus sin a rinn e thug e a-mach ceann an t-slomain leis 
and that-CO/' REL do-l'AST 3s-M take-/'AST 3s-M out-DIR end ART rope-G with-3s-M 

and that's what he did he took out the end of the rope with him 

agus cho luath 's a fhuair e a-mach air an doras cheangail e an slomain 
and as fast and REL get-PAST 3s-M out-DIR on ART door-D tie-l'AST 3s-M ART rope-N 

and as fast as he got out of the door he tied the rope 

leis an tughadh a bh' air barr na h-airidhe 's dh'fheuch e air falbh 
with ART thatch-D REL be-P:l.ST on top ART shieling-G and try 3s-M away 

onto the thatch that was on the top of the shicling and he ran off 

dhan a' bhaile cho luath 's a bh' aige e fhcin 's an cu 
to ART town-Das fast and REL be-PAST at-3S-M 3s-M RHFL and ART dog-N 

to the town as fast as he could manage - himself and the dog 

agus ach co-dhiubh an ceann uine thug e suil as a dhCidh 's 
and but anyway in end time-G give-PAST 3s-M rye-N 'after him' and 

and but anyway in a short time he had a look behind him and 

o bha an t-each mor geal a bha an-seo a' tighinn uca 
oh be-PAST ART horse-N big white REL be-PAST here PROG come-VN at-3P 

oh here was this big white horse coming at them 

tarsainn na monaidh 0 bha an t-each mor geal a bha seo a' tighinn uca 
across ART moor-G oh be-PAST ART horse-N big white REL was here PROG come-VN at-3P 

across the moors oh here was this big white horse coming at them 

tarsainn na monaidh aig astar eagallach as a dheidh agus thionndaidh e ris a' chu 
across ART moor-G at spud-D frightful/ 'after him' and turn-PAST 3s-M to ART dog-D 

across the moors at a frightful speed after him and he turned to the dog 

's thuirte o ars' esan a chu dubh Mhic a' Phi mur an do rinn thu 
and quoth 3s-M oh quoth 3s-M voe dog-V black MacPhu-G if-NEG do-PAST-DEP 2s 

and he said oh said he oh black dog MacPhee if you have never done it 

a-riamh e nl thu a-nochd e agus siud an cu am bad an eich 
ever 3s-M do-INDEFl ls tonight 3s-M and that-COP ART dog-Nin place ART horse-G 

before you'll do it tonight and there's the dog right at the horse 

's thoisich iad ri blar an-shin 
and begin-PAST Jp to battle-VN there-LDC 

and they began to battle there and 

's fhuair esan as gu baile co-dhiubh 's dh'fhag e 
and get-PAST 3s-M-EMPH out-3s-M to town-D anyway and leave-PAST 3s-M 

and he got away to town anyway and he left 

an t-each 's an cu a' sabaid air a' mhonadh 's 'ar thainig 
ARThorse-N and ARTdog-N PROGjight-VN on ART moor and when REL come-PAST 3s-M 

the horse and the dog fighting on the moors and when he came 

dhachaigh chuir e seachd miasan bainne a-mach ri taobh an dorais 
home-mR put-PAST 3s-M seven dishes milk-Gout-DIR to side ART door-G 

home he put seven dishes of milk out beside the door 

277 
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's dhuin c an doras 's nuair a dh 'eirich c 
and close-PllST 3s-M ART door-N and when RHL rise-PAST 3s-M 

and he closed the door and when he arose 

air madainn lama-mhaireach bha an cu an-shin 
on moming-D next-day-G be-PAST ART dog-N there-Loe 

the next morning the dog was there 

's bha c air am bainne ol 's ha cha robh sgath gaoisid 
and be-PAST 3s-M after ART mi/k-N drink·l'N and um NEG be-PAST-DEP any f11r-G 

and he had drank the milk and there wasn't a bit of hair 

air a' chu bha an t-each air a losgadh dheth 
on ART dog-D be-PAST ART horse-N PERF JS-POSS burn-VN ojf-3s-M 

on the dog the horse had burned it off him 

sin agad stoiridh a' choin 
there-COP at-2s story ART dog-G 

there you have the story of the dog' 
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Suppletive ('Irregular') Verbs 

The forms given below arc not meant to be exhaustive as there is significant dialectal 
variation with these verbs. 

A. Active Voice 

Root/Imperative 

Abair say 

Beir catch, hear 

Bi9'' he 

Cluinn hear 

Dean do, make 

Faic see 

Faighfind, get 

Rach go 
thal la go away 

Ruig arrive, reach 

Thigcome 

Thoir take, give, 
bring 

Verbal 
Noun 
rildh(a) 
rildh(a) 
rilitinn 

brcith 

a bhith 
(INF only) 

cluinntinn 
cluinntcil 

dcanamh 
deanadh 
faicinn 

faighinn 

dol 

ruigsinn 
ruighcachd 

tighinn 

a' toirt 
a' toir 

Form Past Indef. l Indef. I Indef.2 
'Future' Relative 'Condition11/' 

Ind. thuirt abraidh dh'abras dh'abradh 
thubhairt their their thcircadh 

--------------------------------·--~-

Dep. tuirt abair abradh 
tubhairt 

J.!!!!:__~ ________ b_c_i_ri_d __ h ___ b_h __ c_i_r_c_a_s ____ b_h_c_i_rc_a __ d ___ h ___ _ 
Dep. do rug heir bcireadh 
Ind. bha bidh bhios bhiodh 

bhithcas bhithcadh 
Dep. robh bi biodh 
Ind. chuala cluinnidh chluinncas bithcadh 

___________________________ ch_l_u __ in_n_c_a_d_h ___ _ 
Dep. cu ala cluinn cluinncadh 
Ind. rinn nl nl dheanadh 
Dep. do rinn dean deanadh 
Ind. chunnaic chl chithcadh 
Dep. faca faic faiccadh 
Ind. fhuair ghcibh ghcibh gheibhcadh 
------------~gh_e_o_b_h ___ ~eobh __ ghcobhadh __ 
Dep. d'fhuair faigh faigheadh 
Ind. chaidh the id the id rachadh 

Dep. deach(aidh) 100 teid 

Ind. rilinig ruigidh ruigcas 

rcidheadh 
dhcigheadh 
rachadh 
d'rcidhcadh 
dcigheadh 
ruigcadh 

Dep. do rilinig ruig ruigeadh 
~_!!Jilinig _______ t_h_..ig,_ ____ ~ ___ __!!!ig~~-h __ _ 

Dep. tilinig tig tigcadh 
Ind. thug bheir bheir bhcircadh 

~Dep. tug toir toireadh 

"'For the: prc:sc:nt tc:nsc: forms of bi, sc:c: A§2.3. l.2. 
'
00 ln Uist,deadwidh is usually only usc:d in rc:sponsc:s and tag questions. 
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B. Passive Voice: Impersonal forms 

These should not be confused with true passives as such: sec discussion in A§2.3.2.2. To 
~onstruct the impersonal form of the 2"" indefinite, some dialects (e.g. parts of Lewis) use 
a different suffix -ist(e).'01 For example, instead of theirte one finds theirist(e). 

Root/Imperative 

Abair say 

Beir catch, bear 

Bi be 

Cluinn hear 

Dean do, make 

Faicsu 

Faighfind, get 

Rach go 

Ruig arrive, reach 

Thigcome 

Thoir take, give, 
bring 

Form Past Indef. l lndef. l lndef.2 
'Future' Relative 'Conditional' 

Ind. thuirtcadh abrar dh'abrar dh'abairtc 
thubhairtcadh thcircar thcircar thcirtc 

-jj~p.----- -t~irt~;Jh ____ - . -~;i;;;r-- ----- --- ---- ----- - -;!;;-i ~t;-
tubhai ncadh tcircar 

_/!!_t!_ ____ ~adh _______ _bcir~~------------~~~i_r:_car ------~-h_eJE!~------
Dep. do rugadh bcirear beirtc 
Ind. bhathar bithear bhithcar bhite 

bhathas bhithist ------------------------·----------------------·----------

Ind. 

Dep. 

Ind. 

robhar 
rob has 
chualadh 
chualas 

bithear 

cluinn(t)car chluinn(t)ear 

-------------- -- -- - -- ----- ---- ------------ --------
cualadh cluinn(t)car 
cualas 
rinneadh nithear 

nitear 
nithear 
nitcar 

bite 
bithist 
chluinnte 

cluinnte 

dhcamc 

------------------------------------------------
Dep. do rinneadh dcantar 
Ind. chunnacadh chithcar 

chunnacas 
chi tear 

-D;p~- ----focadl~----- ·---f;i~(t)~;;--------- -· -----· ----

facas 

dC:ante 
chitc 

faicte 

Ind. fhuaradh gheibh(t)ear gheibh(t)car ghcibhte 

-------~~;\~~-- _____ g_'1_c:_~t>b.'.1E ______ g~~~_b_h_a_r ____________ _ 
Dep. d'fhuaradh faigh(t)car faightc 

d'fhuaras 
Ind. chaidhcas thcidear theidear rachtc 

rachar reighte 

--------------------------------------~'1.~~gb_t~------ --
Dep. deachas tcidear rachte 

d'rachar d'reighte 
deighte 

Ind. rainigcadh ruigcar ruigcar ruigtc 
rainigcar 
raineas 

-Dep-.----d~~ainig~;-d-h---r~Tg~;;;.---------------~ig~--------

do rainigear 
do raincas 

Ind. thainigeadh thig(t)ear thig(t)ear thigte 
____ 1hainigea_s ___________________________ _ 
Dep. tainigeadh tig(t)ear tigte 

tainigc:as 
Ind. thugadh bheirear bheircar bheirtc 

thugas thoirtc 

--------------------------------~-~_g~----·-----
Dep. tugadh toirear toirte 

tug as tugar tugte 

101 The: dropping of the vowel after a terminal consonant is common to the Lewis dialect. 
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The 100 Most Common Words of Scottish Gaelic 

This list was generated by searching a 60,000 word subset of the corpus. The abbreviations 
employed below are glossed on page 12. By referring to the Gaelic glossary that follows, 
readers may find examples of these words in the text. 

1) a PREP. 'to', 'at', 'into' 
voe. used to address a person or thing: 
e.g. a Sheumais 'oh James' 
3S-POSS. 'his', 'hers', 'its': e.g. a cu her 

dog;~ ch~ h'.s ~og • , • 
REL. which , that , who , etc. 

2) an ART. singular form of 'the' 
3P-POSS. 'their' 

3) a' ART. singular form of 'the' 
4) air PREP. 'on', 'on him/it' 
5) tha V. independent form of the present 

tense verb 'to be' 
6) e 3s-M. 'him', 'he', 'it' 
7) na ART. plural form of 'the'; singular 

form of feminine genitive: e.g. na h
obrach 'of the work' 
REL. headless relative meaning 'all that' 

8) agus CONJ. 'and' 
9) bha V. past tense of verb 'to be' 
10) ann PREP. 'in', 'in him/it' 
11) 's CONJ. abbreviation of agus 'and' 

V. abbreviation of the copular form of 
verb 'to be' is (present tense and I" 
indefinite) 

12) gu PREP. 'to' 
PART. occurs before adverbs: e.g. gu 
cunbhalach 'steadily' 
COMP. 'that' 

13) iad 3P-M. 'them', 'they' 
14) ach CONJ. 'but', 'only' 
15) am QP. question particle occurring 

before labial consonants 
ART. 'the'; occurs before singular 
masculine nouns beginning with labial 
consonants 

16) robh V. dependent form of the past 
tense verb 'to be' 

17) aig PREP. 'at' 
18) sin DEM. 'that', 'there' 
19) gun PREP. 'without' 

COMP. 'that' 
20) do 2S-POSS. 'your' 

PREP. 'for', 'to' 

21) is CONJ. abbreviation of agus 'and' 
V. abbreviation of the copular form 
of verb 'to be' is (present tense and 
1'1 indefinite) 

22) cha(n) NEG. 'not'; used with 
independent verb forms 

23) nach NEG. 'not'; used with 
dependent verb forms 

24) mi IS. 'me', 'I' 
25) i 3s-F. 'her', 'she' 
26) eil V. dependent form of the 

present tense verb 'to be' 
27) mar PREP. 'like', 'as' 
28) bheil V. dependent form of the 

present tense verb 'to be' (see eil) 
29) ri PREP. 'to', 'with' 
30) seo DEM. 'this', 'here' 
31) anns PREP. 'in' +definite article 
32) de PREP. 'of 
33) chaidh V. 'went' 
34) nan ART. genitive plural definite 

article before non-labials: e.g. ftis 
nan oran 'festival of the songs' 
CONJ. 'if 

35) ag PROG. progressive aspect 
marker, 'at' 

36) bhith V. infinitive of the verb 'to 
be' 

37) eile ADJ. 'other' 
38) le PREP. 'with', 'by' 
39) fhein REFL. reflexive marker: e.g. 

thu fhein 'you yourself 
40) mu PREP. 'about' 
41) ris PREP. the preposition ri (see 

above) + the definite article 
PREP-PN. 'to him', 'with him' 

42) math ADJ. 'good' 
43) bhiodh V. 'would be' (2"d 

indefinite form of the verb 'to be') 
44) b' V. abbreviation of the copular 

form of verb 'to be' bu (past tense 
and znd indefinite) 
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45) as V. relative form of the copula (also 
the marker of the superlative}; an duine as 

. jhea" 'the best man' 
46) airson PREP. complex preposition 'for', 

'for the sake of 
47) esan 3s-M-EMPH. emphatic form of the 

third person sing. masculine pronoun 'he', 
'him' 

48) dol VN. 'going' 
49) aca PREP-PN. 3P-at 'at them' 
50) thu 2s. 'you' 
51) gum COMP. 'that' (occurs before labials} 
52) radh VN. 'saying' 
53) bho PREP. 'from', 'since' 
54) cho PREP. 'so', 'as' (used in comparative 

constructions) 
55) sinn 2P. 'we', 'us' 
56) nuair ADV. 'when' 
57) chuir V. past tense of cuir 'put' 
58) duine N. 'man', m. 
59) thuirt V. 'said' (past tense of abair 'say'} 
60) no CONJ. 'or' 
61) f(h)ios N. 'knowledge', m. 
62) aon NUM. 'one' 
63) dhan PREP. the preposition do (see 

above} + the definite article 
64) de 'what' 
65) leis PREP. the preposition le (see above} 

+ the definite article 
66) a-mach ADV. 'out' (directional) 
67) dha PREP. the preposition do (see above} 

+ the definite article 
PREP-PN. 'to him', 'for him' 

68) cuideachd ADV. 'too', 'also' 
69) fear N. 'man', m. 
70) thoirt INF. 'to give', 'to get' (from the 

verb thoir) 
71) aige PREP-PN. 'at him' 
72) da NUM. 'two' 
73) bu V. 'was'; the copular form of verb 

'to be' in the past tense and 2"d indefinite 

74) ars' V. defective verb meaning 
'said', often heard in narrative 

75) ga possessive prepositional 
pronoun meaning 'at his' 

76) chur INF. 'to put' (from the verb 
cuir} 

77) gur possessive prepositional 
pronoun meaning 'at your 
(formal/plural)' 

78) aite N. 'place', m. 
79) taobh N. 'side', m. 
80) idir ADV. 'at all' 
81) eadar PREP. 'between' 
82) fhuair V. 'found', 'received' (past 

tense of faigh get} 
83) co-dhiubh ADV. 'anyway' 
84) ma CONJ. 'if 
85) bliadhna N. 'year', f. 
86) nam CONJ. 'if 
ART. genitive plural definite article 

before labials: e.g.f'eis nam bard 
'festival of the poets' 

87) uair N. 'time', f. 
88) mor ADJ. 'big' 
89) tighinn VN. 'coming' 
90) obair N. 'work', f. 
91) agad PREP-PN. 'at him/it' 
92) rinn V. 'did', 'made' (past tense of 

dean} 
93) dlreach ADV. 'exactly' 

ADJ. 'straight' 
94) thainig V. 'came' (past tense of 

tig) 
95) rud N. 'thing', m. 
96) far REL. 'where' (headless relative} 

PREP. 'off 
97) tu 2s. 'you' 
98) bidh V. 'will be', 'is' (I" indefinite 

form of bi 'to be') 
99) Ur ADJ. 'new' 
100) suas ADV. 'up' 
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buth-obrach, 205 
cabhag, 251 
cac, 273 
cadal, 262 
coil, 206 
caikag, 211, 212 
cai/Jeach, 276 
cait, 198 
caite, 216, 257, 262 
call, 223, 264 
can, 256, 271, 273, 275 
caol, 268 
caora, 219, 266 
car, 213, 235, 247, 257, 267 
caraid, 220 
carbad, 40 
carson, 217 
cas, 200, 210 
cat, 40, 198, 248 
ceangai/, 277 
ceangailte, 227 
ceann, 204, 213, 258, 276 
ceannach, 251 
ceannard, 210 
ceannsachadh, 214 
ceardach, 210 
cearr, 200 
ceart-11air, 256 
ceathramh, 219 
ceathrar, 219 
cn"/idh, 43 
ceithir, 218, 265 
do, 264 
ceol, 207, 236 
awl, 218 
cha(n), 230, 256 
chi, 202 
cho, 222, 255, 267, 277 
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choi1rigin, 217 
chtm, 225 
chunnaic, 244 
cia,217 
ciad, 275 
ciall, 241 
ciamar, 217 
cinnteach, 257, 272 
dach, 210, 237 
dadach, 247 
diobhar, 259 
duinn, 202, 216, 236, 253 
cnoc, 215, 228 
cnocan, 228 
co, 217 
co-dhiubh, 266, 271, 275, 276, 277 
co-dhuin, 199 
coibhneil, 223 
coig, 218 
coigeamh, 219 
coignear, 219 
coiUe, 208 
coimhead, 274, 276 
coir, 238 
cois, 201 
coiseachd, 236 
coisich, 235 
coltach, 227, 275 
comasach, 239 
c0mhla, 227 
compiutair, 208, 243 
cord, 257 
co"a, 220 
cora, 213, 251 
craobh, 200, 207 
creach, 272 
creachadh, 244 
creid, 241, 271 
creidsinn, 256, 272 
crios-sdbhalaidh, 273 
crodh, 206 
croit, 258 
croitear, 245 
cruthachadh, 274 
cti, 217, 218, 275, 277 
cuid, 203, 206, 268 
cuideachadh, 272 
rnideigin, 205 
rnilean, 228 
cuimhne, 272 
rnine, 217 
rnir, 232, 233, 253, 257, 261, 274, 

275, 277 
etim, 203, 259, 276 
cumail, 203, 276 
cumhang, 258 
c1iramach, 203 
dd, 218 
dad, 206 
ddma, 219 
dathach, 203 
de, 225 
de,217,275,276 
deagh, 205, 220 
deamhan, 273 
dean, 238, 240, 256, 260 
deanadh, 203 

dea11amh, 233, 238, 242, 274, 276 
dearbh, 203, 220 
dearbhte, 20.3 
deas, 224 
deasaichte, 243 
deich, 218 
deicheamh, 219 
deichnear, 219 
deidh, 237 
deireadh, 220 
deiseil, 275 
deoch, 255 
dh'foaodte, 239 
dhti, 206 
dhachaidh, 236, 253, 277 
dhean, 216 
dhuine, 220 
Dia, 247, 272 
diabhal, 272 
di reach, 137, 224 
dithis(t), 219 
do, 213, 251, 263 
do-dheanadh, 203 
doirbh, 266 
do/, 231, 236, 253, 276 
do,,,,. 249 
doras, 210, 276, 277 
do-sheachanta, 241 
dragh, 253, 257 
draibheadh, 245, 257 
droch, 205, 220, 245, 273, 276 
duan, 228 
duanag, 228 
dubh, 277 
duil, 274 
d1ii11, 203, 240, 277 
duine, 203, 208, 213, 238, 248, 

249, 251, 263, 275 
duthaich, 208 
e,214 
each, 241, 265, 277, 278 
eadar, 225 
eadh, 240 
eadhon, 253, 257 
eagallach, 277 
eaglais, 249 
ear, 224 
eigi11n, 223 
eik, 237, 275, 276 
eirich, 277 
eisteachd, 253, 257 
eO/ach, 248 
eu-choltach, 241 
eudail, 272 
eun, 247 
fa, 223 
Jada, 255 
fag, 277 
faic, 238, 249, 251, 263, 276 
faicinn, 229, 257 
faigh, 238, 254, 255 
faighinn, 265, 270 
faisg,227 
falbh, 240, 244, 255, 257, 258, 

263, 267 
faod, 238, 239 
far, 217, 261 

fimnad, 231 
fa,.,,,,.. 225, 239 
fds, 203 
fasan, 276 
fastaidhear, 228 
feadhainn, 206 
fear, 204, 206, 207, 211, 217, 221, 

228, 237, 273, 275 
fearan, 228 
fearg, 231, 259 
fedrr, 268 
ftin, 215 
ftin-eachdraidh, 216 
feitheamh, 262 
feoil, 255 
fwch, 277 
fe11chai1111, 274 
feum, 214, 238, 274, 275 
fwmaidh, 272 
foad 's, 262 
foalbh, 241 
foathast, 223 
foein, 261, 272, 275, 277 
foe11dar, 238 
fain, 216 
fo11air, 258 
fichead, 2 18 
ficheadamh, 219 
fion, 231, 244 
fior, 203, 205, 220, 245, 256 
fior-uisge, 203 
fios, 255, 257, 258, 262, 265, 272, 

275, 276 
fiughair, 274 
Jo, 225, 276 
fraoch, 276 
freaga"ach, 203 
fuamhaire, 265 
fuar, 223 
Jui/, 207, 231, 276 
gabh, 262, 270, 274 
gabhail, 274 
gach, 221 
Gaidhealtachd, 43 
gdire, 232 
gal/a, 273 
gaoisid, 278 
gea/, 204, 220, 265, 277 
ged, 259 
gilk, 213, 263, 275 
gitilain, 261 
glacte, 261 
gle. 137, 223, 224, 258 
gluais, 248 
glwuad, 239 
g11ogadh, 276 
gnothach, 276 
gobha, 210 
goid, 260, 262 
goirid, 227 
gonadh, 273 
gom1, 210 
gras, 272 
greis, 223 
gu, 222, 277 
gu de, 265 
gu dearbh, 138, 224 
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g11 deimhim1e, 138, 224 
g11 lhr, 137, 224 
g11 math, 266 
g11 r11ige, 227 
g11 sio"aidh, 223 
g1111 uagamh, 138, 224 
g1111/g11m, 230 
g1111,,,,, 225, 236, 241, 273 
g11,.,,. 225 
g11s, 255, 262, 276 
g11s.,,."' 237 
g11th, 253 
i, 214. 222 
iad, 214 
iar, 224 
ia"aidh, 210, 214, 255, 269 
iasg, 255 
iasgach, 264 
ioma..Jhathach, 203 
iomradh, 243 
io1111saidh, 227 
ire, 138, 224 
is, 221, 255, 265, 273 
is dacha, 138, 224, 236, 239, 272 
is mathaid, 239 
is,.,,. 245, 251 
isd, 272 
ireal, 223 
ith, 239, 241, 242, 254, 255, 267 
i11chair, 213 
i1isaigeadh, 274 
/amh, 203, 206, 207, 227, 265, 274 
/araidh, 262 
/ama-mhaireach, 276, 277 
latha, 215, 220, 238 
lathair, 223 
le, 204, 211, 225, 243 
/eabhar, 243, 247, 266 
ktm, 203 
ka11tai1111, 203 
leigeadh, 275 
leth-chmd, 218 
lighiche, 208 
litir, 208, 210, 238, 263 
loch, 207 
losgadh, 216, 278 
/11ath, 222, 239, 277 
ma,230 
ma dh'foaoire, 138, 224 
mac, 273 
madai1111, 277 
mailk, 227 
mall, 40 
ma/lachd, 273 
mar, 217, 261, 264 
marag, 251 
marbh, 216, 220, 242 
marbhadh, 231, 243, 250 
mar-tho, 223, 257 
mas fhior, 272 
math, 204, 224, 228, 241, 244, 

258, 270 
ma-tha, 271, 276 
mathair, 198, 245, 263, 272 
mi, 214 
mia;, 277 
mi-<h1iramach, .?03 

mfk, 218 
mik, 218 
mi/is, 221 
milka11, 218 
mi11,206 
mi-mlda"ach, 241 
mios, 220 
mi-ru11, 203 
mi-thoilich, 203 
mo, 206, 213 
mo/,203 
moladh, 203 
mo11adh, 277 
mor, 203, 205, 211, 213, 228, 255, 

265, 275, 277 
mor-ch11id, 203 
mor-sh/11agh, 205 
mothaich, 222, 267 
m11choi11m:imh,227 
m11dheidhi1111,227 
m11 thicheal/, 227 
m11ir, 206 
m11/lach, 207 
m1111/m11s, 262 
m11r, 277 
m11ra, 261 
m11-thrath, 223 
11a,207,217 
11ach, 230, 256 
11aidheachd, 220 
mlire, 272 
11a11/11am, 230 
11aoi, 218 
11aoidheamh, 219 
11aoiflear, 219 
11a,,w,,..,,. 230 
11aslugha, 261 
11as motha, 261 
11eo-bhlasta, 241 
11eo-foreaga"ach, 203 
11ighea11, 220, 275 
110, 255 
1IO"ag, 262 
1111air, 217, 253, 262, 275 
0, 275, 277 
obair, 205, 210, 213, 238, 244, 

255, 275 
obh, 272 
och, 271, 272 
ochd, 218 
ochdamh, 219 
ochd11ar, 219 
oidhche, 275, 276 
oifis, 210 
oir, 258 
Of, 230, 231, 244, 247, 278 
011, 258 
ora11, 205, 271 
onn, 202 
OS, 274 
OS 001111, 227 
piob, 207 
piobair, 203 
piseag, 228, 264 
pOg. 216 
pagadh, 251 
pasadh, 248, 250 

p111adh, 243 
rach, 204, 230, 239, 256, 267 
radh, 275 
rathad, 239 
re, 225 
reic, 265 
ri, 216, 222, 225 
ri firm, 227, 258 
ri taobh, 277 
riaghladair, 228 
riaghladh, 228 
riamh, 221 
na11, 256 
righ, 243 
ri1111, 202 
ro, 137, 223, 224 
ropa, 258 
r11adh, 205, 255 
mbha, 275 
md, 206, 217, 265, 269, 270, 276 
rii11, 203 
sabaid, 259, 277 
sabha/adh, 272 
sagart, 207 
sam bith, 217, 236 
samhach, 240, 254 
saoghal, 265 
saoil, 202, 203 
saoilsi1111, 203 
sar, 220 
seach, 258 
seachad, 227 
seachd, 218, 275, 277 
seachdamh, 219 
seachdar, 275 
seachd11ar, 219 
seadh, 240, 271 
seal/, 202, 261 
sealladh, 205 
sea1111, 220 
searbha11t, 243 
seo, 215, 237, 277 
seOI, 223 
seorsa, 269 
sgaoi/, 223 
sgath, 206, 278 
sge11/, 243 
sgilli1111, 255 
sgith, 216 
sgoil, 203, 210 
sgriobhadh, 238 
sgriobhre, 243 
sh11idh, 263 
sia, 218 
sia11, 275 
sia11ar, 219 
siathamh, 219 
sibh, 214 
side, 276 
sileadh, 231 
si11, 215, 236, 237, 238, 241, 242, 

249, 251, 256, 266 
si1111, 214 
siomaifl, 276 
sio11, 206 
Sio"aidh, 272 
sio"aidheachd, 203 
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sios, 224, 247, 276 
sireadh, 210 
siud, 215, 265, 269, 277 
slar,208 
sluagh, 205 
smaoinrinn, 266 
sndmh, 200, 228, 239 
sndmhaiche, 228 
sneachd, 247 
snog, 220 
so-dManadh, 203 
sreorharr, 232 
srad, 274 
sraighre, 261 
sramh, 244 
sroiridh, 278 
suain, 263 
suas, 224, 227, 261, 275 
suidh, 275 
suidhe, 231, 238 
sui/, 254, 276, 277 
suipear, 254 
sunnd, 203 
sunndach, 203 
rdbh, 198 
raca, 227 
rachair, 253 
rachairr, 274 
raigh, 213, 237, 265, 273 
rdmailreachadh, 199 
rdmh, 198 
raobh, 200, 227 
rarsainn, 225, 277 
re, 206, 217, 221, 255 
reann, 276 
reich, 276 
reine, 275, 276 
rekbhisean, 213 
rhairis, 227, 274 
rhall, 224 
rhalla, 241, 272, 273 
rhar, 225 
rheirig, 241 
Thi, 272 
rhig, 224, 256 
rhogair, 272 
rhoir, 242, 249, 254, 267, 273 
rhoirr, 265 
rhoradh, 258 
rhu, 214, 269 
rhugainn, 241 
rhuirr, 223 
rig, 261,275 
Tigheama, 272 
righinn, 263, 265, 276, 277 
rimcheal/, 227 
rionndaidh, 277 
riugainn, 241 
rogai/, 237 
roil, 251 
roilich, 203 
roilichre, 257, 276 
roir, 227 
roirmeasg, 251 
roirr, 268, 269 
1uiJid1, 277 
rreas(amh), 219 

rrl, 218 
rrioblaid, 236 
rriuir, 219 
rro, 225 
rrobhad, 241 
rrom, 223 
rrusdar, 262 
ruarh, 224 
rughadh, 276 
wigsirm, 232, 265 
ruil, 207 
ruilkadh, 223 
ruir, 210 
wnnag, 207 
uabhasach, 276 
uaiream1an, 223 
ud, 272 
uell, 272 
ugh, 241 
Uibhisreach, 267 
uile, 221, 238, 275, 276 
uine, 217, 277 
uinneag, 241, 247 
uisge, 42, 203 
ur, 213 
1ir, 264 
umaidh,240 
urrainn, 239, 260, 265, 271 



Appendix 2: List of T exts in Corpus 

1. Conv<rsotion 

2. Publ ic ln t<rv icw 

a)NU I 

b) C.un 
c) Truam 

d)Truam2 

cl :-IU 2a 
f) 'U2al 
g)NU2c 
h) NU 2cl 
i) NU2c2 

J) U4 
Gcm c Total 

~ 

a) 'Pea ta a ch can 

b) Fred MacAulay and 
Martan MacDonald 

c) Mel nncs and 
M>1hcson 

d) Geamaachcan 
Sholl a as 

c) G Shollaas II 

f) Bonn Comhraadh 

g) C M 17 Jan 2000 

h)CM1 7 )anl l 

Genre Tol41 
3. Sports Reportage a) Alba vs. A.maalia I 

4. Oral orrative 

b) Alba w. Astraalaa 2 
c) Alba vs. Astraalaa 3 
d) Alba vs. Amada a 4 
e) Alba w. Astdalaa 5 
f) Alba vs. Yugoslavi• I 
g) Alba w. Yugo 2 
h) Alba vs. Yugo 3 
i) Alba vs. Yugo 4 

1) Alba vs. Yugo 5 
Gcnrt' TOllll 
a) Na T rl Leanntcan 

Canaach 
b) Conall Gui ban 

,_ 

1,178 

918 
1133 

528 
1,182 
1,055 
1,142 
1.030 

714 

2,521 

2,678 

1,049 

1,094 

1.206 

1,154 

l,M5 

1,025 

953 

1,001 

986 
991 

959 
1,035 
1,132 
1,045 

1,098 
1,007 
1,024 

1,066 

1,002 

I 1.501 

10,034 

IAll tapn recorded m North U11t 
brtt<'t'rn 1998and1000. 

Coannc.ach Maclomhaar r..1lk show. 
1999. 

B1ograph1c tel<' 1s1on show on Fred 
Macaulay, rebroadcast by Radio 
nan Gaadhcal an 1998. 

Rebroadcast of discus>aon between 
Ccl 11c scholars John Macinnes 
and W1ll1am Matheson 
(oraganally from 1970.1). 

Lave CO\'erage of2000 Highland 
Games an North Um, as pan of 
Coanneach Maclomhaar's >how 

I.a ve coverage of 2000 I fighland 
Games in orth Um, as pan of 
Coanncach Maclomhaar'< show 

Polttacal discussion show from the 
1980s. 

Coanneach Macl omhaar talk show, 
2000. 

Coanncach Macl omha ar talk show, 
2000 

Norri: t11pu o/Rad10 nan Ga1dheal 
coverage oft1uo football games 
broadcast tn the t'arly 1990s. 

Johnson, 0.A. 'Na Trl Uantcan 
Canaach', SA 1971142 and 43. 

McLd lon, Angus 'Conall Gulban'. 
SA 1963113 133. 
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c) Na F1Jnta1chcan 9% 

d) Gille an Fhcad.11n IJJ51 
Du1hh 

c) Rodach Ri>C•barr.llgh 1.1 23 

0 l.un lkag MacAnndra 828 

g) Fear i Churracain 1,008 
Ghia" 

h) Bohan Saor 1.0~6 

i) Bean "1c Odrum 1,068 

j) lll;\r Ch;\1rnm I.OH 

- ,_ 
Geme Total 

- 1-
5. News Scripts a) M.\1n Anna 684 

N1cUalra1j! I 

b) Domhnall 569 
M oireasdan I 

e) lseabail N1clllinncin 1,094 
d) I nncs Rothach 1.878 
e) Innes Rothach 2 439 
0 P;\dra1g 624 

MacAmhla1gh 
g) Dl>mhnall 1,019 

Moircasdan 2 
h) ~Biri Anna 1,9 16 

NicUalra1g 2 
i) Seumas Domhnallach 1,005 
j) Seumas Domhnallach 1,006 

2 
G<me'Total - 1-

6. Fiction ,1) Am Famne 2,3 14 

h) Cumhnantan, Chapt. 1,037 
I 

c) l>roch Am 1,029 

cl)Spil Tim 1,164 

10,221 

10,234 

.Mcl.dl.rn. Angu ' 'M.H o bha .111 1 l 
eith air n:i ,c.1lg air a d 

F1.1ntaichcan ', SA 196.3/15/ll. 
Moirca,dan, Pld ru1g (l'Jn) ·c,i11c .m 

1bh', Ill Fhcadain Du 
Domhnallac h, ll.E. (ed.) Ugam 

I l, S1<ornabhagh 
r, SA 19671118/BI 

agurHhuam, 

Club Lcabha 
and SA I' '>6N821 A2-f B I. 

Moirca\dan. P;\c lnug (19n) Hodach 
h ', in Domhnall.1ch, 
am ag111 IJhuam, 

ahhagh: Club 
1972/20/A2. 
Margarel ' lain Bc.•g 
. SA 1971/3/AS. 

R0cabarra1g 
1>.E. (ed.) Ug 
53- 56, Steorn 
Lcabhar, SA 

i\lacl..can. Mary 
i\lacAnndra 

nald 'Fear a MacOougal. Do 
Churraca1n Ghl"'s 
SAl96&121 2/B5 and 213/A I. 

nald 'Bohan S.10r Mac Dougal, Do 
agus a Mhac' , SA 1971/183/115 .ind 
1114/ AI 

M.1cDougal, Do nald 'Bean ~hie 
I 9<>8/212/B I. Odrum',SA 

Robenson, Calu m 'Bl.Ir Ch.\1r1n1s', 
A4. SA 1968127.3/ 

All 1mp11 from l ate /<)l)()s. Serir ro 
mu1/from 1t1orkerst11 

1dh<al. 
author over e 
Rod10 11a11 Ga 

Wan, E1hdh (I 
Starsad1· Ros 

998) 'Am Fainnc' 111 

cg 11 Hardachd, 51 56, 
inters: l nbhar Ni' I l1ghland Pr 

MacG1ll-Eain, Torinod (1996) 
C1imh11a111an , Clo Loch Abair: 
Glaschu. 

MacAongha1s, I >ol (1979) ' Droch •m 
hn:a' 1nAma11nan 

Gomd, 1- 16, Dun 
cGillcmhoirc and 

dhe'n hhilad 
Sg1alachda11 
1'icleann: Mo 
Gibb T eo. 

MacC01nneach. Ca1lean T . (199 ) 
n Srarsach · Rosg IS 

12. H1Ahland 
h1rN1s. 

'Sp.II Tim'• 
nardachd, 4 
Printers: lnh 
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7. Formal prose 

() lkul na h-011.lhchc 

g) An 1-t\onaran ch.tpt I 

h) Hrncadh na Clo1chc 

Gtt1re Total 

a) Trl G1ncala1chcan 

b) Nua Bhiirdachd 
Ghl1dhlig 

c) M;urcad N. 
Lachlainn 

cl) lluh -colas 

c) Aramach am 
Bcarnara1dh 

() Bl~r i Chumha111g 

g) 1 a Marbhrannan 

h) C.11nn1 1~ C'-3nan 

1) Trachdas OW 

Genre Total 

8. Popular Writing a) An Cuar arn Papa ... 

1,022 

1,055 

l,OJO 

-
1,8!7 

1,00? 

1,002 

1.069 

1,Q-1 J 

J,007 

973 

J,002 

J,149 

J,060 

9,MO 

10,089 
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Wan. hlidh (1979) 'Tcmc J Lo1s~cM

0 

1n l lmannan · SRtularhdan Gmr1d, 
17 27, Dim Eidcann: 
M.icGillcmhuirc .md Gibb Teo. 

.\lac Gill-cam, ~omhairle (1997) 
' lkul n.1 h-01dhchc' 10 W11l1am 
G11l1cs (ed.), R1I a' Bhru1ho1rh 
The Cri11c11m aml l'rose Wmings 
ofSorlt) Mad..eat1, 267-272, 
Acair Stornowa)· 

Mac a· Ghobhamn. l.un (1976)An I 
Aot1aran. Gairm: Gla~chu. 

Moircach, lain (1985) 'Briscadh na 
Clo1chc' 10 &ufar l'ta1111 11 

l'd1pear, Ga1 rm· G laschu. 

DomhnallJch, D ~-- ( J989) 'Tri 
g10cala1chcan de sgculachd', 10 
W. Gillies (<d.), Gad1cand 
Sroilond, 185-221. 

MacAmhla1gh, Domhnall (1976) 
'Rounh radh;i' 10 N11a Bhdrdac·hd 
Ghd1dhlig, Canonga1c: 
Edinburgh. 

Mac Gill cam. Somhaarlc (1997) 
'Beul na h 01dhchc' m Willi•m 
G1l11es (ed.). Ru a' l1hnttho1ch 
The Crrtu·um ot1d !'rose Writings 
of Sorley MacLean, 162-176, 
Act1r: Stornoway. 

1'1acThomais, R. (1976) 81dh-EO/a1 :I' 
Chea/la, Gwntrnt1eochd, 11 Meafl 
foas, Gaarm. Glaschu. 

Jn MacAmhlaidh, Domhnall (ed.) 
( 198 l I) 01ghm1rhd 11g111 
Gabhaltas: lomra1dhean air 
A11nhre11 an Fhearamn 011111 na h 
l:'rleanan, Edinburgh: Macdon.tlcl 
Printer~. 

Jn 1'1acAmhla1dh, Dom hnall (ed.) 
( J 983)) 01ghrrochd agus 
Cabhaltas: lomm1dhean arr 
A1mhre11 an Fheuratnn a111u 11a h 
E1fo111a11, Edinburgh: ~!acdonald 
Printers. 

MacDhomhna1ll, Comncach D. 
(1989) 'Na Marhhrannan 
So1<gculach' in W. G1ll1c< Ced.), 
Caelrcand Scotland, J7S-184. 

Macinnes, J. (J995') 'Ca111nt 1s 
C~nan',An Tarbh, S.1bhal Mo r 
Osta1g. 

S11i1bhart, Domhnall U1llcam (1999) 
unpublished PhD dis>crt.a11on, 
Univcrrny of Edinburgh. 

0 HianJardh. Arlcig. (1999) 'An cuir 
am P~pa aonta n casba1g le 
G~1dhlig >',An 1-Albannach, 
JOi3/J999. 
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b) A hh11h mar 673 I Noc Dhomhnaill, Joon,o (1999) 'i\ 
Chnrra ... bh11h mar chorr d ·ghruhcach aor 

' loabh na bconnc",An t 
Albannal"h, 2612/1999. 

c) P~draog Sellar 805 Maclllonncon. Uosdcan (1999) "Scallar 
air bculaohh na n11rtc .1 rnh1st ', 
A111-Alba1111ach, 3/1 1/99. 

<l) A' Cur,\, Dhuonn 860 Mac-a-Phi, Anngha\ (1999) "A' cur,;_, 
Fhin dhuonn fhln k faooncas '•coon-

dooghc",An t -Albannach, 10/8199 
c) Aon Du1h.11ch 870 Macl..cood, /\lurchJdh (1999) '"Aon 

d11tha1<h" k cothrnm dhan 
Ghiudhlog I', An t-Albannat"h, 
2mm 

f) Blas J Ghuga 697 MacLcood, Coonncach (1999) 'Blas d° 
ghuga do rnhumnu r na h-
Eorcann ',An Gd1dheal Ur, web 
enc, hnp: //an-gaodhcal-
ur.co.uk/four.htm I. 

g) Luchd-couol 1,096 Dock, Cnos.11dh (1999) "1.uchd couol 
a' cluoch air son an toil lhcon°,A11 
t-Albannach, 1 7~/99. 

h) Na Gaodhcol Ura 1,048 Dock, Cno»odh (1999) 'G~odhlog 
lholcama 's gun oad nan Gaodhol', 
An 1-Alba1111ach, 19/11/99. 

i) A· Siubhaol gu Rcodh 761 Dornhnallach, Torrnod (1999) 'A' 
SIUbhaol gu reodh bho colcan gu 
colcan',An 1-Alb11111111ch, 24/1 1199. 

j) Poolcatoccans 1.016 Brnwnlic, oall M. (1999) 
'Poolcatoscans cho caochl.11<lcach 
rt taobh n:i mara' An 1-

Alba111wth, 29/10/99. 
g) Oofi,gcor G.l1dhlog 784 0 I lianla1dh, Aolc1g (1999) 'Oofigear 

G~odhlog aor son I lolyrood', An 1-

Genre Total 
~ 

,_ Albannach. 10/11199. 
9,69(i 

. ~~ ~ ·-·~ .;;;i_.~fi,7.;:;;; . 
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Appendix 3: Full Tag Set 

/. Clausal Features 
Informacion Scruccure Focus and Discourse 

' 
., 

Ta~ Feature Name Examples 
FC(A)• Cleft Construction: 's e fhein a chaidh ann; cha mhise a rinn e 

Fronting Implicated 's ann a chaidh e fhein ann; chan ann an-shin a bha e 
FD Demonstrative Copular ('s e) siud an duinc a rinn e;sin thu fhein 

Structure 
Fl 'ldentificational' Clefts 's e fear Uibhisteach a bh' ann- 's e buille lag a bha sin 
FO(A)• Other Copular is duine coir e; 's mise an dotair an-seo; is brcagha ante ud 

Constructions 
FP 'Pseudo clefts' and other an rud a th' ann 's e ... ; chan cil ann ach rud gun rud 

cleft-like structures 
FE Centre-detached tha iad an nighean 's an gille a' tighinn dhachaigh an-di ugh 

Syntagms 
FF Fronted adverbials and a-mach a ghabh iad; os cionn na cidsin tha leapannan ann 

peripheral elements 
FL Left-detached elements Seumas dh'fhalbh ~ mar-tha;an taif!h ud tha ~ granda 
FN Pre-core nominal ach Seumas cha ghabhadh am biadh 

clements 
FR Right-detached elements tha e granda an tai2h ud 

FX Repetition and expansion bha iad math bha iad uabhasach fhein math 
of clause 

c: Verbal Eliosis hovel uabhasach a th' ann 
•--(A) indicates that the: fronted element is of the: ann type: - gc:nc:rally adjectival, adverbial 

Cl T a use ypes 
Ta~ Feature Name Examples 
CA ljgus- andach-headed co- thuit e corr is ccud troigh 'sea' sreapair Aonach Dubh 

subordinate clause 
CCA Complement clause after tha mi toilichtc:gun tainig thu; bha ~air nach robh sinnga 

adjective: or non-verbal thuigsinn 
elements 

CCV Complement clause after cha ch re: id mi gum faca e mi; tha mi a' smaointinn gun creid sibh 
verbal elements sea 

CF Fragment (e.g., short sc:adh; bha; cha dc:achaidh 
responses in dialogue:) 

CFS False: Stans - speaker uell tha iad tha an t-airgead a tha iad a' cosg gun fheum 
changes direction rephrases 

CM Main clause: dh'iarr mi orra ... ; an robh e ann?; sguir 
CN Clausal negation chan eil ... ; nach bi ... 
co Coordinate clause: (clause: is ... agus cha min mi smid; ... ach cha robh e ann 

independent) 
CON Clausal conjunction (clause thui rt iad ris gun robh c: ann agus gum fa ca e am bodach 

is not independent) 

co Direct Interrogative Clause an tuirt thu rudeigin?; de bha e 'deanamh? 
CT Terminal Tag tha c math nach eil? 
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Subordinate Clause Types (takes either For Pas affix on tae: (fronted/ }!reposed)) 
Tae: Feature Name Examples 
csc Cause and Reason a chionn; air sgath; a thoradh; bhon 
CSN_ Conditional 11a11 rohh ... ;muram hi ... ;ma tha ... 
·cso Other ge brith de; cho doirbh 's 11ach urrain11 mi 

css - Concessive ged 
csv_ Temporal nuai r; thad 's; gus; mus; bho 

R l . Cl e at1ve auses an dN oun Ph rase c omp ex1ty 
Tae: Feature Name Examples 
CR Relative Clause an duine a bha ann; na bh' af!ainn de bhiadh 

CRC Copular RC am fear ab' aith11e dhomh 

CRP Possessive RC an nighean a bha a mathair bochd 

CRR Prepositional RC tha creag mhor ris an cainnte ... 

NC Complex Noun Phrase-has fear-gairm nan Lib Deamach 'sa Pharlamaid; duilgheasdan 
2 or more modifiers teicneigeach is eile; seann taigh geal 

Valence Decreasing Constructions- can take (A)gent as affix (for when an agent is 
present) 
Tae: Feature Name Examples 
PA - Analytic Passives and theid a dheanamh; chaidh a cur air bhog le Runaire na Staite 

lmpersonals with do/ 

PO - Other Valence Decreasing tha di1il; tha thios 
Constructions 

PS - Synthetic 'Passives' and thogadh mi; gum faicear; rinneadh e; chainnte 
Im personals 

PV - Valence Decreasing Encoded bha i 'ga cumail an-sin; bidh iad gam faicinn 
with air, ri, and a1i 

Miscellaneous 
Tae: Feature Name Examples and Definitions . Construction of Interest rare and interesting linguistic specimens 
INC Incomplete Clauses transcription difficulties, poetry, non-native speaker, etc. Items 

Not to Be Scored 
ENG English Code Switch but that doesn't matter Ai lean ma tha an taigh glan 
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11. Word-Level Features 
Verbal Morpholo2f': (l)ndependent or (D)ependent as affix to indicate verbal status 
Tag Feature Name Examples 
vc_ Conditional-Habitual/ bhiomaid; bhiodh e; b' abhaist dha; cha bu mhise 

Past-tense Copula 
VF - "Future"/ Non-past bidh iad; ruithidh; cha bhi 

Indefinite 
VI Imperative and isd thusa; bithibh sunndach; na cluinneam 

Subjunctive 
VL Infinitival Complement chaidh mi a shealltainn; a bheil thu airson a chluinntinn 
VN Verbal Noun ag iarraidh; 'ga dheanamh; 'nam shuidhe 
VP - Past Tense bha; chaidh; rinn 
VPP Past Participle• deanta; roinnte; sgaraichte 
VT - Present Tense and Present is misc; tha; a bheil 

Copula 
COP Copula Verb is; bu; as aithne dhomh 
CV "Composite" Verb bu mhath learn; bu choir dha; eg., is< Vfl_COP> aithne <CV> 

dhomh <RP> 
•--these are rather rare as mch tn ScGae/1c and many of them could be bell er charactensed as a class of 
adjectives 

A IM ki spectua ar ng 
Tag Feature Name Examples 
SF Perfective: air tha mi air sin a dheanamh 
SP Progressive: aJl tha mi a' deanamh cus 
SS Prospective and tha e ri iasgach; chan eil sin ri fhaighinn 

Predicative: ri,gus, an 
impis,a'dola INF,gu 
bhith 

N IS om ma ,,stem 
Tag Feature Name Definition 
M/F/E Gender/English Noun Masculine; Feminine; English Noun 
SIP Count Singular; Plural 
D/I Definiteness Definite; Indefinite 
VIN/DIG Case Vocative; Nominative; Dative; Genitive 
C/U/A Grammatical Concordant; Unconcordant; Assimilated 

Concordance This feawre refers to whether or not the lexical item in question is fanned 
in concordance with the parameters set out in my referro« grammar. The 
assimilation feature indicates, in cases of English borrowing. whether 
the lexical item has been !'aelicised to an extent. 

Syntax for Nominal System Tags: Gender - Count - Definiteness- Case - Gram. Cone. 
Ex.: MSINC 

p N roper ouns 
Tag Feature Name Definition 
NIE Proper Noun Tag Name; English• 
VIN/DIG Case Vocative; Nominative; Dative; Genitive 
C/U/A Grammatical Concordant; Unconcordant; Assimilated 

Concordance 
•-Although this same tag is used with common nouns, the syntax is different here: 
Ex.: NDC; ENA 

293 
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p arent h es1s p ossess10n, p· d 1e -p1pmg, R epet1 t1on an dE xoans1on 
Tag Feature Name Examples 
+ + Parenthetical Discourse fhios agad; mar a bha mi a' radh; tha mi a' creidsinn 
PD Demonstrative seo; sin; siud 

Pronoun 
PN Pronoun e; i; etc. 
PNI Indefinite Pronoun -cigin; air choreigin; sam bith 

Marking 
PNR Resumptive (hanging) an duine a bha mi a' bruidhinn ill 

Pronoun 
pp Periphrastic Possession an car aig ... 
PPN Possessive Pronoun ;! bhean 
R(l,2) Compound (RI) and comhla ri <Ri>;muchoinneimh <Rh 

Complex (R2) 
Prepositions 

RE Repetition and fcumaidh rum a bhith ann rum mor a bhith ann 
Expansion of Phrasal 
Elements 

RP Prepositional Pronoun dhaibh; orm; etc. 

Ad ver b s an dAd" 11ecuves 
Tag Feature Name Examples and Definitions 
A-C/U-(P) Attributive Adjective Concordance has the same definition as above 

Prefers to pre-nominal position, as in adjectives such asdeagh 
ex., duinc: math <AC>; duinc: mhath <AU>; deagh <ACP> dhuinc: 

AD Predicative Adjective tha an duine math <AD> 
AP Place Adverbial a-nail; air ais; a-nuas; an-sin 
AS Superlatives and na bu treasa; as soilleire 

Comparatives 
AT Time Adverbial an-diugh; fhathast; a-nisei 
AV Adverb gu math; gu luath; seachad; air adhart 

M" 11 1sce aneous c ateS?:ones an dL ex1ca l Cl asses 
Tag Feature Name Examples and Definitions 
LA Amplifier gu leir; gu mor; buileach; uabhasach; ro; gu h-iomlan; di reach; 

gu math; gu tur; gle -f(ives some indication of def(Tu 
LB Subordinator ma; nam; o'n; oir; a chionn; air sailleabh 
LC Conjunct a bharrachd; a-reisde; githeadh; air an laimh eile; ge-ta; mar sin 

dhe --refer to clausal rela1ions and occur generally at beginning of 
clause 

LD Down toner gu ire mhoir/ bhig; gu beag(naich)-some indication of degree of 
uncertainty 

LE Emphatic gu dearbh; gu deimhinne; gun teagamh; gu cinnteach -just 
presence of certainty, no def(Tu of which is J!iven 

LF Focus Clitic -sa, -se etc. 
LG Ag us etc. in a chionn 's; cho fad agus a tha 

comparative and 
subordinate-type 
constructions 

LH Hedge cha mhor; mu; 's docha; ma dh'fhaoite; 's mathaicl-less-specific 
indications of diminish inJ! tJrobabilitv or uncertainty 

LJ Demonstrative an duinesin 
Adjective 

LK Numerals aon; a' chiad Wl 

LL(A) English Borrowing For non-nominal lexical items (cg., adjectives or verbs) 
(A)ssimilated as above 

102 Numc:rativc: pronouns such as di this, and sianar arc: trc:atc:d as nouns. 
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LN Synthetic Negation gun; as aonais 

LO Conjuntion no; agus; ach. 

LP Public Verb innse; aideachadh; gearain; mlneachadh; radh 

LR Discourse Particle aidh; udl; co-dhiubh; a-nisd -maintain conversational coherence 

LS Suasive Verb thoir gu creidsinn; a' moladh; iarraidh; a' toirt air 

LV Private Verb smaoineachadh; saoilsinn; beachdachadh 

LX Reflexives and fhcin; a chcile 
Reciprocals 

LZ Appositive thuin Mo Mowlam runaire Eirinn-a-Tuath ... 
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This 1s the first in-depth, quant1tat1ve study 
of register vanat1on 1n Scottish Gaelic, an 
endangered Celtic language. Previous work 
on the subject has been mainly anecdotal in 
nature or a by-product of other lines of 
1nvest1gat1on The study confirms that 1t is 
impossible to uncover the characteristics of 
any register in Gaeltc fully without 
benchmark data on the language's overall 
register range and morpho-syntactic 
variation, now provided by the present 
ground-breaking study. 

The book shows robust differences between 
most of the register types in Scottish Gaelic. 
It also shows ma1or contrasts between 
narrative and non-narrative registers, 
reportage and non-reportage registers, 
and formal writing and other register types. 
It identifies five underlying contextual 
parameters to be responsible for the 
variation between registers in Scottish 
Gaelic: production constraints, discourse 
freedom, information orientation, 
interaction. and producer characteristics. 

Overall, the book's results correlate well with 
those of the current leading, most influential 
models of register and text-type vanat1on. 
The book demonstrates that Scottish Gaelic, 
despite being an endangered language, has 
a level of register variation comparable to 
that found tn larger languages such as 
English, with whom the patterns of 
common variation are universal. 

The book also presents a new morpho
syntactic grammar of contemporary spoken 
and written Scottish Gaelic, providing the 
fullest and most authoritative linguistic 
description currently available. 

"This book is accessible to Gaelic speakers 
as it is to descriptive linguists. It provides 
compulsory reading for anyone interested in 
knowing about the morphology, syntax and 
discourse features of contemporary Scottish 
Gaelic." (Dr John M. Kirk) 

"This book has much to offer all linguists 
concerned with the grammar of spoken 
language." (Prof. Jim Miller) 

Dr William Lamb is a lecturer in Scottish Gaelic and Music at Lews Castle 
College, Benbecula (UHi Millennium Institute} and lives on the Isle of North 
Uist. Originally from Baltimore, Maryland, William Lamb came to Scotland 
in 1996 to take an MSc in Scottish Gaelic Studies at the University of 
Edinburgh, where, in 2002, he graduated with a PhD on the subject of the 
present book. 
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